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Hyder Ali's Eelations with the Marathas

(1766-67)

In March 1765 Madhava Rno agreed ro negoriare a treacy wrrh

Hyder and conclude his first campaign against him. In course of

the negotiations Madhava Rao demanded that Harihar and Basava-

pattam should be included in the 1st of territories ceded by Hyder.

The desire to retain these two outposts on the other side of the

Tungabhadra pointed to a plan to occupy Bidnur, of which Basava-

pattam was the key. Hyder therefore got a clear indication that the

Peshwa wanted to resume the offensive against him at the earliest

opportunity. But he had won over Raghunarh Rao and rhe Peshwa

was prevailed upon to remain satisfied with the cession of Bancaporc

and the restoration of the possessions of the chieftains of Guci and

Savanur along with the payment of twenty-eight lakhs as tribute .

1

But Hydet knew it quite well that the Maratha menace would

reappear very soon and he knew how formidable his Mancha

opponent was.

Hyder might have turned to the Nizam or the British against

die Marathas. But his policy, as has been said by Khare, was like

chat of Sivaji in relation to Bijapur, Golconda and the Mughals.

He had an eye on the territory of all and he did not find it to his

1 Pnhu* Dafur, vol 37—turn no. 60. 61, 61.

a /JitihZsik Letba Sithgrths, voi III, Intro.



2 Hydtr Alt's Relations with the Maratbas

interest to enter into a scheme of alliance with any of them and

the least of all with the British, as the Madias governor wrote

to VcrcUt ‘we must fix Hyder as a friend or overthrow him as an

enemy; die former notwithstanding all our advances we have

hitherto found impracticable.” The Peshwa had in the meantime

succeeded in persuading the Nizam to join in a scheme of offensive

alliance against Hyder. Nizam AJi was first induced to join hands

with the Peshwa against Jnnoji Bhonsla who was compelled to cede

a large portion of the territory secured by him earlier by his double

treachery at Rakshasabhuvan. The Nizam got a tract of territory

equivalent to about 15 UkKs of annual revenue ('ceded for the firm

establishment of peace and friendship’ as a prelude to conjoint

operations against Hyder).

4

Hyder was in the meantime plotting widi the malcontent

Marathas to create sufficient difficulties for the Peshwa in his own

home territory. He walked in rhe footsteps of A«af Jnh N’izam-ul

Mulk who had adopted a similar policy against Baji Rao. The

Peshwa’ s excellent espionage system brought to his notice the fact

iliac Babuji Naik was in correspondence with Hyder Ali and gave

him presents. The Naik was asked to surrender die forts in his

charge. He shut himself up in Sholapur but was compelled to

submit, surrendering his possessions and contencing himself with a

personal allowance of one lakh/ Anticipating a quick Mancha

advance, Hyder levied contributions from tHc chiefs of Bellary,

Chrtradurg, Raydurg, Hatpanhalli and other places/

3 Select Committee Proceedings. 16th January. 1767. p. 78.

4 Khnre. AiUbiak ickbt Sangrihi. vol. Ill—Letter no. 6oaL, data! ictli

September, tells os that artier d*rc «» wi undemanding between the Peshwa nnd

the Naim that whatever beg expeditions were to be undertaken would be done

after informing rach other.

5 Pabm$ Daftar. vol. 37, letters no. 99. 117.

6 Ibid.
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But before the stare of the expedition against Hyder in Novem-

ber, 1766, Nizam concluded an alliance with the British. The East

India Company engaged “a body of their troops ready to

sortie the affairs of His Highness's government in everything that is

riglic and proper whenever required.'" Immediately afeer die con-

clusion of die treaty the British representative was informed

that he required the assurance of the British troops against Hyder

Ali and that he would take die field in less than a month, and would

expect the British troops to join him by the end of December. He

was assured that the British would use all the desparch in their

power.'

What were the motives of the Nizam in thus securing the assis-

tance of the British in a war agcir.sr, Hyder in which die Marathas

were already his ally? It has been suggested in another connection

that ‘the Nizam would never break his relations with any. To

condnue negotiations with all the powers is lus policy. But in die

end whatever comes in practice depends upon Providence. He

never cries to break cS negotiations from whacever side they might

come.'” But such a facile explanation of his motives would be

improper in this ease. Grant Duff himself suggests that without

British aid the Maradias would have dictated in any scheme of the

partition of Hyder’s territory. But now he could legitimately ex-

pect that with British aid he would be in a position to dictate

himself. But Madhava Rao could not be so easily overreached."

Without waiting foe his ally, Madhava Rao crossed the Kistna

in January, 1766. The first campaign of Madhava Rao had con-

vinced Hyder that it would be improper to fight pitched battles

7 Scfcct Committee Proceedings, :6ch January, 1767, p. 58.

a ibid.. P. 77.

9 PethuMt Da] tar, voL 38, no. 135.

10 Grant Duff, History of the Mara'. has.
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with him. He fortified Bangalore, Bidnur and Sera, remaining at

Seringapatam with his troops. Along the route of the march of

the Marathas, the supply of water was poisoned and com was

either burnt cr buried. Wilks writes—"However efficacious against

j regular army, die project is mere theory against the overwhelming

mass of genuine Maiatha invasion which covers the whole face of

the country- and almost divescs of poetic fiction the Muhammadan

illustration which compares them to a cloud of locusts. Such a plan

may distress but cannot stop such an army." Madhava Rao came

to Ra:durg in Febmary and "pushed on through the imperfect de-

sert to Sera."
11 The Marathas had a front of *5 miles, marching

in parallel lints. They would take fodder from housetops, leaves

and roots and provided themselves with water by digging the dry

beds of rivers. The Peshwa realized within the space of a month

from Kanchangutca, Godwal, Bcllary, Sidnur, Adoni, Kurnool,

Kanakgiri, Chitradurg, Devdurg, Raidurg about 25 lakhs of rupees

in hundi, beside clerkship charges that were paid separately in

cash.’*

Hyder’s brother-in-law Mir Reza was in Sera. He came out

of 'the fort and took his stand with a view to fight a pitched battle.

He was defeated and forced to take shelter inside the walls. Two

hundred horses of Mir Reza were taken by the Marathas, about 300

of his men were wounded and 40/50 were killed. The Marathas

also seized five of the seven guns he had brought out. Sera was weli-

stcckcd with provisions and garrisoned with select troops numbering

about ia.coo. But as the batteries of the Peshwa advanced, Mir

Salicb thought discretion to be the better part of valour, offered to

desert to the Marathas, Gopal Rao Patwardhan being the mediator

and guarantor for the Peshwa. Mir Saheb was given Gurumkunda

n Wilks. History of Mysore, vol 1. p. 302.

12 Kharc, Ltkha Smkgrth*, II, intro.
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his old paternal possessions on conditxm that he should keep 2000

men for Maratha service. This was in February 1767.” Early in

March the Peshwa took Madgiri. It was a mountain for very difficult

to assault. Hyder was confident about its holding out. On the second

day the wall was carried. Men in the fort came down for negotia-

tions. The king and queen of Bidnur were found imprisoned in

the fort. The Peshwa released and honoured them.
11 The onward

advance of the Peshwa continued. He succeeded in raking

Chenraidurg, Madakshire, Thorlc Balapur, Chile Balapur, Mir-

gtrhe, Deonhalli. Huscote. Kolar.

These repeated blows and the news of the approach of Nizam

Ali, made Hyder treat for peace. The Peshwa was also eager to

conclude a treaty before Nizam Ali could intervene. It is said that

die Peshwa asked the Nizam to send Rucunuddaula and Shcr Jung

ahead and insisted upon the settlement of some preliminaries and

demanded that a distance of 40 miles must be maintained between

the two camps.”

Hyder was sufficiently intimidated at chc prospect of the com-

bination and to hear chc news chac messengers were coming and

going between the two camps. With characteristic diplomatic abi-

lity he proposed to the Peshwa chrough Gopal Rao a joint march

against Me. Ali and the English. Madhava Rao saw through the

gape and said that the Nizam and through him the English were

his friends. He himself would march to Bangalore and chc Nizam

would cake Sri Rangapattam/ 0

Hyder had now to submit. He had to agree to pay a tribute

13 Peshwa Defter, vol. 37. letter no. 141: AitihltiU Lfihe fUmgidh*. letter

no. G78.

24 Peshuu Defter, vol. 37, letter no. 147; Bomhey Driries. p. 131.

15 AiUhhik Lekhe Semgrehe. HI. letter no. 7C6—Mortballil to Gopal Ras.

The treaty should be ccncbded before the am**! of the Nizani. so said the Peshwa.

16 Lehhd Sentgrehj, letter r». jot
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of 33 lakhs of rupees. Sera, Chikbalpur anti Kolar were to be given

back to Kim. Madgiri, Chenraidurg, Thude Balapur. Huscotc and

two parganas were kept by the Marathas. Hyder also got back

Ganeshgad, Nandagundi, Gudibanda, Kotikonda, Namgandlu.
1 '

Nizam Ali was thus deservedly overreached. Peixoto writes

—

"Nizam Ali much disliked the peace just concluded and asked

Madu Rao what had obliged him to agree to it and to retire. He

replied chat lie had received his tribute and made his agreements

and it was already late to retire to Poona. Therefore he had deter-

mined ro depart, for the Nabob was resolved to make the island of

Seringapatam the scat of war and the affairs would not so soon have

ended as Nizam Ali might chink. Besides it was not his custom

to make war with those who paid tribute. Nizam Ali had ex-

pected success as a gleaner. He was completely outmancruvrcd.

In connection with this second expedition of Madhava Rao

several facta deserve notice. Mir Reza deserted to the Marathas,

most probably because he feared that his brother-in-law would de-

grade and dishonour him for his failure against the Marathas.

Madhava Rao did all due could be done co placate him. But an

incident happened near Chenraidurg that explains how ill at ease

Mir Reza was in die Maratha Camp. At Chenraidurg,

one night, his camp was looted by the wicked people, die looccis

penetrating even upco his zenana. Some Gardi and Pindans who

were dissatisfied wicli Mir went to the camp of Muiar Rao and in

con|unctior. with some people diere made this loot. The Maratha

newsletters report that when the Peshwa heard about it, he looked

like god Siva when angry. Forty or fifty of these looters had their

hands chopped off. The Peshwa in person went to the camp o: Mir,

sent him dresses, utensils, sweets, horses, camp equippage, even cash

17 PcibiM Daft*/, vol 37; Lekhu Sdmgmbt. III. xua. J2i
,
718.

18 PuxuCO, V, c6 .
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and jewellery. Mir was on bad terms with Murar Rao and it was

his suspicion that Murar Rao was personally responsible for this

happening. But investigations proved that neither the troops of the

government nor those of any prominent Sardar had anything to do

with this unfortunate episode. He was paid about a lakh of rupees

as compensation by the Peshwa." Due in view of die bitter rela-

tions subsisting between Mir and Murar Rao die Peshwa could not

perhaps remove altogether the suspicions of the former.

What were the motives of Madhava Rao I in undertaking this

expedition and how far was Hyder successful in thwarting him?

Wilks says that die Maratlias had uniformly two objects- anticipa-

tion in plunder during the confederacy and exclusive conquest after

its close. The Maratha chief "professed nothing short of the entire

subversion of Hyder 5 usurped audiaricy.
,,,

‘ Thus according to his

view the Peshwa succeeded only as a true Maracha in anticipating

his ally in plunder and in nothing else. To diat extent Hyder must

then be considered as successful. But there is no evidence to prove

that Madhava Rao actually contemplated the entire subversion ol

Hyder's aurhoricy. Such an actinide is to be associated with his

third expedition nor with second, in which it appears that he was

still feeling his way. With the undependable Nizam as his ally,

no such plan could possibly have been contemplated by him. In

letter after letter, written from the Maratha camp, die Peshwa’s

desire only to realise tribute is emphasized. Hyder's ambassador

Kanin Khan offered 1 2 lakhs only in December and January. He

later raised the offer to at lakhs. The Peshwa's demand was at

hist 70 lakhs. In March it came dawn to 40 lakhs. The Peshwa s

plan originally was that Hyder should give hack all the territory of

19 Lfkbj SfrhgrAtd, letter no. figa; 8* March.

20 Wile*, HUtory of Myiort. vol I, pp. 300. 301.
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the Maratha Raj and its dependants as also the state of

Sunda. Besides this he expected a tribute of 75 lakhs.” A modi-

fication of his war aims was inevitable in view of the change of the

foreign policy of the Nizam.

N. K. SlKHA

21 Lekh* StrhgraJxf, letter no. 658
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a6. Satyanatha Yati (1648-74)

Satyanatha was the sixth in succession from Raghuttama Xittha

(‘558-96) of the Urtaradi Mutt, and the immediate predecessor of

Satyabhinava (1674-1706). The latter was the Guru of Chalan

Samkarsanacarya, grandson of Chalari Nrsimha who wrote one of his

works in 1661 A.D. The tutorial and chronological relation bet-

ween Satyanatha with his successor and the Chalari family may

be exhibited as follows

:

1. Chalari Narayana

2. Chalari Nrsimha (1601) = Satyanatha (1648-74)

3. Chalar; Scs5carya — Satyabhinava

(son) (disdple)

4.

Chalari Samkarsanacarya.

The (newly discovered) Kohkanabhytulaya also speaks of Satyanatha

as a contemporary of the Kcladi queen Cannamamba (1672-98).

LIFE

Satyanatha was a forceful and prolific writer and keen for the

glcry of Madlivaism and the secular ascendancy of his Mutt. His

former name, as given in the SfC.. is Raghtinathacarya. He

is repotted to have been a contemporary of Laksminarayana Xirtha

of the Vyasaraya Mutt, as also of Aurar.gzeb. According to

the account in the Kohkanabbyudaya he visited Benares at

a time when the Mughal emperor was harassing the Hindus there.

Satyanatha himself seems to have suffered persecution and was

helped out of a difficult situation by he High Priest of the

Konkani (Gatida-Sirasvac) Brahmins. It was presumably at this

MAftCH, I94O
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time that he visited Gaya and strengthened chc hold of his

Mutt over the Gaynpalas who had been converted to Madhvaism

by his predecessor Vidyadhisa. His victorious career formed

the subject of eulogy by Chalari Samkarsna, in his Satya-

natba-Mdhitmyaratnskara, of which two MSS. are noticed by

Aufrccht. It is the same work from which the Kohkanibbyndaya

quotes passages relating to rhe incident at Benares. This biography

of Satyanatha is not well-known in traditional circles. A good deal

of historical information can be gathered from it.

Satyanatha seems to have entertained an inward ambition to

outshine chc great Vyasar.iya by his literary output and its brilliance.

The tides of at last three of his works arc reminiscent of the

Vyasatraya.
1

His energy and determination to crush out the rivalry

of monism is icflccccd even in the choice of the titles for some of his

works, four of which go by the name of "Parasu” (the Axe). His

Abhir.avagsda is a devastating criticism of the Madljvaniatamiibbe-

mardana of Appayya Diksita.

WORKS

A dozen works arc known to have been written by Satyanatha

of which only eight have so far been attested by MSS. They in-

clude glosses on the Khandanatnya. the KN., and the Rgbhisya, a

couple of original works and glosses ngaiD on the Pramana-paddbati

and die NS. and a stotra.

Glosses on the Kbandar,straya

Of these, only the gloss on the Mdyavadakhandana. called

Parasu, is said to be available in Ms.’
(4)
A gloss on the KN-tika

1 There is a particularly spicy anredeer abcut hi» Abbtnavaamdriki and

how Subhanu Riti, the then (ahgirdnr ol Arci refused to recognise ic is equal (o

the famous Cendn'ii of Vyaiariya, when pressed to do so by the Srimi. ana haw

he managed co convince die SvJmi of his mismlce.

2 G.R.Sivanur reports u Ms. cl this work in his pows'lxi
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known as Karme-prakastka is reported both from the T.P.L. and

Mysore O.L. The number of granthas is 1500. (5) No trace of his

cy. on the NS. (also called Parasu) is 10 be found.

(6) A bhinsva-Candrihi M
This (T.P.L. 7S42) is a super-commentary on the T.P.

of Jayatirtha on rhe same lines as the 7'alparya-Candrika of Vya-

saraya. It runs to over 12600 granthas and is undoubtedly the

author’s magnum opus. It is not a continuation of the CandrikH,

but an indepedent gloss, covering also the portions (i.c.. Ch. I-Il)

commented upon by Vyasaray3 - The author refers in one of the

introductory verses (No. 4) to the Sattarkadipevali of Padmanabha

Tirtha.

The plan of die work is the same as that of die Car.drika.

Saryanatha sets forth the Purvapaksa and Siddhanta views under

each ndhikarana, and offers criticisms on the former in accordance

with the views of his teacher Sacyanidhi (Tanjotc p. 10). He quotes

from the Tettvapradip* and Candrika as well as the Bbavabodba (on

TP] of Raghurtama. The passages of the TP are commented upon

as in the Candrika. Under BJt. iii, 2, adh. 8, p. 22, the aullior

takes note of a series of 'interpolations' in the text of Jayatirtha's

commentary. He is fond of detecting such ‘interpolations’ in his

other commentaries also. The adhikaranasariras as made out as in

the Vivarana and Bhameti are systematically assailed.

(7)
Rg-bbisya-tipparti *m >

Here (Mysore O.L. 1903) the author is frequently cn his guard

against what he terms "corruptions and interpolations" in the text

cf Jayatirtha ’s commentary on the Rgbbdsya
:

(Mys. pp. 7, io,

24 etc). He carries on elaborate discussions cn the grammatical

form, etymology etc. of the various Vedic forms to be found in the

text, and refutes certain criticisms against the Bbisya (p. 1 1).
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(8) Abhinavamrta lp)D

This ij a gloss on the Pramana'paddbdti of Jayatirtha running

to a little over J400 granthas. The commentary is fairly lucid. It

follows thecy. of Srinivasa Tirtha, in the main which it nevertheless

criticises on occasions: See p. 51. line 28 and Sri./p. 53, 26 (same

edn.) and p. 54, 1. 15 Sri. /and p. 52, 4 of Satya/.

(9) A bbinaua-Gacli

We have seen Vijayindn Tirtha's reply to the Ahidbvdmatd-

mukbsmardana of Appayya Diksita. The Abbinavsgadi is

another criticism of the Dihsita’s work, but from a slightly different

point of view. It runs to over 4750 granthas and is being published’

by H. H. Satyadhyana Tirtha Svami of die Uttaradi Mutt. There

arc five chapters in the work designated “Yuddhas" (battles) with

an obvious allusion to the Gada-yuddha between Bhima and

Suyodhana in the Mbb. The intensely bellicose attitude of die

author is reflected even in the opening verse

:

(turn *Frfafimi n^rn 11

Unlike Vijayindia, the author tries to silence the criticisms of

Appayya, without reference, as a rule, to die opinions expressed by

Jayatirtha and Vyasaraya, in their works. In other words, he isolates

Madhva from his commentators and so confounds the critic, sug-

gesting sometimes chat the bhasyakara is not to be blamed for the

views of his commentators. Vijayindn on the other hand has

throughout endeavoured to treat the works of die bhasyakara and

diosc of die commentators as a homogenous whole and make them

withstand the criticisms of the Diksita, as a united body of texts.

I have nearly 168 pages of the pcintcd work with
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Satyanatha’s retort to rhe alleged flouting of Miraamsaka rules in

the works of Madhva is characteristic:

wnwront i 1

SF^t PRT 1

+T<^’t*ts?l
l ?Nt -H«flfn II (p. I 0).

(to) Abhtneva-Tarkatandave *">

This (Tanjore P.L. 8098-101) ii anorher voluminous original

work of Sacyanatha, which, as the name indicates, is a dialectical

classic expounding the nature and cunsticution of the logical and

epistemological categories of the Dvaita system and refuting those of

rival systems especially those of the Nyayavaiscsikas, on the same-

lines as the original Tarkatindava of Vyasaraya. The work runs to

1 1367 grandus.

The views of Raghunatha 5 iremini and Rucidatta, commenta-

tors of Gahgesa, those of the Prabhakaras, Ramanuja and the

VaiSesikas, arc here quoted and refuted in detail.

Like the original Tarlatanclave, this work is also divided into

three Paricchedas. Mahgda-vada, rhe self-validity of knowledge.

5annikaisa-samavaya, the relation between a subject and its attri-

butes, the invisibility of Vayu, the parthivslva of gold, and

Udayana’s view of it, the validity of Smrti (recollection), the defini-

tion of Inference, VySpti and the criticism cf die second VySpti-

laksana formulated by die Mani, the definition of Upddhi, Paksata,

Avayavalaksana (p. 103), Hctvabhaia, the subsumption of other

Pramanas like Upamina within the three, die validity of Salxla, its

fitness to be recognised as an independent Pramana, die definitions

of Akahksa, Yogyaca and Asatti, and die examination of Ganges's

views on these, the Apauruscyatva of the Vedas, the eternity of sound,

criticism of the Mtmamsaka view that (some) Vedic texts arc NityS-

numeya, (p. 43), the import of Injunctions
(p 47),

the refutation of

die Prabhakara view of "Karyata-jmna as the pivot of activity,
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Apurva
,
the physical existence of rhe gods (p. 76), Sakti-vada,

Samisa-fakri. the import of the negative (126-28 etc.) arc sonic of

the copies raised and discussed in the course of the work. Besides

Gnngcsa.' the author refers also to the views of Slromani (i.c..

Raghunatha)® and Ruridatta.'

(n) Vipyt-Mih <
m >

Hus (Mysore O.L.C. 2042) discusses various topics of

metaphysical, etymological and cxcgccical interest such as Pramana-

laksona, T&kikokta-vidhyarthapanlcsa, Syenagnisociiyavaisamya-

bhanga etc. The doctrine of the unreality of the world is severely

condemned. Certain objections to the statement of the issues

(Vipiatipactyakaro) in the Nyayamric arc answered. Quotations arc

made from rhc Mbb .
7AT

. and the MK. of Madhva.

(”> The VZyubbartlislolra.

As the name implies, it is in praise of Vayu and his coiuxirt

Bhirati.

27. Var.amak Misra (c. / 59 0-/655)

Vauamali Misra takes his place among the participators in the

grot Dvaita-Advaita polemics of the i6rh-i7di centuries. From

die very beginning, the issue raised by Vyasaraya was destined to

become an all-India one to whom were attracted the best brains from

all parts of India.

Vauamali Mifta was not a South Indian.’ He tells us both in

*t
i, 27, 103; li. 37; ui, 2, 9. 801 (p|4

5 “> 54'
,03 ; "*• '3a- 6

3
-

7 The NyayMtilvlIura (Madin R. No. 16:5) of unknown autltodliip, Ik>»-

ever, make* him a descendant of die family of TAran

•

Ramaoiry

n

v
which i»

obv^idy muukca Rlmicirya belonged (ai tells us in his Tfrorigtoi) to the

awjpiftr Cf.

X X

SSTCTTOTT
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his SrulisiddhanupraksW and his Madbuimukhalamkcra, chat he

was descended from a family of Brahmins belonging ro the

Bhirgava-goua, and seeded ac the village of Triyugapura in the

vicinity of Brndavana (Muttra). With the westward expansion of

the Bhakti movement of Caicanya in the days of die Gosvamis,

Brndavana became the centre of attraction and the home of a num-

ber of Bengalis. Vanamali Misra was presumably descended from

one such family.' He was a Lfc-cclibacc. Beyond these meagre

details, we know nothing more about his life or career. A Ms. of

his Maruta-mandan/i (Deccan College Coll. XV of 18S2-3) is found

dared 1741 Satnvat (1685 A.D.) This gives us the terminus a quem

of his date. We may venture to place him roughly between

1550 and 1655 and his literary activities between 1620 and 1655.

WORKS

Over ten works arc known and extant in the name of Vana-

mali Misra, of which only three have been printed.

(1)
Brabmasuiravrtii (Adaricika)

Anfrccht (IT. 130) mentions a Ms. of this work.

(2) Gitenigidbartbticandriki

Stein 19} and Peters vi. 292, are said (Aufrecht ii. 89) to refer

to a commentary on the Giti by Vanamali, called Gilanigudbarthi-

amdriki.

S While Vanamali wat bom in the »ntgi3f *113 :

—

figMT Wf 5T*v'k.1>'A

9 Another tradition maker him 1 Hindi-rpeaking Brahmin of U.P. (presu-

mably of Gayh). The Gayllpllns *cr converted to Milhvainn during the tunc of

VidyfclhUi Tirtha and VanamMi Mdra might well have belonged to din group.



Controversial Works.

His
(3)

M,adhvamukhalarnkar.-S^'" i s 3 <k*fcnce of the Pancadhi-

kaiani-interprctarion of the B.S. , by Madhva, as against the criti-

cisms of the Madhvamatavidhvamsana of Appayya Diksita. It is

divided into the following seven sections
:

(Introduc-

tory) ;ft*WTf»WOT, wrvnfaK*,

and a general suivey of the rest of the Sutras (jlMSCtfWWWirt^tlRH).

Tlx author is indebted very much to the Aladbuitanl'amnkba-

bbiianarn or Kantakoddhera of Vijayindra Tirtha and most of die

atEiimcnts arc taken over from Vijayindra. But of the two works

Vanamah's is the more readable one.

(4)
Tarangini-sanrabha <m>

This is the magnunJ ogus of Vanamali (Mysore OM. 523)

criticising the Gurucendrika of Brahmananda Sarasvaci, and form-

ing the last treatise in the series of Dvait.idvaita polemics, and yet

to be surpassed in keenness and subtlety of arguments. It may have

been composed about 1645.

(5)
Candamhuia ,in)

Yet anodicr controversial classic of die audior is reported under

the above title by Dr. Nag;raja Sarma, in his Reign of Realism.

(1531 p. 25). It is said to be a criticism of some unknown Advaitic

work

:

^tiiTfear 1

(6) The NyaydmrU-saugar.dbyti <p*“

Is a further criticism of the AdvaiUsuldbi and the BrsbmSruin-

diya, which has recently been published in the Calcutta Skt. Series

No. IX, by Mm. Aanatakrishna Sasfri.

10 SarMvats Bhavniva Tctt«, Mo. 68, 1936. (Benares).

1
1

Quote* from die Dvibiti (C 1500 50) p. 34:.
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Constructive Works

His
(7)

VedantaiiddbanUmukiZvali is preserved at the Mysore

O.L. (A 447) and so too his (6) Srutisiddbantaprakiia
'

*
(Mys. C346)

containing two chapters. (9)
His Visnntatltaprahase (Mys. O.L.

C330) is a short prose tract in 6<x> granthas establishing Visnu as

die supreme Drahman on the bas-ls of Srutis and Smrtis. Tire claims

of Siva arc repudiated. (10) His BhaktiratMhara is preserved with

a commentary by an unknown hand in the Deccan College Coil.

(No. 710 of XV of 1882-3). divided into 9 Prakaranas and runs

to about 650 granthas. His Miiutamandanam ,f") also formed part

of die Deccan College Collection. It has a total of 2079 granthas,

and the Ms. itself is dated 1741 Samvac. It is referred tu in the

closing verse of the Medbuimtihhaiamkaya and from the manner ot

the reference it would appear that the Mi'htomdniUna and

Madbvamukhalamkdra arc not in reality two different works, but

one and the same.

%PI >a P' g? fs^tW >rct issl-Kt- 1

’•tqfNi Sij'tl ’(‘Si

tmh 3P!TO',3'3Tsfe qfftn 13^ ! 11

Four more wodcs of Vanamali are mentioned by name by Gopi-

nadi Kavinj, in his Preface to the MadbvarttukbaUmkera
: (11)

/H/esvsrabbidudbikkJira" (presumably a reply to the Bbedadbikkara)-.

(12) Pramanasamgraba (Benares Skt. Coll. Lib.) (13) Abhinavapari-

mala (Ben. S. Coll.) and (14) VidUnlatfipikti (Ben. S. Coll.). The

AdvaiUsiddhikhandant (Bh. 1882 p. 102) mentioned by Mr.

Kaviiaj, is evidently the same as the Taranginuaurabba

12 Presumably the same as die V/dlnia SMk*nu>i*mg>*ht, Cheukh.

,9 ,3
-

13 Bcoaro Ski Coll, tibroiy, Mabiilhani Collection.

MARCH. 1Q40 3
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28. Gauda Pumananda ahas Pumananda Cakravarti

(C. 1 8th century).

Purnananda Cakravarti was a native of Bengal (Gauda)."

Nothing is known about his date or life. He describes himself as a

disciple of Narayana Bhatea.
11 He may without difficulty be placed

in the 1 8th century when the influence of Madhva philosophy was

tHc strongest in Bengal.

His niost famous work is the Tattvimuktavali otherwise known

as Miydvadasalidus/tni—a metrical piece in 120 verses vigorously

attacking the cherished views of rhe Advaitins. It is quoted by

Srinivasa Sun in his commentary on the Bhagavsta (X. 87, 31)."' It

was edited and translated by Cowell in the l.R.A.S. (New Series)

XV, pp. 137-173 of 1883.

The Tattvemukuvati is a very elegant performance, almost

unique of its kind in the history of Dvaita literature. There are of

course some earlier works of the same kind such as die Nyayaratni-

vali of Vaditaja (which is a more erudite work). The burden of the

song in the Tattvamuktauali i s that the identity of Jiva and Brahman

claimed by the Advaitin is a metaphysical impossibility. It is

fraught with serious and terrible consequences to the moral and

religious life of man (verses 88-89, 9,_4
l)*

Purxiinanda pleads that

“Aham Brahmasmi" should be interpreted only figuratively:—
*rf& « i^f'd $<ra: ^b^firra

fatn 1

He draws a very lucid picture a. U V2diraja, of die limitations of man

and die infinitude of god and queries with mystic naivete how two

beings which arc so widely different in essence can ever be equated

with each other? (12-17). observed that there are insurmoun-

table difficulties in the way of offering a monistic interpretation of

14 He i» called "C-auda" Purnananiin in the colophon to hit woelt

15 Vcnc 1x7 of his Tdtivdmuhaunts

.

16 Bpvtivani edirian, p. 11&5.
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the Tattvamasi text, as the Brahman in the Advaicavedanta is

avowedly beyond the sphere of utterance, and no laksana can operate

in such a case (2022). He therefore dunks that texts like Alum

Brahmasmi should be viewed as having been prescribed for purposes

of meditation (upasanartha, 65), and that Tattavamasi should he

interpreted as implying the elision of the genetivc ease termination

:

Thou Art His (6) Servant. In the illustration of the several fruic-

juiccs, there is no ease for the disappearance of individuality; for the

very face that the essence resulting from their mixture is able to cure

one's bodily disorders arising on account of the disturbance of the

three humours, is proof of their persistence in honey (81-83).

Among his (?) other works mentioned by Aufrccht are :
—

1 . yogsvdsistbd-sardtiki.

2. Saiadisant-yimtna, etc. {Caul. Cat, 34*?).

B. N. Kjushnamurti Sarma



Durlabhram a Prominent Bengal Officer of the

Mid-eighteenth Century

The territorial, official, and mercantile aristocracy of Bengal

exercised a potent influence on the history of the province during

the transitional period of the mid-eighteenth century. So minute,

careful and sound investigations into the careers of Maharaja

Krishnadiandra of Nadia, the Seths of Murshidabad, the Zamindars

of Birbhum, Burdwan, Dinajpur, Rangpur, Tikan and BKo)pur,

Raja Jankiram, Raja Durlabhram, Raja Rajballabh of Dacca, Raja

Ramnarain, Raja Shitab Ray, and Raja Kalyan Singh of Patna, and

some others, would bring to light many facts of historical

importance pregnant with lessons for to-day. In this paper I have

attempted to trace the career of Durlabhram from a study ot some

contemporary sources.

Durlabhram was a sou of Raja Janikram, an able and devoted

officer in Alivardi's government He began his official career as a

peskat or agent of Mustafa Khan’s uncle Abdul Nabi Khan, when

the latter had been appointed deputy governor of Orissa after

Alivardi had driven out die Marachas from Otissa for the first time
1

.

After the rebellion of Mustafa Khan and the desertion by his

followers of the Nawab's. party, the post of the deputy governorship

of Onssa was conferred on Durlabhram (1745 A.D.). who was also

promoted to the "rank of three thousand horses."’ Buc Durlabh-

ram, writes Ghulam Husain, '\cas unfit for sucK an office."* He
was excessively priest-ridden and unduly devoted to the Brahmins

and Sannyasu, many of whom were Maracha spies. This contri-

1 Siyar, vol. I, p. 4<6.

2 Ibid.,
p. 445. At die same time father wa> governing Bihar and wa* the

recipient of similar honour*.

3 Ibid., vol II, p. 2.
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butcd to the weakness of the government of Orissa, and when the

Maratha spies reported this to Raghuji, the iaticr appeared once

again in Orissa. Quite unprepared for such an emergency Durlabh-

ram was captured by rhe Maratha soldiers, who took him to Nagpur

and kept him there in confinement for one year and a few months.

He approached Visaji Bhikaji to secure die Peshwa’s mediation for

his release.* But he was released by the end of the year 1746 only

on the payment of a heavy ransom amounting to three lacs

of rupees,
8
which was at first lent by some bankers but later on re-

paid to them by the Nawab.'

Duriabhrarn sometimes acted for his father as deputy dnudn of

the military department in the Naivab's government and also as

Agent at die court of die Nawab of Raja Raninarain, who had

succeeded Raja Jankiram as Deputy Governor of Bihar in 1752 A.D.

Towards the end of Alivardi’s regime. Durlabhram's influence in die

affairs of die state increased considerably. This excited the jealousy of

Siriij-iid-daulah, who could not, however, do any harm to him at

that time because he had the army under his control and the old

Nawab's favour for him. After his accession to the manual of

Bengal, Sitaj-ud-daulali remained equally jealous of Duriabhrarn,

but instead of curbing his influence all ar once, lie tried 10 utilise his

services in his conflict with the English. The new Nawab sent

Duriabhrarn with 3,000 soldiers to capture the English factor)' at

Cassimbazar, the chief of which, Mr. Watts, sinrcndcred himself

to him, and the factory fell into his hands on die 4th June, 1756.’

Duriabhrarn received Mr. Watts and his followers politely” and

took care to see that no harm was done to them.* But he demanded

from Mr. Watts 20 lacs of rupees, to which the latter replied that

4 Selections Iran Pesbui* Dttflar. veil. to. No 37.

5 Ibid, no. 46 6 Si)'#, vol. II, p. 6.

7 Hatirg's MSS. No. 19109, quoted by Bertriige in Calcmta Review. 1893.

8 Hill. Benzol in 17&S7. vol I, lix. 9 Ibid., p. 131.
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"he had no powers to treat, but it the duan {diwin) would permit

him to write to Calcutta he should then be able to inform him.” This

request 'the duan absolutely refused, but told him if any proposals

of accommodation were made first from Calcutta he might then

write as often as he pleased.’""

Durlabhram rendered his services to Siraj-ud-daulah also on

many other occasions. He took a leading part in the fight between

Siiaj-ud-daulah and Shaukat Jang of Pumeah on behalf of the

former, was the commander cf the Nawab's forces during the siege

of Calcutta by the latter." shared in the defeat of the Nawab's

troops at the hands of the English at Chitpur,” and put his seal along

with than of Mir Jafar on behalf of the Nawab” on the treaty of

ihc gdi February, 1757, between the Nawab and die English.

But very soon events took such a turn as to destroy the chances

of a permanent friendly alliance between the Nawab and die

English. The latter in view of dieir hostilities widi the French pro-

ceeded to capture the French fort at Chandernagocc The Nawab

could not remain an idle spectator of this movement on the parr of

the English. As precautionary steps he sent 10.000 men under

Durlabhram to Plasscy or to Agradwip
11

as well as 4.000 or 5,000

men under MSnikehand near Chandemagore, and |»stcd a strong

garrison under Nandkumar at Hugli.‘* But nothing could prevent

the capture of Chandemagore by the English and the ultimate ex-

pulsion of the French from Bengal. The English were now

certainly placed in a better position. When Durlabhram proceeded

towards Hugli, Colonel Clive objected to this and wrote to him on

22nd March, 1757
:—"1 hear you arc arrived within 29 miles of

Hugh. Whether yon arc come as a friend or an enemy I know

not. If as the latter say so at once, and 1 will send sonic people to

10 Hill. of. or., vol. I, p. 103

it Ibid.

14 Ibid., vol I, eh. XIV.

11 Ibid., vol II, p 69.

13 Ibid., vol II. p. 247.

15 Muufjsmimah. 1. 1*38.
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fighc you out immediately. If as tlie former, I beg you will stay

where you arc, for wc can conquer the enemies we Have to deal with

here if they were ten times stronger To this Durlabhram

replied on 29th March :

—
"The news was false and untrue, and I

wonder that you should have wrote me in such a hurry. The

Bishenpote Raja having a great balance of his revenues to pay which

he refuses to do; a great balance of the Burdwan country. The

report of Mons. Bussy's coming to the assistance of the French by

the route of Cuttack, in that case to support Rajaram Singh's army

and Simaum Singh Zamindar, who is with a large force and great

provisions of warlike store at Balasorc and Midnapore. It was for

these causes the Nawab sent me here the first of the noon of Rajah,

that I might be at Curwar (Katwa) die 8th. My thoughts arc based

on these things. My being come as your enemy is false."'

The course of events soon changed, and Durlabhram became

a firm friend of the English. The events that transformed the

relations between the Nawab and his officers are too well-known to

be repeated here. The latter began to devise means for the removal

of Siraj-ud-daulah from the rnasnaA of Bengal, which was to a

large extent responsible for the conspiracy of May-June, 1757.
‘ m

which Durlabhram rook an important part. Besides the other pro-

visions the secret treaty of die 4th June, 1757. it was also decided

that the money found in the Nawab’s treasury would be divided

equally between rhe English and Mir Jafar by Rai Durlabhram,

who would remain in charge of the treasury and would himself

receive
5

per cent on the sum received by borh the parties. The

Nawab remained ignorant of these movements and still trusted

16 Hil, op. at. vol. II. p. s88; Bengil W Mtint Papers. voL II.

17 Ibid.

18 KrisbroehanAreebarHa by RSjiblocana, pp. <5-50: KtiUthsvsmiiv^cbsats.

rh. XIII: BengeI Put and Present. 1932; Sty. vol. II. 226229; Piyit-UfsMlin.

pp. 370.371; MuMogamSmeb. h 126A.127B; Ormc. Indosum voL II. pp. 14975.
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Durlabhram and ihc other officers. He sent, a party of his troops to

Plasscy under the command of Durlabhtim, "with orders to prepare

an cntranchcd camp, and everything necessary for defence and war.

That commander remained thither, and in appearance, seemed busy

in executing the orders he hail received, but in face he was only in-

tent upon lus own business; for he not only entered into a private

agreement with the English, but also added some more articles to

their treaty with Mir Jafar Khan, whilst at the same time he was

daily gaining to his party some officers amongst the troops he com-

manded under promise of doing for them something according to

their own wishes."
1

’ In fact, the treachery of Siraj-ud-daulah’s

officers was the chief factor in causing his defeat at Plasscy, and it

would nor be too much to say that the foundation of the political

supremacy of the East India Company in Bengal was laid with the

support of prominent Bengalees lil<c Durlabhram and some others.

Durlabhram and Mir (afar re-entered Murshidabad on 25 th

of June, 1757, accompanied by Mr. Watts, Cclor.cl Clive and his

secretary Mr. Walsh. They held a darbiir rherc on the 29th of

June, when Mir Jafar was installed as die Nawab of Bengal and

Duriabhiam invested with die tide of Maharaja Bahadur was

made his Dnvirt or Chief Minister.*' Durlabhram s brothers,

Kunjabehari and Rashbehari, were appointed accountants at Mur-

shidabad and Dacca respectively.*
1

Duriabhiam soon became the "centre of all transactions"*
1

in

the new Nawab’s Government, and his friendship proved to be of

immense help to the English East India Company in the gradual

consolidation of their position in Bengal. Clive wrote to him on

the 2 1 st July, 1757:—"The weight cf the Government's affairs

is now on you; you have our friendship in your power, don t look

ft

19 Sij*r, vci II, p. 230; AiHKAB*mam*ba L t^A
20 S(y<rr, v©I. II, p *30.

21 f. 134

A

Siy*r, vol- II, p. 230.
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on it .is ol little consideration, for by your friendship and protection

we shall tread firm. I always persuade myself, you look on the Com-

pany's business as your own. I therefore write you that there is

nothing in this world that I have so much at heart as to

drive out the French. I have just now received news that

Ramnara'n, regardless of what the Nawab and myself have wrote,

instead cf stopping the French has let them go on to Patna, and

there is even now one innocent residing at this factory, and their

broad-cloth and many other goods arc sent to Mecr Absub’s house

and he has received them. The Nawab’s honour and mine arc one,

and I look on it that Ramnarain is acting contrary to what we both

wrote has affected us both I write to you as a friend, that you

send express orders to have the above Frenchmen seized and sent to

me. choir factory laid even with the earth, and their goods sent

here, that they may he delivered to Juggat Seth to pay off their

debts.” Durlabhram replied on the 22nd July:—“Now that by

bicssing of Cod our friendship ts grown strong, what signifies the

French. If Ramnarain does not obey us we cogether will finish him.

Nevertheless I write to the Raja in the most express terms as you

desire me. If he obeys, it is well, if not they both shall be assured

of this, that I am yours, equally absent or present, and that 1 shall

look on your business as my own."" Clive wrote to Nawab Mir

Jafar on the 2nd October, *757 :
—*Tf you value your safety and

honour in all things follow the advice of the Scats (Seths) and Roy

Durlabh (Durlabhram) and all will end well."
11 Durlabhram was

ill for some time in the month of October, 1757. when Clive made

regular enquiries about his health, and wrote to him after his re-

covery, on 13th December. 1757:
—

"I have many matters of great

consequence to talk to you about. I set a great value on your

friendship and desire you will firmly rely on mine."”

13 Brr.gil txd MiiJrjs Ptpen. to). HI

MUCH, 194a

14 Ibid. *5 ll»d.

4
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When at the request of Mir Jafar, Colonel Clive went to Patna,

early in January, 1758'’ 111 order to settle some disturbances rlierc.

Rai Durlabhtim, reconciled with the Nawab after a temporary alie-

nation, accompanied him there with 10,000 men. 1
' Colonel Clive

complained before him on the 25th January, 1758, that the

Chowkles (customs-stations) of Sakrigali and Tdiagarhi (near Salicb-

gunj on the E.I. Ry. Loop Line) "have behaved in a very insolent

manner. They have refused to pass two horses belonging to Mr.

Pearkes (Chief of the English Factory at Patna), have confined two

or three pairs of my cosads (messengers). As you are Diwin I look

upon it chat these people arc under your orders, therefore desire you

will order them not co do so again."’' In some other affairs, such

as the suppression of the mutinous army of Mir Jafar, or effecting a

settlcincnc with Raja Ramnarain, die Deputy Governor of Bihar,

Colonel Clive frequently sought die advice of Rai Durlabhram."

The Colonel wrote to him 1
' again and again, from February

onwards," for the money that had been promised to the Company
by Mir (afar and also for a pmoinah granting to the Company the

sole purchase of sahpcsrc in Bihar. Durlibhram succeeded in obtain-

ing for die English the sanad for the monopoly of saltpetre manu-

facture and trade in Bihar, signed and sealed by Nawab Mir Jafar,

and sene it to Colonel Give on the 7th March, 1758. The Colonel

wrote to him on the same day:
—

"Your obliging lecccr enclosing

the snnad for the saltpetre. I have received with pleasure. By this

! am petsuadid your friendship for me is sincere. By the favour of

God for the friendship you Have shown for me, l hope God will

*6 Letter from che Select Committee ic Moiras to die Secret Committee in

London. dared 17th Jimmy, 1758.

27 Beveridge. Comprrbfntw, Hittcry of IndU. vol. I, jx 648; Mill** Histury

of Briluh hidid, vol 111
,

p. 273; f. 136b.

28 <md M/ifrtr P*p*rt. vol. II.

tg Ibid.

31 and Mst!r*t vol. Ill

30 Si}*. «* 1 . II. p. 252.
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long preserve you, and that 1 shall have an opportunity of showing

the friendship I have for you,”
31

But Durlabhram was soon confronted with a difficult situation

due to the opposition of the Nawab’s son, Miran, who being

impatient of his growing influence” had been trying to remove him

by all means." Apprehensive of Miran's designs, Durlabhram’s

brother Kunjabchan. acting as deputy Diwan at Murshidahad when

his brother had gone to Patna with Colonel Clive, had entered into

an agreement with a ytmidar of the Nawab’s to secure his help in

defending their house against Miran's attacks.” Conscious of risks

for Durlabhram’s family, Colcocl Clive also wrote to Mk. Hastings,

who had succeeded Mr. Scrafton as agent of the Company at the

Nawab’s darhar, on the 20th April, 1758:
—

"If Rai Durlabh

should apply to you for a guard of sepeys to escort his family down

to Calcutta you will let him have them."”

Give returned from Patna to Murshidabad. along with Rai

Durlabhram, on the 15th of May, 1758, but went away to Calcutta

on the 24th of rh3t month.” By this time Miran’s hostility to-

wards Durlabhram had grown more intense. Further, Nandkumar,

who though previously in the confidence of Durlabhram, had later

on become so much displeased with him chat he poisoned the mind

of the Seths,” and also assisted Miran, against him. On the 26th

of July. 1758, Durlabhram was ordered by Miran to make over the

charge of his office to Rajballabh, previously diwan of Nawazish

Muhammad Khan (a nephew of Nawab Alivardi) at Dacca but

appointed Miran’s diwin on the 24th July, >758.'” To save himself

31 tlragai and Moira, Payer*
, \ol III.

33 Scnftoci, Reflections on the Go'.'crnment of IndoiUn. pp. 107-114.

34 Otiuc. of. dt„ vol H p. 353. 35 Ibid.

36 Gkig, Memoirs of Werren Haitings, vol. I, p. 59

37 Oitnc, of. dt . 0
voL II, p 35*; Mill, of. ell., vol III, p. 277; Btvaulge,

Comprehensive History of India, vol I, p. 651.

38 Chine, of. at., rol II. p. 357, Mill, cp. cit .. vd. Ill, p. 277.

39 Ibid.; Slyer, vol II, p. 253; Mnzsfjarnlmeb, f. 137b.
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from further insults and injuries Durlabhram sought leave of the

Nawab ra proceed to Calcutta with his family and wealth, but Miran

refused to grant him the solicited permission unless “be had fur-

nished a sum sufficient to satisfy the croops. " One day lx: sent

Shaikh Hedaitullah, and some of his followers, to the house

of Durlabhram on the pretence of asking pardon but really to do

away with him if they found an opportunity.'
1

Rai Durlabhram's

life was saved through the timely intervention of Mr. Watts, who

took liim away to Calcutta."

But to remove Durlabhram’* relatives from Murshidabad did

not prove to be an easy task. During his absence Miran had posted

guards over his house, and the houses of his three brothers, who

had been employed in the revenue department of the Nawab 's

Government. Hastings "was afraid of giving offence to die

Nawab, if he should employ the English troops ac Casambazar to

protect them, and was equally unwilling to advise Rai Durlabh's

family to remove without this aid, lest die women should be stopped

and the insult produce a fray between their retinues, and the troops

by which dicy were beset.”*
1 He wrote to Colonel Clive on die

24th of August, 1758:
—

“If Roy Durlabh's family should apply to

me for an escort of sepoys. I shall send diem to him. agreeably to

your orders. There arc some circumstances which oblige me to

desire your further directions on this subject, as it may not be in

my power to afford them the assistance they may require at

least without occasioning some very bad consequences. The

Chuta Nawab (Miran) has placed hircarrahs (spies) in every passage

leading to Roy Durlabh’s house, and one upon each of hij boars,

to prevent the removal cither of his family or effects The removal

of Roy Durlabh’s family with all effects and moveables belonging to

them, is not so easy to be effected, oc with the same just pretence,

40 Oimc, op. m., toL IT. p 357.

42 Orme, op. rtf., p 358

4)1 MuzdflatnSmtb' ( 137b.

43 IM, pp 358-359.
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as the departure o£ Roy Durlubh was, you will sec the necessity I

am under of waiting for orders before be speedily favoured with.”"

Clive, convinced cf die necessity of protecting the family of

Durlabhram whose friendship was so much helpful to him, replied

to Mr. Hastings on the 3 :ut August, 1758:
—

“Your apprehen-

sions of matters coinuig to extremities in ease a guard be sent to bnng

away Roy Durlabh's family are founded on reason. I never intended

you should use force, bur only furnish them with a party of sepoys

to escort them down to Calcutta; you arc noc acquainted with the

connection between Roy Durlabh and the English and chac they arc

bound not only to protect him but his family also. You may re-

monstrate with decency, as often as opportunity offers chat it is

unjust to keep the mother and daughter from the father."'
1

Pressed

by Colonel Clive and Mr. Hastings, Mir Jafar at Iasi gave his per-

mission, early in the month of September, 1758, for die removal cf

the members of Rai Durlabhram’ s family. “ who started for Calcutta,

on die 1 2th September, under the escort of a body of English

Sepoys.
-" Karam All writes that, due to Rai Durlabhram’

s

departure from Murshidabad, many "creatures ol God lost their

employments in one day and one part of die city became desolate.”
”

This is a testimony to the immense influence exercised by him in

the affairs of the Murshidabad government.

Rai Durlabhram remained all along since 1757 a sincere friend

of the English in Bengal. On the 1 8th April and the 8th July, 1759.

he expressed a desire ro pay his respects to the Company's Governor

in Calcutta." It appears that he had managed 10 secure for the Com-

pany a loan of 4 lacs of rupees, which should have been repaid by

(lie latter on or before the 2nd September, 1760."” On the 3rd of

44 Glrig, Alemoi/j of Warren Hastings. vbL I. p. 6a

45 /W., p. $i. 46 JW., p. 6a.

47 Orme. op. c*„ vol II, p. 35^ 4s Muuffdminub. f. 137k

49 Clender of Persian Corrtspdtdinct. voL 1
, pp. 17,

50 ibid.. P. 34
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November, 1760, he wrote a letter To the Governor in Calcutta

expressing satisfaction at the removal of Mir Jafar from the subah-

darship of Bengal.
1 ' But die new Nawab, Mir Kasim, not

well-disposed towards him. complained to the Company's govern-

ment in bitter terms “on die infidelity" of Durlabhram."
1

stationed

guards on his house’’ and removed him from the government. At

tins the Company’s government examined all the papers relating to

Durlabhram, but did not “find him culpable.”*' After Mir Jafar ’s

restoration as the Nawab of Bengal 011 die 6th July, 1763, die

Company’s governor recommended to him the reinstatement of

Durlabhiani in bis post.'" Durlabhram tendered valuable assistance

to the English during their war with Mir Kasim by communicat-

ing co them die necessary information regarding his movements.

The Company’s Governor wrote to him on the 25th August, 1763,

that he had "received his letter saying that the enemy (Mir Kasim’s

forces) have entrenched dieinsclvcs ac Udounala (near Rajmalial) and

that the English artfty is encamped at a mile's distance from diem.

Hopes the enemy will soon be defeated. When that is done, the

Raja's business will be settled in a proper manner.” 1 " He was again

informed by die English on the 25th October, 1763, that as their

enemies had retired to Patna they expected that the conflict would

be soon decided for them, that Nawab Mir Jafar would “doubtless

reward his loyalty,”" and that the)' had already written about him

to the Nawab and to Major Adams, Commander of the English

troops at Patna.

For die useful services rendered by Durlabhram to the English

on critical occasions, Messrs. Vansittarr, Camac and Hastings

vowed, on behalf of the Ease India Company, that "until the family

of Roy Durlabh should live on caith, we should take due care for

51 C/dotJtr of Peru** Com tfowd*net. vuL f. pp. 17, 18.

5a ,w
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their honour, support, dignity etc. generation after gcneration.’
, ’ <

Durlabhram informed the Governor of the Company on the toth

January, 1764, that on the 26th of Agrahayana (i.c. in December)

the Nawab had given him "betel and invested him with the

Nizamat, ordering a tent to be pitched to serve as his curchery” bnt

iliac "all the affairs of Bengal were then dependent on the Khalsa

under the control of Nandkumar and so he expected no improve-

ment.” He further noted that Mir Jafar had agreed to remit to the

Dcihi court 28 lacs of rupees, half of which waa to be sent imme-

diately along with a mzorini of five lacs of mpccs, but as the money

could not be procured he had become offended with Nandkumar

and had for the last three or four days been most gracious to him-

self (Durlabhram) "sending a Cbobdar (mace-bearcr) twice a day to

call him, and conferring with him upon all affairs'.’ The Gover-

nor wrote to him on the r8th February, 1764, to accompany die

Nawab co Calcutta," and instructed him on the 20th of April,

1764, "to set his mind at case and to apply himself with diligence

to the affairs of the sarkar."*'

On the cvc of the batdc of Buxar, Durlabhram supplied the

Council in Calcutta with lots of information regarding the advance

of Nawab ShujaKud-daulah with Mir Kasim and the indecisive

engagements (commencing since April, 1764) on the borders of

Bihar between their troops and those of the Company under Major

Carnac. He wrote two letters to the Council in Calcutta during

the month of April, 1764, “intimating that in a skirmish 14 of tire

enemy’s horsemen were killed, two taken prisoners, and a good

many wounded, and that May>r Carnac retuned triumphant.""

The Council in Calcutta replied to him on the 2nd of May, 1764,

58 Kbyastbafatrik*. Sibitn*. 131a BS, p. 9
59 Lang, Selection* from the UnfubtubeJ Heconti of tb* Government, vol. I,

|» 353: CJ’.C. roL I, p. vji.

60 Ibid., p. 285. 61 IM„ p. 306.61 IM., p* 301.
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expressing satisfaction “on this first success, and asked him to set

his mind at esse and to exert himself to root one the enemy.’ " As

a matter of fact, he continued to help the cause of the Company as

before ar.d intimated tc the Governor in Calcutta on the 9th of

May. 1764. that Mapr Carnac had sent Captain Wemyss’s detach-

ment to Patna and that Shujah-ud-daulah ‘wished to treat widi

him.'" On the 23rd May he expressed much gratification on

hearing that the Governor had dispatched troops to Jharkhond/
6

On tile toiii June, 1764, Shah Alam II, eager for an alliance with

the English, wrote to Durlabhram that the Wazir (Shujah-ud-

daulah) and himself "were well disposed towards th'c English. Mir

K3sini shall be brought to punishment."" Durlabhram replied to

him cn the same day thanking him for his friendly disposition to-

wards the English and communicated die contents of his letter to

die Governor of the Company in Calcutta/' whose permission he

solicited for going there personally/* The Governor replied to him

on the 16th and 24th June, 1764, approving of his reply to the

Emperor of Delhi and informing him diat lie could come to Calcutta

along with the N'awab who had been reputedly asked to do so/*

Durlabhram "expressed satisfaction (9th July) at his being ordered

to accompany the Nawab to Calcutta."'* The Company’s Gover-

nor wrote to him 011 die 17th July that he would "be glad to ste

him if he comes to Calcutta with die N’awab, but if his Excellency

commits any business tc his charge and orders him to remain there

he could do so with security of mind.’’" Durlabhram had some

share in die negotiations for the ebautb of Bengal between Bhawani

Pandit, the Maratba Diwin of Cuttack, and the English

Company."

63 Leng. op. cit, s vol I. p. 353.
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On the zgth August, 1764, Durlabhrajn informed the Gover-

nor in Calcutta of his arrival at Murshidabad with Mir Jafar." But

be left that city before the expiry of that year, chough die Nawab

considered his presence there to be indispensable. The Nawab

wrote to the Council in Calcutta on the 26th of December. 1764,

that, as the payment of the cavalry, the topkhinsh (artillery) and

the officers of his household wholly depended on the accounts of Raja

Durlabhram. his absence from Murshidabad would cause troubles

and loss to his government, and so requested diat he should be

directed ro return rhere.
T * On the receipt of Mir Jafar’s letter, the

Company’s Governor informed Durlabhram of its contents, where-

upon the latter sent to Murshidabad his staff of subordinate officers

in the company of one of his brothers named Bnndaban. He also

expressed his desire to return to Murshidabad as soon as possible,

assured the Governor that he was "ready to perform all the duties

of a faithful servant to the utrkar," and requested him to report his

views to the Nawab.
14 He incidentally mentioned that he had

advanced 3 considerable amount of money to the Nawab. The

Nawab again informed the Company’s Governor on the 26th of

January, 1765, that "as to Raja Durlabhram he may look upon His

Excellency's House as his own. There is not one to contradict him.

But if he will not come, His Excellency is without remedy. (His

Excellency) has repeatedly wntten diat in case he delayed in com-

ing, the business dependent on him muse be gready prejudiced.

Consequendy the sooner he arrives the better. The difference bet-

ween his transacting the business himself and its being left to the

management of another is most evident. As to his saying diat he

has made some disbursements on account of the sarkar, so far as His

Excellency knows, he has not expended a single Ktun. The wages

of the men with him have been paid by the sarkar and die pay af

73 Long, Of. til.. voL I, p. 333.

74 Ibid.. PP,
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those men is entirely at his disposal whether he keeps them with

him or not.”'' Evidently there was at this time some misunder-

standing between Mir [afar and Durlabhram on the question of

money.

Mit Jafar died on tile 6th February, 1765, and his son Najm-

ud-daulah was then placed on the masnad of Bengal.” Durlabhram

returned to Murshidabad towards the end of February * and early

in March saw the new Nawab who "received him with great kind-

ness.”" But some residents of Murshidabad, jealous of Muham-

mad Reza Khan and Durlabhram, incited Quaim Beg, Commander

of the Nawab’s troops, "to set on foot a disturbance under

the pretence of arrears and take measures for cutting them off."'*

Muhammad Reza Khan adopted strong measures to suppress it, and

Durlabhram wrote to Mr. John Spencer, the Governor in Calcutta,

on the a 1 st March, 1765, requesting him "to take such measures

as may prevent any disturbance taking place.""

The relation between Najm-ud-daulah and Durlabhram did

not, however, prove to be friendly. The Nawab accused the latter

of carrying on ‘treacherous’ negotiations with Shujah-ud-daulah of

Oudh and did not want to retain him in his government. The Com-

pany's Governor naturally took up the cause of Durlabhram. He

informed the Nawab on the 9th April, 1765, that Mir Jafar had a

high regard for Durlabhram, who, in his opinion, "deserved it for

he was a faithful servant to him from the beginning.' "He has

besides,
-

’ observed the Governor, "all along shown an uncommon

attachment to the Company. It would therefore be proper to keep

his past services in remembrance arid not to be influenced by the

people who speak ill of him. Fie is acting under the recommen-

dation of the Council who are of opinion that not die least

76 Long, op. re. vo. I, p. 376. 77 Ibid p. 392.

76 Hut., p. 389. 79 Ibid., p. 393. 80 Hid. p. 393.

81 Ibid.. Vansitart had returned to Engfand tn November. 1764.
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inconvenience can resole chercfrom to Excellency' or his

af^ai^s."
,,

As regards Shujah-ud-daulaK’s correspondence with

Durlabhram, complained of by the Nawab, the Governor opined

that "a letter from the Wazir unless corroborated by circumstances

of a glaring nature does not incriminate him,” and the Council in

Calcutca urged the appointment of Durlabhram to the post for

which it had recommended him/ 3
But Nawab Najm-ud-dautah.

Highly indignant with Durlabhram. replied to the Governor on the

2 ist April, 1765, that "the employing of such a person will be a

means of throwing the affairs of the Nizamat into confusion.”"
1

Mr. Johnstone, the Company’s Resident at Murshidabad, and

Muhammad Rcza Khan, pleaded much on behalf of Durlabhram,

but the Nawab observed that "he would by rx> means have any

friendship with the Raja or consent to his being put in office.”
15

Durlabhram. on his part, requested die Governor on the 21st

April, >765, “that after proper enquiry positive- orders may be sent,

that there may be no room for interested people or for His Excllcncy

(the Nawab) to set them aside, rhat the gentlemen being heartily

in the affair may procure him a Khilal and establish him in his office

in order that his desire being so fulfilled, he may show His attach-

ment as long as he lives.’”
11 At this the Company’s Governor again

wrote to the Nawab on 24th April, 1765, recommending

Durlabhram “as a capable servant for a share in the ccJ lection of the

revenues and expressing his (pinion that he did not "consider the

letter from Shuja-ud-daulah, even if it be genuine, a proof of his

carrying on a treacherous correspondence with His Highness.

But now he did not press his point as before and observed that as

the “matter of collecting the revenues were entirely left to him (the

Nawab),” he might "dispose of lhe branch of employment proposed

Long, op at.. vol. I, p. 399.

83 Ibid.

86 Ibid.

84 Ibid
. p. ^oo.

87 /W.j p. 401.

85 1M.
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for the Raja in such a manner as will be most beneficial to the

sarJtar."
14

The Nawab thereupon divided Durlablirnm’s “share in

the collection of revenues into five pairs,’ ’ one being allotted to

Gopal Krishna, son of Rap Rajballabh and the remaining four to

1 lira Lall and some other old mutuiddics

Durlabhram-Napn-ud-daulah episode is highly significant

from one pint of view. It is well known how the treaty of die

aodi February, 1765, between the Company and Najm-ud da 11lab

reduced the powers of the Nawab to such an extent as to render

him virtually dependent on the former for all affairs of the Govern-

ment, even in the choice of his officers- In fact, the Dhvani of the

12th of August, 1765, was in a sense a logical sequel to this transac-

tion. But die faces, narrated in chc preceding paragraph, show that

the strict enforcement cf all ics articles could not become pssible

for a comparatively weak personality like Spencer. It was reserved

for a stronger man, Lord Clive, to throw the full weight of the

Company's influence on the Nawab.

Rai Durlabhram goe an opportunity after the arrival cf his old

patron, Clive, on the 3rd May, 1765, as the Company’s Governor

in Calcutta for the second dme.'
u He wrote to die latter on the

1 2th of May that he was ‘"rejoiced to hear of his Lordship’s arrival.

As the prehed earth is refreshed by the blessing of rair. and as die

budding flower after the hard weather recovers its beauty and frag-

rance by the sweet breeze of spring so has diis news afforded relief

to his anxious mind,” and also sent to him “a congratulatory

tuaorina of two gold mobart."*' Leaving Calcncta on the 24th

June, 1 765,
01

Lord Clive went to Mnnhidabad, where lie effected

some modifications in the treaty concluded with the Nawab at

SS Ling. of. eii., vol. I, p. 401.

89 Ibid., pp. 403. 404. <p Mill, of. at. vol III, p. 39?

91 C.P.C.. vol. I. p. 405.

9: Ibid: p. 403; Beveridge, of. eit, vc4 . I, p. 691.
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die time of his accession.” Durlabhram and Jagat Seth were now

associated with Muhammad Reza Khan in the administration of

the Nawab's government,
1* and "a vigilant superintendence” over

all the three was to be maintained by a British Resident at the

Nawab’s court. Xhc Select Committee in Calcutta wrote to the

Courc of Directors on the 3rd September, 1765 : —"As Muhammad

Re2a Khan's short administration was irreproachable, we determined

to continue him in a share of the authority, at the same time that

each became a check upon the conduct of the other. Accordingly

we fixed on Juguc Seth and Roy Duriabh and we

have now the pleasure to acquaint you that the business of the

Government goes on with unanimity, vigour and despatch.”

Durlabhram duly informed Lord Clive of the affairs ac Murslv.dabad

and wrote to him on the 12th August, 1766, that "by the blessing

of Ged and His Lordship's unbounded favour matters with respecc"

to him were "in a very good stare.”” Muhammad Reza Khan

consulted him in almost everything.'
1

Through Lord Clive’s re-

commendation Durlabhram received about that time the trtlc of

Mahindra Bahadur and some “rich and opulent districts" in Bihar

as Jagirs.'” In January 1767, his salary- for his post in the Nawab's

government was fixed at 2 lacs of rupees per annum.”

Lord Clive left Bengal for home on the 26th January, 1767,

and Mr. Vcrelst succeeded him as the Company's Governor

in Bengal. Durlabhram congratulated the latcer on his appoint-

ment through a letter, dated the 12th February, 1767” and also

set him a mtzar of 5 gold mohurs."' Well-disposed cowards Dur-

labhram, Mr. Vcrcls: left him temporarily'" in charge of the

93 I.nng, op. nt., vol. I, p. 403; Beveridge, cp. ell., wL I, p. 691.

94 Ci>.C. vol. I, p. 418 95 Ibid., p. 415.

96 Ibid.,
p. 431. 97 Ibid., p 455.

98 Ibid., p. 465. 99 CJ>C„ vol II, p 18. too Ibid., p. 31 .

101 Saif-ud-daubh. a Kn of Mir Jafix, had succeeded hi* btotber an the monad

ol Murshidahid in May, 1766. He <bcd an the tods March. 177X
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administration at Murshidabad, when Muhammad Reza Khan had

been summoned to Calcucca to answer a charge against him.'" In

the year 1767 Durlabhram paid R». 11.10,000, on account of die

kbazana and nazarar.a of die Nawab's government to the Chief of

the Cassimbazar factory.
,M

In the mondi of April of the same year

he sent to Mr. Vcrelst a congratulatory nazar of 5 gold tnoHuts after

die latter had received fresh honours from the Delhi Court.'" In

August next he himself obtained from Nawab Saif-ud-daulah,

through the intervention of Dia Ram Pandit, Muhammad Reza

Khan and Mr. Sykes (the Company’s Resident at Murshidabad).

50 gold ruohurs and a string of pearls.
108 He wrote to Mr. Vcrelst

on 29th January, 1768, chat his "chief ambition" was to "pursue

the interest of the sariar and to persevere with heart and soul in the

execution of the affairs of his department" and hoped chat he would

"be regarded with the eye of bouncy and upheld by the hand of

gradousness.”
1" He also sent to the Governor at the same time a

present of some pieces of shawls, the receipt of which was acknow-

ledged by the latter on 16th January. 1769.

‘

>T
Further, according

to the instruction of Mr. Richard Bechcr, the then Resident

at Murshidabad, he remitted 4 lacs of rupees to Calcutta."” He

again wrote to the Governor on 12th July, >769. chat in accordance

with his orders he was "wholeheartedly engaged in the discharge

of his duties and considers His chances of promotion and happiness

to lie therein,”
1 * 0

and in another letter to him, dated die izth of

December. 1769, he acknowledged "the numerous favours received

by him from the Governor" and requested him to "recommend

him to the Gentlemen of the Council.”"*

Mr. Vcrelst resigned his office on 24th December, 1769, and

101 CJ'.C.. voL II, Supplement, p. 5.

103 Ibid. Ibid., pp. 99. xco, 133. 105 Ibid., p. 137.

106 Ibid., p. *17. 107 Ibid.,
p. 336. 108 Ibid., p. 336.

1 09 Ibid., p. 383. 1 jo CI*.C., voL II, Supplement, p. 5.
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was succeeded by Mr. Carder. Dnrlabhram ccngracularcd Girder

through a letter, dated the 22nd January, 1770, on his appointment

as Governor, and sent him a nozar of five gold mohuts1 " and some

warm cloths through one Ram Sewak."* Towards the end of

February, 1770, Maharaja Durlabhram heard from Mr. Carrier that

he would “retain the favour of the English by continuing to attend to

the Company’s business diligently.”"
1 He held his post oil the

time of Nawab Mubarak-ud-daulah, and his name is associated with

the treaty concluded between the said Nawab and the East India

Company on the 21st of March, 1770."* He died either towards

the end of May or the beginning of June, 1770. Muhammad Reza

Khan informed the Governor in Calcutta of his death through a

letter dated the 3rd of June, 1770."* Jhe Governor replied to this

letter on tlx; 16th of June expressing sorrow at his death,"
4
and

wrote to his son Raja Rajballabh on the 18th of June that he was

“greatly concerned to leam of che death of His father Maharaja

Mahindra. As tKc latter was a faithful servant of the Company,

the English ardors will help and protect not only the addressee

(Rajballabh) but all the members of the bereaved family.”"'

Kali Kinkar Datta

in MU, 'ip. eil, vol. Ill, p. 450.

112 C.P.C, vol. Ill, p. 7. 1 13 IM.. p. »5 -

1 14 AtchiilO, 7train, Engagement! ani SanmuL etc.. voL I, pp. 68^9

1 15 c.p.c.. voi. in, p. 71

116 Ibid., O. JJ.
1 17 /W.. p. 78.



Parjjata-dhvaja of the Maratha King Sambhaji

(mentioned by bit Court-foet Han Ktvi in A.D. 1685)

An exhaustive study of Indian banners from die earliest tunes

up to die present day based on contemporary sources is yet a

desideratum in spite of die references to banners recorded in literary

and other sources. In the present paper I propose to record two

verses containing a reference to the banner of the Mariettas in the

17th century. These verses read as follows:.

—

Folio
j/f

of the Sam bburojacarita '—Battle scene

fTnfadMlWffl: 9T52: I

qifbnasras no»'

t Vide ny paper in the AnnaU (B.O.R. Institute) vol XV! (1935), pp. 262-291.

The only MS. of die Sambhuti^anla 10 lac known is No 19/ of 1S7j-76 in die

Govt. MSS. Libnry, at the B.O.R. Institute. Poona.

In die bubbirata (composed between AJ). i€6: end 1674) ol Knvkndra

Panraatunda there arc references to banners which stay be noted here:

—

Chapter XXIV, 56- g^efm qHTOHt TOo*:

wf'dfa: fldlsai ^*ft ni$n

Chapter XXIV, 63— mjjfeHHI -

K=l* «Hlft&: «HT«: ll(|l|

Chapter HI, 13—$; & ^3 : qfisar: g*:

Chapter VI, 16—

Giaptcr XI. 13—TTTrnfin q*l<*Tffl5TfT3 :

Chapter XII, 9— fm+.lki

Chapter XII, 79— «S«rTf;; 85— tnirf-flqra

" 7-^ «*!!*?

Chapter XIV. 5— ; 35— TOlffeRT

Chapter XXII, 60 -
;

XXIII,

Chap.er XXI
. qajlipftq . XXVIII, Ij-Cgfoft aHvmnjJTH
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In the above stanza rhe word gfh refers to Kavi Kalasa,’

the minister of Sambhaji. Jho word *rs*ra possibly refers to die

Bliavinl sword" in die hand of Sambhaji and the expression

*ji

R

a <r«<4 appears to refer to the Bbagavi Zend*, the banner

of die Marathas. The verse describes Sambhaji as surrounded by

the anny of the enemy. Kavi Kala&, the guru * of Sambhaji is re-

presented here as accompanying his royal disciple. Sambhaji,

therefore, tried to protect his guru as also die royal banner called here

by the poet. In this battle scene Sambhaji’s wife

Campa," chc heroine of the Sambhurijacanta is also shown by the

poet to fce by his side in the royal chanot on their return from Surat,

where die marriage' of the heroine took place. The poet refers

again to the iifM'fl'-fla in the following vene on folio 79 of the

Sambburajacarita:—

33 qancit •wfirfjiiinnra 1

aft? u<i sou

As die expression icprcscnts in die forgoing verses

1 Kivi Ktlofo is tailed Kjjna Pandica by Hui Kavi in versa 124 and 11501

folio 8: of die MS of theJambburjjtcariU (q^ l^ "T ijftfa: ffflit

ydliftbi:”—v- ,s5 Jlxj *^5^1631—'v - !i4>-

3 Vena 126. 127. and 128 an folio 8a of die Sambkuriytcdrita MS. describe

the BlnvSni (word in die hand* of king Sainbh!iji CtiWfif'fW-

«fs*rcr ( htc )-»•**«)

4 a. fcJio 7<—qitst m JPTJflWH KJlfir.

T3I7 *TWlft'd!

5 Cf. fiJia 7«- «ftra SgrfW <«nil ^
6 History knews no wife of Sambhiji of the name CsmfA Sir Jidunath

Sorkar writes to me under date znt M*y
t 1936:—"

1

ant inrliral to think that

Campa wu die mother of that Marian Smgji. an illegitimate a*t of Shombhfip.

who kept n pinner in AurangachV camp alonp with Sluhu after the fnll of

Rrngad in 16S9."

MARCH, 19^0 6
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die banner of the Marathis' in the 17th century we have to deter-

mine its exact significance and ascertain if it. is identical (or otherwise)

with die otangc-colomcd Bbagava Zenda of the Maiaihas so

in the Maharistra.

In the absence of contemporary descriptions of the Marathi

banner" recorded in monographs we have co make die best of the

expression used by Hari Kavi viz. Trttan=r^r.

The Parijata flower proper is white but its stalk is of orange

colour. How can we prove, therefore, that die expression 'JTftMTtf'tS

means chc Bhagava, Zenda, the otange-colourcd banner of die

Maradias? I shall however, record chc evidence collected by

me in favour of the identity of the Panjata-dhvaja with the Bhagavi

Zenda, This evidence is as follows:—
(1) Hari Kavi was a Dcccani Brahmin resident of Surat as he

himself states in his works, fragments of which have been pre-

7 Vide p. :6i of Sikx-Kuni Sbnip by Rao Bahadur G. S. Sardcsai, 1935.

Dealing wkh Symbols of Royalty Rao Bahadur SanlcMt observes :—'"ShMy made
current certain special symbol* of Royalty connected with the royal dironc

(Sifhbissrua). Certain royal symbols like lanpaki. Danka etc. were used in ancient

times. These were renewed by Shrv 3 ji at the nme of his coronation after giving

them proper authority of the Sistr&j. The Bbdgev* Zendi was formcrfy used by

many warriors. The Marathi Sardars u*rd rhis flag generally while proceeding to

battle, lariptiks was a dignified transfonr.nrion of this flag. It was ShivSjj wha

Itrat mode i: a symbol of royalty, though it was later adopted at several place* in

the Maxitha Empire. The laripstki was not meant to be used iz all time* in

warfare but it wig displayed tci special occasions during processions. The Bbeg/rji

Zendi was used before Shivijfs time by his father Shahaji. The foregoing genesis

of our flags as tr lias come down to us appears co be acceptable.'* (This is the

substance of Rao Bahadur Sardesai's remarks in Marathi about Royal Symbols).

8 Vide p. 280 of Shiviji And bh Times by Sir Jadunath Sark#r. 1919—Des-

cription of a street pcocesuon at Raigarh: “(Shivaji) rode through the street* o!

die capital in full military procession with two royal banners lari*\uki

and Bbdgdui Zendi borne aloft on rwo elephants walking in tlc van.
*

James Douglas on p. 173 cf rol.
1 (2893) Bmbny And Western Indie

writes:
—

"Shivajis naixUrd Bhagava Zonda was swallow*'tailed and of a deep

orangc-ccdcur but on t big day like this the jArifdtki or golden streamer the

naricna. ensign of lire Marothas no doubt wived from the great arch whxh stiU

crowns die highest pleateau of Raygarb.”
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served in the Gove. MSS Library at the B.O.R. Institute. He

composed die Sambburajacariia by order' of Sambhap’s minister

Kavi Kalasa whom he calls Krsna Pandita. He also composed his

Haihayendracartia and its commentary SambbuiAiaiika by order'"

of Sambhaji himself as seated by him in this work. It is. therefore,

reasonable to infer that he knew Sambhaji’s banner very closely and

consequently his description of it as PatHjata-dhvaja is based on a

direct kowledgc of the banner.

(2) Hari Kavi was a resident of Sutat in Gujarat, where the

orange-coloured stems of the white Parijata flowers arc crushed for

dying pieces of cloth.
11 The method of preparing red or orangc-

colour from the stems of die Parijita flower appears to have been

current from ancient rimes. Partjaia trees grow wild in large

numbers on die Dcogarh hill situated in Dcogarh Baria between

Doliad and Godhra in Gujarac. In view of this it would be reason-

able to conclude that Han Kavi meant by his expression "Parrpla-

9 Vide tctw 17a on folio 333 (ao) a

f

V tff l?50Treqqi

ffea'rlFI fa??TT3: Ttfirt *twf

10 Vide verse 1a of Haihayendraotriu and commentary (MS. No. 8^9 of

1875.76) :
-

WSiyicf-

11 I am Junkful to Mr. S. P. Suklt, a Vaidya in Pootu. for supplying me the

fallowing references from botanical weeks regarding the PMjtoa :—(!) "qrf^^fT^S

N. C. Clcincae, L. Afyetantbus erbortristu Lnn—-Native women and children ccilect

diem and separating the ccnngc-<olourcd cubes from (he white pculs, dry them in

ihc miu and preserve diem for dying dice ebthes a beautiful bull or cnugc-colcur*'

—{Page 190 of The Muteri* Medica of the Hindus by Uday Chandra Dtttt).

() ‘'The flower stalks yield a fine, but Heating Uiff cc ocange-colour. To

cxuia the dye* the dry flowers arc boiled h water* ccic paund of flowers requiring

ten g&lfats of water, which arc cvapoiatcd till one gallon is left; die dotli is uico

clipped into the liquor and Lung out to dye* Five yards of muslin can thus be

dyed with one pound of flowers. Silk aim lakes the colour fairly well.**—(Page 247

of the Bounty Volume, Bombay Gazetteer).
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dhvaja" the orange-coloured banner of die Marathas known to us

3s die Bhagavii Zenda.

(3)
In this connection ic is interesdug 10 note the association of

the Panjisa flower with ted colour as recorded in litcracure as early as

die 5th ccncury A.D. In a Jain work, called the Rdjafrasniya-

silra,'
% which is the 2nd Upaiiga of the Sverimbara Jain canon,

Sutra 75 mentions “Tfjrsre ( 'nfr^TcffgJ? ) among the standards

of comparison for red-coloured objects, the other standards being (1)

(blood of a ram), (2)
TJTSftrc (blood of a hare),

(3)
wlVt

(human blood), (4)
TOStflrr (blood of a boar), (5)

tnte^RrfaT (blood

of a buitalo), (6) «rr$t'C*?to (young Indragopa insects),
(7)

*Udf<li'R

(early morning Sun). (8) fl'W (red glow of evening clouds),

(9)
SSJtrwtnr (red colour of the half of the Gunja seed). (10)

(the red Ufa flower), (u) (die red Kimiukt flower) ere.

In view of die references recorded above and in view of the

influence of the classical Sanskrit literature on Hari Kavi's writings,

the association of die Bbtgava Zenda or die banner of the Marathas

with die Parijita tree (widi all its legendary associations) appears to

me to be die happiest one devised by our poet to signify in one and

die same expression not only the orange colour '
of the banner but its

desire-yielding virtues as die Parijita tree is called Kalfavrkia."

The references to the Maratha banner viz. the Bhagava Zendt

in contemporary sources
10

will throw more light on the subject of

i> E«L bv Prof. N. V. Vtidya, of the Fergmtoti College. Pinna. 1938. p. 64.—

I am thankful to Ptof. Vaidy. foe having directed ray attention ro this parage.

13 The Pinfiia colour is said to be a jubititiite ror Saffron Colour. Sir Gauge

Watt (on p. 430 of hit Cvnmmta! Products of India. London. 1908) gives subs-

titute! foe SiStca: “Indian Chief Subinttirn are: Cntbsnus and NjiUnihus"

(Pinpiay

14 Kr.li.Ui. refers to it in the FaghuvirhU (^=q^JmjTftR qjftTlei:—

*

VI, 6> It was utc of (lie five trees of Paradise (said to have been product! at tin

churning of (he ocean and come into the posKuion of Iidra from whom it «»i

vrcitcd by Krsna and planted in rhe ganlcn e£ his beloved Satyabhauu.

15 Tbc Bombay Gazetteer (vol. XVIII, p-_ ii. pp. a&y) ttcordi tlx tradiioo
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cilia paper viz. the Parijata-dhvaja mentioned by Hari Kavi in A.D.

1685. I Have noc been able to trace any such references though in

later sources we find some references to the Jari-patki. I shall, there-

fore. record these references in this paper with a request to the

scholars of the Maradu history to publish contemporary references

to the Bhagavi Zenda and the /art-patka:—

(1)
A.D. 1 776—In a letter

11
dated Saha 1698 (Pausa Suddha)

from Raghunathrao Ptahwa 10 Narasingrao Govind die Jari-patki is

referred 10 twice. Here die Peshwa assures the addressee that the

lari-patki. would be presented to him when lie has proved his com-

petence for receiving it.

(2) A.D. 1782—In Yadi No. 13 (p. 79 of Treaties Agrec-

ments and Sanads'
1

19:4) there is reference <0 fan-pat ha lose on the

baric-field. A clause in this agreement provides for the restoration

of this Jsri-patha but the cjiosire party is unable to restore it as it

was lose on die batdc-ficld and could not be traced.

about (he Bbigavi Zendi currenc in the Maliaditra:—“He (Sliiviji) chose the

celebrated Riradai Svimi as bis spiritual guide and aspired to a high duractcr for

sanctity. He is even said to hive eflered a! his territorial to Ramlas Svimi. The

Svimi had no netd e£ Iaids but asked Shivaji to use the colour af his clothes in the

Bhagavi Zenda or Saffron Saner."

16 Vide p. (6 of TriljaAammeleu-VrUi (igi6), B.!S Muodnl. Poona—Popen

of the Bordhlc family, ed. by B. V. Blat—“afnbwt ik3?Si pR ®raT-

irafl? a? nfcMdsyi fint ‘itrirt Tufaeira tsnrr dvx-

jerfast gwim hi*^I sm g*sw

VIRIH 5R*3t 5«?I3 iflfrqs^l

Cr. Surendranath Sen: Administrative System of the Moralhot (1915). p. %9—
(Remit! fee Military Serruw):—"Afta^r was ennfcrcd by ShivSji on his genera!'

aid 1Gleets of lesser rink as cirly as the seventeenth century. Similarly die honour

of carrying Jan Pallti, tbc golden standard conferral on distinguished Maratha

generals, was also quite in accord with the Mughal custom
"

17 PiWishcd by Vid and Pirami*—page 79

£*f> sn^TT ^ pujnwrt =ti=m f

ir$t 3JWT HTft I

This document is dated gflRR flTJT 3 ["AD. 17B2).
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(3)
c. A.D. /770—In die KeUdinrfavijaya of Lingana

Kavi the following flags arc mentioned:—
(i) YtUow flag—Symbol of the Patshahas of Bliaganagar

(ii) — Do —.Nizam Patshah.

(iii) Red flag—Bortd Patshah (of Bedar)

(iv) "=-«•'') NtsT'O”— Hasan Gangu Bomnwnna Patshah.

(4) A.D. 1673—Jayarama Kavi in the ParnaUparjaUgtabana-

khyStut''' ot die story of the capture of the Panhala fen near Kolha-

pur describes Shivaji's visit to chc temple of the goddess Bhavani on

the Pratapgad (Ch. IV. 24). This temple was adorned with flags

( 'fffTRfii:
)

This poem describes die visit
1 " of Shivaji to

Ramdas Svami but it docs not refer to the current tradition about the

Bbagava Zen(la viz. that Ramdas Svami asked Shivaji to use che

colour of his clothes for his banner.

Kavindra Paramananda who composed his Sivdbbirata by order

of Shivaji between A.D. 1661 and 1674 informs us that at the age

of 12 Shivaji was despatched by his father Shahaji to take

18 SivacirH'a-VTltawbgreb*. P. B. Deni. 5 .IS. Mindil. Pcor.a. 1958

(Knnadi Vibhagi, Khaada 1).

19 Ed. by S. M. D.vckar with MirifM Troulatioii, B.15. Mand*l. P0010,

1923, p. 18.

20 Ibid., ck IV. w. 16-20;—
tm: i

'Tta?Trf‘T: 113 % i

'ft'ifliW to: ’^cTi *jrqr 1

«t3:?nW aaTmK l| ' v3 °

TOiTtra trs ynurntewyT. 1

nVenfjjTOTs^ men
nf^Jinf * ijtn Rpto *t®% 1

i4afa*ra. 11* tn

B*l)tTOT^T TOlfvJ wrfit I

fitnrCTW tt J* gfl:

snt4l «rtf 1

“Gosvinu * in the above vcric* refers to Svami Rirodm.
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charge of the province of Poona (X, 23—SW^nfw^ *n«:

firajpiht'n). At this time he was provided with all the para-

phernalia** of his office including tall flags ^), hut we have

no means of visualising the colour of these flags.

P. K. Gode

ai f/vvbhlrai*. rH. X. 25-27.

niTO’&wfo n».*u

fine's &33CT: *Kl*fanfa 3 1

3*n tHWtrcrffit: in* 11

n^ra*r« <m*liiraWM ft^t 1

arrj«fltc5i5397ra hvhi

Sate this article was sent to the press Mr. S. N. J05I11 of the Bharata

1 . S. Manual, Poona, hu published a note on thf Management of Knyagailh (on

in later Pcfftwi rimes (pp. 155-100 cf BJSM. Qjrf/fe/Jy. XX. No. 3—January 1940^

In this paper Mr. JoJii gives details of the dead stock on the fott at the beginning

of A.D 1773 and the exptnditute incurred on die upkicp oi Use guns, the royA

throne, the outposts, piquets, guards, buddings, office establishment. patroling,

national flag, holiday functions, worship of the ilc-.tics. the ccntigcnt* of soldiers

rtc during the period 1773-1815 A.D.

Tl»e entry about the national flag (nilSna) i* found on p. 189 ir, a list of

A.D. 1813. It .-hows the expenditure on "lot" doth and "Kiv gtrn" and oil for

painting the flag In the Sivtkivya comfeted in AD. 1811 by PuiUfOttania dw

Bhtgevi Zend

i

is called "G/irikiklM M«" 01 doth beancircd with red-chalk

{Gttiikt) colon. This Gtirilta is identic;! with "Kav gern" colour mentioned above.

Puiusottama (bom A.D. 1756 and died 1856) tlcso&cs the meeting of Rilniarilta and

Shivaji am! RaniidSsa’s giving the Bhagivi Zenit ex "gititibu pat/" to Shivaji:

iffi/hltr.i-il^—i H! I

i i W «r* uar h 5 wfcwwLuxv'

(Tl* Sto-tivya is published by K. N. Sea ami J. B. Modak in Kivjetibiitsam-

fTtha* tEfy'dj. A MS. ai ibis kivy* 15 in the Bhanclirktr Oriental Research

liuatuct—

A

Jo, 8/ of 1907-/915).



The Foundation of Muslim Rulo in India

(12061290 A.D.)

The ‘Early Turkish Empire of Delhi' lasted from 1206 to 1290

A.D. It is popularly, but inaccurately, called the 'Slave Dynasty’

and is sometimes also known as tile ‘Parlian’ or 'Afghan Dynasty’;

all these terms arc misnomers. Contemporary as well as the later

authorities do not contain a word with regal'd to such appellations,

for which European writers ate alone responsible. The rulers of tlsc

‘Early Turkish Empire of Delhi' were scylcd by contemporary his-

torians as Mu’izzi, Qntbi, Shatnri and Balbani kings, afrer (he names

of the prominent sovereigns, who placed themselves first on tlx:

throne from Sultan Shahabuddin of Ghor to Sultan Mu’izzuddin

Kaiqabad.

1

There is no doubt that diey had been, at rlxr

outset of their careers, slaves, or slaves of such slaves or sons

and daughter of slaves. Nevertheless, ‘slave’ and ‘king’ are

contradictory' in rerins; a slave is no longer a slave when he is

manumitted by his master, and no slave could ascend a throne

unless he had obtained a letter erf manumission (Khatli-aziJt) from

his master. Sultan Qutbuddin Aiyfcck was sent a letter of manu-

mission and a canopy of state by Sultan Mahinud, the nephew and

successor of his master, Sultan Shahabuddin of Glsor,
3 Qutbuddin s

slave and successor, Sultan Shamsuddin Ocutmish got his freedom

from his master before the latter’s death.
1 The successors of

Iltuunish were not slaves, but the Sultan's own sons and daughter.

The next ruler. Balban belonged to the 'forty Turkish slaves

of Iltutmish’ better known as 'CKihelgani' or ‘Forty’ . and was libe-

rated along with them.* Sultan Mu'izzuddin Kaiqabad, the last

1 TtbaqM-NaiM. pp. 135, 157, 164. 1 Tabiqlt+Nidrl. p. 140.

3 Ibid., p. 170. 4 Zii Berni. Tirikb-l-Firet Shihi. p. 16.
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of die Dynasty, was Balban's grandson. It is clear, therefore, chat

none of these rulers was a slave when they ascended the throne.

Secondly, they were Turks and not Afghans 01 ‘Pathans,’

Qutbuddin v/as brought from Turkistan and sold to Qazi Fakhrud-

din 'Abdul Aziz Ktifi/ "Even if the Turks have no status,

nobility, or position of dicir own", says the author of the Nitbat

Nama, "it is a source of pride, for the king of Islam (i.c. Qutbuddin)

is a Turk.'" Roth Ilmtmish and Balban belonged to die renowned

Albari tribe of Turkistan.' Furdicr all the Sultans did not belong

to any one dynasty.

The Turkistan of the medixval historians was an extensive

country; ic was bounded on die cast by China, on die west by Rum,

on the north the walls of ‘Yajuj and Majuj' (Gog & Magog) and on

the south by the mountains of Hindustan;* and was famous for its

rare and precious pioducts such as musk, rich clodi, fur, horses and

camels. The Turks, as a people, were divisible into two sections

—

the civilised rown-dwcllers and die backward migratory tribes, stall

treking across die desert or wilderness, between whom there was

often a good deal of friction. The dcvckmicr.t of che Turkish race

cannot be discussed here. But the following remarks of Fakluuddin

Mubarak Shall may be noticed in passing. "The 1 urks possessed

books and alphabet of their own, knew logic and astronomy and

taught their children how to read and write.” The Turks living

in die forest of Lura (Lawra) had peculiar customs, and whenever

a son was bom to them, they used to place a dagger by his side

so chat when he grew young he might make it a means of his occu-

pation. Some burnt that dead, others buried them in earth.
" He

also mentions a quaint totemic survival: "All men lived on 011c

5 T*b*qili-Niiin, p. 138.

6 Sir E. D. Rom, M*kb*k Sb2b. p. 37-

7 Ttbqit-,.Nh<ri„ pp. 166 & .8. 8 Sir F.. D Ron. op. lit., p. 38

9 Ibid., p. 44 10 /bid. p. 43 .

t.w.Q, March, 1940 7
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side of the river and all women on the other, and no system of

marriage prevailed. However, a night was fixed in the year, when

women crossed the river and went over to die men and returned

to their original homes die next morning. With the exception of

that particular night, no man at any time was allowed 10 visit a

woman, and if he did, his teeth and this nails were ait off and he was

put to death.

Tjhc various tribes ’of the Mongolian race—.Turks, Tatars,

Turkomen, Tibetans, Chinese and Mongols extended from Ana-

tolia to the shores of the Pacific Ocean. With the extension of the

Muslim frontier to the nordi and west of Persia, one Turkish tribe

after another came under subjection, and attracted the attention of

their conquerors by the bravery of their men and beauty of their

women. Alone among the unbelievers converted to Islam, the

Turks d:d not hanker after their original homes and relations, and

turned out to be orthodox Mussalinans and zealous warriors.” Also

unlike other races, the Turks enjoyed no special power or prestige

so long as they remained in cheir homelands, but when they migrated

to foreign countries, their stacus increased and they became Amirs

and generals. "Since the dawn of creation upto the present day,"

says the author of chc Nisoat Namab, “no slave bought at a price

has ever become a king except among the Turks."’ 1
Afrasiab, a

legendary Turkish king, is said to have remarked that "the

Turk is like a pearl in its shell at the bottom of the sea, which, when

it leaves die sea, becomes valuable and adorns chc diadems of kings

and the eats of brides."
14

Thus the period under review is marked by the ascendancy of

Turks, who had slowly and steadily replaced the Persians from the

ordinary post of royal body-guard to the highest officers of :he state,

and through sheer force of military efficiency became the absolute

IT Sir E. D. Rom, op M., pp. 40. 41.

13 IM , p. 36.

1a Ibid., p. 35.

14 Ikd.. p. 37.
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masters of the ’Abbasidc Caliphate. It is interesting to recall how

Mu’tasim took die fatal step of introducing the Turkish dement in

die army. The fact dial the Turks were die virtual masters of the

Caliphate can be well illustrated by a story related by the author of

A-Fakbri Ibn Tiqtaqa, who says, "The courtiers of N^fu’eazz sum-

moned the astrologers and asked them how long his Caliphate would

endure. A wit present in the gathering said, ‘so long as the Turks

please'; and every one present laughed .” 18

A despotic form of government cannot exist long without an

efficient bureaucratic machinety for its executive work, and it was

soon discovered that the young slaves brought from Turkman and

Mawaraon Nehr formed an excellent material for such a corps.

While die bureaucracy owed its classification from the decimal sys-

tem of die Turks, its origin may, however, be traced to the slaves

purchased and trained by the 'minor dynasties' of Persia from the

time of die Samanide. Slave cradc thus became one of die most pro-

fitable business ventures of the age. The slave dealers left no stone

unturned in the selection and training of Turkish slaves and they

were handsomely paid for their investment and labour. The best

slaves were purdiascd by kings and princes and had prospects in life,

which were denied to free-born subjets.

The great quality of a Turkish slave was die efficiency of his

work. Starting with an education, which was seldom witKin the

reach of middle-class free man, he gradually won his way up the

strings of the bureaucratic ladder. In these days of anarchy and

confusion, governments were not stable; provincial governors were

too ptoac to declare independence and their subordinate officers

followed their example. A bureaucracy of Turkish slaves was the

only remedy possible. Torn away from his tribe and kinsmen and

stranger in a strange land, no consideration interfered with his devo-

15 Ibn at Ttguqa. p. 333.
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cion to his master s person. His whole course of training incul-

cated loyalty and submission. The slave was the property of bis

master; for him there was honour in bondage. Though the Apostle

Had commanded the slave to be clothed and fed like the master,"

he, nevertheless, fell legally in his master’s power. Every sphere of

his life, public or private, was under the personal control of the

monarch. He could neither many nor hold pleasure parties ncr

even visit his fcllow-olficcrs without the master's consent. And

curiously enough, when he died, he was inherited not by his sons

but by the monarch, who, as a compensation, looked after

the children of die deceased slave-officer and very often employed

them in his service. Consequently, the progress of a slave depended

upon the degree of loyalty' he showed to his master. And to be a

slave of the king constituted a special ddc of respect.
1 '

‘The slave

of today is the Sultan of tomorrow’ was a time-honoured proverb.

Everything depended upon his merit, intellect, sagacity and skill,

and should he be found wanting at any stage, his fate was sealed. No
favour or partiality was drown; those who were really competent

16 kjj cUjJ|(tke slave ant! what be possesses is die property cc

master).

17 In Arabic slave if called *AHd
(
jxc

)
<* Mamtofc

( )
The term

used in the Q«rim for dives is * (That which yxmr right liatvd

possesses). The commandments of the Quran with regard to slavery arc as follow* :
—

"Honour God and be kind even to >our slaves” eh. IV. 40. "And dives.

who crave 1 writing (U. a docunxnt of freedom) write it out for them, if ye know

any good in them” eh. XXIV, 3}.

Miskkitul MasHib. Sabibul Bokhan and Sahibal Muslim recount as fallows: —
"When a slave of yours has money to redeem his tone, then you rausx rx>t dlow

him to come into your presence my more.”

It Is incumbent upon die master of the slaves to find them victuals and

clothes. ’The Prophet strictly enjoined die doty of kindness to slaves. Feed

your Marolttks," said he, "with foed which ye eat, and clothe them wiih nidi

clothing as ye wear, and comnurd them not to do that which tlscy ore unable to
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rose from ihc humble post of Kbasadir (king's personal attcnd.nit,)

to positions of power and sovereignty.
1 " Merit and not favouritism

was the test and the slave-system, in a way, secured the survival

of the fittest.

Tfic career of Sultan Shahibuddin of Ghor is generally dis-

missed as a side-issue in the general history of Muslim Asia. His

defeat at Andkhud" spoiled his reputation, and his former conquests

presented an insignificant and hollow contrast to the extensive empire

established by the Mongols in Asia or Europe. For par. of the

oblivion that has befallen him, Shahabuddin Ghori is himself to

blame. Unlike many orher warriors, he was no patron o: letters,

had no cultured court, no society of educated men. Still he was a

man of action, full of life an energy and unfailing resources. His

success in life was due to an insatiable ambition backed by a tenacity

of purpose, such as few men have ever possessed. His real achieve-

ment lay not in his conquests but in die organisation of a system,

according to which his generals and descendants continued to govern

Hindustan for about a century after his dcadi. When during the

Litter pare of ShaKabuddln's reign, a bold courcicr condoled
5 ’

him on die lack of a male otf-spring the Sultan contended himself by

saying that he had several sons, i.e., Turkish slaves, to rule after

his death. But for his slaves, there would have been, perhaps, no

Turkish rule in India. The example o( the gallant Sultan Shahabud-

din of Ghor Iwed heroic followers and his slaves Tajuddin Yilduz,

Nasiruddin QabachaU and Qutbuddin Aiybck rose to power and

command in the Afghan mountains, on the Indus and at Delhi

respectively.

The Turkish government of the thirteenth century was com-

posed of several elements, borrowed from various countries. The

18 Example] of QuliinuUin AiybcU. SltiimutUm llmimiili and GhiiUmlilin

Bnltan may be cited in chi* connection

19 Tab<iqZitN2j*rl p. 123. so ;w„ pp. 131, 13a.
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king and his courtiers breached the atmosphere of Persian

paganism

i

11
che army was organised after the manners of the

Mongols and the Turks, and below the central government was the

old Hindu system of local government. The Indian Empire, which

die early Turkish Sultans inherited from then* master was a ‘flimsy

structure.’ Unloved by the people and dependent on a Turkish

oligarchy, it had neither die material strength nor the nicral prestige,

requisite of a permanent government. But the emperor-sultans of

Delhi knew of no legal limitations to their power. Practical limi-

tations there were—riors, civil wars, palace intrigues, disloyalty of

die officers and above all an armed and militant class of die subject-

races. However, the will of die Emperor was very often, really,

supreme over all causes, judicial or administrative.

Medieval kingship was a hybrid institution, un-lslnmic and

non-Hindu. Muhmud of Ghazni, Shahabuddin of Glior and

Shamsuddin Iltutmish were not inspired by die democratic ideals

of the early Saracens. The Muslim Caliph was elected by the faith-

ful; hit power originated from the people below and not from God

above. But die Sassanian empetors of Persia had claimed ‘divinity’

and an exclusive right of their family to the throne. The Muslim

king, on the other hand, was symbolically the ‘shadow of God on

eardi.'
(
Zilluliab ), and not a divine incarnation. Yet the medieval

kingship was essentially a secular institution; its power was based oil

Persian tradition” and not on Islamic law.

Inspite of its limitations the ‘new monarchy’ faired

well for sometime. The death of Shahabuddin and the

extinction of his dynasty left his slaves and officers without

a master, and the tie of ‘salt and »>nship‘ was broken. As a conse-

quence, a triangular duel commenced between Qutiibddln Aiybek

of Delhi, Nasiruddin Qabachlh of Sindh and Tajuddin Yilduz of

*« Zii Demi, Tirikb-i-Fboe Shi/, 1, p. 26. 12 Ibid.
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Ghaznin,
,J

and when die Mongols snatched away the dominion of

Tajuddin and Iltutmish and overpowered Nasiruddin, the Turkish

slave-aristocrats took to intriguing against one another. Their object

as a class was two-fold—first, to prevent the crown from becoming too

powerful and. secondly, to monopolise die offices of government. As

a result of the mystic propaganda of the Cbisbtis and rhe Suhtwardis,

a large number of Hindus had been converted to Islam by the end

of the thirteenth century, and the shari’at of Islam gave an equal

status to all Mussulmans. But the Turkish aristocracy strictly

forbade an equal treatment, and held the new Muslims in scorn and

contempt.

Tlic Turkish officers were successful ac firsc, and to a large ex-

tent held the crown in check. Qutbuddin died without suppressing

his rivals.** Shamsuddin Iltutmish could, with great difficulty,

retain his storm-tossed throne, but his sons were sec up and pulled

down with bewildering rapidity and the heroic Raziyya gave up her

life in a vain attempt to subdue die spirit of aristocratic lawlessness."

The Turkish officers struck both at tKc crown and the people, and

were themselves divided into bitter factions. Every one of diem

said to the other whar art dtou? and what shall thou be, that I

shall not be."
10

Thus the reigns following the death of Iltutmish

were vciy much disturbed by the rivalry and insubordination of

Turkish Maliks. All was panic and confusion, and Delhi became

the scene of a scries of tragedies. To reform die cortupt

condition of die kingdom and to infuse fresh vigour into

die government, Balban resolved upon devising more effective

schemes. For the rebellious Maliks and Amirs, he thought, the

assassin's dagger or poison was the only remedy possible, and got

23 TdbdqH-i-Nuiri. p 40. 24 TdbatZt-i-Najiri, pp. 140, 141.

3S IM. p .9° •^^ *TJO, ifj
f

l
”

16 Zii Hern'. Jiritb-i-Frroz Sbibi, p. 28
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rid of mosc of the 'Forty’ by a liberal use of both, and in order to

infuse into the remnant a sense of their inferiority, he made them

stand motionless in his presence with folded amis and humiliated

them with petty rules of etiquette. Frequent executions and even

massacres restored die loyalty of the people and their governors, and

die state slowly recovered from its ruinous condition.”

Balban was after all a Turk, and desired die subjection, not die

annihilation, of the aristocracy. Soon after his deadi. die Turkish

officers again began their factious intrigues. Balban’s grandson was a

pleasure-loving, mild, cultivated and humane prince. He gave him-

self up to the pleasures of the senses, indulged in gross vices and never

shook oft sloth and luxury.
1
" The officers abandoned every pretence

of submission to the Sultan’s authority, but nevertheless maintain-

ed chat reckless racial vanity was die medieval birth light of the

Turks. The family of Balban was to some extent their rallying point.

Bur circumstances had changed, die Kliilji opposition was

strong and the revolutionary forces, strengthened by an ever increasing

number of converts, were gaining ascendancy. The Turkish Amirs,

though divided in many groups, were unified by a common hatred

of die Khiljis. To the proposed insensate persecution of the Turks,

die Khiljis replied with the assassin’s dagger.
5
’ The feeble represen-

tation of die once mighty empire"' of Delhi offered an easy prey to

die hardy warriors of the Khilji clan and their low-born Indo-Muslim

supporters. One by one the Turkish Amirs were assassinated, and

Mu'izzuddin Kaiqabad was murdered in die Kailu-giicri palace.

27 Zii Brrni, Tirikb-i-Fi’OZ Si/ih'i, pp 26 IF

28 Qtrin-iuJaldala, p. 56 .

29 Compare for rumple a
;

*nt by Dibar w the ruler of Bunl

—I J*-pv/V > y/h * r* -9 **

j *•*** **
1 J*"V * ur'i/*'

y> Bodiuni, pp. 163, 164; 7irftb-fMubarak SJMi, pp. 60. 61.
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With him the 'Early Turkish Empire' came co an end.” The re-

volution was complete. The government had passed Irom the

foreign Turks to the Indian Mussalmans and their Hindu allies.

India was henceforth to be governed by administrators sprung from

the soil. The new aristocracy had not its orign in slavery', but all

the servile conditions were imposed upon servants recruited from a

free-born population by die ruthless 'Alauddin Kliilji, and with the

Khilji revolution the period with which we arc concerned comes to

a dose.

Mohammad Aziz Ahmad

31 Zu Demi, TStikhi-Ftrox Sblbl. p. 173.

LKQ., MARCH, I^O a



Vasudeva Sarvabkaama

Vasudeva Sarvahhauma was by tradition the foremost scholar

of his days in Bengal. An authentic account of this great man as

of ocher Sanskritic scholars of Bengal is yet a dcsidcracuni. The only

scholarly notice about him was taken by Mm. Gopinacha Kaviraja

in his famous study on the History and Bibliography of chc Nyaya-

Vai&sika.' We shall attempt a review of the learned but short note

of Mm. Kaviraja, adding a few scraps and details.

Vasudeva belonged co the Vandya family as stated by himself.

A distinguished scion of this family, Akhandala by name, ranked

among the foremost Sidbtya Kultruu of his days and figured in the

14th Samikarana or Peerage List, which evidently refers to

about 1300 A.D.

2

It is not dearly stated in die bcoks on genealogy

how his descendants lost their rank and turned Vdmiajtu. Through-

out the province ol Bengal there are numerous families who daim

descent from this Akhandala and sometimes incidentally from Visu-

deva also, but none of them arc able to substantiate chcit claims.'

The late Mr. N. N. Vasu published a pedigree of diis family on

the basis of a single Ms.,* but it is in hopeless conflict with the

authentic his tor)
-

of cne famous line of this family, the Naldartgs

Raj,’ and cannot thus he relied upon, though hitherto almost every

scholar has pinned his faith on diis pedigree. Vasudeva was born at

I Stramati Bhavana Stadia. voL IV, pp, 61 -£9.

1 Mabaeania by Dhnivannndi, Ed. N. N. Visu, p. 14.

3 It b«otnn ill the more difficult to trace a genuine Akhandala family, ns

recording to the famous gcmalogut NmIo PaSennini [‘.ids hit poem published in

the Sambandoanxnaya. PaniifU. Vamiavali, p n6) i: *is US.10I for the Banerjea

of doubtful origin to fit upon Akhandala as their ancestor.

4 Qfittt and Stcii of Btngat, by N. N. Visu, vol. I. pan I (and Ed.)

pp. 248-49 & 255.

5 S. C. Mitra: Hilt, of Insets and Khulna, vol. II. pp. 4(0-61.
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Navadvipa
1
' and cherc is almosc a universal tradition current there-

abouts that the B.ir.crjccs of village Arbandi in the district of Nadia

arc descended from Vasudeva. We had occasion to examine

the interesting records of this distinguished family which descends

lineally from Mahimahopadhyaya Govinda Nyayavagisa (c. 1660

A.D.), but Govinda's descent from Vasudeva could not he verified

and remains yet uncertain. As it is, die question remains open

whether Vasudeva ’s family is still surviving in Bengal or not.
T

At the present state of our knowledge we are able to start only

with the name of Vasudeva 's father, Narahafi Visarada, who is thus

referred to by his son in his commentary on die A dvaitamakaranda

:

wsHit4P« ii uns<gfcg(>* 1

The second line according to our mtetpretation gives us the

names of Vasudeva's parents, Narahari and Bhagtrachi.* Narahari

6 Cl. Sabitya Partial Palrlki. 1317 B£.. p. J15:

7 We ace indebted to Messrs. A. C Benetjee & Narnyanadai Bsctoijoc fr*

giving ut Cseslitics to examine thcr family records at Atbindi. A printed copy of

another family from vail. Taro in Manifcgunjc, Dacca, has come to our fusxls, but

the pedigree, though showing i ‘Vifarado* and one of hi* tons a chDdless ‘Vasudeva

Sdn'ibhouma', gives us none of the ether funoos names of the family.

8 MXf. PhanibhOsom TarkAvigiic, whom we had coitfuhtd on the point

believes the correct reading to he '*j
; HTTT7T'ff 1 1<C migrated to die

banks of the Ganges from the time of hJaralusri. He surmises on the authority of

the N*dU-kibin} (p 157 £n.) thr.t Narahari Vi&*d* was VSiudcva'i fnmMathcr

and Mnhcfvara, also i Villrada, was his father. That both the father and the son

shared the same tide it a very doubtful proposition. As we had seated above, no

family exists who an eoreccily ran the* prdigrec from Valudcva not (O ipraV d
remoter ancestors. So the ilatrmmt in Noda-kibM i* only a cartleu surmise. not

feared, ai we find, in the body of the book (p. 1 10). MM. TnUavipia regards

die wording of Vlwdeva’i reference ro his parents as •clumsy' The wording, how-

ever, is not ui.itjiK and we cite one parallel line that presently occurs to ns:

pTtfOTf?* qt of Mahe,#>- Mo,covcr
'
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seems to have had another name Mahesvara which occurs in Caitanya

literature. He was also a great man of his age. Vasudeva’s grand-

son Svapncfvara in the concluding verse of his famous Bhisyt on

die Sandily* Sitlras extols him as 'famous in the whole of Bengal’

:

JlrminlH#: I

a^TRtra 3t%>UTt ‘PTC: frUfaP vIT^Tt

5fT rr^rsiSTi 11

Vasudeva’s son Vahinlpati in the and introductory verse of his com-

mentary on the Sttbdaloka describes him as an incarnation of Visnu:

(Nyaya-Vaiscsika Ms. No. 358, Benares Sans. College)

^'jfViK'MK *ra-

grltf wg «{sr\‘) 3 BT«Wrtr»R 11

An important personal fact about Visaxada has been recorded by

Vaisnava writers viz. he waj the class-fellow of Caiianya’s maternal

grand-Eather Nilambara Cakravarti,’ who must have been bom about

1420 A.D. inasmuch as Cnitany’t mother Saci Devi (b. c. 1445

A.D) had lose 7 or 8 daughters before her first son Visvariipa was

bom (c. 1475 A.D.). Visarada was also apparently of about the

same age and his son Vasudeva was bom about 1450 A.D.

An oversight on the pare of the late MM. VindhyeSvariprasada

of the Benares Sanskrit College led Mm. Kaviraja to surmise chat

Mahesvara, identical with Visudeva’s father, was the audior of a

commentary on the Cintamani, of which a fragment exists in Ms.

in the library of the Benares Sanskrit College. We examined this

ms. with the kind permission of the present Principal Dr. Sastri and

Vbmxln hnt been mentioned by many subsequent defendant* by his title oboe,

hue nowhere there it the nrroorctr suggestion diat we have count two V ifliadtf,

• father and a ton.

9 Cxjtanyj *Cdvrttm MsJhya, Chnp. vi:—
53R# I

faim* tn «jrffe 1
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it proves to be a good copy widtout beginning or end of the Aloka-

darpana (Pratyaksa-khar.da) of Mahesa 'fbakkura. Fortunately

there arc two other mss. of die same work both widi the beginning

in that library, wich which we have successfully compared the ms.

of the so-called Pratyaksa-mani-Mabesvari (Ms. No. 301 of die

Nyaya-Vaiselika). In the very beginning of the latter Ms. we

si*?.- 1 fiwaw atrawwrfrt ssi%«r*Spirt*itiaj3RT »

This passage exaedy corresponds with 11
. 7-8, fol. 2a of Ms.

No 351 and with U. 2-3, fol. 3a of Ms. No. 350 of the NyZya-

Vaunika. On fol. 42b of die Ms. No. 301 there is a quotation

from Pragalbha corresponding to 1
. 1 of fol. 44a of Ms. No 351.

A Visarada, most probably identical with Vasudeva 's father,

had written a treatise on Smrti, cited among others by Govindananda

and Raghunar.dana. We shall refer to another writer who has fre-

quently quoted from this long-lost work of Visarada—Haridasa

Tatkacarya alias Ramacandra Nyayavacaspati, author of a commen-

tary (Pradipa) on the Sriddhaviveka of SitifSM.
19

His date is

beyond question as die following sentence of his common try will

OTT

u (fol. 30
1

)

The year 1424 Saka is also mentioned similarly by Govindananda"

and following him Srikrsna Tarkalankara, but both of them men-

tion in addition die year 1443 Saka (when there was a malarias* in

Kaitika), which, therefore, very probably falls aftet the date of

composition of Haridiisa’s Taka." Of the dozen references to Visa-

10 Sanskrit Mi. No. 1591 of the Vanpya Sabilya Parimd, Calcutta.

11 Saitlhibaamiuti (Bibl. Iml Ed.), p. 168.

1a A Sm’tl Mi. of LS 399 (15:3 A.D.) beau the superscript (fol. 46s)

‘yicirpi=1 'i^ r'n, ta*-rt i

1

(D Cal. of Sam Mu.. A.S.B. sol. m, p 13). He is probably identic! will.

Handam.
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rada by Haridasa wr quote che most interesting one, which' supplies

a sure date for Visarada

:

itqi ?rraf3 Uidin^

*n^if‘TT*i«Trrff *<=T7 oftm*? p^nrnA ufrifit w*-

rter^T^tfwss? 53I: RlffffiT (fol. 3q‘'35‘)

In several places Viiarada is found opposing the views of Sulapam

while in two places, according to Haridasa. Sulapani also anticipated

Visarada:

fefa (fol. 33
1

)

f'^nW'nra tif^
r
f|rnftjf7r »R<nm (fol, 36*)

?fi-3v * prefer fw?^’r:irc??jr5— (fol. 34')

f^iu^il\«iaHiti«?*ns— (fol. 37*)

Visarada may, therefore. be taken as s younger contemporary of

Sfilapani and he wrote his work soon after 1476 A.D. It should be

noticed that this date decs not conflict widi the statement of Jaya-

nanda in his Caiianyamah gala diat lie repaired to Benares before the

birth of Ca:ranya. We cite the whole passage as it contains a most

valuable fisc of contemporary scholars of Bengal

:

frffflfsr-s «r^ceW^i6 '»ii 1 *Piwt c’M slfs citVarai 1

•f'j’ts ?I»t I ’a'ffJRWCT *

tsra orei c’fbs nfr 1
ftim fam Wtfr 1

f?si?wj 1 toj Jifrw n (p. 7)

Tlic mention of Prataparudra makes the exact chronology of

jayananda doubtful but the inclusion of Visarada in the list makes

impossible either to bring them down further dian the lasc decade

of tlic 15th cent. Moreover, when Caitanya met Sarvabhauma at

Puri c. 1510 the latter had been long established there already.

Vasudeva was proficietic in all the six systems of philosophy as

his verse (No. 99) cited in the Padysvdi proves. Vahinipati who

evidently wrote in the lifetime of his father begins his work not
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wich the usual mangaiacarana but with a magnificent panegyric in

two verses upon his father. We have quoted the 2nd verse above and

the ist verse is as follows

:

wfif fWi r?i i

annf «7T: II

This refers to liis proficiency in the Vedanta, Nyaya-Vaisciika

and AiimamJa. He is credited traditionally with the foundation of

the Ndvya-Nyays school of Navadvip3, where evidently he wrote

his commentary on the Tailvacintamant. We had a look into the

only existing fragment of this work now preserved in the Benares

Sanskrit College. It is of the Anumanakbands and is unfortunately

wanting in 3 folios at the very beginning. It goes righc up to the

Bj/Iha section of the work and is longer than the corresponding

portion of the Dldbiti. We failed co discover the name of the com-

nientary (Saravalt) wnctcn recently on the cover. The marginal

superscripts arc "ft- W-," *«!#•" or it". The peculiar manner

of schoolmen of citing the views of their predecessors not verbatim

but in a very much improved and changed form ('s§>n makes

it almost impossible to verify genuine quotations. We arc, how-

ever, in a position to declare this took as die great work of Sarva-

bhauma, which was often criticised in the Didhiii. We give here

results of our investigation on two references.

(i) According to Krsnadasa Sarvabhamna
(
Anumina-Didbiti

-

frasirint, p. ^o) Raghunatha expounds the first definition of

the Vyaph-pancaka as a Tatfumsa instead of a Kitrmadharaya to

meet an objection of Sarvabhauma : Wn
sranfi?* « tfft 1 Tlie necessity of the 2nd definition

is thus stated in the present Ms. (fol. 12a):—
fa*4»n7r*tn5 1

(ii) According to most of the commentators Raghunatha stated

the views of Sarvabhauma under the heading in the Simhs-
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vyagbri, but Raghunatha has changed the wording almost bc)ond

recognition

:

Sarvabhauma (fol. tab): wsrarasnfawpf *l**^nnirfa*KNT-

DlJbili: '?T*)iKiniWif't'WI,t It-J" >i ' *4

^

TTH^t ?R 53JT§: |

Fortunately, one of the earliest commentators of the Didbili

named Raghunatha Vidyalankara in his Anumanj-didbiti-prati-

bimba (fragment in the Benares Sanskrit College) clearly noticed this

change of wording: (fol. 56b)

*13 awMrfii»<<ra 1m Ri*<»umfat-W ftftfg'lfijafafflfl wi?

1 Mm. Kaviraja has collected the rare references found in

this work of Slrvabhaitma. Yajnapati is found quoted more fre-

quently tlian others." In two places he has quoted the views of

his ow teacher; these are partly reproduced below

:

(i)

3 ^5: (fol. 8-9)

(li)
—'jtnfeiat “ts-i'irMi qi

'fibtifi^n'fii j nftwifl*

*wras«to •atftfa ftihUifW, n ei‘t^rwn iwi?§etR? $sng: 1

(under L'piidbitada, fol. 98b). We are yet unable to identify this

teacher. Besides these, he has referred ro many other views of un-

known scholars under headings like Uttanah (fob. iqa & 20a), 'in

murkba-prolafo' (fol. 25a), kascid-vip&sir.manyo (fol. 98b) etc.

A perusal of this work leaves an impression that Sarvabhauma can-

not be the pioneer of Navya-nyaya studies in Bengal as popularly

believed. Anachronistic revival of legends was a common thing in

medieval days. The current legends connected with the oft-quoted

line “ra> 'ift arc ascribed to Gangesa, but Vacaspati

Miisra (15th cent.) has referred it in the Kkandanoddhira far back

13 Mcnc thin x dozen time. Mm. Kariraja hai noad 7 plates, we odd 5
more:— £oL 39* C6 b, 71a, flea & 168b.
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to Dharmakirti (p. 149). Similarly, the legends about a forgotten

scholar of Bengal who first introduced Navya-nyiya here must have

been fathered upon Sarvabhauma. He could never have composed

his commentary before 1475 A.D. and it is almost absurd, therefore,

ro suppose that for more than a century the Bengali scholars shut

dicir eyes against the epoch-making work of Gahgesa,

Sarvabhauma left Navadvipa for Pun apparently before the

dawn of the i6ch cenr. A.D., winning the patronage of Pratapa-

tudra. It is very likely that the meteoric career of fus pupil

Raghunatha made his positon untenable in Bengal and he cleverly

sought foreign laurels. His long residence at Puri is marked by two

notable events—'the composition of the commentary on the Advaila-

makaranda of Laksmidhara and his so-called conversion to the cult

of Caitanya. The commentary was written at the instance of

Srikurma Vidyadhara. a minister of Prataparudra. to whom it is

dedicated with the following words:

(L. 2854, concluding verse)

It is a pity that no attempe has yet been made to trace and examine

die Ms. of this valuable work of Sarvabhauma, which was written

before he came tinder the influence of Caitanya, as the most uncom-

promising 11011-dualism expressed in the mahgalacaiana proves:—
Wi frjrmnptfht weft 1

wrfta st^rraft in 0W are wtSrti a 11

The first meeting between Caitanya and Sarvabhauma took place

according to Vaisyava writers in 1509 A.D, [This date must be

rejected in view of the fact that :n the above-quoted verse of dedi-

cation there is a dear reference to a successful conflict with Krsna

Raya of Vijayanagara whose coronation took place in 1510 A.D.

KCAXCH, I94O
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THc latter j campaign against Orissa commenced in 1512 and

prchably Sarvabhauma wrote the book in 1511. There arc con-

flicting accounts in the Vaisnava works about the so-called conver-

sion of Sarvabhauma by Caitanya, but it is an undoubted fact that

for more dian two decades he was counted among die staunch

admirers of the latter.

Sarvabhauma left Puri before the death of Caitanya. In the

last Act of the Caitanya-candrodaya of Kavikarnapui'a, in which die

events happening in the year of Caitanya’s demise have been

dramatised, there is the following passage in the mouth of

Sarvabhauma
: TKWKfl nwi iMwd nrsauftfa 1 This visit of

Sarvabhauma to Benares is also mentioned in the table of

contents in the madhya-kbands of the Csitsnys-cs'itsmrta, though,

curiously, the incident lias been left out in the body of die

book. He survived Caitanya and must have passed his last days at

Benares, as usual with devout Bengali scholars. A piece of evidence

is forthcoming regarding his residence at Benares. Ramananda alias

Caitanyavana, the famous author of a commentary on the Ka's\-

k bands of the Skandapuisna, very probably belonged to Bengal, as he

frequendy gives word-meanings and place-names current in Gauds.
1 *

14 In a nibuqueiit pauage of die same Act die poet lus recorded an important

chronological datum via., there was a drat year There nrc two

dates within diis qmntr of a century when this coinbitiatian rook place—:5a 1 and

1531 A.D. So, acctrdLag to Kavikarnapura, Caitanya died in 153a A.D. not .*533.

(Cavikarnapura is quite consilient here, for in his CdfUnysearl&mrU Mabikbjyt,

written in 154a A.D. when he was only 16. he stated that Caitanya died at the age

<f 47 only, not 48:—

po -»c-t r r??rar wrwan tfbfuiffl enraraf 1

•IH I tftdM IHMmU T ^ «TTU ^ iTsflS^ SPIT* II (C*"0 v I')

15 E.g. (reference to the ar*l Bomba; edition of i8ay Saka)

Vo1 *• P- 7 aweftfa ‘te aftisi: i.-.uftrawr

Jfis gfesrai; 1

P-
8 jldi'rldl ffir frJ (te.g?^:

)
1

p- «« tfi$ afesu
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His dace falls sometime in the 16th cent. A.D. on the following

evidence: (i) the earliest Ms. of the work is dated 1705 V.S. i.c.

1648 A.D."
1

(ii) he probably wrote before the destruction of Vijaya-

nagara in 1565 A.D., as he identifies Karnata with Vidyanagara in

his comment on chap. 33. v. 91 (vol. I. p. 212)

(111) the manner of his reference to a passage of Advayaranya s com-

mentary on the Yoga-vasistba seems to suggest chat he was not far

removed from the dme of the larter:

‘/wtifttyi' (p. 3). Advayaianya wrote his commentary at Benares pro-

bably in about 1500 A.D. as the earliest Ms. of his work is dated in

'1476 Saka i.c. 1554 A.D. and his patron was a certain Krsna, Raja of

Benares.
1
’ Now, Ramananda wrote his commentary at the instance

of a Vasudcva and during die life-time of a ‘Sarvabhauma Bhatta-

carya.' One of the introductory verses refers to Vasudcva in die

following words:-—

anwiiu
igfrg iwr. j-Hwtw aiMrf 11 (v. 7)

In support of a particular version of the Ganesa legend Ramananda

refers to an interesting local practice at Benares dius:

sjh TftgNtiufi wSwnT Tt^njrrfin^ snrftar ftrd.

vpr r=f=tfrfa:
1 (p. 1)

We have no hesitation in identifying both die Vasudevas with the

subject of die present paper.

Vasudeva's son Jalesvara Vahinipati Bhattacarya Mahapacia

was also a renowned scholar. In his commentary on the SdbdUioka

P. »3-m qftbir nrt sOra

afar-

1

F- 4 ! dit 1

P 79
ir<df*cTW ‘TO ifit nt%5n : I

p. >37 imr <f?i *fl? ifftrai 1

Hchaywpratipk) is cited more than once {I, a6o-66) and once the Advalianu-

h’tndx (II. p. 103) which wai commented on by San'cbhiuma.

16 Eggeling: Ind. Offic/ Cxi., p. 1331.

17 Da. Cai. Sam. Mu.. Sons. College, Calcutu, pc. yo, pp. 418-31-
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he ha« referred to two ocher works of himself." He was apparently

connected with the royal court of Orissa as his tide 'Mabapatrd

indicates, but he continued in the matter of social alliance to belong

to Bengal. An interesting fact lias been recorded by the Bengal

genealogists that he deprived a famous Kalin of his rank by giving

his daughter in marriage to him—a custom that obtained for several

centuries among non-Kulin aristocracy of Bengal. Jagadananda

Mukliopadhyaya son of Manohara was a foremost Kalin of

the Pbukya Mela and found place in the io8th Samikarana, where

Dhruvananda (p. 134) recorded the names of his sons as well. His

eldest son Atlanta had a son Raghu of whom it is thus written

:

This makes Jagadananda roughly a contem-

porary of Sarvabhauma and which is quite likely.

Svapnesvara was a worthy son of
J
alesvara. He is best known

by his Bhisya on the Sindilya Situs which carried his fame beyond

die narrow limits of Bengal. It has been respectfully cited by

Bhavadeva Misra of Michila in his own commentary on the same

Sutras. Svapnesvara was proficient in all the systems of philosophy;

in his Bhisya he has referred to his works on die Nyaya and die

Vedanta thus: ffa

n? T (M. Pal’s Ed. pp. 106-7). ak° wtote a commentary

‘8 Stf-Tti
(?) nrfaTWRTrfflftftT (toL i&\ a work QD MlmSmft) nf

nM Rnivtaift;^ (f ^>yk!sr‘i<vw!t a«ifwf (
lo1 - 5J‘)

19 Via* by Coadraklnta Chunks. Mukht-vrunXi. p. 95. The

allimce. according to mother version whidi is dearly wrong, was formed with

Rnghu'i granJtoa Vtaeha:- ^ W U1P,

*5*'
I
$*•>

The earlier version is also found in a Mr. of by Mihrfi. which

ve examined nr the NavneH-ipe Public Library:—"jragjft rgra sdfrft mr."

(fol. 704)

to Ed. lh>ikc$i Sim; (CuL 1827 SjJcj) pp. 8, tq, 21, 26 II This Bhnvadev.i

ibo wrote a VyiibySctnJrlla on the Vatiau SHirti in lire reign of Shull Jihaii

[Ini. Office Car,
p. 730).
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(Prsbbi5) on the SinkbyaUttvaktumudi.*
1 Both Svapnesvarj and

his father Vahinipati have not betrayed the slightest attachment to

Caitanyism in their works as far as available. This together with

the orthodox practices of Vasudeva himself as indicated by Rama-

nanda makes us doubtful if the nature of the so-called conversion of

Vasudeva by Caitanya was really as deep and permanent as the

biographers of Caitanya seek to establish. No trace of the subse-

quent descendants of Sarvabhauma is yet available and the history of

his distinguished brother Vidyavacaspad and Lois descendants

deserves to be treated separately.

According to a universal tradition which lias not yet been

disproved by any contradictory evidence Rsghunatha Siromani was

the pupil of Sarvabbauma, who was, besides, one of the teachers of

Sanatana Gosvamin. No third name is yet forthcoming, though

careless gossips include the names of Caitanya, Raghunandana and

Krsnananda without a shred of evidence. Visudeva should be dis-

ringuished from his numerous namesakes, notably die father of the

grammarian Durgadasa of the Mugibabodhi school. The latter

belonged to the Ganguli family and his descendants still survive in

a village of the Nadia district.'
1

Dinesh Chandra Bhattacharyy.a

21 Hall: Contribution*, p. 6.

22 Kflnucandm RwJhi, fyvtJvipa mMhimS. 2nd Ei., 1344 B.E p 157.
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The twin usages of polygamy' and polyandry have both been

known in India from rime immemorial in varying degrees. Brah-

manaj have never advocated either of this—monogamy being

always die ideal. Tlie dogmatic explanations of the TaitUfiya

Samhiti* Aiiartya Brahmans’ and Satapatbd Brahmana' about a

man having more chan one wife and a woman having only one

husband draw our attention to what prevailed in some part of the

country and not what the Brabmanas recommended. The uncondi-

tional union of heart and soul—serene, solemn and sublime of the

husband and wife.’ the application of love-charms by the wife for

having the husband as her own and other mutual solicitations for

constancy in love* and the aspired “Cikravakam samvananam

mentioned by the Grhyasutraj in connection with the marriage.'

Cacurthiknrma' and die Garbhadhana’ cannot but lead to the con-

clusion that monogamy is the ideal of die society.

The first wife only is the patm in the fullest sense of the term.

She is die dhsrmapalni while even the second wife (and naturally

all odicr wives) is meant for sexual satisfaction only; a second wile

i RV. X. 146. AV.. HI. 18 (a charm tor having pnrfaiunnncc ova a rival

ca-wie); Ail. Br. VII. 13 (100 wives): Sal Br. IV, 1. 5. 1 B. anti /«'. Br. Ill, lii

fr: Sapitni in Si Pnrnburg Dirt ; Par. GS. I. 4. 6-10 nnrl carrepontling passages

in other Grhya itui Dhltmi Sutra*

a VI.' 6, 4, 3. 3 ni. a3 ;
III, 47

4 IX, 4; i, 6.

5 Prlnaii tc prinan sanuiadhlmy auhibhit anhiii mirnsrir awnuSni tvaci

ivjam iri (Mantra uietl in the Canrdiiknrnu). Par. GS. Ill, 6.

6 AV, II. 30. i. 5: 36, 4: etf.

7 E.g. Baudh.GS, I. 4. 5. p. <3. II. 19-00

8 E.g. Hh.GS.. I, 046; p. 40, l ii-xa.

9
Hir.GS., I. *5, p. 50. L 17. Alio ire AV. XIV, a, 64.
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is entitled to no unseen (adrsta) tdigious mcnt."' A man having

several wives is required co observe his religious duties with the first

wife only; preference is, however, sometimes given to the sivarna

wife so much so that even though she may be the youngest, he will

observe religious duties with her and in case the savarna. be she the

youngest, is not present or unable to attend, the claim would devolve

upon one coming from the class immediately lower. A sudra wife

is always co be excluded by a Brahmana." According to Manu19

it is the first wife who is to attend personally and help die husband

in his daily religious ntes; lie cannot show preference to other wives

in these matters for fear of being a Candala Brahmana. The Karma-

kinda-prtdipt" also says that only the first wife has die adbiktra.

Disparagement of marriages other than die first is expressed in the

fact that during the second and following marriages, die polygamist

is to marry a piceher (k»mbba)" or some such thing- According

ro Yainavalkya, too, die religious rites should be performed with the

firsc wife of die same caste, not with others.
11

Rites observed for

the highest religious merit or salvation are co be observed with die

first wife.'* Highest results (such a* obtaining heaven, etc.) may

be achieved only if the rile is performed along with the first wife."

The wife first married is to be considered as the eldest, not the oik:

who is the eldest of the lor;
! ‘ the &tt. BrV says she is the

consecrated consort.

Even though odier wives are allowed to join in the sacrifice, it

is the first wife who performs all the important rites. In the Darsa-

IO Dihfaumbili, IV, i+ Sir. Sjhi.
p. 79, I. 19 {Oiui. Sdm. IV'. 15, p. 443.

U-7-S)

n Viniu XXVI, ,.4, On*.W p. tt. II 8 £ u Monti IX, 85 »i.

13 F. 145b, L 9 £. 14 Op. at.. p. i5©f.

X5 Yijn. I. 88; cf. Sin. SS.
t0 I. II, p. 54, 11 4.5.

16 $*s. SS. voL I, p. 160. i *1 "ParStthHm, etc/'

17 Of. dt.
t

1 . 22 , "Sakrtkrtam, etc’*

18 Sat. SS. vol. III. p. 695, I. 3 “Jyestkatvim viv&ht-krram aa tu vayuUnonv' 1

'9 VI 5 3, itpjii.UWMU.
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purnamatesti she trims the fire,
1
* husks and pounds the rice .

11

After the Pacnisannahara (girding with the yoktrapasa) and Garha-

patyopasdiina die wives are required to sit to the north of the

Garhapatya; the Mukhyapacni occupies the scat exactly to the

noxtli, i.c. the best scat while other wives take their scats somewhere

to the north of die Garhapatya, no doubt, but at a distance from

the first wife .

111
After the Patnisamyaja the chief is to cat the

Ida .

11
If simultaneously God-speed is to be wished now for the Hus-

band and the wife, it should be desired for the chief wife
* 1

only.

Towards the close of the sacrifice the kusa grass is removed from the

lap of the wife and die cord with which she was girded is loosened;

according to the Saiikhayana school
,

11
only the first wife is to observe

these rices. During the utterance of die Sampatniya it is die first

wife who is to couch the husband as this act is meant for "Parartha=
Supreme Bliss."”

Iu die Agnyadhana and die Agnihoua only die first wife, so

long as she is living, is entided to participate. The ncwly-niarried

couple establish the sactcd fires and observe the Agnihotra in the

same fire till the end of the life of one of them. If the first wife is

21

M »

2(. SS. I 6
,

i a; * 1 . t, p aj.

Of emirs?, there is provide© here that she might bt replaced by i Sudra

pounding. However, no trrict n>gulariry seem* to be observed ui tanking or

pounding. Soz Sit. SS. t p. 132, U. 17 f ; Ap. SS

^

I, at, 9. According to Ap SS

.

op. Wf., j Sfuirl is to pound if rhe nee is to be pounded again: "Aaciu.

putuhpejane da*ya ttiyamo vamyjcc." 1£ for *o*ne reason or other die wife couii

not be present, die Agnidhra or some other ptiest might do thi* for the wife;

Sit. SS.
t p 13a, L a3*. Ap. SS. I, ao, 13, 70.

22 St*. SS.. p. t6t, l. 7. “Yathaproddaip mukbya-p*tny-upavcfamip somipa

itiraiAin rfm eve difatn -ivalsimova vyjvidhdneno, etc.'

23 Smdb. SS. P p. 30, 11 16.

24 Cf. Sit. dr., I, 9. 3. 14; Weber*! Ed., p. 50, 1L t4.

25 I, 15, xo; see Comm, on the sane, vt>L II, p. 34. According to other

authcriaei, however, oil the wive* ar* to obierre the** rite* ai they dn not think

these are meant for Parartha; Sit. SS.. p. 228 pentipami “vededfinlditi g*mynt«.

*6 Sit. SS.. p. 213, 11 *3-24 "Ptclrthiny ckttu td v etc.*
4
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dead, Uic widower may marry and establish the fires again. But in

no ease, after the Agnyadhana, should the first wife be deprived of

her right of participating in the Agnihotra, even if she be deficient

in religious performance or in procreation. Ill course of her assis-

tance in the kindling of the fires she has been for her life associated

with and given to die service of these fires." The fires arc insepar-

able from her; so long as she is in the house, they ate there; when

she goes with her husband to a foreign place, the)- move with her."

So long as the husband lives without his wife and consequently,

without chc fires, be it even in die next village, it is nothing but

living in a foreign land but when the wire and her constant ccnv

pardons, die Fires, go with him, even die most distant land will not

be considered as such (pravasa)-*’ If in any ease the wile docs not

go with him, he must go without the fires and when he comes back

he offers obladons to diem but iu older that they may be thoroughly

pleased, he is to please the wife with his look.
3 “

If a co-wife is left at home, the wife may leave die fires iu

charge of her. but chat would mean that die co-wife would be simply

a representative of die wife and nothing more than that. Certainly

the wife should take away the fires with her'
1

if it is not simply

impossible ior her to do so.

27 Af., ll, 5, 11, 23 f; see the Scholia*: ia pixocultf. Maim V, 16716$;

Yij. I 89.

28 S«.S5..y<tip.

19 Sat. SS.. voi. I, p. 358, L 2; Of. at, wl. II. p. 341. I. 16.

30 Of. Ht„ v©] II, p. 543, I. 27.

31 Sat. $S vcl l, p. 358, L it £; note paroailuly the remark of the

Scholiast ‘BihubhSiyi^a ckayi tth* bhSve'p *1 dossil"; ilm voL II. p. 544

"Bahubharyasyi ckasya api u^nidhau m do^ah". Tlu: words "iu doih** in the*

texts cannot mein otherwise than this, that the (first) wife a die proper per*n

to attend, bat in her absmee, some oihcr wife might he allowed to do to (hoc

nc\ff t Sudra wife, see our section on the position of the 8ndri wife) and thus be a

reproen rative of her.

•HQ., MARCH, 194O 10
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II die fire goes out, ic is the first wife who is to re-kindle it.

She should on the preceding day take her food in die day rime.
11

observe brahniacarya and silence, wear silken garments
1

' and towards

sunset enter die Giirliapatya house from the south and scat herself

to the right of her husband, bodi facing the cast. Ac die beginning

of die sacrifice, when the Adhvaryu offers both die Aranis to the

sacrificcr. he places the upper one on his own lap and hands over

the lower one to her which she similarly places on her own lap.
11

During the night she keeps awake with her husband to keep up the

fires/
1

Before the Agmhotra actually begins, the wife cleanses the

surrounding areas of die fires;
1

* from the beginning co die end of

die sacrifice she remains siccing to the soudi or the soudi-easc of

the Garhapatya firc.
,r

There can be no substitute for die first wife

in the Agnihotia; nevertheless, she must be present or be considered

as virtually present in her shed.
1

' Whenever the husband offers

oblation, he docs so for both ol them.” Towards the end of the

sacrifice water- libations are offered to the Sarpadevajana, Bhfita and

Mahac with either direc ladlefuls of water or in chree portions from

die same ladleful; ** die saciificcr then takes another ladlcfu! of water

or offers with die remaining portion of the water. Of diis water

3a Set. Br., II. 1, 4, 1. 33 Set. SS _ voL II, p. 528, L 27.

34 Ket. SS.. Chow. Ed, p 296, Sutra* 307-308; Sm. SS, vol. 11, p. 535. L 5.

35 Set. Ur, II, I, 4, 7.

36 Af. SS., vol. I, p 322. I lo, Scholiast co 6. 3. 1.

37 Af. SS., VI, 5, j. vol 1
, p. 328. II. 15-17; d -

Sin 1 7' BcW dK

GWhspicya".

38 Compile the remark of the Scholuw on Af. SS.. Vi, 5, 1, vet 1 , p. 328.

U. 12-13.

39 Set. SS.. vol. 11, p. 529. "Vwublird aluuii Piv uMiayor vmaui

unoyimi. etc." The same spent is remarkably seen in the Vfljapcya. too; rf.

‘Pami 1 svnrgam rohivali, etc"

40 Sen. $S„ 2, 10, 5 “Traidham iarori"; Set. SS.. voL I, p. 354. Af. SS..

VI, 12 4-5; vol 1. pp 343-44. The W YV. ritual, however, does not refer u>

this rite; cf. p. 304. Chow. Ed., SOtras 341-42.
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he pours half on Earth and ehc other half he pours into the hands of

the wife. In case of her absence front the sacrifice on account of un-

avoidable circumstances die whole quantity of die fourth ladieful or

of the faurdi portion of che same ladlcful according ro Bharadvaja.

is to be twice poured, upon the seat of the wife or the Earth.

In no case should this water be poured into the hands of any other

wife." The object of this pouring is co pray for domestic bliss and

triumph for and by die wife;
,a

no odicr wife than the first is ever

ennded to be the mistress of die house.

At the end of the evening oblarion the wife together with her

husband should observe silence and fast till darkness has set in."

As in the Vaifvadcva. so in the Vamnapraghasas, it is the first

wife who should husk die barley, and deposit che busk for the

Avabhrtha." She should make the Karambhapatras out of the

badey-powder which she should lierself make of unfried barley."'

Some schools, however, empower her to husk the barley on che

previous day. fry them a bit cn the Anvaharyapacana, pound them

and make Karambhapatras out of the powder.
1

' As a rule, the

Adhvaryu and the Praciprasthicr make a rani and a ewe respectively

with their sex marks made prominent." But according ro the Vaja-

41 Schoiiasr on S<u. SS., op. eft.

42 St 1. SS.. vol. I, p. 354. II jo f. "Nj cj y^unlnapainisaqiikaryaip dvio.

rfdiSnttcr liravariid am eva na pratipatm vibliajya ninavanam. ..samgtahanui

ca pcitipjtnyiv'mmitStiitlutn smutrlv. Scholiast ai Siihhiytnt 2. 10. 5.

"blav^rimn ca vivaknum, etc.’

43 CL the Manic* "Grhrbhvat tvi gthan jnvi*'. H. VV.; "Sam tvl MjSmi

p-ajayj dhanetu" iti. RV.

44 Aiv. SS
,

III. u. 9 BA. lad., p. 50 and 150; Af SS., p. 143. II. 18-12.

45 Scholiast 00 Af. SS.. VIII, 5, 40. vol. II. p. 18.

46 According 10 several authorities die husband alw> participates in this;

tg. Sal. SS.. p. 463. L id-2t.

47 Af. SS.. VIII, 6, 3. vol. II. p 05; Scholiast. U. to f.

48 Bmdb. SS
, p. 136, II. 1-16; Sit. SS.. p. 462. IL 28-31.
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sancya Ritual" the wife should, after having made tlic Karambha-

parras. make the ram and the e've, too, of die barley similarly fined

and powdered. These rites should be observed by die chief wife

alone as chese are by no means Strisainskaras: moreover, in making

the ram and die ewe, she is really a substitute of the priests, which

ocher wives cannot be supposed to be. These are Pararthaka rites

and as such, only die chief wife should observe them.

After the rite of the declaration of paramours, the wife invokes

die Manns’” when she is led by the Pratipraschatr. She is offered

the KarambHapatras” in a winnowing basket which she places on

her head. Bodi die sacrificcr and the wife'
3 now pass between the

altars and seat themselves in front of the Daksina fire with their

faces towards the west. The wife gives these dishes to the sacnficer

which he in his turn places on his head.” The husband utters the

Anuvakya." Then both the husband and the wife offer oblations

to die Maruts
f

' to expiate their sins which they have incurred either

in village or the wild, in company or corporeal sense, etc-, die dedi-

catory formula’
4

being pronounced by bodi. According to

Katyayana
::

the mistress alone is entitled to observe dm rite. The

husband and die (chief) wifc now offer thanks to priest and praise

49 As quoted ie Ap. SS., V!1I, 6, 4, vol. II. pp. 29-30; d. Btudb SS, vol. I,

p. 133, L 12, also quoted by the Scholiast on Ap, op. c*.

50 7>» Sarah., 1, 8, 3, 6; Vij. S*mb, III, 44. etc.; Mio. SS, 1, 7, 4, 12, p. 35.

51 Atconling to Biudhiyana these dishes should have been given round the

fire; Beudh. SS., p. 136, II. 19. "Abhiparyagnileniiu."

52 The wife goo out by the south door, Bmdb. SS, p 137, U. :-2.

53 B**db SS.. op. at, 11 6-7.

54 Tat Samb, 1, 6, 53, c£ i, 8. 3 (c); Vi). Sonb, Ill, 46; B»>tdb. SS, p. 136

L 8.

35
‘'PiaghMasya Mam devata", Stt. SS, vol. II, p <65, II. 24-25.

56 Vi}. Stmb, III, 47; Ktp. S*mb, i, 7, p. 35 1L etc, Sit . SS, voL II,

p. 465, IL 21 f. The Adhvaiyu might perform this for them while they kept m
touching him. 11. 26-27 fin. SS.) Btmdh. SS., vol. I, p. 137, I. ro; Min. SS, f, 7,

4. 15. p. 53; Ap. SS, VIII, 6, 24.

57 V.5.II
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their bounteous nature in having kindly undertaken and performed

the sacrifice with a delightful voice.
81

In die Avabhrrha it is the chief wife who should wash the back

of the sacrificer and he should, in his turn, wash her back, too,"

They offer their drenched garments to whomsoever they like."

The chief wife joins the priests and the sacrificer in die Sun-worship,

2nd in adding fresh fuel to the Xhavaniya fire.
85

In the Sakamcdha the chief wife cooks the sacrificial food on

the Southern Fire and participate later on with all others in caring

it." In the Traimbaka oblation after the sacrificer and priests, etc.,

and the maidens have walked round the fires, she lays fuel cn and

worships the Garhapatya."

In die animal sacrifice the chief wife anoints the surface of the

sacrificial post while the sacrificer anoints only the top of it. She

mbs all over the post in order ro impart to ir lustre without omitting

ro mb any part of it."

The prime duty of the wife in this sacrifice is to wipe the

organs of the animal so that its Soul (literally, the lives here) may

rest in peace," and this is done by the chief wife." Before she

proceeds, she, with a water-jar in her hands, worships the Sun.
1,

58 Sat. Bri, 11
. 5. a. *9; Min. SS.. 7, 4 .6; Af. SS., VIII, 6. 25; S*x. SS,

p. 465. L »8 -

59 Af. SS.. V11L & 16. to Af. SS.. VIII. 8. 17.

61 Scholiast oa Af. SS., VIII, 8, 18,
' Sarvim cut amaium patyuh.

'

62 Af. SS., VIU, 10, 10, vol. II, p. 53; Sal. SS., voL II, p. 473, U. 5-6 Scholiast

"l’ttniilrikuttiri in Vaikhantuh",

63 Sat. SS.. vol II, p 46g/L 28.

84 Btndk. SS., vol. I, p. 114. II 6-7.

65 Ptinipyayana : "Apylyaysti taathanam abhiliksya «p«h pcilubab;

prakjiptodakanhlnibhimarljnam apyivantai", Scholiast on Satyasidhi, vol II,

p. 424, lL at L

66 Scholiast on Satyastdho. of. c!t., Parlrthanv ckem kriycrann in mnkbfi

evj abkiwcaMm Spylyanstn karod; similarly, Scholiast on Ajxutatnba (1. 8. 17).

vol I, p. 43S, II. 18-19.

67 Bsudb. vol. I. p. 1 18, II. 7-8; Min. SS.. 1, 8. 4, 11 Sat. SS., vol. II. p 424.

11 6 L ''PflrnapStTOiihSrwnm ekasya eva IpyayanitthntvSc."
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During hci advance towards the citvala die Praciprasdiatr prays for

offspring and increase of wealth. .Then she propitiates and takes

waters from the cacvala. She also recites mannas for propitiating

die sacrifice and then wipes each organ of the animal with appro-

priate mantras-" According to some, she pours the water on rbe

organs and the Adhvaryu wipes them or lie pours water and

she wipes them. After cleansing the victim, she purifies herself at

the pit along with the utterance of u mantra.”

After chc Pacnisamyaja she offers to the killer the front leg

and ro the Adhvaryu some front piece." During the ida-bhaksana

die 52crificcr first gives die ida, to her and she hands it over to chc

Adhvaryu or some other priest.'
1

The sacrifice ending, while all

others worship the Ahavaniya, she adds fresh fuel to and worships

the Garhapatya.”

In the Agnistoma after die offering called Hiranyavati the sac-

rificcr steps into the seven foot-prims of the cow. The wife cogcchcr

with the other wives, the sacrificer and the priests sic round the

seventh tooc-pnne wherein a piece of gold is laid. After due offer-

ings die Adhvaryu takes one-third portion of the dust from dicic

and hands it over to the sacrificer with die blessings for die laccer’s

wealth. The sacrificer gives it to the chief wife'" so diae she may

68 Tail. Samh, i, 3. 9; Af.it. Santb, III. 6; Kip. Sanb, IL 13. (pp. ai-aa);

Mmit. Samh, 1. a. 16; Vij. Simb, VI 14-16; Ap. SS, VI!, 18. 17. vol. I. p. 436,

IL ai f., Sat. SS,\6\. II, p. 414; Mm. SS, 1, 8. 4, p. 68: Btudb. SS, vol. I. p. nS.

IL 11 f. It remains doubtful who. the sacrificer sod else Adhvaryu or the sacrificer

and the wife, should use. Vi;. Simb, VI. 15-16. For the reasons why the wife

should wipe the organs, see Sat. Bra.. Ill, 6, a, 5.

69 Vij. Samb, VI, 17; AV, VTI, 89, 3; Kit SS, dww. ed., p. 398. Sitra 146;

Sat. SS, vol II, p. 424. 11. 16 f.

70 Sat. SS, op. at. p. 443. 3 . 11.

71 Ap. SS, VII, 17, 11, vol. I. p. 463.

7a Sat. SS, op. cit. p. 444, II. 1 t-ia; cf. Ap. SS, VII, 27, 16, vci I. p. 464,

acecidmg to whidi she is to have a wash, wetship the Sun and the Ahavani)*.

73 Scholiast on Ap. SS, X, 23, 4 "Pntoyanelcarve api mahisyJh prsyacchnti

nidhanirthatvat;*' similarly, Schoanst on Sat SS, vol. Ill, p. 629, U. it-ta "Nidln
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have wealth; while it is being given to her she prays that she may

not be deprived of wealth. She preserves the dust in her own resu

dcncc or in one of the three sheds, viz. Pragvamsa-sala, Patni-

sala and Vjhya-iala.'
1

In seems only the hist wife should hold on to the cart from

behind; " because this is no Patni-saniskara. By this rite the chief

wife, as the mistress of the household gear and as the approver oi

her husband’s gift'" honours the king Soma as a very worthy guest

when he is brought forward on a car. While she does so, the

Adhvaryu offers the water libations to che guest Soma. Or she

may herself with her own hands make the offering or while the

priest offers, she may present to the guest the Vaisnava Navakapala

with her own hands."

Ic is the chief wife who anoints else axles of the Soma-carts;'’

the object is to have children with heroic deeds.’’ While die

Adhvaryu walks out of the hall by die front door with clarified

butter taken a second time in four ladling}, the sacrificcr’s wife is

naftthatvad OiajmkariVaiuutvJk ca;” B**4b. SS., p. 170, L 5. Au.ceding U> die

Scholia*: ai Kit SS
. 0 iQcras 176-177, p 449, Cbow. cxL, die adhvaryu give* bet

the dun and die Notr makes her icdtc the Mantra; Sdi. 111, 3, 1, 12, Trft.

Sarnb.
t
VI, I, 8, 5; etc. etc.

74 S*t. SS., ml, IJL p. 630, II. to f., specially, the Scholiast. Af. SS.. X, 23, ia

75 Ar SS.. X. 30. 3; Sms. SS.. p. 652. 1L 8-n; ZW6. SS., VI. 1 6, vol I.

p. 174, II. 14-13 *Aph praniya atithyain nirvapaty mvlrabdhJy&ai pauiyAoC
Klc. SS.. Chow, cd.. sutra 2, vcA. l. p. 463.

76 O. 7*c. Samh

,

VI. 2, ..

77 Af. SS., X, 30, 3-6. vol. 11, p. 288, li. 9 Sebdias: “YaxS pmyi ho*icaa

mivjpdi udi has to 'gtuhcxrjhavanadharaian hbliAtc.** Sac SS., vol. 1(1, p. 652.

IL 23; 653, 1L 11.

78 Scholiast on S*t. SS., voL III, p. 69^ U. 28 £. "Makhya eva anikti; Scholiast

ui Af SS.. XI, 6, 4. rd. I!, p. 3C9 “Patnyaaekatve'pi mukhvi upaiukti, Akjawins*

ktatvSc," Baujh SS.. VI. 24, vol I. p. 184, 11 12 Li Kit. is., Vlll. St £; P .
480.

IL 3 fi., Chow. cd.

79 CL the Maatri “No vfco jayaUin, etc"
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led by the South." The Adhvaryu lays down a piece of gold in the

right wheel of the southern cart and makes offerings; he pours the

residue of clarified butler into her folded palms. According to

Baudhayana," she mixes half of die dusc of the third foot-print

with it. Then she anoints the right axle of rhe southern cart with

her right hand.” According to Apastamba,” die may anoint chis

axle twice. Now, in order that she may anoint die axle of die

nordiern car, she is nude co walk round by die back of the Garha-

patya fire co the wheel-tracks on the north side. This time, the

assistant of the Adhvaryu observes the same rites as the Adhvaryu

in the previous ease, and pours the residue of clarified butter alter

his offerings, into her folded palms. According to Baudhayana she

mixes up the remaining dust with it. She anoints and prays for

her desired ends." According co Katyayana
1
” she should anoint

both the axles simultaneously with both the hands.

During the second pressing she approves of the gifts given by

her husbands to the pnests and others." In the third pressing,

after all the rites up to the filling of the pots have been performed,

die chief wife
1

' chums the Soma in che shed for Agnidhra;

then she enters into the Soma-cart by the western door and stays

there." She and the sacrificer then carry die purified Soma in the

So Set. Bri.. HI, 5, 3, 13/I; Kit. 55., Chow. Ed., vol. 1. p. 840. 1L 6L "Dakjiaayi

dvara, etc.' According 10 B*xib. 55.. vol. I. p. 164, L :a: "Purvaya dvara."

81 Bi.dh. 55.. veL I, p. 184, L 16, “Atha cw»am pidapSnisunaic. etc."

CL Set. 55. vol. 111. p 695, 1. 8 "Dvidhivibhaktasyi ticSmkna."

81 Scioliut on S*t. 55, op. M. L ai.

83 55., XI, 6, 5, wl. II. p. 309; lee alio Sutra 8 "Sakrd va;" cf. Scliolja.it.

84 Vi,. Sdm., V, 17 “Parag ckvairuuu, etc"

85 55. vol I, p. 480. II. 6-11 " Ptoibbyiin yugapat
"

86 Kit. 55., X, 2, 38, Weber's Ed, p 8aa; Chow. Ed., p. 570. Sutra 62; c£

Commentary in Wtber.

87 Scholust on 5«. 55. vol IV, p. 919, 11. 9-10 "Pamibahutvc m.ikhya evi

mitfiarain putablirtyavanayaninci Icarcti, na tu sarvih." Toe Minus used in

tbii ccnnecticm: "Aime devijo vapuse tikiisit iti."

58 Kit. 55.. Cbow. Ed., p. 574. 1L 4.5; Webcr'i Ed, X, 4, 3. p. 807: S* 1. 55.
op. at
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Putabhrt covered by the purifying Kusa (Pavitra).'“ According co

the scholiast on Katyayana," she. touched from behind by all other

wives, Ieohs ac it and addresses Aditya for children, wealth and

sinless living.

As die personal attendant of her husband in religious affairs,

it is the chief wife who should wash the back of her husband during

the final badi (Avablutha).*' When she comes back to her own

shed she worships the Garhapatya by laying cn the Udumbara fuel

which she cleanses beforehand in front of the cow-shed.

Towards the end of the Udniuyesti she burns the Kusa-grasses

used therein in the Pragvarnsa.”

According to certain Sikhaj of the W.YV., she puts a log of

wood on the Garhapatya fire without die utterance of any mantra"'

in the Ptavatgya sacrifice.

In the Agnicayana the first wife makes die Ukha. the fire-pan

to which she prays for offspring; increase of wealth, cattle, horses

and also for making the fellows of the sacrificer subject to him."

She also makes from clay die Asadlu, die invincible buck, and

marks it widi chrcc lines.’'’

In the Vajapeya, the garland of gold which forms the fee

should be worn by the chief wife only, as this is a rite producing

highest results. The fee would pave the way of the wife as

89 Sal. SS., op. cU.

50 SS. X. 5, 4. Weber's Ed., p. 810. II.
3

£.; CW. Ed., p. 577. Sflira 10^ The

Mantra: Vij. Stmb., VIII, 5.

91 Sat. SS.. vol. IV. p. 947, 1L 14 L Foe the Eh*. see Commentary.

91 Sat. SS.. voL IV, p 954. H. 21 ff.

93 Scholns: Dtvayjjvan on Kh. SS., XXVI, 7, 40, Weber's Ed
. p. tio8;

Chow. Ed. pio**.

94 Vi). Sitmb., II, 58; Mail Sam., a. 7. 6; Kit Sam.. I. 6. 5: if. SS

,

XVI,

4, 5; vol. Ill, p. 3i Sat. SS- vol. 5, p. 14, 1L 7 £., etc

95 Sal. SS.. vol. V. p. .5. II *.-*3: Sat. Bri.. IV,
5, 3. 1

. 4; p. 541. H. 4-6.

Weber' Ed.

LM.Q-, march, 1940 11
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well as of the sacrificcr to Heaven.*' After twelve Apti and Klpti

offerings have been offered on the Ahavaniya fire for procuring for

the sacrificcr all that the twelve months of the year and the six

seasons can bestow, chc Ncstr or the Pratiprasihacr makes the chief

wife wear garments of Daibha grass or Candataka or Drhara’ while

the sacrificcr wears silken garment.”

The Ncstr then leads her to die pose against which a ladder

having seventeen stairs has been put. The sacrificcr now gets ready to

mount die post and enquires about her willingness to accompany

him.” She replies in the affirmative. Thrice the sacrificcr asks and

thrice she replies. The sacrificcr now wishes that he should mount

for boch of them to which she readily consents. She may herself

mount the post if she -likes.
11

* In this ease she should pray simi-

larly as the sacrificcr for the success of life by sacrifice and such ocher

things.
1 ** Most probably she should stretch her amis, too, to show

that she has mounted the cop just as chc sacrificcr docs and express

herself the joy of approaching chc gods and of being capable of be-

coming immortal and the offspring of Prajapad. Six: should also look

down to the ground and pray for offspring and increase of wealth.
1 "

If she docs not accompany her husband, she is looked at by him

96 Kat SS, XIV, S. 36, Weber'* Ed. p. 858 .

97 Kit SS, XIV, 5, 3, Weber * hi.. p. £66

98 SS.. vol. V, p. 144. I a; "Pwidhutc" ha* bc?n explained by die

comcrcntacor* n ‘ParxlhipaptL*' For tb: Mantra she uttets: Vif. Sam., to
,

8;

roll. Sarp, 1, 7, 9, J, «£.

99 Vij. Sum.. (Kfiuva roc.) 10, 4, 3: TVnl. Sam, I, 7, 9, 1; Sat. Dri, 5. a,

1. 10; Tait. 3ri. L 3. 7. 1; Kit. SS.. XIV, 5, 6; Ap SS
.
XVIII, 5 9; Set. SS..

rol. V, p. 144, U. 9 f.; ISauJh SS.. XI, 11, veL II, p. 80. II. f. etc.; cf. Hilt,

Rithic. p. 142, LL 31 £.

100 Sat. SS.. op. cit, 1. "Ev*m tri.” 101 Op at, I. 17 'Ubhiu vB.”

ioz Fee the Mantra*, rcc Tail. Sarnb, I, 7, 9, 1; Vi;. Sam.. IX, ai (cf. XXII,

3»); Kit. Sam., XIV, s; Mat Sam.. !, 11, 3; Sat Dri, V, i, 1. 4; Ap SS.. XV1I1.

5- !3

103 Tail. Sam.. I, 7, 9 l.
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from above after lie lias reached the cop.'*' If she accompanies

him. he helps her in descending from die post.
1
"

' It is the chief

wife who should observe the above rices as ic is she who

is to propitiate the sacrifice;'*
4

it is she only who makes the

sacrificer complete by addition of one-half of his own self;”’ and

as he is to achieve heavenly Uiss together with her only "* She

and her husband are one Soul divided into two bodies, not only on

ihij morrai land, buc also in heaven—to participate in worldly

affairs, in sacrificial macccrs, in earthly blessings as well as in divine

i°y-

In the Pindapitryajna the eldest wife stands on the black deer-

skill with her face towards die south-east and husks die paddy in

a wooden mortar. She must not sit. She removes the husk by

means of a winnowing basket, buc docs not separate the husked

from those which are still not done. She husks them only once.'"

Now, to come to the chief queen- The MaKisi is the .consc-

craied consort, all other wives are meant for sexual pleasure only.
1,1

In the Politico-religious ceremonies, viz. the Asvamedha, Rdjasiiya.

Purusamedha and Rad-yajna, she, properly speaking, performs all

the important riles while die "Bhoginf queens arc allowed to parti-

cipate therein to keep company with the chief queen as it were;

the part that they play therein is insignificant.

Ac the beginning of the Horse-sacrificc whidi occurs on the

eighth or ninth of die month of Phalguna, the chief queen and the

king prepare themselves for ritual observance in die regular way as

they do in other sacrifices. They cook for themselves food for break-

104 SmSS.. vol. V, p. 145, L 9 ‘Pouilm in bhaiyolcrt"

105 BaAh. SS.. vol. n. p. 8. L 9 109 Sot SS., p. 185, U 5 f.:

107 Of. tit., V, «, 1, 10. 108 Op. ot.

109 Sti. SS., p. J85 .

1

5 f.; Ap. SS. 1. 8. io-it, vol I. pp. 06-07; Sin. SS. IV,

3 . 7, vol. 1, p. 35: Sdiolkut, op fit
,
rol 11. p 170, 1 . tt; An/. SS

.
(ASS) 11.

6, 7, p 68, 11 13-15

no AwJio/o, p. 104- 1 10 "Krtibhisefca mnhiiibhoginyoV.yS nrpo-itriyah

"
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ing fast mixed with clarified butter as well as milk and eat it (in the

afternoon) and wash their mouths in a golden bowl.'" Then they

keep silcnc and perform Agnihotra in due time. According

to Baudh-iyana all the queens ate allowed co wear silver ornaments
1 ' 3

for the occasion; but the chief queen wears several ornaments in

addition which signifies her power over man in general." Accord-

ing to Katyayana all the wives should wear golden ornaments .

114

But the distinctive position of the chief queen is seen in the fact

that the one hundred maidens chat accompany her must be either

daughters
" 1

or wives
' 11

of kings; while the maidens of the Vavata

are to be daughters or wives of subordinate Chiefs, or of the

Ugras;
1 " those of Parivrkd, daughters or wives of Charioteers, and

those of Paragali, daughters or wives of Revenue Collectors. In the

evening they all enter the hall of sacrificial fires by the southern

door.”* After the Agnihotra the Vavata avails herself of the

coveted fortune of getting the king on her lap with his head towards

the north;
11

® this simpiy signifies die justification of her name

"Vavata: the favourite" and nothing important so far as the super-

mundane bliss is concerned. The queens together with the maidens

most probably help the king in keeping awake throughout the

night. In other sacrifices as well as in this it is the chief queen who

needs to keep awake along with the sacnficcr and not all.

On the return of the horses on the second Soma-pressing day

they are all bathed. Now the firsr. three queens arc to anoint the

in BWA SS., XV, 2, p. jo6 U. 7 L; note prrricnlarly ~Ubhau" in line 9. Cf.

Ap. SS.. XX, I, :o f., col. Ill, p. 14a.

11a Op. at.. XV, 3, p. 206, E 13-14 113 Op. til, L 9
114 XX, I. 11, Weber, p 961.

u5 K* SS.. XX. i. 13, Weber, p. 96..

u6 Aoronling 10 Utudb SS., cf. p. 218. II. 14 f.; e£ Ap. SS.. XX. 15, vol. III.

p. 159. L 8.

1 17 Sm SS
,
vol. 5, p. 237, L 24 "Ugranim rajnclfuabl.0 lir.5m fatam VaviiayUh."

1 18 Ccnunemary on Kit. SS., Chow. Ed p. 829. Soira 17.

1 19 Op. at., Sflua 18.
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sacrificial horse and entwine pearls or coins into its mane and tail.

11 *

The order of anointing and entwining does r.ot seem to be strictly

observed. The chief queen anoints the forc-prts, the favourite

queen die middle and a discarded wire the hind-part. Again, rhe

chief queen raises recourse to the Giyatri metre, the most important

of all metres; rhe second, the Tristubh; Parivrkti, the Jagati.

The stuff that che chief queen uses for anointing is clarified butter

mixed with the sap of die sacred Pucti-dru crec; that the Vavata

uses is clarified butter mixed with the ordinary thing bdellium’

“

and thac the Parivrkti uses is Ghee mixed with the sap of the Musta

plant iliac grows anywhere and everywhere. The companions that

they have arc the same as before. The varied rank of these maidens

at once bring; cut rhe respective posiciai of the queens. Again,

during che entwining of pearls the chief queen adorns the parts in

front of the place where the yoke rests with golden pearls; the

Vavata below chac and the buttocks with silver ones; the Parivrkti

below tlic buttocks with any and every pearl that may come from

the sea.
115

Afrer the wild animals ate released, die horse is killed, most

probably, by stifiing in robes. Then the Unneer or Pratiprasthacr'*'

or Adhvaryti"
1

' lead them up from their ordinary place near the

Garhapatya to the victim. They catty in their hands jars of

1*0 Piogali, a Sudi* by biith, cannot observe these rite*, cf. $4/. Uri .. XI It.

a 6, 7. Annintiig uui entwining: Kaib. Sdrnb .. IV, 9; Mait. Samb.
t
HI, 12, 18.

19; Wj. Sdmb, XIII. 5-8; T*it. Dri .. III. 9. 4.
’1-8; Brl

.
XIII, 1. 6, t-6; Ap$S„

XX. 15. 6 K*i £S.. XX * <of.. JW*. tf.. XV, 24, V *J. IL

x* t Cf. Boudhiyana and ApaMamba.

i*a GmilgviUv*. known in Bengal jj Cuggul.

t»3 According co B.YV ritooL each of than uses 1000 pc*U; Ap SS., XX. 15.

rol 1IL p. 159, I, 11; BduJbi vol. II. p. zz8, 11
. 3, 5 anil 7; Sat. if., vol. V.

p. *37, 1 ! 17 f. According to W.YV. only z hundred; Kat. ££., Weber, p. 97:;

according ro die Scholiast, one hundred and one.

1*4 Kit. iS.s XX. 6, la; Ap SS..XX, 17, it.

115 B**dk. S5.. XV. 29.
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water.
130

According to Satyasadhj only the chief queen should be

led by the Pratiprnsthatj*; so, other wives arc to follow her. ' In

order 10 make amends for the slaughtering of die victim and to

invoke die divine helpers to help the chief queen in the mosc

important rite that follows,
13 ' they walk round the victim nine

times while fanning hint with the flutter of their garments; for the

first dirce times they tie in a knot the right locks of hair and let

loose the left ones and walk frem right to left, smiting their right

thighs; then they follow the exactly reverse course in all matters.'

The chief queen, now, shows anxiety to approach chc slain horse,

who represents Prajapati, in order to have seed from him. Then

tiie chief queen lies down by the side of the horse. She, along

with the utterance of mantras, makes various attempts while die

Adhvaryu cloaks ihcni together with garments. While she docs

die obscene act, she feels reluctant and censures die horse."' Three

times the chief queen censures, three times the others persuade her.

All sorts of indecent aers and talks are the concomitant factors of

fertility spclls;
, •' ,

here, too, for the sake of fertility, indecent

colloquy between the priests, queen and maidens, etc. begin.

According to several schools only the maidens reply.
1” According

to Art. die Brahman, the most important priest of all.

i»6 Scholiast on Kii. SS.. XX, 6, 14. Weber, p. 973. II. 11.

117 SS. voL V. p. 242. II. 6

1

.

128 Tall. Samh., VII, 4, u, 1; Tail. tf»i. 3, 9, 6, 1; Ap SS. XX. 17. 13;

Kit. SS.. XX. 6.’
14 Weber, p. 973. L «.

129 Af. $S.
t
of dt

9
Sutras 13-16.

130 Kit. SS. XX, 6. 16-17, p. 973, IL 610; Af . SS.. XX, id, 4. vol III. p. 163,

IL 77 £
;

Vsit. S.t XXXVI, 30. p 52.

131 Cf. the Dulcguc between die Brahfraefrin 2nd die Hetarni in the Mah 5*racj.

132 a:*. SS., XX, 6. 20; Af. SS.. XX, 18, 6; Asv. SS.. X 8, 13; Km S..

XXXVJ, 32.

133 XIII, a, 9, c-8 It will be seen in this conrvcrion that from the vety
beginning the chid queen is, frem d>c ritualistic point of view, dedicated to the

Brahman. Most ptobably ditre u do other reason Item: diati diis chat the chief

queen holding the highest jxeidon can be dedicated to Brahman only who is the

most important cf oil priests; Af. SS.. XX, xo, 2, veL II!. p. 153.
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addresses die queen consort, while ihc Udgatr addresses die

Vavata and the Chamberlain, the founh wife. The different schools

vary very much, bui there is no doubt chat all of these insertions

and omissions arc meinc for die fertility of the chief quern. All

other qixens as well as their maidens join herein only as help-mates

in die Fertility Rite whxli is the chief one in the Horsc-sacrificc.

At the end of che obscene colloquy the queen consort is raised up

by her own maidens.
1" Now, the first three queens mark out with

metal needles the lines for the dissection of the victim. Here, too,

the chief queen has all the preferences. She marks the lines in the

fore-part, down to the breast, while the Vavata docs up to the

navel and the Parivrkti die rest. She, again, makes the knife-

paths (Asipathas) with golden needles, while the second wife with

silver ones and the Parivikti with iron or lead ones.'
10 The

scholiast on Satyasadha"' says in this connection that the chief

queen, the Vavata and the Parivrkti. holding as diey do the

supreme, intermediate and worse position rcsptct.vcly, should,

accordingly, mark out the knife-path in varying parts of varied

importance—the chief queen in the fore-part. i.e. the most im-

portant part, die Vavata in die middle pate and the Parivrkti 111 die

hind-pan. She is die nturtia paini and accordingly she has her

own exclusive rights and in die remaining, tco, she leads

everywhere

In the Rajasuya the chief queen is the permanent Ratmn in

as much as authorities differ as to the reckoning of the Vavata and

134 Kh£S.t XX. 6. 2i, Weber, p. 973

133 Ap. SS.. XX. 18, 7, voi. Ill, p. 163, A. 1 C. Daudb. SS.
t
XV, 30, voL II,

p. 135, U. 9 f.; K*t SS., XX. 7, i. Weber, p. 973. !L :8 cf. Xaib. Ssm., X. 5;

Mail. Sam. HI. 12. 21. V2j. &Jl.j XXIII, 33-38; SS.. vd. V, p. 244. U. 3-5

:

"Rjxiah patnyaa tnvulha uiumi madliyamn'dhairJl ta id tfifr ca Mahisl Vivid

pAfivfku icy euonlmadlicySh. Tfl* ca mra^a «£vasya ajcu cbcxkiiaya tatUCstbi-

nesu rtkhlh aucibhi kiryu^.**

136 Sat ’ SS.
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Panvrkd as Ratnins, Jewels of the king. 1” The Sat. lit. reckons

neither the Vavata nor Panvrkti 2s Ramin.'” The king offers a

pap for Nirrti in die house of die Parivrkci, not because she is a

Rauiin, but because he likes to get rid of Nirrti, calamity, while

he is consecrated. As the Parivrkd has no son, she is seized with

Nurti; in order to propitiate Nirrti, the king prepares a pap of black

rice broken by nails with which to offer. According to

Kacyayana.”' she is to berake herself to a Brahmana's house where

the king has no power. The offering to Nirrti, the use of black rice

broken by nails and taking shelter in a Brlhmana’s house at once

direct to the degraded position ©: the Parivrkd : and it is only

natural that a good many authorities, led by Sat. Br., do not

recognise hex as a jewel. Several authoncics of die Taittiriya school

recognise the Vavata as a Ramin and recommend die offering of a

pap to Bhaga in her house, but this recommendation in her favour

loses importance as no other Vedic school gives her the position of

a Ratnin. According to all die authorities a pap to Adici or Aditya

is to be offered in die house of the chief queen. She offers a cow

as the sacrificial fee of chis rite.

It is die chief queen who is to sit touching the king in the offer-

ing of scrapings of the consecrated waters which is offered at the

house of a favourite son.'
1

' While mounting the chariot for a

symbolic conquest of the quarters (d:gvijaya) die king toudies

the chief queen and the horses with the tip of the tow so that by

*37 The RajAauya ptacdcaLly cues vidi lie SunAsiriya offeiing; oo the fourth

to the fifteenth day After tbc Simblriya, offerings caScd Rjminim Havlqui arc

offered in the hoftsc of the Jewel* of the King. Iuj wives and high office! 5 - For rfic

erder of Ratnin** c£. $*t. Bri., V, 3. 1; Tdit. Br*„ I, 7. 3; Butdb. iS. t XII, 5,

Ap. SS.
t
XVIII, 10, 1a— IL 23; Kit. SS, XV. 3, 1-46; Kit. Sam., XV. 4, 5; Mail*

Sam., II, 6, 5, 6; etc

138 Fot its deven Rjuiini, cf. op. cit.
t
Sfcuai x-x 2.

*39 XV.
3 > & P« 97+ Wctef^ Ed.

•40 E g. Ap. SS.' XVlll. xo. 14, vd. Ill, p. 88, L 1.

141 Batadba. iS.f XII, ji; vol II, p. xoa. 1 4; Tad. Sam
,
I
} 8, 14, 1. ecc
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the quickening of the Maiuts they might bring him victor)- and

that lie might be united with power.
1" This bow he hands over

ro the chief queen for safe preservation so that their (eldest?) son

might be victorious by means of this (symbolic) bolt (vajra).""

While adoring the king, the Brahman hands over the sword

to the king, which he again lets pass amongst the Ratnins from

hand to hand- They touch the sword to assure the king of their

faithfulness. The chief queen is the only wife who. in common
consent of all the authorities, is entitled to touch the sword which

ts the symbol of unity among the jewels of the king as well as of

loyalty of them all to him.*"

In die Human sacrifice,"' coo, the chief queen lies down by

the side of the victim'" as she does in the Asvamedha. They ace

cloaked together unde; garments and the saenheer exhorts her to do

the obscene acc. A similar colloquy as in ehe Asvamedha follows.

When it is finished, die Hotr and others'" (mosc probably, die

Udgatr. Adhvaryu and Brahman.
1

") raise her up According to the

Vaitana only the Brahman is to do so. Now, the Hotr consecrates

her with prayers m which he invokes the spirit of the parted sires

(of the sacrificcr);"“ die Udgatr consecrates her with the formulas

in which he prays that the manes may live in happiness and sojourn

during the sacrifice to the sacnficial place;
1'* and the Adhvaryu

142 Ap. SS.. XVIII, 17. 10. vol. III. p. 97; cL V»i. W. X. 21.

143 Ap. SS.. op. cit.. Sutra II; Sst. SS ., XIII. 6. 10, vol. \\ p. 179.

144 Ap. SS.. XVHL 18. 9 and 14. vx>L III, p. 99; Sat. SS., voi. V, p. 181
,

li. *7 f.

—p. 1S2. L 2.

145 This sacrifice to pctscribed in two tutl* only, via. the Slit SS.. XV!. 10 L,

nnci I'jit. S„ XXV 1

1

to L In the Piixupmcdba dealt with by the Sat Brl.. (XIII.

6) only symbolical human victims arc offered.

146 San. SS. § XVI. t3 . 7; Vail. S. XXXVIJl, 3, cf. Kan. SS.
t

80. 15.

147 Scholiast on jM. SS., XVI, 13, 13. vol HI. p. 37*. 1
. 4.

148 Compute the following Suuc and the Scboliut thereon.

149 The Manual: RV„ X. 57. 3 5
130 The Mantras. RV.. X 58, 1-3.

ia
J HQ., MAUCH, J940
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with the prayer that she may live long and secure.'" The Brahman

makes her utter the Mantra in which she prays for chc long life

of herself as well as for her husband.
u *

In the Rad-yajna
1” which lias been mentioned in the

Pane. Rra. alone and is intended to restore a deposed king to his

kingdom, die chief queen is one of the eight viras who surround

and sprinkle the celebrant.

Now, we set out the duties of the chief wife in establishing

and keeping up of the sacred domestic fire. If the newly-married

couple desire co establish and keep up fire from dicir marriage

time,
1" dicy carry the Marriage Fire to their new house—or if they

like to live under the same roof as the father, to chat house, and

establish it there. They consrandy keep it up by offering morning

and evening oblations. According to certain authorities ,

115
it is only

die. and not the husband, who should offer diese oblations, be-

cause she is the House and this Fire is Domestic. Either of them

seems, However, co be equally entided to offer it;
1" it is only natural

that in case of die absence or sickness of either, the other will offer.

151 Muttra* X. 60. 8- to.

152 Muttra*: R T/»X. 59. 5-7; ci. hrhcli.m on ft* SS.. XVL 13. 15. vol. III.

p 375 and also, the foot-note.

«53 XIX. 7. 1-4.

154 This fire could also he established at the time of the divuMci of the pro-

perty of die family, return of a student ftcm his studentship, and on the death of

the head d the family.

155 KU, GS. I. 5. 17-18. p 40: Cobb. GS I. 3. 13

156 Par. GS., p. 113. Bom. Ed.,
u
Tyag*.m tu servatha kurySt tfttripy anyatana

tayoh, etc/*

t. *rcftr, i pz*

*4* SflIT. Q «n<ni qfi? 3s: *n?ftT...35!ftt |
Ksmd-prtdi^U by Kinudm

F. 12b.

siw* mm: pnn «nff

smhrt gtirdni u

op ai. f. i» b.
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The presence of both', or at lease, cicher of them is necessary.
11 ’

If she canriot be bodily present, the Adhvaryu acts as her substi-

tute with her permission, which, of course, follows automatically in

case of her pregnancy, madness,
1 '*

etc.

If the fire goes our, she fasts;
1 ' 1 according to Vaikhanasa.

,ta

performs a Krcchra. She also fasts if the time of kindling up d>e

fire elapses.

If the existence of the fire is interrupted for twelve days, it is

to be re-established. The Vivahajyahuci. die Lajahuti, the Grha-

pravesaniyajyahuti, have to be repeated herein; however, the wife

herself and not her brother offers tHc Lajahuti now. According to

Vaikhanasa. however, the rice of establishing fire is to be observed

again if the husband and the wife remain without fire three days,

and in this ease d»c wife is required to undergo die Prajapatya or

Padakrcchri penance while die Husband fasts one day-"”

Either the chief wife or the husband offers the Bali,"’
1

but

Gobhila' ‘ makes a special rule that die wife should offer in the

evening and the husband in the morning. Naturally the option

ceases if the husband is absent.
11

' According to Bharadvaja, ic is

only she who should offer the Vaisvadeva. three times along with

the utterance of the yajiu text and once silently.
11"

157 SdipitiniWiumiU. vol. I, p. 613, IL 1 ff.

158 Par. GS., op. eii; S^mkitanuumiU, op. nr., II. 9!
159 Aaccding ro 3 good many authorities, only die should fan; according

to ionx, die husband ilso may; Narayana in Samikbamoynkba; Aiv. GS., I,

9, 1, etc. Husband • Ap. GS. V, 17; H<r. GS., I, ix, 5.

160 She does to also if it COOKS into contact with sonic other (ire, too.

161 Ah. GS.. I, 9. 3: ef. Nlravana and Griiyakaiika.

i6a Vdikh. GS., VI, t* p. 99, 11 7-10.

163 VtAb. GS., Ill, 7. p. 41, B. 14-15; lf VI
- P >°«. >'• 3-4-

164 Gvbb. GS., I, 4, 17, p. 153; particularly SOtra 19, p. 154.

165 Sin. GS., II, 14.

166 Bt*r. GS.. Ill, ir, p. 78, 11. 4f. "Sui Vnilvadcvam nitvapee, etc" Hie

husband is to offer ady if six appoints him to ofitr the Bali, "Yukto va svayaa*

tunupet,"
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The cooking'" and other preliminary things such as Husking'"

are always done by her. Before beginning the cocking, she washes

herself."' Having finished the cooking, she purifies herself by sipp-

ing water, etc., and in a sweet distinct voice reports to her husband

chat she has finished it.

1 ' 0 The husband thanks her that it is well-

done, and prays chat the food which is Virat may not fall shore.

TTien she removes the cooking vessel to a secure place, and cleanses

the upper part with water and the lower with cow-dung. She now

takes four fuels in her hand, sprinkles and offers them along with

the utterance of die prescribed formulas .

1 ’*
She makes offerings in

praise of everything chat helps her cooking, all die quarters and

innumerable gods. During the Nr-yajna, cither the husband pours

water and she washes, or she pours wafer and he washes; they wash

with mutual help simply the portion of die leg under die knee."*

Daily she propitiaccs thus the Guests, the Gods, the Beings,

Brahma, and the Manes.

According to Parasitara, the husband and wife may cither take

tlietr meals together or the husband may take them earlier, but in

any case they muse partake of the remnant of the food after all the

above-mentioned offerings."'

In die rites concerning the House, the chief wife enters first

the newly-built house with a full jar on her head or lap;"* it seems

that only the chief wife as the mistress of the house should carry

die jar. That she should enter fuse is indicative of her authority

167 Bbir. GS, op. (it., oxnmeniaiot on Go\>b, "She is supreme in motion

concerning £c*>d" trxl su on (cf. Manu IX, III SamjbirantnmXi,
p. 938.

168 Bbir. GS.. op. til., l. 6. 169 Bbir. GS., op. at.

170 Gobb. GS., I, 3. 15, pp. 116-117; Kbid. GS., I, 5, 17.

171 Bbir. GS; op. at., I, 11.ft 171 Bmdb. GS., I, 1, 21*13, P- 5-

173 Pir. GS., II, 9, 14.15, p. 262 cf Bom. Ed.; Kirks, p 263, II. 3 f.; Ptddhaii.

p. 266, L a; Godidhari, p. 267, II 3!. According to Vdvanitha. ihc wife and the

husband slxwkl ukc togcdier if no gua: happens to be present For :hr procolure

of eflering ihc five Maluyajnm, w Pjdhflrdukrsma as given in Pit. GS., pp. 267 f.

174 III, ii, 8.
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over the house; her decided authority over household affairs is also

found in the statement that the wife is the house, occurring in

various places-
1” Anyway, it is certain chat while entering the new

house she heads the host of wives after whom come die husband

and all others. It is on her lap that the husband should lie down

and it is she whom the husband looks at again and again along with

the prayer that they may together, in the house, overcome all hostile

powers.
1” On this ceremonial day all die disputations arc shunned

by her as well as by others.''

'

In a rite named Gfhasanti her apartments are swept clean by

the husband with the leaves of Apjmurga or palasa or udumfcata or

of some other tree or plant mentioned in the list.'" While sweep-

ing, he prays to Rudra that none of them in the house might be

harmed, that the mother, particularly, could not be harmed, and diat

no injury might be inflicted on the seed, progeny, cow's or horses."’

After the animal has been killed in a domestic sacrifice, the

chief wife bathes the apertures of the animal with water along with

the utterance of the mantras.
1" With the water-jar in her hands

she worships the Sun. The procedure is exactly die same as in the

Srauta rites."
1

At the end of the sacrifice the wife adds a fuel to

the fire."*

In the 5ulagava sacrifice, too, after die animal Has been killed,

she washes the apertures in the above-mentioned manner.

175 N« grhatp grtiun ity Ihur grhtni grharn ucyate, commentary cn Cobb. GS.,

L 3, >3, p. 95; Mb. GS., I, 5, 17; Slit. GS., II. 16, 3.

176 Hir. GS., I, 29, a, p. 57, U. 67. 177 °f- *•'-

178 B*u4b. GS., I, 18, a. p. aao, II 4-6

179 Far the Mantru, RV., I, 114, 7-8.

180 Adt^nrixAwn co Kith. GS., I. to. p. 113, I. 22; tf. Brahcnaluh on op. cic,

51,13, p. 228. L 3 L

181 See Patuyip. infra.

15a Brahmafcnla on Kith. GS. 51, 13. p. 130. I. 12.

183 Adityidarfana to Kilb. GS., 5a, 6. p. 23a, II. 19 f. d Bandba. OS. II. 7,

to, p. 51, L 17
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According to Bharadvaja'" and Hiranyakcsin,
" 9

she should offer

rice to ihc consort of Siva after the Husband has offered to Siva.

According to Pataskarar" she also offers die Patni-samyaja offerings

to Indram and Rudrani, Sarvant, Bhavani and Agni Grhapati,

In one rite named Batidhya-vihara mentioned only in the Hir.

(!S 2nd elaborated in die Sanu.RM the chief wife observes

all the rites beginning from spreading the black deer-skin down to

husking as have been mentioned in connection with the Sthalipika.

The chief wife performs the Caitra sacrifice on the fullmoon

cay in the month of Caitra.
11

* She togcdicr with her husband

begins the Sravana sacrifice on the fullmoon day under Sravistha.
1 "1

The sacrifice goes on daily until the Agrahayani sicnfice when the

beds are placed on rhe ground with the advent of drier weather.

The sacrifice is diiccccd against any danger Irom snakes.'*' Every

day the S3cnficcr makes offerings to serpents which she puts away

silently.'*’ On the fullmoon day of Bhadra, she observes rbc

Prauschapada sacrifice.'" On the fullmoon day of the Asvina she

offers the Asvayuga sacrifice or die Prsacaka cctcmony,'"' in which

her principal duty lies in preparing n mess of boded rice-grains. On

the fullmoon day of the Agrahayana"* she observes the Agrahayani

sacrifice.
1*' She cleanse the house thoroughly, which is followed

184 II. 9, p. 40. L 14. *85 II. 8. 7. p. 70, l. 19.

>86 III, 8, to, p. 341, Bom. Bd. 187 II, 9, p. 71.

188 Vol. II, p. 914 f. 189 A*. GS, IV. 19

190 GobbGS

,

Ill, 7. 3; Ah. GS . II, 1, 15; Sfrn. GS., IV, 15; II, 14. 9: Ap. GS.,

XVIII, 5 Hit. GS„ II, 16: Man.GS, II, 16; Obit. GS., II. 1; ere

191 The modern Manasa-pBjs ol Bcnfcil wm 10 be a pomtype of iliis rile

192 According to Sankhajaiu, IV, 15, 19-20

193 Recorded by Piraskm alone, II, 15.

194 Ah. GS, II, 2. 1; Sib. GS, IV. 16; Pat. GS, !L 26: Gobb. GS, III, 8.

:-8; Khid GS., Ill, 3. I. This rite seems to to the older form ol the Aivmikimiiira

Vrata in which die mothers wait so expectantly for the return of the sons my
irotn home.

195 Aival.iyann prescribes the 14th day at an alternative.

196 Gobb. GS, III, 9; Ah. GS, n, y Sin. GS, IV, 17; Pit. GS, III, a;
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by a smoking. Ac diis time the danger from snakes being over,

the beds of all the members of the house arc lowered down. At the

end of die sacrifice, all the members of the household s'.t on straws

and unwashed garments. According to Gobhila,"' she sits imme-

diately next to the sacrihccr with her children on her lap or by her

side; according to Apastamba'"' she sits to his north. After this

rite she descends together with her husband and children along with

the utterance of the words. “Life, fame, strength, enjoyment of

feed, offspring.’' Then she lies down, together with all others on

her right side, with her head towards die cast along with the prayer

to the Earth for propitiating her.'’
9

She and all others nsc up. pray-

ing for the exuberance of life, for blessed life. For four months and

even more she and all others sleep or the ground."
1'

In chc ancestral rites the most important rite that the chief

wife is to perform is the cooking of the Sraddhapaka.
1 '" food to be

offered tu the Manes widi honour. As she is supreme in all matters

concerning cooking and such odicr domestic affairs, it is she who is

to do this.’
09

Gobhila, as quoted in the $raddhakriyakaHmndr"‘

says she should, at the end of die cooking, say “finished’ , after

which the actual ceremony begins. Vyasa,” 1

ai quoted in the

Sriddbakastki, says the wife should, after cooking, take a bath. It

is she who is to serve food to die manes. Krkala’s manes incurred sins

because Sukala was deprived of her tighc to offer the cakes; and

,\f.
CS.. XIX, 3; Mr. GS.. 11, »; Min. CS., II. 7, 1-5; U*. GS.. II. 17. Tlti* is

i> the name dccoto. the festival of die beginning of the Year.

197 111
, 9, «7i cf. Drib. CS.. III. 3, 31. See die comnvemcey on Gobh. for ilv

arrangement cf dl edict*

198 XK. 8 <99 Muttra. Vly SUip.. XXXV. 21.

200 Pi. GS.. Ill, 6. 6 p. 318, Born. Ed
;

cf. the vuriou. comntentuin

:

Keriul. p. 320, L 4 I.; Hanfaan. p. 330. 1
. 32 f; etc

201 g,Udb-kriyaks*m*<H p. 96; Sriddh.-m.^i, p. 6. ll. 23-24: scrordinff

to tltc MinjiHkiia the is to cook if her hutbarul it unable to do «: Pir. GS.,

p. 464 L 7.

103 S-iddb4-irbji-k.Uf.HAi. Of. lit., I. 203 Of. dt, I.

*04 par. GS.. p. 443. L 4.
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Dharma calls bodi him as well as the manes thieves.*"
9 The manes

as well as die sacrificer, instead of acquiring religious merit, incur sin

if die (eldest) wife docs noc serve during die Staddha, die food by

herself.’'* Ac the end of che ceremony she partakes with her hus-

band of the remnants of food'”'

On the and astaka day after the animal is killed, it is she who

washes all the fourteen apertures of the cow’s body.’" On the

Anvastakyi day she'*'' places a stone in die Kusa grass and pounds

on that stone a fragrant substance called Sthagara,’
10

grinds some

collyrium*
11

and anoints therewith three Datbha blades. These are

placed underncadi the scats of three Biilunanas who arc invited to

the sacrifice.

In the Pitryajna she, accompanied by the sacrificer, pays

reverence to die manes. She also prays to Agni Gaxhap.itya for

releasing her from any sin she may have committed to atmosphere,

earth, sky, mother or father.*
11

The erne significance of the performance of rites lies tn the

eating of Ida. The eating of Ida leads to the end of the sacrifice,

the sacrifice of life, che fulness of human life and ultimately to

Prajapati, Lord of Sacrifices, die Self of Sacrifices. The successful com-

pletion of domestic and social life of man, of the material and spict-

*05 Padmt-ptriKa, bhunuMunda, p. ms, I. if., pmiculatly flekas 10 fl.i

44

Ami pitaouhii cauru yiii ca bhukcam uy3 viol," etc

206 PadmdpMrang, up. cit .. “Bluryi paciti ced annam ivahasccnamxtopnrnam

ud anr.am cvi bhunjanti pitaro hmamtnasih. Tefuivn trptim ayinti santustii a
bhavmti tc,

M
etc Also Pir. GSU p.47* L 37 71, I. x.

207 Sr&ddba-uatvd. H. Sistri's cd., p. 251.

208 Drah. GS., Ill, 4, 8; Kbi. CS.
t p. 1C9, L 7.9; Gobh. GS. f

Ill, to, 27. p. 177

{2nd part) Foe tiic fourteen apertures, see Gobh. GS. t p. 177, L 7.

209 Cf. Commentary, *Ca-tobda: prakxtf pacni/ p. 207 of Gobb. GS.. vcL IJ, 1L 2-3.

2:0 But see Cobb . GS.
t
rV, a, 29. Coranu vol. II, p. 206 ''Sthagararp candaru-

digandhadrav/am.**

axt According to the commentator this kind of collyrium is kittwo is

SauTlranjana.

an TdJt. Sdmb t I, 8, 5 (K)
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tual life, of his eatthiy and divine life, in a word, of his whole Life

—

lies in this. The Christians observe this rite under the name of the

Eucharistic sacrifice. In this sacrifice they offer bread and wine to

Christ and by means of the utterance of holy mantras these arc

transubstantiated into flesh and blood of Christ. The Christians

form a Holy Communion with Christ by means of eating these

flesh and blocd of Christ.’
1

’ This eating of iHc Ida in Vcdic ritual

is nothing but the observance of the Eucharistic sacrifice and forming

a Holy Communion with Prajapati, Lord of Sacrifices. In the Agm-

hotra the remnant of the milk offered is to be taken. In the New

2nd Fu llmoon sacrifices, etc., the remnant of the Purodasa offering

a io be eaten. In die animal sacrifice a portion of the meat offered

is eaten. In the Soma sacrifice, the remnant of the Soina offered is

to be drunk.’
1 * In the Baliharana, the husband and wife take the

remnant of the food remaining after the

the Sraddlia offerings, the remnant of the food offered is to be

eaten.
1,0

In this citing of the Havis-sesa, the Ida. only the chief

2:3 Groteo, Christian Eucharist. pp. 30 i. rod 16s ft

a>4 Bmdb. SS.. VII, 15, F- ^5: V1H. * P-
Kil Qwt- Erf- P 55*

•'Parnl ca anyac, ck."

ai5 Par. CS.. II, 9, 14, p. 262. Bom. BL, of the vriow eommeoarie.

a:6 Sraddba-UUo* of Righuwndana, Hnikcli Sisihn’s at, Calcuru, 1909-10.

five daily sacrifices. ' In ah

Air Bra 9

ABBREVIATIONS

AiUttjA-bribmana.

Ip.GS. SS Apaiumba-grbya-n'itra.

JIPJS.
S3 ApasUmba-irtwU-tStra.

Aiv.CS. « J.ivAaytna-grbya-tiUt.

AiSS. m AivMytna-traaU-sktra.
AV. B Atbanra-oeda

3avJh.CS. mm Reuihiyant-grbya-iutr*

BauJhSS. - BauAhiyani-WauU-iUtrs.

Bbir.CS. — Bbirdvifa-grbyd-ritra.

Bib.I’d. - Bibhothtea InJira.

Drib.CS. a Drihyiyani-gthya.tutra l

Cohh.GS, = Cobhiagrhya-,l,lra.

» ITis.CS. |.

I.H.Q., MARCH. I94O '3
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wife is co participate, as this rite devolves on the wife and the sacii-

ficer nil chat die Sacrifice may, and consequently, is a rite designed

co help in the other woild . as well* In diis rite all the pticsts and the

sacrificer also participate and together with them, she ferms a Holy

Communion between Prajapati, the Supreme Soul, and the

establishes of the sacrificer,

J. B. Chaudhuri

Htr.GS.

—
HitAnythrfi-grby+si \ra .

HirSS. - |*ame 11 Salyiii(fba-l>auU-

iBtra\

him.GS. = 111miliya grhy* Ira.

Uim.B'l = faSmlntya-bub man*.

KtpSamb = Kapiiihala-iambiti.

Kdih.CS. r.“ Kathaka-groya-iBira.

KitbSamb.
• •

m Kitbaki-iambtU.

KdxSS. = Kiffdy*n4-ir*uu<uin.

Kbi.GS. m KbadtrA-grbys'&r* [«me ai Drib69.

UUSS m Uly&ydnd'irdMU-i&tri.

MaitSamh. Mdiiriy*n*idrnhiti

Min.CS. « Mdntvd-grbyt-J* irt.

MinSS. m Min&vd’irgu la-jklra.

Pir.GS. m Bt*ihira-grbyj-jMtr<t.

RV. m Rg-vtdd

Sxijii.RM. m SamikZrA-rdtfkt-nuU.

Sib.GS. m Qhkbdyaiit-grbyd-tutfd.

SinSS. m $ATikbayanA-srAHt<\-rilut.

Ssl£ri. - SitA'pAtbd-mhmAnA.

S.tiS. - Sttyiri^ba rranu rulr*.

SmtSam. — SmrOnSmt tAmHccsyah.

TailSimb. • TMttirija-jirnhia.

GnaSamb. — Qna-vimSa ti-sivri bita.
• •

Vaii.GS. Vatkbin*s*'grby*j£tr*.
V*US. = Vatanaiuf*.

Vd,Samb. =3 Vd)*unryt-i4rpbttl.

Var.GS. Viribt-pbya^itrt.

YajiSm. = Yajnava/kya-tmrtL



Benares Plate of Govindacandra, King of Kanauj:

CYikraraa-] Samvat 1171

The plate, which bears the sub-joined inscription, was found,

along with four others, by a contractor in April 1899 in course cf

some excavation for water-works near the Bhadaini temple of

Benares at a depth of about five feet from the surface-
1 The plates

are now preserved in the Provincial Museum at Lucknow. Dr. F.

Kielhorn published a paper on these plates for die first time in

Efxgnphia Indict.9 Of the record we propose to discuss here, he

gave us only a partial transcript. 1 now rc-cdit the inscription

with the help of the excellent ink-impressions boch cf die plate as

well as of the seal kindly placed at my disposal by Mr. V.

S. Agrawala, Curator, Provincial Museum, Lucknow, to whom 1

tender my most grateful thanks-

This
1

is a single sheet of copper, engraved on one side only

and measures 1' 3^" by 1' At the top centre of the place

there is a ring-hole, about /" in diameter, through which passed a

copper ring. The ends of the ring arc soldered on to a circular seal,

measuring 2)/" in diameter. It bears on it in high relief and on a

countersunk surface, the conventionalised figure of Ganida, the

mount of Visnu, with its hands folded in devotion on its breast.

To judge from chc poise of its feet and its widespread wings, it

seems to be in the act of flying. Below it and across the centre

of the seal nins the legen $rimad=Covindacemdradeva[h]*\ and

below it, in the lower semicircle, is engraved a conch-shell-

The characters are the usual Nagari of the iach century A.D.

and do not call for any special remarks. The numerals 1, 5 and 7

are contained in the date in lines 17-18. The sign for indication of

1 El. voL VIII, p. .49, fm
3 No. E 14 cf Provincial Museum, Lucknow.

1 IM>, pp. 15a ft.
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the continuation of a word or phrase consists of a single vertical

stroke and another short slanting one projecting from its bottom

right.

Among some of the orthographical features, we may notice

that (1) both the letters b and v ate indicated by the sign for rhe

lactcr, (2) consonants are occasionally doubled after a superscript r,

but never before a subscript one. (3) both the palatal and dental

sibilants Have been used promiscuously and
(3)

combination of con-

sonants and class-nasals have sometimes been wrongly effected, e.g.

vahia (I. 2). -kunhhi (1 . 8), Gamgiyam (I. 18) etc.

The language is Sanskrit. There arc altogether ten vases com-

posed in various metres. Barhng them, the rest of the record is

It is on tile whole

in prose.

The inscription runs into twenty-one lines,

in a fair slate of preservation.

The inscription is one of Paramabbattaraka, Maharajadbiraja.

Paramesvara, Paramamdhesvara Govindacandra. It records the gift

of an abode or dwelling-place to a Brahmana called Dayisarman, son

of lhakkur* Maliakara and grandson of tbakkura Kaku, who be-

longed to the Bharadvaja gotra and to the triple pravaras of Bharad-

vaji-Arigirasa-Barhaspatya. The location of the place granted (which

was presumably at Benares) is given as follows : co the East of the

Aghoresvara and Pamcomkara and ro the West of die Indramidhava

and Laudesvara temples, all apparently devoted to Sivaite form of

worship. Before its final sanction, the grant was announced before

a number of high officials of State- The grant itself was drafted by

karanika Jalhana.

The date, which is given both in figures as well as in words,

has been read by Dr. F. Kielhorn' as Monday (Soma), the full-moon

lithi of Maglta of the Year 1171. On this reading the date seems

4 El., to). VIII, p. 152.
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to be irregular. Dr. Kielhom’s reading of the day of the grant as

Soma does not however, seem to be beyond doubt. The first letter

of the word appears to be a dh with an indistinct medial sign; while

the second one is clearly a s. After that there still seems to be space

for another letter which I take as n- I am, therefore, inclined to

read die wl>o!c word as Dhuane i.e. on Thursday, instead of as

Soma. Dhisana, as is well-known, is a synonym of Brhaspaci. In

that case the date of the record would, as observed by Dr. Kielhom.
1

correspond regularly, for Vikrama Samvat 117 1 current, to Thurs-

day the 22nd January 1 1 14 A.D- on which day there was a full-

moon titbi.

The present inscription docs not acquaint us with any his-

torical facts that are not known to us already. The record presu-

mably belongs to the first few years of Govindacandra’s reign; and

as such it docs not refer to die ambitious titles of asvapati-gajafdii-

narapsti-rajatrayadhipati found in his later inscriptions. As I have

already discussed the historical portion of the inscription in my paper

on the Kamauli Plate of Govindacandra (V.S. 1184).* 1 refrain from

doing it here afresh.

TEXT'

[Metres: Vv. 1, 3. io, Anustubb; v. 2, Indravsjra; w- 4. 7.

SardiiUvikridita; w. 3, 6, 8, VasanlaCilaka; v. 9, DnUa-JilambiU.]

'Om Om Svasti|| Akunth-ockancha-Vaikuntha-kanthapitha-

luchat-karah
|

samrambhah surat-arambhc sa £nyah sreyasc ~

stu vah|| [1*] Asid= Asita-

dyufi-vansi(mfa)-jata-ksmapala-malasu divam gatisu
|
saksad =

Vivasvan = iva bhuri-dhamna namna Yasovigraha itp(ty)=

udarah|| fa*] Tat= suto= bhun = Mahlcadra(ndra)f= ca

1.

2.

5 ibid., P. 153.

7
From ink-impressions.

6 To be shortly published in El.

8 Denoted by o symbol.
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dra(ndra)dhama-n ibham mjam(jam)| ycn=aparam = aku-

para-pare vyaparicam yasah
|

[3"] Tasy= abhut=tanayo

nay-aika-rasi(si)kab kranta-dvisan = madanda)lo viddlia

(ddhva)sc-oddhaca-vira-

yodha-timira-sri-cadra(ndra)dcYO nrpah| yen-odaratara-pratapi-

sa($a)mit= asc($c)sa'praja(j = o)padravani siimad= Gadhipur-

adhiraiyam = asamafm*] da(do)r= vikramcn = a-

rjitam(tam)|| [4*] Tirthani Kaii-Kiiiik-Octara-Koial Edta-

(ndra)srhaniyakani paripalayat= adhigamya [|*] hem =

atma-tiilpa(lya)m = anisa(ja)ni dadata dvi;ebhyo

ycn = ankita vasumad satasa(sa)s = tulabbih|| [5*] Tasy =

aimajo Madanapala ici ksmdn(ndia)-aidan)aiiir = vijayatc

nija-go:ra-camdrah
|

yasy = abhiseka-kalas = ii(o)llasicaih paycbhili praksalicam

kali-rajah-pacalsni dharicryah|| |6*| yaspa(sy)= asid =
vijaya-prayana-samaye tuiig= aca.

1= occais = calan =madyat = kunbhi(mbhi) - pada * kiam =
asama-bhara-bhrasyasyan = mabi-mandalc| cuda-racna-vibhiiv

nataluka’-galica-styon= Ssrg= udbhisitah

caluka’-galica-styan= asrg= udbhasitah

Se(£e)sah pcsa-vasi(sa)d= iva
10

ksanam= asau krodc nilin

s ananail
|{

(7*] .Jasmad = ajiyata nij = ayata-va(ba)hu*

valli-va(bi)ndh= avaniddha-nava-rajya gajo

73" narcdrah(ndrah)| sarndr= amrta—drava-mucam prabhavo

gavam >a(yo) Govimdacamdta iii camdia iv= amvn(nibu}-

rasc(sc'ih| (8*] Na katham = apy=alabhama rana-

ksamams — tisrai

9 In mwt of the intcriptioiv* cf Oahadivala kings, wc hare (aI* instead c

I

ulu^A The Latter form of the word, however, though identical in meaning, vrems

to hamper the metre.

10 Dr. Kicikora think* M
,
vol. XVII. p. 140. n- 45 thit this phrase should

more properly be reid as fotsj.vdiijJ — rtv.

XI Th;t 1* superfluous.
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3

11. diksu gajan= arha ' vaji(iri)nah
|

kakubhi-vn(ba)bhramur=
Abhramuvallabha-pracibhara iva yasya ghata-gajah|| [9*!

So = yam samasta-raja<akia-samsa(sc)vica-

12. caranah|‘* sa ca paramabhacuraka-mahara)adhiraia-paramcJ'

vara-paramaoiahcsvara-nija-bhuj = oparjjita-sri-Kanyakuvj(bj)

= adkipacya-Sii-Cam-

13. dradcva -pad= anudhyaca -paramabhaccataka-mahara<adhuaja-

paramesvara -paramamahesvata -sriman — Madanapaladcva-

pad = anudhpa(dhya)ta-para'

14. mabhactaraka -maharajadhiraja -paramesvara-parimamahcsvara-

snniad^ Govind&camdradcvo vijayi||** srimad = Varanasyam

nivisi-

16.

*7-

18.

!9 .

no nikhila-jsnapadan = upagatan = api ca raja-tiijni-yuvataja-

mamtri-purohita-piarihara-scnapati-bhaudagarik = akupaca-

lika-bhisa-

ge roimictik = intahpunka -duta -ksri -curaga -pactan akara-

sAana-gokul-adhikari-purusan = ajnapayati vc(bo)dhayaty=
adisad ca yatha|

viditam= ascu bhavatam= cka -sapcaty= adhik= aikSeaia-

samvatsarc Maghc misi sukla-pakse piirnnaniisyaan= akc

(r>kc)=pi Samvat 1171 Maglia-su-
1 *

di 15 Dhisanc
1
'

sri Virimsyam Gamgayam a»atv=
asmabhir= gokarnna -kusa-lata -pua -kara-cal-odaka-pQrwa-

[m*] sri-Varinasyam = ev = Aghorcsva-

ia-Pamcotnkirayoli putvvc |" tath= Emdramadhava-Laudcs-

varayoh pascunc a(a)vasam = idam Bharadvaja-sagotraya

Bharadvlj = Amkhi(gi)rasa-Va(Ba)-

ia Thu mark of puneuutkn is unnecetury. 13 Ibid.

14 Heic a a sign to indxate conrinuarion of the word in the next line.

15 Dr. KieStom rttds Ssmt.

16 The cUrJ* it superfluous
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20. rhaspatya -trih(tri)-pravaraya "tha| sri -Kaku -pautraya|‘*

tha* ’

|

*’
sri -Mahakara -putriya mahattaka -sri -Dayisa(sa)

rmanc piadatcam matva sa(sa)rvvair=a-'
1

21. pi paripalayitavyam= iri||“
jj

Karanik = odgaco vidhvams

= Cicragupc= opamo gunaihj yasasa ’'JalHanafh*) sriman

= alikhat= tamvra(mra)kam muda|| [io#
]

R. K. Ghoshal

17 This evidently is a cceitrietion of the word fMkara.

18 DtntU superfluous. 19 l.t., tbtkkmrt. 20 DaryU superfluous.

n Here follows a sign to indicate continuation cf the word in the next line.

22 In between the two mirks of punctuation, there is an auspicious cctiamcitarv

symbol.

13 This Jalkana was also responsible lor drafting the Kmiauli Plate of V.S.

1x7s (£/» vd. IV, p. 104), where he descries himself as vitUvy+kul-odbimU-

kdyatba-tbMm*.
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Teliagarhi, - known as the key of Bengal, which stands hoary

with age. on the Rajmahal hills near Sahibganj, has unfoctunaccly

failed to receive die prominence or attention it deserves. That it

proved a veritable ‘key' to Bengal's political problems throughout

die ages has escaped the notice of the present day historians. The

Jahangir Namah describes the fort of Teliagarhi as a burial ground,

burial indeed of many a political ambitions. Buc physically too it

bears many burials

fashion of Jahangir Ndmah. A casuai observer can only catch

a glimpse of its central structure and satisfy himself with the :dca

tliac it is only as big as it can arrest the attention of his eves but to a

regular visicor of the site it reveals its real dimension now lying hid-

den under nature's vegetable vagary. In length it is two-third of a

mile. The northern lijnic is a natural precipice just below which die

swift-going Ganges flow. The area is bounded with a strong built

rampart on all other sides barring a small portion on the south where

the fort is embedded with mountains difficult to ascend. As we

approach the area from the west we may yet see the rampart which

has been described by Aih-i-Akbart' as a “raised stone wall extend-

ing from the Ganges to the mountains and this wall is considered to

be the boundary between Bengal and Bihar." The translator of rhe

Setr-ul-Mu laqherin writes that "Teliagaxty is a fort chat shuts up

the passage into Bengal. It consists in a wall strengthened in

cowers, that extend from the foot of the hills to die rocky bank of

the Ganges’’ but wrongly adds that ''it has neither ditch nor ram-

• Read at the Third Indian Hiitory Congrcii. Calcutta. It it the hiuoty ot the

paw of Tduprhi. By "Tclingaifci" people now mean the Feet and hence the title

cf this papa thould be Teliagarhi. the Fort ihii decided the fit* ot Bengal

i Alm+Akb*ri. II.

though die fore is too big to be described in the

I.HQ-, MUCH, 194O H
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part." As a matter of fact ramparts there arc and we have just dis-

cussed about it. A deep natural ditch in the vicinity of its western

wall is visible even to-day and perhaps Major Cootc referred to this

when he wrote: "a rivulet or water-course very hallow' and impas-

sable ran near the phataks or gates." For the purpose of defence,

this frontier fort with the natural fortifications of the Ganges in the

north and the hills in the south stood in no need or any more ditch.

The Ain-i-Akbari, Kbulas<tUul-Tv.ankb,
i

and Wakutl-i-

labangin have all measured chc area of Bengal from Gadhi die

western front to Chatgawn (Chittagong) on die east and diis in it-

self proves that this ‘Gate of Bengal' always carried an importance

of its own. A close study cf the descriptions of Gadhi in die Akbar-

nama, Tabakat-i-Akbari, Twarikb-iSber Sbabi, Iqbalnamah-i-

Jabingiri, Al-Badaoni, Riazu!Salatin etc., will show that the

authors one and all stress upon the strategic significance of its natural

situation. The greatness of Gadhi lay on the fact that it was "the

only passage to the countries of Gaut and Bengal, there being except

by that gate no other way of entry or exit."* In die comment fol-

lowing the above quotation Elliott (vol. IV, 367 fn. 2) writes that

the Ga<pn is better known as Siclygully, properly Sankrigah,
1

die

narrow pass about 8 miles north-west from Rajmahal. But this is

a sad confusion between the two passes of Tcliagarhi and Sakrigali

(Sankarigali). The fact is iliac diey arc two distincc passes. Tlx

one that commences from the fore of Tcliagarhi is known as the

Teliagarhi pass and the ocher that ends at the promontary of the

Rajmahal hills making a bid for the Ganges is known as die Sicly-

gally pass and midway between diem scands the Saktugarh (Chik-

koragarh).* As regards chc role played by this pass in history in

a See Tabakat-i-Nann. 59s In. and 593 In.

4 Msklmn-i-Afghani. Ms*. 202: Hint, IV. 367, In. 2.

5 More property ‘SinkargaS.’ See Indian Cnhun, V, No. 4.

6 Ibid.

3 Elliot, VI. 326
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relation to Bengal we shall see from the sources of information of

the Mughal period that it was always die theatre of decisive battles.

But its history is not confined to the Mughal prriod only.

Cunningham identified with Teliagarhi the lofty tower of

Hteun Tsang’s account and observed: “The pilgrim does not say

what was the nature of the cower but from his description I gather

that it must have been a Buddhist building, as its four faces were

ornamented with panels filled with figures of saints, Buddhas and

Dcvas. From the mixture of brick and scone in die building and

its position on the northern frontier of the district and the south

bank of the Ganges, I am led to think that the tower was most

probably situated at Teliagarhi itself.’*’ I would like to draw die

attention of all to some information of interest here

:

(a) A stone pillar with small images of BuddKa on its four

sides has been recently found out in the fort area and is being wor-

shipped by the Santals of the village lying close to the south-east

corner of Teliagarhi-

(b) Just above die fort, on die top-most part of the mountains

we have discovered a small stone structure built without mortar

overlooking tl»c surrounding area even miles off and curiously enough

it goes by the name of "Yogi-garb' among the Pabarias living in

the neighbourhood. Is it rlicn out of the way to conclude in the

light of die Buddhisc stamps noticed by the renowned archreologist

Cunningham and the relics recently discovered by me that the

word “Yogi” carries with it the memory of its old existence as a

Buddhisc monastery which were so common in those days in Bihat?

The passes of Teliagarhi and Sakriagali were possessed by die

Pubipari Devaraksita and a close guard of this front helped him in

the revolc against his overlord Raniapab. I have already discussed

in my paper “Pithi and Pichipatis" chat the possession of this place

7
RcporU, ASj, t

XV. 39.
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by a revolting feudatory would prove fatal to the Pala empire and

hence the defeat of Devaraksita at the arms of Mahana was a politi-

cal necessity.* The discovery of tl»c Janibagh inscription proves

thac the area was under the Pichipatis for a long time after Deva-

raksita.
0 The Vikrapiafill Vihara which is identified with Patthal-

ghatta, some ten miles of! Tcliagurhi, must have also been chcir

possession dll the powerful arms of Bakhtiyar Khilji and his son

destroyed it. Mr. R. D. Bancrji in his paper entitled “Laksmana-

sena" discusses about one of the three possible routes traversed by

Bakhtiyar Khilji and says that "die third route (i.e. through the pass

at Sabibganj) has been generally followed by the invaders of Bengal

snd most probably the first Muhammadan invader of Bengal also

followed it.”
1
' The learned scholar has opined in his History of

Bengal (in Bengali) chat a successful guard of the pass of Tcliagarhi

would have checked the invader and die consequent history of Bengal

would have been quite different." The history of Bengal during the

Padiasi period liad been that of a continuous cug-of-war between

the local and the Imperial rulers but we do not find any dirccc refer-

ence to die part played by Teliagarhi. But due the Eon was in

existence cowards the close of the Patban rule can lx proved from

th'c well-known CaitanyscaritZmrta, a book written as early as 1582

A D. The following reference appears in connection with Sanatana,

the Private Secretary of Hussain Shah

:

'Otft fll^STa Jitev* Si

°t^s ®mti or? *tifl 1"

As Sanatan bought off his release from the Imperial government

he tried to steal liis passage towards Benares- On his way he had

to avoid the gate of Gadhi because a king's prisoner could have no

8 Indun Culiurt. V, 579-83; Proceedings, India* HUtlory Conptu. 1938,

pp. 141 ft. 9 Ibid.

10 l 6- PJLAS3 , 272-90. 11 Biifir Itib*. II. 8 ft.

tz K1isha1d.11 KaiirSja. CaiUnytctrlOmrU, MoibythU, Ch. 20
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free passage ova there. Though the verses were composed nearly

sixty years after the incident, it is definite that even during the time

of Hussain Shah, the king of Bengal. Teliagarhi was an important

post. We are now to move on to the history of Gadhi in the role of

deciding battles.

Sber Sbab, Mahmud Shah, and Humayun

In his attempt for a way into Bengal Shcr Shah got his first

real obstacle here at this pass. Mahmud Shah was then the Gover-

nor of Bengal. He found an enemy in the person of Makdum

Alain, his own brother-in-law who again joined hands with Slier

Shah. Makdum Alam scon lose his life- Shcr Shah immediately

drew his forces towards Bengal. “The nobles of Bengal guarding

the passes of Teliagarhi and Sakngali and for one month continued

the fighting. At length the passes of Teliagarhi and Sakrigali

were captured and Shcr Shah entered Bengal, and Mahmud Shah,

drawing his force, encountered che former, when a great battle en-

sued, Sultan Mahmud, being vanquished in the field, entrenched

himself in the citadel, and sent a message to emperor Humayun in

Delhi, seeking for help."'
1

The fall of Teliagarhi opened the way

for a triumphant entry of Shcr Shah into Bengal. The empire was

in danger and Humayun immediately hastened cowards Bengal. But

the resistance offered by Mahmud Shah ac the passes of Teliagarhi

and Sakrigali gave this definite lesson to Shcr Shah that a close

guard of the passes was a necessity. Sc be immediately sent Jalal

Khan and Khawas Khan to defend che pass and to hold the emperor

in check there. Empcior Humayun detached Jehangir Beg Mughal

to capture Teliagarhi and Sakrigali. On che day diat Jahangir Beg

reached the place, just after he had dismounted. Jalal Khan and

Khawas Klian, matching up quickly with an efficient force, attacked

13 Suwarr. History of Brngti. 120-1 1 : 138-39
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him. The Mughal forces, unable to cope were vanquished and

Jahangir Reg getting wounded, in a helpless condition returned to

die emperor's camp fwhich must have been near Colgong'). But

when Humayon himself marched up to Teliagarhi and Sakngali

Jalal Khan and Khawas Khan, seeing their inability to stand the

emperor’s onslaught, fled towards; the hills and then to Shcr Shah

at Gaur. The Imperial army forcing its way easily through the

narrow defile, marched up stage by stage.
14 Humayun entered

Bengal and Slier Shah fled through the jungles of Jharkhanda-

The victory of Humayun at the Garhi saved for a time his empire

from die dutch of Slier Shall. The students of history all know the

consequent facts. Sulaiman Kaibani was appointed the governor of

Bihar by Islam Shah, the son of Shcr Shah, Karbani declared in-

dependence after die death of Islam Shall and consequently became

the governor of Bengal. After die death of Sulaiman Karbani in

1572 A.D. the Afghan Sardars dethroned his son and placed Daud

Khan on the throne. A man of very high ambition, Daud Khan

began to establish himself independent of the Imperial government

in Bengal and Bihar. Akbar was dicn the emperor and he made no

delay to send Munim Khan against Daud. The general controlled

the situation by annexing Patna. He was appointed the governor

of Bengal and Bihar.

Daud vs. Imperutl Army

"When Daud fled from Patna, he went to Gadhi.
11

Leaving

aside trust)- men there he proceeded to the town of Tanda- He

14 Treoubud-VtiUt (Tr. Stewart). i»; Olio:, V. aoo fl;

Akb*r-»imM. Elliot, VI. 19; ibid., (Bcvtndgc). 1
,
3*8 IF. Tuvriih-tSber Sbdbl. Elliot

IV, 367; Briggs, II, 114 ff.; Al-BaJonni. 457. R.'at. 141 41 nil give the oecounu of

die above batde.

Akbdr-nZma. Eliot. VI. 19 dll* it the 'town of Gorki* but die jra of tbc fort

b too iimificicnt to heid a town and does not bear my trace whatsoever of dvd

residence.

15 Dew, Hindoitbdn, II, 251 calls the above oa** as ‘Kilbgury.*
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1

made such cffotis to strengthen the fott ol Gadhi that in his vain

idea it was impregnable. Khan Khan,in inarched against Tanda and

arrived near Gadhi. As soon as the eyes of the terrified Afghans

(ell upon his army they Hed and abandoned die fort, so that he

obtained possession of Gadhi without striking a blow.'* The road

to Bengal was open to the Imperial army and so Daud fled towards

Orissa. To cut the subsequent events short, we may only refer to

the battle of Mogalmari where Daud suffered a defeat and promised

to rule faithfully over Orissa. Buc when Munira Khan died and die

Afghans of Bengal and Orissa revolted Daud took advantage of the

anarchy and again strengthened his position at Rajmahal. 30 miles

off from Teliagarhi. "Upon receiving this intelligence the emperor

sent a letter to Subhan Kitli Turk to Khan Jahan, directing him to

take widi him all the Amirs and Jagirdats who had abandoned

Bengal and to march against Daud The Khan took the

field and advanced into Bengal. He had an action with 3,000 men

whom Daud had left in charge of Gadhi and took die place-'
7

Khan

fahan (Hussain Kuli Khan), die governor of Bengal stormed the

fon of Teliagarhi and Sakrigali, and by the delivery of first assault,

slaughtered about 1,500 Afghans and advanced towards die site

where Daud Khan was entrenched. Daud was captured and put

to death. So die batdc at Teliagarhi closed the career of Daud and

decided the fate of Bengal in relation to the Imperial government.

The Secret Way

Akbar-nama. while describing the preparations of the Imperial

army against Daud Khan writes: ‘The Zemindars of the neigh-

bourhood (of Teliagarhi} said diat there was a secret way dirougli

the country of Tehran, which though impracticable for beasts of

burden, might be surmounted by active and intelligent horsemen...

16 T. Akbari. Elliot, V, 381.

17 Ibid.. 397. Boggs, U, 146-48; Ellioc VI, 44 if-; Rum.. 161.6*.
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Manjum Khan was sent at the head o£ a brave and resolute

detatchmenr by this route.”" It is to be noted here chat besides

the main pass cf Garhi there was a second secret way to Bengal.

Here again we can quote to our advantage the verses from the

CaitanyacatiUmrta which refers to the same secret passage traversed

by Sanatan in c. 1522 A.D.:

4!®Wi in

<3?tm -ww 1

^ w.* Ffia *ti^ i

at^c m bm i
1 ®

A local zemindar helped Sanatan with four 'paiks' who took him by

the secret way over die hills.

Teliagarhi named after Telirajs?

One more point of interest needs be discussed here. In the

same passage from Ahbar-nama we find that Tehraja was a zemindar

of the vicinity. Is the fort of Gadhi named after some Tdiraja?

“Local tradition states that the fort is called afeer a Tcli zemindar

who was compelled by the Muhammadans to embrace Islam.''"
1

Taking the tradition and the reference in the Akbar-r.ama into con-

sideration we can conclude that the fort carries in its name the

memory of some Tclicaja of the neighbourhood.

Kaksbaii and the Gadhi

Let us go back to our topic. The problem of Bengal looked

solved when Daud Khan was crushed and Akbar sent Muzalfar

Khan to take over charge of the province after Khan Jahan- Shah

Mansur was appointed to look after the affairs of the Jagirdars. He

18 ELiot, VI, 44 ff.

39 KrjhftdJti Kanraj, CsiUnytctritimrU. MddhyaUU, Q\. 20.

xo G<*cUfcr, S.P.. 04. LS.S.O. Mallcy. 1910. p. *85.
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began with promulgation of strict measures. This, together with

the imperial order of death on one Roshan Beg enraged the Kakshals

so much that they resolved upon mutiny. Matters moved to an

alatming situation. Muzaffar Khan sent his men for peace talks to

Baba Khan but the latter replied with their atresr." Coincident

with this die revenue officials of Bihar took away the Jagirs of

Md. Masum Kabuli Arab Bahadur and all the amirs.” This drifted

matters to a climax and mutiny broke out " When the Kakshals

confronted Muzaffar Khan Asi Masum marched to assise them and

arrived to Gadhi. Muzaffar Khan then sent Kwaja Samsuddin

Md. Kwaji with a dctatchment and some guns to the pass of Gadhi

10 arrest tl>e progress of Asi Masum. But the latter had a strong

force
1
he broke through Gadhi and attacked the Kwaja and defeated

him."'' The failure of the Kwaja at the pass of Tcliagarhi brought

sweeping success to the Kakshals. Had Masum been defeated there,

he would have no chance to enter Bengal, from a junction with the

Kakshals and all the countries of Bengal and Bihar would not have

fallen mco their hands. Akbar however sent a strong army under

the able lead of Todarmall and as fortune would ultimately have it

Gadhi fell into the hands of the royal troops and Bengal was regained

at the place where it was lost- The pass of Teliagarhi once more

showed how it decided die fate of Bengal.

Sbab Jaban vs. Ibrahim

The next drama began when Prince Shah Jalian raised a rebellion

against his father, forcibly annexed Burdwan and proceeded To fall

upon Ibcahmi Khan, die Subadat of Bengal. Ibrahim took his post at

Rajmahal. "Shah |ahan. convinced that in his situation delays were

dangerous and diat his success depended on prompt and vigorous

measures, advanced by rapid marches towards die governor, who,

>. T. Aik*. Elliot, V, It. 290 ff.

I RQ.. MARCH, 1940 '5
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finding that the cicy of Rajmahal was incapable of standing a siege,

retreated to tire fortification of Teliagarhi, upon which were mounted

a number of cannons served by vagabond Europeans but not

considering the place sufficiently secure, he entrusted die defence of it

to one of His best officers, and encamped with his army on the opposite

bank of tile Ganges. Meanwhile Dciiaw Khan, one of chc Afghan

chiefs in the army of Shah Jahan, won die assistance of some of die

zemindars of Beglipore (Bhagalpur), secured beats and crossed die

Ganges.
1 ’ “When Ibrahim Khan found diac the enemy had passed

the river, he withdrew as many of his troops as could be spared from

die defence of Terriagurhy; and being thus reinforced, advanced to

meet the rebel chiefs.'”’ Then began a great baide ac Teliagarhi.

The author of the Riaz-ul-Salalin gives a vivid description as to how

one Syed Nurullah was ordered to form die van widi eight Hundred

cavalry, how Ahmad Beg Khan formed the centre with 700

cavalry- while Ibrahim Khan himself held the line c£ reserve with

thousands of cavalry and infantry. In die long run Ibrahim got

serious wounds and fell dead. "Roumy Khan, an engineer of Shah

Jahan, had pressed forward the siege of Terriagurhy and at the time

when battle was raging on the opposite bank he set fire to a mine

which blew up twenty yards of the fortification and opened a breach,

through which rebels rushed with impetuosity and put the greater

pact of the garrison to die sword. The capture of Terriagurhy and

the death of the governcc decided the fate of Bengal, and the autho-

rity of the prince was everywhere acknowledged.

Aurangzeb vs. Sbuja

The government of Bengal changed many hands after Ibrahim-

Shuja, chc second son of Shah Jahan came in. He changed the capi-

Zi. Stcwoit, Bengal. Z17. *3 Stewart, op. til, ny.

M Ibid.. zi8 fi.« Dow, Hhtny of Hlodoubt*. HI, G6 II., labalnirta, zzo-n;

Elliot* 409 fft
,
Khali K1uj\ MnnUkbtb-RU*., 28S-93,
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cal from Dacca back to Rajmahal and thus the importance of the passes

of Teliagarhi and Sakrigali became once mere doubly greater.

When Shall Jahan fell ill his sons entered inico internecine quarrels.

In his attempt for the throne Shah Shuja suffered a defeat near Agra

and retreated to Monghyr. His position at Monghyr also became

insecure owing to the treachery played by Raja Bahroj of Kharagpur.

Tile Raja secretly intrigued with Mir Jumla and showed die latter

another route across tKc hills ro the cast of Monghyr. Shah Shuja

was in die face of danger and he inscandy sailed down his war

vessels from Monghyr fort to Rangamati and Rajmahal and on the

way fortified the passes of Teliagarhi and Sjclygalli.”” So Shall

Shuja thought of sealing chc success of the enemy by shutting the

gate of Garhi. SKuja “built a wall from the river to the southern

hill barring the narrow plain through which the road ran” at

Garhi” or at a place named Rangamati (Lalrnad) nearly four miles

east of Teliagarhi. The wall was constructed perhaps under the

idea of giving a resistance diere and controlling the Ganges. But

SHuja had soon to evacuate the place, for. in the meantime, the

Imperialists had avoided Teliagarhi and stolen a passage towards

Rajmahal through Birbhum. Mir Jumla expected quite naturally

that Shuja would concentrate at Garhi and he would fall upon Him

by a rear attack. The batdc which was to be fought at Teliagarhi

was fought and won by Mir Jumla on the other side of Rajmahal-

Sbarfaraz vs. Alivardi

We need next pass on to the reign of Nawab Shujauddin.

During his time two brothers named Haji Mohammad and Alivardi

Khan became very prominent in die court. The latter was entrusted

with the Government of Bihar in 1733 A.D. Sharfaraz Khan, son

of Shuja, could not tolerate their eminence and when in 1739 he

15 Rur

.

mi fn. 1. Stewart op. tU.. 165. 16 Aquil Khan, 92.

>7 AUmgir Nlmth. 534-36: 495: Ssrkar. Hillary of Anrangub. II, 241 S.



ascended the throne he was on the look-out for a plea. Meanwhile

there was a conspiracy among Haji Mohammad. Jagat Seth and

others to procure the Subadarship of Bengal. Bihar and Orissa for

Alivatdi. Sharfaraz detected the conspiracy and decided to bestow

the Deputy-Governorship of Patna on his son-in-law Syed

Muhammad Hasan in supcrccsston of Ahvardi Khan and

the Fouzdari of Akbatrugar together with the command of Sakri-

gali and Teliagathi passes on Mir Sharftiddin Bakshi in supercession

of Acaullah Khan, son-in-law of Haji Mohammad-" Meanwhile

Alivatdi secured the allegiance of many generals and officers of army.

Under the false pretext of waiting upon Shafts raj Khan, Alivardi

Khan marched swiftly, crossed die passes of Teliagarhi" and Sakri-

gali and reached die frontier of Bengal. At the instigation of Ha|i

Mohammad, Ataullah Khan, die Foujdar of Akbarnagar had taken

seeps to prevent all movements of messengers and spies and to in-

terdict all the intercourse through news-letters between Azimabad

(Patna) and Bengal im the passes of Teliagathi and Sakrigali until

Alivardi had crossed through those passes. In consequence no news

of Alivardi's movements had reached Sharfaraz Khan.
1
' In the above

debut Alivardi came out successful. We can have no better account

chan diat of Riaz-ulSalalin to reveal the unique part played by the

passes in deciding a momentous battle. At a time when Alivardi

was troubled by the Marathas in Bengal and the Pathans in Bihar

this pass of Teliagarhi and Sakrigali helped him much as a base of

operation and guard.

That the Britishers also fully realised the imparcance of die

Teliagarhi pass is evident from -the opinion of Colonel Scotc, who. in

his confidential scheme for the conquest of Bengal submitted to the

Company, wrote, "500 disciplined troops might defend die pass

28 Rim.. 31a

39 Orroe, Hin^9sthdnt p. 30. vol II, tee. I, alls it Tacritgully

30 Ride.. 3x1-
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against the whole power o£ Indoschan and secure us from that

quarter-”
31

The Colonel was confident chat no invasion from Delhi

could wreck their mission if they defended the pass of Tcliagarhi.

So we see that this pass played the same role in relation to Bengal as

die Khyber did in relation to India for a considerable period.

Sabit Sekhab Majumdah

31 Unpublished Mss. in India Oflke.



Siva and his Emblems on Early Indian Coins and Seals

The devices that appear on the ancient coins and seals of India

arc very interesting objeccs of study. In many cases, their connec-

tion with die particular religious beliefs and practices of the people

of different localities in which they wac issued can be demonstrated.

Suggestions have been made by several scholars like Coomaraswamy,

Foucher and ethers regarding the religious basis of a good many of

the symbols appearing on die earliest senes of indigenous Indian

coins viz. punch marked and cast; dicsc. if accepted, will fully cor-

roborate the conclusion in respect of die earlier aniconic tradicion of a

large section of the Indians, which can be proved with textual and

monumental data. Sonic of the animals appearing on these coins

may stand for thcriomorphic representations of deities while others

on mountain symbols—three, five or six-arched ones—may also have

some cult-significance; the tree within railing may stand for vrksa-

caitya or stbalavrksa; we find even the crude out-line of a human

figure holding a staff and a vase in its two hands depicted in the

same manner as it appears on some, coins of Ujjain where we can

justifiably identify it as Siva; the threc-arched mountain symbol

with a crescent above it may typify the -aniconic representation of

die same deity (sometimes described as Irurhga parvata, O. Z. 1927-8,

p. 179) with die lunar crescent on his crest (S/sahkiiekhsra). But all

diese explanations arc by their very nature, conjectural in character

and no certainty can be arrived at in the present state of our know-

ledge. It seems, however, there is a great resemblance between

some of the symbols and those others appearing on the piccographic

seals of die Indus valley and if we can ever recognise the exact signi-

ficance of the latter, some more definite light may' be thrown on

the former. But this uncertainty and hesitation disappear to a

very great extent when we take up the local and tribal coins. Some
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at feast of the figures appearing on them can be explained with

greater confidence and when this is done it will appear that these are

associated with particular religious practices ot cults-

When iconism had come to be accepted by the maprity of the

Indian people, figures of gods and goddesses very often made their

appearance on the various types of coins and seals of the period;

even then symbols do not totally disappear, and a few of the older

and several new ones figure as so many emblems, sometimes in the

hands of the cult deities or at other times independently. It is very

often the case that we do not light upon comparatively early speci-

mens of images in various localities of northern India; in such cases,

the coins discovered in those places are sure to help us in a very

remarkable manner to determine the early iconographic types of

various gods and goddesses worshipped there. It is needless to

remark further that these numismatic depiction of deities is in many

casts really based on their actual sculptural representations. Where

both the early sculptural type and its numismatic counterpart arc

extant, we do not fail to find die very close parallelism. Thus, the

figure of Buddha belonging to die second century A-D. is well

represented in plastic form among the Gandhara sculptures; when

wc compare it with die numismatic type appearing on die coins of

Kaniska and dearly described by the Kushana die-cutter as

Cakaymo Bo a A O (Sakyamuni Buddha) we are struck by the

great similarity between diesc two. The figure of Siva has not so

far been discovered among the extant Gandhara sculptures of the 1st

2nd centuries of the Christian era; but when we find rhe devices

certain coins and seals of the 1st century B-C. and onwards

delineating rhe features of the deity, n will not be presumptuous at

all to condudc that diesc are actually based on the plastic representa-

tions of the god in that period. This hypothesis can be

substantiated by a reference to the coin-cypes of the Greek city states;

these when they represented particular Hellenic divinities like Zeus,

OK

on
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Heracles, Pallas Athene, Artemis, Nike and ethers were actually

based on their sculptural represenrations current in those localities.

Nor to speak of very well-known examples, »'c can refer to the

coin-types of ewe inland Cretan cities of Rhaucw and Sybrica. The

former state had a cult of Poseidon Hippios, the god holding a

trident stands beside his hotse on the coins of die former. Dionysus

and Hermes were the gods of Sybrrta and appeared as obverse and

reverse devices of her coins (Seltman, Greek Coins, p. 173).

With regard to die representation of Buddha and Siva on the

coins, the following observation of Coomaraswamy is woith notic-

ing: ‘In Buddhist art, we find at Bhathut and Sanchi the tree, wheel

etc., on or behind an altar, clearly designated in the inscriptions as

Buddha (Bbagavato) and worshipped as such Later on die

figure of a human teacher takes its place upon die throne, the old

symbols being retained as specific designations In the same

way with Hindu types; thus we find at first the humped hull alone,

then a ewe-armed, and finally a four-armed figure accompanying

the bull, or.ee the representative of die deity, now his vehicle, while

other symbols are held in the hands as attributes." As regards

Buddha, no certain representation of him appears oil coins before

the rime of Kaniska; the seated figure on some coins of Kada-

phes cannot be definitely recognised as Buddha on account of die

hammer-like object placed in his raised right hand, while those seated

figures cn certain copper coins of Maucs and a few hailing from

Ujjain arc of uncertain character (cf. Coomaraswamy, Tbc Origin

of Buddha Image). In die ease of Siva, it is true, there cannot be

much doubt in identifying the bull appearing on many indigenous

coins as well as those of die alien rulers of India 3s representing him

thcriomorphically. Thus, the humped bull depicted on the reverse

side of the unique gold coin of an uncertain Indo-Scythic king,

1 A. C Coomaraiwamy, HI1A.. p. 45.
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bearing legends in Greek and Kharosthi script—Tauros and Usabbe

( Vrsabba

)

most presumably stands tor Siva; this reminds us of the

same device appeanng on the coins of the white Hun ruler Mihira-

gula with the legend Jayatu Vrsab in die script of die period.
:

But,

it may be shown that the bull before a particular symbol on certain

coins may also have represented the sacrificial bull.

Betore we pass on to the anthropomorphic figures of Siva on

early indigenous and foreign coins of India, we shall refer to a

symbol which appears on an uninscribcd cast coin, (provenance un-

known)- It seems to be a some-whac realistic representation of the

Ingam. If che interpretation of this symbol is correct, then we

have here an emblem intimately connected wrth Siva-wors'nip. In

fact, Allan has definitely described it as 'lihgam on square pedestal';

die tree in railing on the left of die same device may stand for the

sibsU-vrhsa in association with the particular Saiva emblem.

Referring to Allan’s description of its obverse we read, Building (?)

on U; tree in centre. On r. female figure to I.' There can be no doubt

about the inter-relation of many of these symbols appearing on such

types of coins and on the basis of Allan's description as supported

by his plates, one is tempted to find in the obverse and reverse of this

coin the cult-object, the sacred tree associated with it, the shrine (?)

as well as the votary all together. Though Allan has not named

another symbol figunng on die obverse of two square copper coins

probably to be attributed to T'axila, rts very appearance seems to con-

nect it with the odier one just described, though the pedestal here is

somewhat summarily represented. But lingams with or without ela-

borate pedestals are known to have existed in ancient times (for

example, the Gudimallam Linga, one of the earliest one. nscs

abruptly from the ficor of die shrine); in fact in the early specimens

2 P. Gardner. BrAufe Mnstam Catalogue of coin, of the Creek and Seythie

king, of India, p. 161, pL *«ix. 15; V. A. Soud>, Catalogue of coin, m the Indian

A/jurum, vol. I. p. *36, pi xkt, 5.

MARCH, 194c 16
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the latter mode was occasionally followed- Now, the reverse cf

these two coins has a hill with trees growing from its two sides and

an honorific parasol-like emblem on the cop. Here again, these

symbols, taken together seem unmistakably to point to their cult

connection. A Sivaiinga on a pedestal placed between two different

trees inside railings is also represented on the obverse of var. c of

class I coins hading from Ujjain.' As for the association of the tree

with the phallic emblem of $iva, reference may be made to the terra-

cotta seal in the collection cf Dhir Singh Nahar, having on it a Siva-

linga with subdued realism, described in the accompanying legend

as Padapesvara in Gupta characters. Even now many of the im-

portant Sivalirigas worshipped in India have their particular trees;

the celebrated Aplinga of Jambukesvara near Snrangam and the

tradition associated with it should be noted here- Numerous textual

references can be deed to show Siva's connection with hills

and mountains, notice should be taken here, however, of the

extremely realistic phallic emblems of Siva shown above a hill exactly

in the manner in which the latter symbol is drawn on the Taxila

coins, and inscribed in Brahmi characters of the Gupta period, on

some terracotta seals from Bhica
(
A.SJ-A.R 1911-12, p- 46. nos.

15 & 16). The three coins noted above can with some confidence

be dated in the 2nd—13rd century B.C., if nor earlier. Coomara-

swamy remarked with regard to the symbols on punchmarkcd

coins, before die publication of Allan’s Catalogue that die ‘marks

which we might expect, but which are not found, indude

the lihgam etc.’
(
H.I.I.A.

,

p- 45). If the above suggestion is

accepted and dicrc is ever}' reason to accept it we find here perhaps

the earliest representation of phalli on objects of the historical period.

A few other symbols appearing on the indigenous as well as

the foreign coins of India must have to be interpreted as so many

3 J. Allan, of. cil.. p. 85, No. 3, pi. xi. 2; p. 233, Nos 154 and 154a, pL xxxv.

5 and p. 243. No. 19, pi. xxxvi, 15.
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Saivic emblems. The reverse side of die coins of ihc Paricala king

Rudragupta bears a device which lias been described by Allan as

'railing with chrcc pillars above; uncertain objects at top of each.'

Two of these coins are illustrated on plate XXVII (Nos- r and 2) of

his bcok; the reverse of No. 2, I think, discloses the identity of this

device- The ccncral objccc is a trident (trisOla) placed inside a rail-

ing and the side ones are pillars similar to the two shown on either

side of Agni standing on a basement in the coins of Pancala Agni-

mitra. The association of the issuer’s name Rudramitra widi the

well-known emblem of Rudra-Siva will have to be noted here. In

fact, Allan in his Introduction (pp. cxviii-ccix) puts forth tHe same

suggestion; he writes. ‘Rudragupta has on his reverse a trident

between two pillars (e.g. pi- xxvii. 2), die emblem of Rudra-Stva.

O11 other coins (e.g., pi. xxvii. 1) the object appears to be a scar or

a kind of double trident with prongs below as well as above.' If

we compare the central object with the same on the reverse of a

coin doubtfully attributed to Taxila we find that both of them arc

identical. The latter Has been described by Allan as Tree in

centre; standing figure on either side' (op. cit„ p. 237, no. 2,

pi. xlv. t); but there are only three prongs and these are plated on

the top of the long staff issuing out of a basement. The two figures

on cidicr side of this enshrined insula emblem may simply re-

present the votaries before the object of their devotion. The central

object on the obverse of the next coin reproduced in Allan’s plate

xlv may show a tree as several branches issue out of the central

stem; whatever may be its significance, it is also an object of wor-

ship. But it is here an object of veneration probably to beings who

arc divine ones; cf. Allan's description of the whole device

'Tree in railing in centre; on left figure on elephant to right; on

right, lion right with a solar symbol above; at cop tHe hill with

crescent, the taurine, svastika and an uncertain objccc' (p- 237). It

can be suggested that some sacred tree associated probably with
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Siva is being shown here as an object of veneration. Cunningham

describes the reverse of a coin of the Pancala DHruvannera as

'Trident on basement of Buddhist railing’ and remarks ‘Dhtuva is

the North Polar Star, but as it is also a name of Siva. I conclude

diat the trident refers to him'
(
CAl

, p. 81. pi. vii. fig. 3). Allan

writes, however about the some device, 'The object in question,

which stands on a platform in the position usually occupied by the

deity between two pillars with cross-bars at top is. however, not a

trident. On No. 53 (P 1 ' xxvii,
3) ic looks like a battle axe, but on

No. 55 (pi. xxvii, 6) and others the shaft is clearly bent. It must

be a symbol of Dhruva. the pdc-star' (cxviii). I cannot be sure about

my own opinion from the respective plates, but even if it be a

battle-axe at all, then that would also connect the symbol wich

Siva, though it being a particular emblem of the polar star should

noc also be discounted, especially with regard to die coin No. 55.

In any case, we shall presently see how chc combined trident-

battle-axe was sometimes used by itself for the obverse or reverse

device on some coins. Mention may be made in this connection of

a symbol appearing on some of die uninsenbed cast coins described

by Allan in his book (pp. 87-91). When observed along with the

above devices, it is highly probable that it represents a splayed

trident with broad flattened prongs, issuing out of a railing which

has attached two parasoi-like objects on its two sides (a comparison

with the side parasols of railings enclosing Bodhi-trce and other

Buddhist symbols, as represented in Bodh Gaya and Amaravati

reliefs is suggested). The trident and battle-axe combined placed

before the tree in enclosure on the reverse sides of the Audumbara

chief Dharighosa should be noted here (Allan, op. cit., p. 124.

pi. xiv- 14). This combined symbol with undoubted Saiva associa-

tion appears on the obverse of Wema Kndphiscs’ coins, where die

king, a Mahesvara by faith, puts offerings in honour of his deity

on the sacrificial fire (Whitehead, PMC., vol. I, pi. xvii, 36).
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The same symbol is present on die coins of Vasudeva and Vasu;

when Samudragupta issued some of his gold coins in evident muta-

tion of die bee Kuslian money, he had to replace the trident-

battlc-axc standard of the prototypes with the Garuda emblem

sacred to Visnu, as he was a Parama-bbagavata (a devout Bhagavata

or a Vaisruva). The replacement of the hill symbol with crescent

above, possibly a Saiva emblem by Vasudcva-Visnu's Ganida

done by Candragupta II in his silver issues which were struck in

imitation of die Western Satrap silver coins, after he had overthrown

them, may also be explained in the same manner.

Siva appears for the first lime in an anthropomorphic form on

the many coins Hailing from Ujjain and its environs. The single

standing figure on many of chese coins can be definitely identified

with him. Cunningham was not certain about its identification;

but the attributes in the hands, viz., a staff—not a sun standard, as

he described it, for the solar symbol docs not seem to lie joined to

the staff-in the right and vase in the left dearly disclose die iden-

tity. Any doubt whatsoever is set at rest by the testimony of

another variety of the same series of coins, which shows a bull

slightly prancing up and looking up at die deity (cf. die Matsya-

furina passage which enjoins that Visikha the mount of Siva should

be in the attitude of locking up at die god, devaviksanautfarah').

Moreover, the three headed standing figure on the obverse of a

third variety of the Ujjain coins, carrying die identical attributes

further strengthens my hypothesis. Cunningham, no doubt, iden-

tified the latter as Mahakala. but his statement chat 'this coin may

be accepted as a single evidence of Brahmanism at Ujjain' is un-

)ustifiable. AIbn is in doubt about the identity of this figure; he

proposes that this figure and its variants may stand for either of

the deities viz., Siva Mahakab and Skanda Karttikeya (in the body

of die Catalogue, however, he invariably describes them as

Karttikeya or simply as deity). The three heads of rhe figure in
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some Ujjain coins have been taken by him to partially represent

die six heads of the latter divinity. But we have six-headed

figures of Kartcikcya indigenous corns and three-headed Siva

figures are known from Kushan coins.' On the obverse of the

Audumbnra chief Dliaraghosa’s silver coins, we find the figure of

Vispamitra (Visvamitra) as described by die Kharosthi legend

across the figure, but on the reverse there occur two symbols which

are intimately associated with Siva, viz., combined trident-battle-

axe on a pedestal and a tree within railing. What is further of in-

terest in the ease of the copper coins of the Audumbara chiefs,

Sivadasa. Rudradasa and Dhataghosa is that they almost invariably

bear on their reverse sides the representations of structural shrines

('domed pavilions’—Coomarjswamy; 'two storied domed stupa ’—

>

Allan) with the trident-battle-axe standards almost invariably placed

before them. The latter unmistakeably prove that the structures

arc not stupas, but Saiva shrines which must have contained images

or phallic emblems of Siva. The coins can be dated in the und.-

ist. centuries B.C. On certain copper coins of the second-third

century A.D. issued by che Kuilinda republic, we find the standing

figure of Siva, holding in his right hand a trident battle-axe, his

left hand from which hangs something^ tiger skin) resting on hip;

his head is adorned with jatas arranged in the jatabhira manner (3s

we find the same arranged on that of Siva carved on the shift of die

Siva-liriga at Gudimaliam), and on some specimens he seems to lie

standing under an umbrella. The legend on these coins reads

'Bbagavata-Chaltesvara-mahatmanah' i.e., 'of the holy one, die

4 Cunningham, CAL, pp. 97-8, pJ. a. figs. 1-6; Allan. Dp. ell., Introduction,

pp. cxliii, *45*5* ‘Hie object in die right hand of the figure is invariably described

by Allan as spear, but it is nothing but a staff or a standard; the spear in the

right hand of the definitely recognisable Klrttikcya oa several varieries of the

Yaudheya coins can rightly be distinguished from the stof above.
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noble-souled lord of the Chatra' one of die Indian insignia of sove-

reignty.*

Among die coins of the early foreign rulers of India. Siva makes

his appearance on certain billon coins of Gondopliares. He stands

facing with his left leg slightly advanced and head bent a little

towards die left, clasping a long trident in his right hand and a

palm-branch in his left which rests in the approved Indian icono-

graphic manner on the hip
(
katihasta). Faint traces of jatis are to

be found on his head. E. J. Rapson described another variety of

the deity with his right hand extended and a trident in his left

hand
(
'JRAS ., 1900, pp- 285-6). Figure 9 in pi. xxii of Gardner’s

Ca:alcgue shows this second variety of Siva on Gondophares coin.

The stance of the god in this type is exaedy similar to the one of

Siva (undoubtedly so) on some gold coins of Wema Kadphiscs,

where the deity is depicted without his mount, though there is a

little difference in the placing of attributes. Thus, die object held

in the right hand of the latter figure is not simply trident but trident-

battle-axe combined (as in die Kuninda coin noted above) and che

object hanging down from the left arm is the skin-garment, the

palm branch being absent. But the close similarity of the slight-

ly bent pose of the body—(use suggestive of the dvibbahga—is a very

important consideration and the possibility of its being the Greek

deicy Poseidon, because that god too has trident as his attribute

5 For the above Audumbar* -and Kanin,da cccns. refer to Allan, of. cit„

pp. 122-25 & places; pp. 167-68 & phtca Do this dm of Kunnda cciiu show that

the tribal *ute of the Kunuidis zl one time was dedicated to the Lord Siva in the

iruLyd ccmuiy A.D. and the coins were issued in his name in the <*pr*ity of its

sovereign ruler? The title CbaireJt/ara is significant. We can ace a modem ana-

logy; the real ruler of the Trcvinccre state is Lord Padmanobhfl and the ruling

chief acta as his sub it irate. The first ward of the legend is usually read as Bhigd-

imu, but the long vowel sign is not &ciecc and the reading BbagavdU, thewgh

without the vitsrgd. will be more correct grammatically and will give a better seme

I would prefer to read 'BbdgavM svimino in the class II of the Yaudhcya coins

in place of Btegavdi* svSmino) and interpret the coins in a similar manner.
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(and ihe palm-branch is a Greek insignia), can be discounted. In

the ocher variety noticed by Rapton the palm branch is absent.

The epithet dcvsvr&a applied to Gondophares on most of

his coins may be significant; it is likely that 'deva' here does not

simply mean god' but means the god Siva as in several passages of

HiuenTsang’s Si-yu-ki (c£. his statement—.‘Outside the west-gate

of the city of Ptiskalavati was a Deva-temple and a marvel-working

image of the Deva,' Watters, On Yuan Cbwang, I, p. 214).

Considering all these faces we must be careful about accepting

Tarn’s statement that Siva ‘doer not appear in person on coins rill

those of the Kushans.” On a round copper seal discovered at

Sirkap in the year 1914-15. is shown Siva with trident in left hand

and club in right; it is biscriptual, bearing chc legend 'Sivaraksitoss'

in Brihrm and Kliarosthi characters of the early first century A.D.

The standing pose of the figure is shghdy dissimilar to that of the

same god on die coins of Gondophares and Wenia Kadphises, just

discussed; the left leg is placed in the same manner but the right one

with the knee bent is thrust forward. But the club on the right hand

is specially noteworthy, because it greatly resembles die knotted

club in the hands of Herakles appearing on Indc-Greek coins. The

treatment of the whole figure is undoubtedly Hellenistic, though die

subject itself and part of” the motif is purely Indian (cf. the loin

cloth; is there a turban on the head?).' Fig- 1.

The same ged appears cn die obverse of some square copper

coins of Maues. The type on the British Museum specimen has

been described by Gardner as ‘male figure L, chlamys fiying be-

hind; holds club and trident’ (BMC., p. 71, pi. xviii. 3); but

6 W. W. Tam, Tbt Greeks in Qaaria and India, p. toa. For die above

oini of Gondophares and Wema Kidpuej cf. Whitehead, of. etc., p. 151, pi xv,

fig. 43 and p i8j pi xvii. fig. 33. Tom evidently wat uiuwarc of the presence of

Siva in his personal form in much eirlier indigenous coins of Ujjiin just noticed.

7 Ster. Koiww, CJJ vd. II. p. 102* pi xx, xs.
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Whitehead described it on a Punjab Museum specimen ol the same

variety of Maues’ coin as 'male deity striding to I. wich flowing

draperies, holding dub in r. hand and long spear or sceptic in !•'

(
P.M.C. ,

vol. I., p. xoi, pi. x, 25). Fig. 3. A companion of the

plates in the two catalogues will show that both the specimens belong

to the same vanety of Maues' square copper coins and Gardner's des-

cription, though shore, is quite correct. In fact die peculiar knotted

dub in the right hand and the trident held over the left shoulder in

the left and dx: particular stride leave no doubt that the god is iden-

tical to the one on die seal of Sivaraksita, where the very name

—

‘One protected by Siva’—shows that the god is Siva. Thus, this

is an undoubted rcpicscntarion of Siva 011 a coin of Maues and we

can say now that Siva makes his appearance on some coins of alien

rulers of India, much earlier than those of Gondophares. Attention

may be drawn in this connection to tlx; obverse of Maues’ coin

(No. 13 in Cunningham’s Coins of the Indo-Scytbiant, p. 30, pi- ii.

fig. 13. Fig 4) which lias been described by Cunningham as 'Male

figure to front, with elephant goad over I. shoulder,’ elephant goad

as an attribute ol Siva appears on die coins of Kaniska and Huviska

and it is very probable that this particular figure also represents

Siva. Those figures on Maues’ coins which cany only a indent 111

their hands and sometimes trample on a dwarfish figure are to be

identified as Poseidon as he appears on certain coins of Antimachlis

Theos. Buc die composition reminds us of the Indian one in which

Siva tramples on Apasmara-Purusa. Die device on the bronze seal

No. 12, unearthed at Sirkip, Taxila, is described by Marshall in

A.S.IAR., 1914-15. p- 35 . P
1 - xxiv

- 0% 2)‘ “ Hcraklcs templing

down a bull-shaped dragon; the Kharosthi legend in it was tentative-

ly read by him as Tsduse Vibhumitrasatf). Konow definitely reads

it as Badusa Vifymitnu* and translates it as 'Of the young Brahman

Visvamitra (C//.. vol. II. p- toa). Does this figure represent Siva

as Visvamitra (cf. the Audumbara coin noticed above), the name of

•7MARCH, ICtfO
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the person in this seal being after the same of the ged reproduced?

The bull under his left foot is significant.

But the most interesting representations of Siva, especially

from the icor.ographic point of view arc those that appear on the

Kushan coins. It is not merely the feature of the multiplication of

Hands and heads of these, which occurs on the money of Kaniska,

Huviska and Vasodeva. hut also the varying nature of the attri-

butes wihch are placed in their hands that arc of great Monographic

interest. In the earliest of the Siva figures in this series, viz-, chose

on the coins of Wema Kadphiscs the god is invariably two-handed,

the right hand, almost wichout exception holding a trident or a

trident-battle-axe. while tire left one hanging downwards carries a

v/accr-vessel, with the skin upper-garment slung round the forearm;

the last feature strongly reminds us of ebe same in the figure of

Visvamitira on Dharaghoja’s silver coins noticed above and the re-

presentation of standing Hcraklcs on die coins of certain Indo-Grcek

rulers like Demetrius. Tlx treatment of the jata differs in indivi-

dual specimens, two modes being discernible—one where the matted

locks are gathered together ending in a knob just on the centre of

the head, while in the other mode between that and the head is

shown i cape like object, which may be the hair treated in a

fashion similar to that on the head of Siva in die Chatresvara coin

of the Kunindas. On one copper coin of Wema Kadphiscs. again,

reproduced in Cunningham’s Coins of the Indo-Scytbians and

Kusbans (plate xv, fig. r i), the deity seems to be poly-ccphalous;

Cunningham has, however described the figure simply as Siva. In

the coins of Kaniska and Huviska the iconography of Siva

acquires a new orientation, and both the two-handed and the four-

handed figures arc found with a variety of attributes rcminisccnc of

the varied iconography of later days. Siva here almost invariably

appears without his mount and when he is two-armed carries

a trident in the right liand and a gourd in die left (Whitehead jug-
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gests die possibilities of die latter being a human head, but that is

unlikely). On certain copper coins of Kanijka in the Indian

Museum, Siva grasps a spear or a staff with right hand while His lefc

hand rests on a club. On some types of gold and copper coins of

Kaniska the god is four-armed and is shown wearing a garland or

necklace but different sets of attributes appear on different speci-

mens; on one sec of coins are found in the upper right hand vafrt

(small hand-drum according to Cunningham and Whitehead but

die object closely resembles the thunderbolt which is held by Vajra-

pani the attendant of Buddha in Gandhara art), in lower right a

water-vessel with mouth downwards (an unusual way of holding

it), in upper left hand a trident and in lower lefc an antelope. On

some specimens of this series we find ar> elephant-goad along with the

water-vessel placed in lower right; this mode of crowding two attri-

butes in one hand is unusual in the representations of the Indian

deities. Aga:n four-armed Siva on certain copper coins of die same

niler holds a r.oose in the lower right hand, while the lower left some-

times is empty, but at ocher times resting on hip or hanging down,

it holds a water vessel, the other attributes being similar to the above.

Some gold coins of Huviska show three-faced and four-armed Siva,

having water-vessel, thunderbolt, trident and club respectively in

the four Hands from the lower right upwards; on other gold coins

of the same king Siva appears as one-faced with more or less the

same attributes, an antelope being placed in the lower left hand;

but such is the imperfect state of preservation of many of his copper

coins, that the attributes held by chc hands of Siva are seldom fully

discernible. Huvijka’s gold coin described by Gardner in p- 14S

of his book (pi. xxviii. 16) has a type of Siva figure on the reverse,

which is of outstanding interest from iconographic point of view.

His description is as follows, ‘Siva facing, three headed, nimbate;

clad only in waist band, ithyphallic; has four arms and hands, in

which arc goat, wheel, trident, and thunderbolt-’ A glance at the
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plate will show dice insula, vajra and cakra ate quite easily recog-

nisable in the front left, back left and back right hands respectively;

the goat or antelope in die front right ii noc so very distinct; there

arc undoubtedly ditec-heads all encircled by 3 halo, sometimes absent

round the heads of this variety of the deity; whether however the

faces arc all human is noc quite clear. The calra in one of the hands

and the urddhatihga feature—die latter so common in sailptur.il re-

presentations of Siva from the late Kushan period onwards are note-

worthy characteristics (Fig. 9). Docs the type show the beginning of

the interesting composite icon of Hirihara of subsequent days or is it

of die same nature as that of the Gandhara sculpture of Trimurti,

noticed by Natesa Aiyar in ASIAR., 1913-14? It may be noted

that no other of the early coin representations of Siva bears the

itrddbdihga sign. One unique copper coin of Huviska :n die

collection of the Indian Museum lias the figure of 'an archer stand-

ing nghr, holding a bow as long as himself, with string inwards;

legend right in peculiar characters, which look like old Biahmi for

Ganeia (Smith). Only one other specimen of such com was known,

when Smith published His Catalogue, and these two coins are of

outstanding interest bodi from the numismatic and iconographic

point of view. These arc the too exceptional pieces where Bnihnii

script is used to describe die deity in the imperial Kushan scries and

tlit device here has certainly nothing to do with the elephant-headed

and pot-hcllicd deity bearing that name. Here Siva is most presum-

ably indicated by die word which is mentioned in the sixth canto of

die Ramayana as one of the attributive epithets of Siva (Ganeso

lokasambhusca lokapalo mahabhujabf Mahabbago mahasiiti mebd

-

damsift mahesvarab, Ramayana, vi.). If the identification of

this dtvicc is accepted, then we have here a unique representation

of Siva of early times where bow is his principal attribute (cf. the

desaiption of Rudra which runs dius, Arban vibharsi

dhanvarhan niskam etc.). Our survey of the icono-

Rgvcdic

sayakdtii
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»raphic types of Siva represented on Huviska's coins will

dc incomplete, if wc fail to take note of the unique copper one of

the same ruler, in cHc collection of the Punjab Museum, which has

two figures—one male and the other female, standing facing each

other, with a Kushan monogram between them, die former being

described as Bhavda (Oeso) and chc latter as Nana. Now, there

can he very little doubt that here Nana is identified by the dic-cuttcr

with Umi, the consort of Siva, whose figure also is to be found on

a unique coin of the same Kushan ruler, where die goddess was

correctly described as Lima (ommo) by the die-cutter (this coin was

noticed by E. J. Rapson, IRAS ., '897, p. 32q); the goddess stands

lacing Siva holding a lotus flower in her right hand. (Fig. 6).

Cunningham had two gold coins in his collection, one a stater

and the ether a quarter stater, which were later acquired by die

British Museum. The Litter is similar to chc one in the Punjab

Museum (PMC., vol. I, p. 197, pi. xviii, fig. 135) just described but

the former is the same in which Rapson recognised the figure of

Uma. Cunningham wrongly described both the pieces in die same

manner; Siva is no doubt identical in bodi. but on the stater piece

the goddess holds a different object in her right hand (in the other

Nana holds her peculiar sceptic tipped with a horse’s head) and die

inscription by her side can be clearly read as ommo (Uma).

Rapson remarks 'not only is the inscription quire distinct, but the

symbol which the female deity Holds in her hand—it may perhaps

be a flower—is quite different from the well-known symbol of

Nanaia; and we may, therefore, unhesitaringly add Uma to die list

of Indian deities represented on Kushan coins' (IRAS., 1897,

p- 324). Rapson was quite correct in the above remark and wc can

produce fresh evidence in its support. The reverse of a stater piece

of Huviska reproduced in pi. xviii, (No- 136) of the Punjab

Museum Catalogue, vol. I. (p. 197) is described by Whitehead as

'Figure of goddess with the cornucopiae as on No- 130, with name
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to I., which is quite blurred and illegible. Bur if the legend is

compared with the other where Rapson reads ommo (chc coin is

reproduced by Cunningham in Numismatic Chronicle, Scr. Ill,

vol. xii, pi. xiii and Coins of the Indo-Scyllsians and Kusbans,

pi. xxiii. fig. I), it can similarly be read. Ic begins from top left

comer; die first two letters arc quite clear, but the third letter (the

second m) shows two shore additional strokes attached to it and the

last letter an ornicron. due to exigencies of space runs into the top

comer of die second M (Fig. 5). The whole legend stands thus ommo.

The goddess Um.S here holds a comuccpiac like certain figures of

Dcmcccr. fychc and Ardcchso; but in die coins of Huviska, we

find some such transpositions. Amhika (Uma) holding cotniicopiac

after the Ardochso figures on late Kushan coins can be seen

also on the CIiandragupta-Kuniiradcvi coins in the imperial

Gupta scries.

We do not gee 30 many varieties of Siva figures on die gold

and copper coins of chc last great Kushan emperor Vasudeva, where

die god is depicted with one exception as two-armed and accom-

panied by his mount, having one face or direc faces. The unique

exception—a geld coin described by Cunningham—
. where the

deity apocars as four-armed, bears Siva with three heads and four

arms, standing to front; water-vessel, noose, trident and tiger-skin

are placed in the four hands from tKc lower right onwards; his

mount has got a bell attached co its neck. When he is depicted

two-armed he almost invariably holds noose (past) in the right Hand

and trident in the left. As regards the treatment of chc head, one

curious feature of diesc coins is worth noticing; sometimes the resi-

due of the hair after being used to form a top-knot on the centre

of the bead, descending down the sides of the face, are treated in

such a manner as co give a spurious appearance of the deity’s being

three-headed. But on many specimens, the two other faces, one on

either side of the central one can undoubtedly be recognised. On
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the basis of che noose tn the hand of Siva on sonic Kushan coins,

Cunningham describes ‘Siva as Yama’; but the association of Siva

cr Rudra Siva with ncosc is also comparatively old and in die later

developed theological doctrines of the Saiva s)'Stem, past1 (fetters) i.s

very intimately connected with the god- He is the binder of the

individual souls as he is also the loosener of them. Thus, the

Svetasvacara Upanisad, where Rudra-Siva is die god extolled says

—Tat karena samkbyeyogedhigamyarn jnatve devem mucyate serve-

pdseib ! 1 (si- 13); the Atbarvesiras Upanisad, which is a sectarian

Upanisad extolling die glories of Siva, describes a rite and that is

the Pasupata one, which is called Pesupesa vimoksana. The god

Siva as he appears one-headed and two-armed on che coins of Vasu-

deva. served as the prototypes of the coin devices of some of die lata

Kushan coins and these of Kushano-Sassanian tulcrs and of many

Hindu princes of India like the kings of Kashmir.’

Siva or his emblems arc found depicted in the terracotta seals

from Bhica and Basirh, in vaiious ways. We liave already referred

id the representation of him in his linga form between two trees

with the legend 'padapesvara in the field in Gupta characters, which

is in the collection of Baku Dhir Sing Nahar of Calcutta. A pointed

ova! seal was discovered by T. Bloch at Basarh. which bears on it a

£iva-lingam with a cr'idcnt-battlc-axe symbol (Bloch simply says

trisula, but the combined trisula-parasu is quite dear from his place),

the legend ui exague below being Amratakesvars, meaning the lord

of Amrataka. Now Amrataka is the name of a mountain; Bloch

draws our attention to the eight Guhya lihgas mentioned in the

8 Tl* description of some of ihc coin-typa selected above are based on a

dose observation of the specimens in the collections ot the Intllui Museum, Calcutta

and Punjab Museum, Lahore. The reader is referred to the relevant sections of

die Caitlcgnti o£ the respective museums Some descriptions arc also based cn

Cunninghsm's plates appearing in his Crtns oj the InJo-Scythians & Kuskem. pi xv,

11. pi. xxiv, 6, 7, 8, 9. Q. figs. 7 xul 8 in the accompanying plate.
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Musya Parana, viz.. Hariscandra, Amratakesvara, Jaleivara, Srv

parvata, Mahalaya, Krmicandcsvarn, Kedara and Mahabhairava

ivhich according to him were situated in Aviniukta i.c. Bcnaics

(ASIAR., 1903-04, p. no, No. 30, pi. xl- 2. Bloch remarks about

it: the letter to which it was attached must have been sent by the

custodians of the temple of Amratakesvara'). The oval seal No. 39

in the same series (ibid-, p. 1 1 r) simply bears the legend Nams

PasHpaleh, The square seal matrix (No. 574) discovered by D. B.

Spooner at die same site (Basarh) in 1913-14, and reproduced by

him in the Annual Report of the year (pi. xlix) bears three symbols

on the top section and the legend Banjulaka in early Gupta charac-

ters in the lower one, die sections being separated by two closely

parallel horizontal lines. Of die three symbols, the middle one is a

insula with a short handle, diac on die righc ‘resembling in shape

the early Brahjni character for dbtt' is nothing but a longish water-

vessel as seen in the hands of Siva appearing on die coins of Kaniska

and Huviska and the other on die left 'looking like ra is but a

shoet staff as is placed m one hand of the same deity in seme of

Huviska’s coins. So, what we have here is really the dircc attn-

butes in the hands of Siva. A fragmentary scaling or seal impres-

sion of the early Gupta period found by Spooner at Basarh [ibid.,

pp. 1 at, 150, pi- L, No. 672) shows ‘a very' roughly sketched bullock

tunning to right widi the crescent moon above’ (the suggested

leading Maradalta cannot be supported if one refers to the plate

and I can offer no suggestion because die plate is coo indistincc);

this is, of course, nothing but Siva with crescent moon (Sasanka-

sekbara) in his theromorphic form. The unique seal impression

{ibtd~, p. 129, No. 84, pi. xlvi) shows on the upper edge of its

slightly concave surface a small conventional Sanhba in outline and a

very good humped bull recumbent to left in the middle of the field;

die legend is Rudradevasya. The former may have no Visnuite

associtaion here and may simply stand for the 'Sankbanidbi.' The
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m Line: i—Three- artl*ed symbol wiih ciixcnt (d. p. nSy z—Fivoarditx)

symbol with tree, probably u Meted mountain with die stMavrhsu

(cL p. X2i). 3—BuU with crcxcnt-likc horn, $iva in dicriomocplix

Ltm {ci. p ijo) 4—"Standing fgurc with staff and water vessel

(<f. P. u8)

2nd Lirx* 1—SpJayal trident in railing (c£. p. 124*. 2—Three-arched symbol

with crescent on • pile ol ball* (a mountain?) a IitunJn figure (a

votary?), below taurine: on Taxiln coins. 3—Siva carrying staff and

water vcwl in Ujjain coins (ci. p. 125). 4—Thrccduxdul Siva with

the sant (fcjcets in Ujjnn coins (cf. p. 126^

3rd Lux- 1—&va-lmga on j Taxib coin (c(. p in). 1—Sn’alinga on * railing

between trees within railing on a coin of U)jam 3—Altir symbol

(?) frequently found an early Indian coins. 4—Krocicd club

as found on coins and seals wmaimi: in die banal of Siva or

at other times in that of Vunu.

i H Q March. 19^0. By the courtesy of ibt British Museum Authorities
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humped bull appears on several other seals from Spooner’s find ac

Basarli, the name of the owner such as Kudraraksita etc. in them (a

good many of them arc inscribed) showing its cult connection; on

some there is a globular object placed between che herns of the

animal, which shows according to some scholars Sassaman influence.

But one very fine large temple seal in Spooner’s list (Ibid., p. 143,

No. 369 with one duplicate, pi. xlviii) requires notice here, for it

bears five interesting emblems in a row on its top section; Spooner

described them as ‘(1) a tall vase with radiating rays or fiower-

stalks; (2) something that looks like a tall and slender tree, such as

a poplar, not that I suppose it is a poplar in reality; (3) the central

figure, which has the outline of a stouter tree with spreading base.

(4) a bacdc-axe to left surmounted by a trident; (3)
a kalasa with

rays cc flower-stalks.' The legend in Gupta characters reads Arami-

lisvarasya i.e., '(seal of the temple) of Aramikisvara.' The seal is

undoubtedly Saiva in character as the inscription on it shows and

of the five emblems, the trident-axe particularly belongs to this

cult; die vase, represented twice one on cadi end in different forms

may stand for mahgalaghau with twigs or, them, or one of them

—the slender one on the left side—may be a variant of the same as is

sometimes placed in the hands of Siva on Kushan coins; che central

device may represent—though in a schematic way—the somewhat

realistic lihga without yoni on a spread base, while the one to its

immediate proper right is nothing buc a sakii (spear) with a long

flat blade. There is not much difficulty to define the five objects, as

Spooner thinks; ail intercstingjccail which has been missed by him

is that all these five emblems seem to be placed on separate pedes-

tals on che ribbon-like horizontal band a lirde below the tnic

centre,’ thus indicating their sacred character, though we cannot

be sure, on account of che faulty reproduction. The fine seal

No- 764 (ibid., p. 152, pi. L) contains a device which has been des-

cribed by Spooner as follows,
—

‘a tall female figure sanding facing,

I.HQ., MARCH. 1940 18
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with the upper part of the body bent considerably to the proper left,

left hand on hip; right extended toward the right as in the varadt-

msidra. The figure is seemingly nude, but there arc draperies float-

ing to left and right from die level of the waist, and some garland or

drapery pendent in front, as diough suspended from a girdle around

the waist .... the most curious feature of all is the headdress

which she wears, like a single high horn with streamer floating to

the (proper) left.' I had to quote the above description at some

length, for the correct understanding of the iconography of die

figure; die seal is very imperfectly reproduced in the plate a refer-

ence to which will enable one to add some features un-noticcd by

Spooner and tentatively explain their nature- The left breast of

die figure seems to he abnormally large in proportion to the nght

one, which holds a staff like object in its right hand; ‘die curious

headdress like a single high horn’ is most probably nothing but

the longish coil of jatas sometimes shown on the heads of Siva

figures and it should be noted it is deliberately placed on one, i.e.,

the tight side of die head; lastly, there seem to be traces of die

nrddbalihga feature on the front part of the waist. Now, if these

observations of mine are accepted, there can be no hesitation about

the identity' of the figure; it possibly represents the Arddhanari-

svara aspect of Siva, in which the left half is that of Uma, and tight

that of her consort. The staff in the right hand the longish coil

of jots placed on the right side of die head, the prominence given

to die left breast (the right breast is much smaller chan the left one

and seems to belong to a male figure) and the probable urddbahhgt

teacure—all these go to support the suggestion. The legend could

not be fully read by Spooner 2nd its hazy rcproducdon dees not help

one to improve the reading which is . • ttpuraksauutidatUh
.

1c

may be observed here that this is one of the earliest representations

of the Arddlianarisvara aspect of Siva in art; 1 have already drawn

attention to Bardasanes’ mention of it. The concave impress of a
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seal (No. 422, ibid., p. 143, pi. xlviii) has a battle-axe with long

handle laid lengthwise of the seal as its device- The long legend

in very small characters is not legible, but seems to end in dattajya.

The battle-axe is a Saiva emblem and it is very frequently found in

Siva images of later period (cf. parasurnrgavarabbayabastam).

Of the interesting religious seals unearthed by Sir John

Marshall at Bhifa, a good many show undoubted Saiva features;

not only various Saivic emblems like the linga, the trident-axe, the

nandipada and the bull (the bull in some instances has a sphere or

disc between horns as appearing on Andhra coins) are clearly recog-

nisable on chcm as well as on those of chc officials, localities and

private individuals, but also, is to be found on them a human re-

presentation of Siva, though in extremely tare instances. Some of

the religious seals bear the different appellations of Siva such as

Kaiesvara, Kalanjara-bhattaraka, Bhadrcsvara, Mahcsvara(P) and

Nandi. The oval seal No. 14 in Marshall’s list [ASIAR-, 1911-12,

p. 47, pi. xviii, No. 14) lias a trident-axe flanked by a diagram of

dots, really a hill symbol , and an unidentified emblem or. its left;

the legend in eastern Gupta characters is Kaiesvara priyatam fMay

Kaiesvara be pleased). Marshall observes chat Kaiesvara is rhe name

of a Sivalinga according to Skanda Purina and this tablet would

seem to have been presented as an offering at some shrine of Siva at

Bhita. The seal next in die list is also Saiva in nature; it bears a

realistic Sivalinga with umbrella 011 one side and a trident on die

other. The linga is placed on a hill in the form of a well-arranged

pile of round balls, below which is a waved line probably standing

for a river; the legend in northern Gupta characters is Kalanjsra-

bhaitarakasya, i.e., ‘of the lord of Kalanjara’. Kalanjara, according

to Cunnigham is the name of a hill in Bundclkhand, the favourite

resort of Saiva ascetics from very early tijnes (ASR xxi, pp. 20 If.)-

The manner in which the Mahabharala refers twice to the Saiva

shrines at Kalanjara in its Tirchayatra Parwadhyaya of the Vana-
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parvan definitely proves daeir importance.* This seal was evidently

issued from a Saiva shrine on the Kalanjara hill, though no remains

of i temple exist on the hill at present. The seal No. 16 bears also

a Sivalihga of an extremely realistic nature, placed on a pedestal

with the representation of a hill on one side and a trident-axe on the

other, having a legend K(2)la(n)jara in liordi-eastern Gupta charac-

ters. But the next sea.—that numbered 17—is of unique icono-

graphic interest; it bears a two-armed male figure seated in lalilasana

pose on a padspiths with uncertain objects in his hands- There ap-

pears to be foliagc(?) or flames over head and shoulders and legend

in notdiern characters of the 4eh or 5di ccntuty A.D. is Bbadres-

vart • Marshall says that ‘dais is the name of the Sivaluiga of

Kalpagrama (not identified up to date) accoiding to the Vamana-

purana (Ch. 46). The male figure may dicrcfore be Siva in die

Bhadresvara aspect.’ The figure is unmistakcably Siva and this

shows the simultaneous phallic and human mode of representing the

divinity- If die reading of tire legend on seal No. 23 as Bhagavaio

Ma(h)esvarasya is upheld—Marshall says chat it is problematic—

dien die two-armed male figure standing facing with right hand

outstretched and left hand on hip, widi folds of drapery falling on

both sides, muy also represent Siva. The three Bhita seals numbering

9 Ch. 85. Vases 56-7:

Airg KtUnyaram nint fvmvaum lokavihuum/

Taira dn\a6radt matvi gosaburapbaiam Ubbes//

Yah sniluJitarptyft tain girau Kilanjarr nrpaj

Svargalctr mabiytU naro naityatra umiayab//

Thus the waved line below the hill, evidently the KiUfijan hill. 11 the tivet ce

devabreda neir it where 1 dip u specially rcromnim.led. Again in chapter 87.

>oc 11 Httanyawtuluk huhtio giran KiUnyare nrpt. In the Mauya-P*rina, we

find mention of Kaiih|invana as one of the place* very modi sacred on accuunc

of Sivrfs peevnee there; KatinjaravaaaHtaita ianhukarnam sthaUhaum . Etf't <a

faviirari lamOdbyaddhi rnima priye. Ch. 181. v. 27. The Great Epic pbcc* tic

hill somewhere near IVayiga and GuikCra. The Kahnpravnm of die M/uya

Paring is evidently die same as Kobnpua d the epic and of die leak.
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16-28 described by Marshall in ASIAR., 1911-12 (p. 51 and

pi. xviii) require notice ui chis connection. The first bears on it a

bull standing to left with a crescent under its neck, a woman stands

m front, with her right hand oucscrctchcd and left hand on hip; a

post or a thunderbolt appears behind the hull: bow with arrow and

pile of balls (i.c-, die symbol for mountain) similar to those in

Kolhapur senes of the Andhra coins arc shown in exergue. The

same figures are present on the second (No. 37), though in a n-ans-

posed manner, and on the third (28), the latter being much worn.

The legend on No. 26 is Maharaja GantamipHlrasya Stvameghasya

in characters of die 2nd-}id century A.D. while the legend in simi-

lar characters on No. 27 is Vasasn (Visistbi) pnttrasya Sri Bhimasena

(sya). Marshall remarks about the first that ‘the bull and crescent

point to the king's leaning towards Saivism’; the bow and arrow as

well as the mountain are also characteristic emblems of Siva. The

female figure on die seals very probably stands for Durg.i ,
the con-

sort of Siva.
10

The Bhita seal No. 44, of an official, showing bull

standing facing, with round object between horns is interesting,

because in it the main device is flanked by a wheel in side elevation

and an uncertain symbol' (Marshall); dicii sacred character is fully

emphasised by the facr that all three are placed on altars. The early

Gupta legend in northern characters is Dandanayaka-Sri Sankara-

dattasya; the name of the official is no doubt Saiva, and so the animal

form of Siva in the centre of his seal is quite appropriate, but to this

sectary Visnu was also an object of adoration, for his two emblems

('the uncertain symbol' is the Vaisnava symbol Srivatsa) arc allotted

honoured, chough subordinate, positions in his seal. The devices of

paiticularly Saiva connection that are to be found on the other seals

to Hie ting Strinx'glu of rbc 9lwa jral it very likely xitnaml with the ianv

Aiaitumcd in Iiwiption No II from Ko<im cilircd by D. R. S*hni in Epigraph**

tudUd. vol XVIII, pp !5£'4x>. atxkcd alw by Sen Kocurn* tn ibid. vol. XXII!,

PP M5-8'
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of officials or of private individuals at Bhita arc bull, trident, trident-

axe. nandipada etc.

The unique seals of the late Gupta and early mediaeval period

that were discovered at Nalanda and chat will be described in Hira-

nanda Sistri’s Memoir on Nalanda which is in the press contain

some very interesting figures of $iva and his emblems, both from

the artistic and iconographic point of view, which cannot be

noticed in detail, so long as the above Archaeological Memoir does

not see the light of day.

Jitendra Nath Banerjea



MISCELLANY

Gunaratna's Tarkarahasyadipika and Dharmakirtti'n

Prsmanavarttika

In discussing chc Buddhist doctrine in his commentary,

Tarkarahasyadipika, on the Saddarsanasamuccaya
(
= SS.) of

Haribhadra,
1

Gunaratna mentions (p. 47) ten works on it, one of

them being the Pr^mandvartUkd
, (=PV.) of Dharmakirtti who is

named there (p- 24) as one of the Buddhist authors. That he was

quite familiar with this book is evident from die fact that he has

quoted not less than eight karikis from it as shown below

:

1 . it f**H 1

qgfofocre ft; 11

SS. P *5=1"/., III. *79.

In PV. die fust half reads 'tv «r4 qft fotfaf-wfl.

3
-

'jApj fotitri 11

ftfc'roWtawf ft*rci -a aslfta: <

rq^.dlsW't'lSN apnaiss trafad n

§s, P 35-.PV. IV. 190.

SS. p 35 =PV. IV. 191.

In the second haif PV- reads sarvo'rtho for tasyartho.

3l*<4 tg'fo 1

trer *fta v *wr 11

swafsrafir^ 11

$S„ P 35=PV. IV. ,92.

SS. p. 38=PV., II. 63.

6- ®TFlitS3Hl‘«t 'tS’Jlfe fTCT Str3*wts^:

;
m !Rtn% u

$s. P .
4°= PV. 32/.

« Ed. Luigi Suali, BMiotbeet Indica, 1905.

2 Ed »ith tbc commenmy of Manonthanandui by Rihula Slnknyflynm,

Bihir and Orliw Rearch Society. Paten, 1937.
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In the second half for grabyagrabtksvatdhuiyai PV. reads

tasydpi tulyacodyatvai which is explained by Manoratnanandin

saying: lasyn jnana grahanasyapi tidyartbacodyatvat. sa hy anya-

tvanibandhano grShyagriihakabhavah. taccanupapannam ity uktam.

This verse with the above reading is widely quoted in many philoso-

phical works.

fjn'nTrarfWftsf’T sfif

§S. p. 4.-PV.. 11. 57.

This stanza, too. is often quoted.

•
fl'tfaqT3dfrr top n

$s.. P. 4
ibPv, n. 58.

Iu die first half SS. wrongly leads y&ihitlhatve lot 'ytibarlhatvc-

V 1DHUSHEKHARA BHATTACHARYA



The Quilon Inscription of Jayasimha Vira Kerala Varma

The Quilon inscription

1

of Vira Kerala Varma has attracted

greater attention than it really deserves, for it has been freely

utilised by more chan one scliolar to serve as a peg to lung their

speculations. Thus this inscription is found quoted by Dr. Hulczsch

in his edition of the Conjevaram inscription of Ravi Varma

Kulasckliara," by Mr. Venkayya in his study of the Vira Raghnva

Cakravarti plate for localising the Vira Kerala Varma of the

plate,' and by Mr. Gopinatha Rao in his study of the ins-

criptions of Vira Pandya

4

and of Ravi Varma Kulafckhara,*

for assigning a dace to the former and for ascertaining che founder of

the kingdom of Quilon. Xh' speculations advanced by these

writers, openly and impliedly, particularly by the last two

writers, presumably on the basis merely of this inscription, but cer-

tainly not warranted by it, appear to have gained great currency

amongst writers on Jravancorc History* and in popular books on

the subject.’ A critical study of this inscription and an examina-

tion of the speculations are, therefore, felt a desideratum, as a cor-

rective to chc many fallacies rampant on this subject.

l An anicc from ihu inscription i, given by Dr. Hulmeli in the foot-note

uldnl by him in editing Dr. KielW. .tody of the Co,?«*".">W of Ravi

Vrnma Kulatcklura: Vidr El.. vel. IV, p. 146; mbrcauently referred to by Mr.

Venkayya, ibtJ.. p. 093; liter edited by Mr. T. A. G. Rio in the TAS. vol II,

PP-

« Vide El., voL IV, p. 196. fn. a. 3 IM.. p. 193.

4 VicU TAS.. vol. II pp. 16-17.

5 ,hJ - PP 54-55

6 Vac tlie .ernndu of Mr. SimWam Pilin', quoted in HK.. Vtf. I. p 7;

TSM.. vol. I. pp a«8. *54. 058. Z59. etc.

7 vae VD, vnl. !. fp 88.101: also the Introduction to LT. and US. and the

Simkrir Drama. P-^ym,ibbyulayi. edited by Mm. Dr. T. G Suui and pub-

lished in the Trivandrum Sarokrit Senen. No. VII; aim vide KC. and TC.

•M.Q., march. 1940 '9
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Jo facilitate reference, the text and translation of tlx;

inscription, as edited by Mr. T. A. G. Rao. are reproduced below.”

I-Tcxt

"?f<

-r-ii Ararat *1 ^ ^ 11

jpTT*rafffa3*l 'tifi'l

fasresgfti: ftijtw fag^ arrt garar 1

utT^' gjif 5pt •

>/lH=asgts3cnii tt ^raf sn% Aw * fag:

<piT«? iWW: 1

ttoth imurnr n

&W
If—.Translation

“Hail Sri I Be it auspicious I

May ic be well Jayasimha alias Vira Kcnln Varman; and

so to his descendants, kingdom und city.

In the year 671 of the Kollnm era. when the Sun was in the

Mithuna rasi and Jupicet in the Tula rasi, at the auspicious moment

of Anuradha, during the (ascendancy of) Vrsabha the sage Nitya-

prajna bathed Govinda. May the lord (Govinda) protect us long in

die prosperous Ncrrnpma whose temple has been renewed.

For rhe purpose of conducting the daily piijas. etc., the lord of

the prosperous Nctrapura, die king of Kcraja did (i.c. obeyed) with

pleasure, the command of die lord of Kolamba.

May it be prosperous!"

The first and chc last of the verses have screed as the main basis

for all the speculations, historical and cpigraphical, referred to

8 Vide TAS.. vol. II. fp. 26-27.
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above. Whether the speculations induced chc translation or vice

versa. Mr. Raa’s rendering cannot be accepted.

Taking chc first of die verses, the expression fayasimbasya Vha

Koala Varrr.anab has been rendered Jayasimha alias Vita Kerala

Varmi. the two words having been taken by Mr. Rao in an apposi-

ttonal sense. Vira Kcraja Vamia is certainly the name of chc king,

and chc tenn Jayasimha must, diercfore, be taken as a definitive,

restrictive adjective. This is the norma! interpretation, and the

term would mean Jayasimha Vira Kerala Varma, thereby suggest-

ing that this prince belonged to the royal family of Quilon, called

the Jayasimhanat family. As a parallel, may be ciccd the name

Gangadliaracrkkoyiladhikarika Vira Kerala Rama Varma.* The

latter part of this expression nobody would think of translating as

Vita Kerala alias Rama Varma. We are, therefore, constrained to

observe diac Mr. Rao’s rendering is misleading, as ic conveys die

idea that Jayasimha and Kerala Varma arc different names of one

and die same individual; and like ocher writers he was himself mis-

led by his own translation,
1

" an aspect which is elucidated in the

sequel.

The last of the verses also has been rendered wrongly. The

expression kalpanam is here translated as order, dus must certainly

be on the basis of one usage of die term in the local vernacular."

No instance could presumably be found, and no audionty could

certainly be ciccd, in supporc of this interpretation of die Sanskrit

9 Vide RC 1« may be mcttriooal lure that the Got pwt oi the title

means the Lo/J of Ibe trmfJt of VmmUU >t Timvancikkulnni, fee long the centre

in Koa^a of all life, social, religious, political Ontl AWtunatcial; vide also UK, vol. II.

P- *3

10 It is potsfelc that die tramblion he has given was the result of live iheoris-

mgs of Mr. Vcnkajya based up the SpKuhtiui* of Mr. Sundaram Piliai, who

was the Gnt to start cpgtaphital SOlilies in Tinvancun'.

it In Mdayalam, the term ktlpana means on/er, and in popular wage it also

menu lent of absence
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term. The term simply means a wish or desire. Similarly, the

term kalpayamasa Joes not mean obeyed: it means only acceded to

the u*sh.‘
u The text, then, would mean that the Lord of Kojamba

(Jayasiniha Vira Kerala) made some endowments for tile daily puja

in the Vaisnavite temple ac Netrapura, and die king of Kerala

accepted or permitted the same with pleasure. Again, unless we

assume that the word ‘of" is omitted after the 'etc.' in die transla-

tion, ic would convey the idea that the Lord of Netrapura was him-

oelf die Lord of Kerala; this may or may not be, but it certainly is

not the sense of the passage. In the light of these remarks, the

translation may be recast as fellows:

“The Lori! of Ktnbi pemurta! with pleasure the nmngrmenrs mode by tbc

Lord of Kojinibi foi die purpose of cooductstlg die (Uily worjhtp of the

Lord of Nctrapm.”

Mr. Rao has not eared to locate Netrapura, ar.d, in view of his

translation of the vers:, he did not feel die need for explaining why

the Lord of Kerala should have been introduced ir. a context where

the Lord of Kolamba was making arrangements for the daily

worship of the god enshrined in die temple at Netrapura. We are

inclined to identify Netrapura with Kannetti, seme tune the

southern limit of the domains of the Perumpacappu Muppil. i.c.

His Highness the Maharaja of Cochin, who possessed Ksetrasam-

bandbams and Koymailbdnams
ia

in all the temples as fat south as

12 Or permuted the Laid of KaUmba 10 do to. According 10 dir practice

cummt in Kaab. such seeking and granting of pcttnuacti 3 generally necessitated

when ; prince wishes to nuke in endowment to 01 renovate e cempte which is

nutate in the domains a( ar.odicr ptmcc, ot 0! which the suzerain :s ancther prince.

To mention one in.stan:c, His Highness tlsc Maharaja of Travancurc is repot led 10

have sought and obtained the previous ptrmissitei of His Highness the Maharaja

of Cochin, when the termer ecnstriMtcd the KitumMam in die temple at Irinjnh-

kudi in 1764-66 A.C., for the reason that die temple wu situate in the domains uf

the laticr who was also the SifebOymo of the temple.

13 This aspect is dear from rhe treaty of 941 M.H. (1766 A.C) between

Codaill and TravanOOR. It is ibo clcu from die Dutch treaty which Mr. Rao

hinscif edited in the TAS. v«L I, pp. 31 IT. Why did lie not notice this fact?
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Kannctti," if, indeed, the traditional sources
1

' of our history arc

any indication; and as such it is but relevant that the king of Quilon

took primission from the Perumpatappu Muppil, the Lord of

Kerala,
1" to renovate the temple at Kannetti and make arrange-

ments fer daily worship therein. Thus alonr can the reference co

the Lord of Kcraja become legitimate in this context, and this, be-

lt seated, is true, wherever Nctrapura may be located. This inscrip-

tion is, therefore, another piece of evidence in support of the reli-

gious ovcrlordship which His Highness the Maharaja of Cochin

has all along been exercising in Kcraja even far down into the

tnodem centuries;" and. from this point of view, becomes an im-

portant inscription for students interested in the history of the royal

family of Cochin.

From the foregoing it will be clear that the first verse shows

that die king who renovated the shrine ot Nctrapura was not

Jayasirplia alias Vira Kcraja Varma. but Jayasinilia Vira Kcraja

Vamia, and that the lasr verse would have it that this king took

permission from the King of Kerala, presumably the king of

Cochin, for whac he did in the temple. We may also notice here

that, while Mr. Rao titled the inscription correctly.
1 ' he has

4 Vuk- &G. already noocwl

15 Tlur*c arc the £ur.ily chronicle? *iul the clirrfiic
Ic5 pertaining to the

tempk-* in Kenl*.

16 The Pe/nmptUfpH Mipp*. Hi< Highness the Maharaji of Cochin. » often

fmnvl ityleH a* the Lent ci Kerala, particularly in literature Tl»i* subject i> dealt

with mi rtieruo in Mr. K. R. Pisluroli's popet, publbhul in the Gcnuit Supplement,

Trkhur. issued in connrctiun with die birehday c i His Highness the Maharaja of

Cochin, celebrated in Janiury 1939

17 Vide Aitchiiuon, Jreetia, fn^emrnts. tie., igao etliiion, vol. IX. p. 308.

Very linlc is known ol die caily history of die royal hou»sc of Cochin An attempt

is being trade by the writers to elucidate the position that Cochin occupied in the

politics of antient Kerala.

1 8 The Quilon inscription of Jayarimlu Via Kcraja Varuun.
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wrongly explained the name of die king in the first paragraph of

his study, and earned die mistake further, dius misinterpreting the

name of the king so as to fit in with bis theorisings.

The following remarks he has offered in the second paragraph

of his introduction are certainly beside the point: "From the ins-

criptions of Ravi Varman Samgraniadhira (Sec Ep. fnd., vol. IV.

and of this senes, vol. II) it is found that the name of his father was

also Jayasirpha ahas Vira Kerala Varman: that die 33rd year of his

age corresponded to the year A.D. 1299-1300. So the year of lies

birth should be A.D. 1267. Even granting that Ravi Varman was

his first born child and that he was bom to him at such an early age

as 20, fayasimha Vita Kerala, che father of Ravi Varman should

have flourished from A.D. 1247. But the king of our record who

bears the same name is at least 230 years later chan che fine one.

The Kerala kingdom said to have been conquered by Ravi Varman

Samgramadliira seems to have been sell in the possession of his des-

cendant Jayasimha Vira Kciaja Varman, the pince mentioned in

the present inscription.” Nobody would diink of connecting the Vita

Kernln Vaniin of 1496 A C. wirh Jayasimha, che father of Ravi

Vainu KulaSckliara of the latter lulf of the thirteenth century.

In die first place, the inscriptions which give 11s the names of Jaya-

simha, fadier of Ravi Vamia. and of fayasimha Vira Kerala also

give us their daces, and ftom these dates one could know chat che

two Jayasimhas lived in different ccncutics, and no elaborate argu-

ments were required to sliow tliac rhe Jayasimha of 1267 A.C. was

different from the Jayasimha of 1496 A.C. In die second place,

the name of the father of Ravi Varnia Kulasekhara was fayasimha

mid not fayasimha Vira Kerala Vatms: this u what the inscriptions

tell us."' In the third place, fayasimha, the father of Ravi Varma

19 El. vol. IV. ji. 146, fn. a.
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Kulasekhara, is not stated to be the king of Kolamba." whereas the

king, in the inscription under study, is categorically said to be the

king of Kojamba; and at the same time we have no information

that both were the lords of any other kingdom in Kerala. For

ought we know then, the two kings were different, and did not even

belong to tbc same royal family; and as such, there is no warrant

for anybody ever confusing the two personalities or rheir families.

Again, Mr. Rao's statement that "the Kerala kingdom, said

to have been conquered by Ravi Varma Sariigramadhira, seems to

have been still in the possession of Ins descendant, Jayasimha Vira

Kcraja Varma, the prince mentioned in the present inscription,”
1 '

if it means anything, could only mean that Ravi Varma Samgra-

mndhim conquered Kojamba (alias Kiipaka), and thac it continued

to be in tlsc hands of his successors—
a

position which is, however,

inconsistent with what is stated in the inscriptions of Ravi Varma

himself, that Kiipaka was his own kingdom,” which, therefore, lie

had no need to conquer. It is, indeed, stated in his inscriptions

thac he conquered Kcraja,
:

' and Mr. R.10 is probably suggesting

LI. vul. IV, JX 146. fa. 2. !rt vct«.

'ntJJ tq: 11

Vide TAS.. vol. n, p. 16.

Vole £/.. vet. IV, p. 146, Kiixid verse of die Conjcvaiam iftteriptioi.

5<3! TTOanpniTH 1

'ttt «a jw
tn? ?f ere' ini^nfTTi 11

Ibid., vend 3 and 4.

fxwt n'mmfTO TtfacfanTr fs^r tftwnrw'

Ti'T^ntwp^ -ro ** 1
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char Jayasimha Vira Kcraja was also the Lord of Kerala in view of

the mention of a King of Kerala in this record. Bur Kerala, accord-

ing to Mr. Rao, "is chat pate cf Malainadu north of KoUam and

adjoining the Coimbator and die Nilg'.ri Districts and the Mysore

Province; and if Mr. Roo would have ns believe that it was this

area which Ravi Varma‘s descendant had under his control, then we

have only to say that it is a historical solecism : we have so far no

proof that any king of Quilon ever ruled that part of Keraja lying

norrh of Quilon and extending up to and including Kolattiri, at

any period in the hisroiy of Kerala. Mr. Rao has thus achieved

here a Kcrala-Kupaka-e<|uation propped up on a misreading of the

last verse cf the inscription under study and of Samgramadliira s

records mentioning his return to and conquest of Kerala (verses 2

and 4 of the Conjevaram record).

We may also notice here another of Mr. Rao’s identifications, not

far removed in its essential weakness. This is the Kcpaka
1' Aetinga!“

cter <>

*t?rt

aumiwte >

wl trrn trafft f»f^r fitter

qg*fcrCTiff<raa. ««'.*>»4Rl II

14 Vide 7AS., to!. II. pp 54-55

25 Prof. X. N. 5anri is ancriticjl when he locates Kipaka in Sou* Travan-

«*e, as he docs in hi* CS., vd. I, p. 270. is veil as in his PK.. p. 124. By these

uatcnicats he has unconsciously lent his suppxt to this equation

26 The KOpalu-Attingal equation ii first advanced by Mr. Piilai which b

cuoird by Mr. Rao in 7AS.. voL II, p. 54. The basis ol this equation is said ta be

an insenpeon inmibed on the south bis; of the Apincsvntn tempi; at Attinga!.

stating that a princes ol Kfipaki renovated a shrine there about 752 M.E. (1577

A.C), a mentioned in TAS., voi VI. p. 81.

"*=*» * ara

..."etc
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Vcnad2T
cquacicn which he has advanced in die course of these

speculations, and which he lias himself concradicted later on,

when he says chat
4

‘by adoption and other relationships and by

conquest'’ Atiinga! ar.d Kupaka became merged in the royal house

This basis, it needs sctecely be said, is very weak. If su:h arguments arc valid,

i; would be c»y ro say chit any two kingdoms in Kerala an: identical The only

reasonable conclusion which, i( at all, may be drawn from this reference, is that

at that time the royal family o! Kfipaka was du: lord of Attingal also, an aspect not

unsupported by the evidence available from the Dutch records, edited by Mr.

Gallctti. The anther cf the TSM. has stated correctly that "the country about

Attingal was known in ancient days as Kfipjkadefa, a province altogether distinct

from Vetud” (vol. I, p. 254). Mr. U. S. P. Ayyar also unconsciously suppefts th»

view when he says that the Kupakadefa extended from Kannetti to Comorin

(QIKSP., vol. V, p. 31*9). Note also what Mr. Rao himself says in another context

(f/iS. t
vol. II, p. 54). *'Tl>c country round Kollam (v*lp>, Quilon) is colled the |ayaxiri-

gmJd, and 00c of the families of die kings on tbc Wes? Cooxt was known ui later

tiroes 3s of die layanihpnacro-mO^auruvaas: Attingal was pirtups the chid

ploce of these latex princes. In one of the inscriptions found in Attingal a lady wlio

calls herself a Kupaha princess is said to have built a temple for Siva. Tais fact

also enables tis to identify the Anngat family with the Inyisimhanattu-Tiruvacs cr

the Kupalus.” The reference to the inscription under study in the sentence

immediately following this quotation serves no useful purpose; it will senre merely

to mislead the lay reader by giving bun a wreag idea of tbc historxai position cf

raedern Travincccc. Tlie iiuinipticn of in equation and the citation cf :omc

inscriptions in support thereof are naturaly calculated to mislead the uninitiated and

unwary reader-

37 Acringal and Vcnld arc held to be one, popularly, because the Senior Rani

cf Travancorc is styled Attingal Mfutacamburlcti. However, there arc indications

to show that Atringil was an independrnt sovereign state; and the author of dxr

TSM. supports tliis view (vol. 1
, p 338J; we qixicc tire refram a passage quoted from

Hamilrcn’s Description of Hindeeun, voL II, p. 315:—
*'Th? Tambuicities cf Atringara possessed the sovereignty of Travancorc from

remote antiquity, until Raja Mariardcn Varnu pcTsuxdol die Taniburctcy to

resign the sovereign authority to die Rojas, both for Itcxsclf and for all succeed-

ing Tirnburcttics. To perpetuate these couditions a regular treaty was execute :i

bctwctxi (he Rau and the Tambuxetty. which was inscribed on a silver plate

and ratified by the roast solemn iotpcccauoiw, limiting the succession to the

offsjxiug* of die Attingal Tamburctric*’*

Thu i» an interesting citation which dirows much light 00 thr early liistory cf

Travancorc.

t.HCJ., MARCW, 194c
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of Travancorc.
5 ' If they arc one and the same, how could both

become merged in another royal house? Mr. Rao s authority for

dlls equation is evidently Mr. Snndaram Pillsi
J " who bases his view

on tile fact that a process of Kupaka renovated a shrine at

Arjingal.*' Comment on this is needless."

j8 Vide vol 11, p. 5+ ii) Vide UK., vol 11, p 7.

ju Vitlc note 27 ante.

31 One o£ t!ic moat favourite of the theories to which almost every writer on

Trawraurc liistoiy has taken care to lend his support it the tlfcXcy of die colhccril

leatxlus c£ die Venftd royal family, thus modelling it upon die royal family ol

Cochin. Tliia is certainly a boiclctt uuuaiprion, if. indeed, ane is to judge die

1hecry from die nature of the baits adduced in support thereof: for bdtt* there d re

Kottt, and stil the thcccy gathers strength, as it passes on from wntcr to writer.

An*mg ull writer* on Tmvanoorc Hiltccy, the only one writer who has condemned

die theory in unmistakable terms is Mr. A. K. Pistuiou in lus Intrcdnction to

IT. According to lum, this theory has far its source die ttitcmait of the Dutch

Governor, Von Collapse. Says he in his Mtmeir: ‘This state (of Trovancocc)

was Formerly divided among five houses, Trnvancorc. Atdngn, Ellcda Sumvan,

IVriully, nul Signatty, aixi since die fair fin* Mate* have been united, they

farm die most powerful state in Malabar"
{
polUtut p. 53). The period of tlux

document is 1743 AC, by which time Raj* Matcandi Varma. the maker of modem

Travancocc, had mux or less reduced JO subjection all d* states to the south <£

Quilon, ond unified them under his swny, and it is to this fact dm reference i*

mode. Tlic only powerful kingdom which still opposed Travanccre’s aggressive

policy was Quilon, and mil it continued as a septate political entity’ [ibid., p. 55}.

That Tnrjncom. mentioned in the quotation, and Attingal were till that time

different rovctcigD **atcJ we hive already shown from the quotation from Hamilton,

(vide note a8 4Me mil nUo GdileUi, p. 53. foccnotc 3). Sigrutti (QuOon) was even

in 1743 independent, and we knew from available ivconfa that tlx other two were

also independent kingdoms til z few years previous to 1743 AC. (»W., p. 55).

This primary aspect has been conveniently forgotten by almost all wnters, and the

latest to expound this theory was Mr. US. P. Ayyar,
(
SahrJdy 4. vol. Ill, No. 5,

pp. 15-38), in spite of the fact that the theory hod already been ihovn by Mr. A.

K. Pishoroti to be basdeso. It cccd scarcely be said that the tboocy is absolutely

unfounded, and is gainst every evidence arailible, whether it be from literature or

from epigraphy or from Dutch and other records. \fo womUr, therefore, din*

almost every writer who has openly aupported this tluocy hid had aao to con-

tradict it nt one :t;gc or other in the course of hr wntings on the subject. A
icudcnt of history will clearly nonce that, till about the period of the Dutch writer

qucccd abavo thot pun of Kerojs which is now comprised in the mixlcm State of
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Equally uncritical is his pronouncement chat in medieval and

later times the more important kingdoms of Malninadu were the

MOsaka* of Kolatciri. the Kupakas of Kollani and the Venadu longs

of Souch Travancorc .'
1

It deserves to be mentioned that chc

Ketata he had spoken of previously as a kingdom to the north of

KoIIam is here totally ignored for obvious reasons." His mention

Travanenre wis composed d a number of kingdoms which were functioning »ncc

tlxr time d their inception, as septraic fdtlicd til) iky w\;rv suppressed and

consolidated by die c«xiquc*ts of Rn|»i MaiiamU Vjriua, who ri, tltetcfocc, styled

the maker of mctlcm Travaiicuic In 1673 according to 4 report of Von Geeni

printer! til Vrtlcntijn, TfOVimcorc, ended two lv>urs march north of TengapAtenmun.

will cxnbrmcd csty 700 soum miUx uw uidi of modem Tnvramorc. The

Attingil SvArupAtn lay 10 the notih of Travancoct aim! south of Quilon. Tnwauh

the end of the 17th ernexuy Kdamw (Kerda Vjrran), Raja of Travmicorc, i« det-

crilxd in Dutch Recurih a* the Qtu«t of Attingol’s vassal (N. Nfackwl) (VmL*

GAhiit,
p. 53, hoc-ante In viuW of these f^ct>. tbc proiniwui uv of d*-

remit Trjvanmc. Aniugal. Kftpdkn nnd Vcnld snd of their varied possible com-

Ixtutfiem which slnfigute the writing* an this subject, in n> fir is they dral With

ancient, medieval and airly «|U*lem fctu*k u strictly ant of pl*ce. and this lias

tended considerably to vitiate the c*»rrcct understanding of the history of this part

of Kcraln. This has also introduced imncorsscry confitsJon and avoidable mistakes

which are rampant in nor merely popdtr hook* ce\ the subject. Inn in even those

works which purport to he scientific anti authoritative. Compare for iiMtatlCtr tlx-

fallowing extract from die 73Af, (sol. 1
.

p. 228): The soudwm-most pcction is

"calkd at different timet by the name* of .V/mjikakd.uifMm Kwp&kAndhsm. Vfnarf.

Trppfppur. T\ru&didci*m or TiruuitAmkoJc etc/* This statement is absolutely in-

correct The first of these areas. Miiuki, is nee in the southernmost area of Kerala,

but it is in die northernmost part; KOpaka it in the south. but it is district and

different from VeniJ and confined zo the territory abccit Quilon while, so fs«r as

tlsc available histories of Travancorc an: CMKcrncd. dir ctact relationship of die

Iasi four is a subject which is yet to be chscklatcd. Ancknt anil modem Kerala,

Vetrid and modem Travrancccc were distinct anil different territorial units and.

therefore, die equation of tbc one with the other, and that 01 a speculative bask,

is a distortion of history.

3a TAS., voL 11
. p. 54 This %lww> that tbc autlior has nut studied the history

nf Kcraja of the period. The AtringahKupaka'VcnBd equation having hccu

adumbrated and Adoptions from KoUttunnd to Vernd (also vide TSM.. vol. II, p. 60)

having been postulated, Mr. Rjo’s statement ultimately tend* to wggest diat Vcnld

was the most important kingdom in all Kcm|a at that rime I

3j TAS vol II. pp 54-55. Kceuja is the name he sny\ by which tl*c land

lying narth of Quilon was known.
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of Kupaka side by side with Venad is against the Venad-Kupaka

equation he has advanced.'*' Mr. Rao is evidently oblivious of what

he has written earlier and contradicts himself! He is, however, not

an exception: for almost every writer on Ttavancorc History has

confused the terms KereJa, Trav.mcote, Venad and Kupaka. They

hast: always failed (o realise the significant fact that modem Travan-

cote is not Venad, and that Venad was only one among the many

kingdoms in the present political unit called Travancore.”

In advancing statements such as those mentioned above, Mr.

R.10 seems greatly obsessed by his own Jaynsiniha Vila Kerala equa-

tion and the importance of modem Travancore 111 Kerala politics of

the day, and he has, therefore, failed to view the inscription under

study in its proper historical perspective. That is the most chari-

table construction we may put on these, his loose lucubrations.

We owe it to Mr. Rao, who is the pioneer in the field of cpi-

gmphical studies on the West Coast, to examine the basis on which

lie has postulated the Jayasiroha Vtra Kcraja equation and assumed

that die full name of Ravi Varma Samgramadhira's father was

Jayasimha Vira Kerala Varma. He has cited as his authority El.

vol. IV, viz., the reference given by Dr. Hultzsch in a footnote,

while editing Dr. Kiclltom's study of the Conjevarem record and

his own remarks elsewhere in the second volume of the TAS."

34 If Kupakn is Attingai and both are identical with Vci?a<| why should the

former be described ns becoming merged in the last? This should have been

explained-

35 See tsotc 32 ant* We may here nvtirron some of the ocher longdoms

which have gone co make up nwxlcm Travinowc. beginning from Ac north, they

ire Alaigid and P*rur. I<Jappa||i. VacakkcnkOr, Tekkenkur. Amtal.ippisJfl. Knyam*

ktihm, Quilan. Qraviyi. Atangal. Kouatakkara. etc Available evidence proves

that all these were different political un:ts. cich under :ts own chie f till roughly

ab<v#r (1725 A.C)s The frsr .six, exrepring perhaps, IdjppcIJi ae certain tines, wc*c

the feudatotio of the Pcnimpa;appu Mtippil till tyfio A.D.

36 Vide El.. voL IV, p. 146; hid

.

p 293; also TAS, vol. II. pp. 16-17 and

54 -
55*
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The former reference which is co the inscriptions of 644 M.E.

(1469 A.C.)
1

' and 671 M.E. (1496 A.C.)" decs noc at all prove

anything of the kind. These two inscriptions only prove that the

royal family of Quilon in those years still had the name

fayisimhanvaya neither more nor less. And of these the former

mentions chc name of king Aditya Varma and the latter, that of

king Vira Kerala Varma. If on the basis of the lacter inscription one

could postulate a Vira Kerala Varma as die founder of the lays-

simbanvaya of Quilon, we fail to see why the former could not be

uciliscd to postulate also that his name was Jayasimha Aditya

Varma. One fails to see why this has not been done so far, unless

it be die anxiety 10 find an epigraphies! Vira Kerala Varma as an

ancestor of the l ravancore Svariipom as in the case of the Perumpa-

tappu Svarupam. Hence we come to the conclusion that the

reference given in the El. dees not supporc die identification

advanced by Mr. Rao.‘
ill

37 Tl* im of the iiucriptiwi runs 4 * fellows:

siwirrnr^t ftpRfoinniftfrav

This inscription stares that Aditya Varma. born of the* family of Jiyarimha,

was then rise chief of Cirntayi. on independent kmgtkmi This kaig had the titles

AkhtUkMdutiUbhi and Strvihgoniibs, area-ding to Mr. UUur Paruniciwara Ayyar,

who, like »n>c other writers, takes c/cry qualifying adjective a a ride, when used

with tcfcrcncc to chc chiefs of chc kingdoms in what now forms pirt of Tnvancorc

(VD. voL I, p. 96) It cmy also be noticed here char chc same writer states that

diis Aditya Varma was a king of Vcnftd, i.c„ of Travanccrc. which, in chc sense in

which we understand ebr TCiru now. was non-existent at die rime of die

inscription (ibid.). 38 This is the inscripticn under study.

39 Compare 7cydtimbuy* vxrokeroti uo/month' and 'tiUkit&l*yoitmbonvayoh\

/p !c deserves to lx pointed out here that the statement of Dr. Hultzscli is

Siffiriendy vague to justify tlx drawing of die coculusiun set f<xdi by Mr. Rao,

namely that Jayasiraha, the father of Ravi Vinna, was the binder of die Quilon
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Coming co Mr. Kao’s own lucubrations in the matter, it must

be stared ar rhe very outset that these do not at all add to his

credit.
' Tlic passage 'uttba lodvtmtajinanct could not certainly

refer to any ancestor cf Vila Kerala hue only to his descendants.

If die whole verse i9 taken as refaring to the original ancestor and

his family, then the inscription cannot lx: taken to refer to any

reigning king by name; that is to say, the same passage could not

nr. the same time refer to an ancestor Jayasimha Vira Kerala and tn

a reigning king Vira Kcraja. Of these, the reference to tlic latter

is die correct one and more apposite. The inscription under study

states categorically that die king mentioned therein is Jayasimha

Vira Kcraja Varmn: neither more nor less. And, therefore, merely

on the basis of this insctiption, it cannot certainly be held that the

full name of Ravi Varnia Kulasckhara s father was Jayasimha Vila

Kcraja, a postulation that cannot be accepted, even if we are prepared

to accept Mr. Rao’s interpretation of rise first verse of this inscrip-

tion. The first king of die Jayasimha family at Qnilon might, after

all, have been 3 Vira Kerala Varma, but lhal fid could not

be assumed, much lets established, from tbit inscription; and, in

any case, that king, die founder of chc Qnilon royal family, could

not he die father of Ravi Varma Kulasckhara. For, in the first

place, the latter was only a Jayasimha and not a Jayasimha Vira

Kcraja Varma. Secondly, he could not for a prima facie reason be

a member of the Qnilon royal faintly, since if he was a member of

that family, he could, not have married in that family. For aught

we know, Jayasimha, the father of Ravi Varma Kulasckhara, was

royal home. For he Hill nee ducidntc hu vcw then or cvai when editing tlic pope;

of Mr. Vmktyyj on the Vira RSghava Cakravniri plate; it wnull, therefore^ only

mean that, though he was prepared to accept this view, hr w*< not tokl enough to

openly avow it, and if he did not accept, he wj» not prepared to contradict it. Thin

Ik did help Uk misinccrsianding and hence the interpretation.

41 Probably, Mr. Rao wis an unconscious victim of the theorisings of Messrs.

Sumlartm Pillai and Venluyyi. fused on the vague suggestion of Dr. Hultrsch.
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not a member of the Jaydilmbinvaya of Quilon: he muse have be-

longed to a distinctly different family. Even if we assume for mete

arguments' sake that Jayasimlia was a member of die Jayasimha-

nvaya of Quilon—this is very untenable, because that family like

other royal families on the West coast was then following

Marumdkkiltiyam ‘

*

—still he could not be identified as the founder

of the Jayasimbinvaya cf Quilon, if, indeed, the country is sup-

posed to have derived its name fayatuhganadu from die name of

the founder of the kingdom, for the country was called by this name

even as early as the first quarter of die 13th century." Hence we

have necessarily ro conclude that the long and loose lucubrations of

Mi. Rao arc beside the point, since they ate evidently based on

unfounded speculations;" and, therefore, we cannot, on the evi-

dence cited by Mr. Rao. accept the position that the founder of the

41 TSM.. wolud have it thtt the royal families o£ die Wot Coaic were all

foBowmg the MdrumdltkiMygm law of inheritmer from the rcmorcat does. a view

Hjpfoitcd by epigraphsc)! evidence also, not to speak of traditions and

chncrncks. Ic is aid that Codun was following tlus mode of inheritance*

from die time ol its inception, and we know from inscriptions that the

kingdom cf Ciavilyi was also fodowaig die same system The Grnrayi Muttavar

granted to a certain family MAhoyntd tights and other povdegrs in the

Muttakikuicd temple at Vlrakcmlipuiam in 5cuih Travsncorc. and these gifts

nude at vrrxxl periods Ln history ax: enumerated in the plate ol 821 M.E,. in which

die pccvms grants arc alto mentioned—the giants made m the Kollsm years 337,

49c, 628, ?5a, etc., and them grants, it is categorically stated, were made by tl>c

•ncles of the luthor of the phtc (vide TAS., vol. IV. p. 15 1). From tlus we may

conduct that from 337 ME. {1162-3 al -CiSt d* CittVflyi royal house must

have been following the MarH*hiMniHaytiv law of inheritance. We also know civet

Ravi Varrm Kulaackltari of Quilon had a son, but. so far as we know, be did not

wirard his father on the thronr of Quilon (ARE., 1926. part ii, p. 104). Frotn tl*c«c

documents and dtatxms we also conclude dtat Gravjyi was functioning as an in-

dependent sratc from 337 M.E. In die light of this mfernylion, one cannot under-

stand the significance of the statements of certain writers that Quilon and Circvayi

jihI VenJii were all one and die sanx from very ancicnc times!

43 Compact* die inscription of fadvarman KuUickhara l, dated iac6 A.C.

{Mu 370 uf 1916, MraVas).

44 If ,u all iIksc have any bases they 01c tin* *uggv>«u»ro of Mr. Suritlirimi

Kllu.
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royal house of Quilon was a Vira Kcraja Varma and dial he was the

lather of Ravi Varma Kulasckharadcva, styled Sariigramadhira.

Mr. Rao has indulged in another sarics of peculations in sup-

port of lus position, which, if anything, has the colour of historical

romance. We may be excused the following full extract from his

studies

:

4fl

"The facti dint Vira Pandya t«v>l< refuge will* the KOpnlcn king at Kollnn

and that his ton bears n distinctly Kcra|n name. Vfrn KcriU. enable us to sur-

mise ilut thr then rrgntng Kupalca was perhaps tumid Vira Kerala, that his

daughter wai married by Vira Pnndya ind that PS^ya own prince was

named after the maternal grand father.'*
41

“In all probability, the Vira Kemb, king cf die Kupnka country, conquered

by Vira Pandya was the fatlxe t>£ Sirngramndkir* Rivi Virmnn. l? Ravi

Vorumi. in his turn, is said co hove married die daugh** n PJmlyn king,

after defeating him; it might be that Ravi Varman attacked and defaced die

adversary of Vila Pfindya {U ViUruma Pindya 4* and married his daughter." 1 •

45 Vide TAS. t vol li, p. 17.

46 The fallacy of rhis rcconstrurtim a ckiddated by Prof. K. N. Sostri (vide

PK.. p. 130).

47 We have already shown die absurdity of the idcnrifxnbcm of Jayirirplu,

father of Ravi Varma Kulakkhwa of Qtlibn, with Vira Kerala Vannn of Quilon.

48 The inscriptions of Ravi Vannn state due be conquered Vim Pandya and

rot Vikrannn Pip^yj. This latter name is not specifically mentioned in any of tlx

records of Rari Varma.

49 Samgraraadhim's epigraphs disclose the fact that he married dx daughter

of a PSndyan king. It is not stated that he mirried his adversary Vikrama Pandya's

daughrer. The ossumprions nude by Mr. Rao thar he defeated Vikruna Pandya and

married his diughtcr arc presumably based upco a floating verse quoted in The 1ST ,

which says that a ruler of Venad, named Vira Ran Varma, defeated a Vikrama

Pandya and turned his daughter. The vtrsc runs as fellows:

starre yr*n vrar v> wrrasraf a*
<W-h*W4> w-iHiiiPd: 1

trjw"

TOW 7T*T ^5" -Rflt TOI-WUWfrT II

ThU 1CTK would rrjkc it dear that Ravi Varma of Quilon cannot be iicntifio!

with Vira Ravi Varna of VenkL This idcnrificatica is advanced uncritically enough

by some writers in Malnyulam, tad it is found accepted by Dr. S. K. Ayynngat ard

Venlutararanuiuyya. (NIA. vol. 1 . pp. 147-80; JOR.. vol XII, pp. 192-316}.
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Wkh die frimdihip diuf Kcurcd with VUa Paru^yj arni ViJcrima Pandya by

do. lie w« nblc to overrun tbc country a\ in north as Conjeraraen,

defeat the Tdugu-Coda pcittto3" and be auuiitcd it Kind."

For sheer boldness of speculator) this passage stands

unrivalled.
1

* An attempt is here made, with a show of success, to

reconstruct the history of the Pandyas and of Kerala in die

thirteenth century, as Mr. Rao would have it. Jhe two bases on

which he has reared up his superstructure 3te: (i) A Vira Pandya

had a son named Vira Kerala Pindyadeva, the first part of which

name is distinctly Malayali and (ii) che Quilon inscription of 671

M.E. (1496 A.C.) mentions a fayasimha Vira Kerala Varma. It

is really inscrutable how on these two grounds merely, Mr. Rao

could postulate such a theory. It is assumed chat the Kupaka king at

whose court Vira Pandya took refuge
1 *—diis Vira Pandya is really to

be assigned to die later half of the 12th century—muse have been

a Vira Kcraja, for the refugee's son is found named Vira Kerala;

and iu support of this position it is further speculated that die re-

50 These tit the Viceroys of Kikariyu who hckl die Codas undo subjection.

Available inscription! evidence does not justify the assumpons lice advanced by

Mr. Rao.

51 Mr. Rao’s speculations 00 page 55. TAS.. vcl. 11. would have it that Ra*i

Varan’s consort might be the daughter of Jatavuuian Sundora P3ndy& 1 )
"hose

fifteenth year of rdgn fell in lijo or of Miravamun Kuklekh.ua whose fortieth

year fell in 1308 cc of Viktanu Pinclya, an ca riser king, who might have lived

earlier diar. :;&B or of cne like him who to<k pair in the wars of Plndyan succession

of die iath century. Nothing is gained by speculations like these. The last of

these alternatives reveals Mr. Kao’s complete ignorance of the Pandyan history of

die period. It is out of die question, sauce it is preposterous to assume that Vikrnnw

Pandya. the predecessor of Kulakkhan (accession 1190). had a dsughrcr to be

given in mtrnagc to Rsvs Vanna bem in lot6 A.C. No doubt Mr. Svamikoiuiu

Pillai has postulated 1 Vikianu Pindva whose secession is swl to have been iu 1209

A.C, but the existence of such a king acd his reigu is yet to be established cci

sufficient data.

5* This apart, die dating of Vira Pandya. here assumed, is wrong, *s we have

already pointed cue The cmqucioe of Quilon and dsc lain refugee tlsoc lived in

die last pirt of the twelfth century, fee Jitararixan Kulafcklura PJndya, the toe

ceisor of VikiJins Pindva snd the opponent of Vira Piiujys, ntecoded the throne in

liyo A.C

I4LQ-, MOKCM, 1940 ai
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fugcc king must have married die Quilon king’s daughter, when,

on a former occasion, he reached Quilon as a conqueror,'
1

which

incident has been placed by historians in about 1170 A.C, The

Kiipaka king at whose court Vira Pandya look tefuge, it is said, in

the 13th century must have been a Vira Kerala, for the inscription

cf 1496 A.C. speaks of a Quilon king of the same name in 1496

!

Since Ravi Virma's father is stated to have been a Jayasimha, and

since Ravi Varma was bom in 1266 A.C., die postulated Vira

Kerala Varma of Kupaka, the opponent of Vira Pandya, and this

Jayasimha must be identical: and, therefore, Ravi Varma’s father

Jayasimha who is held to be the founder <£ die royal family of

Quilon becomes a Vira Kerala! It is also stated that it was this

Vira Pandya who helped Ravi Varma to defeat the Colas and

Pandyas (about 1311-12 A.C.) . This line of argumentative specu-

lation is certainly very interesting: but it is fiction, not history.

Tlic absurdity of the whole speculation is plainly manifest in

die second pare of the extract given above. Ravi Varma’s inscrip-

tions, and with these Mr. Rao must have been familiar when he

wrote tins sort of history, do not show that Ravi Varma conquered

Vikrama Pandya and married his daughter. The enemy whom he

relentlessly attacked and defeated more than once was Vira Pandya

who, according to Mr. Rao, was Ins own brother-in-law. Tfae

PanAyaUnaya, whom he married, might have been, but is not

necessarily, the daughter of Vikrama Pandya.
3
' And lastly, we

have no information from Ravi Vanna's epigraphs thac Vira Pandya

(earliest date 1296 A.C.) and Vikrama Pandya (latest date 1296

53 This he oid sometime about 1170, and naturally therefore this Vira Piadyi

cannot be idendfcod with the contenfKxary of Ravi Varma Kulaseklura (vide CS.t

vol II. p. ia8; PK, t p. 130 a).

54 The sentence 'IsyAsrcMtkrtrt niiuabacanm phukysUntylm* cannot be

taken to mem nut die frinezss whom be married was the daughter cf Vskoma

?ij>iyj. If at »!l any inference might be drawn frem such a statement, it would

only mean chat he married his patren’s daughter, i.c. tbe daughter of Moravanuar-

KuLifekhara Devi Trbhuvanacakxavarti
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A.C.) helped him to overcome and conquer the Telugu-Codas. Ail

there are bom of his imagination.

"

It is our feeling chat Mr. Rao muse ultimately take his stand

on Mr. Venkayya’s statement;" we must, therefore, notice how the

latter author utilised the inscription under study ro determine the

age of the Vira Raghava plate. States Mr. Venkayya

:

'll thii cone)mica it correct (that is, that the saxl plate is not earlier than

the 14th centuiv), the Vira Keraja Cairavaiti wiiosc titscendxnt Vira Raghavo

pcefeae* to hare been, may perhaps be identified with Jayasiqiha tins Vira

Kernja Varna meoriooed in the toe inreriptiocis from the Western coast, es

the founder of a rote of kings snd with Jayasmha, the lather cf Ravi Vinra

atUi Kulofekhara. As Ravi Varnia, the sen of Javasimha. atccndcd the throre

about 1300 A.C Vira Rlghava could not hare lived earlier than die 14th

ccmuiy.”

Here the distinguished epigraphisc has suggested that the

founder of die royal family of Quilon, called Jayasimbanvaya, was

the father of Ravi Varma Kulasckhara, and that his full name was

Jayasimha Vira Keraja Varma, and the suggestion is, ic is stated,

bared on the inscription under study as well as dial of 644 MlE.

We have already shown that these two inscriptions cannot be cited

in support of such a suggestion. Again, the Vira Raghava Cakra-

varti of die place was die lord of Mahodayapura (Ccanganur), which

was the capital of the Perumpacappu (Cochin) Royal house till 1341

A.C., and as the plate was assigned to 1320 A.C., it is not known

how an anccstot of Vira Raghava could have hailed from Quilon,

and this ancestor, be it noted, had not the name Jayasimha, accord-

name Vira Keraja. According to this interpretation, Vira Keraja

was removed from Vira Raghava by only about a generation or two,

which is cco much to assume on the basis of the statement "Vita

55 No tueh reference i» foiirn* made in the inveriptierj of Ravi Varma. We
ire in the dark why Mr. Rao mistraied the content! 0! the Mcripeon. The ca-

exisrnre of the princes. Vikrama PSndya and Vira PSndya, m co-regent! a extremely

doubtful.

56 ft. vol. IV. p. 393.
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Kerala Cnkraverti mure mitrayayi paU nurayirathandu cengolna-

dalli." And if we assume that Ravi Varma was Vira Raghava's

immediate predecessor, it is rather strange chat no mention should

have been made of such a glorious conqueror and scholar. The

fact is that Mr. Venkayva had heard of only few Vira Keralas

in Kerala history prior to 1496 A.C., and he warned to con-

nect the Vira Kerala of the Kottayam plate with sonic Vira Kerala

before 1320, without trying to inquire of the dynasty, capical,

title, traditions, etc., of the kings concerned."

The basic assumptions being proved to be wrong, Mr. Ven-

kayya's identification of the Vira Kerala Cakravarci of the plate with

the founder (Vira Kerala?) of die Jayasimha royal family of Quiloo

must be pronounced as wrong—such speculations based on in-

sufficient or no daca not only do not advance die cause of research,

but materially retard its progress by giving an entirely wrong lead

to die unwary students who are apt to cake disinguished cptgraphists

at their word.

Enough has now been said to show that the varied speculations

and assumptions made on the basis of die inscription under seudy,

namely that die founder of the Jayasimha dynasty of Quilon was a

Jayasimha Vira Kerala Varma and tlur this Vira Kerala Varma was

identical with the fadicr of Ravi Varma Kulasckhara, arc

untenable. Incidentally, we have also shown diat the Kupaka-

-Venad equation, assumed by Mr. Sundaram Pillai and

accepted by Mr. Rao, is also unjustified, being based, as wc have

shown, on very weak grounds. These unwarranted assumptions

57 This plate is studied in rxtenso in the writers' paper, Cochin tbo*t i$co

A.C. published in the MCM.. vol. XXII, December 1939. pp- 100 ir8. It

is however funr.y that, though this identification o

:

the Vira Kerala Varma

of the Kottayam f*#tc Ins long ago been exploded, still the latter postulation,

that Ravi Varna’s father was a Vira Kernja Vamu and that ho founded the royal

family of QuJon, has become the favourite theme of almost all wrirrrs on Travan-

ccce history.
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anti inferences have introduced not a little of confusion in the study

of the history of the ancient kingdoms comprised in die modem

state of Travancorc. It will also be clear from what has been said

that the Jayasimha of the inscription is neither the king of Kerala,

nor of Vcnld, nor of Travancorc; nor again can he be termed a co-

regent o£ the Travancorc king;’* and the family on which pros-

perity is invoked is the royal family of Quilon and not the royal

family of modern or ancient Travancorc.

K. R. PlSHAROTI

A. G. Warriar

58 Vide TSM.. voL I, p. 175.
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Shcr Shah's Parganahs and ihcir administrative Officials

So much has been written about the administrative system of

Shcr Shah, that there appears to have been left little room for im-

provement. Scholars have waxed eloquent when talking of his

government, but sometimes they have not been vet)' accurace. For

example what lias been said about his Parganahs may need a little

revision in the light of more reliable facts.

It is well-known that Slier Shall appointed some superior

officers in charge of rhe Sarkar and some subordinate officers in

charge of the Parganah. There were in the Sarkar a chief Shikdar

and a chief MunsifE “to watch the conduct of berth of the Amils

and the people so that the Amils should not oppress or injure the

people or embezzle king's revenue; and if any quarrel arose among

the king’s Amils regarding the boundaries of the parganahs they

were to settle it
.” 1

The Anuls were in charge of revenue collection

of the Parganahs snd they had, besides their responsibility to the

chief Shikdar and chief Munsiff, to send reports) most probably of

their collections and the condition of their districts to the emperor

direct .

1 The office of the Amil seems to have been one of great

importance, so that, Shcr Shah is reported to have once remarked

that “there is no such income and advantage in other employments

as in the government of a district’ ' Amildati most probably resem-

bled die colleccccship of a modern district on a smaller scale.

In the Pargmah there were “a Shikkdir, a Munsiff, a treasurer,

a Persian writer and a Hindwi witter.'" This is according to the

Wakial-i'Muitaki. Abbas Khan gives a different account. “There

was" he -ays “appointed in every pargnna one Amir, one God-

i Eliot and IXiwDn. HlUcry of Indue. cold by lu ourn ktsteitaw, vol. IV,

P- *»+

* /W- P- Vi-
lbd- P-

55'-

3 Ibid
. p. 414.
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fearing Shikkdar, one treasurer, one karkun to write Hindi and one

10 wnte Persian; and he ordered his governors to measure the land

ever)' harvest, to collect the revenue according to the measurement,

and in proportion to the produce, giving one share co the cultivator,

and half a share to the mukaddam: and fixing the assessment with

regard to die kind of grain, in order that the mukaddams, and

Chaudhuris and Amils should not oppress the cultivators- Before

his time it was nor the custom to measure the land, but there was a

Kanungo in every pargana from whom was ascertained die present,

past and probable future state of the parganah. In every sarkar he

appointed a chief Shikdar and a chief Muroiff; that the)- might

watch the conduct of both Amils and the people "" Here

we have the names of as many as eight officials associated with the

parganah administration. It is difficult to ascertain as to what

exactly were their duties, or whether all of them were actually

meant for a parganah. What exactly were the ducies of the Amir

and Shikdar as compared wich chose of chc Amil, the Chaudhuiy

and the Mukaddam has nowhere been suggested cr made clear.

And without any mention of a Munsiff attached to a parganah.

Abbas Khan speaks of a chief Munsiff in a Sarkar. Wakist-i-

Mustiki is however more systematic and dear. As evident from

the quotation given above, there were five officers in a parganah.

As to their functions, the Shikdar was like a general manager, who

looked after the revenue collection, punished all lawlessness or con-

tumacy in connection with revenue collection, and maintained peace

and order in general. Thus he was expected to perform police

duties within his jurisdiction. The Munsiff was "appointed fee

examining chc brands in the armies on die frontiers',, and it was

before him that "at the branding time every man came forward

and showed his horse and rendered his accounr."
1 The Shikdar,

3 Elbe: isiA Dnrwa, op ell., V*>1 . IV, pp. 4*3-14 6 Ibid
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after collecting royal revenue, handed it over to the treasurer a

Fotnhdar. The two Kaikuns or clerks assisted the trcasurei and the

munsilf in keeping accounts of the revenue collection and records

ol chc branding of the army and accounts rendered by cadi soldier.

Bur here some confusion has been created by writers from

Abbas Khan to Prof. K. Qaiiungo. They speak of a chief Munsiff

in a Sarkar, but do not say whether there were Munsitfs in the

parganahs, without whom it would be absurd to speak of a chief

Munsiff. Dr. R. P. Tdpadii seems to have agreed with Prof.

Qaiiungo in dropping the Munsiff from the adnunisirativc arrange-

ment of n parganah, Wibiat-i-musriki, however, menriens that "in

every pargana there was a Shikkdar, a Munsiff, a treasurer, a Persian

writer and Hinduwi writer, and in every Sarkar there was a duct

Shikkdar and a chief Munsiff Munsiffs were appointed for

examining die brands in the armies on the frontiers." Further on.

the same authority mentions that Slier Shah “kept an army in the

upper country; one aimy in Bengal, one at Rohtas, one at Malwa,

one at die fort of Chitor, one in Khajwara, one in die country of

Dhandcra, one in Nagor and Judhpur. and in the forr of Rantam-

bliot and Bajwara. No fort in the country was without a garrison

or a commandant..’'* Since die country had been garrisoned, dieic

must have been Munsiffs in most of chc Parganabs. There muse

have been vety few parganabs without a Munsiff, so that he was

considered an indispensable adjunct to die paganah government in

general. That was again because practically every parganah had a

Faijdar, and "at the branding time every man came forward and

showed his horse and rendered his account.’” Hence we can main-

tain chat parganah government was tun by five civil officers viz. chc

Shikdar, the Munsitf, the Fotahdar, and two Karkuns, and a

Faujdar. who was the bead of the military contingent posted there.

7 Elliot and Dowion, op. erf.. voL IV, p. 551. 8 Ibid.. pp. 551-53.

9 Ibid., pp. 415-551.
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As regards the number of parganahs Prof. Qanungo discusses

Elliot’s and Abbas Khan’s statements, and comes to the conclusion

that there were 1 13.000 villages, which Abbas Khan calls parganahs

by mistake." Dr. Tripathi rightly cricciscs Prof. Qanungo’s con-

clusion a9 absurd, because that would mean that Sher Shah had

565 ,000 official; and 226,000 semi-officials (Mucjaddams and

Paewaris) to manage these 113,000 villages." THc statement of

Wakiat-i-musiaki appears more reasonable and perhaps true to facts

when it mentions that "the whole of the tcmtorics in his (Sher

Shah's) possession contained 13,000 parganahs."" Assuming thac as

an approximately correct figure we can manitain that there were

nearly 70,000 civil and military officers in charge of all the par-

ganas of the empire. Below them were the Muqaddams and

Patwaris who were semi-officials in charge of villages. Several

villages formed a parganah, as several parganahs constimted a Sarkar.

H. N. SlNHA

A Note on the Sabdanirpaya

In a note on the Sabdanirnaya.' Mr. Makhanlal Mukhcrji has

attempted to find fault with Appayya Diksita for a statement thac

he has made in the Siddbantadesasamgraha. regarding a work called

Nyayanirnaya. The extract cited by Mr. Mukhci|i from the

Siddbhitalesasarngraha is as follows: KW-ti-dirfiriJt-

jrgwflic: tftt , There cannoc he any

doubt thac the Nyayanirnaya is a work composed by die Vivara-

nacarya (i.e.) Prakasacman, according to the statement cited

above. Mr. Mukhcrji ij aware of a Sabdantrnayg of Praka-

satman and the term Nirnaya evidently made Him seek for

10 Sber Sb*b> p. 351.

11 Some Aipctt* vj Mujlirn 'AdmmijirtUon, p. 352.

ti Elliot and op dt.. vol. IV, p. 551

, WQ, vd. XV, pt 3 pp. 435 44*

MARCH, IC)^0 22
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inan expression of the view pm forward in die excraa cited above i

the Nirnaya (Sabdanirnaya) of Prakasatman and he was fortunate in

finding a passage which expresses the same line of argument.

Hence lie concluded that Appaya was referring to die &bdanirnaya

when he said Nyayanirnaya in the extract 'aroRrort i

Tliis statement of Mr. Mukherji is not, to jay the least,

watranted. Appayya Diksita refers to the Nyayanirnaya in two

different places in the Siddbantaleiaiamgraba. One of the two

references is the same as has been noticed by Mr- Mukherji. The

other passage runs as follows :
— "*3t ^5w<?r =JTR-

f«Kr$l8>ttWT 5F7r--!RWr jtHTaivtartiiT* Tliis

passage has evidently escaped the notice of Mr. Mukherji.

It will be clear from the latter passage rhat Nyayanirnaya is a work,

dealing with die Adhikaranas in die Braliniasucras. And it is cco

well-known that Sabdanirnaya has nothing ro do with adhikaranas

os such, and therefore cannot be the work referred to by Appayya

Diksita. And it is not known how this passage was nussed by Mr.

Mukherji.

Among the works of Prakasatman, it should be noted, that

there is a work called Sartrakanyayasamgraha or Sarirakanyayanirnaya,

or simply Nyayajamgraba or Nyayanirnaya. The work is a short

and terse exposition of the Nyayas that could be extracted from the

various Adhikaranas of the Brahnusutras. Both the references in the

SiddbanlalAasarngtaka could be traced to that work. The first of

the references in Siddhintaleiasamgrtba may be ated once again,

but in more detail. The passage runs thus:—

-

W'faiswrofa «i 1 1 r«« afatmuft-

rn-Srflt -twoflfOT,

q tJwi^ sf?

awwiir^r ere.*

2 SiiMhint*{*Ufd»9gr*hfl
t
Madras Umveriity edition, p. 69

3 Madras Univemty oditicn, p. 54
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This jnay be compared with the following pasage, found in

the Sartrakanyiy&samgraha or Nirntya of Prakasacman:

ot <wi swwiflftftfFRrt «i-inf*i<n=n«!t*wt, inftJrr-

wnt; i
stfitmiafli^Whi-

5T(-'tlR4l4‘t'(< ?% ®>fr-W9ai‘ I

The second of the extract which reads as follows

:

"tat *rnrrf*wra” ^nMqlTtrf’OT a^wojt'T

n^M>wwisT

may be compared with die following passage ill the SariraMnyaya-

samgreha:—

h*#? TOft tmiff-t vitfmd:. trefa ^ ctFs ^WToaq^; etc.*

These passages cannot leave us in doubt as to the identity of the

work referred to by the audior of the Sidclhantaiesasa mgraha

.

The

Nydysnirnaya of Vivaranicaiya is identical with the Sarhaka-

nyiyasamgrabi or Nyiyini’naya. It is not proper to attribute

ignorance to Appayya Diksica.

It is rather inexplicable to note diat Mr. Mukherji has over-

looked the second of the references. Mr. S. S. Suryanamyana

Sastri who has edited the Siddhantaleusamgraha with tramlanon

and notes has drawn pointed attention to the second of the two

extracts and compared it with the passage found in the Sartrakar.ya-

yastmgraha in the Appendix:’ and Mr- Mukherji seems to have

had access to that edition. Any way. the fact remains that in this

instance, Appayya Diksita has not gone wrong.

T. R. Chintamani

4 Madras University edition of rbr SMrdkd nyaydSArn fr<tbt
. pp. 267.

5 See above.

6 Mwtris Univcnity ed ition, p. 6&

7
See page xxiv.



TJte Silver and Copper Coinage of Pre-Moghul India

A silver com of about 170 to r8o grains had existed in India

under various names, long before Sher Shah had begun to coin silver

rupees. The Turkish Delhi emperor Altajnish (1210-35) introduced

a silver coin of 165 grains, following in its bioad flat shape most likely

the Central Asia patterns. It was a tankah, and tnnkahs remained

the principal type of silver in the kingdom of Delhi, and North

India, up 10 the time of die Moghuls. Alaud-din of die Khalji

dynasty (1295-1315) scruck that type of tankahs in gold, a piece

weighing 170 grains, a close copy of his silver tankah.

The Delhi kingdom however had not achieved at that time a

satisfactory system of frictional currency. As had been die case in

other parts of India during previous periods, many attempts were

made to use billon, an amalgam of silver with copper, for chat

purpose. These pieces of fractional currency were named gxn 1.

The tankah was divided into 48 pares, and 8, 6, 12 and 16 gani

pieces were issued. It seems that no attempt was made to coin the

fractional denominations out of the same material (i.c. silver) ns the

tankahs. This may have been due to an insufficient supply of

silver. Whatever die reasons may have been, they were likely

practical ones; billon coins were also used a good deal in Europe

during the middle ages. In India the Moghuls very definitely

abandoned the coining of billon, returning to pure copper for clie-r

lower values of coins. That during Mogliul times larger amounts

of both silver and copper were available than had been the case in

the previous centuries seems clear. How large a share, if any, die

large supplies of the American continent had to do, with this remark-

able abundance of both metals in diesc later periods, is a subject,

which probably still awaits investigation. It is at least reasonable

to suppose that some of the American metals, silver at least, found

their way, directly or indirectly, to India as early as in die 16th'

century, as they have found their way later on down to our time.
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The accounts o£ die Muhammadan historians, dealing with the

establishments of the kings of Delhi in the 14th century, show the

tankah as else chief item of the legal currency of the realm, and

mention rather large amounts of these coins in circulation. How far

the Delhi coins were accepted at face value beyond the boundaries

of th'c shrinking territories of th’c later Tughlacj rulers, down to the

beginning of the 15th’ century, is another question. The imperial

sweep of Akbar’s realm also in monetary matters. Kad, of course,

never been approached by any of his predecessors on the throne of

Delhi. Nevertheless the more outstanding sultans of both the so-

called slave dynasty and those of the Kbaljts had at their disposal

resources sufficient ro enable them to indulge on a large scale in that

ambition or rulers to provide proper mediums of change for their

subjects, as well as to immortalize their names and deeds in beauti-

ful coins. And well it is that they did. Where would the study

of Indian history as all other be to-day, had ic not been for those

almost infallible and ineormpriblc witnesses, the coins, dug out of

their quiet resting places of centuries and millemums.

Giving our attention now to the relative metal and face values

of silver and copper coins in pre-Mogh'ul India, cKe question arises

whether copper during this period, as to its metal value, had any

place in die fiscal and financial systems of this period- As I in a

previous article (/HQ., 1933, vol. IX, p. 137) Have tried to show,

copper in die original MogKul scheme of things probably did pos-

sess an appreciable inherent metal value in its place in the currency

system, and perhaps only during th’c dissolution of the empire, ot

lather during th'c beginning stages of its decay, sank down again to

the position ol a mere token, with no inherent value than die stamp-

ed governmental credentials on the face of die coins. While the

metal value of coppct at no time was likely to be more than any-

where from one fortieth’ to cne fiftieth’ of dm of silver, still the

economic conditions of die greater majority of India’s population
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always seemed to require the convenient medium of exchange of a

metal cheaper than silver. It is worthy of notice how the Indian

copper (now bronze) piece, with die silver rupee, has become a

standard coin in many countries outside India, a testimony to the

merits of these two types of coinage.

It would be interesting to know, where medieval India got its

supplies of silver and of copper. In exchange for the greTt variety of

its exported products, India has from die beginning of our era down

to the time of the fall of the western Roman Empire helped to drain

the western world of chc greater part of the gold reserves, which die

Pax Romana had enabled the western world to accumulate. This

probably is a par: of the reason that South India for centuries had a

better developed gold currency than any odier part of India.

Seeing that due to political causes the commercial relations between

die South and the North were of a somewhat intermittent character

during most of the centuries down to Aurangzeb's conquests in the

Deccan and South India, it is at least likely that also a good part of

the silver used in South India came there by sea rather dian by land.

As to Bengal and other pares of India north of the VindKyas, they

have perhaps always been, what they still are, great reservoirs for

die accumulation of precious metals rather than countries producing

such minerals.’ South India, of course, always had its gold mines,

and also ocher parrs of the country have produced some amount of

gold, silver and copper, blit it seems dear, that for the bulk of silver

and copper. India had always been dependent on middle and northern

Asia. The question ij one that falls on the borderland between the

respective spheres of the numismatist and the student of commercial

and economic history, belonging rightly perhaps to neither spheres.

There can be no doubt, however, that the great migration westward

of the Turkish tubes, in the tenth and eleventh centuries, followed by

die conquests of the Mongols in the thirteenth, and the wars of

Timur in the fourteenth century, for long periods of time deranged
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commerce in Asia, and must have seriously interfered with getting

the precious metals necessary for die pursuits of civilised life.

The period covered by the Tughlaq emperors of Upper India,

from 1320 to about 1412, presents an epitome of the turbulent con-

ditions so characteristic of die earlier Delhi empires. Much has been

made of the attempted token currency of Mohammad Ibn

1 ughlaq. his plan of making brass (likely bronze) tankahs do

die work of silver tankahs. If dsat was really the sultan's intention,

it all depended on the stability of his own government to make diat

pian succeed. His token tankahs Have been compared with the

paper money of Kublai Khan in China, as they might be compared

with any modern legal tender paper monetary system, which arc not

necessarily hacked by a.precious metal reserves behind the circulating

token, but by the whole credit, prestige and solvency of the govern-

ment. 1 somewhat doubt the story that Mohammad redeemed the

rokens, counterfeits and all, when the plan was shown to be a failure.

Had Tughlaq been better established than he seems to have been,

the supposed mass-counterfeiting could presumably have been

prevented.

In rcccnc times historians have re-discovered, as it were, die great

Kusana empire from the beginning of the Christian era to 226 A.D.

approximately, au empire most important in die history of Indian

numismatics. No more striking case can easily be found of the great

assistance which numismatics is rendering the historian, than the

resurrection of a whole age of Indian civilisation through die help

of die spade of the explorer, and the correct reading of minted records

by the numismatist.

In order to understand the political fabric of the Hindu and

Muhammadan medieval systems of state, it has now become almost

essential to have at least a speaking acquaintance with the Kushaiu

empire and its institutions. In many ways, Kar.iska is a un-

worthy, even if a distant, successor ro great Afoka, great Buddhists
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both of them, nor is Kaniska an unworthy forerunner to the great

Moghul Akbar, both uncultured as to race, but adopted sons of grecat

civilisations, and founders of greae systems of state-craft and states-

manship. The great ideal of a united India, with uniform laws, a

uniform currency, and a uniform type of culture was handed clown

from Asoka to Kaniska, through the Hindu Guptas, through the

Turkish and Afghan rulers of Delhi on to Sher Shah and Akbar. A
splendid succession, even if some of these great rulers were not fully

conscious of this fact, and this great mission.

These are the facts which a careful study and comparison of

coins bring ouc, namely chat in the continuous history of any given

country or empire, there arc no isolated facts, but a continuous chain

of cause and effect, of lending and borrowing ideas and institutions

from contemporary or historic sources. We have seen that the silver

tankah was a prototype of the later silver rupee. Presumably the

idea of having a silver piece of that weight and fineness commended

itself early to rulers and populations, and so the rupee finally became

what it is to-day, one of die greatest standard coins of die world.

We have seen how one of the chief currency problems of the

earlier Delhi rulers was the providing of smaller coins, a problem

that can be studied in practically all earlier currencies, anywhere in

the world. The multiples of the even numeral two, that is,

four, eighc, sixteen, thirty-two, sixty-four and so on, were the first

and earliest ones to suggest dicmsclvcs not only in India, but else-

where in the world. Twenty, forty and eighty requires the

additional factor jive, while twelve, twenty-four and soon, the factor

three. Of all these combinations we have a superabundance in the

long history of Indian currency.

Akbar, always a few centuries ahead of his time, experimented

with the decimal system in some of his coinage. I refer to the

copper tankali of two dam, weighing 644 grains of which fractional

coins were made of one, two and four tanku, a tank

i

being the tenth’
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pare of a copper cankah. I do not know whether this system was

based on some older Indian types, or borrowed from Central Asia.

In my previous paper it has been pointed out, liow the number five,

especially in its double and quadruple, the ten, and the twenty, has

played a large part both in weights and moneys of Moghul India.

The two, weights and moneys, are closely related. Also die

old English siiverpenny for centuries was as much a weight as it was

a coin, (the clumsy bronze pennies of England were a late inno-

vation). It is remarkable, chat tlx silver mpcc lias been the standard

tola weight for long centimes, an additional proof of the excellency

of the rupee system.

A word ought to be said about another interesting item in the

history of coinage. It always attached itself to cities, rather than to

commonwealths, in the abstract. Beginning with the city republics

of ancient Gtcccc and Asia Minot down to very lace times, die

legends of coins in the majority of cases perhaps, name cities

almost as much as rulers. There are to-day diousands of

Roman coins preserved, designated as having been coined in the

city of Treves in Germany, once the capital of all Roman Gaul and

Britain. The coins of the Plantagenets almost invariably hear on the

reverse the legend London Civitas [the city (state) of London],

rather dian the name of the country.

This same idea is also noticeable in the coins of the

Muhammadan dynasties of India, beth Mughals and earlier ones.

In both periods very much was made of die cities that possessed

mints, a highly valued privilege. In fact the tides given to such

cities on the coinage arc often even more fanciful and high-flown

than the tides and honorific names of the rulers themselves. At

what time did this custom originate in India, or, if borrowed, by

what ways did it reach India? While large numbers of pie-historic

coins bear hallmarks of their origin in certain cities, (compare die

famous Ujjain emblem), with the coming of organised monarchies,

231 hq., much, >94°
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even :hc capital* of such early states, have not as a rule left chcir

marks on pre-Moslem coins. India having gone her own way in Iter

earlier coinage does not present many coins which were clearly city-

coins, as Europe docs except perhaps in die older and oldest

coins with the mintmarks of early guilds of merchants of die

"nigarm" types.

Thus it happens that such cities as Taxila, Pataliputra, Prayaga,

Benares, centres of the political, social and religious life of the country

for ages, are Hardly, if ever, expressly mentioned on die coins, which

nevertheless muse have been coined within dieir walls in large num-

bers before the Muhammadan conquest. It is only widi the rise of

the Muhammadan states, that the names of the mint dcies appear un-

mistakably on the coins, and then only gradually, first in a very

general way with such a legend as dus, Bilal i Hind, (coined in the

cities of Hindustan). As to dates, the billon coins of Alaud-din

seem to be the first ones where the date is dearly mentioned, and

does not have to be inferred from other evidence.

What were the laws against counterfeiting and how were they

enforced? “To counterfeit is death ", is clearly printed on the first

colonial Ame.rican currency notes. Perhaps somebody through the

pages of the IHQ. will enlighten us on this subject in Indian

numismatics.

G. L. SchANZUN



A Side-light on the History of Bengal

In his papa on ‘A New Light on the History of Bengal' /HQ..

XV. p. 51 1 Dr. H. C. Ray discusses the history of the Kamboja

rule in Bengal. About two years ago I published an article entitled

'A New Chaftcr to the Ancient History of Bengal,' deal-

ing with che same subject, in the Journal of the Benares Hindu

University- There is a general agreement between Dr. Ray and

myself 00 the subject though we differ in detail. Dr. Ray's view 011

the cxtcnc of Mahipala’s kingdom is confusing. In his opinion the

Pali's under Mahipala I were rulers of 3 decadent principality. In

order to maintain die strength of this assertion he, however, docs

not modify his view that Mahipala’s kingdom included Benares,

Patna. Muzaffarpur, Gaya, and Tepperah.' Mahipala obviously

held sway over Santal Pargana and the Dacca Division

also. If Dr. Ray’s view is analysed it follows that at the time of

Mahipala’s accession the Pala kingdom consisted of two parts

—

Bihar and East Bengal, and in between these two divisions lay the

kingdom of the Kambojas, consisting of North and West Bengal.

This, in my opinion, does not disclose the real state of dungs.

There is no evidence to prove that the Pilas before Mahipala I

ever held sway over the Dacca Division and the Tepperah District

1

It appears from die Bharella image inscription’ that sometime in the

tenth century Layahacandra was the king of the Tepperah Dis-

1 Uynanic Hot. N. India, 1, p. 316.

i The Banxb pUic iS Kariai 3 |a. dated 8ia AD.. Mates that 1 Gurjara king

delated the Iced of G»i.U aixl the laid ol Vanga {ConJtmdn-VaAgtfMi etc., IA„

XII, 164). The Sine (866 A.D.) and die Nilguud inscripuoiu of Aiooglu‘«rf* U

by down (hu the Rajtrakua Gjvinda III defeated die king of Cauda, and hi*

*>n Amogliavaija I wai woohipprd by die king* of Aiig., Varga. Magidh..,

Malava and Vciigi {El., VII. 105). All iliac show that in the nindi century the

king of Vanga »u distinct kvtn the king of Cauda and Magadha, which

ruled by the Piiu.

3 El, XVII, 35..
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irict. In the second hall of the same century Candras were indepen-

dent miers of the Dacca Division.' Thus, as on the one hand there

is no evidence to prove the Pala supremacy ova Hast Bengal, there

is, on the ocher hand, distinct evidence to prove that the country was

under the rule of the Candras in the tenth century. An inscription

on an image discovered in the village of Baghaura, in tlx: Brahman-

bana Sub-Division of the Tepperah District. Bengal, relates chat

—

“In Samvat 3, the 27th day of Magba, in Sanatata, in the kingdom

of Mahipila, an image (of Narayana) was erected by Lokadicya, an

inhabitant of Bilakindaka (mod. Bilkcnduai near Baghaura).
11

Dr.

Ray supports Dr. Bhattasali’j identification of this Mahipala with

the Pala Mahipila I. If this proves to be true it will follow that

Mahipala I before the third year of his reign conquered East Bengal

from die Caiidias. It was noc of course possible for his fachcr to

acquire it when his paternal kingdom was occupied by die Kamboias.

It is known from the Bangadh inscription of Mahipila I, dated in

the 9th year of his reign, that the king was engaged in a terrible

battle w:di his enemies (Kambojos) for the rcconquest of his paternal

kingdom (Varendri).
8

In this circumstance it is unlikely chat Malii-

pala had the means and opportunity co lead expedition against die

Candras of East Bengal as early as in the first or in rhe second year

of his reign. This leads uj to think of die possibility of identifying

Mahipala of die Baghaura inscription with a king odicr chan die

Pala Mahipala.

The Pratihara Mahendrapaia I (A.D- 892-908) ruled over Maga-

dha and Varendri (Nordi Bengal)/ and it is not unlikely that he

asserted his supremacy over Ease Bengal. Mahcndrapala's son was

Mahipala 1 - Mahipala inherited from his father a vast empire ex-

tending from Kathiawar/ in Gujarar. to North Bengal and possibly

4 hucryptions of Scttgdf, III. 4 5
FJ

.

XVII, 355. 6 £/.. XIV, 324.

7 Pahaqxir Ins
.
ASI., 1925-26. p. 141; MASB.

t
V. No. 3. p 64.

8 IA . XII. 190. Hachik grant, S 836.
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to East Bengal. He is called the king of Aryavarta by his court-

poet.’ Nothing militates against his identification with the Mahi-

pala of the Baghaura inscription.

The above discussions may be summarised thus—there is no

evidence to prove the Pala or the Pntihara supremacy over the Dacca

and Chittagong Divisions, if the Baghaura inscription is not taken

into consideration. It was not possible for the Pala Mahipala I to

conquer them. Hence it is likely that the Pralhihira Mahipala has

been referred to in the Daghaura inscription.

In die light of chese observations the political situation in

Bengal in the tenth century A.D. may be reviewed in the following

line. The Palas were rulers of Varendri, Tirabhukei,'* and Maga-

dha in the early years of the reign of Narayanapala. In the latter

part of die ninth century' Magadha, Varendri and possibly East

Bengal passed into the hand of the Prathihara Mahendrapala I.

About this time the Palas retired to Tirabhukei. The Praciharas

appointed a member of the Kamboja family governor of North and

West Bengal. As Sricandra of die Candra dynasty ruled die Dacca

Division in the latter pate of the tenth century', his fourth ascendant

Purnacandra may be placed in chc latter part, of the ninth ccntuty.
11

It is quite possible riiat Purnacandra, a scion of the royal family of

Rohiragiii,
11

accompanied the Pratiharas to Bengal, and got the

9 hucrifOJo** of Bengdl, III, 36. Riilha vu Stunted in Aryavarta

10 Gdvif* LthhsmiiA. p. Ga 11 hueriptiotts of Brngsl. III. p. 6

12 Rohitagrri lus beat correctly identified with Rhatasgadh. in the Shnlub>1

Du trier, Bihar. Dr. Ray remade*
—

“It is nut unlikely, is Mr. RhatTuuli ha* con-

tended, that they (Cmdras) were related to the Candra kings of Arakan (r 788-975

A.D.).’* (Dy 0. Hhi. I, 3J 3). But if tic learned scholar would hive gone tluvugh

the origins! source he would have held a contrary view. An inscription from

Arakan mention* the names of nineteen kings of the DbdrmMriiitmfuvdnxU (ASI.,

1925-2& p 146). The names of thirteen kings of this dynasty end in Candra, I

do not find any indcaODn in the inscription whatever to connect this Dharms-

rajanuja-vimfa with the Csndrovitns'a of the Easr Bengal. The names d the kings

of the Gaba<frv*la dynasty of Kanauj end in Candra. Nobody, however, thinks

that they had any connection with the Candra* of East Bengal.
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charge of the administration of rhe Dacca Division from diem.

Mahcndrapala's son Mahipala maintained in tact his father's empire

in the early part of his reign. At the decline of the power of the

Pratiharas, the Palas conquered Magadlia and the Maldah District,
1 "

in Bengal, and die Kambojas and Candras automatically became in-

dependent. Mahipala drove out die Kambojas from North Bengal.

East Bengal and the West Bengal" were not included in h-s

kingdom.

D. C. Ganguly

The Vatsagulma Copper-plate Grant of Vikafak*

VindhyaSakti .— Regnal Year 37

Mr. Y. K. Deshpande read a very interesting paper at the

'Ancient Imperial Period’ Section of the last session of the Indian

History Congress held in Calcutta in December, 1939. The subject

of die paper was a newly discovered copper-plate grant dated in the

37th regnal year of Vikataka Vindhyasakei. The record has been

deciphered by Mr. Deshpande, and die first few lines were read out

by him in course of a discussion on the subject. I hey read

ticnw ( )
favpsnufrTw pfaftgsw

etc. According to Mr. Deshpande, this Vindhyasakei, who has

been credited with the performance of so many sacrifices, is to be

identified with the founder of the Vakataka dynasty. He also

pointed out diat this is the earliest known Vakauka record and is

written partly in Sanskrit and partly in Prakrit In this last men-

tioned characteristic die record resembles some other charters, such

as the Mattepad grant of the Ananda king Damodaravnrman. 1

13 [ajilpira itucripcion of Gopila II, Bbaratavarsi, Srivnna, BS. 1344, p 364

14 El.. IX, 333

1 Sircar, Sfcemcrs of the Sitsvibanai. Caleuna, 1939, pp. 38, 62.
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Wlule discussing his paper, Mr. Dcxhpandc kindly showed

10 the audience photographs o( tlie plates m question, and I had the

pleasure of examining in one minuie’s time the photograph of only

one of the plates. The characters used were found to be the box*

headed type resembling very closely those of the records of Pravara-

sena II who was a daughter's son of Candxagupra II (c. 375-41.}

A.D.) and must have lived about the middle of die fifth century- It

at once occurred to me that Mr. Deshpande's record cannot belong

to Vindhyasakci, the founder of die Vakacaka dynasty, who lived

much earlier.

The Putinas (e.g. Vayu, 99, 383)’ were compiled when the

Gupta rule was confined to the janapadai of Prayaga on the Ganges,

Saketa and Magadha. This certainly refers to the state of things

before die extensive conquests of Samudragupta as described in his

Allahabad pillar inscription. On the odicr hand, the same Puranas

(e.g., ibid., w. 371-72)* mention Vindhyasakci and his reign of 96

years; Pravira (= Pravarascua I), I115 reign of 60 years and his cclc*

bration of Vajapcya sacrifices; and Ptavira
'

's four sons who became

kings. Of course the Puranic statements may not be true in all

derails, and it is possible to suggest that Vindhyasakci and his son

Pravarascna I did not actually reign but only lived for the respec-

tive periods mentioned against their names. But the Puranas make

ic dear diat these two early Vakataka kings lived earlier than the

Piayigi =Alhhabul ; S5krta= Ayodhya; Mapdha»South

<ra; 1

cti: iwafu mwr ^f*rarw ttft'-ipj n^»

WfcptfT * OTP J® ***** $ »

Zpt 3^IS WTtl
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dace of chc Allahabad pillar inscription (middle of the 4CI1 century),

which docs not refer to Samudngupta’s Asvamedha and may have

been engraved bcfoic its celebration by the Gupta emperor. Vmdhya*

sakti thus cannot be placed later than the 3rd century A.D. This

date for chc founder of the Vakataka dynasty is supported by the con-

temporaneity of Candragupta II with his son-in-law Rudrasena II

Vakataka who was die son of Prchiviscna I, grandson of Rudrasena I,

great-grandson of Gautamiputta and great-great-grandson of Pravara-

sena I. If Prthivisena I and Rudrasena 1 were contemporaries of

Samudragupta and Candragupta I. Pravarasena I and his fatlier

Vindhyafakti may be placed earlier than 310 A.D., die date of

Candragupta Is accession. And Vindhyasakti, a king of rhe 3rd

century, could not possibly use box-headed characters resembling

those of the records of Pravarasena II (seventh in descent front

Vindhyasakti) who lived about die middle of die fifth century.

Mr. Dcshpandc’s suggestion that his record credits Vindhya-

sakti with the performance of so many sacrifices is unwarranted.

Tile use of the word (with die 6th ease-ending) equally

with »rs£p?ssFJ and proves beyond

doubt that die composition of die record is faulty and would require

the corrections and JHI® . Otherwise,

taking the constniction as it is, we would have chc epithet

applied to Vindhyaiakri for no less than three times in one single

sentence I I have diercforc no doubt that all die epithets placed

before the name of Pravarasena should go with this king and not

with the name of his grandson Vindhyasakti.

That Pravarasena of die Vatsagulma record is no other than

Pravarasena I is proved beyond doubt by this reference to sacrifices.

The records of Prthivisena I and Pravarasena II furnish the follow-

ing passage describing early Vakataka genealogy

:
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•
r • c, r.rir

1
L L'U:;ILIKtilCi

1 wit-L’C ?ILIL

!

JLII

T7n*mw‘i>f?npraf nHftnrsTr fratfgaw saw
3!*TTKRt fliRwnfaariNw, etc. The passage has been differently

interpreted. Scholars generally think thac Rudrasena I was

rhe son of Gautamipucra. daughter's son of Bhavanaga.

and ion's son of Pravarasena I- Recently however Dr. D. R.

Bhandarkar has suggested (List of Ins., p. 404) chat Gautami-

putra and not his sor. Rudrasena I was the daughter's

son of Bhavanaga and son's son of Pravarasena I. It how-

ever appears to me that in regard to die Vikataka genealogy from

Pravarasena I to Rudrasena 1 the draft followed is the same as that

followed in the genealogical portion of records, such as those of the

Pailavas, Gangas and others: <nnw (=^l: Q-it-) JpW

etc. Again Gaucami, mother of Gautainiputra, appears to

have belonged to a Brihmana family of ihe Gautama gotra and pos-

sibly not to the dynasty of the Bharasiva Nagas. Dr- Bhandarkar’s

interpretation moreover allows die non-mention of Pravarasena I's son

and Bhavanaga’s son-in-law, which cannot be explained. But what-

ever lx: die interpretation of the passage, there cannot be any doubt

that Pravarasena 1 is chc king represented in Mr- Dcshpandc's re-

cord as the father of Sarwavarman and grandfather of Vindhya-

iakii.' This Vindhyasakti II is therefore the great-grandson of

Vindhyasakti I, founder of the Vakataka dynasty, and possibly lived

in the second half of the fourth century.

It should be admitted chat at first I doubted the genuineness of

Mr. Dcshpandc's record. My doubt was based chiefly on the idea

4 h should be noticed that Uktbya. Scdiii ind AM** have been mentioned

in the Liter iteottb in plnce of Vafnprj* end lyMiflpnu It ii interesting in this

connection to ccmpjjc the dxsggcmted account of ucrilicm pecfotmrrl by rhe

Viimikundin king MSdhaiavamin at given in the Inter Qiikltulla grunt with the

accounts of esrlicr Vismilcur^in rtoertis (Sinet. op rii.. pp 98-99. lot). In of

t\Kh ducnuancy die earlier account* are mere tniicworthy. The VitagtllniA iccocd

is supported by the Pnranic tradition regarding Praviu's performance of several

Vajapeya locrifces.

LHQ. # MARCH, Ityp
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that palxographically the record must be much later than the age

of the founder of the Vakitaica dynasty. Of course the expression

found only ui the early records of the Pallavas, Kadambas

and Gahgas of the south, and Pravarasena’s epithet jUka’iSB which is

not found in other Vakataka inscriptions appeared to support my con-

jecture. When however, I found that the iccord belongs to a differ-

ent Vindhyafakd who lived about a century later and diat the record

of his 37th regnal year may be assigned to about the end of die fourth

century, I believed that the Vatsagulma record ts possibly to be taken

as genuine inspire of its many mistakes.

The question now is whether die collateral branch represented

by Sarvvavarman and Vindhyasakti II ruled side by side with the

main line. Of course the Puranic cradiuon regarding the four sons

of Piavira (= Pravatasena I) may indicate a division of the kingdom

after Pravaiasena 1 . But the tradition has not yet been cotroborarcd,

and it is difficult to give opinion on such questions before the full

text of Mr. Dcshpandc's record is published and before further evi-

dence is fordicoming. Gautamiputr* however does not appear to

have ruled. Ic is therefore tempting to suggest diat Sarvvavarman

and Vindhyafakti II ruled the Vakataka kingdom after Pravaiasena I

and before Rudrasena I. The latter may have succeeded his cousin

Vindhyasakti II on the Vakataka throne; but the non-mention of

die two kings of the collateral branch in the records of the successors

of Gautamiputra’s son may indicate that Rudrasena I supplanted his

cousin with the help of his maternal relatives, the Bharaiivas.

Dines Chandra Sixcak
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VIMUTTIMAGGA & VISL’DDHIMAGGA : A Com-
parative study by Prof. P. V. Bapat. lix+ 171 pages. Poona 1937.

This publication is the result of exhaustive studies made of the

Chinese text Vimuittmagga of Upatissa translated into Chinese by

Seng-ch.'e-po-lo and die Pali text Visuddhimtgga of Buddhaghosa.

The Chinese translation was made between 505 and 510 A.C. The

Pali text. Prof. Bapat thinks, was brought to China by Gunabhadra,

teacher of Sanghapala in 435 A.C. Buddhaghosa composed his

work about 422 A.C. Prof. Bapat concludes after an analytical study

of die two texts that the Vimuttimaggs cf Uptissa was an elder

work belonging to the Abhayagirivasins. while the Visuddbimagga

was a slightly later work belonging to the Mahaviharavasms, and

that Buddhaghosa referred to the former work in a few places, parti-

cularly in one (vide p. 35) where Dhammapala in his comments

expressly remarked that Buddhaghosa meant Upatissa’s Vimulti-

maggi by 'ckacce'. Prof. Bapat disagrees with the view of

Dr. Malalasekera that both Upatissa and Buddhaghosa drew upon a

common source. In view of chc frequent references by Buddhaghosa

to the acariyas, thee is every probability that there existed

before Buddhaghosa and Upatissa some texts of th’e Visuddbimagga

or Vimuitimagga type. The titles of the two works have also a

remarkable similarity—the contents agreeing almost verbatim in

essential topics as also in the enumerations, sub-divisions, nature

of merits acquired and so forth. These facts seem to indicate in-

spire of Dhammapala's interpretation of 'ekacce
-

that both were

derived from a common source. The two texts differ vitally in

their methods of treatment, the Vis.m, follows the method

of simple expsicion while the Vint.m, takes up the catechetical

method, and this is also mainly responsible for the differences

between the two texts in extent and contents.
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Prof. Bapac has cried his bese to give us an idea of every chapter

of die Vim.m, and we arc quite satisfied with it but we wish he had

also attempted a full translation of the text as done by the young

scholars N. R. M. Ehara. V. E. P. Pullc and G. S, Prelis. I am re-

producing three pages from Ch. Ill of the lithographed copy of the

full translation of die above mentioned scholars for convenience of

comparison with the text as presented by Ptof. Bapac (vide p. 1 6)

:

ON AUSTERITIES

Q. Now if a yogh who dwells in pure virtue aspires to accomplish cxcdlcnr

gcod nraits and wishes to acquire the merits of the austerities, he should consider

thus: “Wly should one acquire the mer.ts of the austerities?
M

A. Because of the varying disj»sirion of the yogiru For paucity of wishes,

fai contentment with little, for freedom £tcm doubc> fee the destruction of era-ring,

for the increase of energy, fee the sake of using little and not accepting the

offenngi mode to others, foe solitude, for the cutting down of clinging and foe

the protection of mom! virtue. These (the merits of the tuisferirifs) nre equipment

of concentracion. These arc (practice* of) the ancient lineage of the Anyas These

are the excellent consideration*.

The thirteen What arc the austerities? There arc thirteen teachings, twomunties teachings connected with robes, namely, dirt-rags an:l three

robes, five teachings connected with alms, namely, begged food, regular tlms-

ttkind, eating at one sitting .measured food, no food after time; five teachings

connected with residence: the first: dwdling in 4 peaceful place, die second:

dwelling under a tree, the third dwelling in a dewy place, die fourth: dwelling

among die graves, the fifth: any chanced upon pba; and there is a kind of

sitting connected with energy, namely, always sitong and nee lying down.

What is the quality of 'dirt-rags*? A. The quality of enabling

rr> ohfarva— rhic is the quality erf ‘dirt-rags.’ Others are also like

this. What is the meaning of the observance of 'dirt-rrgs*?

The non-acceptance of gift* of • hcuxholdcn.

What is the meaning of the observance of ‘three robes'? The rejection of

exlri rot>cs.

What is die meaning of the obtcrvince of 'begged foods’? The non-acceptance

cf the invitations of others.

.What is :he meaning of the observance cf 'rcgufafcr almsround? The abandon-

ing of skipped begging.

What is the meaning of the observance of caring at one sirring? The not

sitting again.

Brief expU-

retton of the

thirteen

teriuts.
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What ii the meaning of die observance of 'measured food' ? The abandoning

of gttciL

What is ihc meaning of die observance of 'refusing food after time’? The
ibaodoning of tfc* desire to cat afterward*.

What is rbc meaning of the observance of ’dwelling in a peaceful place*? Tlic

ibaa&mng of dwelling in a village

What is the meaning of the 'dwdkng tinder 1 tree* The abandon mg of

dwelling m a house.

What is the meaning of the observance cf ‘dwelling in a dewy place’? The

abandoning of dwelling in sheltered plarcs-

What is the meaning of the observance of ’dwelling among the graves*? Tire

abandoning of dwelling in ocher and in gcod pliccs.

What 11 the meaning of the observuKc of ’any chanced upon place*? The

abandoning of desire fee pleasant places,

Wbac is the meeting of the ob.crvaacc of ‘always sitting and not lying down'?

The abandoning of bods.

How does one undertake to obfcrrvc (the austerity ofj ’dirt-rags’?

'Dm-ragi One sect the fault of asking householder* foe- robes and the merit

of ‘dirr-rags' [and undertakes thus:) I refuse the offering* of householder* and

observe (the austerity of) 'dirt-rags
' "

Whac a rc the merits of the observance of ‘due-rigs’? (‘*Dirx-rags*
,

J
Art jute as

useful as household***’ rofco •no ire enough One does no: depend on other*.

There is cxi fear of losing and one is not attached. Thieve* do not want ’‘diet-

ings.*’ (’Dirt-rags') arc always sufficient foi one's purpose. In getting fdirt-

rug*’) one is not troubled and (this observance) will be an example to good folk.

This observance is proper to those who aic doubt-ftcc and virtuous. Oac lives

happily in this life. (Tlin observance) will came coc 10 be liked by die people,

and cause them to practise hghrly. These ere the merits cf the observance of

'dirt-rags’ praised by the Buddha.

Q. How many kinds of ‘dirt-ng*’ axe thctc ? Who observes? How does

one fail?

A- There are two kinds of ‘dirt-rag*.’ The fim ‘dirt-ragj’ which are owner-

less, the scccod: ‘dirt-rags* which axe thrown away by people

Those which one picks up in a cemetery, from n dirt-heap, in the street, or

from the :o*d'*ide And cuts, dyes, pieces together, sews to completion and uses, axe

calkd *"dirt rags* which arc ownerless.** Remnants of cut-cloth, tom pieces of

carte-bitten, tnotrc-gxuwed ce burnt cloth and cloth thrawn away, clcth on corpses,

ami cw-off cloth of ascetics are called “ dirt rags* which arc thrown nway by people’*

What is die observance of ’dirt-rags*? When * bhikkhu refuses the offerings

of householders, it is ailed the observance of 'dirt-rags*

How does ccic fail? When a bhikkhu iccepts the offerings of hDusdmidcrs,

it is called fading.
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Time robn
Haw doe* 04 ic undcrukc 10 cbjcire (the austerity of) 'three

robes'? Ore immrdutdy give* up one's extra rekes. Kuowiug

the fault of keeping (extra robes) and seeing, titc merits of the observance of 'dirt*

robes/ (otic undertakes thus:) "I refuse rxtn rubes from today and observe (the

nusrrrity cl) 'three rcbo/"

On account of die catccKctical method (see above) followed in

the VimMtimaggt the arrangement of the topes and sub-topics in it

is better dian that of the Visuddbimuggd and, looks like a compila-

tion posterior to another woik, if not Vis.m. It is an undeniable face

that a proper study of the Visuddbimegga is essential for a compre-

hensive knowledge of Buddhism, and I must. admit that Prof. Bapat's

analysis of the analytical work Vimuttimaggi has brought out

further the importance of the study of the two texts for a student

of Buddhism. The work undcf review is valuable, not only for a

comparative study of the two allied texts but also for placing before

our eyes a comprehensive and at the same rime cut and dried scheme

of the Buddhist sidbana. In the Nikayas and Vinayas, we come

across each and every one of the topics but it is difficult if not impos-

sible for us to put them m their proper sequence. This has been

done in the Visuddbtmtggt, more dearly in the VimutUmagga and

still more dearly in the present work of Prof. Bapat.

We congratulate Prof. Bapat on die completion of such a

difficult task as that of studying a Chiense text and comparing the

same with the Pali. One who has dealt with the Chinese characccts

will only realise what a tremendous amount of labour Prof. Bapat

had to put in for bringing out a work like this. We heartily com-

mend this work to all serious students of Pali Buddhism.

N. Durr

LA SOMME DU GRAND VEH1CULE by E. Lamodte

in two volumes, pages 345 + 72. Louvain 1939.

The importance of Asanga’s works for the study of Mahayana

is teo well-known to need any mention. The terse but methodical
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way in which Asahga puts the Mahayanic doettines and ethical

teachings in his SutraUhkira won die admiration of every Buddhist

scholar and we were all feeling disappointed tor not having his other

woiks in original or translation. So it is a matte: of gratification

that Prof. Lamottc has taken pains to present us with the Tibetan

and Chinese versions of another important text of Asahga entitled

Mahayana-samgraha along wich a French translation and explana-

tory notes. The great improvement which one notices in the

French translation and notes is the restoration of Sanskrit terms from

die Tibetan, the importance of which the earlier savants did not

fully recognise. The Tibetan and the Chinese writers translated

literally pregnant philosophical Sanskrit expressions and this led to

much confusion of ideas among die present-day scholars who were

not conversant with the Sanskrit expressions. The only remedy

is to restore the original Sanskrit words and dicn translate them into

a foreign language, giving all the implications of the words. Prof.

Lamottc has realised this defect and removed the same in this work

of his.

As usual with Asahga, he first establishes the superiority of

Mahayana to Hinayana and then takes up the exposition of

AlayavijMna, one of the most difficult concepts in Mahayana

philosophy. By way of comparison he discusses the meaning of

Alaya as it obtains in die Sravaka-pitaka and particularly in the

pitakas of the Mahasarighikas and die Mahisasakas, in the last two

of which it is equated to ntuUvijnina and asamskHTtkn-skandba

respectively. Asahga then shows how the Alaya-vijnana on

account of its pervading nature (vi/anit) becomes the janarulhetu of

all dharmas, for which it is also denoted as utrvabtjaktvijnana:

how it is subject to ssmklesa (defilement) as much as to uyavadatia

(purification) and how it ultimately attains nirodhasttnapatu and

idreyaptaevflU.

Asahga then takes up che other puzzling concept of Mahayana
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philosophy, viz., Jneya (the truth) and its Ltluaiui (characteristics},

and explains how it can be known in three svabhavas viz., para-

(antra (dependent), parihalpita (imaginary), and parimspanrvt

(absolute). In chapter III-VIII, Asahga delineates the career of a

Bodhisattva, showing how he develops adhimukti, applies lus

energy, acquires the paramitas, progress along the ten ohumis and

perform the adhisila, adhiciita and adhiptajna practices. He goes

into the minute derails of each of these several items and pomes out,

whenever he gets an opportunity, the superiority of the sadhana of

a Redhisattva to that of a Sravaka.

In the last two chapters he takes up the toughest problems of

Mahayana philosophy, viz., AprMistbiia-nirvana and Aixayapara-

vrtti, in other words, the ultimate fruits obtained by a Bodhisattva

and the three Kayas of Buddha.

In short, Asar.ga deals in this work with all the topics touched

in his Suiraiahkara, but in the present work he has dealt more

exhaustively with the philosophical concepts of Mahayana philo-

sophy than with the ethical.

It lies greatly to the credit of Prof. Lamotre to have grasped

the subtle concepts and presented them in a lucid form. He has

utilised the Tibetan commentaries and has thereby been able to

enter into the core c£ Mahaynnic teachings. His bibliography

shows that he has not left a single book worth the name unconsultcd,

and so what he has said is an addition to our present knowledge of

Mahayana doctrines and practices. His explanatory notes are

extremely valuable; his gtasp of the intricate details and his patience

to explain each ana evciy complicated term deserve commendation.

We congratulate him on the completion of this work— a solid contri-

bution to our knowledge of Mahayana Buddhism and it may well be

said that the mantle of the guru has fallen oil a worthy disciple.

N. Dirrr
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AL 1VARDI AND HIS TIMES by Dr. Kalikinkar Datca,

m.a., ph.d.. Assistant Professor of History, Patna College; pub-

lished by the University of Calcutta, 1939; pages xix + 306-

Dr. Kalikinkar Dicta is well known to the students of the history

of Eastern India as the author of the Studies in tbe History of the

Bengal Suhab, 1740-70 A.D. In the volume under review, the

diligent, persevering and learned author has dealt with the career of

Nawab Allvardi Khan (1740-56 A.D.) and the different aspects of

the history o£ Bengal, Bihar and Orissa in the mid-eighteenth

century. The book is divided into ten chapters, the first six of

which describe the Nawab's eventful life, while the rest deal with

such topics as commerce, society and general economic condition

of the country in Alivardi* age. A descriptive bibliography and

an exhaustive index are appended to the work. There are

two useful maps, one indicating places of historical intcicst in

Bengal, Bihar and Onssa, and the other showing Alivardi’s march

from Patna to the field of Giril (Gheria of ocher writers), There are

also several illustrations, one of which is a portrait of Alivardi

preserved in chc palace of the Nawab Bahadur of Murshidabad.

The life of the brave Alivardi, who in die troubled pered of

the disintegration of the Mughal empire seized the thorny crown of

Bengal by the screngtli of his sword, is of pathetic interest. His

reign is a story of continued struggle, with the invasions of the

‘BargiY, the dread of the i8rh century, on one side, and the revolt

and ingratitude of his misted officers and beloved relatives on the

other. And Dr. Datca has narrated this interesting talc with the

sympathy it deserves. He has utilised all the sources including

published and unpublished works and records in Persian, English.

French, Marathi, Bengali and Sanskrit. The facts have been

marshalled with skill, and the author has sometimes exercised his

own judgment in the examination of conflicting evidences, such as

regarding the success of Alivardi and his brother in Orissa (p- 5).

LKQ. MARCH, 1940 *5
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Wafa's statement as to Haji Ahmad’s devotion to his master (p. 20).

Alivatdi’s ambitwn and ingratitude (pp. at, 29, 42). the murder

of Abdul Karim (p. 15), etc. Chapter III (pp. 56-1 18) which deals

with die Matadia invasions is an interesting section of the book.

Dr. Datta has given a vivid picture of the horrors of those days on

the authority of contemporary European and Indian writers includ-

ing Gangarima who was an eye-witness of the Maratha ravages in

Bengal and completed his Maharislrafurint (in Bengali) towards die

dose of die year 1751 A D. The author has also given an able

survey of die commerce and industries of Bengal in the i8di century.

Chapter VIII of die book deals with such intereshng topics as

agr.culcure, market pticcs of articles, and the manufacture of guns

and boats, silk and totcon cloth, muslin, etc. Society has heen

described from different aspects sudi as education, position of women,

and social relations between Hindus and Musalmans.

It must be said that on the whole Dr. Dacta's work is a

creditable performance. A fastidious readei might however

feel rather uneasy at the author's indifference to the proper

use of diacritical marks in Arabic, Persian and Indian names

and words. Sometimes names in old English spelling look quite

unfamiliar to us, e.g- Kyrierchand (=Kiratcand, from Sanskrit

Ktrttcandra), Cubbeage ( = K&virija?), etc. Names like ‘Alivardi’

and ‘Sarfaraz’ have been used without comment. The correct form

of the latter name appears to be Sarafraz
(j

1/! exalted) and

Sarfaraz is a corruption influenced by the noun-form

(
satfarazi), exaltation. The author has omitted Gangppadhyaya

and Guha from the list of Kulina families amongst the Radliiya

Brahmanas and Kiyasthas respectively (p. 254). Bhusna should

have been placed in the Faridpur Dist-, and not in the Dacca Dist.

(p. 218). Imitation of the eldets’ manners in children's play is a

universal psychological phenomenon, while marriage between

unequal patties is a universal social problem (Wisslct, Introduction to
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Social Anthropology
,

p. 219). Wc therefore find ic difficult

to follow the author (pp. 248, 253) in valuing the passage

of Sahadcva Cakravarti's Dharmamangela describing child Uma's

play and the section entitled Nariganer patimndi in Bhaintacandra’s

Vidyhundara. The author could have referred to yilri, putul-nic

and kavir gin as sources 0? pleasure and education tor the Bengali

society of the 1 8th century.

These arc however minor points which do not detract from the

value of Dr. Dacca's work- Wc have no doubt diat this important

book will be favourably received by all students of the medieval and

modem periods of Indian history.

Dines Chandra Sircar

ANCIENT INDIAN COLONIES IN THE FAR EAST.

voL II—Suvarnadvipa, by Dr. R- C. Majumdar, M.A., Ph.D.,

Vice-Chancellor, Dacca University (formerly Professor of History,

Dacca University); Parc I—Political History; Dacca, 1937; pp.

xviii + 436+ 16; Part II—Cultural History; Calcutta, 1938;

pp. xiv+354+ 10; with 75 plates.

The study of Indian colonisation in the |Far] Eascern countries

was ac its very infancy in this country when Dt. R. C- Majumdar

published the first volume of his Ancient Indiin Colonies in the

Far East . dealing with Campa (Annam) in 1927. The author must

now be congratulated not only for bringing out (inspite of his

troubling administrative duties) this second volume of the series

which deais with the ancient history of Malayasia (the author's

Suvarnadvipa), but also for the fact diac he has been successful in

popularising the most glorious chapter of Hindu history—the ex-

pansion of Hindu culture in the [Far] East. 1c would indeed be

mosc unfortunate if pressure of duties connected with his present

post stands in the learned author’s way to complete the series by pub-

lishing the promised volume on Cambodia and Siam.
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Part I of the volume under review has been divided into four

books. Book I deals with the land and its people. pre-Hindu civilisa-

tion of Malayasia, early Hindu colonisation, and Hindu civilisation of

the country up to the 7th century A.D.; Book II with the Sailcndras

and Boole III with the rise and decline of the Indo-Javanese empire;

Book IV describes the downfall of else Hindu kingdoms of Malayasia-

There is a map of Malayasia and anochcr of Central and Eastern

Java.

Part II ol the volume is again divided into two sections—Books

V and VI. In Book V the author discusses such topics as Laws

Economic Condition, Society, Literature and Religion as prevalent

in different pares of ancient Malayasia and very ably demonstrates

co what extent these were indebted to Indian influence. In Book VI

the author gives a brilliant survey of the art and architecture of that

country and successfully traces the influence of Indian colonisers,

which was gradually modified by indigenous conditions. The author

has demonstrated unmistakable influence on Malayasian arc of Gupta

tradicions which may have passed through Eastern India, and has

criticised che common belief in its South Indian origin. The section

on art and architecture has been documcnicd by 75
plates contain-

ing no less than 139 illustrations which have greatly enhanced die

value of the book.

The early history of Malayasia is wrapped up in obscurity.

Dr- Majumdar has however marshalled che evidences furnished by

indigenous as well as foreign (especially Chinese and Arabic) sources

wirh great skill. He has considered all evidences with singular arc

and a wonderful sense of judgment. The accounts of the Sadendra

emperors and the kings of Singhasar: and Majapahit in Part I arc

most interesting, as also the sections dealing with Indian influence

on the arc and literature of Malayasia in Part II.

The most pleasant feature of Dr. Majumdar's work to an Indian

reader is no doubt the. fact that he would have to accept Malayasia
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as a replica of his own mother country in many respects. In queen

Gunapriya Dharmapacm and others he would find Indian rulers of

the fair sex like Rudramma and Didda. The Wayang would remind

him not only of die Pivakktitu of Malabar but also of the Pmul-nac

of Bengal. The theme of the Lubdbaka would appear to him but

another version of the story in the Swa-caturdasi-vrata-kathi found

in the Sivarahasya- The story of Kaikcyi, sister of Rama, in the

Hikayat Seri Rama would call in his mod that of Bharata's sister

Kukuwa as found in Candravati's Bengali Rdmiyana. These are

however only a few of the parallels, a large number of which has

been drawn by scholars including Dr. Majumdar himself.

There can hardly be any doubt that Dr. Majumdar's valuable

work will be welcomed by all lovers o£ India’s glorious past.

Dines Chandra Si boar

A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MUGHAL INDIA, (1526-1707) by

Sri Ram Sharma, Kamatak Publishing House, 206 pages-

This useful handbook needs no better introduction than the

opinion expressed by Sir Jadunath Sarkar that "for sometime to

come this will continue as an indispcnsiblc work of reference and

guide to our workers on Mughal history". A work containing not

merely a lisc of documents but also indications of their importance,

and in many cases, details of their contents, should leave no doubt

in our minds as to its value, especially for workers in India, where

lack of bibliographical aids and published catalogue of documents

either in public or in private collodions, and their inaccessibility even

when their existence is known, is a serious hindrance and has given

rise to the paradox ehac research in Indian history' is easier in England

than in India. This recognition of ics value, however, does not take

into account the vast amount of labour that has gone into its making,

for, as the book itself will show, documents bearing on the Mughal

penod are bewildering in their number and variety. The author
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has not confined himself to documents of political importance only

but has waded through such materials as private letter-bcoks, biogra-

phies of literary and religious men and works of purely literary,

scientific or religious interest. The sections devoted to these have

had. of necessity, to be confined to a representative selection and it

would be sheer pedantry to proceed to point out omissions. It

would be equally so to expect his appendix on Sanskrit writers of

the Mughal period to be exhaustive, for his purpose is really to draw

attention to the usefulness of this class of materials. One criticism,

however, may be made and that is with regard to the tide of the

book which may mislead a student. For, a bibliography is expected

to include til known literary matter wherever found, and die exclu-

sion of those available in foreign collections may prevent its attaining

diac position of authority which it otherwise so richly deserves.

With chis deficiency made good, the section on provincial hiscorics

expanded and the later Mughals included in the survey, it may

well claim 3 place besides the works of Elliot and Baylcy. On p. 131

the atrocious Faqqa in Fttqqtt-i-Babsri is I presume, meant for Fiqh

(or Fiquhy A very minor point this, but I hope it is only the

printer’s devil that has been at work here.

A. B. M. Habibuu-ah

HUMAYUN BADSHAH by S. K. Banerjee, Oxford

University Press, 1938, 284 pages.

Humayun is the only Mughal ruler of account who has hitherto

had no separate monograph on his reign, and in this respect alone

Dr. Banerji's work should find a toady welcome. The present

volume, however, is only the first part and brings the story down to

Humayun's final defeat and flight to die Punjab in 1540. Not

until the second or final part is published, in which the author pro-

poses to deal with the rest of Humayun’s life and such copies as

Humayun’s religion and Mughal Art, Literature and Administra-
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cion, can 3 reviewer, in all fairness to the author, assess its full value,

and the following lines, therefore, arc offered only tentatively.

While something might be said against a strictly chronological

treatment of such a reign as chat of Humayun, this short-coming

has been to a large extent compensated by his minute attention to

details, and, as Sir Denison Ross puts it in the Foreword, "his dclighc

in sccting out in cabulai form die reasons for 01 against whatever

action or inaction Humayun was responsible for." He quotes ex-

tensively from original authorities, especially on Humayun's corres-

pondence with Bahadur of Gujrat, and his occasional observations on

administration, architecture etc. break die monotony of a dry story

of political events. New light has been thrown on the Khalifa’s

move to deprive Humayun of his father’s throne, and the author

has good reason co hold that it was Babar's brother-in-law,

Muhammud Mahdi, and not as Mrs. Beveridge thought, his son-in-

law. Muhammud Zaman, who was nominated by the Wazir. The

obscure point of Humayun's supposed inactivity in Gaur has been

cleared up and he has been exonerated from any charge ol dissipation

and callous negligence that the Afghan historians laid on him

(p. 213-15). Dt. Bauci)i ably controverts Qanungo's assertion diat

Abbas Sherwani’s story of Sher Khan’s cteacherous desertion of

Afghan cause at the battle of Dadrah cannot lie true (pp. 44-46).

The account of Humayun’s Gujrat campaign is especially full and

brings out rhe truth of the view chat he was no match even for

Bahadur in statesmanship or military energy. His treacherous attack

and capture of Mandu immediately after rhe conclusion of peacc-

negoriations with Bahadur and his subsequent atrocities in Cambay

and massacre of his own enthusiastic but insignificant followers at

Ahmedabad create a suspicion that che story of his justice and good

nature is a little exaggerated. His kindness was almost always con-

fined to his own kinsmen, and even in their ease, it was fitful rather

than uniform. It seems that His mood was mote variable than is
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generally recognised. By his irresolution and incapacity to grasp

realities he made a mess of the situation and it was only the supe-

rior military skill of die Mughal soldiery diat gave him his initial

victories over his rivals. All this is, however, only implicit in the

narrative as told by Dr. Banerji for he reserves his conclusions for

rhe final volume. In discussing the “reasons that led to his removal

from the throne'' (p. 253), he merely confines himself to such imme-

diate factors as the disloyalty of his kinsmen and his recent neglecc

of duties. Two special features of die book which he specially com-

mends are. (a) brief description of important towns and forts and (b)

a list of principal events with thdr dates at the end of most chapters,

to which one may add a historical retrospect of all important dynas-

ties and provinces with which Humayun successively came into

contact.

Having said this I may be pardoned if 1 pint out what 1

think the author had better revised- The foot-notes have been swelled

mostly by irrelevant details and unnecessary quotations, and one

vainly looks in them for exact reference to authorities for most of

die statements made in die body of the text. What authority has

he, for example, to say that die Khwaja Mahdi, a Syed of Tirmiz.

belonged to a religious order? (pp. 2 1 & 26). 1 he term ‘legit has

been used indiscriminately to mean (a) an appanage in which die

holder has no defined liability to the central government except

obedience (c.g. the Jagir of Kamran, comprising of Lahore, Multan

etc., p. 54) (b) a gift of land in lieu of military or other kind of service

(e.g- Mian Hasan’s Jagir at Shahsaram p. 18 1). as well as (c) an

administrative unit (the Iqta of the Sultanate paiod) in which the

holder was merely a bureaucratic official with well-defined civil and

military duties and a stipulated share of the revenue as his prquisite

(t.e. Yadgar Nasir Mirza, the governor of Kalpi, according to

p. 199. is called on p. 240, the 'lagirder of Kalpi)- The author

himself recognises the distinctions when he reproduces Shcr Khan’s
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argument that a Jagir "belonged to chc state and was in exchange for

military services rendered’' (p. 187). Surely Kamran’s Jagir was not

of issuing

coins in his name he only formally granted in his case what the

vassal rulers usually enjoyed. There is scant justification for the

statement on p 82 that Bahadur was bitterly opposed to non-

Muslims outside his dominions "or" that political convention of his

(Humayun) day forbade his rendering aid to an infidel engaged in

war with a faithful (p. 98). Apart from the fact that his own state-

ment on p. 80 "in 1531 (Bahadur) in alliance with Rana Ratan

Singh put an end to the independence of Malwa” (ruled by a faith-

ful, Mahmud II) directly disapproves the above, no such convention

ever existed in India. As early as the thirteenth century the fugitive

Muslim prince Jalahuldm of Khwarizm did not hesitate to enter into

an alliance with die Hindu chief of the Salt Range, in Upper Sindh,

against the Muslim ruler of Sindh. (Sec Tarikh-i-Jabsn Kiisba-i-

Juwaini. II p. 145). The history of the Muslim states in the Deccan

in die 13th and i6th centuries furnishes ample proof of the tact

that the religion of their rivals was no bar to their allying themselves

with, or asking help against them from, the infidel ruler of Vijaya-

nagar (see Ferishta’s account of die Nizamshahi dynasty of

Ahmadnagar, summarised in Dc: Trans. 'iabkat-i-Akbari, HI.

part 1, pp. 141-144 note). Babar's earlier friendship with Sanga of

Mewar against Ibrahim and Sanga's subsequent alliance with die

Lodi pretender Mahmud and chc Mewati chief, Hasan Khan, against

him (Yadgir: Tarikb-i-Sbahi, p. 116-17) are yet further proof that

in point of fact religious allegiance hardly played any part in the

politics of the Muslim rulers any more than it did in that of the

Hindu chiefs. This inability to sec that it was material and not

religious considerations that generally guided political accion, is also

evident in die author’s explanations of the "occasional outbursts of

Muslim iconoclastic zeal (p. 113)" in which he ignores what was

i.Hq.. makch, 19*0
36

cl this class. When Humayun granted him the privilege
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the most potent motive for die sack of temples, namely, greed for

die vast wealth diat the)' generally possessed. A liede care would

have avoided die indiscrim inarc use of both the Hijra and Christian

years in dating events (c.g. p. roo)- The book still has the

appearance of a University dissertation and the recasting which Dr.

Banccji claims to have done since it was presented as a diesis in 1925

docs not seem to have gone beyond expanding the chapters. The

first five paragraphs in the appendix on Bibliography are a mere

reproduction of die ‘summary and main features of the diesis a can-

didate is requited to submit to the University, and ought to have

been omitted.

A. B. M. Habibullah

HISTOIRE UNtVERSELLE DES ARTS. ARTS MUSUL-

MANS EXTREME-ORIENT, Par S. Elisscev, R. Groussct, f.

Hackin, G. Salles, and Ph. Stern. Librairic Armand Colin, Paris,

'939 - 49*> PP - 353 ill,u -

When five scholars of die reputation and expcncncc as of d:c

authors of there delightful and valuable volume, collaborate to give a

survey of the art of Islam and of the Extreme-Orient, one can at once

assure Himself that all that would be said would be worth listening to,

and would present die results of sound and careful study and scholar-

ship. Indeed diis considerable volume of about 500 pages printed

on art-finished paper and embellished with more than 350 illustra-

tions is a remarkable production from the point of view of scholar-

ship, beautiful presentation and a huge mass of materials condensed

within a reasonable stretch of space.

The volume opens with a short introduction, by M. Rene

Groussct, giving the historical stages of die evolution of art in Asia.

Bock 1 on the art of the Musulmans, is contributed by M. Georges

Salles, Officer-in-CKarge of the Department of Asiatic Art in the

Louvre Museum and Professor at the Louvre School. After a brief
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discussion of the generalities of Sassanian art he goes on one by one

over die arts of the Ommayidcs. the Abbassaices. the Fatimides, the

Seljukes, the Mongols, the Timuridcs, die Ayyubidcs, the

Mamluks, the Moores and die Scfcvides, die Mughal art of India,

and finally the art of die Ottoman Turks.

Book II, on die art cf India, as well as Book III on the expansion

of Indian arc to the islands and countries of the South Eastern seas,

arc contributed by M. Philippe Stem, Joint Conservator of die

Musee Guimct, and Conservator of the Indo-Chinese Museum ac

! rocadero and Professor of the Louvre School. In about 75 pages

M. Seem gives a rapid survey of the different styles of Indian art

and architecture; his comments and descriptions, though of ncccss-

sity short, hardly miss anything vital and important. The chapter

on Indian Colonial arc is more deuiled and the author seems to

fed more at home there.

Book IV, on the art of Iran, Central Asia and Tibet, is contri-

buted by M.
J.

Hackin, Conservator of the Muscc Guimet, and

Professor of the Louvre Sdiool, and M. Ph. Stem. M. Serge

Elissecv discourses on the art of China and Japan comprising Books

V and VI, in both cases bringing his story down to contemporary

epochs. Lastly, M. Gilbcrte dc Coral Rcmusat, Officcr-in-Charge

of che Musce Guimct Mission and Corresponding Member of the

French School of the Extreme-Orient, concludes with a very short

chapter on the art of the Annamitcs.

All the books ire furnished with daborate and well chosen

bibliographies and there arc a few very useful maps whidi help a great

deal towards the understanding of die expansion of Indian art and

art-metifs.

I am sure it will prove to be a very useful compendium to all

students of Asiatic art, and no serious reader can afford to ignore

this valuable publication.

N- Ray
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STUDIES IN THE TANTRAS, Pan I. By Prabodh

Chandra Bagchi. M.A., Dr. cs Lcttres (Pans), Lecturer, Calcutta

University. Published by die University of Calcutta. 1939.

Demy 8vo. pp. 1-114.

The present volume contains a collection of eight papers of

Dr. Bagchi, published in diffeicnt oriental journals, not all

easily accessible. In an appendix, which seems to be published

here for the first time, detailed analytic descriptions are given of

manuscripts, belonging co the Darbar Library of Nepal, of six Tantra

texts which have served is die principal source books for some of the

papers comprising the volume. The absence of an index is very

keenly felt- The papers which bear the stamp of the scholarship and

hard labour of the author deal with different aspects of the language

and literature of die Tanctas, especially the earlier phases of diem,

diac are little-known in what may be called the classical period of

Tantric culture. The antiquity of the source books, rather the ver-

sions' existing in the Daffiar Library, is testified to by the evidence

of the manuscripts of them belonging to the aforesaid library which

arc cither dated or supposed on paleographic grounds to be consider-

ably old- It is difficult, however, at the present stage of our know-

ledge, to ascertain the nature and extent of authority exercised by the

works apiong the vanous schools of the followers of die Tancras.

Different schools of Tantras appear to have had not only different secs

of texts expounding different doctrines but also different sets of sym-

bolic and technical terms. Fo: a correct appreciation of the language

and literature of die Tantras in cheir proper setting, this difference,

diough not very easy to detect, has got to be taken into consideration.

And we hope, Dr. Bagchi in a future instalment of his studies in the

1 Of other versions reference may be made re cne of tie last sections of the

UyadnJuyimxlt Found in the library of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal. This

version deals principally with the worship of Vagalumukhi. It is stated to belong

re the irsn/labba’iimroMi and there is no reference here to brasebeda.
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Tantras will try to throw some light on this knotty problem. We
also expect him to follow up his studies with a connected account

of the literature and language of the Tantras in their beginnings.

Chintaharan Chakravarti

BAJI RAO II AND THE EAST INDIA COMPANY
(1796-1818). By P. C. Gupta, m.a., (cal.), ph.d., (lond,). pp. 219.

To the patriotic Indian Maratha history only records the

achievements of Sivaji and Baji Rao I. But past glory though

flattering to cur sense of national pride does not explain the irre-

trievable failure. In historical investigation we do well to ascertain

low watermark. A history ol the last days of the Maratha Raj is

thus a very welcome publicsnon.

Dr. Gupta in his narrative of political history docs not pass over

any controversial topic and deals with domestic events as also foreign

relations. The uneventful thirty wars of the stay of Baji Rao II

at Bichur arc of biographical rather than historical interest. A more

detailed picture of the BitKur period could not be drawn for want of

materials. The author’s manner of handling controversial Copies is

well illustrated in his discussion of Gangadhar Sastri murder. His

narrative is very commendably impartial.

The details of Baji Rao IT’s attempts to build up a confederacy

of Indian States are very interesting. Dr. Gupta writes that Baji

Rao I! was maintaining an agent in the Court of Ranjit Singh in

1815. In fact such an agent was reporting between 1810-1857 an<*

His letters preserved at Poona fotm 2 very important original source

of Sikh history.

Even among veterans in the field of research there is a tendency

to attach exaggerated and disproportionate importance to rh'e sub-

ject with' which they are concerned. But this book shows a very

proper sense of proportion. The author concludes:'
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"It is usually supposed chat Baji Rao II ruined die empire

which the genius of Sivaji and the early Peshwas had created. Such

notoriety often attaches itself co die last representative of a line diat

once was glorious. The dissolution of the Maratha empire had set

in before Baji Rao’s time and a man of far superior qualities would

have found it equally impossible to arrest die decay."

The style of die book is attractive and all available materials

have been utilised.

N. K. Sinha
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Acta Oriental!?. col. XVIII. par* 1.

). GONDA-—Alliteration and Rcim im Satzbau Jes Atharvaveda (I-

VII).

Adyer Library Bulletin
( ), vol. IV, pt. 1.

C. Kunhan Raja.- The present instalment cf die

edition of this Vedic text with the commentaries of Madhava

and Bharacasvimin comes up to the 4th Decad of the 4th

Prapadiaka.

Subrahmakya Sastri.—

M

ifTnwrc:. This work on music by

Nilisankasarhgadcva is being edited with two commentaries

called Kaldnidhi and Sahgitasudhdksra of Catiirakallitiadia and

Simhabhupala respectively.

M. Dvraiswami Aiyangar and T. Venucopalacharya.

—

tftNWWHW. This is the first instalment of a Sanskrit

text by Vedinta Dc£ika on rbc authorirariveness of the Panca-

ratra system.

Annali ol the ehandsrkar Oriental Research Institute,

col. XX, pt. II (January, 1939)

IraWATl KaRVE .—Kinship Terminology and Kinship Usages in

Rgveda and Atharvaveda.

P. K. Gout .—Oldest Dated Manuscript of Sayana's Commentary

on the Samaveda . A ms. of Sayana's Sdmavedartbaprakdsa

deposited in die Bhandaikar Oriental Research Institute of Poona

is dated 31st March, 1463 A.C.

S. M. KaTRE—The Formation of Kohkans.

H. C. Seth.

—

Side-lights on Aioka the Great.

P- K. Gode .—The bhagavadgita in the Pre-Sahkardcarya fain

Sources. Some verses from the Gita are found quoted in the

Jain Padmapurdna as also in Haribhadra Suti’s Sdstravarti-
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samnccaya and Lokatattvanirnaya. As these works are earlier

than die Gitabhasya of Sanksracarya, the quotations in them

will be helpful in the clarification of die problem whether there

were different recensions of die Gita current before Sankara,

who is regarded by some to have established the vulgacc text.

Annals ot Oriental Research, roL IV, part I (1033-1940)

T. R. ChiNTaMANI .—Fragments of Paithttuisi Dharmasulra. Cita-

tions from Paithinasi found in Dharmasascra digests have been

collected and classified according to the subject-matter-

S. S. StlBYANARAYANA SaSTRI AND E. P. RaDHAKRISHNAN.—

Tativasuddhi. The edition of Jnanaghanapada's Tativasuddhi,

on Advaita Vedanta presents in this instalment its 23rd section

dealing with anirvacariiya kbyati•

V. Raghavan.—Tbt Dale and Works of Anandapurna Vidya-

sigara. Anandapuma has been placed at about A.C. 1350.

and his works enumerated.

M. V. Venkata Rajulu Reddiah—Primary Significance of

Certain Tamil Words. (In Tamil).

K. Ramakrishnaiya.—The Dravidian Languages and Prakrits.

The writer discusses die peculiarities of the Dravidian group of

languages and concludes diat these languages developed indc-

pendendy of Sanskrit or Prakrit, though in later stages, dicy

influenced one another.

C. Achyuta Menon.

—

The Histrionic An of Malabar. The

paper gives an account of the classes and communities compos-

ing the Kerala society of Malabar, and desenbes the histrionic

arc of both primitive and classical types prevalent there.

P. Krishnan Nair.—A Criticism of the Views of the Bhaitas on

Dhvani - (In Malayalam).

Annals of fhs 8r» VonWalsswara Orlsntal Inifitoto, Tlrupatl,

to!. 1. part I (March, 1940)

S. K. BfcLVALKAR.—The Ramanufiya Text of the Bhagavedgita.
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K. A. Nilakanta Sastsi.—Gleanings from the Malsya Purina on

War and Peace.

P. K. Gode.

—

Visvadarsa and its Commentary Vivarana by Kavi-

kanta Sarasvati

•

A new ms. of cliis Dharmasastra lias been

described ir. die note and the work assigned to the period

between 1200 and 1230 A.C.

V. RaCHAvan.—The Bhdhta-sataks. This contains a textual

criticism of die poems or Bhallata who flourished in the 9di

century at die time of die Kashmirian king Sankaravarniaii.

The poet felt unhappy under the tyrannical rule of his time.

K. C. VawadAchari.—A Study of Dreams in the Philosophy of

Ramanuja.

Bulletin ot the 0 cocan College Resoareh Institute, vol. I. parti.

V. s. Sukihankar,—Epic Questions: Does Indra assume the

form of a Swan? In defence of the reading basyaritpena sam-

karah adopted in die Cneical Edition of die Mababharata

(Adi, 57, 21) as againsc the vulgatc reading himsarupena

cesvarab supported by M. Wintemicz and J. J.
Meyer, a fresh

documentary evidence of the newly discovered eight hundred

years old Nepali Ms. I125 been adduced in this note. It has

been doubted whether Indra in the concoct could have had any

reason for assuming the forjn of hamsa (swan) as suggested by

Meyer.

S. M. Katrp.—Apropos Epic ’iyat’.

V. M- Apte .—The Rg-veda Mantras in their Ritual Setting in the

Grhya Sutras. In opposition to die view diat the purport of die

Mantras has no connection with the sacrificial acts for which

they ate prescribed, the writer of the paper tries to establish

the appropriateness of the Mantra citations in d'.eir ritual con-

text. The case of the Rgveda Mantras cited in die Asvalayani

Grbyasutra has been examined to show dial "the relation

Ui&ft MARCH. ig40 27
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obtaining between the Mantras and the ceremonies in which

they arc employed is not as superficial...as is often supposed.'’

H. D. Sankalia—XVUth Century Gold-gilt Copper-board

Inscriptions and Sculptures from Nepal. The inscriptions

record the donation o; two sacred mss. of the Buddhist scrip-

ture with covers or copper-board bearing on diem both engraved

and embossed gilt figures of Buddhistic deities.

S. M Katre.

—

Reduplicative* Indo-Aryan.

M. A. Mhhendale .—Absnlutsvcs in tbe Critical Edition cJ the

Viritaparvan.

C. R- Sankaram.—Reconstruction of the Proto-Drtvidian Pronouns.

Bulletin ol tht Sthiol ol Orientil Sludie* (I or.dcn), vol. X, jxait '2.

L. D. Barnett—Another Ancient Tribe of the Panpth. Agodaka

and Agaca-jana-pada mentioned in die legends of some coins

in the British Museum have been inferred here to have rela-

tions wich chc Aggaia-pura of the Vinayz-ptlaka
,

signifying

die town of the Aggalas. These Aggalas ate identified with

tbe Agalassesis. a tnbe of die Panjab flourishing ;ti Alexander's

tune as described by Diodorus.

T. BtRROW.—Dravidian Studies II.

Calouiia police Journal, vol. I, no. 2 (Jaauory, 1D4D)

BtREN MtJKHF.Rjl.—Detectives in Ancient India. After a brief

description of several institutions relating to espionage in

ancient India, the writer paints one striking similarities between

die ancicnc and modem systems of espionage in die East and

the West in certain matters like cipher writing, carrier-

pigeons etc.

B. C. Law —Prostitution in Ancient India.

O. C. Gangoly.

—

Rtubineya: The Exploits of Tbief in Ancient

India.
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Eastern Buddhist, vol. VII, no». 3-1.

Daisftz Teitabo Suzuki .—The Shin Sect of Buddhism. The

principal teachings of the Shin school of Buddhism in Japan

have been outlined in die paper. The ideas developed by die

school arc regarded as die lacesj evolution of the Pure Land

rheory of Mahayana Buddhism, which expanded itself into

the doctrine of pure faith as opposed to Buddha’s “original

ceaching of self-reiiance aid enlightenment by means of

Prajna.''

KfcNSHO Yoko-gawa.

—

Shin Buddhism as the Religion of Hearing.

The basic principle of Shin Buddhism appears as die ‘‘hearing’’

of the name of Buddha Aniidn which awakens faith in a

devotee leading to the realisation of Nirvana (Enlightenment)

in the Pure Land through rebirth there.

Shizutoshi Sucihira.—Honen Sbonm and Sbinran Shonin:

Their Nembutsu Doctrine. The Shin Buddhism of Shinran

Sh5nin who established the sect on the foundation of the Pure

Land teaching of Honen Shonin (1132-1212 A.C.) in Japan

lays much emphasis on the Nembutsu or the practice of invok-

ing die name of die Buddha with singleness of hcarc (=buddha-

nusmrn). This Nembutsu is mainly an easy vocal practice

capable of securing Amida’s mercy for die devotee.

Intllan Culture, vol. VI. no. 2 (<l«tnlior, HW3)

Vasudfva S. AgrAwaua.

—

Palahydi and the Vabika-gramas.

Pacanjali in his Mababbasya refeis to names of several gramas

in the Vahika country which roughly corresponded to the

modern Panjab. An attempt has been made in the paper to

identify many of diose grama:.

ICalyan Kumar Ganguli.—Jaina Images in Bengal. A few Jain

images representing the Tirdiahkaras have been found in

Bengal. These images belong to the Pala period.
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K- S. Ramaswami Sastri.—The Origin and Development of the

Bhatla and Prabbakare Schools m Purvamimamsa.

Blnoychandra San—Administration in Prc-PiU Bengal. The

available information about the administrative arrangements

under different governments :n Bengal from the <Jth co the

middle of the 8th century A.C. lias been collected in the paper

mainly from epigraphic evidence. The nature of the various

executive units, the operations of their functionaries, and the

laws regulating cHcir activities, have been discussed.

S. K. DiKSHlT.

—

Candragupta !1, Sabisahhs alias Vikramadttyvt

and the Nine levels. The writer of this article contends that

the Jyotirviddbhsrane popularly attributed to Kalidasa is in

fact a work of that poet, and the contemporaneity of the tradi-

tional ‘nine jewels’ mentioned in the work need not be regarded

as fictitious. The ‘jewels' including Kalidasa flourished in the

time of “£akiri Vikramaditya alias Sahnsahka, who is no other

than Candragupta II."

Jalna-tlddh'anta-bhMkara (Hindi), roi. VI. no. 4

Kailas Chandra Sastri.—<nforf* fwf* ip'NPj. The writer

points out the worthlessness of the arguments put for-

ward in support of the contention that Pujyapada, die first Jain

grammarian was a cor.cemporary of Panini and Patanjali-

K. Bhujabali Sastri.—tfiwiflijr The article deals wich

the achievements of Cavundaraya, who was a minister

of the Ganga kingdom in the ioth cencury, and erect-

ed the famous statue of Gommacesvara at Sravana Beigola.

Journal of fhi Annamalal Unlvonlty, rol. IS, no. 2.

B- N. Kp.iSHNAMUPTl SaRMA.—Certain Philosophical Bases of

Madhva's Theistic Realism.

N. V. MaltaYYA.—Studies in Sanskrit Texts on Temple Archi-

tecture tAbb special Reference tv the Tantrasamnccaya

.
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Journal of the smarts Hindu Unlvtralty, »ol. IV, noa. 1-8 <3 Issues)

K. C. VaradAchari—The Philosophy of Sri Ramanuja. The

nature of God in relation to the world as conceived in the philo-

sophy of Ramanuja has been discussed.

Fateh Singh.—Yama and Pitrs. In support of the theory that

the Polar region was the original home of the Aryans, the

Indian Yama myth is explained here to show that it originated

in die Polar phenomenon of light and darkness.

Bhacwat Sauan Upadhya.—Education and Learning as depicted

by Kalidasa.

— —Fine Arts as depicted by Kalidasa.

A. S. Altekar.—Can We Reconstruct the Pre-Bharata V/at His-

tory? In tliis Presidential Address delivered at the Archaic

Section of Indian History Congress, Calcucca, it has been shown

that the Puranie account* about kings, sages, and incidents of the

pre-Bharata War period get confirmation from the Vedic litera-

ture. The pre-Bhliaca dynasties mentioned in the Purina* are

as historical as the Mauryas of later times. If the history of the

period be reconstmcted with the help of the available Puranie

and Vedic data, the current ideas about the time of the Aryani-

sation of India will have to be revised by pushing it back to a

considerable extent- A discussion about the date of the

Bharata War and annotated lists of teachers and pupils in the

BrhadSranyaka Upanissd and chc Vamia Brahmana are append-

ed to the paper.

Raj Bam Pandey.—The Hindu Samiharas of Childhood. The

sacraments of niskramana, annaprdsana, ciidakarana and

karnavedba have been dealt with in this instalment of the

article.

Krishna Kumar—Hindu Toleration of Early lslam, in India.

Bhacwat Saran Upadhya.—The Stale, King and some other

Incidents of Polity in Kalidasa.
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Journal ol Iho Bihar and Orlaw roaearoh Society, v«l. XXV, parte IIMY
(Soptombor awl Decamber, 105O>

Adris Banerii.—The Extent of the Sena Kingdom. The epigra-

ph ic evidence shows that there was a steady expansion of the

Senn rule by die various members of the dynasty, the ulcimate

extent of territory ruled over by Laksmnnasena compiising the

whole of Bengal, Bihar, and parrs of rhe present United

Provinces.

RaHULA SankrityaVANA.

—

Pramanavartihavrlti. The editing cf

this work on Buddhist logic continues.

Journal ol tbe Craalor India Sooioty, to!. VII, no. I (January, 1SJO)

|. Hackin.—The Buddhist Monastery of FonduhisUn.

O. C. Gangolt.

—

Relation between Indian and Indonesian

Culture,

Journal of Indian Hlatory, vol. XVIII, port 3 (December, 1039)

B. C. Law.

—

Buddha’s Life in Art. It is a general survey of the

works of ancient artists, both in India and abroad, representing

the life-story of Buddha in various forms. In the portrayal of

Buddha's life, prominence has been given by the artists to the

live major events, birth, renunciation, meditation, enlighten-

ment, and death; the minor incidents also have not been

altogether ignored.

S. H. Askari.—The Bengal Resolution of sy$y and Raja

Ramnarain.

Mohammad Aziz Ahmad.—Theocracy versus Autocracy. In the

writers' opinion, die Muslim State in Modueval India cannot

be described as theocracy’. The shari’at was neglected, and

the will of the sovereign was the law. Tortures and massacres

were often perpetrated as a matter of policy,

journal ot Oriental Rnearcli, rol. XIII, part III (July.fiopwmbor, IMD)

M R. RajaGOPala Iyengar.—Phonetic Changes in Tamil Words

borrowed from Classical Sanskrit
,
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E. S. VrtKAUARAiA Aiyar.—Ancient Tamilian Warfare.

E. P. Radhakrishnan.

—

Aianamanohora. References to and quota-

tions from Vagisvaia’s Manamanohara show that he may be

placed between 780 and 1100 A.C. The views ascribed to this

author indicite that he was an exponent of the Vaiscsika system

of thought.

Journal or Ida Royal Asiatic Scctoty ol Bengal, letfera, ml IV. no. 3.

S. N. Chakravarti.—Development of the Bengali Alphabet from

the fifth Century A.D. to the End of the Muhammadan Rule.

P. C. Sencupt a

—

Bhanta-Battle Traditions. The writer relies on

the Vrddha Garga tradition that the Yudhischira era began in

2449 B.C. and concludes, on the evidence of the Aiahabharata

itself, that the great fight took place in the same year. The

Aryabhau tradition and the Purinic testimony that do not sup-

ple tins dace are therefore regarded as erroneous.

— .—Solstice Days in Vedic Literature. The paper attempts

to show that the Hindus of Vedic times knew of a method of

finding che solstice of any year. The Vedic passages referring

to die solstice indicate chat the Brahniana literature had deve-

loped during die period falling between 3550 B.C. and

2100 B.C.

— .

—

•Madhu-Vidya or the Science of Spring.

— .—When Indra became Maghavan.

Chintaharan Chakravarti—Kasinatha Bhatta and his Works.

The writer gives an account of a large number of small treatises

in Sanskrit ascribed to Kasinatha Bhaua who lived in Benares

about die 17th century.

Journal ol lbs United Province# Historical Society,

vol. XII, part I (Jnly. 10S0>

SuKUMAR Banerji.—Humayins (light across the Panjab, 1540

A.D .
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Vasuduva S. Acsawala .—Further New Inscriptions from

Mathura. Ten short epigraphs found on die inscribed sculp-

tures deposited in the Mathura Museum have been published

with English translations and notes as to their significance.

Rauha KumUD MookERJ !—Notes on Early Indian Art.

Journal cf tha Unlnralty of Bombay, vol. VIII, tuirt 4 (January. 1910)

R. N. Saletore.—-The Genealogy of the Medakerc Niyakas of

Cilradttrga. The Mcdakcrc Nayakas ruled over die principa-

lity of Ciuadurga from 1568 till dicy were emshed by Hyder

Ali in die year 1779.

Moreshwai G. Dikshit.

—

The Ranvad
(
Jran

)
Inscription of the

Times of Hembira Rao, Saka 1287. This inscription of

Hambira, a scion of the Yidavaa, rccoids the sale-deed of

sonic land.

H. Goetz —

/

ndao-Musttm Architecture in its Islamic Setting.

H. R. KaI'auia.—The jama Syilem of Education.

Now Inllan Antiquary, vol. II, no. 7 (Ocbolor, 1WB)

Suhiti Kumar Chatterii.—Some Etymological Notes. The

words discussed in these noecs ate karenu. gaura, tundi-cela and

musdra-galva.

E. V. Vika RaghavaCHarya—Dharmasun—His Date and

Works. Dhannasun. die author of die Sdhityatatnakara, a

well-known treatise on poetics has been assigned to the first

quarter of the tjdi century A.C. and his works described ill

the article.

V. RaghAvan.—The Vassysvamsasudhdhara of KolacaU Math-

ndtha. This ms. of a work from the pen of the famous com-

mentator Mallinatha is in die nature of a report determining

the eligibility of a certain section of the mercantile caites to

sonic specific appellations.
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H. Hhras.—The Numerals on Mobenjo Daro Script.

M. Hidayat Hosain.

—

Shah Tahir of the Deccan. Shall Tahir

came co India and exercised considerable influence on the royal

courr of Ahmadnagar :n the 15th century A.C. He was ins-

trumental in the propagation of Shi'aism in the Deccan and

in other parts of India.

Dinf.sh Chandra Sircar.

—

Bengal and the Rajputs in the Early

Mediaval Period.

Poona Orlantalist. vol. IV, nn. i (January, 1W0)

P. C. Divanji—Gaudapada's Aspsrsayoga and Sankara's fnana-

vada. T.ic cenn asparsayoga in Gaudapada’s Kdriki signifies a

particular kind of yoga or process of worship in which the mind

has to be cleared of all objective or subjective ideas. Cauda

pads has not used the expression in the sense of the realisation

of non-duality as is generally believed. Sankara, though known

to have advocated tl»c view that Moksa is possible only through

knowledge unsupplcmenccd by any kind of yoga, admits the

ucility of the practice of asparsayoga.

H. G. Narahari.

—

On the Origin of the Doctrine of Samsora.

The writer is of opinion that die theory of Transmigration

originated among the Aryans themselves, and no proof of

their borrowing it from the abonginal neighbours is available.

The conception in its kernel is found in die early' texts, from

which the Upanisadic seers formulated the doctrine.

E. P. RadhakrishnAn—A Rare Commentary on Nyayakusumah-

jali. A ms. of the commentary shows that its author was

Vamadhvaja. a disciple of Viriipaksa who probably lived in the

i6ch century A.C.

S. K. SakSEna .—The Problem of Experience in Sahkbya-Yoga

Metaphysics with Special Reference to Vacsspaii and

Vtjn&nabbihstt.
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8aHIIy».pafl8ai-pairika (Bengali), voi. XLVI, no. *

Joges Chandra Ray.— (The Date of the

VeJic Culture). On the basis of some astronomical

interpretations of Vedic texts, it has been contended in this

instalment of the discussion that some of the well-known

Brahmanas were composed between 1827 B.C. and 1600 B.C.

Prated and puMidicd by Sj. J. C S«kh<l. at the Calcutta Oriental

Pccss, Ltd., 9, Panchaain Ghos* Lane, Cdcu^a.
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Prof. LOUIS DE la VALLCC POUSSIN





The late Prof. Louis de la Vallee Poussin

The inexorable hand of death has extinguished one of the

luminaries in the firmament of the present day oriental studies,

Louis dc L Vallee Poussin, whose contributions to explorations in

a field in the history of Buddhism arc unique and probably in some

respects unsurpassed.

Louis de la Vallde Poussin was born at Liege on the new

year's day of 1869, a rather remarkable date of birth. He
belonged to a family of scholars, one of whom, Charles de la Vallee

Poussin, is well-known as a mathematician. He had his early

education at the College of Saint-Scrvais at Liege, where

he had a brilliant academic career. He learnt Greek from

Father Bodson who had at one time been a missionary ac

Chota Nagpur, and studied the works of Ovid with Father Auge

Durand. He completed his education at die University of Liege

(1884-1888), where he studied Philology with Louis Roersch and

developed a taste for Dialectics from Prof. Delbccuf. In t888, he

was admitted to the degree of doctorate in philosophy and literature.

On reading the Asiatic Studies by Charles Lyall, he made up his

mind to study oriental subjects. He went to Louvain, and studied

there the rudiments of Sanskrit, Pali and Zend, the principles of

Linguistics with Charles de Harlez and Philippe Colinet, both of

whom were much impressed by the carncscness and intelligence of

the young student. He commenced studying oriental subjects in

1891-93 at Sorbonnc at l'Ecole des Hauces Etudes as a pupil of

Sylvain Levi and Victor Henry. He received also encouragement

and scholarly help from Auguste Barth and Emile Senarc. In

1893-94, be went co Leyden to study the Gatha dialect with the

distinguished scholar of the umc Prof. H. Kern. At this stage of
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Ins education, lie commenced studying Tibetan and Chinese as he

realised that knowledge of these two languages was essential for a

correct survey and imetpreratkm of the ancient Buddhist traditions.

In 1893 be became a Professor at die University of Ghent,

where he caught Comparative Grammar of Greek and Latin. He
served 111 dns University for about 35 years using to its highest

office as the Vice-President of the Academic Council. In 1929

when the University came under Flemish control, he retired and

preferred to carry on his researches quietly at his home. At this

rime one or two students from India went to him for Buddhiscic

studies and this gave him some solace as his scholarship though not

fully appreciated at home was being valued by students from abroad.

Some of his countrymen did not fully realise the value of his scholar-

ship and became curious as to why students from India should come

to him to learn Buddhist Sanskrit.

During the last European war (1914-1918) he came as a refugee

ro Cambridge. He organised there a course of studies for the young

Belgian refugees, prepared a Catalogue of Jaina manuscripts de-

posed in the Cambridge Library, and an Invenco.-y of Tibetan

documents preserved in -the India Office (Stein Collection). Ho

utilised this opportunity of his forced stay at Cambridge by copying

out the whole c£ Yasomitra’s Abbidbarmikos/ivyakbyi tika which

later on feemed the basis of his epoch-making work, the French

translation of Abhidbarmakosa replete with valuable notes. Besides

the Kosa, he also copied out with his own hand a few other Buddhist

Mss. Dunng his stay in Cambridge, he edited the Pali text

Mahaniddaa jointly with Dr. E. ). Thomas.

Togcdicr with Ph. Coiinct he edited and published Lc Mttscon

up to 1914. Two issues of this periodical were printed at the Cam-

bridge University Press. He delivered also a short course of the

Hibbccc Lectures (Oxford 1918) and the Forlong Lectures of the

London School of Oriental Studies.
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After the war, he resumed his duties ac die University of

Ghent Besides his official duties and his own researches, he found

lime to impart training ro young aspirants for research in the field

of Buddhism. To name a few among chose who derived substantial

benefit from such training, we may mention J. Mansion, H. Ui,

Akanuma, Yamabc, J. Rahder, P. Vaidya, N. Dutc, Miyamoto

and E. Lanioctc. He caught them both Tibecan and Chinese be-

sides Buddhist Sanskrit texts like he Koia, Midbyamikavrtti and

Vij'iafiimatraiasiddbt. He specialised so much in the restoration of

original Sanskrit from Tibetan and Chinese diat very often he held

the Tibetan and Chinese texts before him and read them out in

Sanskrit as if he was reading the Sanskrit original.

In 1921, he organised the Sodete beige d’fitudcs oricntales.

which published many important works on oriental subjects under

his guidance. Under the title Bonddhisme: Notes et Bibliographic

he started reviewing the newly published works which were of in-

terest co tiie indologisis in general and to the students of Buddhism

in particular. He directed the edition of the Melanges ebsnois et

bouddhitfues, in which several of his valuable papers were published.

He collaborated also in the publication of the Btbltograpiiie Boiidhtque

of Paris, which essayed to give a synopsis of all the works and

papers published all over die world on Buddhistic topics. He pub-

lished papers in several oriental journals of note, among which may

be menr.oned Bulletin de l'Academic royale de Belgiques, Bulletin

le l’tcole fratifaise d'txircme Orient, Indian Historical Quarterly,

Journal Asialique, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Revue

d’Histoire das religions, Reeznik Orjenlalistyczny .

*

His special field of study was Sanskric Buddhism (Hinayana and

Mahayana); he was in fact a pioneer in this particular branch of

• Much of the information given here has been raken from the Obiwary

Notice mitten by the Profeisee'i principal dhdpic M. I'abbc E. Lamsttc and pub-

lished in the Rev** a*e Cerde im Almmni de U condition Univwiuire. 1938.
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Buddhistic studies. His interest in Pali, Brahniamc philosophical

literature and general history of ancient India was not so keen as

was his interest in Sanskrit Buddhism. In this field, his noted pre-

decessors were Buroouf, Hodgson, Rajendralal Mitra. Satis Chandra

Vidyabhusana. and Sarat Chandra Das. but the works of all these

scholars belong to a period when very little of Buddhism was known

or understood. The actual difference between Hinayana and

Mahayana was hardly realised and Sinyals was usually interpreted

as Nihilism (sec Journals of the Buddhist Text Society). Among

the scholars who could be regarded as the elder contemporaries of

Prof. Poussin and who worked in this field were rhe late Prof. Sylvain

Levi and Prof. Stcherbatsky with both of whom he was associated in

his studies. To he more particular. Prof. Poussin's scholarship lay in

a line different from that of Levi or Stcherbatsky. He loved editing

original texts and making their translations. His command over

the Sanskrit language was remarkable. He edited among other

works the Bodhicaryavalira and Madbyamiktvrlti with such accu-

racy chat very rarely an error can be detected. This accuracy was

partly due to his mastery over Tibetan and Chinese and his ability

in restoring eexes in diese languages to original Sanskrit.

His epoch-making contribution to the studies of Buddhism is

his French translation of Hiuen Tsang’s version of die Abhidbarma-

kossvyakby

•

in 7 parts. Before the publication of this work, very

little was known of the Sarvastivadins and their dcccrincs—a school

of Buddhism which was popular all over Northern India. The work

is noc a mere translation. It is replete with valuable notes which

can be written only by a scholar who had thoroughly digested the

whole of the Pah Pitaka. In short, it was Prof. Peussin who placed

before the world of scholars for die first rime the ethical and philo-

sophical teachings of the Sarvastivadins.

Another voluminous and equally arduous work is his trans-

lation of Hiuen Tsang’s Chinese version of rhe Vijhaptimitra-



tasiddhi. It is a commentary on Vasubandhu’s Tnmsika published

by Sylvain Levi with the commentary of Sthiramati. Hiuen

Tsang’s work is a translation of rhe commentary of Dharmapala

and nine other commentators, and contains extracts from the treatises

of Asahga, Dignaga. Vasubandhu and others. The Professor has

not merely translated Hiuen Tsang’s work but added to it valuable

notes throwing a flood of light on the obscure points of Yogacara

philosophy. Vasubandhu’s Trimsikd is so terse and difficult that

even with Sduramati's commentary it would have remained unin-

telligible if the Stddhi had not been published by him.

He has contributed several articles on Buddhist topics to the

Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics. Each of them is really valu-

able, giving all die important matters that could br given within 3

sheet compass in a work like the Encyclopedia.

His work on Nirvana, a brochure in 194 pages, contains the

interpretation of Nirvana from both Hinayana (Sautrantika and

Vatbhasika) and Mahiyana standpoints. He has included in it also

the opinions of a few other Hinayana sects and of the distinguished

mcdizval teachers.

In his La Morale du Rouddhique, he has dealt with the ethical

aspects of Buddhism—a subject in which he did not feel much

interest.

Vety recently, he scarted writing on the Sarvastivadin Abhi-

dharma texts in Chinese, which unfortunately remains incomplete,

and will remain so for several years to conic, as we find none at

present capable of dealing with the same.

In his early days, he cook some interest in Tancrik treauses.

He edited the Adikarmapradipa and Ptficakrama in 1898. but it

seems that he lost his interest in this branch of Buddhistic studies-

In the last days of his life, at the importunate request of his friend

Monsieur E. Cavaignac.he wrote the Political History of India, in

two volumes, but this was also noc to his liking. Evidendy his interest
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lay in exploring the Buddhist Sanskrit works and their Chinese and

Tibetan versions. This he did in a thorough manner and his con-

tributions will ever remain invaluable documents for the study of

Buddhism. His varied interest and contributions will be apparent

from his works, a list of which is appended to this paper. India has

lost in him a genius and an explorer in an exceedingly difficult field

of Buddhistic studies, and the gap created by his demise is. we arc

afraid, not likely to be filled up in die near future. We can do

no better than repeat the words of the Mahavamstf:

'

i hero pi so niatipadipahaundhaki[o||

ickandhakarahananamhi mahapadipo
j

j

nibbapico maranaghora-mahanilena
|j

tenapi jivicamadam matima jaheyya ti.’||

[The te»:hc. who hai removed darkness by the light of knowledge —he. the

grwt torch in <k*trcying the carkncsj of tta world— ti ttringiwhol by thc dreadful

viml c£ death, and to &

e

wit? should renounce raking pleasure in life].

Before I conclude, I should mention thac I had the good fortune

of meeting die savant at his house in Brussels in 1931. Our meet-

ing was so very cordial that I feel sad to remember diat he is no

more in this mortal world. His personal libraiy was full of

works on Buddhism and every book contained marks of his dose

study, and cross-references to ocher works. His method of malting

notes and preparing index-cards was a revelation to me. His notes

in every text and the index-cards arc still invaluable, and any scholar

with a certain amount of knowledge o* the Buddhist texts will be

able with die help of these notes and index-cards to produce valuable

works. I wish that his students specially M. Lamocce will utilise

them and give us the benefit of the labours of die savant.

Narendra Nath Law
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(
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Adibuddha (ERE., 19c8. pp. 93-100).
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Agnosticism (Ibid., pp. 220-25).
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no. i.
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Ind., Calcutta. 1901-5. (605 pages).

Mitbre. dteu du soldi. Tongres. 1901. (5 pages).

Mulamadbyamakakaribaf {MadhyAmabasutrat) de Nigbjmna avec U
Prasannapadi. Conunenciirc dc CandrakTm. Bibl. Buddh. IV. Sc.

Pecenbcrg. 1903-13 (658 pages).

VEsprit Syeitcmatique el U religion (chnstiinisme-boucdhisrrx:) Bruxdlcs.

1905. 84 page*.

Candrahirti . Madhyamakavatara. Bibl. Buddh. IX. Sc. Pccersbetg.

W* (427 Pg“)-
introduction a U pratique Jes future Boaddhas (Bcdhicatyavacara) per

Santiacva. Pans. 1908 (xii, 144 pages).

Tibetan Translation of the Nyaye binda of Dharmabirti wirb the commen-

tary of Vinltadeva, ed. with appendices. Bibl. Ind. Calcutta. 1907

(96 pages).

VEtat cbmois et U Bouddhisme. 1908.

Bouddhisme. Opinions sur Thiscode dc la dogmariejue. Paris. 1909 (vi:.

420 pages).

Notions sur le religions de 1‘lnde. Le Vedismc. Paris. 1910 (127 pages).

Buddhism. Catholic Truth Soceity. Lectures on the History of Religion.

'910 - (3
a p ag“)-

Notions sur Its religions de I'lnde. Le Brahmanhme. Pari*. 1910. (126

pages)

Le Bouddhisme et Us religions de 1‘Inde. Chnstus manucl d'histoire des

religions. Paris 1912. 220-297 p3^1-

Bouddbisme. Etudes et Mat&iaux (i) Theccy of 12 causes (Recueil des

travaux pp. la facuW de philosophic et lettres : Universal de Gand.

Fzsc. 40 (ix, 128 pages) (it) Vasubandhu et Yasomitra. Third chapter

of Abhidharroakosa. Bhajya and Vyikhya with in nnalyiis of the

Loksprajriapri and of the Karanaptajfjpti of Maudgalyayatu (London.

1914-18, 368 pages).

Notice sur T. J. Limy. Bruxelles. 1914.
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Thomas), a vots. P. T. Society,

1916-17. 535 pages).

The Way to Nirvana (Cambridge. 1917. 172 prges).

Abhidbarmakoia it Vasubandhu. Translation with notes (Chi. I. II. 1933.

331 pp); Ch. III. 1926. 117 pp.; Cli- IV. 1914. 255 pp.; Ch*. V, VI,

'925. 303 pp.; Ch*. VII. VIII. & IX. 1925, 302 pages. Volume with

introduction, fragments of lurikas, index, additions, 1931, Ixvii, 156

pages (Soaete beige d’Htudes Oriental ci, Paris. Geuthner).

Indo-Europeens el Indo-banieni . L’Inde juscjuc vets 3C0 avant Jcsus-

Chnst (volume 3 of the Histoire du Monde. Paris. 1924, 345 pages).

La Morale bouddbique. Paris. 1927 (xvii, 256 pages).

Vijnaftimatratiiiddki. vol. I, La Siddhi de Hiuan tsang. Translation and

notes (1928, 432 pages) Vol. II, with appendix. La emigre du

Bedhisatcva. Notes on the Tachad or Dharnud; notes on the corps

of Buddlia (1929 pp. 433-820) Buddhica. Paris.

L'Inde aux temps des Mauryai (vol. II of L‘Histoire da Monde. Paris. 1930.

3,3 ?a6“)-

Le Dogmc el la Philosopbte du Souddbume (Paris. 1930. 2:3 pages)

Dynasties el Histoire de Unde depuis Kenisbka jusqu'aux invasions

masulmenes. (vol. VI. pr. a, of Histoire du Monde. 393 p^es.

Paris. 1935)
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Lama Taranatha’s Account of Bengal 1

The Tibetan historian Lama Taranatha was born in 1573 A.D.

and completed his famous work History c£ Buddhism in India ui

the year 1608 A.D. Hu main object was to give a detailed account

of the Buddhist teachers, doctrines and institutions in India during

the different periods. He has, however, always taken care to 3dd the

whose regime,

they flourished. In this way he has preserved a considerable amount

of Buddhist traditions regarding the political history of India.

That these traditions cannot always lx regarded as reliable data for

che political history of India, admits of no doubt. At the

same time there is equally little doubc that they contain

a nucleus of historical truth which neither Indian literature

nor Indian tradition has preserved for us. This fact, which will be

illustrated in the following pages, makes it desirable to give a shore

summary of the political history and geography of Bengal which

may be gleaned from the pages of Taranatha.

names of the Icings under whose patronage, or during

Political history

The only kingdom in the ease, of which Taranatha gives the

names of successive generations of kings, is Bhangala, which may

1 The account is banxl on the German translation of TarutitluT* History of

linddbim by A. Schicfncr (Tdranathas Gtschichte des Dnddhismns in Inditn
,

it#j

dtm Tibeiteben nbcrxui ton Anton Scbitfntr# Si Petetsburg 1869 Figures

within bracket refer to the page* uf this book). Portions o£ this beck were trims*

litetl into English in IndUn Antiqtury, (voL IV) bix the translation is no: always

accurate os tl« following pages will show.
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be taken to denote southern and eastern Bengal, but the exact signi-

ficance of which will be discussed later.

According to Taranatha, the Candra dynasty tilled in Bhahgala

before the Palas, and the names of all the kings mentoned by him

prior to Gopala end in Candra.

One of the earliest of these kings was Vrksacandra whose

descendants, long Vigamacandra and his son king Kamacandra.

ruled in the east during the time of Sri-Harsa (i.c. die emperor

Harsavardhana) (p. 126). Next we hear of king Simhacandra, of

the Candra family (presumably the one founded by Vrksacandra),

who flourished during the reign of Sila, son of die emperor Sri-Harsa

(p. 146). Bilacandra, son of Simhacandra, being driven from

Bhahgala (presumably by chc powerful king Pancama Simha of the

Licchavi family whose kingdom extended from Tibet to Trilihga

and Benares to the sea) ruled in Tirahutj (i.c. Tnhut in N. Bihar)

(pp. 146,158). Balacandra's son Vimalacandra, however, retrieved

die fortunes of his family and ruled over die three kingdoms

Bhahgala, Kamarupa and Tirahuti. He married the sister of king

Bharthari (Bhartrharif) of the Malava royal family, and was suc-

ceeded by his son Govtcandra about the time when Dhannakirti.

die famous Buddhist teacher, died (p. 195)- Govicandra was suc-

ceeded by Laliracandra, his relation on die fadiet’s side, who rided

for many years in peace (p. 197).’ After referring to the reigns of

Govicandra and his successor Lalitacandra, both of whom attained

siddhi (spiritual salvation) Taranatha :cmari<s

:

“Thus Lalitacandra was the ast king of ihc Gndra family.1 In the five

eastern province?, Bhangila, GJivira (Orisu) and the rest, every Ksotnyi.

2 S. C Dm gives a different version of this account (I/1SB., 1898. p. aa).

3 In spite this eleir statement of Tirtmathn Dr. M. Shahxlnliih writes chit

acceding to Taranatha Govicindra was the Use king of the dynasty, and Gopia

was elected king o£ Vangs *ome years after the abdication c£ Govicandra (1HQ..

VH. 530, 533). He leaves cot of account the reign of Lolitacindra "who ailed

for many years in peace."* Hence his chronological theory docs not deserve

serious considermien
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Grandee, Brahmaru, and merchant was a kin* m his own house (in the

ndghfcourhcttl) hut dxrc was no king ruling over the country 1

(p. 197)'*

Then follows a long account of the Buddhist teachers of the

period. Continuing the historical narrative in the next chapter,

Taranatha first tells us how a Tree-god begot a son on a young

Ksatnya woman" near Pundravardhana, how this son became a

devotee of the goddess Cunda, how directed by the goddess in a

dream he v/enc to the Vihara of Arya Khasaipana, and, having

prayed there for a kingdom, was directed to proceed cowards the

east (p. 202). Then occurs the following queer story:

"At that time the kingdom of Bhsngala had been without a king for

nuny year* and people were suffering great miacricr* The leader gathered

ami elected a king in order that the kingdom might be lawfully ruled. The

elected king war, however, killed that very night by a strong and ugly Naga

man who lAsumed the form oi a queen of an caiiict kxi^ (recording to some

Goricandr*. according co others Lalitacamlra). In ibis way fixe killed every

elected king. But as the people coaid not leave the kingdom without a king,

they elected one every mam»ng only to see th«: he was killed by her during

night and hi* dead body dutnrn out at day-break. Some years pissed in

this way, the ctizens being elected in turn as king for the day. At this

time the devotee of the goddess Cunda came to a boit-c. where the family was

overwhelmed with grief. On enqury lie learnt chat rxxt day the turn of the

elected king fell on a SCO cf that luwse. He. however, ottered to take the

place of the son. on receiving some money, and ike joy of die fumily knew

no bounds. He obtained the reward and was elected king in die morning.

When in midnight the Naga woman, in the form cf n Riksasi, approached

towards him. he struck her with the wooden dub (which he always canned)

sacred to his tutelary deity, and she died. The people were greatly astonished

to see him alive in the morning. He thereupon offered :o take the place of

others whose turn came next to bf elected as kings, and he was elected king

seven tunes in course of seven days. Then on account of his prc-etnincnc

4 The translation of this passage «s given n JA., IV, 365-6S vr*„ 'In

Odivisa. in Bengal and the other five province* of the cast etc* is wrong.

Thu has bom followed in Cand^miU (p. 21) and BZhglir Uibis {p. 16a) by

R. D. Baaerji. The original German pissage is:

"In den fiinf bstliehen Landergcbicten Bhnngnb

Odiv^a und den iibrigen
"

5 "A shepherdess" according to Buston (p. 156).
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qualifictoom tfic people dotted liioi ts a pmautent k»at^> iiul j^ivc him Hu

name Grplla (pp. 203-4)**

This scory is i fine illustration of historical myths. The

anarchy and turmoil in Bengal, due to the absence of any ccncral

political authority, and the election of Gopila to the throne hy the

voice of the people, undoubtedly fcor. the historical background

againsc which the popular nursery-tale of a demoness devouring a

king every night has been cleverly set. Such a story cannot Ik

used as historical evidence except where, as in the present case, the

kernel of historical fact is proved by independent evidence. By a

further analysts of the story it may be possible to glean a lew more

facts about Gopila.

According to the story Gopila was born near Pundravardhana

i.e. in Varendra, although he became king of Bharigala which un-

doubtedly stands for Varigala or Vailgo. This offers o solution of

what might otherwise have been a little riddle. For whereas in the

Ranutcarita, Varendra is referred to as jan^kabbiib (fatherland) of

the Pilas, the contemporary inscriptions call diem Vcnga-pati or

rulers of Variga and refer to Gauda and Variga as separate kingdoms.

Tiranacha also uses die name Varendra. as distinguished from

Bharigala.' It may thus be assumed chac the birth-place of Gopila

was in Varendra but the throne which was offered co him was that

of Varigala or Variga.

Tile question naturally arises, what was the extent and political

importance of die kingdom of Bharigala about this rime. Accord-

ing to Taranatha, BimaUcandra. father of Govicandra, ruled over the

three provinces Bharigala, Kiimarupa and jTirshuti i.e. Northern

Bihar, Variga or Varigala and lower Assam/ and presumably his two

6 Cf. footnote 13 below, rxampb* (2) and (3).

7 Cf. fn. 13 below A* will be seen from the extract quoted nt the etui of

that footnote. TJrenitlu extinguishes Kzkmritpa from Hasaraa which 1*0 doubt

Hands for Assam. Kamariipa. Therefore, probably denotes lower or western Awni
alley
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.successors ruled over the same territories. Then ensued the

anarchy "in the five eastern provinces, Bhangala, Odivisa and che

test ", .is has been referred to above. These five provinces were

presumably Bhangala. Kamarupa, Tirahuti, Odivisa and Varendra,

the last being named as a province in the cast in connection wich

Candragomin.* It would appear, therefore, that according to

I aranatha, Bhangala was the leading power in the eastern group,

ruling over Tirhuc and Kamarupa and presumably also Gauda or

western Bengal," while Odivisa and Varendra were independent

territories. This also follows from the account of political history

given by Taranatha in the earlier chapters of his work. He general-

ly begins with a short description of the important kingdoms of

the west, the east and the centre, and their rulers, and then gives a

derailed account of their religious activities 3nd of the noted Buddhist

teachers that flourished during their reigns. In this enumeration

Bhangala is the only eastern kingdom to which reference is made

and in one case we ate told that Balacandra, son of Simhacandra.

driven from Bhangala, ruled in Tirahuti.
10

According to Taranatha,

therefore, Bhangala was rfie leading kingdom in the cast, under the

powerful Candra dynascy, till the death of Lalitacandra, the last

ruler of the family. Then followed a complete political disinte-

gration in Bhangala and the other eastern countries. It. was at this

stage that Gopala, a native of Varendra. came to occupy che throne

of Bhangala and restored order.

Taranatha says that although Gopala commenced his career

as ruler of Bhangala he conquered Magadhn towards the close of his

reign (p. 204). In order to understand diis properly we must con-

sider Taranatha’s account of the gradual growth of the Pala empire

under the successors of Gopala. According to Taranatha. Gopali

8 Tii.. P. 146.

9 A* nored befow, in f.n. 13 Tiranitlu rtfen to Gauda as n put of Bha&gaU.

50 Tar., p. 258.
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ruled for 45 years and was succeeded after lus death by Dcvapala

(p. 20S) who conquered Varendra (p. 209). Dcvapala died alicr a

reign ol

for 12 years (p. a 14). The son of the latter was Dhamiapab who

ruled for 6<| years and subjugated Kamarfipn. Tirahuti, Gauda and

oilier countries so iliac his empire extended from die sea in the

cast to Delhi in the 'vest, and from jalandhara in the north to the

Vindhya mountains in the south (pp. 216-17).

Tarinatha's list of successive Pala kings is obviously wrong,

as we know from the coppcr-pbtc grants of the Palas that the true

oidci of succession was Gopab. his son Dhamiapala and the lacrer's

son Dcvapala. Rasapala is otherwise unknown, unless we identify

him with Rajyapala who is referred to as die sen and heir-apparent

of Dcvapala in the Monghyr coppcr-platc grant of the latcer. But

even then, according to die coppcr-pbtc grants, he never succeeded

his father as king.

As regards the conquests of chcsc kings it is difficult to

understand how Gopab could conquer Magadha. while Gauda and

Varendra were yet unsubdued. Again, die Khalimpur copper-

plate clearly shows that Dharmapab ruled over Varendra and it

muse have, therefore, been conquered before the time of Dcvapiib.

In spue, howcvci, of these obvious discrepancies, we must hold

that Tnranatha had access to some historical texts, now lost to us,

and did not draw purely upon his imagination. For the election of

Gopab, the long reign and extensive conquests of Dhamiapala and

the existence of a rule; named Dcvapala with a long reign are known

to us today only from the inscriptions of the Palas, to which

Taranacha had no access. Similarly his account of the Cnndra

dynasty may have some foundation of truth as will be shown later.

Evidently he gathered his information fiom cciuiri texts, and either

these were wrong in many details, or he misunderstood diem. Any
one of these causes or both might account fer the distorted version

48 years and was succeeded by his son Rasapab who ruled
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of the Pala history which we meet with in his book. It is. there-

fore. unsafe to rely upon his statements except where they are cor-

roborated by other evidences, though it would be wiser to have

them in view in so far at least as they are not unintelligible in them-

selves nor contradicted by more positive testimony.

As an instance we may refer to his description of chc extent of

Dliarmapila s empire which is not perhaps very wide of die mark.

Then, again, Taranitha gives us some data by which we can approxi-

mately determine the dates of events he relates. Thus he says that

Govicandra ascended the throne about the time when the gtcac

Buddhist teacher Dharmakirti died. As Dharmakirti was a disciple

of Dharmapaln (p. J76) who was a professor in Nalanda at the time

when the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang visited it," Govicandra's

reign may be placed in the Last quarter ol the seventh century A.D.

As his successor Lalitacandra ruled for many years, his death and

the end of the Candra dynasty may be placed about 725 A.D.

Then followed the period of anarchy during which 'Bhahgala was

without a king for good many years’ (p. 203). II we assign twenty-

five years to this period the accession of Gopala may be placed about

die middle of die eighth century A.D.
1
* This fairly agrees with

the Pala chronology derived from independent data.

It is needless to pursue any further the historical account of

Taranitha as we have epigraphic data (or die later history of Bengal.

Geography

As already noted above, Taranitha uses the term Bhahgala (and

never Vanga) to indicate the province where the Candras and

11 For date of Dh.irmikiiti cf. l-tting, R/cord.i. pp Iviii-lix, 181. Hr is saiil

10 be 1 contemporary of the Tibetan king Sttm-tstn-gam-po who reigne:! from

A D to 698 (V A. Smith—Early History
. p 359).

ii Dr M Shatttdulbh. uorfcing on these <bt* placet rhe end of the reign c£

Covir&rdra nt about AD. jeo NJcvmbelw* he placet the* accession of CicpSb
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the Palas ailed. That he meant I>y this tcim, in a general way,

the whole of southern and eastern Bengal, admits of no doubc. This

is clearly proved by numerous passages scattered in his work." It

:s. however, more difficult to trace the origin of the name. It has

been generally assumed that Bhaiigala is derived from Vahga and

is equivalent to Bengal." The latter assumption is certainly wrong,

as Bhaiigala did not denote the whole of Bengal but only a part

of ir As regards the other assumption, the question is complicated

by the fact that we know of two geographical terms Vahga and

Vaiigala, used at least as early as the tenth century A.D. to indicate

territories comprised within Jaranatha’s Bhaiigala. Phonetically

Bhaiigala may be more readily derived from Vaiigala than Vahga.

That Vahga and Vaiigala originally denoted two different

countries is now generally admitted.
1 * But the name Vaiigala, and

dxiui 715 A.D.. as he ignores nlrogcihct die long reign ol Ulitoeandra {IH (J..

vii. 530 ft).

'

13 Acicniiun may he drawn 10 the following parages (ij in Odiviu,

blurtgala, and Rldlia (p. 72); (2) In die land Pundnuardhanu. lying between

Magadha and DlungaJ (p. 99), (3) In BhingJa and in VmvimIi* (p. an);

(4)
Vimalacnndra ruled over die three provinces Ilh.ing.ilj, Kaninrapn and

Tiiahuti {p. 17a)

In one parage Gauda it referred to as a pan of Bliangnli (p 82) bur 11 is not

oeni whether ir means tliat Gauda was included wiihin the kingdom ol Bhohgnlo, «x

tncmed gccgiaphkally a part uf it The ferine: seems 10 be die ituenlcd meaning

TaranathiTs geographical noiiixi is dearly indicated in die following parage:

"Eastern India consists of three parts: Bhangj’-s and Odivisa belong :o

Aparftnraka ood are called its eastern pare. The ntitdr-cnston provinces K'aiuiOpi,

Tripura and Hasan:a ire calkd Gitivann. .-domed with mountains. Proceeding

towards the Oil near the Northern Hdl* are the provinces Nangata, Puklum <0

die sea coast Balgn etc., Rikhmg. Hanuavni and the remaining parts ol die

kingdom ol Mtiajang; lurcher oft are Gampi, Kareboja and die rest All (hoc

were called by the general name Kcki (p. 263).

14 Cf. fa- example the translation cf the passage quoted in f.n. 4 above.

15 The point was last noted by Dr. H. C. Rcicharifhury (Sinilin in Intfian

AiUiqutUei. pp. 188 ft.) More evidences have since then come to light to support

this view [Early Histiry of Bengal by P. 1_ Pal, p. v). Mr. R. C. Uancrji has

discassed the question at length nod locned the Vjngulas, whom he considers

different from the Varigas, to the east ol die Brjhmapiitr? river [IC.. II. 755).
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not Vanga, seems gradually co have been applied 10 die whole of

the modern province of Bengal, specially by the foreigners." An
inscription in Nepal

1

refers to the invasion of that kingdom in

1346 A.D. by Sultan Shamasuddin (ShamsuJdm Ilyas) widi a

huge Vahgala army [suratrana-samaithno vthgZlthvibulatr-balaih).

Here Vahgala could not possibly have been used in a restricted

sense. The Tarlkb-i-Fimzohdbi also applies the name Bangalah to

the whole province," and so do Ibn Bntutah. " Ma-Huan** and

other later writers.

The name Bangalah also occurs in a poem of Hafiz sent from

Shiraz to Sultan Ghiasuddin who reigned in Bengal in the fourteenth

century A.D. Hoc also the name is applicable to the province

radicr than to a small part of it."

The evidence of Abul Fad is both intcrcsong and instructive

on this point. "The original name of Baugal", says he. was

Bang. Its former rulers raised mounds measuring tin yards in

height and twenty in breadth duotighouc the province which were

called A. From this suffix the name took its rise and currency .

Whatever we might think of the ingenious explanation about the

origin of die name Vahgala, it is obvious that in Abul Fazl s tune

Vahgala was the more commonly used name, and it was not only

regarded as identical with Vanga but also derived from it.

The name Bengali Dr Bengale used by the early European

writers” muse also have heen derived from Vahgala. made familiar

16 TIk nank VangaU it »l*> n*u with in ratty lucnture. Cl. Btumiu'i

vein in CtrjidVjmniUtrys where boih V.ihgi). and Vuignli ire uted (H P.

S«ui. Ciu U Doh«. y. 73). 17 IHORS . vcl. XXII. pp. 81 fi.

.8 Rt.aiy. y. 590. In. 19 Tr. by Gt>b. p. i<rj-

«. Mi-Huin calls ic Pnn ko-lo (-BahpU) IRAS. tS)j. (p. 5*9)

21 Free. ASB.. 1870. p no.

xx farrcct. At» r-A ibdirr. p mo )arrctt ti.ia the torn Bengal in lib

but du* ongin.il ba* Va&gplj.

23 The Portuguese writer* FUph Filch call 11 Bcng-la. Burner dlls R

1 hq. |UKE, 1940
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by the Muslim writers, and the present name Bengal is only a coiv

tractcd form of Bcngala. How the name Vangaia came to denote,

at first Variga, and then the whole of rhe modern province of

Bengal, :t ts not easy to explain. But some light may be thrown

on this important and interesting problem by locating the original

kingdom and tracing its early history.

Mr. R. C. Banerji. as neted above, places the original kingdom

of Vangaia to die cast of the Brahmaputra. His conclusion rests

upon the assumption chat Govmdacandra of the rinimalai Rock

Inscription is identical with Gopicand. Tins identity, however, is

open to serious doubts.

As we have seen above, Taranatha refers to a king Govicandm

of Bharigala, and certain details given by Him make it more probable

thac he is identical with king Gopicandra ol Indian legends.' But

this is not material for our present purpose. What is more important

is that it was die kingdom cf this Govicandra which came into pos-

session o! Gopala. It may, therefore, be presumed that the original

kingdom of the Pains is also to he located in the region where

Govicandra ruled.

Now Taranatha mentions in another work
1
' that Chatigrama,

i.e. Chittagong, was the capital of Gopicandra, or at least quite dose

to it. There is no doubt thac this Gopicandra is the same peison as

Govicandra king of Bharigala mentioned by him in his History of

24 In a Hindusthani vcrwcti cl eh: ball&J Gojxcand is atid to be the sisters

ton ol Bhuthiri. Tirmatha also says due the sister ol Bhirlhiri, a member ci

t)>c Malavi royal family, was the mother ol Govxunilra (p. 195). IkuiJes. Jalandhari

is nartxd is the spiritual preceptor of Goricrodra both by Taranatha is wed as in the

popular bdlads. Cf. al o f.n. 26.

25 Bk&Mdhs-bdun or the Book of the Seven Mystic Revelations. The passag;

is quoted by Rni Bihadur Sarac Chandra Das in IAS3. t 1898, p. 23- The references

have Ixcn verified by Pandit Vidhusekhira Satfri. Cf also Gnmwcdcl. Ecirhifinmim

(p. 62) which is a German translation of this work.
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Buddhism.” This would mean that according to Tarcnacha, the

capical of Bliangala. and therefore also of Gcpala at least at the

beginning of his reign, must have been either Chittagong or a place

quite close to it.

If we admit this we have to attach the greatest importance to

die city of Bengala rcfcricd to by early European wricers. We have

already seen chat Bengala is die European corruption cf Vangala,

and if there was actually a city of this name near Chittagong which

was referred to in later works as the capital of Vnhgala, ct very near

it, we may not unreasonably conclude that this city was die capital

of Vangala and gave Us name to the kingdom, or vice versa, and

that in either ease the old kingdom of Vangala must be located in

the region round the city.”

As dicrc lias been some controversy over the city of Bengala

we have to review the question at some length. In the foreign

accounrs of India cf die sixteendi and the seventeenth centuries,

particularly those of the Portuguese, frequent reference is made to

the city of Bengala’. Vardicma (1510) speaks of taking his route

to this city of Bengala though it is doubtful whether he actually went

diere. Duarte de Barhosa, one of the earliest Portuguese v/nters

on Indian Geography; says that the (Bay of) Bengal is "a gulf which

enters towards the north and at its inner extremity there is a very-

great city inhabited by Moors which is called Bengala, with a very

16 The names 01 rile father and maternal unde of both Govicandra and

Gopkandn art the same.

27 Since my artklc wai written I found lhai Dr. H. C. Raidiaudiiury long ago

made this suggestion tentatively in a Bengali article {reprinted in Studies in Indiin

Antiquities. (1932), pp. 184 d.) Bur in the absence of inj cotrobosativr evidence

such as is furnished by TSranathn's account it has not evidently drawn much

attention so fa. Mr. |. N. Gupta, wha has quoted die passage in his second

edition of ViltranpMrcT ItibJt, just pcbluhcd. siys that die city of Bengila is indi-

cated in a map in the Fravtli 0/ Co-ndioi Lr IS’uyitn {published in 1701 A.D.) 1

copy of which he possrssci (p. si 5). Dr. H. C Rnkhaudhuty nl'o nates that

‘Bengala’ is fhowr. in the map drawn by Gastddi in 1651 AD.
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goed harbour”. Ovington (1696) remarks: “Teixeira and

generally the Portuguese writers reckon that (Chatigam) as a city of

Bcngala; and not only so, but place die city of Bengali itself upon

die same coast, more south than Chatigam”.** Purchas says in his

Pilgrims that “Gauro (Gauda), the seat royall and Bengala arc faire

cities". Rcnncll also mentions the town as being given "in some

ancient maps and books of travels''.
1 ’

In spite of all these references some writers hold that there was

never any city of Bcngala/" Even Blodunann subscribed to this

view/' The main ground for his conclusion :s that the town is not

mentioned by the Muhammadan histonans nor by Ibn Bacucah

and many European travellers. 1 his negative evidence cannot, how-

ever. be regarded as of much value in the face of express references

ro the city of Bcngala mentioned above. On the other hand, I

believe chat the existence of a city called Bangaia may be reasonably

inferred from the statements of Ibn Batiitah. He refers to Bangaia

as a vast country (p. 267).'' But in course of his description of the

kingdom he says that Fakhr-ud-din revolted in Sudkawan and

Bangaia’ (p. 268). Further he remarks that ''the Blue River is

used by travellers to Bangaia and Laknawei ’

(p 271). The use of

Bangaia along with the names of two well-known cities or Bengal,

viz., Saptagram and Laksnunavaci (Gauda) indicates chat Bangaia

in the last two expressions indicates a city of importance.

18 The above Kcuum is bool on Huivy of ibt Pott*gnat in Benge! by

I. I A. Campos, pp. 75-76.

»9 MSB., 1873, p. 133. CJ aba f.n. 27.

30 Ovingior. remarks: "A late French Geographer (Bndnud) has pm
Bengali into his Catalogue of imaginary Cities. and such as have no rcil Existence

in the worid; but I wish he had given us a more pardciiar account of his Reasons"

(I. Ovtigmn, A voyage It Sants in the yea if&g, London 1696, p. 534.). (The

pawige is quoted in Bengal Put and Present, rol. XIII, p. 162'.

31 IASB.. 1873, p. 233.

3» The pages refer to the translation of Ibn Batutnh's Travels hy Gibb.
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As regards the location of the city of Bengali, opinions vary bet-

ween tKe city of Chittagong and Dianga, opposite it. on the

southern bank of the river Karnaphuli. Lord Stanley points out

diat where Ortclius places Bcngala. Horamanus places Charigam or

Chittagong. Yule also concludes from a chart of 1743 in Dalrymple

that "Chittagong seems :o have beer, rhe city of Bcngala."''

Ovington, however, as noted above, remarks that the city cf Bcngala

was different from Chictagong, and to the south of it.” "In

Blacv's map and the charr of the empire of the Grand Mogul by

N. Sausson the city cf Bengal? is placed on the southern bank of

the Karnaphuli more or less where Van den Brouckc places Dianga.

Vignorla in a map of 1683 assigns the same position to the city of

Bcngala. But in an old Portuguese map in Thevenot the city of

Bcngala is placed above Xatigail (Chittagong) cr probably it is

meant to be Chittagong itself.'"* The same appears to be the case in

a map accompanying the Travels of Bernier in the edition published

at Amsterdam in 1672. '"
In view of all these I feel inclined to agree

with Hosten" that Dianga. opposite Chittagong, represents the

33 The view, of Lerrf Stanley and Yule art taken (tom Compos, op. fit. p. 76.

34 Campn% *£>**tv£*: "Ovirigrcn, it mm: be remarked, reckon* Chatigam or

Chittagong ns the Gty of Bengnla” (op «?., p. 77). This u not OVrect A« the

quotation in rhe eexe will show, Ovington rvgnrds Chatigam a* a “city cif Bengal*"

\4 . a city in the kingdom of Bengal. but immediately after disdngm*hcs it from
M
thc

city of Bengal" wluch lay to the touch of Chatigam.

35 Campc*. op. cJt., p. 77 Blochnunn. IASB., 1873. p. 233

36 Bernier t Travels (A. Constable, 189s)—Map foe 11g p. 454.

37 Btngd Part and Prnem, vol XIII. (No*. 25-26;. p 262. Campos on the

other hand regards Chittagong as the real City of Bcngala (op. fit
. p. 77) Camp/*

srgrrt that "Dianga could not be the city of Bengali as it really formed ft part of

the kingdom of African** (op. cit.
t p. 77). But dien, according to Ralph Fitch and

Ain-i-Akbm Chittagong also was often in the possession of the king of Arakfn

{Foster, Early Traveb in India, p. 26, Jarretr. Ain'i'Akbari, Tr. p. 1 S9).

For an account of Dianga by Hosten Cf Bengal Past and Present vol. XIII.

pp. 261.2 Hosten dentifies it with the place now called Bandar, on the left bank

find nln.osr at the mouth of the Kamaphuh river. Fr. Fernandes in hk letter written

from Dianga c<i 12nd Drennber 1599 calls Dianga a town in the port of Chittagong
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site of die city of Bengala, tl»ugli iIk probability is tine originally

both were included in the ancient city of tine name and hence came

to be called as such. Blit chis point is not very material (or our

present purpose. Whether the city of Bengaia or Vangala was

Chittagong or Dianga ot included both, it is a reasonable conclusion

that the original kingdom of Vahgila must be located in this tcgion.

This identification also solves another interesting historical

problem. It is well-known rhat in rhe account of India written by

the Arab merchant Sulaiman about S31 A.D. reference is nude to

thtec important and rival powers viz., the Juzr, the Balharas, and

Rahma. The first two refer to the Pradharas and the Rastrakutas,

snd there has never been any doubt that the third refers to die Palas.

though the term Rahma and its connection with the Palas could 110c

be ascertained." Now if we assume that the original kingdom of

die Palas was in the region round Chittagong we get a satisfactory

explanation why the Palas were called Rahma.

Rai Bahadur Sami Chandra Das observed long ago chat the

country to the south of Tripura and north of Rakham (Arakan) was

called Ramma (Sanskrit Rarnyt).
''

I have not been able to trace rhe

evidence on which this statement is based. The passage in Dpag-

bsam-bjon-bzang, on which S. C. Das presumably rches, merely in-

cludes Ramma in a list of countries surrounding Jambudvipa."'

(Cnmpoi, ip. til., p. 77) According to Hotel, Dianga wa* the first Portuguese

KttlctiKiit on the Cull of Bengal uid called by diem Potto Grande, (op. dc. p. 261).

Cnmpoi denies this (op. «». p 76). Blochmnm i&Tiufietl Dianga with the D.iUnn-

danga ot the Brohmandingn. both on the Sangti river, wudi of Chittagong (IJSB..

.893. p i33>
38 For a recent discussion of the whole question cF. S. 1*L HodivnU. Studies in

indo~MosUm History (1939), pp. 4 £ Hcdivnla’s >icw that Rahmn i* a mistake

for Dhtrnu and that is stmd* the kingdom of Dhai n*-spila, was suggwcoH to

me lemg ago by my friend Dr- Shihidullah. But this i? improbable ra the term

continued in use long after Dharmapnla’a death, and was later used to denote the

kingdom of Pegu. 39 1898, p. 24.

40 For this informscioa 1 *m indebted to Pandit Vidhusekharn Swtn who, in a

kttcr dated 20. 7. 38. has sent me the follrwng translation of the passige:
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Fortunately, however, the statement of S. C. Das is confirmed

by the accounts of the foreign travellers. Ralph Fitch, who visited

India between 1583 and 1591 A.D.. refers to a kingdom of Rame

situated between Chittagong and Arakan, all three being subject to

the same king." A more detailed account is given by fvfanrique

who visited the city of Ramu on July 5, 1630 on his way from

Dianga to Arakan. It was then the scat of a governor of the king

of Arakan who was at the head of the Chancery of Arakan, all

barmans having to be endorsed by him. Regarding the location of

Ramu, Rev. Hosten supplies the following informal ion ui course of

his annotation of tlx: travels of Mannque: "Ramu must have been

reached, not by the sea, bur by the network of channels which con-

nected it with Dianga. The Bengal Survey Map. (Sheet no. 425

1" = 1 mile) identifies Ramu with Cox's Bazar. I-. S. S. O’Malley

says it is a village in die Cox’s Bazar, on the continuation of die

Arakan Road. It is a police outpost and an important market serving

the south of the district. The map in O’Malley’s Gazetted of

Chittagong shows Ramu east of Umkhali, and that seems to be the

place visited by Mannque." 1*

It is permissible to infer chat diis Ramu. Rame or Ramya re-

presents the kingdom of Rahma referred to by the Arabs.” It is

perhaps because the home-kingdom of the Pahs was situated in this

region that they designated them by this term. It is significant

that later the term Rahma denoted die kingdom of Pegu, presu-

"lanbudvipa is sutnundod by theuamis of small countries—Tibet, China, Khotan,

Khaia, Ramma, Tokhar, etc”.

41 Foster, Early Travrli in India (Oxford University Press 1921), p. 26. fn. 5

42 Bengal Pail ltd Pie.lent. vol. XIII, pp 119 ff.. 168.

13 Yule suggested long »go the xlcmifkarion of Rahmi (or Ruhnu) of the Arab

witters with ‘Ramu. which lies half way between Chittagong ami Akyjb. a few

mdei csst of Cox's Baxar in Arskan \ T'aueh of Merer. Polo . vd II, p. 100).

But he could i*x oplnin the connection between tlx* Pilas and Ramu.
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mably because it then formed a part of the later kingdom .’
1

As

Ramu and Vangala were on the sea-coast the assumption would

further explain why the Pali family was known as Sanuidra-kula

i.e. family of the sea."

Although the evidence cannot be regarded as conclusive, we

should not, at die present state of out knowledge, ignore altogether

the indications furnished by these data regarding the home-

territory of the Palas. It muse be mentioned in this connection that

even as late as the sixteenth century A.D. powerful kingdoms

Hourished in this region. We learn from Ain-i-Akbtri chat the

king of Tipptra had a force of 200,000 foot-men and a thousand

elephants.
1
" The kingdom of Arakan is also said to be a consider-

able tract, including the port of Chittagong .

17

The existence of

the important kingdom of Pateikkara in this region during

the eleventh and twelfth centuries A.D. is testified to by the Burmese

chronicles and the Mainamati copper-plate of Ranavahkamalla.
1 ’

Further, it has been noted above, that according to Taranatha a long

line of kings, whose names ended m Candra, ruled in Bhahgala,

from about the sixth century A.D. On the other hand we know

from inscriptions, coins, and Burmese chronicles that a long line of

kings with names ending in Candra ruled in the Arakan region

before the tenth century A.D.'* This indirectly supports the stare-

44 FerranJ, Relations de voyages ft textei Geographicuet /rebel. Per/aiu el

Turks telttifs a I’ Extreme-Orient. pp. 19. 36. 43 (fn. a).

45 Rimaeariu. I. r. 4. Commentary. 46 Jirtett's Trand. p. 117

47 Ibid., p. 119 48 IHQ. vol. IX. pp. 184-5.

49 The tnditicetl account af the nine Candra kings of Arakan ruling fiom

A.D 7B8 to 957. si preserved in the later chroaides, is given by Phiyre in his

Hillary of Burma (p. 45). For the names of their kings and hi account of the

coini. d. Phiyre, 'Coins of Anknn, of Pegu, and of Burma’ {NumUmau Orientals).

pp. 43, 289. A brief account of die inscriptions found ofl the platform of the

Shitthaung tempi: it Mrohaung is given on pp. 14&147 of the Arvtua! Report of

ibe Arehirologteal Survey of Indie (1925-6). The natives of eighteen royil peedcces-

«0M of Arundaciiulr* are given in cxic inscription. The first king is Balaand-a, a

name tiso occurring in Taratudu's account. According to Mr. Hirananda Sastri
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ineuc of Taranatha and the location of Vaiigjla in die Chictagong-

Aiakan region..

Now if we assume time the Palas originally ruled over Vangaia

and gradually spread dxii power and authority over the rose of

Bengal, ic is not difficult to believe that their long and glorious reign

is mainly responsible for the application of the name of their homc-

icnitocy to the whole of the province/" It would appear from

Taranatha's account diat in the first stage of this extension, Vahgaia

denoted only the territories formerly comprised within Vanga and

Vahgaia. The tulc of the Palas and Candras over this region and

the similarity of die two names probably facilitated this earlier

extended connotation. Later, the process continued, and perhaps

thanltj to the Palas, Vihgali came to denote die whole of the modern

province of Bengal.

Sudi a phenomenon is. of course, not unknown and die name

Cauda came at one time to be applied to whole of Bengal for similar

Use oldest inscription is wiinoi in cluincari resembling those oi the late GupM

script The inscription receding ilic names at th- Cauclin kings, mentioned above,

is uid to be many centuries older
1
thin the temple which was built in the i6di

croc. A.D.

The name Priexandra is found both on the coins as well as in the inscription*.

The name re-id by Phayre on the can is VammicaDtln is dearly DhamniacamUn.

The other name due can be read an die coins is Vtocandc*. Tlic alplubct* at

th«c cans are to be referral to the seventh or eighth century A.D. if not caxiicr

50 The J*mf -ft!-TiiKtrikb of Fakir Muhammad place? Bhau (the coist atrip

from the Hughiy to the Meghna; side fASD., 1873, p aa6) 10 the west of

UahgMa “Hus supports die hxacioti ol Vaugala peopled in this paper. “Hie same

hook also states that the tciritory vhich in aftci times w«> styled Bjiigllab, according

to such writers as have written about it, consisted of Bihar, Omnia 01 Caur Ldthana-

wail Btng and Jijnagai (Orissa). (Ravetty. Tabtlut f-N*/iW, English Tromi, p 59a

f.n.). Thus pact sc Ally the whole of the Tolu kingdom was tolled Bnngih. It is

evident from this passage os wed as another in AfiF 1 Tankb-iFiroxfb*ki which

rcfen to Bang and Baiigaln (Bib Ind. Edirioa. p 114, fn. a) that die Muslim

we 1ten knew the nimc Bang but distinguished it from Vsngiln. nnd used it only

to (knore a poix of Bengal, taigbly Vahgo. In Ttik<kd<i'N*iiri also Bang is used

in this limited *cr*e {IbfJ. p. 5S7) and nrithrx Bsngalc not any oebfr name indicating

the whole province of Bengal i* mentioned therein.

3LK.Q.. JUNE, 1940
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reasons. The process of Varigal-isation of the whole province muse

also have been very gradual. The name Vanga was ancient and

sanctified by sacred texts, and heivcc its use did not altogether die

out ac least in literary documents. Jhe similarity of the name

Vanga and Vahgala also often led to confusion, and ac times, to the

indiscriminate use of cither for the other or the two combined. The

important sea-port of Vahgala (Bengala) may also have some in-

fluence in giving currency to die designation of the whole province

by diat name. In any case, gradually die name Vahgala superseded

Vanga in ordinary use and came to be the name of the province.

It is difficult to say how long the old kingdom of Vahgala con-

tinued as a separate unit. For when we find references to a kingdom

under diis name we cannot always be certain whether it refers to

the original kingdom or is used in ics later meaning, denoting the

whole province. Marco Polo’s reference to Bangala (1290 A.D.) is

an instance to the point. Jfiis Bangala is generally taken to refer

co rhe province of Bengal as a whole. But his statements diat it is

“tolerably close to India'

’

J:
and that Mien (Burma) and Bangala

were under the same king.'* rather point to the smaller province of

Vahgala. For the provuice of Bengal (or even old Vanga) could

hardly be regarded as outside India, cc ac any time within the

political jurisdiction of Burma. But both of these would be truly

applicable cb die Arakan-Chictagcng region. For, the territories

beyond die Brahmaputra and die ,Meghna rivets have noc tuiofcen

been regarded as outside India proper, and we have reliable evidence

that as early as the eleventh century A.D., the king of Burma

established his audionty over Arakan, and his kingdom was extended

up to the Tippcia district.
2

’ It is therefore not necessary to assume,

with Yule, that Marco Polo confounded Bengal with Pegu.“

51 Yule, Marco PWo. vol II,
p. 97. 5a Hid., p. 81.

53 Arch. Suw. Report. Burma 1933, p. 31. I’hayre, Uhiory cf Burma, p. 37.

54 Yule, Marco Polo. toL !L p. 81
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Even as late as the fifteenth century A.D. Nayacandra Suri

mentions Vanga and Vangala side by side and presumably as names

of nvo separate territorial units. Unless this was due to a confu-

sion of die author it may be regarded as an evidence that Vangala

existed in his time as a separate province. X.h's is quire probable,

as Bcngala, as noted above, is shown in die maps of die sixteendi

and seventeenth centuries A.D. The epithet Barigal, applied even

rodny by the inhabitants of Western Bengal to those hailing from

the eastern part of tile province, is probably a reminiscence of the

old province of Vangala. But we have no positive evidence of its

existence as a separate territorial unit after the fifteenth century.

In conclusion a few words may be said regarding the origin

of die name Vangala. Abul Fazl’s explanation has been noted

above. Modern writers derive it from Varigalaya (i.c. Vanga +
<

alaya or home of Vanga)." These views rest upon the supposinon

chat Vanga and Vangala ire synonyms, both denoting the same

country. As this assumption has been proved CD be erroneous wc

need not seriously consider these views.

At die same time die proximity of the two localities and die

resemblance of the names Suggest that the name Vangala was

derived from Vanga. It is important in dus connection to bear in

mind that some ancient Sanskrit texts mention side by side Vaiiga

and Upa-Vanga as the names of two different but neighbouring

provinces. It may be easily surmised that Viriga-Upavanga of old

days correspond to Vanga-Vaiigala of later days. Now Upa-Vanga

has been undoubtedly formed from Vanga by the addition of prefix

Upa. Accotding to rules of Sanskrit Grammar Upa, prefixed to

nouns, “expresses direction towards, nearness, resemblance, relation-

ship, contiguity in space, numher, time, degree etc., but generally

involving the idea of subordination or inferiority.” Upa-Variga

55 In Hammirn Mnhnkivy*. Cf. InJ. Ant,, 1679, p. 58.

56 Grierson. LingniiUc Survey of India, vol. V. pari I, p. ix.
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perhaps denoted one or more of these senses, specially nearness and

inferiority. In any case the mention of Vanga and Upa-Vanga in

old literature shows that from caily times there were two provinces

side by side which were regarded as Vanga Major, and Vanga

Minor. The same condition seems to he reflected tn the later

nomenclature Vanga and Vangala.

.The term Vangala seems to have replaced the Sanskritic Upa-

Vanga by adding the termination ala, in place of the prefix upa.

This Ha may be derived from ali, as Abul Fazl supposes, buc dicn

it muse have been used in a figurative sense, to denote that the

territory called Vangala was regarded as the boundary wall or em-

bankment of Vanga. But it is not necessary to speculate on these

hypotheses. It is enough for our present purpose to know that pro-

bably Vangala was derived from Vanga and stood in the same rela-

tion to it, both in geographical position and literary meaning, as

Upa-Vanga.

The discussion of Taranatha's account has led us too far from

the .main subjccc. But several interesting facts have emerged from

it—facts which have not hitherto received Hie attention they

deserve. First, that the name Vangala, and noc Vaiiga. came to

be the general name of the province. Secondly, that Vangala ori-

ginally denoted a small kingdom round modem Chittagong, and

had as its capital the famous sea-port Vangala, called by the Euro-

peans Bengala, which was either Chittagong or a place in its imme-

diate neighbourhood. Finally, the modern name Bengal or

Vangala (Vangali) is derived from Vangala and not Vanga.

Ramesh Chamdra Majumdai



The LaUtavtetara and Sarvastivada

The posir-on of the Lainavistansutra in its relation to Pali

Buddhism has been variously judged. The work was described

by Rhys Davids some fifty years ago as, "a poem of Unknown

date and authorship, but probably composed in Nepal, and by

sonic Buddhist poet who lived sometime between six hundred

and a thousand years after the bitch of the Buddha.”' This illus-

trates the extraordinary misconceptions then prevailing, as well

as die attitude of clic Pali school, which sought to reconstruct

the early history of Buddhism from Pali sources alone. But the

Ltlitauistare is not a poem, chere is no probability that it was com-

posed in Nepal, and it contains passages as old as anything in Pali.

It was against chis attitude of chc Pali scholars that the late

L. dc La Vallcc Poussin protested in hij BuJdhisme, etudes /t

maierinux (pp. 2-4) where he wrote

:

"Pit-occupied in establishing :hc hiuory cf 3uddhkm arxl in nariing by

fixing ip origin, ihe oricstolati nbindan the path to intelligently opened up

by Bumoof; rhey relinquish tlx examination of the Nvrdicxn sources, «r«i

take no account cf them, they atacit themselves passionudy to the exegesis

of Use Southern Scripnires, which m appcarascc arc more archaic and better

doeummted. The results that these labour* give us arc of the higbest irapee-

tanre. both for the history of religion* in grncrJl as well as for that of Bud-

dhist and Indun idess. Oldenbcrg’s book is a perfect exposition: Pfth

Buddliism cannot be better described, its intellectual and moral fictcn more

irtatically demons ttated, or 1 rr.orr ptedsc exposition given of the idea that

a Singhalese doctor makes of his religion and Ins destiny. Oldcnbcrg’s error

was ro entitle his bouk, Buddha, his life
,

his doctrine snd bis community.

Ho should have added, 'according to Pi'a sources and the principles of tltc

Singhalese' Church.

And he went on

:

"Far fiom giving m the key to die origin of Buddhism and the under-

standing of its historical isolation, the examination of die canon and the PaH

1 Hibhert Lectures, p. 197.
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chronicle* gives US inforraaikm abcot only 00c of the seel* oi the Southern

school. Further, these Kcoano luvc an absolute value curly for an epoch

relitivsly Inte ill the history of this Qutfdu To desuibe ti»c fixiunc* oi the

community, the ccnsrirucon or the Sangho, the fconaticn of the Scriptures,

nnd life of dK Mastiff according to document* which dice fnxn the fine

or the fetirth century of txir cm is an illusory undertaking. Consecritcd by

die fnith and piety of the *riioo!s, leimedly elaborated, proud of 1 regularity

(suspect, although exaggerated by certain authors), die Pali canon boasts ci

an authenticity of little probability. Like the Buddhist monks of naive piety

nnd imperfect moral sense European scholars have not hesitited to admit

this authenticity. It vis only at a recent epoch that the books were fixed in

writing: but dots not India offer us in the fastidious preservation of the V«bs

n marvellous example of rnmsory and fidelity? This pious hypothesis doe*

no: hold agtinst the facts
*

*

These incisive words of the industrious scholar whose loss we are

still deploring aic not yet obsolete. They still stand as a protest

against the idea thac by excising the marvellous and die contradic-

tory m the accounts of the Pali school it is possible to arrive at a sound

historical basis. It may be here remarked rhat the recent investi-

gations of Mrs. Rhys Davids have been equally destructive of the

theories of Oidenberg and T. W. Rhys Davids, though without

advancing on the lines suggested by La Vallce Poussin.

Although diis artide is concerned with the doctrinal relations

of the Laliia-viahtra with the Sarvastivada school, it is necessary to

«ay something about chc scructure of the surra. When die Sans-

krit text was first published (1877-8) it was found to contain many

verse passages embedded in the prose. The question was raised as

to which was the older, the prose or the verse; but it was a futile

proceeding to try and solve the problem by setting up rival theories

of the structure of die sutra without looking for chc sources of the

verse passages. It can now be seen that many come from the canon

of the Sarvastivadir.s. On the other hand, when we find a passage

in Sdrdulavikndita metre, it suggests a very late period of literary

activity. But there is now no doubt that not only many of the verses

but also many of the prose passages arc textually taken from die
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Sarvasnvadm scriptures. Thac theic was such a canon was not even

recognized when Childers declared, “the North Buddhist books have

no claim to originality, but are partly adaptations of die Pali sacred

books, made several centuries after Gautama's time, and partly late

outgrowths of Buddhism exhibiting the religion in an extraordinary

state of corruption and travesty."
1

The real faces have been stated by La ValJec Poussin. It should

be almost self-evident chat the most widely-spread group of schools

in India, die SarvastivSdins, a gtuup that continued to flourish

widely long after the Pali school had been cut off from its Indian

home, should have had a canon of its own. Although not entirely

identical with the Pali, tbe structure of chc Agmias and much of the

wording is the same. As Ij Vallee Poussin said, ‘‘We speak in

die singular of the canon. It is not doubtful that a considerable body

of scriptures served as basis for the two canons of Sthavirian sects,

the canon in rhe Pali language and the Sanskrit canon

of the Sarvastivadins. This body of scriptures may be referred to

under the name of the Buddhist canon."' It is from the Sarvasti-

vadin source thac the ancient passages bach prose and verse, in the

Lalita-viitara were taken. How die whole sutra was compiled will

need more detailed investigation. Here we have only to consider

how the Mahayana compiler or copspilcts of the Lahia-viiUra dealt

with the doctrinal matters in the passages incorporated.

Alchough the metaphysical doctrines of Mahayana arc noc

ignored, the whole interest is conccn traced on die nature of a Bodhi-

sateva and his attainment of Buddhahood, when he becomes an

omniscient Tathagata. The Bodhisaccva-dcctnnc itself was noc new,

foe all the schools recognized it, as well as the doctrine of a Tathagata

with his ten powers. But while according to chc older doctrine die

1 Childers* DicUcnAry. jrrface, p. xii

3 Lc doirn: cl U fkilo&fhic da Doudelhumc, p. 97.
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Bodhisattva in His last birth was a being who still had to learn die

painful facts of old age, sickness, ami death, in Mahayana he knew

the essentia! doctrines already and ltad acquired all die qualities of

i Buddha except diosc peculiar to a Tathagata. At the very

beginning of the actual sucra (eh. 2) we arc cold how the Bodhi-

sattva was dwelling in the excellent abode of Tusifci. Then follow

over four pages of epithets beginning thus

:

Acocui by adorable: once, luvin# obainctl lib Abbifek*. jxuixxl. buded,

iilKl cxtolctl by hundreds of thousinds oi gxl«, Iiavui;^ ctxaiiHxl (be di/btscha

produced Irpai lrn vow, hiving acquired tbe hill oiul pwiliul huiklha-kiiowkxlgc

ilu: to all tho buddho-qwlidcs, having non tlx: highest perfection of .xkill in

means, knowing the brahma-saws of great fnendSneff, companion, joy. and

oqaaninuty, having rcichcd the peak of fulfilment of all the b«llii}«k*ikr.-

(Uurmas cauisting of the staikos of mindfulness, die right effects the bix*

i:f psychic power. die faculties, Ac powers, die parrs of enlightenment. and

(he wiy. Hiring his body blamed with the uuikj mul minor mark* dne to

die accumulation of tinnxasurcd merit/* (Lrf p. 8)

Nor were these attainments lying dormant, for we are told that

while cite Bodhisattva was in his seraglio.

'He wii not deprived of liemiug tile ilxuuw, ec deprived of med inning ixi

the ibeinne. Why was that: It wai because the Bodhisattva had long

»l«own reverence fee the doctrines and reciters of the liocuuv, Ivc »u eagerly

earnest for die doctrine, delighting ui the doctrine, unwearied in investigating

die dnctrinc, exceedingly liberal in bestowing the doctrine, teaching it with-

out reward, ungrudging in the gift of the doctrine, no: having the closed fitt

of a teacher “ (Ld. p. 115)

Vet the narracivc retains the stor)1 as told in all schools, and when

the Bodhisattva acts like an ordinary man of the world, it is

repeatedly said that this is due to lokanuvarUntkriyddbarmaia, die

rule of acting in accordance with die practice of the world. In die

same way, when as an infant he was being taken to the

temple, lie knew that it was unnecessary as lie was devacideva, but

he consented to go “in accordance widi die custom of the world."

When in the older story he first learns the dark facts of human

life, he is distressed and returns to his palace in agitation of heart.
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The Laiiia-visutrd retains the accounts of his asking what an old

man, a sick man and the others were, but adds the words, janann-

14, although he knew, for he was not really an ignorant youth, but

a Bodhisattva already understanding the reality of existence, and he

asked in accordance with the dharmala, the rule of action followed

by all Bodhisattvas.

These are instances of direct modification of the story, but the

latter portion of the Sutra gives examples of a different way of ex-

pressing die special teaching introduced into the narrative. The

traditional course of events remains unchanged. The contest with

Mara is recounted with the addition of much mydiological detail,

then the attainment of else four dhyanas, the divine eye, the remem-

brance of the former births, the chain of causation and the destruc-

tion of the asravas. all given in the words of die older sucras. The

events ac the Bodhi tree follow, the journey to Benares, and the first

sermon. Most of the essential narrative is given in the words of the

older texts and the Mahayana poitions are distinct insertions. These

display what may be called devotional Mahayana, for although

sunyaia and such Mahayana doctrines are taken for granted, no

attempt is made to cmphas^c them or expound them. When die

Bodhisattva is going to the Bodhi tree Brahma Sahampati informs

the gods, and Ins speech consists of a repetition of the Bodlusattva's

achievements.

It might have been thought that after the recital of the chain

of causation some explanation of the formula in the style of Nagar-

juna would have been given, hut what follows ij chiefly a series of

Stulls by various gods. In one of them Buddha replies, and gives a

verse account of his enlightenment, but the nearest approach to

any Mahayana metaphysics is where he says he has attained by

enlightenment the void of die world (jagatebunyam), which arises

from die chain cf causation, and which is like a mirage or a city of

Gandharvas. That the standpoint is Mahayana can be seen from the

!R<J. # JUNE, ipp 4
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use of certain terms, such as dbarmauibaii, bbiiukoti, mtbigau-

g&rhha. and iinya. Even m*ya occurs, but in die sense ol "deceit,

and it merely illustrates die dependence on Sarvastivada, in this ease

on the Abhidharma.' The terms occur along with mStsarya and

irayi, and they also occur together in the Sarvnstivndin list of upa-

klcsas, and here ate mentioned among die forest of vices (klcsaranya)

which Buddha had cut off.

The additions to the first sermon are more extensive, but still

without any tendency to develop the doctrine. It is followed by a

versified version of the chain of causation addressed to Kaundinya,

die first of the five disciples. Thai Maicrcya, onc of die Bodln-

sattvas present asks Buddha for the sake of the Bodhisattvas present

to expound how the Wheel of the Doctrine has been turned. But

no exposition is given. What follows is little more than a slung of

epithets. Buddha replies;

”Profound. Mnitreya. is dir Wheel, for it canna Lc acquired by gasping;

to perceive it tlw Wluv! through the tfaflppcflttncc of duality

Tins list then passes into a description of die Tachagata

:

“Even so. Maicrcya lias the Wheel w the D«irim bcai iurr.nl by tin.-

Tnthiigata; through the turning of which he is tilled Tathagati; he is called

fully cnlightcni-d Buddha: he is railed SvayambliQ; he is called Dharmaivinii:

he is carol Niyolca: he is called Viniynka; lie i» called Parinlyalca; Ik- i«

called Sarthavaha
"

This extraordinary list continues for over fourteen pages, and

this. Buddha tells Maitreya, is die turning of the Wheel and a

summary exposition of the virtues of the Tathigata. If explained

at length the 1 athagata might expound for a kalpa or die rest of a

kalpa. Of teal explanation there is nothing, although in a poem

immediately following the turning of the Wheel is said to be anut-

padam. I his is the very word which forms die basis of die system

of Ndgirjuna in hU MddhyamikjrikZs. There can be litdc

4 Lei. p. 4S6. Miyi is translated 'espne dc deception’ by Li Valldc Ponton in

his translation ef the Abhidbsrmakoii vol I, bk. a. S *7. Cf MMoyitpatli, 104.
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doubt that tins avoidance of pointj of difference and metaphysical

subjects of dispute is due to the ficc that the surra is intended for lay

people- The compilers have aimed at harmonising the old accounts

with the mote exalted conception of the Bodhisattva. There is one

place where a severe judgment ij passed on the holders of other

views. In the account of the Bedhisateva's passing from the Tusita

heaven and being conceived Ananda expresses his wonder, and Buddha

tcplics diat in the future there will be sonic who will disbelieve

that the Bodhisattva passed through die processes of conception and

birth. But those who reject the excellent sutra, whether monks

cr lay people, will be hurled at death into die hell of Avici. Faith

is needed, and Buddha illustrates by a parable:

“It is is if, Aiuivda. a certain nun hod s ion. and the mini w« of Ian

iperil. received presents, and had many friend*. Tlic son, when hit father

died, vai not left desttotc, but was well received by his father* friends. Even

so, Aranda, any of those who thaB believe m me I receive as my friends—

tlicoc who have taken refuge in me. The Tithajpta hai many fnerds, aixl

these friends of the TathSgats, tiuth-spcakcrs, not speakers of falsehood, f

band on. They that are truth-speakers arc friends of rhe Tathagata, the

Arhats and perfect Buddhas of the future. Faith should be ptacuicd. Herein

this is what I make you to under!taod."

But the bas's of the faith has been changed. The sport, lalita,

of the Bodhisattva is not merely his sport in the seraglio, but all the

acts which as Bodhisattva he had to perform. His fight with Mara

is expressly said to be done in sport, and finally the whole suua is

said to be played (vikridila) by die great Bodhisattva.

E. J. Thomas
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Brihmanic literature contrasts quite usually sruti to smrti.

The former term includes the revealed texts (Veda and Vedanga);

while the latter die tradition contained in die Upaveda. Another

classification, found in »me late works, has been examined by L.

Peer .

1
It is on the one hand adrslartha, which includes Veda,

Vcd.ir.ga, philosophical syscems, jurisprudence; and on the other,

drstartba which refers to the Upaveda. that is to say what consitutcd

formerly the imrti . The notion of drsla, what is “seen" or known

through experience, has thus encroached upon that of smrti. Ac

first sight, it seems that the distinction between what is founded or

what is not founded upon experience has replaced the Conner distinc-

tion between Tradition and Revelation.

This change muse probably be ascribed to a novel theory of

knowledge. The materialists used to put perception (pratyaksa
)
at

die source of knowledge, and denied bruit, intuition, any

value. Perception (pralyaksa) is thus opposed to intuition
(
sruti):

and, in die same way, drsta to adrsta. Finally, what we find in the

classification of knowledge by adrstariha and drstartba, is the con-

trast between sruti and pralyaksa. The substitution of those two

terms for the former categories named sruti and smrti shows the

progress of philosophical speculation. It throws light, moreover, on

a part of the Buddhist terminology and. consequently, on some

problems of religious and literary history.

In Buddhist thought the notion of sruti is far more important

than is generally believed. It explains the frequently used term of

bahusruta, rendered literally in Chinee by to-wen, “who has much

I Trtntt deux rldU du trine. Intnx, p. xxit-xxvci
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heard.” The initial formula of chc Sutra: evam maya irntam not

only alludes ro the promulgation of the sacred texts by Ananda when

die First Council was held, but also indicates that those texts were

revealed and that the whole of them constitutes the $r*ti~ And, just

as statu is opposed to drsU or sruti to pratysksn, the former term

implied, as compared to the latter, a knowledge of superior quality,

sruli is opposed to drsti in the Buddhist vocabulary. It seems easier

now ro understand why Pali dittbi "view, opinion” is so frequently

used dcprccatingly with the meaning of "ill-founded or false

opinion.” When the word is used in good sense, it is necessary to

insist upon the adjective samma as in sttnimi dittbi; this expression

shows that, formerly, dittbi must have been given a neutral and

very general sense; the interpretation "false view is a secondary

one.

The contrast smu/drsu allows perhaps co explain two obscure

terms which hold an important place in die controversies among die

Buddhist sects. Majuda's work on the Vasuniitra treatise" relates

some traditions which might induce us to consider the Darstintika

and Sautrantika sects as two sub-divisions of the Sarvastivadin

school. To my mind, these sects owe their respective names to two

categories of eexes: drstanU and sitranta. Drstinu is formed with

drsta, like sutr&tta with sitra. If a sutu is what has been ‘‘heard”

(sruta), it is probable dia: the terms drstantafsutranta rest

1 It is true dut, for Buddfcaghosa, followed in this rcsjxct by the European

sdialare (Kem, Mmud of lr.dtin Buddhism, p a quoted by dc La Valxc Poussin,

Opinions, p. 35), evant nuya sttum crcans umnnkha futiggahtirtm (Sumahgdt'

riUsirti, I, p. 31). But this interprets lion, which is a late one, dace* from a moment

vhcn cnc had to prove the authenticity of the texts, tracing diem hade

to the Buddha through Ananda, rather than ro rank then with the Veda. In

reW words, the controversies betwixn Buddhists had altered the mentality of

die dexton: those of die earlier ecutries were anxious, above aQ
t

to resist the

Brahmins, whilst Buddhnghasa disputes with du? people who recognize the Buddha’s

cmn^cicncc.

3
A Sia Mdjsr, 1925
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finally upon die contrast drsti
/
sthU . Let Us examine thesis in

the fight of rhe documents.

Since hi. Liidcis published die fragments of the kalpenamiindi-

liki. die attention of the learned world has been driven cowards

Kumaralats, author- of this collection and the founder of tl*'

Darstandka school. Several Japanese and European scholars have

endeavoured to gadicr sonic pieces of aiformacion concerning this

school, and mere particularly those supplied by K’onei Ki, one of

Hiuan-Tsang's most famous disciples. The most important texts

will be found in the commented translation of the Vijnepiimdlreti-

•iddin by L. dc La Vallcc Poussin.' Before I bring foidi K ouci fCi s

testimony, I will quote die learned scholars translation, which,

being exaedy literal, forms a solid basis for discussion.

IC’ouei Ki, Vam mil’a, II. 9 b (Genealogy of die sects): "The

comment of die Siddhi. iv, i, 53 b says that the Sautrantika arc of

ihree kinds: 1. Mills (ken-ptn). that is to say, Kuniaralata;

2. Snlata; 3. in a vague way (wet-jan) the so-called Sautriintika.

This tot means probably that there are three kinds of

Sautzintika: 1. the Miilasautraiiuka, that is to say. Kuniaralata $

followers; 2. Srifiita's disciples, 3. those who arc called Sautrantika

without any other precision.

The comment of the Siddbi, alluded to in tin above quota-

tion, is a little more explicit:

"These (the Sautrantika) arc of three kinds: 1. Mfila, thar

is to say Kuniaralata; 2. Srilaca, who composed the Saeirarnika-

Vii/biid, whom Sanghabhadra calls "die Sthavira"; 3. the so-

called Sautrantika.' Aj the Mulacarya composed die Kic men

lousn, the Kcueng cbono p'l yu, he received die name of Diirsuin-

tikacarya. honowing his name from what hr said.”

4 ISxdiloice. v I. |>. 211-314: K'oud ki sur !o SuiuJiiukui.

5 I ptclcr this trimlstica to Jiioll-icr one, given ia i dubious way Isy il- La

Vallcc Poiiisin ic a note.
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This text, confirming chc information given by the preceding

one, adds that Srilata. author of chc Sautrantika-Vibbasa. was also

called die Schavira and state* that the Mulicarya, that is to say

Kumaralata, was also called Darsciintika-acarya. As a result Mula-

sautrantika, disciples of Kumaralata and Darstantika are three ways

of describing die sane group.

That Kumaralata die famous author of a Drsiantapankti or

Drstantamiilyt; should have been called Darstantikacarya, is not

astonishing. We know by the colophons of chc Kalpanamanditika

that this collection was a Drsiantapankti and ihat its author was

precisely Kumaralata. L. ckr La Vallce Poussin (p. 223) pomes out.

afeer Schiefncr that: "There is a Drstintamalya in the Tandjur."

Referring to the Tibetan text, Sylvain Levi established without

difficulty that the Tandjur Drstintamalya is a fragment of the

Kalpanamanditika.' K'ouci Ki's Kie man louen or Yu man louen

is probably nothing else.
1

K'ouci Ki (Vaiumitra II, 9 b) tells us besides dial Kuniaralata.

the Darstantikacarya, appeared during the first ccntuty after the

disappearance of the Buddha, and chat ac the time there was iso

Sautrantika yet. How is it possible to reconcile this assertion widi

another one given by chc same text, according to which Kumaralata

would be the Sautrantika-imilacarya? It seems that the Sautrantika

separated from die Darstantika ai a late date; diet) the latter could

have been looked upon as the Mfilasaiittantaka and Kumaralata.

their founder, was really die Sautrantika-miilacarya because the

Darstantika bore in them the future Sautrantika.

On the whole, whether it be a question of die properly so-

called Sautrantika, or of Srilata’s disciples, both groups can be con-

6 M, 1935, II, p 270 ft,

7 For rbe iliflcrcnt readings Kir nun lone'. Yu mm louen, cf. La Vallce

l\>U)sin. ibid., p. 221-212. Abou: die ecjiuv.ibncv Yu man tour* —DritUntJpsnkU,

d Sylvnin Levn, JA,
% 1927, II, p. ico.
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sidcrcd as two branches sprung out of the original Darstantika or

Vfulasautrantika.

Where does this name Darstantika come from? K'ouei Ki

admits thac Kumaralaca was called Daman tikacarya because of the

drstanla that he had composed. In fact, darstantika derives nor-

mally from drstanta. This term is the synonym of avtdina, as

the Chinese rranslators render both the one and the other by p't-yu
8

"example.” In literature, die drstanla is then opposed to the siitra

or sutranta, to which it is a kind of complement, or illustration."

It seems strange thac two names so diKeren t,
Sautrantika and

Darstantika should have served to describe Kumaralata’s followers.

If drstanla is opposed to sutranta. one docs not sec ac first how

names derived from diese two terms could have meant the same

school. This difficulty can be solved if one admits thac the two

names were used during different periods and in different places.

If drstinta and sutranta mean texts of unequal value, it

is scarcely probable that Kumaralata’s disciples should have called

themselves darstantika, because in so doing they would have recog-

nized implicitly the superiority of the sautrantika. The word

darstantika could only have been applied to them by their opponents.

In die same way, the deprecative expression Hinayana was probably

used only in the Mahayana school. We can diereforc admit that at

the time where Kumaralata’s disciples reserved for diemsclvcs the

tide of Mulasautrantika, they were called Darstantika by their

opponents.

fIcre is bow things may be explained. After Kumaraiata com-

posed the collections of drstanla, he was given the name of Darstan-

rika-acarya and his disciples were called Darsrintika. Later on,

the latter name being regarded unfavourable, Kumaralata’s disciples

reacted and took the tide of Sautrantika. In course of time, Kumara-

8 a. Mabivyutf. 6a. 7; 139, 30; jdo, 6

9 Ct. Roeznik Orjfntdijlyczny. V 1 H, p. 14 ff.
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lau’s school having been divided into several groups, the practice

was made of describing as Mulasautrancika those who daimed to

follow Kumarallu, the other factions being called by the name of

Srilata, or described as Sautrantika without any more precision.

The passage from the Ta uhe tou louen, according to which

the Vinaya of Mathuri and that of Kasmir differ considerably should

probably be ascribed to the same period. At Mathura, the Vinaya

it composd of 80 chapters. There is besides a second part: the

Avadana and Jataka in 80 chapters. Ac KaJmir we must dis-

tinguish between a text in io chapters and a vibbdsd eight times

bigger; Avadana and Jataka are excluded from thus Vinaya.
10

The Vinaya of Mathura and that of Ki&nlr mark undoubtedly

two successive stages in the evolution. The Buddhist tales are

literary compositions, the authorship of which could not be ascribed

to the Buddha. Theoretically these productions muse therefore have

been excluded from the Canon, and this course must have been

followed at first. Later on. this strictness relaxed and the tales were

included in the one or the other basket. The Kafmir school is faith-

ful to the old exclusiveness, whereas the Mathura school is inspired

by the novel tolerance.

Darstantika, Sautrantika, Mathura or Kasmir schools, all these

names refer, in the whole or in parts, to the great North-Western

school, the texts of which were written down in Sanskrit and which

was called Sarvastivadin. The formula utwmasU proves a liking for

metaphysical subtlety that is foreign to primitive Buddhism. Like-

wise die refinement in the way of thinking and in the style of

Asvaghosa's wricing is very far from the origins. However, we

must not forget that some works, ascribed at a late date to Afva-

ghosa, may have been composed long before his time.

io Cf. ‘Fublci m du Vmaya-pMtlia of the SorvluivUin School. /HQ.. V.

March, 1939, p. 3 ft

LHQ.. JUNE. 1940 5
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Since Ed. Huber translated into French the Chinese version of

the S*Srilamk3ra ascribed to Asvaghasn. the original was discovered

in Central Asia by the German mission of Turfan, and published by

M. H. Ludets under the title of: Bruthstiickc dtr Kaipanamandt-

lika dei Kumaralata. The following colophon can be reconstructed

in it: aryakaumaralatayam kalpanamandilika [y5»i noma drstanta]

pamktyim." Notwithstanding this discovery. Asvaghosa's de-

fenders have not deserted their own thesis. Sylvain Levi has

supposed that Asvaghosa was the author of the primitive work,

which would have been remodelled later on by Kumaralata, and this

new edition of the Sutrilamkara would have been called Drsianta-

rala (or pankii).
1 *

When I took up again in 1930 the study of this question, I

showed that Kumaralata was rapidly forgotten, whereas Asvaghosa's

fame kept on growing. It is incredible therefore that one of Asva-

ghosa's works may have been ascribed at a late date to Kumaralata.

As indicated by the colophon of the original published by Liiders,

Kumaralata is the author of the collection of drstanta (
JrstanUpankti

)

called Ktdpanimanditlka. Lata on, this work, remodelled, was

given the name of SHiriUmkara and was ascribed under a new shape

to die famous Asvaghosa."

In 1932, I insisted upon die fact that; againsc die opinion

stated above, the Chinese title of the Sutralamldra: Ta tchouang

king louen stands for an original:. Maba-sutraUmkara-sasira.

This shows that at the time where the former drstantapahkti was

given the title of Sutralarnkara. this text was considered as a sastra.

11 The port in brackets is bloual cue an die auxuucript «kI, according to the

editor, 6 ik$anu weak! be mining {Bruchst^ke, p. 19^ To fill up thil void.

H. Likier* lias peoposed dsrtinu. which is *00 shore 1 suggest
eyim nSms

drstint*if exactly 6 ak(*i*i.

12 fourrud Asistiq**. Oct--Dcc. 1919, Pp. 279280.

13 AivaghcM ct la KcJpar.amanditikr., Builcii* of the section of Letters of the

" ¥d Academy of Belgium, siting c£ Nov 3. 1930. pp. 4*5-434.
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which meant that it wat classified with the treatises of

Abhidharma.
11

Thus it appears that the Buddhist texts were submitted to

frequent alterations. Neither the contents, the title nor the classi-

fication of the works were fixed. The literature was subject to

perpetual transformations, like die composition of the canons, die

grouping of the collections and the nomenclature of the sects.

The testimonies that we have just gathered have permitted us

to place in three successive periods the activity of three doctors

belonging to neighbouring groups: Kumiralata. author of a

Dritanta-pankli, Srilata, auchor or a Sdutrantikd-t/ibhasa, Asvaghosa,

to whom the Sutrilamkdra is asciibcd. The mere title of these

works indicates that the first doctor belonged to the Darstantika

xltool, die second to die Sautraneikj school; the third one is attach-

ed by tradition to the Notth-West of India and to the Sarvastivadin

school. We may then suppose that Darstantika, Sauttantika.

Sarvastivadin arc three successive names which correspond to the

three phases in die development 01 the great North-Western school.

From now on it seems presumable that the Mfilasarvastivadin are

the Mulasautrantika’s successors, so they called diemsclvcs becadsc

they were connected with die teaching of the Muiacarya Kumaralata.

To the three stages that we have just noted corres

different doctrinal atticudcs which are marked by some changes in

the way the Scriptures arc classified and the schools and eexts arc

called.
IJ

Drstanta, avaJana and sutrjltimlura arc three equivalent

terms. It seems that the drstinta was excluded at first from the

Canon and this was reasonable: the dkarma, being the word

of the Buddha, could not include ales which were the works of a

14 'Sautrantiita ct DSmanoko.’ Ractnik O-jenldUtynny

.

VIII, p. 20.

15 Of couric the appearance of a new term did nee cause the former our to

disappear everywhere, on the contrary it was liable to survive lor a long erne still m
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doctor. Later on, the basket of die Vinaya having separated from

rhe Dharnia. some schools, like that of Mathura. inserted in it narra-

tive texts which were called avadana or jataka. The authority re-

cognized to the tutra at the time explains the fact that several

groups claim the tide of Sautrantika. Finally, during a third penod.

the accivity of die dicologians, of die prose-writers and of the poets

is shown by the multiplication of the texts of every kind. Oik

observes dien the development of the Abhidharma. The liking for

metaphysical discussion brings into favour the name of Sarvasti-

vadin; the use of poetical ornaments in order to enhance the style

of the tales cause the latter to be described as the ornaments

[dlamkara) of die sucra, and these new texts are considered as sasira,

that is to say. classified by the side of the Abhidharmapitaka

treatises.

On the whole, the evolirtion marked by the names Darstan-

tika. Sautrantika, Sarvastivadin is parallel with the movement that

ends in the codification of die Scriptures. At first, the dliarma was

an undistinguished mass. Later on. the two baskets of the Sutra

and of die Vinaya separated. Finally, a diird basket formed which

is die Abhidharma-pipka.

JfcAN PltZYLUSKl
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Among the treasures found in che cave of die Thousand

Buddhas near Tun-huang is a complete manuscript. Ch. 00274.

in Khotanese Saha, described by Sir Aurd Stein, ScrinJia. p. 915, as

“a Buddhist text in thirty-nine folios, apparently complete, but as

yet unidentified.” The beginning, the verses of fol. 1, is repro-

duced in plate cl of che same publication.

In a paper read ac the gathering of the German Orientalists in

Bonn. 1936,' Professor H. W. Bailey gave the information that the

title is Jaukasiava, and that it is a poem in praise of the Buddha s

deeds in various births, illustrating his power of endurance. A
text with the same title is, he states, to be found in the Derge Tanjur.

Bailey has subsequently brought out a facsimile reproduction of

the whole manuscript, with a short introduction, in which he says

that an edition of the text is in preparation.*

In the introduction ic is stated that the poem is dedicated to

the great king Sri Visa Sura, that it is che work of an acarya in the

Samanya bhiksusangha, and that the colophon mentions a certain

Kimafana, in Sogdian script Kyms’n. He further gives a list of

47 jaiakas contained in the work.

Bailey has also succeeded in gelling photogiapha of the Jataka-

stava of the Derge Tanjur, and published this cext.'

Ic comprises fourteen lines of printed text in Tibetan script

and contains die Sanskrit cext, with an interlinear partial Tibetan

gloss in smaller print, of a Jatakastava attributed to Jrianayasa. “The

literary type of this Jatakastava,” he says, “is the same as that of

i Published in Gmmn tnmUtion by Sehrodar, 2DMG

.

90, pp. 573 ft

a See ha Codices KkotAnemes. Inrlu CXficc Libriry Ch. ii, 002; CH. ii, 008,

CH. 0027^. in Monuments lingvuum Asix majoris Ed. K. Grcnb<ch. II,

Copenhagen 1938.

3 BSOS.. IX. pp. 851 ft
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the Khotanese, but die contents are largely <iifletc.it. A less deve-

loped type is represented by the Pali CaiiyS-pitdka and the verses

of die Rostrapaid-panprccha, p. 21 IT. Different too is the alternating

prose and verse of the Istakamala The scribe has evidendy at

times misread his Sanskrit original, at times carelessly omitted letters

and syllables. The Tibetan gloss, besides being literal in die usual

way, is not always to be crusted to give a correct explanation.”

The text contains 20 verses in SarJUlavikndlta

,

of which 5-18

give a short abstract of a jataka followed by an eulogy of the Buddha.

Through these publications we have learnt to know a new type

of Buddhist jataka literature.

We have long known how great a role the talcs about the Bud-

dha's doings in former births played in early Buddhism, as (hemes

for preaching and means of propaganda, and that collections of such

stories were incorporated in the Canon. We also know that these

Jatakas were largely taken from common Indian folk-lore, and only

adapted to Buddhist notions, sometimes even rather loosely, and

further that not all known Jatakas have been incorporated in the

Canon. But wc arc not able to say how the oldest canonical collcc

don was composed, or what was the original form of individual

Jatakas ui this collection.

It has sometimes been maintained that the short collection of

35 jatakas in the Ccriyapitaka represents an earlier stage in the

development. But chis view has not been accepted by leading

scholars. There is rather a consensus of opinion to the effect that

the tales of the Cariyapilaka were solicited from the current stock

of such talcs in order to illustrate die Bodhisattva's practice of the

Paramitas. The narrative is quite short and dierc is no attempt to

make it prticularly attractive and interesting. There is more of

learning dian of propaganda, while the original aim in adapting

such tales must have been to appeal to sentiment and imagination,

in order to win as many as possible fee die teaching of the Buddha.
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Also in the fatakamali die object is the same, but here we have

to do with a real kavi. versed in all the methods of the educated

poet. The week is however of a learned character and not intended

for common people. The case is different with the Pali [a taka book,

where as many stories as possible have been pur together, arranged

according to the number of gathas, and in a popular and interesting

form. But then only the gathas arc canonical, and the Attbakatha is

comparatively lace, and, as is well known, full of misunderstandings.

It is a priori likely that die oldest canonical collection was a

kind of summary, meant to be supplemented by word of mouth by

the preacher, and that it was a large collection. Works like die

Cariyapitakd would then be based on this collection, and the jaU-

kamali a poet's treatment of a selection made with a similar aim.

under the influence of the tendency we know from the early cen-

turies of our era to do everything to enable Buddhism to hold its

own in the highest spheres of civilisation in contemporary India.

Jn the Risirapblapanprccba short resumes of fifty Jatakas arc

put in the mouth of the Buddha, in a discussion of the dharmas

of the Bodhisattva. Each ]ataka contains one stanza, with die

exception of the last one, which haj four. The ease is similar

with regard to chc Jacakastavaj. The stories arc put togcdicr with-

out any attempt at making them interesting as attractive talcs and

apparently without any systematic arrangement, in order to recall

some more or less well-known event, and ending with the praise of

the Buddha. The two Stavas arc absolutely different. 1 hough several

Jatakas have found place in both, dicy cannot be derived from

a common source. The common titles, on the other hand, point to

the conclusion that we have to do with a type which was in favour at

a certain period, just as we have more than one Jaukamaia.

The Tanjur text, just as the Rhtrapalapariprccbi. devotes one

stanza only to each Jataka. It is written in an artificial style and

apparently presupposes a full knowledge of the stories. In the
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summing up we arc told abouc some lasting effect of what the

Bodhisattva did. Thus the Han jaraka ends with the remark:

Therefore even now on earth your fame is to he observed in tlx: hare

sign in the Moon.

The Khotanese text is fuller, but does not contain more than

indications of the principal traits, and more space is allotted io piaise

of the Buddha usually ending with some such sayings as : "therefore

homage to you O Gracious One."

We have no indication of rhe age of the Tanjur text, bin it is

hardly old. It bears a similar relation to the Khotanese text as the

jataka passage of the Rastrapalaptriprccba to the Cariy^pitaka. With

regard to rhe Khotanese text Bailey' states, as we have seen, chat it was

dedicated to the Khotan king Vila Shra, and it is perhaps possible

to utilize chis piece of information.

Before crying to do so 1 shall put together all the indications

contained in the introduction. The first line runs jauttisi mist*

pramuha sahemden pumna, where I take sahemd/ra to be a name

and translate "the great leading jyoiisa. rhe meritorious Sahendra."

Of him ic is said that he wanted to give expression to all that there

is of praise (tlava) of the Buddha's merits, as an attempt to reach

Bnddhahood. But the Jatakastava was difficult, and he wished to

see it in Khotanese. Me then summoned a great knower of the

three Picakas, in the Samanya monastery, named Vcdyasila. well-

verted in the vydnjanas, like a fisherman in water, asking him to

translate it, for the benefit of king Vifasura, so that every trouble

in the country might be removed; after further wishes the

first tale about chc Bodhisattva as the balacakravartm Mahajasabhasa

begins. Kimasana is then later on, in the colophon, mentioned as

the person who caused the manuscript to be written. We accord-

ingly lcatn chat the Jatakastav3 is a translation, evidently from

Sanskrit, and we can confidently say that Kimas'ana’s manuscript is

a copy of an older one.
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Bailey' has found Visasura’s name in another manuscript,

which contains a date from his fifth regnal year, but we do not

know in which connection the date occurs.

Visasura belongs to a series of Khotan kings, who all use the

designation visa, which Tibetan sources render as tnjaya. Several

of them arc known from Tibetan annals and from Khotanese docu-

ments, but none of chese sources arc very old. Reference to die

‘Vijaya’—dynasty arc also found in the Tar.g-thu
1
where we arc

told thac the family name of the Khotan king was Weib-ebib, which

may be a rendering of vijaya, though the final vowel is suspicious.

There is another Chinese form ju-ta (old pronunciation busk or

bicu)-zia, and we also find u/ei-ebib fa-chib (ibink or bicu-, chi').

All these forms seem to be so many renderings of Khotanese visa, i.c.

viza. But viza docs not exactly correspond to Sanskrit vijaya,

which would be expected to result in vizt; c£. grace Sanskrit

gracaya. On the other hand xhza can well be derived from vijita

ui the days of these Icings, cf. Khotanese ja, older jila ‘subdued’,

and Bailey has actually found the form Vijittasagrrama for Visasam-

grama in a Pans manuscript. When we, finally, bear in mind that

vijita and not viyiys is the form this designation takes in the oldest

known source, viz., in a Kharosthi document of the Kboiana

mabarays rayatiraya btnajha dbeva Vtjidasimka,' I think there can

be little doubt that the dynastic 'title' was vijita and not vijaya.

Several kings of this line can be dated from the remarks in the

T'ang-shu, and most of them belong to the 8tli century, but some

also to the 7th. Among the latter is Fu-cu Hiung, who visited

China in A.D. 674. Htung means 'virile, martial, brave’, and might

4
BSOS, VIII p 936.

5 Cfcavannes, Document! nr Its Ton Kite (Tare1) OceidenUax. pp. «a6ff;

Thrmai. Tibetan Liiet/py Texts and Deenments tonteining Chinese TnrhesUn. if.,

specially pp. 16a S.

6 Kharotihi Inscription discovered by Sir Aurtl Stein in Chinese Tnriastan.

No 661. and, with regard to the reading see my remarks AO.. IV, pp. 333!.

6I.H.Q., JU.VE, 1940
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be a translation of sura, buc it would be rash to take tins lot granted.

On the other hand we do not seem to have any information of

vtjlta kings later chan the 8th century, and it is allowed to assume

that chc Khotanese Jatakastava was translated in the 7th or the

8ch century. The Sanskrit text must consequently be older, since

the jyotisa must have known it, but found ic coo difficult, buc we

cannot say how much older.

It is hardly possible to point out the original on which our

jatakascava is based. Our manuscript evidently contains several

mistakes and is often difficult to understand. When Bailey, who is

better acquainted with late Kliocancse manuscripts than any other

scholar, has brought out his edition, the matter will be different.

In die remarks which follow I have been obliged to leave some words

and short sentences untranslated, but I am confident chat they arc

not essential for our review of the position of the Jatakastava with

reference to other collection of Jatakas.

With regard to die relationship of our text to other collections

I shall limit myself to some notes on chc tale corresponding to Jataka

537 of the Pali collection, Coriyapiuka, iii, 12; /atakamala. 31.

Jataka 537 gives a lengthy account of Sucasotr.a, the son of die

Koravya raja of Indapattana. He went to study in Sakkarita. and

there became intimate with other princes, especially with prince

Brahmadatca, the son of the Kasi king. After having finished their

studies, die princes returned to their respective countries. 3 nd

Sutasoma gave them sound advice for the future. He had, we learn,

some misgivings with regard to the Benares prince.

Bralimadacta became king of Benares. He always had meat for

his dinner, and once his cock, having run short of supplies, prepared

some flesh taken from a human corpse. The king at once rock a

liking co such food, according to the Allhakatba, because he had

been a yaksa in his last birth and eaten much human flesh. When

this became known and all remonstrances proved useless, he retired
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to die woods, killing human beings and eating their flesh. On one

cf his expeditions he was wounded, and he promised the rukkh2-

devata to make her a bahkamma with ekssata ksatriyas, if she would

hea! him. He was healed, and went about bringing back ekasatd

kings, whom he tied up with ropes through their hands and left

hanging from the branches. The tree god was distressed and was

referred to Sutasoma as the only one who could help. He went to

die man-eater, who took him to be or* of the kings, who had

escaped, and now went to fetch Sutasoma instead. Just then a

brahmana had come to offer Sutasoma some subhasitas, knowing

how fond he .was of such. Sutasoma had no leisure to listen

at once but took care that the brahmana was attended to till he

returned, and went to perform his ablutions. Then die man-eater

came and carried him of?. He shed tears, what the man-eater

misundcrscood. As Sutasoma however convinced him diac the

reason was that he had promised the brahmana to come back to

listen to him, he v/as finally allowed to do so, on the condition diat

he would return after having satisfied the brahmana. True to his

word he did so, to the astonishment of the man-eater, who had in

die meantime picparcd everything for the performance of the

sacrifice. Now he himself became interested and wanted to hear die

precious sayings which Sutasoma valued so much. Sutasoma at

last complied with his wish, and the stanzas made such an impression

on him that he reluctandy promised to desist from the evil ways.

Both went together to release the captured kings, who are described,

as kammisitpidtna vihetbUa harassed by k&mmesapada, a word

which the commentator found in the gathis but did not evidently,

understand.' Then they all returned to their homes.

7 The commentary cn gitlia 54. when the uce-god says: nt nimtgciun

fomMuyhd. he says: yoibi tewm pnbbe BntbmtdtUo butvi Sem itimoift )db<ivi

foritido bulu1 Idini bammiupsdo kb^Klyskule (ilo Makkbtm bhMbeii.

mbsm uibi namsgoiism paH*UI4yimi. F*isb6l! »«' evidently right in

contidering ksmmisspidi as a noun ind nee as a name
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In the /aukamdid we read that the Bodhtsattva was bom in

die royal Kauravya lineage. As he was a son (suta), lovely to look at

as the moon (romapriyadarsana'f, his father gave him the name

Sutasoma. He was made yuvardja, bu: his great predilection was

subhasitat. When once a brahmana had come to communicate

some such stanzas, and before he could be properly attended to,

there rose a great uproar. Sucasoma was informed of the reason:

The terrible purusida Kalmasapada Saudasa had curncd up. He

was further told that thus man-eater had been born to Sudasa by a

lioness, that he had been brought to the king, who took care of him,

because he had no other son, and whom he succeeded as king. In

consequence of his descent from a lioness he was addicted to human

flesh, and when chis became known, he had to leave his country.

He made die vow to pcifotm a bbbtayajfia widi 100 pnnees to the

bhutas who accept human blood and F.csh as bali, il they would help

him. Now he had carried oft rajakumiras and came to fetch

Sutasoma, who knew his perversity, and deciding to cure him

went to meet h m. Like a lion Saudasa left everybody else aJonc

and seized Sutasoma. The latter was distressed, because the

brahmana expected hiru back. Then die account goes on much as

in the Pali text, Saudasa reflecting that he had already got hold of

hundred rajakumiras. After Sutasoma’s return we have the same

development as above.

The Canydpitaka is based on a similar account. Seized by a

porisada king Sutasoma remembers his promise to the brahmana.

After having starved ekasaia ksatriyas. through whose hands lie had

put sitings, he (the porisada
)

brought Sucasoma for his sacrifice.

Promising to return, the latter goes home, hands over his kingdom,

satisfies the brahmana, and returns to die porisada, saying "this

is my saccapZrami/'

In the Jatakascava we fine have a d«cripcion of kalmasasidi (!)

siba Saudaysa rre ‘Kalmasapada the lion, the son of Svetasa, the king.
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He became scrong through eating plenty of teara prepared with

human blood. In various countries all sorts of atrocities were com-

mittal. and Ik was terribly dirty, like a vcula, with a mace in his

hand. 99 kings he carried oil from (licit countries and placed them

in holes on a hill (?), and tortured them for a long time. He made

up lm mind to perform a bali to the bhutas, in a sacrifice: "Blit

thou (the Buddha) warded it oil, being sruttasum (i.e. Srutasoma),

the only saviour of all the beings in Jambudvipa. Even Sakra s

throne shook through this good deed, die tioubles were overcome and

everybody prospered. Because you were such a good and skilful

protector, therefore I proceed to worship you hundred ten

thousand times."

It will be seen chat there arc several common traits, but also

much difference. The latako Attbakatba has, as in many other

cases, to a great extent recast the narrative and also introduced

details and features which did not belong to the original tale. The

Benares king who took to eating human flesh is here railed Brahma-

darra. the most common name cf Benares kings in the Attbakatbi.

The occurrence of a misunderstood Kammasapada in cwo gathas

shows that this is a secondary innovation. The CariySpitaka only

speaks of a porisida, without giving any name, but the ether sources

give Kalmasapada Saudasa, and this name is known to belong to

ancient Indian folklore, whence it was taken over by die Buddhists.

In the Mahabbarate, cd. Sukthankar, I. *66 f., we read about

Kalmasapada Saudasa of the Iksvakuvamsa. When our huncing he

met Vaiistha’s eldest son Sakei, and as neither of them would

stand aside, the king stmek Sakti with Ins whip, and the latter

cursed him: since you, like a raksasa, beat an ascetic, you will from

to-day become a pnrusada, addicted to human flesh. When later

on chc king wanted to conciliate Sakti, Visvamitra caused the

raksasa Kimkara to alter him. Later on a dvija asked the king for

food, and as the cook could not provide other meat, he told him to
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satisfy the dvija even if be had so cake human flesh. This led co a

new curse, and later on the king ate first Sakei and subsequently the

remaining ones of Vasisdu’s hundred sons, as a lion would cat small

deer, stmbab ksudramrgin its. Vasistha in vain tried to take his

own life, but desisted when he learnt from Sakti’s widow

Adfsyanci dial she had given birth to a son. Kalmasapida now came

ro kill Vasistha. who was told by Adrsyanti cha: none but he could

restrain die perisada. Subsequendy he released him from his

curses, and Saudasa promised never more to molest dvijas.

This is evidently the same story, and even some minor features

such as die number of victims and the statement that there is only

one who can restrain the purutitla ate easily recognizable :n die

Buddhis: story.

The account of how Saudasa became a puruside is quite in

accordance with current Indian notions in the Mtbibhanta story.

The Jatakamala version, according to which he owed his predilection

to human flesh to his descent from a lioness, may find some support

in the use of the word simha ‘lion* about Kalmasapida in the Jaraka-

stava, buc it can also be due to expressions such as diat in die M&bl-

bharata ale that he devoured Vasischa's sons as a lion devours deer.

The remark in the Atthaka'.ba that Sudasa had, in his previous

birth, been a man-eating Yaksa. sounds like a pis oiler, die

author feeling the necessity of giving an explanation of a feature

he knew belonged to die talc and which looked strange. The

story about how he first came to test human meat, because his cook

could not provide other meat, has as we have seen a parallel in the

Mabitbharata.

The story about the intended sacrifice of hundred princes is

found only in the Buddhist sources, but there is evidently a certain

connccdon with die eating of Vasistha' s hundred sons. The

Cariyipi'.aha gives the number of intended victims as ekatata,

which elsewhere means ‘loi’, and also die Anbakatha states chat
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Brahmadatta had promised rc perform a baliktmma with ckasata

ksatriyas. The Jattkamib, on the other hand, says 'with hundred

princes', kumarasatena, and in the Rtisi'apalaparip’ccba. p. 22. II.

9-10, Sutasoma is said 10 have saved 100 kings that were to be

sacrificed
(
vadbyagatam rijasatam parimocitam). Hundred, and not

hundred 011c, was evidently the number, and ekasata in the Cariyi-

pitaka may have been used in this sense. The author of the Attht-

katba seems to have been in some confusion, and he had to explain

why Brahmadatta wanted to fccch Sutasoma when he had already

brought together ekasata. through the introduction of the tree god.

whom he took to be one of the captured princes who had escaped.

It seems possible that this incident is due to the existence of some

such remark as thar abour Sutasoma being th? only one who could

help in die sources on which the Attbakalbi drew. Cf. the Maba-

bberata talc. The Jatakastava here seems to be in better accord with

what we are led to believe was the original story, that the number

of victims was to b* hundred, and that Sutasoma was carried off in

order to fill this number, because it says chat Kalmasapada had

earned off 99 kings from their kingdoms.

In one detail the Jatakastava differs from all other sources, viz.,

in giving the name of the Bodhisattva as Srutasoma and not Suta-

soma. In its oldest form the jataka was probably written in Ardha-

magadhi, and the two names would not have been distinguishable.

Arya.sura has misundersmod the name he found, which must have

bear Sutasoma, as meaning ‘Soma’ instead of 'Soma-offcter.'

Srutasoma would seem to be just as likely a name, because the

prince’s predilection for subhasitas plays a considerable role in the

talc, the JStakamSB verse 32 speaking of srutt as a lamp (dipt)

removing the darkness of infatuation in this connection. But just

for chat reason srutt may be a wrong Sanskritisacion. Sutasoma is,

as is well known, a well authenticated name, and Srutasoma only

occurs as a variant.
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The whole story abouc the prince's fondness of subbasitas

might even be a later accretion, though it is implied in the Canyi-

piiaka. the Aithakathi and the Jaiakamala. Theic ls no reference

to it in die Jatakastava, hue this fact can only serve as a warning,

and we cannot as yet arrive at certain results. The Alababhi'ata

story has nothing of the kind, but it is possible, and perhaps likely,

that the Indian tale about Kalmasapada was combined with another

talc abouc a Subhasitagavesin when it was adopted by the Buddhists.

The preceding remarks will have shown that even a compara-

tively late text such as the Jatakastava may prove co be of incerest

for our understanding of the history of the Buddhist jatikas. A

thorough discussion of tile various problems connected with this text

can hardly be attempted before Bailey has published his edition. I

have, however, thought that it might be useful to give an idea of

tlic general ciiaracter of the work, and I shall therefore add an

account of a few of the Jarakas it contains.

The Saddanufitska (Jar. 514, etc.): Six tusks, white like a

conch, or nich, or a pearl-liana (Skt. muklaUti i.e. string of pearls),

or snow, producing the splendour of the autumnal moon were yours,

when you were die king of elephants, beautiful to behold. When a

hunter came and asked for the tusks, you did not for a moment act

niggardly. You pulled them out from the cavity of your moudi, as

one would pluck sprouts from a branchy tree or as a man would cear

locus roots from Mount Himavat. Happy and content, with a

stroke out of mercy, you quickly gave away your toodi jewels, as

you feared much lest he might die from hunger. At all tunes you

will be my foremost teacher, you ate my refuge; save me,

O gracious- one; in the whole world, in all the realm of living beings

there is no salvation without you. O powerful great One.

The Bodhisattva and the vyxgbri (Suvarnabhasa 18 etc): When

a female tiger, weakened by:hungcr and thirst wanted to devour

her cubs, you took great compassion cn them. For the sake of tha:
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ligrcss you let yourself then fall from a hill, so that she would not cac

her own small cubs. You made your mind suffer for the sake of the

world. Homage to You, the borrower of security, O gracious One.

Tcmiyijalaka (fat. 538): You were born afraid of the high royal

scat and feared much to receive kingship. For many a long year

you remained wirhour speaking You lost the good name you

had. viz., Sunetra, and were called deaf-mute, tongue-tied. Your

longing was for pravrajya, your striving cowards renunciation, for

the good state of emancipation. When they put you into power, you

were a rsi. Unmeasured crorcs of beings you saved from evils.

O Lord, you performed deeds of vigour there in that country. Many

heings reached dhyana, settled in vracas. The deep torpor in the

mind’s abodes, the dense and hard darkness of wrong views you dis-

pelled with ease through the rays of the Law, as the sun in the

autumnal sky, as the thunderbolt breaks the unJritut (?) mountain.

So for a long time you dispelled the evil darkness of torpor.

Homage to you, O glonous One.

The meeting with Difahkara (Nidanakatba
, pp. 11 ft.): You

were acknowledged by the Buddha Dipankara, lovely as the moon

would shine in pure air without clouds in tlx: midst of the naksatras.

When you saw, wandering on the road, that teacher, you extended

your matted hair in the dust before him and threw blue lotuses to-

wards him. You received a prediction of Budrlhahood. You are

meritorious wirh immeasurable mciics, O Lord, you arc tire Knowcr

of the bese path to Nirvana. Therefore homage to you.

It will be seen from these extracts that the collection of

eulogies of die Buddha is the cheif aim of the compiler The various

tales arc more or less considered as well known and only indicated as

giving occasion to this praise. Nevertheless they arc nor without

some interest of their own.

Sten Konow

I.H.Q., TUNS, IQ40 7
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The Pali Vinaya-picaka, Basket, Casket of Discipline is, as its

name implies, a compilation whose main emphasis is on control,

on restraint, on training. That of the Vinaya known as die Sntta-

vibhariga has. as its chief object, the regulation of the life of die

individual as a member of a community by means of a body

of rules or restrictions external to him. These rules numbering

227
in die Pali Vinaya, togecher constitute die Pattmokkha. They

decree for the monks and nuns of Gotama’s Orders such behaviour

as was considered correct and suitable according to die standards of

the time with ics concomitant circumstances. Any expression of the

ideals of monastic life has co b: sought in che Suttapitakd; die Vinaya

is concerned with conduct, with life as outwardly lived, widi facts,

with expediency. Yet although discourses on die need tor ideals

and their value, and for man's inner spiritual and mental training

and the means of realising dicse nuy be practically absent from the

Vinaya. there is no doubt chat its legal and somewhat austere

character is based on a high and mature standard of morality, justice

and common sense.

The spheres which the Vinaya touches in operating these

foundations of ediics, common to civilised societies, arc those of

monks and nuns as individuals ; as members of a one-sided Order,

male or female, and in relation to other members of that same side

of the Older; as members of a two-sided Order, male and female,

and in relation ro members of the opposice side of the Order; as

members of a community whose conduct may affect die life of the

laity, of those still living in the world; or as members of a commu-

nity' whose life and actions are comparable to those of votaries of

other existing communities also following a life of religion.
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Each of die rules of the Parimokkha is, as the Suctavi-

bhariga has come down to us, embedded in a greater or lesser amount

of auxiliary material. Generally speaking, this comprises a story

leading up to die formulation c£ the rule, sikkhapada, and the

penalty for breaking this, while in some cases there follows another

story showing diat it was necessary ro remodel the rule, and at whose

conclusion the amended draft is given; next comes the Old Commen-

tary or Padabhajaniya, explaining the words of the rule; then cases

where the penalty of the rule or some other heavier or lighter

penalty is incurred; and finally a lir. of eases which email no offence

against the rule.

In this paper, of die eight groups of ruks for monks' into which

die Bhikkhu-vibhariga of die Suttavibhahga is divided, 1 have chosen

for examination the class known as Nusaggiya. The Vinaya is

said to contain many inconsistencies. Here I hope to show diat.

while usually following the general pattern outlined above, the

Nissaggiyas also disclose some exceptions and irregularities, although

even underlying the differences there may he, at all events on occa-

sion, some recognisable, and perhaps purposive, unity of design.

I have confined myself ro die Nissaggiyas for this investiga-

tion of the formal structure of rules and dieir attendant parts, princi-

pally because their number is suitable. Thirty rules widi their

auxiliary material is neither too large to handle comfortably, as would

be die ninety-two Pacittiyas. nor too small 10 yield sufficient results,

as might be the four Parajikas and, although to a lesser decree, die

diirtecn Sarighadisesas.

This survey, therefore, because it does not take into

account a wider range of comparisons, because it docs not marshal

the Nissaggiyas beside the Parajikas. Sarighadisesas or Pacittiyas,

buc only one Nissaggiya beside another, is not a study in the com-

i There is dso a separate Vimya or discipline for nuns. The Nissaggiyas foe

nuns air not antler consideration here.
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putative structure of various classes of offence and rule. It is no more

than a preliminary investigation into the likenesses and contrasts, ap-

parent in the scheme or pattern on which the Nissaggiyas arc arrang-

ed, and in which necessarily some account has been given of their

subject matter. How closely or how distantly other caisscs of offence

resemble this schc/ne is a question whose answer will emerge when

more widely comparative work on thcic lines has been accomplished.

Each of the thirty Nissaggiya rules for monks, if broken, gives

rise to a nissaggiya paciuiya offence, thac is to an offence of expia-

tion. paalUya, involving forfeiture, nissaggiya. In reality, the form

of expiation enjoined by the Old Commentary, the Padabhajaniya,

on these rules is confession of the offence. A pacittiya is (a minor

offence) to be confessed, dpatu desetabba. But the more literal

translation of the term pacittiya would be 'offence of expiation”.

For etymologically this term has no connection with confession

although, as is seen front the Old Commentary, the offence is to be

expiated by confessing it. Literally pacittiya as prayascittaka, a

derivation to which various authorioes incline,’ would mean "in

repentance, in compensation, in expiation”. Nissaggiya means

something to be forfeited or given up. and such a chuig was that

in respect of which the offence had been committed, for example a

robe, a bowl or a rug. It would therefore seem best to translate

nissaggiya pacittiya by ' offence of expiation involving forfeiture.'

The whole Nissaggiya group is introduced by the sentence,

"These thirty rules, your reverences, of expiation involving forfeiture

come up for recitation.’ Each rule is named ui the Sinhalese edition,

numbered in die Siamese edition, but ncidier named nor numbered

in Oldcnberg’s edition.

The thirty rules fall into three sections of ten rules each. Ac

the end of every tenth Nissaggiya the face that the end of a section

2 Vtn. Texts, I, 32; Geiger. Pali Lit. and Sp-acee $ 27; B. C Law. Hi:i. Pali

Lit: I. 46 3.. 54; E. J. Thaiwj. Hin. Pud. Thought, 18 f.
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has been reached is marked by saying, "The first section, the second

seccion, the third section", accompanied by its name. The first is

called, in Oldcnbcrg’s edition, die section on kalhina (privileges),

in the Sinhalese and Siamese editions the section on robes, civxra;

rhe second is called the secton on silk; and the third the section on

bowls. Then there follows a kind of mnemonic verse, abbreviation

or key, called uddana. A leading word fiom each rule is given here,

for the uddanx was to help the memory oS the monk who was to

recite the rules, all die teaching being given orally.

In the second and third sections, the first word of the key is the

same as the name of die section, that is "silk" and "bowls", and

refers to the first rule, or in the ease of the diird section, to the firsc

two rules of that section. But in the first seccion there is no mention

of either kalhina or cnutra, robes. The reason for diis discrepancy

is. I think, that in die middle section only the firsc rule deals with

silk, and in the third section only the first two rides deal with bowls.

Therefore the words "silk" and "bowls" could appear in die key

without unduly puzzling the reciter. But in the first section, not

only is every rule concerned With robes or robe-material, but as many

as die firsc three rules are concerned with kaibina (privileges). Hence

other and more distinctive points had co be chosen from this set of

rules in order to prompt the reciter's memory-.

After the key at the end of the third seccion, it is said chat

dicse thirty rules have been recited. The reciter then says thrice to

ihc monks present that he hopes they arc pure in respect of these

thirty rules, and concludes that they ate. since they keep silence.

Twenty-two of the rules arc said co have been formulated when

Gotama was staying at Savatthi, dircc while at Rajagaha, two each

while he was at Vesali and Kapilavatthu. and one while at Alavi.

Of these thirty Nisiaggiya rules for monks, as many as sixteen

ate concerned with robes, and fall into two groups. Nos. 1-X, XXIV-

XXIX; five are concerned with rugs (santbatx). Nos. XI-XV; two
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with sheep's wool. Nos. XVI-XVII; throe with geld and silver and

bartering. Nos. XVIII, XIX, XX; two with bowls, Nos.

XXI, XXII; one with medicine, No. XXIII; and die last one.

No. XXX, is against a monk appropriating for his own use benefits

intended for the Order. There arc moreover a few cross-sections.

For example, in the matter of exchange of robes (No. V), in die

macter of washing, dyeing and beating robes (No. IV), and in the

matter of washing, dyeing and heating sheep's wool, d:c correct

behaviour of a monk towards a nun also comes under legislation;

and in two of the rules concerned with making tugs (Nos. XII,

XIII). sheep's wool also receives legal attention.

About half the rules were formulated because monks acquired

something by means considered unbecoming or tiresome: diey

asked for too much, they pressed potential donors, they put forward

suggestions, for example as to the quality of die lobe-material that

they particularly desired. The remaining half were formulaccd

because monks used various things or did various tilings in ways

thought unsuitable: diey had an unnecessary amount of robes or

bowls, they Laid their robes aside for too long, they made nuns

wash their robes and their sheep's wool, they carried their sheep's

wool so far that lay-people mad- fun of them. And so on.

Oddly there is no Ntssaggiya concerned with lodgings,

jenassna, or with almsfood, pindapau, which widi robes and medi-

cine, arc regarded as a monk's four indispensable requisites. There

are offences regarding these which had to lie confessed, and which

occur in the Pacitriya section, but evidently there arc no types of

offences where lodgings and almsfood had to be forfeited in addition

to their wrongful acquisition or usage being confessed.

The most usual plan in each Nissaggiya is first to give an

introductory story showing that a monk or monks behaved in a

way that was thought unsuitable by someone who had seen it or

who had been affected by it. The complaints of these critics even-
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tually reached Gotama who, ic is stated, having confumcd the

teports, rebuked. d« offending monks, and said that such behaviour

was "not for pleasing those who arc not yet pleased nor for increas-

ing die number of chose who arc pleased", that is, with the Sakyan

teaching and way of life. After this there conies die rule, always

ascribed to Gorama. and designed to control such behaviour. Xhe

rule states die offence incurred for transgressing it, here, of course a

nisutggiya picitttya. Thirdly there follows the Old Commentary

or Padabhajaniya, explaining words appearing in the rule, and in-

cluding die method of forfeiting the article to be forfeited. Fifthly

there is a sec of clauses giving offences incurred, nusaggiya pacittiya

and dukkaia, wrong-doing, if a monk thinks, whether rightly or

wrongly, or is :n doubr about some point raised in the rule, but acts

wrongly. Lasdy there comes a list of eases where dicrc is no offence,

anapatti. These naturally bear some relation to the rule, while all

end by saying that there is no offence if a monk is mad or is the first

wrong-doer. Nusaggiya XIX is alone in containing no more than

these last cwo invariable exemptions from incurring offence.

As is to be cxjxcccd the Nissaggiyas exhibit a cercain amount

of variation from this general plan. I will discuss some of these

discrepancies shortly. Bur first let us consider the forfeiture which

is the distinguishing fcanirt of this section of die Patimokkha.

The article to be forfeited had, as a general rule, to be forfeited

by the offending monk either to the jamgha. a part of the Order,

five or mote monks residing within one boundary or one avis.i,

residence; or to a gana, a group of from two to four monks; or to

an individual monk. The offending monk had to state the reason,

due to transgression of an important point in the rule, for forfeiting

the article. Having forfeited ic, he should confess the offence, and

then, if the article was forfeited co an Order or to a group, die

offence should be acknowledged by an experienced, competent

monk; if it was forfeited to an individual monk, the offence should
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be acknowledged by him. The foifciicd article should be given

back :o die monk who had acquired it wrongfully by the body to

whom he had forfeited it. Nissaggiyas XVIII, XIX, and XXII, but

no others, decree that forfeiture should be made to the Older only,

and not to a group or individual; chey also preclude the customary

return of the forfeited article to the monk who had obtained it

unlawfully and who had confessed his offence.

The formulation of sixteen Nissaggiyn rules resulted, as is

recorded, from criticisms made of a monk or monks by die laity,

right rules resulted from criticisms made by modest monks, three

from those by nuns, two from those by Ananda. and one from those

made by a wanderer. With the exception of Ananda, who com-

plained for the sake of the Order and not because he himself had

been specially inconvenienced, these various classes of critics put

forward their complaints because they personally had been in some

way affected by the monk's behaviour. Thus there is a parallelism

between the sources of the criticisms and die sections of society

annoyed. Once Gotama is recorded to hear of unsuitable behaviour

from Mahiipajapati while he was talking to her (No. XVII), and

once he caine upon signs of it himself (No. XV). Four times a new

rule is formulated in place of one already existing, for occasions

arose where its too scrupulous observance resulted in unfair situa-

tions. Hence the rule was altered to allow for such occasions.

It will be seen that the number of Nissaggiya rules formulated,

according to this reckoning, is diirty-six. This means dial six

times the rule, as originally framed, had to be altered, but tliac bod\

versions, and there are never more than two, together wtdi their

introductory stones, are set forth in six Nissaggiyas.

Indeed on these grounds die Nissaggiyas, in die interests of

textual criticisms, may be divided into two sections. Section I.

the smaller, may be taken to contain six Nissaggiyas : four in which

’lc had to be altered tn accordance with circumstances which
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had not been foreseen when it was first see forth (Nos. I, II, XIV,

XXI); and two others (Nos. V and VI) in which close adherence co

the rule, as originally drafted, is shown to result in occurrences so

unsuitable as to provoke complaints and criticism.

Section II, die larger, may be taken to contaui the remaining

twenty-four Nissaggiyas. In these the rule in its original form was

able to stand and was in need of no remodelling. This section,

because ic is the larger, is naturally the more typical, but even here

there arc some exceptions to the general plan which merit attention.

In Section I the first formulation of a rule is always followed by

the phrase, "And thus this rule of teaming fot monks came to be

laid down by ihe lord." There is no instance of this phrase occurring

eidier after the second formulation of the rule in this Section, or

anywhere in Section II, that Section where each rule is fcemulatcd

cnee only. Yet in every case are rule and revised rule ascribed CO

Gotama in die text of the Vinaya. I do not know whcdicr die

occurrence of this phrase points to some older stratum in the Sutta-

vibbahga, where only the rules so pointedly said to have been laid

down by the lord genuinely were prescribed by him; or whcchcr it

in any way supports the theory chat die stories were invented after

ihe drafting of the rules and in order to account for them. The

point of leaving in the original version, together with its attendant

material, is doubclcss to show why it would not work. Yet it seems

queer so deliberately to ascribe to Gotama only diose rules which

had to be amended, a qucerncss not peculiar to the Nissaggiyas.

It may be said that diese rules worked well enough for some time,

but that then there came a ease, perhaps before the Founder's death,

perhaps after, which made it dear that a revision and a mote exact

delimitation of the rule was necessary in the interests of justice and

tcason. This however does not explain the mystery' why, in those

more numerous Nissaggiyas where die rule is only once formulated,

there is no addition of any phrase attributing the rule to Gotama.

L*CQ , IUNS. 1<H0
8
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In all of diosc Nissaggiyas when: two versions of a rule ate

laid down, there is also and without exception the insertion of an

Anujanami, “1 allow an allowance which Goeama is reputed tri

have made to monks, and in some way mitigating die rigidity of die

rule as first drawn up. For in Nissaggiyas I, II, V, VI, XIV, XXI

an anujinAmi occurs in die talk, always ascribed to Gotania. which

leads up to die second framing of the rule.

It is something more dian coincidence that in die six Nissaggiyas

where a rule is twice drafted, there should occur, after its first for-

mulation, the phrase. "And thus this rule of training for monks

came to be laid down by die lord", and before its second formula-

tion, an anujanami. But whereas diis phrase never occurs outside

these six Nissaggiyas, an anujin^m: also occurs in five cf the remain-

ing twenty-four Nissaggiyas {Nos. Ill, XV, XXII, XXVIII.

XXIX). In all these eases, except in Nissaggiya XXII. the pattern

of which is in any case unique, the anujinami is inserted not imme-

diately before but some way bcfoic die rule, here of course formulated

only once.

Thus m Section I, as I have called it, which comprises die six

Nissaggiyas under consideration, there is first a story leading up to

a rule, and then another scory showing that for some unforeseen

reason die rule is not sufficiently elastic. An enufinimi is dien

made counteracting this rigidity, followed by the revised version of

the rule. Then there come the Old Commentary's explanations,

and lastly the cases which incur no offence.

There are certain similarities between Rules I and XXI. and

between Rules II and XIV. Each pair may be considered in turn.

In Nissaggiya I it is recorded that Golama was staying at Vcsali

while in Nissaggiya XXI he was ar Savatthi. In Nissaggiya I rhe

the group of six monks are recorded to have used three different

sets of die three tobes for different occasions, while in Nissaggiya

XXI they made a hoard of bowls. The first drafting die rule results,
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in the case o£ Nissaggiya I, from the criticisms of the modest monks,

and in the case of Nissaggiya XXI, from the criticisms of the laity.

Such complaints are here, as always, taken up by the modest monks,

but in both of these Nissaggiyas the modest monks shift the

emphasis. The consequence is that the first draft of the rule is

more severe in character chan it might otherwise have been. For

these modest monks neither complained that the group of six monks

wore various sets of the three robes, nor rhac they made a hoard of

bowls. They complained that the)' wore an extra robe and used an

extra bowl. The first draft of these rules therefore runs, “Whatever

monk should wear an extra robe... should use an extra bowl, there is

an oftenOe of expiation involving forfeiture.'' In each case the

word translated as “should wear and “should use is dhireyya.

It is interesting to find that the story given after the first draft

of die rule is precisely the same in Nissaggiyas I and XXI, merely

reading robe’’ in Rule I where “bowl’ is lead in Rule XXI.

In the light of the events which these stories recount, the rules

came to be relaxed, and in one and the same respect. For an extra

robe, and an extra bowl, accrued to Ananda, and he, knowing chat

he must not keep them, wanted to give them to Sariputta. But

Sariputta was in Sakcia, and would not arrive for nine or ten days.

When Ananda told this to the lord, it is recorded that Gotama gave

an allowance, one suspects because Ananda and Sariputta were

among his mosc favourite disciples, enabling monks to wear an extra

robe and use an extra bowl for at most ten days.

Before this allowance had been given it was an offence to wear

the one or use the other in any circumstances. In each ease this

allowance forms the substance of the second which is the final ver-

sion of chc rule, and under it less uncompromising in tone than the

first version. Here, in addition to the articles with which these two

Nissaggiyas deal, Nissaggiya 1 differs from No. XXI, since it br.ngs

in a new time-element, absent from No. XXI. This is probably
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because bowls lasted longer clian robes, and there was no ceremonial

giving and making of bowls, as there was in the case of robc-matcrial.

For it is apparently only "when die robes are settled . when a monk s

katbina (privileges) have been removed" that "an extra robe may be

worn for ten days at most. For him who exceeds that (period),

dicrc is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture. Nissaggiya

XXI merely reads "An extra bowl may be used for ten days at most.

For him who exceeds that (period), rhere is an offence of expiation

involving forfeiture." Here the ten days are not dicmsclvcs con-

ditioned by any other considerations of time.

When the Old Commentary on Nissaggiya 1 has defined the

two opening phrases of the mle, it proceeds on the pattern found

also in this portion of Nissaggiya XXI. That is co say bodi not only

define “for ten days at most" in precisely the same terms, but also

"extra robe" and "extra bowl", as something 'no: allocccd, not

assigned". But here Nissaggiya XXI gives a description of howls

according to their size, while Nissaggiya I has no corresponding des-

cription of robes. Both go on to an identical explanation of the

method to be used in forfeiting the robe and the bowl that has been

used for more than ten days, and to an identical list of offences in-

curred if the monk thinks that the ten days have elapsed when they

have elapsed and acts against the terms of die rule, with pcx-

mutatioRs on this theme, due co doubt and modes of thinking

wrongly. Or he may think that various events; being allotted,

assigned, bestowed, lost, destroyed or stolen, have overtaken his

robe or bowl when in fact they have not done so. Amongst these

events there is only one which differs in these two Nissaggiyas, and

naturally. Between "destroyed" and “stolen" we gee, in Nissaggiya

1 “burnt" of a robe, and in Nissaggiya XXI "broken" of a bow),’ a

difference which also obtains in the list of eases where dicrc is no

3 C£ Bhikkhuni-*ribtunga, Nttttg 1 . thun on "a hoard of bowls,*
*
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offence. This same list, with "burnt” of a robe, also occurs again

in die anapath, no offence, clauses of Rules II, III, XXVIII, XXIX.

It is perhaps worth while to draw actcncton to a curious con-

vention prevailing here. As we have seen, in the enumeration of

the ways in which a monk may incur an offence by wrong thinking

or by doubt, he may think that his robe or bowl is stolen when it is

not stolen, avilutte viluttasanni. But in the anspatu, no offence,

clauses, the phrase "if tc is stolen invariably gives way to the phrase

"if they tear it from diem (or him)''. accbinJitv*
ganhaiti.

There is one other point peculiar to Nissaggiyas I and XXI.

For they are alone in giving a short additional story after the "no

offence” clauses with which otherwise the Nissaggiyas always end.

Moreover these additional stories are identical, chc one merely read-

ing "robe” where the other reads “bowl''; and both end in ascribing

to die lord die formulation of a dakkata offence:. "Monks, a robe

...a bowl that is forfeited is not to be given back. Whoever should

not give it back, there is an offence of wrong-doing.”'

Some points in common may also be found between Nissaggiyas

II and XIV. Nissaggiya II, whose first rule emanated from criti-

cisms made by Ananda, is concerned with the offence which a monk

incurs if he should be away, separated from liis three robes even for

one night. Nissaggiya XIV, the first rule of which emanated from

criticisms made by die laity, is concerned with the offence which a

monk incurs if he should have a new rug made within six years. In

both the lord is recorded to have been staying at Savatdii.

In both of these Nissaggiyas, after die first version of the rule

lias been laid down, a monk is recorded to have become ill m
Kosambi. His realcions offered to nurse him if lie would go to

them. Monks urged him to go. but he refused on the grounds

that, in Nissaggiya II, a monk muse not be away, separated from

his three robes, and lie was nor well enough to sec out taking them;

<|
Cf. niukkliual-'bliu'iga, Nluag. I, "a bmi wrongdoing.'

1
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and in Nissaggiya XIV, on ihc grounds that a mg should Iasi lot

six years, but he was not well enough to set out taking a rug and

"withouc a rug there comes to be no comfort for me.' 1 o meet

these difficulties the lord made an allowance, which in both cases

took the form of an agreement (sammuli) to be given by die Order

to the ill monk at his request. In Nissaggiya II the agreement

that was allowed means that the Order was to agree to regard the

monk who was ill as not away; separated from his three robes

(tiewarenu avtfpavijasammuti)—although in fact he was separated

from them. In Nissaggiya XIV die agreement allowed means chat

the Order should give the monk who was ill the agreement as to

a mg
{

jantkatasammuii). This is not explained either in the

enu)ir.ami or in the Old Commentary. But in Buddhaghosa s VA.

(691) it is said that an ill monk withouc waiting for the six years to

elapse, may have a new tug made at the place to which he goes.

The way in which an ill monk should ask the Order for the

agreement and the way in which it should be given io him because

they form part of the anujanimi of each of these Nissaggiyas, arc

thus couched in terms ascribed to Gotama. In each case the asking

and giving is to be carried out in the same manner. When all this

has been explained there follows immediately the second draft of the

rule. In both Nissaggiyas this merely repeats the first drafe, but

after adding the phrase, "except on the agreement of the monks".

From now on however Nissaggiyas II and XIV diverge. The

Old Commentary necessarily differs in each case, only agreeing in

the method of forfeiting the article 10 be forfeited. And this, ic may

be noted is. with three exceptions/ the same in all the Nissaggiyas.

Nissaggiya II then proceeds ro a list, which may be compared

with die list sc Parijika II. of such sites as villages, various types

cf houses, boats, caravans, fields and so forth, and then states the

place at which a monk should remain—at the main-entrance, the

5 Nraag. XV111. XIX. XXII.
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gaic, die inner room, for example, if he has laid his robe aside in

one of those sites. Nothing of this kind occurs in any of the other

Nissaggiyas. Alter this. Nissaggiya II has the usual clauses con-

cerned with a monk’s chinking, rightly or wrongly, and doubting,

but acting wrongly In Nissaggiya XIV these clauses arc replaced

by others concerned with the offences, all nissaggiya pactUlya, into

which a monk falls if he finishes by himself or gets others to finish

for him what was incompletely executed by himself or by others.

This theme on four variations also occurs in Rules XI, XII, XIII, XV,

which, with Rule XIV, form the group connected with rugs.

To have made the pattern of Section I perfectly homogeneous,

it would have been necessary to pair Nissaggiyas V and VI. But

except that they each concain the two drafts of the rule, the first

followed by the sentence, "And thus this rule of training for monks

came to be laid down by the lord", and an anujanami picccding the

second draft of the rule, they share little of note. For rhe nice paralle-

lism found in the clauses connected with die offences incurred if a

monk thinks, whether nghdy or wrongly, or doubts, but acts wrong-

ly, is not sufficient to set these two Nissaggiyas apart from all the

rest. For odiers follow precisely the same course, namely, "If a

monk thinks chat a woman is not a relation when she is not a

relation" (Nissag. V; cf. IV, VII); "If he diiuks that a man (or

woman) householder is not a relation when he is noc a relation

"

(Nissag. VI. and cf. VII, VIII, XXVII, "if he thinks that a man

is noc a relation "). These clauses then mn through the usual

variations, depending for whether it is "woman' or "man" on the

wording of the rule. Thus in Nissaggiya V it is an offence for a

monk to accept a robe from the hand of a nun who is not a relation,

"except in exchange." In Nissaggiya VI it is an offence for a

monk to ask a man or woman householder who is not a relation for

a robe, "except at die right time."

I11 both of these Nissaggiyas the second version of the rule
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differs from die first by die insertion of the phrases, "except in

exchange" and "except at the right time. ' But in Nissaggiya V

"except in exchange" is explained in the anujafumi, and u not ex-

plained again in die rule. It means, according to die anujinimi,

exchange with five classes of people: monks, nuns, ptobaconers.

male novices, female novices. In Nissaggiya VI however ‘‘except

at die right time'' is explained not only in the amtjandmi, blit also in

die text of the rule itself. Here the explanation conies after the

rule and die penalty for breaking it have been set foidi. The rule

defines "except at the right tune" to mean "if .1 monk becomes one

whose robe is stolen or one whose robe is destroyed. ' Yee this is

only stating in much the same way the opening words of the rather

long anujandmi of this Nissaggiya. For this begins by saying, "1

allow monks, one whose robe is stolen or one whose robe is destroyed

to ask a man or woman householder who is not a relation for a robe.

The anujinimi dien goes on to say what a monk should do if

at the firsc residence he visits there is for die Order a robe or some

odicr covering that he could put on. But if there is nodiing, he

must not come back to the monastery naked, but muse come covered

up by leaves or grass. This is in order thac he shall not be taken for

a naked ascetic. But here, this Nissaggiya strikes a new note.

For by saying, "Whoever should so come back (naked), falls into an

offence of wrong-doing," it exhibits itself as die only Nissaggiya m

which the anujanami concludes with, or even contains die formula-

tion of, a duhkata offence.

There are however three odier occasions when an offence of

wrong-douig is formulated in the Nissaggiyas, and is in each ease

attiibutcd to Gocama. The occurrence of ocher duhkata offences in

the more stereotyped clauses belonging to die Old Commentary and

setting forth the offences entailed by a monk’s thinking, doubting

and acting, are not ascribed to the lord. I have drawn attention to

the duhkata offences formulated at the end of Nissaggiyas I and
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XXI. Another occurs in Nissaggiya XXII. Wirh cliis Nissaggiya

wc come to a discussion of what I have called Section II. I shall now

point out some of the more important exceptions to the general

scheme of this larger group of the Nissaggiyas.

The whole of this is arranged upon rather a different plan from

all the other Nissaggiyas. Ir begins with the introductory story,

the criticism made by the laity and taken up by the modest monks,

followed by their report on Gotama. He dees not rebuke the offend-

ing monks themselves, but says to those who tell him of their

conduct. "How can these foolish men, not knowing moderation,

ask for many bowls?" This form of indirect reproof is not however

peculiar to tins Nissaggiya. Then comes, as would be expected, a

formulated rule with the cffcnce for transgressing it. But in this

case, the offence is not a nissaggiya paciitiya, but an offence of

wrong-doing, "Monks, a bowl is non to be asked for. Whoever

should ask (for one), there is an offence of wrong-doing.” Here the

"many bowls” of the story appear in the rule as ‘‘a bowl,” as in

Nissaggiya XXI rise “hoard of bowls
1 '

Next comes another event which again aroused lay-people's

displeasure and then that of modest monks. The criticism was not

however levelled because a monk had been at fault in regard to the

nile. He had indeed observed it too scrupulously for die lay-

people's taste, for he had received almsfood into his hands because

his bowl was broken. This made him, in their eyes, "like members

of other sects," and it was of this that they complauied. The

dukkata rule had, in fact, been tried and found wanting, for clearly

it was not clastic enough to cover those times when it might be

reasonable for a monk to ask for a bowl, and when close adherence

to the rule only produced undesirable results. Gotama therefore

made an allowance, "I allow you, monks, when a bowl is broken

or when a bowl is destroyed, to ask for a bowl.”

But then there came a time when the group of six monks

'HQ, JUNE, 19« 9
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abused ihis privilege, by asking fee many bowls when theirs were

only a little broken, only a little chipped, only a little scratched.

Again the laity and modest monks were critical. Gocama rebuked

die six monks, and set forth a rule, with the offence, a nissaggiya

gaeiltiya, for infringing ir: "Whatever monk should ger another

new bowl in exchange for a bowl mended in less than five places,

there is an offence of expiation involving forfeiture-’

Thus in this Nissaggiya we get a dukkaU rule framed, an

anujanamt and a nissaggiya pdatiiys rule framed, and a story to

account for each. The inclusion of three stories in one is unique.

As in Nissaggiya VI there is some extra material in the text of the

nissaggiya gadiUya rule itself occuntng after the rule and the penalty

for breaking it have been set forth, so in Niswggyra XXII, there is

also some extra material inserted in the same way. Strangely, it

deals with forfeiture, giving a definite instruction that the article

wrongfully acquired is to be forfeited, saying to whom it is to be

forfeited, and shordy describing ehc way in which another bowl is

to be given to the offending monk: "That howl is to be forfeited

by chat monk to the company of monks, and whatever is the last

bowl belonging to chat company of monks, that should be given to

this monk with the words : ‘Monk, this ij a howl for you; it should

be kept until it breaks.’ This is the proper course in this ease.

In die other Nissaggiyas die person or persons to whom the

article should be forfeited, together with the method of forfeiting it.

are given in the Old Commentary only, and never in die rule itself.

The inclusion of a rubric as to forfeiture in this place, and as an

elaboration of the term nissaggiyam, suggests that the rubnc derives

from days when the implications of nissaggiyam were not so dearly

understood as to be in no need of concomitant explanation.

Moreover in these directions as to forfeiture, an expression un-

usual in the Nissaggiyas is used. For the rule says that the article

is to be forfeited not, as in either of the expressions used in the Old
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Commentary on Nissaggiya XXII, in the midst of the Order.

iamghamajjhe. or to the Order, samgha, but to a bbikkbuparisa, an

assembly, congregation, company of monks. The word samgh*-

metjjbe cccurs again in the Old Commentary's exegesis on Nissa-

ggiyas XVIII and XIX, but bbikbhupansd never.

Thus another interesting point arises in dns connection. For

in this Nissaggiya the new bowl got in exchange for die mended

bowl, can, apparently, cnly be forfeited to the Order. But diis is

not because bowls are more particularly communal property dian

anything else. For robes too and all ocher utensils used by monks,

should be regarded as communal property. Moreover in Nissaggiya

XXI an extra bowl, to be forfeited if ic has been used for more than

ten days, may be forfeited either to the order or to a group 01 to an

individual. I diink chat in the whole injunction which follows die

nissaggiya pacittiya rule, bur. which as it were forms part of the rule

in Nissaggiya XXII, more stress is laid on communal ownership

and custom than in the ocher Nusaggyias, although apparent in

these too. Yet in these others, although the Order or seccions of it

receive and iccuin the forfeited arciclc, the community as a whole

assumes no further responsibility for it.

But here, in Nissaggiya XXII. the forfeited arciclc is not itself

given back to die monk who acquired it and forfeited it. Now,

alchcugh at the end of Nissaggiya XXI failure to give back a bowl

rbat has been forfeited ii slid to entail an offence pf wrong-doing,

ill Nissaggiya XXII a bowl, on being forfeited, becomes an cxcra

bowl for the Order, and is absorbed by the community into their

scock of bowls. Otherwise only in Nissaggiyas XVIII and XIX is

the forfeited article not to be giver, back to the monk who forfeited it.

The tesulc of die Order’s obtaining an extra bowl thus is that all its

members profit. For their bowls, on die accretion of this additional

one, may be shuffled round. But this is not to be done haphazard.

The Old Commentary explains the right procedure. A monk
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who would not: follow any of the four agatis, wrong courses, and

who would know what is taken and what is not cakcn, is to be

agreed upon by the umgba as assignor of bowls. He should make

die bow! pass (presumably the new one obtained unlawfully by the

offending monk), by first asking an elder to take it. Then the elder s

bowl should be offered to a second elder, doubtless according to age.

“In this way the how! should be made to pass down to the youngest

member of the Order.” It therefore looks as if the youngest mem-

ber's bowl became free. This is "the last bowl
(
pattapariyanU

)

belonging to that company of monks.” mentioned in the rule. And

diis was the bowl to be given to die offending monk.

As I have said, in all the other Nissaggiyas, except XVIII and

XIX, the thing that the offender had acquired, although wrong-

fully, was returned to him after forfcituic and confessed his offence.

Again, in Nissaggiya XXII, in place of the clauses dealing

widi offences incurred by a monk's thinking and doubting with his

subsequent action, are substituted clauses dealing with offences in-

curred if a menk gets an unmended bowl oe a bowl mended in from

one to five places in exchange for an unmended bowl or for one

mended in from one to five places. Similarly in Nissagg-.yas XI-XV,

which are all concerned with mgs and the making of them, die

clauses on thinking and doubting arc absent, but replaced by othets

on finishing by himself or by others what was incompletely execu-

ted by himself or by othets. It is worth noticing diac Nissaggiya

XXII, which in odicr respects is exceptional, u also alone, apart from

the group of Nissaggiyas on rugs, and whose substituted clauses ate

all identical the one with the others, in not containing clauses on

thinking and doubting.

I chink it possible that this Nissaggiya may date back to some

time before die pattern of the Nissaggiyas had become stereotyped

and moulded into the two standardised types. It might be argued,

in the first place, that, this Nissaggiya points to a time when en-
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trants were drawn more from those who had a true religious vocation

than from those who entered from a greater variety of motives. For

the earlier entrants would not have been so liable to fall into serous

offences, and a dukkaU was perhaps sufficient penalty for their

delinquencies. This would mean that some dukkata offences and

rules were older dian some Nissaggiya offences and rules.* Again it

might be argued that this Nissaggiya. in common with those others

which contain an anujinami, an allowance, and a rule, and with

these which contain two versions of a nissaggiya pdcittiya rule,

shows, as ic were historically, the trial and error involved in attempts

that were being made, but. before they had been satisfactorily con-

cluded, for regularising behaviour, and also for mitigating the rigi-

dity o: the rules where circumstances showed that the enforcement

of die penalties they entailed led to unsuitable results.

In the third place, this Nissaggiya also suggests chat there was

a tendency, operative within the Order, to see up a working mecha-

nism. The appointment of an experienced, compecent monk as

assignor of bowls, together with the appointment, in Nissaggiya

XVIII of a silver-remover, rupiyaebaddaka, arc pieces of not

unimportant historical evidence that offices in the Order were in

process of creation at die time co which these Nissaggiyas purport

to refer.

In the fourth place, it might be said that because the

nissaggiya pacittiye rule itself, in Nissaggiya XXII, includes the

statement chat die article wrongfully acquired must be forfeited,

this rule antedates the ocher Nissaggiyas. In these, although for-

feiture is intended, or their rules, when framed, would not contain

the word nissaggiya, it is left co the Old Commentary Co supply the

6 The occurrence cf four dukhdU offerees m those parti of chc Nissaggiyes

which arc not Old Cccnmcntary. should correct the impccukxi given at Vinays

Texts, L xxv tint d* term dnkktia occurs only “in the latest portion of the

Pitaka", in the Old Commcetaiy.
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information as to the procedure which, in Nissaggiya XXII, u made

explicit in die text of the rule itself.

In the fifth place, ic is possible that the word bbikkbupariiS,

because it merely indicates an assembly, a Company of monks,'

belongs to those earlier days before Gorama’s followers had been

fully organised into a ssmqba, bound by the same observances and

obligations, the same rule, and living in the same communion.

In the sixth place, it is possible that, since the forfeited article

was taken possession of by the ‘'company of monks," a time is

thereby indicated when communal ownership and usage were more

actual than nominal.

Lastly, an argument might be based on the fact, although I am

not prepared Co press this, time in this Nissaggiya a monk incurs

offences by merely doing something, namely getting an unmended

bowl m exchange fot another u amended one. and so forth, and not

by thinking and doubting and then acting. This, it might be said,

is because Nissaggiya XXII derives from a time prior to the growth

of interest in psychology, to a time prior to much analysis of mind-

proccjscs, to a time when a monk’s actions were tlx: criterion of the

penalties deserved, and nor these coupled with die thoughes and

doubts preceding his actions. But the same conclusions would

then have to be drawn from the action, namely the finishing of the

rugs, which occurs without the more usual references to thinking

and doubting, in Nissaggiyas XI-XV. And in any ease these

clauses belong to the Old Commentary.

As there arc grounds for thinking that the twelfth

Sangbidiscsa represents some specially andenc fragment of die

Paumokkha,* so I believe there may also be grounds fot thinking

that Nissaggiya XXII represents some other ancient fragment.

7 It 13 possible too that iu 5udi a context

tome iimg cotc to aun.

8 Sre Booi o/ she Discipline. 1. rxix.

ikkb* did ifo: nxun all ih«t it
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Besides Nissaggiya XXII there arc two others. Nos. XVIII and

XIX, which, as has been mentioned, do not prescribe the return of

the forfeited article to the monk who obtained it unlawfully. These

two Nissaggiyas, although not saying so in their rule, also requite

the monk to forfeit the article to the Order only, and not to a group

or individual. For both are concerned with gold and silver, called

jaiaruparajasc in the one case and riipiya in the other. These com-

modities may noc be forfeited to a monk, for the rule icsclf precludes

him from having.either gold or silver in his possession. The samgba

is more impersonal. As Buddhaghosa points out in his Commentary

(VA. 6gi), ruptyd is not allowable, therefore it is not said that it

must be forfeited "to the Order or to a group or to an individual."

for however little is taken it cannot be exchanged for allowable

goods, therefore it is to be forfeited in die midst, of the Order. This

expression, "it must be forfeited’ in chc midst of die Order"

Samg^im/ijjhe, is peculiar to Nissaggiyas XVIII, XIX and XXII.

The Order should dispose of the gold and silver by getting some

lay-follower, according to the text of the Old Commentary, either

to obtain medicine with diem, or to throw them away. Failing

bodi these eventualities, a monk should be agreed upon by die Order

as stiver-remover. whose business it would be to throw the gold and

silver away, making no sign dial he is doing so. The method of

appointing the silver-remover is die same as the method of appoint-

ing the assigner of howls in Nissaggiya XXII.

Having now considered Nissaggiya XXII which, even although

it contains an anujinami, is unique in form, it will be found that

the four Nissaggiyas III. XV, XXIII and XXIX, in what I call

Section II, also contain an anujinimi. They are therefore, on account

of this point, exceptions to the general pattern of Section II.

Three of these Nissaggiyas Nos. Ill, XXVIII, XXIX arc con-

cerned with the laying aside of robes. All of them begin with an

introductory story, at the conclusion of which conies die anujanimi.
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attributed as is invariable, to Gotama. This, in Nissaggiya III,

reads, "I allow you, monks, having accepted a rebe not at the speci-

fied time to lay it aside in die expectation of a lobe;" in Nissaggiya

XXVIII, "I allow you, monks, having accepted a special robe

(acceka-dvara, i.c. a robe given by somebody in a hurry or emer-

gency, v/ho wants to give with no delay) to lay it aside;" and in

Nissaggiya XXIX, “I allow you, monks, when staying in lodgings

in the jungle, to lay aside one of die three robes inside a home.

The anujanami is in each case followed by a story showing that,

probably thoughtlessly and not deliberately, the monks caused some

abuse of the allowance. In Nissaggiya III and XXVIII exaedy the

same story is rold and in exactly the same words, the only difference

being that each naturally employs die words of its own anufinimi.

After this story conics the rule, improved to meet the kinds of

events chat intervened after die allowance had been given and then

the Old Commentary arranged on the normal pattern with explana-

tions of terms used in the rule and the occasions when no offence in

connection with die mlc is incurred.

Nissaggiya XV also contains an anujanami, ascribed as is usual

to Gotama, but it is of rather a different pattern from the others.

It is, "I allow those monks who are jungle-dwellers, who arc

almsmen, who wear robes to come up to see me if dicy wish.” A
iong story is related before the rule is framed. Unique tn die

Nissaggiyaj is the statement found in Nissaggiya XV which pre-

cedes the laying down of the rule. In all die odicr Nissaggiyas

without exception, it is said that the unsuitable behaviour of die

offending monks is "not for pleasing chose who arc not yee pleased

nor for increasing the number of those who are pleased. And thus

this rule of training for monks should be set forth.” But here

Gotama is recorded as saying, “I will lay down a rule of training

for monks based on ten grounds,” which arc stated.' There is very

9 CL *lto Vin xsi ai, A. L 98. ico, •/. 70.
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goad reason for this- For in Nissaggiya XV. Gotami is not

portrayed as receiving criticisms of unbecoming behaviour, but as

himself detecting tokens of behaviour which struck him as undesir-

able, in tile sense that it savoured of deception, less probably because

it was wasteful or injurious to health. He saw here and there dis-

carded rugs lying about, and was told that monks, longing for a

sight of him, had discarded their rugs, thereby apparently assuming

the sign (dhga) of jungle-dwellers, of almsmen, of wearers of rag-

lobcs. The rule itself appears at fust sight, to beat hide relation to the

events recorded as leading up to its formulation, but it is in reality

a nice example of Gotama'i methods of gentle coercion. It is con-

cerned with rhe way in which to make a new nuiddnasanthtt*.

which is a difficult word to translate. Here it is enough to say that

nisuiana is a piece of cloth to sit upon, and is so called if if has a

border, while santbaU is most likely a rug. It is very possible that

Gotama realised chat the monks would need new nigs in the place

of diose that they Kad discarded, since really they were nothing but

ordinary monks, and not the more austere jungle-dwellers, almsmen

and wearers of rag-robes who could dispense with things like rugs.

.The legacy which they, in their deception, have bequeathed to

postenty is that when a new nisidantsanlhats is being made for a

monk, he must take a piece from all round an old santhdtd, rug. in

order to disfigure die new riis'ulanasantbala.

I. B. Horner

jinr, 1940 10
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In vol. II of die Invcnldirc da manurcrifts tibcUitu de Touer.-

Houang conserves a la Bibliotheque Rationale de Paris, will appear

a great number of documents dealing with the civil and religious

life of tbc country around Tun-Huang during the ninth to elevendi

centuries. Some of them refer among other topics to jurisprudence,

commerce, administration, family life, and throws light upon die

social organization. References to pious donations, lists of texts

copied by group of monks and nuns, inventories of ecclesiastical

properties, and so fordi show cbe activity of Buddhist life.

The present document
1

is concerned with "a great gift of die

Law" made by king Kbri-gCug-ldc-brcan
(

)• The

gift consists of hundreds of copies of the AmiUyus sHtra in Tibetan

and in Chinese, and in die offering of a stupa. Although die text

docs not mention expressly, wc may assume diat this stupa was

meant to shelter the copies of the sacred texts. The gift of die

stupa was proposed by the quoin, was announced co the laymen

dirough the medium of the sarigha of bhiksu and bhiksuni from

£a-Gu
( -/J'5 )

(Tun-huang), and ewo chousand ar.d seven

hundred laymen answered to the sahgha’s appeal.

The manuscript docs not only relate those facts, it is also an

account which gives a receipt in full of the expenditure made for

che copying. It is provided with five seals, three of which ate still

perfectly legible notwithstanding die friability of the material upon

which they were stamped. Two of the seals repeat Hori-ben's

name, the third is that of Dban-mchog
(

The presence of the name, and above all of the seal, of Sthavira

« Pclliot Tibctjn Fond, temporary n* 160
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Hoh-bcn in this act is of very great consequence, because Hon-ben

is unquestionably the umc person as the monk Hong-pien mention-

ed in an imperial edict dated A.D. 831 which is engraved on a

stone discovered at Tun-Huang, in the cave where the manuscripts

were found.’ The present deed, stamped with Hoh-bcn s seal, may

then be ascribed to the middle of the ninth century, and looked on

with certainty as one of the most ancient pieces among the finds

of Tibetan manuscripts brought to Paris by M. Pelliot.'

The text offers some of the peculiarities often found in the

Tun-huang language: liquid labial nasal sound before i or e: rr.ycd

( )
for class, med

( )
• contraction of the final of the word and

of the initial of the particle which follows it: phyogsu
( )

class, pbyogs-su
( );

adjunction of the semi-vowel <Y

after some finals in a (it is found here three times out of four in the

word brgya
(

)and after e for instance: dpt (^fo) for class.

J Cf. P. Pfllict une biU/oibcque midiivtbt rtlreuvie Ltw-ion. BEFEO..

1508. p 503, and the translation of thu iusciipdon by E. QaviciRcs. in Senndit.

3
Other Tibetan manuscript* d Tun-huang refer to Honben os foSows:

The Hue-ben u mendooed in a list of monks who settled a dispute over

the ownership of aim iwacn’s children (imip. n° »68>

The mkbdihfO Hon-fcen, receives Dbyig-gi rgyan*s^

(temp. n
#
05031)

Tlw mibjnpo Horvben rccavts a missive referring to a donaden by a prince

(Ikd ir*t)\ this document, very much damaged, is possibly connected with the xcxx

studied hcic (temp, n* oao6a).

Tte mkhin-po HutVfccn receives a nxsttgc Uoiu Kim kan (temp. n° oaooq).

Hcci-ben as vreli as Mdia-yai (SISJ’ CAWI^Lhar'oo
( ^

ard Lha-dpal

( )
sebd a request to the mn^fo Wo*

)
Uorv-bzan

(
q3C

)
(temp n* 01060).

Dcoimcnc heavily damaged, but which is a request to the mkhin-fo Hon-ben

(temp. n“ 02c6t)
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dpt
( )

i Lise uf an aspirate in the words which do not possess

one in class. :
gtbad

( )
for gtad

( **|^ ^
ebed

( )
for class-

cbtn
( ).

Some obscure points still remain, which future research in

document^ of the same origin will make it possible to explain, but

the interest of the present deed, which is fortunately undamaged,

stands undtmimshed by this.

TEXT

J|
sun Iha-sras khn-gcug-ldc-brcaivgyi sku-yon-du|

|
fa-cur

rgya bod-gyi dar-ma che-dpag-tu-mycd pa bns-tc|| 'bans phyogsu

chos-gyi-sbyin-ba ched-po kbyab-par mjad-par jbyar-tc
1 1

lun huh

si’i gcug-lag-khan-gi dar-ma’i bjod-du brubs-pa-Ias|
|

rgya’i die-

dpag-tu-myed-pa bam-po brgya’-sum-cu-rca-Inn dan bod-gyi bam-po

bzi brgya'-brgyad-cu stc| spyi-sdom-bam-po drug- brgya- rca-bco-

lnaj
|
byi-b* lo‘i dpyid-sla tha-cuhs chcs brgyad-la

1 1
jo-mo bcan-nw

‘phan-gyi yum sras-gyi pho-bran 'od-sruh-gi sku-yon-du|
|

fa-cui

dgc-‘dun sdc-gnis-gyis
| |

fa-cu yul phyogs-gyi khyim-pa| sku-

yon-du bshos-tc mehod-rten geig scald-par
1

1

pho-braii-gi mjad-

byan dan ‘phrin-byah
1 1

chos-gyi-gni-'jin dan bde-bkin-gyi

'phrin-byan-las 'byuh-nasj
I

khyim-pa ni-Jtoh-bdun-brgya mchod-

rten- scal-pa’i du-su|
|

chos-gyi-sbyiivba chen-po bgyis-pa’i rgyar-

spyad-par|
|
gnas-brtan ban-dc hoii-bcn dah dbah-mchog-gis gthad-

dc god-nas|
|
dar-ma’i rub-ma-pa ban-dc yun hyve'i-he dan| li dam-

‘gun dar-ma'i god dah gtan-chigsu ‘chan-du scald-te
1 1

slad-gyis dar-

ma'i spyi-rcis nam mjad-pn'i chej god rgya ‘di dan| god-yig bla-dpc'

mchis-pa dah gtugs-nasj
|

mchun-na god seal-bar bgyis*te| gcan-chigs

sug-rgya-can ‘chah-du scald-pa
| |
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TRANSLATION

As a gift from God's son (Iba-sns
y Khri-gcug-ldc-

brcan
1

( )
the Chinese and Tibetan texts of the

Ainicayus'
1

surra Have been written down and prepared at £a-cu

(
'T'S

)
*n order to manifest a great gift of the Law, for the benefit

of die subjects; when dicy were deposited in die library’ of die

Luh-hun-si’ uthara, there were a hundred and thirty-six bam-po

(
qSJ'Sf

)
of the Amitiyus sutra in Chinese and four hundred and

eighty bum-po in Tibetan, upon the whole six hundred and fifteen

kam-po.

4 Meaning Ling instead of “prince", which i* die usual meaning. About the

tide devaputn, translated exactly by Iheiru. cL the article by Sylvain Levi. IA„

Jan.-Meek, 1934. in paratube pp. 3, 10 and II, note 1. In the record edited by

F. W. Tbonw*. IRAS.. 1918, pp. 98 and 90, Khri-gcug-Mc-brenn is «l*i called the-

mu, liltcwiK in to. n" 130 ol tile InvenUhc do minuioifU utiloku dc Touen-

houing. voL I, which lends Ibo-ms
^ )*

&ul ^*rt *c ®ISI syllable d the

document, tun
( ^

is obscure.

5 The grnjJiy bran
(
qjJj

)
lor Lean

(
03 ^ )

of dm syllable u( the

lung's ruiuc should be compared to the graphy trim
^ )

foe doss. n«t»

1

SI
5
'

)
for class, spur

( )
a*rcll

b'
observed in manuscript temp, n* 201

(cf. Document ubiuin dr To*™-boning ,ur Fe>pennon boudJbiijm*. Lc Dbyh

a

cbinoit, IA. Ar.-)tiin 1939 (in die press). But the insertion of r. constant in die find

syllable of the king's name (cf. Hiekin, FarmuUire ssnscnUibfUin) can never he

found in bc*r-fo
(
qodj'cT

)
<* ban-mo.

6 Hundreds of copies in Tibetan ol the Amitayus Sutrn, quite in a new state,

have been found in the Ts’kn-fo-tong and arc kept in tile National Libiaiy of

Paris.

7 bjod
(

"5 ^ )
for ctus. mjod

(
SJS^

)
'‘treasure’'.

8 Luri-Huri-si
(

(
3JC‘^C9f

^
most probably the Long-lung-sscu. cf. BEFEO.,

1908, p. 518
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On die eighth day cf the last month in the spring of the year

of the Kar, the queen, as a gift from the 'Od-sruiV’ Palace of the

‘Phan-yum-sras ordered the tahgha cf both sexes of the Qi-cii

country to announce ‘Laymen of the country of £a-cu! Having

resolved to make a donation, a stupa has been offered. Motion and

message'
0
from the Palace ”. After the publication of the chos-gyi

gzi- jin's"
(
3&T0*

)
and the bde-blonV * message, one

thousand and seven hundred laymen shared in the offering of

the scupa.

The "expenditure license’’ for the execution of the great gift

of the Law having been delivered by the Stliavira ban-de Hon-ben

and by Dban-mchog,” after die expense" were nude, the rub-nut-

f«" of the Scriptures (dar-ma) the ban-de Yun Hyve'i-he

9 Cl. Im/tnUire da man*!crips uMiains d* Touen-bousng. n* 131. 'Plun-

yul
( ^

is a place often mentioned in the colophons of die Tanjur.

<f Repertoire du Tunfm. ibreit Pbm-gyi-ym-sru. cf. the rumr of the palace

Yum-bM-kUrSian the fust deucic of which i» parallel with yum-snu.

10 The use of by,in
( )

clan, byah-bm
( )

is very frequent in

the Tun-huacg tens, with the nv-aning of “tables” rhea "menage''
,
cf. P. W.

Thetnas, IRAS.. 1934. p. 109.

it tbes-gei( ) describes, according to Desgodinj. the estates be-

longing to dx communion; the <has-gyi-gti-‘jin
( )

(therm*.

i*iudh*r*) would be the manager or vihiresvimin.. cf. & Levi. Qutlqua lion

inlgnuiujues du ISouddBisme ltdien. IA. 1915. p. JOi.

is The duties cf the U+U*
u ( )

important ones, ate not dearly

defined.

13 Dban-mchog
( )

might be the translation of an Indian

name "IndroCtami.

14 god (^) •das* gen
( )

cf. F. W. Thomas. IRAS., 1917, p. 837.

15 rub-ma p*
( )

cf. rmb-p*
(

'j
wliidi means “n> gaihct.

to collate, io close"; this oficial is perhaps the librarian, ot "curatcr"?
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( '&i )
snd L Dan-gun have been given the

bills of expenditure for the scriptures; on the day where the totil

account for the scriptures is made, tins extent of expenditure I135

been added up glugs
( )

and entered on the Great Book ci

die expenses; in agreement, the expenses have been paid back and

the bill signed’" sngrgy can
( )

has beer put in

possession.

[Five seals follow. One of them, repeated, bean Hon-ben’s

name; the design is not dear (perhaps a bird with spread wings).

On another, Dbah-mchog reads easily, the name being topped with

an clcmcnc which perhaps is bde-bhn; the drawing represents a sort

of salamander. The two other seals are illegible].

M. Lalou

i6 In the officii] or private deeds of Tun-hunng, some terms describing die

signature, the stamp or die seal should be defined precisely Suj>-rj>y*
( §30*0

)

that we find lien: is the equivalent of phy*X-rgya
( 3^5 )

!
mudra) that 1

aamlatc by “Seal” prim in relievo. Dpsnfgys
^ )

0̂IQK^ with dfthf

rlp**-pc
(
^qr^CCT

)
"wkncu, warrant

11
would be the attestation In these

texts whrrc a dpan-rgyr.
( j

is mentioned, it is always in the sense ci

the sca3 of a warrant and moreover it is always a print in relievo instead of bring jus*

a sump. There is no material difference then between dpin-rgya
( )

and sug-egya (^|"0) sue * clulcrence in the character of the petsen who signs

-ith die teal S*g-yig (^Tj* $=!]) in the maraud signature.



More about Dhyana

Had Louis dc !a Vallee Poussin consented to become our guest,

as we suggested, when in the last war, brutal and treacherous smoth-

ering of his councry sene him an exile to Britain, what was mere

acquaintance mighc have developed into interchange of thought,

by which I should have greatly profited. As things befell, mere

acquaintance got no further,' and what I have here to say is only

an impersonal tribute to the memory of a veteran of Buddhist

research. And if I quote him in one word only, it is to differ from

him. Namely, he called the Pali jhana 'Its auatre extases," and I

emphatically do not.

In writing ‘More about Dhyana’, I have to recall to short

mcmoncs, that it is now nearly t2 years since, in this journal

(1927), I first put forward a new theory as to die nature and aim

of jbana in quite early Buddhism. I had anticipated this position in

Gotama the Man, but that had to wait two years fee a publisher.

Bur in 1 93 1. I devoted a chapter ro establishing my theory by cano-

nical evidence in my Sahya, or Origins of Buddhism. My theory

was dus, that, discarding such terms for dhyana as ecstasy, rapture,

trance, meditation, die historically correct definition of jbana in tile

Pali Canon was a training to be in readiness, by attention by a

mencal tabula rasa or ‘dean slate' (parisuddhi), and poise, for develop-

ing certain psychic gifts. The object of this development was

diicfly that more in life
(
bhiyyobbiva

)
which comes io him or her,

who can be aware of the sympathetic presence of the deva or

eievata, worthy men of other worlds, and enter into converse widi

diem, and profit by their wider knowledge of life.

1 I enjoyed hit hoipitnliiy in 1913 bi Brussels, for a tew d»yt‘ Congret! but

rot in hit house

a In lut Ntvtoa.

IHt}-. IUNH, 1940 II
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I am not here repeating the evidence I gave, but once given,

it should become crucial. It should indeed be enough to note the

use, rate elsewhere, of the prefix dibba, divya: ‘belonging to

devas’, in jhana contexts: dibhacakkbu, -sola , -sayana. But no!

1 have failed all these years to see any attention favourable or liostile

paid to my evidence, either in India or Europe, at least in printed

form. Save only in one publication by a few converts to Buddhism,

and there, whereas no heed whatever is paid to my theory, my

term for jbiyatl, jhina 'musing', is turned down as feeble, negative

and inadequate.

It is mainly to buttress diis niy term, that I here add a More.

It seemed reaamable enough, though admittedly a make-shift term,

for me to find it unnecessary ro apologise for substituting it in

Sakya, or in later books. Even in presenting Mr. F. L. Woodward's

Book of the Gradual Sayings, I, (Pali Text Soc. 1932), I left it to

stand on its own feet. But since I have come to know of the one

scrubby little depredation, I have come to see, that my 'musing' is

better than a mere make-shift term, having the masterpieces of our

Elizabethan litcracuic at ics back. Moreover, the partial transition

in meaning in the early Sakyan tradition, of die word salt (smrti)

needed to be brought out. Lasdy, it is not suffidendy realized by

those who would see in all Buddhism, old and later, a cult largely

given to meditation, contemplation with concentration, how mucli,

by their rendering of certain words, they are importing meanings

that were oiginally not dierc. Let me take chese points in brief

detail.

Since my one critical notice gives no reason for its dissatisfaction

with my choice of 'musing', I can only assume, that for it, musing

means a compound of mere reverie' or mental meandering, and

diosc nine pensive woman-symbols cf Greek culture, the Muses;

3 Lord Chalmers persistenrly used reverie
1

for Ihana as his after-thought

s Sutte-Nipiu. la such matters he was the nan of letters, not die scholar.
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abseiumindedncss, ‘brown study’. It has been forgotten thac in

the Shakespeare plays the usual meaning is alert attention and sur-

mise. Thus Edward IV to his brothers overhearing: "you muse

what chat we two have had?.’’ And Bertram ro Helena: “to

entreat you. that...you rather muse chan ask, why I entreat you"...

And Alonso, at Prospers ‘‘strange shapes’
1

:

"I cannot too much muse:

Such shapes, such gesture and such sound’ ...

And die DaupHin in King John

:

"I muse your majesty doth seem so cold?”

How different is the usage here from just desultory work of

mind. So closely, for English literature, is musing allied to atten-

tive surmise, thac as our lexicographer Skeat reminds us, the word

is derived from old French and Italian words for muzzle or snout:'

“to hould one’s muzle or snout in the aixe”, as a dog* with paw

uplifted sniffs. And it is precisely this alert attention which. I hold,

was originally aimed at in jhana, as betrayed by the fourfold formula

and the contexts I died.

And to express this there was no better word than jhdyati. a

derivative of dbi, to think. Whitney, in Sanskrit Roots, may tran-

slate just by ‘dunk'; Geiger in Pali, may translate just by medi-

tieren' (why this foreign term for the land of Ku'tur?). But neither

is really concerned with the history of thought; their aim is word-

inflections. Max-Mullet and Dr. Hume in the Chandogya

Upaniiad liavc the literary aim, it is true, and the one puts 'reflec-

tion', chc other ’meditation’. But how much better in that aim is

not Deussen's ‘sinnen’, and the preference given to ‘sinnen’ for

‘dhyana’ in Bocchlingk and Roth. Readers will recollect the passage

:

“Earth as it were muses; atmosphere, heaven, water, mountain, as

How, for the nature-lover, docs not ‘sinnen’,it were muses...

4 Flono. i6th cent lrxiccgraphrr
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musing', hoc make appeal! How does it not call up, say, a hilly

landscape, volcanic or stratified in outline, brooding as it were either

over a long pasc or over things to come? Even it we see, in musing,

association with the Greek mourn, we ate still referred by the philo-

iogian, not to static absorption, but to a root
(
mao) signifying eager

desire, yearning, excitement, effort. Let it then by candid critics

be reconsidered, whether my choice of die word ‘musing’ be indeed

so very inadequate.

It is very possible, though it must be now a guess, that the

great prominence given, in earliest Buddhism, to the practice of

jbana, helped to induce a new force in the word tali. For memory ,

there was already the word sa.rc.na. Yet here, the Pali breakdown

rroin smr tn sar may have been complicated by that other break-

down from Sri into ssr, growing in proportion as the term sarana:

something gone to, a refuge', became over more the ordiodox ouc-

loolc on ‘Buddha, Dliammi, .Sangha.' For indeed rarana ‘as remem-

bering' is a very rare word in die Pali Canon. On the other hand

jati is far otccncr used to mean what my husband sagaciously termed

mindfulness’, the mental, alert hecdfulncss, rather as to things

present and possible, than to things past, which is so marked a

feamre in the Sutta teaching. Thus, to br salo or sttima is not to

be so much 'remembering
1

as to be either analyzing (as in the four

saiipaiikaruu) or on one s guard. It is true that, in the abhinna of

pubbe-niviii'anussati. memory of former ‘lives’, salt is certainly recol-

lection, but the enforcement cf a prefix seemed necessary, as it

seemed in the six, and then ten anussatis, which again arc net so

much, exercises in mcrnoiy about devas, death and the rest as a

summing up mentally what each concept amounts to—and one can-

not well recollect one own dying.

Any way the apex of jbana preparation was held co be attain-

ing to a purified salt, with poise. And when we consider that this

meant, less a remembering, more a mindful alertness, we see
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jbana as die men of die jhana-foimula saw it
:

the being ready and

attentive. Remember too there was no good word for ‘attention .

Later on, manasikara became specialized as this, bin, in die Suttas,

it is a vet)- general term for wotk of mind.

Attention as to what? In the Ma^bima-Mikaya, wherein

great frequency co jhana-rcfercncc is found, the fourfold formula is

shown ccn times as followed abruptly, (without explanation for the

sequence but as a thing habitual, prescribed) by die formulas of

the dbbinnas, all but the later sixth and last cf which describe

psychic gifts. Two of these, sight and hearing, arc referred to as

dcva-conditiom (chbba-, divya), wrongly translated as celestial.

And it requires no great intelligence to see, that the preparation des-

cribed as of jhana was to favour the development, the practice of

one or other of those five gifts.

but in odice ten Suttas of die Majjbirnu, the fourfold formula

is followed no less abmptiy by a fourfold formula khown as snipa-

jhana or vimokkba. These arc very different, arc great fetches in

abstract thought. Further, they are so far from being prepared for

by die fouifold foimula, that diis would be a positive deterrent, a

disability, for their practice. Abstract thought cannot be indulged

m or realized in word description if analytic and reflective thinking

be first eliminated. But the fhana-formula begins with this elimi-

nation. Ocarly therefore, in die abstract arupajbana, we have a

later practice won to orthodox approval, and die formula for it subs-

tituted by editors, so as to effect the minimum change with maxi-

mum recognition. We may exclaim it is true, that the worthy

editors would noc do anydiing so sclf-caicradiccory !
Well, our

psychology is now mete advanced in analysis, dian was theirs, and

for all we know, the abstractions may have been viewed as so many

flashes of what we arc pleased to tall intuition, and only made absurd

as not of thought, (eliminated), when so worded as to resemble

fetches of thinking.
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I would only, here, add this : Pali is singularly poor in words

for wlut wc call meditation, contemplation, once wc disentangle

such terms as jhana and bbavana. These have been assumed by

translators to mean great and pervasive work in meditation, a word

that surely means toil of intellect. If jhana mean alert attention,

bbavana means 'making-become' . or that spiritual growing, which

is by no means solely or even mainly recondite intellection. Of this

I have written elsewhere. The usual word, in the Suttas, for atti-

tude and preoccupation in thought is patusalbna (for -layana), with

or without rahogato 'gone into solitude.' N'ow this idiom is never

associated with jhana. Gotama is shown sitting in, lit., 'solitary

cleaving'; he thereupon gets up and follows a course of action. Even

when, ns is rare, a disciple asks him. or another, for “a rheme in

brief, the which having heard he may abide self-contained, solitary,

ardent, zealous," there is no syllable indicating he was going to sit

brooding on it. May be he was, but the words we should put in

are not there.

I am not maintaining, that the absence of the fit word implies

he was not. Have I not repeatedly affirmed, chat Buddhism was a

gospel of will, with no such fie word for it? But this poverty in

word should make us more guarded in fitting a life of much medita-

tive brooding on to the shoulders of men like the first Buddhists.

There is no safe guarantee chat, in their teaching wc sec a tendency

lo spend hours immersed in pure, and especially in abstract work

of nund. Thac preoccupation tends ever to lose the one chief thing)

the Man and his growth, in ’ideas about' him and this and that.

From its very first utterance, as recorded, the New Word was the

quest of the very man, potentially divine, if not actually so as

yet. And it is a striking fact thac, in the commentary on jhana,

as dealt with in Abludhamma, die question is raised: But who

is it who here is seeking access to a better world
(
riipaloka

,
the

Brahma-deva world)? for with a going there must be a goer?
’
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What a contrast tc the later-compiled essay,* where, so engrossing

has been the pondering over 'ideas about', that a concluding in-

junction enjoins: “Way is there but no goer”!

Jbana was emphatically a concern of tire Man, seeking, not

some blank void, as 'all is space’, all is mind’, 'there is nothing',

there is neither this nor that', but the Man elsewhere, elsewisc, the

men namely, he had come tc call divas, devatis, the worthy men

of the next world, of the better world dun that next. Developing

dcva-hcaring, deva-sight, deva-thought, he could come to find, as

we too may find, that with them lie was in no need of dying first,

to be in converse with nobler, bvelier conditions of living. Here

and now he could be in a More than earth-life afforded, meeting

with unfailing sympathy and will to help. Verily, Gotama is shown

saying, this is, for me here and now', extreme happiness : rhe staying

among, and conversing with devas, when in fourth jhina.
1

L:ctlc

wonder is diere that we find him alluded to as "Gotama muser

seated in the wood’.'

C. A. F. Rhys Davids

5
Vuu&lhi-mAt£gA

7 v«r.

6 II* 37



Date of the Hathayogapracfipika of Svatmarama Muni

Dr. J. N. Farquhar has dealt with “Muslim Influence" on

Hindu religion in his Outlines of the Religious literature of India'

and assigned it to a period between A.D. 1350 and i8co (Chap. VII).

This chapter on "Muslim Influence” includes a note on die

Gorakhnathis' and their literature. Tire Hatbeycgapradipiks a

standard manual dealing with die theory and practice of the

Harliayoga forms part of this literature as the Gorakhnathis are great

adepts in the practice of Hatbayoga. Evidendy. therefore, the date

of the Hathayogapradipika (=HP) according to Farquhar must lie

between 1350 and i8co A.D. though he regards the HP as

the earliest of the three modem Hathayoga texts viz. the HP* the

Gberanda Sarhbiu

*

and the Siva Samhita.'

Dr. Farquhar’s view about the modern character of the HP,

is further supported by the remarks of Dr. P. C. Bagchi’ on the list

of the Mahas:ddhas‘ mentioned in the HP. These remarks read as

follows:—
t Published by Oxford University Pico. London. 1910. 1 Ibid., pp. 348-349-

3 Ibid., p. 348—Dr. Farquhnr observer
:

—"On the Holbtyog* and the

Go’dbif-bnakt which arc mentioned above as works attributed to Comkluiath, three

more modern world depend, the Hath*yogeprai>f*bi by SvStmJrJma Yagindrs.

tire disciple of Srinith. rhe Gbtrtnd* S*>*bllf and the Sr.tumhiii. The lint is

the earliest of the three The Pmdtpilu and the Gbrrmdt Stmkiti deal with Ac
same *ubj«« but only part of the StvaumbrH is devoted to Hithtyago; the r«t af

it is more like « treatise on SSkttyogj
"

4 Text and Hag. Tr. in Ae Saerrd Beoln of tbt Hln/lni (=S/?f7), Pm ini

Office. Allahabad Text and Eng. Tran, in TPR seriea. Adyu.

5 Text and Eng. Tran, in SBH. Geraun Tran, in Fakir and Fatir.'nm by

Bichard Schmidt, Berlin, 1908.—Text and Eng. Tran, in TPH. actios, Adyar.

6 Tact and Eng. Tran, in SBH. by S. C. Vasu.

7 KtuiayiSnonimAj* [Calcutta Sanskrit scries) :93c, Intro., p. 19.

8 I record fee ready refcience Ac lilt of Mai.Jsddbu from the TPH. (Adyar)

edition of the HP;

—

snf^Tff (p. 3. & 95. 301); wfcnta tfgjn (p- *55): (/IgwiM |p- 4);

{p 7> (p- »)- jttst (p 3k vrirfra (p. 4);
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"Svarmarama Yogindra in his Hatbayogapradipika (I, 4 if.)

extols him, (•c. Macsycndranatha) along with Gorakjamcha as the

first connoisseur of the science of Hatha. In the same book is also

given a list of the Muhasiddhis who arc believed to have controlled

the influence of time by their spiritual attainments. The name of

Matsyendra stands in that list, second only to Sri Adinatha i.e.

Siva. This list does not seem to be very old as like all the laie tradi-

tions it considers Mmarutba as different from Matsyendra. It con-

tains the names of some Siddhas whom we know from the Buddhist

tradition of the 8-| Siddhas. Some of these names occur in this list

in very currupt forms : e.g. Naradeva for Nadapandita, F 11)? 1?' f°r

Dhendhana, Virupaksa for Virupa etc. This shows chat the list of

the Hatbayogapradipika belongs to a period when ihe memories of

the great Siddhas bad already become old.""

Though both Dr. FatCjuhar and Dr. Bagchi regard the HP. as

comparatively a modern work, no attempt has been made by them

(p- 5); 4r-. (p-6!; (r- 7): (p- s)‘« ftfc* (p- 9)

;

(p. 10); SfO (p. I«); fafe (p- '=): (p *3); <P

(p. 15); g<w-< ; (p. 16):
'Inrnif - (p- '?> (p- >S); {p- 19);

ipair^: (p. 20); fosiTiq : (p- *')• ftWH !p ”)• wrar (P- * a
)
; flr'yw

(P- »4)i (p- *8); «3t*rag^i (p. *9)i sisr'htft (p 3°)- ftfeaftr-

(p. 31 ); «ig* (p-B*); w&r- (P- 33); W: ip- 34); (p- 35): m-
(p- <8); fltf'rf'tf: (p. 36. 58); 'rfrraifi: gfafir- (p- >9);

at fnfa (p. 19) n-*c-fufiT3ci wrarf(p-»»); (»s wu-ufa)

(p >*>); HOT: (p 64)-. TparqW (p 67): %rr fs^ (p 103); *37-

r«5: (p- 99)- *WirF«% (p. m°); sstrmntrR Ip- '3°): tr?t^ (P ,84)‘-

^=rn: *HICTftr: (P-
2CO >: (P- *°0« (P-

1<a);

9 KaiLsnixaniHtaja. Intro. p. 19. According to Dr. Bagchi (p. 32)

MataycndnnStiia (referred :o in die HF, probably flcorijhcd towards the beginning

oj the toib century AD. in CandneJwf4 which »* tentatively identified by lum

with Stnduip blind in the dcltik regiwi of Bengal. Matsvcndranaiha miy have

pasted a p*rt of hil career in Kananipa which then had n?cn to be a great centre

of mysdewnt.

LH.Q.,JUKI, II
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to fix the chronological limits fee die HP. I shall, therefore, try to

indicate these limits on the strength of data available to me.

The HP, i$ represented by numerous Mss." in the different

Mss. libraries in the world and has been printed with Bengali and

Hindi Translations together with Sanskrtc commentaries from

Calcutta and Ahmedabad" besides the English translations from

Adyar and Allahabad already referred to in this paper. These facts

are sufficient, to establish the popularity enjoyed by the work. The

HP, propounds a combination of the Hachayoga and the Rajayoga."

Its author calls himsdf as Svitmar&ma'
3
and Svatmarama Yogtndra

styled as ''Sri-Siha}inar.da-San!inaCtr.lamani."" No further in-

formation about the author or his guru is furnished by the HP."

We must, therefore, search for references to Svacmarama and his

HP, elsewhere.

10 Aufrttht in hit Cualogtv Caudogorun recced! the following Mm.

—

Ptrt I.

753—Jones 41 1. Cot. 9. IO 1725. L p. 195. Gxf. 233b. HjU p. 15. L. 250. 7G5.

1513. K. 138. B. 4, 6. B.-n, 66. Bit. 567. Hang. 44. Kaun. 5. NW. 416. Oixlh XIV,

88 XVII, 54. NP. V, 198. Burnell 112a P. 12. Bha. an. H. 214. Opptrt 1067.

II, 2806, 5091. 652a. Rice 192. Peicu 3. 391, BP. 304. Quoted by Riraanamh,

Oxf. 72b, by Sundjradeva, H*ll p. Yj^-Cnmmirriu :—(1) by Umipna NW. 434

(a) lyoisnt by Btahmananda L 1513. Khn. 86 Outfit XIV, 88.
(3)

by Mahideva

NW. 434 (4) by Ramanandatirtha NW. 436 (5)
by Vrojnbhupnr NW. 434,—Pari

11
,
tSi—BL. 167. FI. 85 (inc) CB. 119 Gov. Or. Lbri. Madras 112. 10355, 'T^S-

3101. Oudh XXI, 126. Peters. 4.23. S»n 133.—Pan III, '55—AK. 733. AS-

p. 138. Bd. 615. CS. x. 164, Lz. 905, 926. 907 (Lp-dc<a 4). Pciers. 6, 316. Tb. 75.

Conmmifiry by B«hm 3nai>di Bd. 615. Tb. 75.

D“- Cm. of Madras Mu., IX {1910), Net. 4391. 4392. 4393. 4394. 4395, 4356;

Du. Cm of Ttafore Mu. XI (1931). Not. 6710, 6711, 6712, 6713, 6714; iMt of

UHain Mu.. 2936. p, 69, No. 1572 dated Soki 1745 (=A D. 181)), No. 1573
(commtnery by 3iahmanaedaJ.

11 Vxle p. 4914 (Remark!) o' Du. Cm. oj Tsojore Mu, XI (1931).

ia HP. fTPH., ed), p. a08 13 / bid., p. 7. 14 Ibid,
p. 45.

15 In ray aride cn the ‘UddiySiu Bandho of Hsthayoga’ ijoxmal of the Orton

Academy, voL 1L 193& No. 1, p. 56) I have rcprrxhiccd the following cany from

the unpublished work ct the late Vein Tauehank* Haiujivan called the

(p- ^48)1-
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In a work called the Hathartti&vdi" the author appears to

refer to Svatmarama, the author of the HP, in the following

verse

:

Siftot ft I

areniualsfa atffl9i?Rr4T iiv>

Atmarama mentioned in this vese appears to he identical

with Svatmarama, the author of die HP. As die date of

the Haihantnaviti of Srinivasa" has not been fixed, 50 far as I am

aware, the above reference to Svatmarama docs not help us to fix any

limit to the date of die HP.

A work called the Sivatauvautnakara composed in A.D. 1709

(=Saka 1631) appears to have made use of the Hathayogaprad>

jjnmstgm (0 ScT^rfrw ( ). *«", *-^ro v, fro e'°

«> (
3
)

u” .

I have no means of knowing the evident c*i which the above entty i* based. Jt

appeals, however, due according 10 ihr above unverified statement the IIP was

composed n Yikwnt Sim'..it i6Bj=AD. 1631. We slulf have to ice if this un-

verified date of the HP, is contradicted by any known references to the IIP in

trttis of prior dates.

16 Aufrccht Co* Could' I, 753— — N? V. 1 iS Quoted by

Stindaradcva, Hall, p. 17.—By SrinivSM. Burnell 112b. SB.. 349. The remarks cn

Ms. No. 6715 of fTanjort Cue.. XI, 1931, p. 4923) in the Taajorc

Mss. Labnry read as fallows:
—

"In rise Introduction to the work he (the author)

mention* himielf as one of the four great advocates of Yega along with Matsyendra,

Goiaksa, and Atmirimt, at well-i'ersrd in all branches of knowledge, as an author

<1 commentaries on Sakdkonjo. Moniktpibiya, and one Vedanta Paribblsi (oditr

than the week of Dharmarij&dhvirin) and is the son of a great astrologer Timm>

jyautirika and Somanbi He styles himself as the conqueror of peat logicians like

Mahadeva Mot a. I: itay be inferred that lie was an Andhra Brahmin.”

17 Srinivasa describes himsdf as follows in vcrec 1 at the beginning ol his

HatbarotnivaB :
—

Jiw refill I

t#} £< 30 IR1I

The logidin Scijdhira flourished tlxmt 1125 A.D. according to S. Vnfyabhusaiia

{Hhtory of I*dUn logic. Calcutta. 1921. p. 396^
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fik*." We inay, there foie, fix A.D. 1709“ os one terminus to the

date of the HP. Let us now see if we can push bade this limit of

A.D. 1709 on the strength of reliable documentary evidence, espe-

cially the evidence of the dated Mss. of the HP. The Bhandarkar

Institute, Poona (Govt. Mss. Library) contains about ro Mss. of the

HP. One of these Mss. viz. No. 399 of 1895-1902 is dated Sam-

vnt 1751 =A.D. 1695. Tliis date, therefore, may enable us to

push back die date of die HP jay before A.D. 1650 or so. Tliis

chronological limit does not so far conflict with die unverified

statement of Vora Jatashankar rhat die HP was composed in

AD. 1631.

The other terminus for die date of the HP according

to Farquhar would be about A.D. 1350
30

as he includes the HP in

the literature produced during die period of Muslim influence on

Hindu religion (1350 and 1800 A.D.). If Farquhar’s view is

correct the date of the HP must be between A.D. 1350 and A.D.

1650, a period of 300 years* Tbe YogseinXthnani of Sivliiitida

18 Da. Cau. 0/ MtdtAt Mu.. vol X, p 3908 fJ-qrat'E

anfoftiq .” The SivAiMvdraht&ki'a. an encyclopedic Suukrit poem wm composed

by the Kcbidi chief of Bnsavj who*: aoccnon wnc tuhordmaia ol tin- emperors

of Vijjy.inogara. The wore was completed in A.D. 1709 S. K. AirJiigar. Soarcci

<sf Vij*yan*g<iT HUtory, Madraf, 1919

19 The India Office Ms. No. :8j6 ol dx IIP., was copied at Akmcdabol in

Sanivac 1759 (=A.D. >733}—Vide 10. Cm .
Part IV, 1894, p. 60a

10 This terminus cf A.D. 1550 for the date of die HP ii nee quite impro-

bable. The HP mentions apS*" t0 bc

klcncical widi Nadupandii Yogi* cf die same name. Accenting to Mr. T C.

D*s Gupta (Aspect* ef Bengali Seder/, Cal. Uni. 1935, p. 155) Nitbisxn wis

borrowed bom MaJlSy&l* Bnddhau and wm current in Bengal about die nth cen-

tury AD. In the songs of Raji Guvind«cucu1ra composed in the 1st half of the

nth century (say between AD. toco anc 1050 Mayunamati the ir*>tHcr of Raja

Govindicamlm ii stated to have been "iitiiidleJ into mAbilna.i* by CorahM/iUth*’

md thit she viattd the pii&jm& oE Gotfikfanltbft containing t6ao disciples {lkid» 0

p. 188J If these rcfcrmccs hive nny historical value they appear to mnkc Gor.ih«-

afcuu a contemporary of Paja Govindacandia about 1050 A.D. and hence die date

of die HP. must be (ought fot *ftcx A.D. 1100 oc 40.
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1

Sarasvati contains numerous quotations from the HP. 2 '

Accord-

ing to my data Sivananda’s work stands midway between about

i 5co and 1850 A.D.a The HP is also quoted by Smidaradcva in

his HtlhaSahketa-Candriki*' buc the dace of diis v-oik being un-

settled this reference has no immediate chronological value for our

present inquiry. The dates of the commentators of the HP viz.

Umapaci, Mahadeva. Raminandadrtha being also unsettled we arc

unable co make use of their commentaries for fixing the limits for

the date of the HP. Brahmananda, author of the commentary

Jyotsm on the HP, is a late commentator as he was the disciple of

one Merusastnn who was alive in A.D. t%9 ''

There is a treatise on Hachayoga in Hindi called fogaptadt-

pyaki" by one Jaiyacarama ct Jayatatama. It appears to have been

21 Vide die Yog* Ctmmw, Ed. by Huiidis VsdyBvlgiia. Calcutta Oncmal

Series- The quota ticcia (ion: the HP.. « introduced by cIk naiiK

on t!K following pp. of the Yog* to, 14, x6. 31. 34, 37, 39. 4°* 44-

47, 87. 85, 98. 106. 129, 131, 134. 136, 140, 142, 143, 147, 155, 157. 158 ’ ***•

372. (Vide rr.y article on tha *»rk in Yog*, *ol IV, No. 26-28, p. 11).

aa Yo£A, \el IV (N01 26-28). p. 14-

23 Hall: Bibliography, Calcutta 2859. p. 17-18 &uularodcvj was the **1 *A

Visvinida Dev* They vex of Kisyipo getra and were Marlurus of Bcr.arcs.

SundnradevnT spiritual guide was Pununaikd*. Tlie Hatb*-S*nlti-&-CMnJrte

quotes from the follcmring works — or ^FT-

famafoT. nhirnws^i. *f^%en. qnranj, forar-

tife, •n^tyfs, ?tf8ifit>r, ?5q*rr by satis,

nRttarg, rWdSw
,
$hnw$wwr «* -i«i7re.

'rhr.Ksnrat, friftnitoftft, fwftw, hbWI^,
einstte, chraiimwc, -^rwdt'iniw,

tRio?
,
qhTfrrt, frnfr, ^'rnnmRrou, jwttrfa,

ttnj't'i, tRtlwrtm, i'-tw-un'nf'TTTi

(iiT^rraftir, and SreretR .

24 AuEitcht, C*U. Cauto. I. 388b Vick also my article iu Yega, vol III

(17.20), pp. 4-5 where 1 liavc recoded a list cf wc*k» and iiithots quoted by

Rjahmananrla.

25 See Ms. No. 1 17 ol A 1883-84 in the Govt. Mss. Library at the B.O.X.
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composed in Samvat 178*1 (
= A.D. 1729). To what extent Jaiya-

taiama’s Jogopradipyaka is indebted to Svatmarama's Halbayoga-

pradipiko I am unable to say at present as I have not studied this

Hindi treatise. Even if it is modelled on the HP, its date of

composition viz. A.D. 1727 does not conflict with the date of the

IIP, as recorded by Voia Jatashankat viz. A.D. 1631.”

In the list of teachers recorded in the HP, one Nityanatha

is mentioned as Mahistddba. If he is identical with NityanHtha

Siddha the author or iintrtka and vaidyaka works" and in particular

of the work Rassrainasamuccaya which “agrees with die work attri-

buted to Vagbhaca
,,:" we can support the earlier terminus of A.D.

1350 for the HP presumed by Dr. Farquhar in his Outlines etc.

The Rostral nosamucaya . be it of Vagbhata or Nityanadu Siddha,

belongs to about A.D. ^00 according to Dr. P. C. Ray
3 " and it

Institute. Poena—folios 101 This Ms ends as folows: —"*33 shl*

M'Si Ill’ll

Sorrow naifwfc
Saiiivoc 1784, divine Sitd Ddltmi is equal so Wednesday. i)ib September. 17-7

(Indian F.fhcmens, voL VI. p. 157).

;6 The dates of the Mss. of works reining 10 Matsycodranniliii and his school

as noled by Dr. Bugchi (pp. 60 £. of his Intro. to Kaidaptananimaye) do not con-

flict widi our limits for the elite of ibe HP va., A.D. 1350 and 1650. Tile wotks

relating to Mntsyendranatha aid his school are:—

0 ) (*) Nepal Ms. dated AD. 167a, (*)

n Nc
!
ul Wongjng to 1 lice age,

(4)
Nepal Mi. dneed

1730 A D.,
(5)

Nepal Mv—Bengali writing •?£ the iGdi jixI 17th ccntuiic*.

(6) ftsnfWWR M* dated A.D. 1395—(Vide H. P. Shaftri * Nipdi Cxulogut,

1, pp. iti-tia and II, pp 70, 82), This Ms. contains 0 list d tcacbcn of the

Kaula k!vk)I as also dxtr birrh places. ** meniicficd in this Itst

w Dr. Bagdii points out, Tlic 14th tctclnr in this list i> fn*u His

ociginaF carte was^f?R.

27 GsU. Cstalogorum. I, 29J 28 M, p. 49^-

29 History of Hindu Chemistry, vol. l
f
(1901), lnuo. p. Ivi—Actfcrding to Dr.

P. C Ray the author of the RasartirttSamucayA was contemporary of Roger

Bacon who died in AD. 12^4.
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mentions the names of wnffl, grraf, a*??, 3??, Jpnirniw,

(or ^irs and wtj) m^'iSTVf. which arc also found in the

HP. All these teachers were probably experts in the T?rft»iT or

alchemy and 5331*1. According to Dr. Muklicrji" Nicyaniclm

Siddha is posterior to Dallanacarya who is assigned by scholars to

the 1 2th century." If (his Nityanatha Siddha the writer on

alchemy to whom is attributed the authorship of tile work

Rewatnasarnuccaya is identical with his name-sake mentioned as a

teacher of gaflftj in iIk HP, tlic date of die HP, must be

assigned co a period after the 13th century i.e. after A.D. 1300 or

so and hence in the present state of our data we may fix A.D. 1350

as the tentative earlier terminus to the date of die HP, the bier

terminus*® being about A.D. 1650 as stated above on the strength

of die dated Mss. of the HP.

P. K. Code

30 jowne! of Ayurveda, (Calcutta) July 1935, p. 17.

31 Vide 16 of Hoemles Oncology. Oxfeed, 1907.

3a Vijfilinbliikw (c. /650) In h* Yogwsssmgtahs (Adyar Edn. 1933) refers

to works on ur Hathayoga on p. 39 as foliowr :— "ClIRWH i5!y53t3'Itg

ESajl:" 1 vender if this refcroice has anything 10 do with (he HP.

N5r3yana(iril),i die eomroentnor oI the Upsmiidi (between /joo <ind ryoi

A.D.) quotes from die HP. at lean four time. (Vide p. 3 of my article in the

Bombay University lepmal. voL VII. pirt a. Sep* 1938).

In the B4aIrian Library Csu. by Winternir* & Keith. voL II (1905) p 131^1

there is a Ms. (No. 130^) of die HP. die date of which is stated as "about dir

raiddie of tbe 181b century V/e »re here informed of the following translations and

olitians of rhe HP. (1) Tat widi iyottnS Comm. Bnttlwan. 1890 (1) German

trins. by H. Walter, Munich. 1893. (3) English tram, by Srinivasa Aiyangar.

Bombay 1893. PjidrayimaUunlrr (Oxford Mss., t869, p. 89) refen to 55%!
ar fellows:— ^ Tilt anthology Sintgadbsrs-

psddbtti (A.D. 13%) remains 2 chapters on gjqfrr (Nos. 157 ind 158)—

See Petersons Eda 1
,

1888. p. 662, A work called

No. 6j of i&ti-j*—B.O.R. Institute) quotes kora the HP:- folk) x>—

This work mentions on W*o 14 and w therefore

laser than A.D. 160c. HP. is again mentioned on fol. 26.



The Story in Stone of the Great Renunciation of

Neminatha

We are familiar with scenes from the life of Buddha, particularly

the Great Renunciation represented in numerous sculptures of the

Grxco-Buddhist school from Gandhara, Sand. Amaravati and else-

where in India. But little is known of similar- scenes in the lives of

jaina teachers because hardly any Jama sculpture of die king has

irached the museums in India. Europe or America. The majority

of them arc still preserved in die temples on Mount Abu, at

Kumbharia (at die foot of Mount Abu), in Patan and at some

reccndy discovered sites in Central India. The story of the Great

Renunciation of Neminatha, the land jama Tirthahltara, which is

carved in a ceiling panel in the Tejabpala temple on Mount Abu is

perhaps more poignant in the swiftness and contrasts of its scenes

than the gradual world-weariness of Buddha.

The story had become a classic as early as die 4th century B.C.

for it is related in die UlUrailbysysnasiitra' a canonical work of the

|ainas. Since dicn ic was so popular and sactcd thac as late as the

neb century A.D., Hemacandra, the great poet-phi losopher of

Gujarat, included it in his work, on the lives of 63 great men.'

Neminatha, or Aristancmt as he was called before he became

a Jina, was a prince who, some 5000 years ago. is supposed to have

lived in the town of Sauryapura (perhaps modern Mathura).

Kesava (Krsna of Hindu mythology) was his friend and relative, and

he by his influence arranged the engagement of Atistancnn with

Rajimati. a daughter of king Ugtasena of Mathura (and later cf

Dwarka). For die marriage-rite the bridegroom, according to the

i )ao»bi. Surtd Befits of tbt Edit and Cbarpsitcr, Archives D'Eindn

Orientate*, vol 18. aiibyayand zz. p 164 ft.

a Tnjds6i-ktite^r*i*‘CaTitra, Pari* 5. Sirgas 5, 9, io
f
n, 22.
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Hindu custom, was invited to go to the bride's house. Decked in

rich clothes and ornaments, riding cn the best of elephants under a

raised umbrella, tanned by attendants, and surrounded by his clans-

men, and preceded by musicians and an army drawn up in rank

and file, he started from his palice.

On his way he saw animals, kept in enclosures. Overcome by

fear and looking miserable, beholding them rhus Aristancmi spoke

to his charioteer, "Why are all these animals, which desire to be

happy, kept in an enclosure?"

The charioteer answered, "Lucky arc dicse animals because at

thy wedding they will furnish foed for many people."

Having heard dicse words, which meant the slaughter of so

many innocent animals, lie, full ot compassion and kindness to living

I eings, decided 10 renounce che world and then he presented the

charioteer with his ornaments and clothes.

Everyone including che gods coming to know of Aristanemi's

resolution gathered togcchcr to celebrate ar.d witness die Great Re-

nunciation. Thus surrounded, sitting in a palanquin Aristancmi left

Dwarka for Mount Raivataka, (modem Gimar in Kathiawar), and

there in the presence of che whole assembly He plucked out hit hair

in five handfuls, called technically Panca-musti-loca. Aristancmi

renounced the world. An erstwhile prince, about to be married to a

beautiful princess, was now a homeless, naked ascetic in search of

truth and happiness for the suffering humanity.

With but one exception, the story in the canonical work is

faidifully represented on a ceiling carved in the marble temple called

"Lunavasahi,” built by Tejahpala, a minister of king ViradhavaU of

Gujarat in 1232 A.D., at Delwara on Mount Abu.

The ceiling is divided into 7 horizontal sections. Each section

depicts a part of the story. Beginning from the bottom :

Section I. :—shows the dancers and musicians which led

the marriage procession of Anstancmt.

•HQ.. June. 1940 3
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Section II. :—die battle between Krsna and king Jara-

sandha with Aristanemi in a chariot .

1

• •

Section III. :—die musicians, army and clansmen.

Section IV. :—(from right, : first, the arrival of Aristanemi

in a chariot; second, animals tied for slaughter in an enclosure;

ihiid, die marriage pndal, called ‘Cori’, a square tent-like bower

constructed with seven brass or earthen pots, supported by stems of

plantain trees, and decorated with fcscoonj of garlands; fourth and

fifth, the elephants guarding the entrance of the palace and horse-

stable; sixth, gateway to the palace of Rajimati; sevendi, two-

storied palace, with chamberlain announcing to Rajimati and her

friends die amval of Aristanemi.

Sections V, VI, VII, face upwards. Chronologically first

comes Section VI, dien VII and lastly V.

Section VI. (from right) Aristanemi seated on a rhrone

in die midst ol the assembly of gads and men, giving money and

food in charity for a year before he became a Jina.

Section VII. :—(from left to tight) fiist, a scale which can-

not be exactly identified; it shows Aristanemi seated on a dironc

attended by fly-whisk bearers and odicis; second, Ncminatha seated

in meditation-pose and plucking out the hair in five handfuls.

Section V. :—(from right to left) first, procession cf gods

and men carrying Arisancmi to Mount Kaivataka; second, Artsta-

nemi. now Neminatha, standing etect and motionless practising

penance
(
kayotjarga).

We may marvel at the strange happenings of the story, but not

less admirable is the art of the sculptor who has mid it in stone.

His chisel has carved minute details with fullness, vividness and a

tare clarity. Every scene stands out in bold relief, endowed with life

3 An episode not mentioned in tlie cuionicd work but whkti is rc^cnrd to in

later works. Tha battle took place because Jaraanclha perhaps rrsmifd Arisranemis

mamage with Rajimad.
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and individuality. Behold the meek animals in the enclosure, and

the spirited elephant guarding the entrance to the palace of Rljimati.

Contrast similarly the movements of the crowd with chc stillness of

Ncminaiha.
4

H. D. Sankalia

4 Bnidrt rhe irt it would be worthwhile not only to compare this story but

sim£*r ftorics in Jaina literature with those related in Hindu (or Brohmanic) litera-

ture. Foe ar>- thing the star)' in the UtUridkytyantsAira enables us to push

back the traditional historiaty of Ktsoa and others mentioned ta the Purlrus.



The Vaisnava Philosopher Priyadasa and his Works

In my article ‘‘Sonic Vaghela Rulers and tlvr Sanskrit Poets

patronised by them." published in the Krisbruswami Aiyangar

Commemoration Volume, pp. -18-54, I have mentioned on p. 53

:

"Another imitation-

of the GtUgovinJa was done in die Sangita-

Ragbunandans (H. P. Sastri's Cat. VII, No. 5259). This work is

composed by one Pr.yadasa, under the patronage of Visvanatha*

aiiiiha. Although the last colophon would make Visvanathasiiiiha

himself the author of the work yet the 5th verse from the

beginning indicates that the real audit* was perhaps one

Ptiyadasa."*

H. P. Sastri’s Catalogue gives us two colophons of the work,

one of the t6rh and another of the 1st chapter. They arc

—

3T»r snw tpf; n

From both these colophons it is clear that die work was com-

posed when Visvanathasiiiiha was a prince and had not ascended the

throne. This is further strengthened by die term *i*nr?o which

was perhaps his pec name. Afeer becoming king, he could no:

• My curiosity afout PnyflrSsa was reused when I dine lo know from Paidic

Brijenefca Nadi, the France Minister uf the Rewa Suite, due die Swte Library

contained die Ms*. U several works cl PtiyfcJisa. He was kind enough to send ok

l litt of these Ms*. From this list i selected some name* *ixl requested the finance

Minister to lend me the Mss. I am grateful to him for die kind help which lie

tendered to nxz and through me to the scliularfy world by getting die permission of

loan from His Highness the Maharaja Saheb of Rewa nod then by sending over

the Mm. to Delhi The cxjn<ptc set by His Highness is well wocdiy of ctmilftdon

by the odicr Ruling Prates of India. Tilia will help die scholarly wtxid to explore

the vast fieid of karting which is lying hidden in Ms. form in the police libraries of

different Rijls and Mobarijas in our country.
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have been called *TTjnfc . Again, in the last colcplion of TTfl’PSt-

(H. P. Sastri's Cat. VII. Ncs. 5255-5256). die tide of Visva-

nathasimha is which clearly indicates

diac at this time lie was a full-fledged king. Comparing die tides of

both these works, it appears that Visvanathasimha was a devotee of

Ramacandra, and from a few versej of '.’H-r-flifs*. and *733733

quoted in H. P. Saseri’s Catalogue, it appears tfiac Fie was a poet

and a scholar of no mean order. Hence, on the basis of

the fifth verse of *•*«<. it is not necessary or logical to ascribe

the audiorship of this work to Priyadasa (as stated in H. P. Sasin’s

Cat. VII., p. 219 and re-affirmed by me in my article referred to

above) and deny it to Visvanathasimha.

Up to this time nothing is known about Priyadasa or his works,

except one, via., fRTOHfltW which is printed. On p. 515 of that

work we read the following verse —

In dirt verse, the author names only three works—

and *tfjr>y*TT. The fourth work is not mentioned but is indicated by

the word Wfc . The editor of the gfaSWiW* here gives the following

footnote

—

Gnnraraw ''«S ggra*

sat fm 1 s? ^TRrarf * ««srfH»»pret in'***!!” 3ry?wfddi<M4-

nrfft wwi i^TUTWfcj I' 1**

'tnrt irftft 11 gjw&ftiwgs *nni 1
'fiRwi‘iitfl

Ptf* u’* ;fa fg*rfa 1
s«re*re>fij%

»5% 11

From tins it appears that ihc editor knew the Mss. of

and only. Again, he seems to think that
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is die fourdi work alluded to by the word wft. In the Ms. of

wfiRgrawrifer (identical with wfcflRrcka
)

whicli I have consulted,

there arc cwo chapters s), and the verses quoted by the

editor of gtffgT^’nc in the footnote referred to above, ate not

found in the Ms. That the Ms. is complete and the work extends

up to the and chapter only, is proved by the following verses found

on fol. 33a of the Ms.

ftiTRtj *raro ?rr<wf 11

swtnr: ym sfawfTS «trap«i ot i

Z SJ35T f^T 11

Perhaps the editor had another Ms. of clus work. As regards

the existence of the editor seems to be ignorant. 1 have

not been able to find any Ms. o: I have consulted a Ms. of

the which is a short trace of 19 verses and is most

probably different from dHPw«, But BWHW has written several

other works our of which I was able to examine the following in

Ms. : 35i*t, gfp«.i'clnH, »rfjBVHr,

and gRwioidiej^kH I

Not only from the verse in praise of fiwitm given by

fwnqfriE^ in his work ^*frc<.>i-t-<H (quoted above), but also

from his works, it is dear that fen^TO was a very learned man

and lived the life of a saint. No other information about faoi^ra

is known to us, except thac his preceptors were (prafsed in

every work) and fftw whom he calls *?S!-rr
j
J mentioned only in

the first stanza of frarercRofa ). Unfortunately we possess neither

any work of these preceptors nor any details about them. Out of

modesty Priyidasa calls himself as and attributes his

works to the blessings of his 35

—

*p**iraf 5?’ wet t»r?i 1

i-ngn=q n

(the 1st verse of gfo^Tvahrsi and
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... ’

Tflf •

Safari fff?: flturftaT 5 *ncT^:

/rAmm 1

In we read

S jr#m *nr nf^F* *rwmt jto 1

'WsOi: *TbTO% 5 ?r*S: ?p*5T tw II

As ail his works show, lie was a Vaisnava and a follower of Valla-

bhicaiya. He must have exercised a great influence on

even while he was a prince. We know due fl%aw and

were composed in V.S. 1864 (=1809 A.D.) and wfrWWflWeztei in

V.S. 1870 (=1815 A.D.). The Ms. of ifRjmu bears V.S. 1879

(=1824 A.D.) as Che dace of copying. In other Mss., no date

is given. Hence, we car. conclude that the literary activity of

Taw* belongs to the firsc quarter of the 19th century A.D.

Among the available works of Priyadasa, (i) (already

printed), (ii) wftwmi and (iii) wftqtHIwiS'f are major, and (iv)

qnfaolo
, (v) £nHT, (vi) and (vii) are minor.

Major Works

(i) gfegrahiH

This work along with its commentary by the author him-

self is the magnum opus of Priyadasa. It i; divided into 5 fitvntsoc

chapters. The firsc chapter discusses the various

theories about the first cause of the universe. His conclusion is

stated in the verse

—

’T- Haf KXnfiT’I'^Q»,fE?? : TJ: 1

« mfitrahr •id«Hnf<fa: twipiSn^i wk*k*. ii I. 4.

In the second chapter
,
the doctrine of the two-

fold >rfiK ( ftfmn and ftg'tffT
)

is expounded. In the third chapter

t
ic is expounded that the supreme goal of mankind

should be the service of Gcd

—

«3t^rti jfr *4 m: ?f 11 III. 19.
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In the fourth chapter g«telW<i he discusses the various theories of

Advaita and comes to die conclusion

—

vrat Trrifri Tfl 5WTf; ^TST 1R S' I

fliai qrarapwraJ >ra sctin 'tittHi; i
1

sn^q shwih* «w<ik i

n IV. 26-27.

’rate's sam; Jritrrwra f? 3 'ra. 1

snrar
,'qr% t sn 11 IV. 35

The fifth chapter deals with qWR^Mifiwn and ends thus

:

’ra-- prasv bri •saraf s firatmnj 1

fivf ytJras^Miyi’ipsjgi' 11

srat ?R§5i3ararafffi' 1

snp srgjrif niff: atonfirfH: 11

srrrs^raf Sri iTgra r-ratffvrq. 1

**i iris: gogh 11

lafitwWflId*V I

sr<«nf?57iKi^: asrjiJSfTisra: 11 V. 25-28.

Tlie commentary of the author is very learned, but at the same

time simple in style and teplete with quotations from the Vedns,

Upamsads, Smitis, Puranaj, etc. As pointed out above, diis work

forms eh- basis of four other works, of which wff^wr is one.

(11) msEUHl

No. 136/20. Size 13 inches by 6j/i inches. Extent: 1 19

leaves; .12 lines to a page; qo letters to a line. Devanigari characters;

hand-writing very good, but the text is corrupt. Two lines in black

ink on either border; text given in the centre of die page with

commentary above and below it. Old and mostly country paper.

Fol. 23 repeated. In this work die author takes the diflcrcnc verses

of and interprets them according to the tenets of

sgrwreq. It is divided into 4 chapters called s dealing with

qfc’niqfarqra, rarsttrefe, wi«nra'rf and *wj5P*wN. The topics and

the subject-matter are very much similar to those of gfii«>oH*<. It
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beats chc date Samvat 1700 although the author gives the dace of

its composition as {
t=sv ). There are no marks

of punctuation. It begins--

Fol. la (Commentary).

Mt'ROT'l TO 1
tfKMT5Sr.fr SurlffffTH

I

f+-di<! Triy-i.it'-'iji 1

T7P77I<flI5T jflM (?) II Tl)

yaifsBotiu ft* araw' 1

'mTC’JKOtfU ?f« $$ TOW51 «|» II

floi’frif trrt finsr u?' »hi<hh i

flfVPIlAwnf pi I 3 II

aurmaf fatrara tpasfWK tkt: jut i

Bflhn: ?f 3nTTfti--^!ii **1 irvu

5iii5ir*i^t5T ft w. Ivan

1

fpTT«RJJ?« TOW5T inn

si* f5%gwg:?<?'ire^ft ftm tanncnfr-i g^faSsq 11^11

5: «4flriw €5Ka5^;'tfl«iwf^rfrf?oa'i«r ^wu-wi

B5^T ®SKR swfr'RroreR wrgirrj

fKCT f T5 fM«5 : *T5T«TCfftj’F> ffttfft'Knr'TH-

igr: RMWT^ainr^TF'T^Hl nftfarw*! nerfinifrofa:

5snft flt fftfhti ft'n'i ^fawni bt?o s trw nmMwfa »ot 1 *tft siVkiik

m i5̂ OT5i*f srai •T'ra^fawf^: wrrreft: «f^rraWft*Is«f w- 1 ccc .

Fol. 3b.

«ifrw 1

Fol. 4a. triton 1

It ends:— Fol.

l

CText).

ft* ft sftfftar fwn'frtKn^«jt^5T 1

w>T*r 55tartar tf f?<nc5Hf un
stp’nrnrprvfai 5^1?' 1

1 17b. (Text).

ft iniOTra *np wn*kn*r®l l

iT^siTft'BraT <t sat 'RcrfmiH. m«u

^.i-.^ifft jnw'j’iT gjTfii ('ili-rl) k

<tk wmiri nr? unit

I.H.Q., JWB. '94°
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Fol. 11 8a.

swift *'»!>SS frfelT: 1

<l 4+.l&9
| B5 II: tffet 111 ^11

So ff'rrrnw «nr>fll fartgm i

aiT^ir (*n) tftnir m«n
?ffl vrtffftm (corrected to “TOT) qt qTAH^W-fl -tr

^a«f i»*ii

(Commentary).
Fol. r 1 8a.

nfTMUl Tift ??: fetf g*T *Tra?RfTf ftWUW ICHC I

v4 tfijtsi wn?# g^mreR mu
s^nsr. (a:) rftfarcni'nrc wfeni gmn i

aprTra mi frrtapgfcq) »»n

’-rtfei -o'inH rfbtfjjuwwt tf«qr gahrerat rsqr?rflrai4ftt.ftanl

•rwsrs^flw* *R =!a>jr *T^ia)9g?; v u sfliRg p

In a different hand Samvat i8co.

O' 1)

No. 13/86. Size 13 inches by 6)4 inches. Exrcnc:
33 leaves;

;o to 13 lines to a page; 54 letters to a line. Country paper; Deva-

nagari characters; hand writing legible. Text is in else centre of

the page with commentary above and below it. No marks of punctua-

tion but numbers of sutras or the Vcdic texts are dnged widi red

pigment. Paper old and slightly worn out. Fol. 9b blank. The

work is divided into two chapters and in which

the authors takes the Sutras of Badariyana primarily and die Sutras

of Sandilya, Patan;-ali along with the Upanittdic texts secondarily

and interprets them, according to the tenets of Vallabliacarya as

having TCRffc for their PTWa. The author commcnrs cn the

Brahmasutras in die order given below:—
dioTfatfa: 1 IV. 4.1. srslqi stfifrs 'ptim rfoar: 1 IV. 4.5.

t IV. 4.6. 'ign^'Mm i^.iHKruV
• Its cttnmcntaiy it calk.1 qgf.gqi.
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1 IV. 4.7. **crar rafirarar 1 I. 1.1. ^ 1 1 - 1.2-

I. 1.3. a»»aa^«iTiti I. 1.4. < I. 1.5.

»tos$gTwi-.< i< 1 I. 1.6. 1 U. 2.1. witrarmaPB «

S»mfir*a: I II. 2.5. 'T’T' 1 I II 1.6. 1 II. 1.25.

iftWflT* 1 L 4.26. sfcRtsg'mu 1 I. 1.16. «ftr» aT»i«rj*?ra. 1

II. 3-43. afiBrfwcui’iarawi I II. 3.19 a;<a<d--sjfrif*fa ^arfv*K'd •

II. 3.21. «pw»4JwiwmI II. 3.22. floral *'^5 e^Jkiwfa m
III. 2.7. tw «rwi. 1 II. 3.25. n’TOI II. 3.26. xus'T-

^nn | II. 3.28. I II. 3.23. Tfyl'i'w-

5imi II. 3.29. 5JRhT2J5»TJ^CTcC I I. 3.2. 1

II. 3.17. giwt-qqi fgfom «T»T5m I 1 .
1.30. 3W: I III. 2.38.

SNwj&sVl * q r^arewT f? atfafa 1 II. 1.34. *

ftmui II. x.33. sqrsra «i II. 1.36. -A^rarnra’OT^ l

1 . 1 . 20 . 'S'jtHt 1 n. 1 .8 .
sr a wi»dNwm > n. >.9 .

'RifF : I I. 2.21. > I. 1.12.

•nt i I. r.8. lir a^nrawa. i III. 2.14. sir? =r ?F*nwu

III. 3.16. f^l III. 2. 23. 3W5V^Wf?TV4*i«. »

III. 2.27. ^iTwr^i 1 . 3.5. a>rs«rnK^T 1

IV. 4.17. iii»raM«:uiIrtW"i 1 IV. 4.21.

It begins—Fol. ib.

tfaiawawl anIamiK 1

•ifffi ac*! I

Kfa^nuT (TTPTWTjnqq II HI

siafaai’R. 1 awflaatr ?ria trarj-n-ajaa^aa. 1 '•rfa'i^r-

q^s a>*i aafiniia mu

j|?: tiiyav^ifa ara a.f'Tarft i
5.*

1 at?; awyr«t anq-gnai ftgqrr an afiiRa *ra*%-

*a ( ST?ra«jtf on the margin ) aa-gas^rr^r. \ ^ wanftft «w-
a^f waunra* ftaaraa: «fyaifa u»»

aw* a >r*f» Tregsiare *r*n*an?n njn
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0^1? Wfffwt gfirn: srtffcwfaurat ( firing on die

margin ) 1 0<t 3W wkI ( 3 on the margin ) irtra

TSFJPf 8**rp7fimi TTrThr «»!i W*™&5 1 (
W^TOrfj-

•ifniffTfOTwr^ ) 1 a<w^M-v 1 W$at • ( *3 wreh-

3Piwi« *R3 If?: '•WR*v on the margin )

anr^ift. 1 s*n *ntft sfitfr-rtfa aqi u>."

!Wi IIYII

'•ittrsft flwqi# Jftftfts** W
*tTPR#tq% IIYII

It ends : —Fol. 33a.

q"'3W5Rt trra fpqgff im.
1

Ma^RHa: imm
ra rfr^fe^rarprak^ fmrgwraiAjrfi^ fstrhr 'rrasRa^'t flitf3 1

SPs wiv fsfisdwwyd^’i^rot nffsnrntr ra-
fsfir(al)q 1 ’A<iqiw*it -’iqfa

1

Minor Works

(iv) ftflraiTRtfa

No- 128/86. Size
9 inches by 4^ inches. Extent:—

13

leaves. 7 lines to a page. 20 letters to a line. Country

paper; Devanagari characters; hand-writing legible. Two lines on

each border. Marks of punctuation in red ink. The work is

finished on fol. 13a of the codex and is followed by a few verses

dealing wich and uWlf-roiq . At the end we find

the dace of copying rhe Ms. as CRT s« •»« (*= 1823 A.D.). Here

wc learn of the other preceptor of our author whose name is SftRTT

qgTqrf and who is not named by Priyadasa anywhere else.

It begins : —Fol. ra.

vTl-iifl’II'I qq: II

sWr qsi’fliff ,ri?enet q t-jrtg 1

str^ tt'qa 8CTT «r^ mil

5tfjivra-ji3q 1

qm?irr =f sw Rg^t'FtT(!)q 3f irii
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fat6* 37?** |l

it sfar sjmr frpfot gg^jO: I

flsnfnfisfj =6 ^rr ag (ft) jtbW *rc mn
*ft3irc»n^ 11

^rat TOT »tgT THHJ'irTHlH'FT 1

'UTOKI 3TI sf?i :
(?) 11*11

It ends :—Fol. 13a.

§'nc^t ^liyt ft*iu;iHa5l^n •

fawig 3 «u«wl rhini-^iifH h 11

?fa 1 Alter a few verses *fa* 1=”*,

e g* fan? *nfltNi3to*A 1

The work deals with the rules of initiation of the

Vaisnavas. It is written in the form of a dialogue between the

teacher and his student. In answer to his student's question, the

teacher replies that the Vaisnava initiation consisting of

five s viz., 3m, jJz, ant, mar and *ot, is the best of

initiations. The other <hjT s arc impure. Cf 1«pf *jri*<r- ^
I 3BTWT ?tg* H#** eT I

1

*rg yrntr a j*hhm **HWlfi-n 1 533 3—anrhft Tftw^*

jfad'ii 11 h2t ftfa—stn^fpriStr oi^t-

wrewjl 1 awn <t*i 3 1 as«i ihftrafl a5*r*rhn

—0 S *rrht»j 3T% 1 sHIfa tft^i flTwftn fart irtfa n

OTt ftgr g wst M_f3wf3sftrrrarft -jg^mo t* gear 1 3m«i^ J’W'n

*nw 1 mat nivt=n
1 ?irn=j wtHHmit—toito * v $ m HH.uynan 1

ii«r<i«^ »a^3 HMfre’TfTTfrtH: 11 'i^.diii gafirtt *Hi»iw$*T8Tfrtr. 1

firepg f«3<t-qfKi grisng 11 ;^rft i awitwrtt <t^i «kuiw i

33 hot v°t Hyg^ iarff/tuNh im i ^onHft'tgrai fr=5i «*ra *f«

hi g jjHHHmtiTHriatT^OTjiiitj'TJr Hwwnt gftfin «OT • etc.

(v) fiRift (vi)

consists of 23 verses. We find a Ms. codex con-

taining it along with another small treatise ^i*fl<fc*r containing 19

verses. Following is a short description:—

*

No. 14/57. Size 9/1 inches by 5
l

/i inches. Extent:
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3 leaves; 1 1 lines to a page; 35 letters co a line. Country

paper; Devanagari characters; hand-writing good; tour lines in blade

ink on each border, t? s arc separated by means of vertical marks

on die top. Verse-numbers arc given. contains die roles of

conduct which a Vaisnava ought to follow while in the

words of the author himself, is an outcome of the author's doubts

in regard to Vedanta.

gnTJT begins :—
MlTnmwft 1

•/rcwraif ^ OTfcrcifirm 1

HJinT: swrel fwi mn
?r 3-irfpi'si 1

«nf*niHTg**tar wMtifuf*; mu
fnwr a ^rrssr a?r 1

^ 351 Wif nmft 5 «i u\u

TOiWVg 1

*WJ
*i u II VII

It ends

—

HM'UlM'iJoi *n<ifs«f 1

*n*pfaft aw df*?: Wifusr viT-joi) uwi
^finn aw?? fW ^ 1

iTic-iuhi fii*TT<rt?Tn'?f$T7T: 11
J.i li

5% Bnrnfsif rfqjf- 11

begins :
—
rfnrnragtwf rnifawi n

fwo hst «TTW C'HH. 1

Rxs fogragreu; (f) asmdtc mn
jttwi% 1

'rsnin! ujfofa; mu
^nn‘ ?ncj*nni* «aroq (?) 1

4(0 yiiPti "rar itrar 5* 1
'^*/*% it^ii

awirmr* r& 1

rfr>ra Hwst wrr nvn
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^ SOTTO
'ra'sn vnfan anrofm: (!) •

* t'W gf< ?T3OTt>j tot

H TOTh«n*Hr *fit «erfa Tft n*ll

It ends

—

ff?
T

t jpra iw asm I

fraarg HRisTTt " 1 411 etc.

In the Rewa library there is another Ms. of gar*! which

contains a Hindi commentary written in the Rewa dialect. See

No. 131/185.

(vii) 3«wwgi»i

No. 138/38. Size 6% inches by 4 % inches. Extent: 6 leaves:

9 lines to a page; 18 letters to a line. Country paper; Devanagaii

characters
;
hand-writing gcod, but incoirect. If is a small treatise

dealing with ih.Ji 4 containing 54 leaves. It is in the form of a

dialogue between a and 3?. The trend of the work can be easily

guessed from a few questions of the discple given below

—

vSrl si e«ijd ft 5i gjflfatfq'on 1

ifaiz Tt m girssiOT* imt

aR*n<ii’*d CWl CT* 1 ' 4 a< 1

ann 1

sTOTTO ?TfS?Tn‘ TOf5?» gflij U«ll

ft HHTif ai sfafaV ^ tOTp i

m' 5T <T53 S1T9T1 fl? IUII

But most of the verses given in it arc identical with the text of

uftreRtlnT .

TO i

Wel d 35 flTBT trd I

TTOTy tlOT*pOTl 'UII

an»i tTfiro i

V! 11(11 kl4 l'«s T^ ttXtl etc.
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Ic ends

—

sits* k*wfwRP (*••) i

Spnsftwnjifflt flnwlg mini

?fir «Ai'"wr«4T-d (:) *t*mr (>) n

It is unfortunate that a scholar of such worth should have

remained unknown to us so long. His contribution to the Vallabhite

Vedanta is not mein and his works deserve publication and a close

study, at least at tile hands of the followers of Vallabhacaiya.

Har Durr Sharma



Advaita, Causality and Human Freedom

It will be the aim of this paper to Treat in some derail the

notion of causality as set out in and criticised by the advaita vedanta,

consider its affinities if any with the conception of cause in modem

science and discuss the bearing of these views on the problem of

human freedom. In die course of the discussion I shall specifically

refer to two books—Prof. Stcbbings Philosophy and the Physicists'

and Dr. Brahma's Causality and Modem Science I have neither

the time nor the ability to discuss the former in full; I shall concent

myself with a consideration of the ccndi chapter on Human Free-

dom and Responsibility’. The second book presents more a point

of view than a derailed exposition; arvd with this, though in agree-

ment to a large extent, I have to express dissatisfaction ill some

measure.

The advaitin's oncological position has been often stated and

requites little repetition. Reality is non-dual; it is consciousness or

experience, self-luminous by nature; it is eternal and free. Ort

tliis arc super-imposed as appearances duality, inertness, cognisa-

bility in dependence on another, dependence, impetnunence, and

so on' The super-imposition is rhe work of nescience. This

is not real as then there could not even be die realisation

of it as nescience, leading to its sublation; it is not unreal, since

duality and dependence are facts of immediate experience in no

wise comparable to the impossible baxxcn woman’s son or even to

the barely possible, but not actual, hare s horn; it is therefore con-

sidered indeterminable, not characterisable as teal or as unreal,

2 Alla acid Unwin, 19391 Methuen, 1537.

UU*., JUNE, X^O *5
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anirvicya. All limitations, and all relations among the limited fall

within the realm of this nescience, which is neither co-cval with

reality nor falls outside of it: Finitude and plurality being pheno-

menal, the relations among the diverse, such as time, spec and

cause are also phenomenal. They cannot claim to hold good abso-

lutely, whether for all or everywhere.

Though such a position is not attractive or convincing on the

face of it, a little consideration would seem to make it acceptable in

the ease of space and time. Analysis of these reveals two sets of

difficulties. We seem unable to set limits to space and time

though, obviously, spatial and temporal characteristics belong only

to die finite. What is bounded in space, and what lias a begin-

ning or end, these are certainly finite. Space itself, however, can-

not be bounded; what ires outside space?- If it is more space, it

means we have not so far come to the limits of space; if it is non-

space, we have to admic that the spatial finitude of our experience

derives from somethtng determined, i at all, in the last resort by

something which is not space; and this, in effect, will not differ

from conceding the phcnomcnality of space. One may contend

thac spec is infinite though spaces are finite. This again will be

the admission of advaita in another way—-che admission of the pos-

sibility of finitude being an appearance of die infinite, limitation

an apparance of the limidess. the many an appearance of the one.

It may still be argued thac while the advaitin considers the many

and the finite to b- appearances, the opponent treats them as teal

just as much as the one and the infinite. To maintain in the same

breach die reality of opposed qualities iike infinitude and finitude

is to fly in the face of die law of' contradiction and refuse to think.

Justification based on the category of idcntity-in-difference will

prove but a broken reed, as will be seen presendy. Ic may be said

thac an infinite cause may have finite effects; with this contention

we shall have to deal in the consideration of causality. This pos-
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ability' excepted, there seems- no way of avoiding the phenomenality

of space. So also of time.

The other sec of considerations mentioned relaccs to experiences

like dreams. The concents of these experiences axe actual enough

and enjoy spatial and temporal properties very much at variance

with the setting of the dreamer in what we call actual, i.e. waking,

life. While the dreamer's body lies in Madras, the dream relates

to Benares or to the battle-front. While the dream occupies what

corresponds to a few minutes of our waking rijne, the dreamer often

grows up. gets married, achieves success and even dies within that

period. There would thus seem to he different and conflicting

spatial and temporal systems within our experience. Even within

waking experience, consider the phenomenon of reverie. In the

course of a few minutes wc ran through a course of event® which

occupied a considerably longer interval of time. Is the latter con-

tained in the former? If so, how can this be unless the interval

which seems so variable is also negligible as ultimate,reality, unless

time is phenomenal?,

Similar considerations may be raised in regard to causality too.

It has been argued that causal efficiency ts no proof of reality; the

dream food satisfies dream hunger though not waking, hunger.

But these arguments are not quite conclusive in regard to causality

being phenomenal. The causal efficiency of. the dream content hns

indeed been used in the reverse way by realists like the Madhvas

to establish tHe reality of that content. Further, though he who

dreams of Mahrimati docs not wake up there, he who dreams of a

snake wakes up often with actual trembling; the victim of a night-

mare actually cries out; and the physiological consequences of an

erotic dream belong to die waking order of experience. It was also

noticed that an appeal may be made to causality in order to exhibit

die reconcilability’ of one and many, finite and infinite. Tlie notion

of cause, therefore, seejns-to stand on a slightly better footing than
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space and cime. from the point of view of the anti-phcnomcnalist;

and ie deserves a fuller consideration.

The advaicin, like the follower of die sankliya holds to s,V-

karya-vdda, the doctrine that the effect is not a creation dc novo,

but is prefigured ih the cause. The saiikhya arguments for die

position are well known. Eicher diere is or there is not a time in-

terval between cause and effect. If there is, does rhe cause wholly

Cease to exist, before the effect conies into being? In that ease, the

immediate antecedent of die product would be a non-cxisccr.cc;

and though we may in speech distinguish non-existence of X from

uon-cxistcncc of Y, there is in reality no way of distinguishing one

non-existence from another. Thus, so far as the immediate ante-

cedent gees, we have no explanation why X is the effect, not Y;

theoretically any effect may follow from any cause; sand may pro-

duce oil. and water curds: for between the alleged cause and sought

effect, diere is interposed a non-existence, whose character can be

but homogeneous. Yet in practice we do not gee curds out of

water; we treat the effect as derivable only from a potent cause.

What can this potency be except the pre-existence of die effect in

the cause, in a latent form? If, however, no time-interval be ad-

mitted between cause and effect, we have to take them as cidier

idendcal or as wholly different; in neither ease is the cause-effect

relation possible; cow is not the cause of itself; nor is it the cause

of a horse; co-existent diffcients arc no more cause and effect than

the two hems of a bull.

With this line of saiikhya criticism of the vaisesika creationist

posiricn, the advairin has great sympathy. He will nor, however,

subscribe to the ulrimacy of the causal concept; for :f the saiikhya

criticism is pressed to in hmics, the concept has to be abandoned.

The critic of the creationist view c2n admit the pre-existence of the

effect only in a latent form; the causal operation serves to make it

patent or manifest. The questions raised about die effect may be
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raised about its manifestation too. Is that pre-existent or nod? If

pre-existenr, it could be only »s manifest, since it is absurd to say

there is manifestation, but as non-manifest, and if manifestation is

pre-existenr, it amounts co the admission of the effect as fully pre-

existent, not merely as a potentiality; and such an effect needs no

explanation in terms of causal operation. On the other alternative

of manifestation being produced de novo by the operation, what is

che special virtue of this effect, chat ic alone is susceptible of creation,

not die effects which become manifest? It seems legitimate to con-

clude that the satikhya whHc envisaging a difficulty has. instead of

solving it, only pushed it back one stage. And the difficulty seems

insoluble so long as we stick to the distinctness of cause and effect.

We seem nearer a solution, if we deny the distinctness treating

cause and effect as appearances of the same reality. This is in effect

what che advaicn docs. The non-distinctness is asserted not as

between finite causes and effects in the world, but as between the

world and its cause. Brahman. The causal relationship is to be

understood as between the subscratc and the super-imposed, the

rope and the snake; but for the cope there would be no snake-dclu-

sion there; it is present only so long as die rope is there and dis-

appears into the rope, when the latter is truly known as such.

Th? effect, the delusion, is nothing other than the cause, though

it appears to be different. The causal relation is based on this delu-

sive difference. Ic is. so to speak, subjective; and this subjectivity

will, one may expect, infect all derivative finice causal relations too.

The advaitin, however, maintains the relative objectivity of finite

causal relationships. Causality is no doubt a product of nescience;

but so long as wc live in a world of nescience, without rising above

it to tliat which is neither cause nor effect, wC have no right to

impugn causality; it is as objective as the world is; even for chc

transcendence of nescience we depend on this concept, since we have

to depend on means like inscniction, reflection, contemplation, etc.
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If these were not well -settled causes, they could not be depended

on by us in our laudable endeavour to realise ourselves; and yet

when we do realise, the very means which furthered our endeavours

appear delusive. The needs of science and metaphysics seem co be

equally satisfied by the invocation of two worlds. Whether causal

rigidity in the empirical world is consistent with denial of causality

in the transcendental world is a problem whicH we shall have to

pose in the coarse of this paper. The orthodox advaita position

would seem to admic of some improvement.

We hive to note in the meantime that the cause would seem

to find no logical resting place short of Brahman; and in Brahman

it seems to annul itself along with the effect. This is how.

The concept in question is an attempt to understand change.

It attempts to explain what is ficcdng and limited in time, what

was not. but is and may cease co be, what in other words is occa-

sional and impermanent. The presumption in any stich explana-

tion is thac the permanent and the unchanging is self-explanatory;

by being related thereto the transient may be made intelligible. A
mere tdation of one tiling to another docs not satisfy fer se. It

will no doubt be said that explanation consists in relating die un-

known to die known, not the fleecing to the permanent; even in

this way of conceiving explanation it must be remembered that the

known implies a relatively unified and relatively permanent system;

and the permanence of the knowing self ac lease is in most cases

assumed. Without the relation to something more permanent or

fundamental, no phenomenon finds explanation. The goal of ex-

planation would seem to be dicrcforc the exhibition of the relation

of the changing to chat which is above change. Hence it is diat

pradhana and primal atoms alike are conceived as unborn and eternal.

Where the world is declared to arise out of a First Cause, such

cause is itself not a preduct and is conceived as above space and

time. This indeed is the merit of the causal concept, that, how-
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ever inconsistently, it rises above the very limitations and diversities

which lead to its invocation and seeks to reach infinitude and unity.

The relating of one phenomenon to another may give some tempo-

rary or practical satisfaction
;
but we cannot logically stop short of

the nonmenon above the phenomena.

And when we do get to the noumcnon, whether by reasoning

cr testimony or both, we still seem to be no better off logically.

The noumcnon, Brahman, the supreme and sole reality, is the

cause. The effect cannot be spoken of as such unless there is some

difference from the cause. Hence the world though differing

from Brahman in respect of finitude, inertness etc., may well be-

cause of this very difference be the effect of Brahman. The world

is not eternal and constant; else it would not be an effect;

nor would it require explanation, as the eternal is self-explanatory.

It is not real in the way that Brahman is real. Nor is it unreal, as

in thac ease it would have nothing at all in common with Brahman

and could not be its product. The effect shares with the cause the

negation of unreality; it differs from die cause in falling short of

reality by which we understand what is always and for ever. The

phenomenon in other words is indeterminable as real ot as unreal;

hence its relation to the noumcnon can have no better status; thac

too, muse be but indcicrmmablc or phenomenal. The advaidn docs

assert the non-otherness of effect from cause; he does not however

assert their identity in such wise as to deduce for the effect the

reality of die cause; the negation of otherness amounts only to this

—that the effect has no reality other than thac of the cause.
1

Hence, it is thac the promissory' statements of sru# can be justified

as to the knowledge of all (effects) through knowledge of the one

(cause).

3 Cf. : "rva kfcalv Httnyatvam icy nbbedam bmtmh. kiqi m hhafarp vyavi-

dhamah”—Bbinutl II, i. 14.
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Ic is worth while sparing some attention here to die notion of

idcntity-in-diffcrcnce as connected with the causal concept. Iden-

tity and difference may appear prime facie irreconcilable contraries;

but tlicir co-cxistcnce, one may contend, is both possible and actual,

as will be seen if we look at the many transformations of a single

cause. Hail and snow arc different; so arc bracelet and car-ring;

yet diesc differences co-exist with the fundamental identity of each

pair, in die causal aspect, i.c., as water and as gold. As cause

there is identity; as effect there is difference. One has to

ask what the relationship is between the cause and die effects, is

it idencity or difference? If identity, then, what holds good in the

causal aspect should equally hold good in die effect-aspect

too. so that there is no propriety in restricting the identity of hail

and snow only to their causal aspect; they must be identical even as

products, a conclusion commendable neither to common-sense nor

to the opponent. Suppose, however, there is difference between

cause and effects; then between hail which is different from water

aid snow also different from water, how can diere be idencity in

die causal, i.c., water-aspect? We shall have to resort here again

to idcndcy-in-difference, a procedure tainted with the charge of self-

dependence or infinite regress. Further, when because of idendty-in-

diffcrcncc dictc is intermixcure between the causal and cffcct-aspccts,

how can there be die restriction of identity to one of these aspects?

We are again faced widi the violation of common-sense.

The real is die cause; die effect may not be identical therewith

not different therefrom; nor is difference cum non-difference intelli-

gible; the effect is neither real nor unreal; one term of the

causal relation being thus indeterminable, die relation itself is

indeterminable.

This conclusion may be due to our illegitimate attempt to ex-

tend the causal conccpc beyond the phenomenal realm, where

alone ic can be legitimately invoked. Phenomena! causality knows
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nothing of these transcendental difficulties. The relation between

one phenomenon and another can be so refined as to be invariable

and unconditional; and with this all reasonable ambitions of causal

explanation will have been satisfied. In answer to such an objection

let us undertake a still closer investigation of the causal concept.

The aduaitin's exanimation of cause as conceived by the

realists of die time is very instiuctive and can perhaps be hardly

improved upon. The cause is usually conceived as an antecedent in

time. Of course, not any antecedent will do, c.g. a donkey stand-

ing by the potter’s shed is not a cause in respect of the production

of a pot. We refine the notion by the qualification of invanability;

we know that the donkey is not an invariable antecedent. But our

difficulties seem to be just beginning. Those who enumerate

causes admit causal efficacy not merely far distinct events in time,

but also for certain common conditions like time, space, Jsvara,

etc. Uvara is above time, hence noc an antecedent in time. Time

itself is not in nme and hence cannot be treated as such an ante-

cedent. An ingenious attempt will claim thac though there arc no

temporal distinctions for time, they may be undented dirough

adjuncts, just as the advattin claims that, because of adjuncts, dis-

tinctions arc introduced in the distinccionlcss. Priority and pcste-

rioncy for nme would be due to che priority and posteriority of the

adjuncts. But how are die adjuncts distinguished as pnot or

posterior? Because of time; and because of the adjuncts so deter-

mined time itself is to be characterised as prior or posterior; a clear

ease of sclf-dcpendcncc. If time were not the determinant of

sequence among adjuncts, all of them would be simultaneous,

making all empirical usage impossible. This very impossibility

would be a ground for treating time and cause as phenomenal, not

for admitting sequence among adjuncts and claiming ac the same

rime thac it is not temporally determined. This is only to recognise

under another name, time as a distinct adjunct determinative of

16juxe. 1940
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sequence; and one of the two postulates, either this adjunct or time,

is dearly superfluous. Even were differentiation by adjuncts possible,

it could not be said that tunc qualified by one of these cxiscs in

another time differently qualified, since in any case time cannot exist

in itself. We do not indeed say that Devadatta who wears glasses

exists in Devadatta who wears a suit.

This hind of difficulty may not appeal to those who refuse to

tccognise general causes. Even these will realise that invariable

antecedence in time is over-pervasive of symptoms and co-effects,

which arc not causes. Day is not die cause of night. A persistent

low temperature symptomatic of tuberculosis is not the cause of the

patient’s subsequent decline. We have to introduce further re-

finements in our understanding of invariable anccccdcncc; and we

seem nowhere near success in doing this. We may thus seek to

dismiss symptoms and co-effects on the ground of their being anya-

tbisiddhs, like die donkey or like die all-pervasive ether. The

donkey’s presence where the pot is made is due to other causes.

Neither its presence nor the cognition of its presence is linked up

as a cause with the cognition of the pot. Given its own causes the

presence of the donkey would be fully accounted for, without any

reference to the production of pot. So too in the case of ether, its

presence is inevitable because of its pervasiveness, not because it

accounts for the pot-production- Similarly the day is the effect of

the rotation of the earth round the sun; it may be invariably asso-

ciated in our minds with mght, but its presence and cognition are

adequately accounted for by its own cause without reference to

night, so also die low persistent fever is accounted for by the

tubercle bacillus without a necessary reference to the subsequent

decline. Thus co-effects and symptoms may be ruled out.

But, we ask, do you mean to rule out all conditions that are

accounted for by their own causes or are inevitable? In chat ease you

would be ruling out most if not all accepted causes. The pervasive
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cchcr is admitted to be chc cause of sound, and the pervasive self of

happiness, etc. It may be you arc not prepared to admit their per-

vasiveness and anyathasiddbetva. The difficulty, however, persists

in die case of admitted causes. The clay and the wheel and die

staff ate undoubted causes of the pot. Arc not these causal condi-

tions sufficiently accounted for in their turn by their own antece-

dents? Perhaps, you think, they are not fully accounted for

without reference to their purpose, the production of the pot, their

final cause. There are at least two difficulties in such a view. You

as a conscious being may consider die lack of final purpose to be a

defect and may be inclined to read it in whatever you cognise; but

that of itself will be no justification for reading dus purpose into

inert objects and determining their causality or non-causality

thereby- Further this purpose is not an antecedent in time, but

what is to be fulfilled in time, while what we seek to do here is to

dear up the notion of an invariable antecedent. Again, what is it

due we try to understand? fs it noc the causality of clay, wheel

etc., in relation to pot? The notion of pot as die final cause of die

wheel, etc., how does that help us in this? In any ease, it is diffi-

cult to maintain that clay is noc understandable except with

reference co a pot to be produced. It may be where it is by accident

or design; and the design may relate to pots or dolls or a nature-cure

plaster. The antecedents of its picscncc can be definite, not the

purposes which it may serve; and because of the definiteness of the

former, it does not cease to be a cause of pot etc. Of course, clay

present in a potter’s house is different from clay in Mahatma

Gandhi’s. In the former case, its causality of pot or basin is ex-

ceedingly likely; but it is only likely; the probability approximates

to certainty when you see it in the potter's hands; even then there

is an element of uncertainty; he may change his mind and throw

it away or fashion something else; die certainty is greater when a

rough shape has been given and you watch it on the wheel; it is
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greatest when die pot has been finished; you can then say the clay

of the pot is the cause of die pot, a proposition perilously near

tautology. Again, in the case of earth, water, light, and seed, each

of which is accounted for by its own causes and is known widiout

a necessary reference to the growth of crops, can the causality in

respect of crops be denied? The notion of dnanyalbariddbutoj turns

out to be a frail reed incapable of sustaining the causal concept.

You may now demand of the alleged cause that it should be

helpful in producing die effect. Buc wherein lies helpfulness? And

v/hat degree of it rs required? In any particular ease of pot the

donkey may be helpful; from contemplating its utility chc potter

may have derived extra cheerfulness and succeeded in finishing off

a better pot than usual. This extra psychical stimulus may be

provided by different causes for different pots; the porter may dream

of his wife or his gains; though because of variability no one of

these can be die cause of pot in general, causality in respect of each

particular pot seems difficult, if not impossible, to deny.

Assuming for a moment all such objections to be fanciful, let

us see whether there ij any definite way of understanding the help-

fulness of the cause. It is not iliac the effect is invariably present

where the cause is; for the presence of seed is not invariably attended

by the shoot. Of course, it will be said, seed alone is not the cause,

hut seed together widi accessories. But it is in determining these

accessories that we have all the trouble just noted; the donkey and

the potter's wife are clamant in their demand for inclusion diough

with a show of logic we insist on excluding them. The only legi-

timate ground for their exclusion is diac diough present diey ate

not present as causal. Our difficulty' however is just what consti-

tutes causal presence and it is no help to refer to accessories with a

need for excluding what arc nor causal.

In any' case, ic is dear diac the scmi-popu!ar usage of 'cause'

has to be abandoned; for this can produce die effect only in depen-
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dcixc on auxiliaries; and chose auxiliaries do, properly speaking,

enter into the very cause of die effect in question. We cannot legi-

timately separate the alleged cause from the auxiliaries; and any

attempt to include them seems to aid only when wc come right

down to the effect itself.

It may be said tliat nothing can be simpler than to determine

the true auxiliaries, on the ground of co-prcscncc and co-abscnce,

anvaya and vyatireka. Whatever has this generic quality is a cause,

not any odicr. There ate some merely technical objections to such

a view; e.g. a genus, since it cannot possess another genus, can

never be a cause. Since clay which is co-present and co-absenc with

pot has the genus substancc-ness and this is shared by donkey etc.,

these coo would be causes. If this genus be considered coo wide

and remote and a narrower more proximate genus insisted on, e.g.

dayincss or earchincss, then such non-distinedve causes as ether,

dmc. space etc., would be wholly excluded from the causal cate-

gory, whereas time and space are

This is also the reason for our failure to understand anvaya and

vyatireka. Is the co-prcscncc in cimc. or space, or both? In the

first ease, time cannot be a cause since it is not present in rime;

in the second case, space cannot be a cause; and the since neither is

present in both space and nme, neither can be a cause in die third

ease. Nor is the difficulty merely fanciful or terminological. For

no cause is such in the abstract, but only as occurring in certain

spatial and temporal conditions; and these cannot be ignored in

reckoning causal efficiency; rains at harvest-time cannoc be the cause

of plenty.

We have still to face the ancient bugbear known as plurality

of causes. Fire may be caused by a match-stick, oc a burning-glass

or by a steel and tinder. No one of these is the invariable antece-

dent of fire, yet each is said to cause fire. Our logicians in their

wisdom say such usage is due to ignorance and lack of analysis.

always conceded to be causes.
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Where the alleged cause and effect arc sufficiently refined by ana-

lysis it will be found the suuc cause has only the same effect and

the same cffccc has die same cause. Where the fire in the oven has

been lit by one of these alternative modes, what, one wonders, will

the analysis of the effect lead m to? Our perception docs not

acquaint us widi any difference in the fires. If may be said that

if we look at the fires armed with the knowledge of their causes,

we are enabled to distinguish the produces too. In a class of young

boys not old enough to be invested with die sacred dircad and all

looking more or less alike we distinguish a brahmin boy by his

parentage from the rest; so too in the case of the fires and other

similar effects alleged to reside from a plurality of causes.

The illustration is not suitable. For reasons, sound and

unsound, we admit the brahmin parentage of the particular boy and

then deduce or admit his brahminhood. Here, however, which is

the cause is the very point ac issue; and the matter we say is un-

settled, because of the inconstancy of the antecedents of fire at

different dines. To the reply thac the fires too ate different we

oppose dieir practical indisringuishabdity. It is no answer to diis

to offer their distinguishabilicy in the light of dieir distinct causes.

Granted their causality the effects would be distinguishable; granted

the distinguishability the alleged causes would be really such : thus

we have flagtanc reciprocal dependence.

Nor is this due to the apparent puerility of the instance chosen.

Though death, in popular speech, may be due to many causes, any

particular instance of death will on analysis prove traceable only co

one of such causes. Interference with the respiratory system is not

die same as interference widi the circulatory system. Drowning

interferes widi respiration; certain varieties of snake poison dot die

blood and arrest circulation. Both are vital functions. The attest

of one leads to die suspension of the ocher also, resulting in what we

call death. In respect of the final cessation of all functions, is diere
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any difference? None we can discover. In the preliminaries there-

to there are differences : oivc may get black in the face, or Have the

wind-pipe or spinal column broken, oc the respiratory passage filled

with water, ct one's blocd-vessels choked up with dotted blood;

but this is just what we too affirm; in die face of such divergent ante-

cedents how can we deny plurality' of causes or affirm a distinction

in the effects, except at the nsk of sudi tautologies, as “Drowning

is the cause of death by drowning'' ? Analysis is a good servant,

but a bad master. The man in the street dors not analyse and has

perhaps little faith in die infallibility of causal relations
;
the logically

trained person analyses, bur thac does not justify' his pathetic faith

in die perfect causal relation; if the process of analysis is pressed

forward rigorously instead of being allowed to scop slwrt to contem-

plate its triumphs, it will find itself under die necessity to transcend

die causal concept.

Again, since, where we do not arrive at a non-difference cf

cause from effect, we have to distinguish between the cause and its

auxiliaries, may wc not, even on the assumption of effects being dis-

tinguishable, attribute the distinctness to the auxiliary radier than

to die cause? Drowning and shooting are both cause.! of death, we

may say; there is no doubt of this difference in the effects, that there

is water in the respiratory passages in one case and a hole through

die Heart in die other; but this is due to the mode in which the

different causes function to their accessories; it cannot detract from

the possibility of different causes to produce the same effect. Not

d very sound argument, perhaps, but a plausible one.

Our difficulties, it may be thought, are due to the persistence

of the popular notion that the cause is a single condition, whereas

it is in truth a complex of conditions. Wc should noc confuse our-

selves with the notion of a cause and its auxiliaries, but should

always envisage a causal complex, any member of which may figura-

tively, and for strictly limited purposes, be called a cause. A cause
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is that which is a member of a causal complex. This docs not, how-

ever. take 11s very far. since, as we have already seen, our difficulty

is 10 determine hew much to include ir. this complex and what to

exclude. The only answer we get is that we should include all

causes and only causes; but this is to go round in a circle. Further,

being a member of the complex, is it die very nature
(
svarupa

)
of

each of the components? Thai each should produce the effect.

Even if aggregation he not the svarifa it may be eternal; in such a

case die effect should be constant, instead ol appcaruig and disap-

pearing. If, however, the aggregation is adventitious and occasional,

how docs that come about? If it is due to another cause, that wiil

involve another complex and we shall have an infinite regress; or

our notion of the first complex would itself turn out to be detective

because of the non-inclusion of this factor which accounts for its

own being. And when this cause of the complex can itself explain

the effect, why postulate an intermediate complex? The complex

should be accounted for by its own constituents. Is each then dis-

cributively the cause? Then, since some one elemcnc of it, c.g.

space, will be constant, the complex should be constant, and al»

the effect. If to avoid this we say that the factors collectively account

for the aggregation, we arc in the old round of explaining colleo

liveness by itself. To postulate another complex or aggregate of

course leads co infinite regress.

Why all tins difficulty about aggregation? All conditions chat

are proximate constitute the complex; what is remote does nor enter

into it. The matter is not so simple, as we have difficulties parallel

to those in understanding co-prcsencc and co-absence. If the proxi-

mity be in time alone or space alone, rime would be excluded in the

former ease and space in the latter; proximity in both would ex-

clude both from causal conditions. If you mean not such contiguity,

but either conjunction or inherence of one condition or set of con-

l;
".ions in the other or others, then conjunction and inherence would
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noc be cau-ci. since for diem chcrc is not another conjunction or

inherence. That there i$ a single complex may be determined from

the production of a single effect; but this is to beg the question as

to what it is that produces the effect.

Our troubles have been due to conceiving cause statically.

mg the

effect. This functioning (vydpara) we call aggregation or complica-

tion; and the effect results therefrom. We are still in the woods;

for is this functioning extrinsic or intrinsic to the factors 5 If in-

trinsic we have ro determine whether it belongs to cadi factor dis-

tributively or to all collectively. In die former ease we have die old

difficulty diat some factors being constant, the operation and the

effect would also be constant. To conceive function as intrinsic to

tile aggregate docs not help, since our present efforts arc directed

only to the understanding of aggregation. If die functioning be ex-

trinsic to the factors, another functioning would have ro be inter-

posed between chat and the factors, and there would be infinite

regress. If, however, the function of complication can be arrived

ac wichout an intermediate function, why may not the factors pro-

duce the effect itself without die interposition even of complication?.

When die conception of functioning fares thus, it is no help

to define cause as that which has function. Other difficulties apart,

this would exclude the final function from the cause, since that

function has not anodier function. And since function cannot be

defined except in terms of generating i.e. causing
,

4 we arc again in-

volved in a vicious circle. Further, the possession of function can-

not be interpreted as inherence or as generation. The lactcr

involves self-dependence while the former is contrary to what is

known. Sacrifice is said to be instrumental to heavenly enjoyment

through die function of an unseen potency (apUrva)-, but this

4 The function w whit u generated by the ciuse and generate* the effect

produced by the cmuc.

l7

The factors noc merely exist but also function m produc

Jt'NE, 1940
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apun/a is not inherent in the sacrifice; for the sacrifice perishes while

the apiirva survive! and results in the enpyment hereafter.

Enough of this juggling, you may say; i: may be that I cannot

define cause; but you cannot disprove it. For, living as we do in a

world of finite particulars that cojne and go, chc recognition of cause

is inevitable; else there would be but constancy, neither appearance

nor disappearance; wbat is uncaused is eternal, like ether or the self.

The average realist who urges this is not quite aware of his own pre

suppositions. The Indian logician, for instance, holds that the

non-existcncc of an effect prior to its production is uncaused; but it

is not eternal, terminable as it is by the coming Into being of chc

effect. Again, a barren woman's son is not caused; nor is he eter-

nal. Even if you protest against this reference to non-entitics, what

are the positive instances on which you base your pervasion?

Neither the existence nor the ecemalicy of ether and rhe self is uni-

versally admitted. The rejection alike of carnality and of tlic absence

of causation cannot avail as the ground of pervasion; for chc materia-

list who admits all things -to be transient yet denies the validity of

inference or causation. One who delights in the bare bones of logic

may attempt the following inference: What is in dispute is

caused, since it has prior non-existcncc; what is uncaused has no

prior non-existence, like the self; since the uncaused self is admitted

by die vedancins, and the present argument is addressed to them

alone, the example is unqucsrionable. But there is a more funda-

mental defect; the probandum must be something known; it must

not be a wholly unknown predicate or one whose nature is in doubt;

it must not be apwiddha-visesana. Since the causal concept is just

that which is in dispute, it serves no purpose to s^t up an inference

like the above to prove that something is caused.

Does the advaitin then deny causality altogether? No; he

docs deny its intelligibility and ultimate reality. Viewing ourselves

and our environment as finite and changing, there is only or.c way
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of rising above cur liniitawns; that is to grasp the identity in the

differences, the permanent in the changing. The causal concept is

an cjnincnrJy successful attempt at such apprehension. In the

nature of things, however, it cannot claim co be more real chan

what it seeks to comprehend. The phenomenal world is illusory;

die causal concept applicable chcieco is also illusory. The causal

relation is not ultimately real, because nothing we call cause is ulti-

mately real. What causal explanation seeks is such identity of

character between cause and effect as will secure rigid and predictable

sequence; the realicy of cither is for it an irrelevant question. And

logically there is no reason for us co insist diat any cause or all

causes alike should be real. In the first place, all causal factors are

not alike; the porter’s staff is little like the clay and less like the

potter; why should such divergent conditions agree in a claim to

reality? True, we call them all causes, just as we apply the notion

of similarity to a variety of eases; but die similarity of cow to ox is

not the same as that of a cow to shc-buffalo; much less has it in

common with the similarity of brother and sister. Why insist on

reality being common to such widely divergent factors? Further,

by him who says the cause is real, reality is presumably conceived as

qualifying the cause. If the cause in every case is that which has

reality for its qualification, then the substrate (viiesyd), the cause,

itself is nor real; if, on the contrary, the cause does not have reality'

for its qualification, then tco it is not real. Nor can this dialectical

skill be turned against the advailin. It may not be said for instance

diat if Brahman be qualified by reality, the substrate of the world

would be unreal, and diat the same consequence follows, only more

so, if Brahman be not qualified by reality. For the advaitin holds

Brahman to be reality itself, above all distinctions of substrate and

attnbutc. Brahman is co-cval with saliva, siot anla'bhavilasaiOva ;

and such a claim may intelligibly be made only for wliac is one, in-

finite, above spec and time, not for the multiple and the limited.
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It would follow from this thae explanations of the finite as

finite would achieve but limited success where they do not wholly

fail. For the finite is grounded in the infinite and the latter alone

can explain itself cr another. Scientific explanations could rake us

beyond die particular phenomena sought to be known, but not very

far; since our particular interests arc limited diey may and do offer

help to satisfy these interests; buc if we pressed forward, cidicr

because of irrepressible theoretical or satiated and novclcy-sccking

practical quests, we would find our explanations melting into thin

air or doubling back to the starting point. Such an expectation on

the part of the advaitin is justified in a measure by what some

modem scientists have to say. The name of Eddington is notorious

in this connection. And in spite of the disagreement even of some

professors of philosophy, it is worth while taking note of his

conclusions.

"The determination of the physical laws," says Eddington,

"reflects the determinism of the method of inference. ' And the

mode of inference he exhibits as strictly cyclic, maintaining its rigi-

dity by cutting away what inconveniently refuses to fit into the

scheme. Thus Einscein in his statement of the law of gravitation

makes use of die concept of potentials which ate said to "obey cer-

tain lengthy differential equations." Potentials are quantities deri-

vable from fundamental quantities called intervals. Intervals arc

relations between events measurable by a scale or dock. A scale is

a graduated strip of matter. Keeping 10 the worid of mechanics,

matter may be defined in terms of mass, momentum and stress. To

the question what these three are, Einstein’s theory is claimed to

have given an exact answer. "They are formidable looking expres-

sions containing die potentials and their first and second derivatives

5 The Natan of Physical World (Everyman), p. a6a.
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with respect to die coordinates."* And thus wc have gone round

full circle, or as Eddington diagrammatically represents it, round

the pentagon.

Potential.

Mr. X.

The only way to avoid this going round is co stop short some-

where with what you know or what you seem to know. Most

people would imagine they know what matter is and would net

question further. For them, scientific explanation would appear

very sound, simplifying and intcr-connecting concepts, making the

whole world more intelligible. But the knower, who is he? What
is Mr. X? Surely till that is answered the explanation is not

complete. It is because of ignoring chi' question that systems arc

maintained and certainty achieved. But neither the metaphysician

nor even the scientist has the right ro ignore this question.

The cyclic nature of physical inference is illustrated by the

children’s rhyme of the house that Jack built; only at a certain stage

we retrace our steps instead of going on, so that we repeat ourselves

indefinitely.’ And the fact of empirical validity of what we infer

6 Of. cit.. p. 154.

7 Or, ai another interprets it “We are doing what the dictionary compiler

did when lie defined a violin as a small viobneeUo and * violoncello as a large

violin" (Limiuuvu oj Scienet. p. 193, Pelican).
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cannot guarantee the objective reality of die starting point of the

inference. "When from an observation of pink rats we infer the

presence of alcohol, the validity of the inference lies in the fact that

what we infer originates a process which ends in die mental cons-

truction of pink rats But it is not presupposed that the pink

rats are objectively real.”
8

Eddington holds that with the advent of quantum physics, die

decline of determinism has also set in. The strict reign of causality

(the belief in rigid reversible causal relations, as distinguished from

the belief in causation diat any consequent is due to its antecedent

or complex of antecedents) is no longer found valid in die domain

of physics where it had been supposed to hold undisputed sway.

Not all modem physicists arc willing to sacrifice determinism. But

causality is a positive idea, the burden of proof of which lies on those

who advance ic; and physiciscs like Einstein and Max Planck,

dicugh they would like to re-establish determinism, see no present

means of doing it. Their present failure dees not involve failure for

all time. Strict causality lias not been disproved. But this can give

no satisfaction to the physicist whose task it is to prove it. if he can.

And despite Planck’s emphatic assertion that "natural phenomena

invariably occur according to the rigid sequence of cause and effect.

This is the indispensable postulate of all scientific research.”’ we

have Eddington’s assurance that "Present day physics is simply in-

different to it. We might believe in it today and disbelieve in ic

to-morrow; not a symbol in die modern text-books of physics would

be altered
." 10

If the reaction to determinism among modern physicists is not

uniform, the welcome among philosophers has not been all dial one

might expect. Prof. Stebbing rc-acr.ng violently against the idea-

lism as well as the loose language of Eddington will concede only

5 Neu/ Paitbuuys in Sekne*, p. 294.

9 Wbm ii S<tcnc€ Going

?

p. 107. xo Afctv P<ubw*yi. p. 30
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chat “the discovery of uncertainty relations decs involve a consider-

able change in our attitude to determinism. But I doubt whether

ir is quite the change that either Jeans or Eddingcon supposes.""

“The dominance of universal causation is felt to be a nightmare.

Heisenberg's principle has sonic part to play in revealing to us what

it ij we thought we were accepting.’''
1 A very limited conccssionl

Radhaltnshnan holds that “Even freedom of man is not helped in

any way by die freaks within the atom. To suggest that electrons

possess free will is to degrade freedom itself.”
11

"If in order to lx:

satisfied of the truth of freedom" says Dr. Brahma, “we want it

to be proved at the level of mechanism, if instead of rising up to the

level of freedom we desire that it may exist at the lower level of

mechanism, we arc demanding what is nothing short of the im-

possible. Freedom is noc determinism and it can never hold good

of determinism.’ The meaning of this lasc statement is far from

dear, especially in view of what he says later. “The freedom diat

cannot find any place for necessity and causation but always opposes

itself to the latcer cannot be die ultimate category."'" Should we

not conclude from this that “real’’ freedom does not oppose itself

to determinism and, to that extent, decs hold good of determinism?,

Dr. Brahma is quite content with the indeterminism or non-deter-

mination of Brahman; at the level of the phenomenal or empirical,

causation may have full sway. But tliis is just what we as humble

logicians in quest of the truth fail to understand. Quite irrespective

of what may be true of a transcendent or noumcnal background, we

found it difficult to grasp die notion of cause or cffccc in any intelli-

gible or consistent fashion even at the empirical level. We found

dial try as we might we were landed in self-dependence or infinite

regress, defects which strangely enough seemed to find a parallel in

11 Philosophy and the Physicists
, p. 1 84.

is Ibid., p. 140. 13 An Idealist View 0/ Ufa. p. 346.

14 Causality end Science, p. 10. 15 Ibid., p. 21
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physical laws as expounded by Eddington. The cyclic nature of

physical law exhibits the self-dependence, we have detected in the

causal notion. And die scientist today recognises, instead of re-

jecting, die pluralicy of causes. "We may think" says Eddington

"we have an intuition that die same cause cannot have two alter-

native effects; buc we do not claim any intuition that die same effect

may not spring from two alternative causes.’"* And the following

quotation from Prof. Davidson will serve as a commentary on this:

"The scientific world is full of examples of the same cffccc proceed-

ing from different causes. An instance from chemistry may be

taken. It is well known that foimic acid can be obtained from nett-

les, ants, and other living organisms. It can also be obtained from

its elements by simple methods; for instance, potassium formate can

be produced from carbon monoxide and caustic potash, and formic

acid can be produced from the compound by distilling wtdi dilute

sulphuric acid." 1 ' This measure of agreement makes us suspecc

chat there may be more to the matter chan is conceded by Prof.

Stebbing or other philosophers, realise or idealist.

Let us consider (or a moment the measure of indeterminism now

claimed to the credit of the sciences. Each atom is supposed to

comprise a nucleus of positive electricity with one or more electrons

revolving round it. The nucleus may consist of a single proton cc

a number of protons and electrons ebsely packed together, with a

preponderance of protons over electrons so that there is a balance of

positive electricity. The electron revolving in its oibit should

naturally tend to draw ever closer to the nucleus and the process

would be normally presumed ro be continuous. Ic lus been found,

however, that what occurs is a change by jumps, not a continuous

change. We have to assume a succession of orbits; from each of

these the electron may jump to a higher or a lower, either absorbing

16 Nature of the Physical World, p. 286.

M. Division, Free-Will or Determinism, p. 44
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energy or radiating it; it may jump to the next* lower or to the next

but two; when the electron will jump and how much i: will jump we

do not know and have no means of knowing; ail that we do know

for certain is that between die energy levels of the various orbits the

relation is constant, being expressible in terms of b (Max Planck's

constant, equivalent to 6 55 x 10-” erg. seconds) or some integral

multiple of h, such as 2 b, 3 h, etc. There is thus an uncertainty

within the atom, what Kadhakrishnan calls a freak, as to when and

how its mobile components, the electrons will change; the time, the

quantity and direction of change are ail uncertain.

This much can afford little basis for the scientific dctcrminisc

or indcterminisc philosopher. The measurements required may

appear present impossibilities but may be future achievements, even

like the bombing and disintegration of atoms. To this extent onr.

may sympathise with Dr. Brahma when he says “If future experi-

ments reveal to us that the indeterminism supposed to exist in the

movements of the electron is really non-existent, Philosophy would

find icself helpless to prove its position if it now accepts the argument

of Professor Eddington.’ But the arguments of Eddington and

Schrbdinger go a little further chan this. They maintain not merely

that die movement of die electron is uncertain in the present state

of our knowledge, but can rever be certain, so that scientific predic-

tion, such as we used :o believe in, is impossible. In order to fore-

tell the motion of the electron you must know both its position and

its velocity; but in the nature of things, you can never approach

accuracy in regard to die one without receding from accuracy in re-

gard to the ocher. In order to know the position of the electron

you have to look at it or illuminate it with light rays of a smaller

wave-length; not even the shortest of ordinary light rays, the violet

rays, is shore enough for the purpose. We have to use what are

called gamma-rays from radio-active substances. When such rays

:8 Op. ct„ p. 20.

1H.9., june, 1940 18
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ate used, at least otic quantum of energy will be involved and this is

sufficient to disturb the electron, in an unpredictable manner. We
would have very nearly fixed the position but would have disturbed

the velocity. I£ we used lights of long wave-length but little

energy, the velocity would be undisturbed, but the position would

be uncertain. Accurate prediction requires knowledge of both posi-

tion and velocity. “But these two factors are so conrxxtcd that the

more accurately we know the one the less accurately we knew the

other."
1
' To put it in terms of Schrbdinger's wave-theory, an elec-

tron may be taken to be associated with a wave-packet so as to

correspond ro it in some way. Wave-packets may comprise waves

of great or small length. In the former ease their velocity will be

less dian in the latter. The velocity of the electron in the larger

wave will be nor quire determinate, as it may be either in the forward

moving or back-ward moving part of the wave; but since die velo-

city of the wave itself is low, the indeterminacy will be low com-

pared with the indeterminacy of position due to die length of the

wave; the latter indeterminacy is reduced in the case of waves of

shorter wave-length; but because of their greater frequency the

difference in velocity between chc forward and backward parrs will

be much greater; hence the indeterminacy of velocity is much

higher in this case. “We py for precision in position by uncer-

tainty in velocity and vice versa."'* The difficulty, to repeat, is not

one of present inability, but the impossibility of prediction, given

present conceptions.

It may be urged that these conceptions may give place to odiers,

in the light of which prediction may appear possible. The wave

theory gave way to the partide theory'; now there is a tendency to

combine the two and speak of a wavidc; we may in time atrive at

some more intelligible synthesis which will do justice to the pheno-

mena and preserve determinism. As against this we have to re-

19 Limitations of Science, p. 92. 20 Ibid t p. 93.
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“ember that Eddington and those of his persuasion do not claim

to have established indeterminism scientifically. They do claim

to have dis-esrablished scientific determinism. Stricc causality as

understood in the past is neither possible nor necessary for science.

We have so far only probability based on statistical laws. These

statistical laws are not and need not be grounded on a rigid rever-

sible causa! relation.

We may assume for chc moment chat the principle of

indeterminacy (strictly speaking it is uncertainty, and is expressive

of the inability of the observer, not of the nature of dungs)

has been established. Even thus, it holds of microscopic

bodies, not of macroscopic entities like outsclves or out bodies.

Granted the election is free, what follows for us, endowed with or-

ganisms composed of large masses of electrons? The governing law

may b; statistical in its nature, not a relation of rigid necessity. This,

however, means litdc in practice. By extensive observation we may

compute the average longevity of the members of a country, com-

munity, profession or the like. It will nor be possible on che basis

of this average to judge che longevity of any particular member of

that group; any particular member’s lengdi of life may hover about

the mean or be far in excess or defect. Despite such uncertainties

and aberrations, the average will continue to hold good for the whole

as such. Similarly whatever may be die indeterminacy of die in-

dividual electron, the general law of causality will continue to hold

gcod of us who are wholes of electrons. Microscopic uncertainties

cannot detract from macroscopic certainty. The supposed freakish-

ness within the atom is no guarantee of my freedom.

The argument thus advanced seems irrefutable. And the ad-

vaitin, who is interested not in the empirical, but in die transcen-

dental. ideality cf the concept, may well be disposed to accept the

argument at its face value, lie cannot, however, afford to forget

that his own dialectic has convicted the causal concept of self-
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dependence, reciprocal dependence and to on. The cloven hoof

(ideality) would seem ro be manifest, however dimly, even at the

empirical stage. The philosophic advocate of non-difference cannot

afford to recognise water-tight planes or compartments, such ill at

causality is wholly real in one plane and wholly unreal in another.

It is in truth neither real nee unreal; diis indeterminability (amr-

vacyaiva) is manifest in varying degrees in various planes. The

advairin cannot, therefore, countenance scientific dererminism as

either actual cr possible.

It seems likely chat the insurance company analogy is respon-

sible for a confusion. Tnc promoter of such a company, if he acccpcs

reliable statistical figures about longevity, gets the advice of a good

actuary, and permits no swindling by himself or by others, is ex-

ceedingly likely to prosper in his business despite the uncertainty of

any individual's death cr survival. In such a ease, however, the

group or class has no individuality of its own. It is loosely knit; if

some die early, others die late and there is a balancing which pre-

serves the average age intact. Suppose we consider instead some-

thing like die behaviour of a crowd and the behaviour of a

company of soldiers. In the latter ease, we can predict for the

whole, not in spite of uncertainty about the parts, but because

there is no uncertainty about them. In the former case, we

may be certain about rhe parts but uncertain about the

whole; while each member of a crowd may be inoffensive, whether

because of timidity or a genuine law-abiding nature, the crowd as a.

whole will often over-ride both tendencies and behave in a thoroughly

disgraceful manner. The difference between the msurancc statis-

tician and the collective psychologist is that die former studies

happenings, while the latter studies behaviour. “Collective

security” is possible in the former case in a manner and to an extent

impossible in che latter. This is because ir. behaviour as contrasted

with event, we have to deal not merely with particulars, but with
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units or individuals; and cadi unit or individual seems to exhibit

distressing symptoms of uncertainty.
11

This is of course most so in

the case of the units called individual selves, as is evident from our

deliberation as to what we shall do, our regrets for what we did or

failed to do and so on. This, however, is to anticipate the question

of human freedom.

lo return to scientific determinism, it may be argued that with

the possible exception of psychology, science is interested in happen-

ings as such, not behaviour, and that if statistical laws cm make

predictions in those fields, the needs of determinism will be satis-

fied therewith. This sounds reasonable enough. But let us ex-

amine the nature of statistical lav/. It is based on a number of

observations presumably accurate and formulated in such a way as to

hold good of the whole constituted of the individuals observed. The

proposition “Early marriages produce weaklings” based on obser-

vation of A, B, C Z. who arc all progeny of early marriage,

is an instance of such a law; again, the proposition "South Indians

generally die at 50,” based on numerous observations as to the in-

cidence of mortality in a large number of South Indians in all walks

of life, is a statistical law. In neither ease has a necessary connec-

tion been established between cause and effect or antecedent and

consequent. But the observations so far as they went, were

accurate. There was no doubt of A-Z having been children of

parents married early or their being weaklings; the individual South

Indians observed did die at the various ages noted by the observer.

There is some basis of accuracy' to go upon. If similar accuracy

were attainable in the ease of at least some of these microscopic elec-

tions, we might formulate a statistical law holding good of the

11 After I had cwaplciol d* pper I came across die following
1
iao in

Eddington’s litcsi book: "A study of mob-psychology would fcc a vcy unsatis-

factory fcondition for a tbcoty ol tbe human mind. Tk molar law, or mob-law,

of physics is an equally jnsansfactory introduction to the theory of individual

or atomic behaviour" The Philaiopby of Phyiiui Sttrnce, p. 30.
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macroscopic body though not of any individual microscopic compo-

nent. This possibility, however, is just what is dented by the

Principle of Indeterminacy which says that position and velocity

cannot both be accurately determined. And chough from a lirge

number of non-accurate observations one may make a guess to a

future event, the prediction can never on chis basis achieve any

better status than that of a guess, more or less lucky.

We may be faced now with the proposition that what is statis-

tically aimed ac is a law that applies to microscopic bodies, not to

macroscopic ones; with regard to these, there is neither doubc nor

failure of die application of the causal law as ordinarily understood.

Even on this position there are certain difficulties. What we know

as statistical law is such not because its basis is inaccurate, but because

chough accurate as far as it goes ic docs net make room for analysis

and die establishment of a rigid connection; with the microscopic

bodies, however, we find, if Heisenberg is not mistaken, that our

observations arc and necessarily must remain inaccurate. Statistics

deal widi inadequate data while here we are faced with inaccurate

data. The difference, we grant, is one of degree; this, however, is

as lictle ground for ignoring it, as the tiny size of the baby for ignor-

ing its illegitimacy (in Marryac’s stoty). Secondly, we have to ask

whether these microscopic entities occupy a region of their own or

are constitutive of die macroscopic bodies supposed to be governed

by rigid causality. If they are constitutive, what is the guarantee

that die uncertainty of microscopic behaviour will not affect the

macroscopic too ?
31

It would be ridiculous of course to argue that

the larger the whole the greater is the indeterminacy; for the un-

certainties may caned out one another. But is die cancelling out

more chan a probability? Striedy speaking, should we not say that

we cannot be certain as to whether die microscopic uncertainties

22 Cp. "If, however. the competent* acted quite caprictcufcly why ahouSd

thetc be aggregate constancy? *' Laud, Recent Philosophy, p. 165.
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accumulate or are annulled? And whatever we may judge of

events as such, should not tins uncertainty be our mosc legitimate

conclusion with regard to behaviour?

All tliis seems much at variance with common sense. In

looking back on what w-c know of occurrences or behaviour, wc fail

to sec how any event could have occurred or failed to occur other-

wise than as it did. In retrospect at least then; seems to be no un-

certainty. But this is no problem for the advocate of indeterminacy.

In stating the principle, this is how Eddington envisages and

answers the difficulty: “There is no limit to the accuracy with

which we may know the position, provided chat we do not want

to know the velocity also. Very well; let us make a highly accurate

determination of position now, and after waiting a moment make

another highly accurate determination of position. Comparing the

two accurate positions we compute the accurate velocity—and snap

our fingers against at the principle of indeterminacy. This velocity

however, is of no use for prediction, because in making the second

accurate determination of position wc have roughhandlcd the

particle so much that it no longer has rhe velocity we calculated. It

is a purely retrospective velocity.’ “Nature thus provides that

knowledge of one half of the world will ensure ignorance of the

other half, ignorance, which, as we have seen, may be remedied later

when che same part of the world is contemplated retrospectively.’’

"

“It is easy to prophesy after the event.

Between the Eddington picture of the indeterminacy in the

atom and our average picture of human indeterminacy there is a close

13 NtXmrr of lie Pbyilat WorU. p. *95. a* Ibti.. p- 296.

15 Ibid., p. 296. U will be interfiling to consider Here what we know xi

astrology. It is a matter of coromcn experience among chose too consult astro-

logers that any astrologer worth the name ilsow* uncanny ability in predicting the

past while his success as to the future is much more restricted. He iray sutreed

in forecasting certain ouut&ndtng events; but the minuteness and accuracy

chftfACtcristic of the prediction of th: pm art generally lacking in th<* prediction
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parallel. Most of us fc=l that, after we have acted, the speculation

if we could hive done otherwise is idle; but before acting we do feel

thee there is a choice Co be made and chat much hangs on this choice.

Retrospectively we do admit determinism, but not prospectively.

And if a serious-minded scientist finds a parallel for this in intra-

atonuc behaviour, there is little need for 115 to look with scorn at

"freaks within the atom." Any such parallel is bound to lx inter-

esting and illuminating, though, of course, never conclusive. And

it is not the claim of the Eddington geoup to have proved human

freedom; rather do they maintain that the supposed obstacle ol tlx

exact sciences is no longer there.

k may be drought chat the claim to exactitude of certain

sciences wis never a bar to human freedom. The determinism of

external events cannot affect the fact of human responsibility. Prof.

Stebbing makes a distinction between responsibility for and respon-

sibility 10. I am responsible for my acts lo some authority, God or

the king or my neighbours. When a question of accountability or

responsibility lo some one anscs, ic may be legitimate to plead deter-

minism as an excuse. But so long as I do not ignore the fact that

whatever is done it is l that do it, my responsibility for the act

persists and cannoc be got rid of. The notion of responsibility to

oi die future TUo m»y be due in nuny tstci 10 the tiuulogcr'i lack of com-

pctenet; in wmc eases it is due co inaccutacy of data, the required precision being
alnx»>t unattainable in the nature of tilings; tr some extent again the lack of

accuracy is due tv the possible modification of die future by die individual him-

self; he may edict propituiiccu and areirt malign iiifluciXEs; the planets ?CCC1 to

be rcspomiblc cedy fee seme residences. the effectuation or fniKrauon of such
tendencies being, to some extent at least, in die basxts of the victim, k is indeed

urged that the function of astrology is not to satbfy idle curiosity about the future,

but to help die individual to forward good tendencies and avert evil cocs, by
suitable measures. It is also cenunon bdief that astrological ptcdictxeu of tbe

future fail in the ease of yoguu. because of xhaz intensive self-culture- However
this may be. we find that astrology cambrics precision as regards the past with a

haainou more or Ida negligible is regards the future; and this cccnbination instead

of disentitling it to be a sccikc, seems to bring it into Irie with other exact

science, in its modern development*
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U Irrelevant; what matters is responsibility for and this does not

stand in need of scientific indeterminism. What matters is that /

act; and our interest should lie in making precise the I, nor in making

the act indeterminate.

One may sympathise with this clever line of reasoning with-

out, however, being convinced by it. The question of responsibility

to God may be irrelevant, but chat of responsibility to society and

the state is very important. If a person’s acts arc chc result not of

choice, hut of prior states and those of still prior states and 50 on,

are wc justified in intervening at some stage awarding praise or blame,

reward or punishment? On such an extremely determinist view

even our approbation and reprobation would appear determined; so

the question of justification may not arise. But even in regard to

responsibility for. surely there is a difference between a primary and

a secondary sense thereof. I am responsible for my fall, physical or

moral, in a way in which the stone is not responsible for falling. If

my responsibility consists in this, that it is I who act, the stone should

be responsible in precisely a similar manner in chac ic is the stone

which falls. This however is not whac wc mean. With regard to

this very falling of the stone, both I and chc stone may be responsible,

1 by the (act of displacing it and (he stone by the acc of falling, but

in vety different senses. The stone acts as it is acted on. I act

because of the forces which act on me and as I choose among these

forces. An abstract external calculation of forces, such as is pos-

sible or as :s assumed to be possible in the case of the store, is not

possible in my case. That is why I am responsible in a sense in

which the stone is not. To square this fact of responsibility with

scientific determinism we have either to deny that fact or abrogate

determinism. The former is what earlier scientists and the mate-

rialists did; the latter is what chc Eddington group of scientists do.

A third course is perhaps not impossible. One such way would

admit determinism in a limited sphere. Determinism is all right in

I.HQ., JUKB, >940
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die world of matter, but will not apply to spirit. We arc concerned,

however, not with chc freedom of spirit in the abstract, but with

the freedom of human beings, appaicndy bound in and reacting to

a material environment, and embodied in psycho-physical frames.

If those frames and the environment arc strictly determined, there

is no sense in claiming freedom for me; my responsibility is no

better than that of the falling stone. Am 1 different from the frame

and the mechanism? If not, the determinism of the latter applies

to me also. If I am different, in what realtion am I to the mecha-

nism. and how is it determined? If there is a relation and that is

undetermined we leave die door wide open for die influx of die

demons of primitive faith; calculation and determinism, even within

a limited sphere, become impossible since this sphere is liable to be

disrupted at any time from widiouc. If the relation is determined,

it cannot obviously be so unless the other relatum, the I is also deter-

mined, and no determinate relation is conceivable where one relatum

is undetermined and undeterminable. The only relation, if it can be

called that is one of super-position of the mechanical on the non-

mcchanical, of matter on spirit. This is the advaita notion which we

shall examine presently. But short of this there seems no way of

avoiding the extremes of denying human responsibility or scientific

determinism. To claim a mysterious sphere for die l is only to do

violence to science without any corresponding advantage in

metaphysics.

Why not then adopt die advaita doctrine of super-position?

The mechanical, the material, chc determined is a superimposirion

on the conscious, die spiritual, the cvcr-frcc. So long as we are in

the sphere of the super-imposed we gladly concede determinism.

We recognise however that it is only a phenomenal plane, die plane

of the analytical intcllecc. When, by a deeper intuition, we rise to

the higher plane of spine, there is no determinism. The Real, chc

Absolute is neither free nor not-frcc; die appearance is never free.
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The fetterless spirit appears as fettered in its own laws; the non-

relational appears as the harmoniously related; the uncaused and un-

causing appears as a system of rigidly interlinked causes and

effects. 'The Absolute'' says Dr. Brahma "expresses itself differ-

ently at different stages and this infinite variety of expressions also

in a way proves the infinitude of the Absolute. It is our limitation

which is responsible for the belief that what is causally connected

cannot be freely conceived. But if we attempt to reach die deepest

levels of our experience and to be dircedy cognisant of the

inexhaustible, autonomous spring that underlies and supports the

cvcr-clianging playful states of consciousness, we can realise that

what is freely conceived is expressed through harmony, law and

system, and that there is no opposition between perfect freedom

and spontanicty on die one hand and law and system, causality and

determinism on die other.”**

This passage, I confess, has puzzled me gready. In some

ways its contention seems as patent as it is acceptable. How can the

infinite appear finite, the self-luminous as other- illumined, die un-

determined as determined? To this our answer must frankly be

that as finite consciousnesses we do noc know, and to deny the

reconciliation is really to presume an omniscience we do not possess.

The reconciliation may be for aught we know; it must be if we are

of the finite in some measure; there-

fore it is. The adoption of this Bradlcian reasoning, however, pre-

supposes a must be:, a stage which we cannot postulate if the finite

causal system were a dosed system, if determinism, causality, law,

system were intelligible instead of being riddled with contradictions

as shown in the Bradlcian and advaita dialectic. We may admit

diat the ever-free can and does cxpiess itself as if bound; but if the

freedom is real, the bondage can be nowhere near perfect.

to conserve the intemgibil

a6 Of. at., p. *a.
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Another idea under-lying Dr. Brahma's words may perhaps

be expressed thus. Brahman is undetermined
;

it is not a term in a

cause-effect series; all the same it is not characterless; the undeter-

mined nature of Brahman docs not lead to die possibility of anything

being anything else; the absolute freedom of Brahman is consistent

with its being determinate, its being character (chough not endowed

with characteristics), so that what? is abstracted therefrom or super-

posed thereon is such ind such, not something else; and between the

various super-positions certain definite laws hold good. This is as it

should be. A thoughtful advaidn would repudiate the characterisa-

tion of Brahman, refuse to predicate characteristics thereof, but not

say that it is characterless. It is that which is at die mercy of all

outside influences that has no character; not, however, that which

has no inside or outside and is homogeneous. If, therefore, it is

this reconciliation that is meant by Dr. Brahma between law and

its transcendence, chcrc is no need to disagree.

But here again it muse be remembered that che finite is not a

plane or sphere apart horn the infinite; it is the infinite itself which

expresses itself in finicude, hence even on the empirical view the

boundaries of the finite cannot afford to be hard and fast; they must

have a certain haziness, though the haziness may be negligible

when dealing with large numbers. What I wish to scress is this

:

what you call finite has or has not a hard cruse; if ex bypotbest you

endow it with such a crus: you will never make it jump out of its

skin into the infinite either now or ever; if on the contrary it has no

such crust, but we treac it as if it had, chen law, system, deter-

minism arc not absolute even in the empirical sphere. Surely' this is

die only legitimate conclusion, if the deeper intuition is not a deus

ex mackina but the fruition and fulfilment of the disciplined in-

tellect itself. From such a point of view die postulation of indeter-

minism in science is a conclusion very much to be welcomed. Ab-

solute certainty for the true advaidn, belongs to Brahman alone for
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tliat alone i$ both determinate and undetermined. Anywhere shore

of dial, what is claimed to be absolutely certain is only an exercise

in tautology more oe less successfully camouflaged.

Again, what can be meant by the statement that the "Abso-

lute expresses itself differently at different stages”? Is it that dis-

tinctions of space and time have real significance for the Absolute?

Docs die Absoluce really have to pass through various stages? Or

is it that in the Absolute, which is one, we distinguish stages?

Surely this last is the position acceptable to the ndvaitrti. And on

such a view, the non-reality of the stages and distinctions has to be

admitted, despite their presentation and empirical reality. The ad-

mission of this much of reality may be a necessary stage even in die

realisation of illusoriness. As die ancient advaian asks

:

"'ingfflwn.Jifts'TTS

ipf iffir <w V

But whac we insist on is only the non-reality, not the unrealicy

(aiaUvdj of the empirically real. Even ar .1 level far short of absolute

realisation, we find chat error has been the gateway to truth; this

does not prevent the recognition of chc error nor shift die realisation

of the more inclusive truth to a higher plane or to a different sphere.

The passage from cnor to truth may follow chc laws of wave mecha-

nics or of quantum mechanics. We may insensibly move towards

the truth or jump to it in well-marked stages; and our jumps may

not all be in a forward direction; however this may be, it can never

lx maintained that in one sphere or plane chc error was true, but

not in another, We thought it true at one stage, but now we do

not chink so; the germ of our present realisation was in it from die

outset; it may be a fresh discovery, not a fresh importation; and

consistently with diis we have to declare not its reality, but its non-

reality even in the empirical sphere. The deficiencies of empirical

reality are to be made known nor elsewhere or at another tiir>c in a
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different order of experience; our finite practical life itself exhibits

its self-dircmpcive character. What is required is not an ccstacic

flight to mystic heights but seme patient and persistent analysis.

The Vedanta says “That thou ire" not "That thou wile become”;

oneness with the Absolute is a present experience, not s mere hope

of* the future; and the imperfections of the phenomenal must be

evident to us now, since we are die uoumenon even now and do

not have ro become it hereafter. We cannot admit indeterminism

in one plane and system, causality and lav/ in another plane. Inde-

terminism is not indeterminatcncss; hence the possibility of law to a

limited extent; system is relational, and relation being an unin-

telligible concept in the last resort, can never be complete; hence

the possibility of law only to a limited extent. Freedom can hold

good of dcccrminism, despite Dr. Brahma's assurance to die con-

trary; it is because determinism can never be complete; in its

attempc at fullness and precision it reaches out indefinitely or turns

round in a taucologous circle. The self is free energising, as it is self-

luminous consciousness. This freedom, however, being another

name for the fullness of character independent of external condi-

tions, and net equivalent to the indeterminable subjection to in-

fluences other than onc-seJf, it is determinate. This dcccrminatc-

ncss is appreciable by us in our efforts at prediction, which arc so

successful in regard to the pa.se and achieve a limited measure of

success in regard to the future, though our certainty about

the future is not and can never be anything mere than a high

measure of probability. For the ever-free in its appearance can never

appear as the merely determined or the merely indeterminable; it

must combine both features while rising above both; hence the pre-

dictability in retrospect and the probability' in prospect. This is one

approach to an understanding of reality and for help in this approach,

we may be duly thankful to modern scientists, though beyond this

we may not go in reliance on their conclusions.
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The dismissal of causality does not involve the abolition of all

certainty. It is dreary philosophy which can hold out no certainty

at least of release. This certainty cannot be taken away by advaita

or by modern science. There is no philosophy possible without the

certainty of the philosophising self. This is self-luminous, self-

evident, self-guaranteed. And release, according to chc advaitin, is

the self's own nature. 1c is that it is; it can never be gained nor lost,

though it may appear ro be lost and appear to be regained. For us

who appear to be searching, the regaining of our own nature is a

certainty; it is indeed 6c only certainty, and the only measure

among the probabilities which arc all we have left to us in prospect.

S. S. Susya Napayana Sastpi
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I. Predecessors of Midhva

Nothing definite or authentic about the forerunners of Madhva's

theism is known to us beyond what has been recorded by Narayana

Panditacarya. in his Mmimanjm, a short poem furnishing the

necessary mytho-historical back-giound to his more elaborate “Life

of Madhva" (Aladbvsvtjjy*). From this and from the evidence of

Madhva’s own works, it is clear that the system of the Acarya

claims its descent mainly from the ancient monotheism of the Ekanti-

Vaisnavas or the Bhagavatas.’" But for all practical purposes, Madhva

is himself the first historical founder and exponent of the system of

philosophy associated with his name. Pre-Madhva hagiology is a

blank save for the bare names of a few " forerunners’ ‘ preserved to

us in the Mtmimanjart. An account in die Padtna Purina' derives

Madhva’s 'VisnurGlaubcns' from Brahma (Brahmasampradaya). The

following is the traditional ‘Guiuparampara’ of the sect up to

Madhva :—
Sn Hai^ua (NWyana)

The four Suus

DiuvUmj

Jfiiinaniiiki Tirtha

Carudivahana TiitKa

Kaivalya Tirtha

Kaivalya Tirtha

Jruiii&ft Tirtiia

Pira TMmi

SaiyjprjjiU Tinlt*

Prajm Tinha
• • • •

[Gap of joo )ori]

Atyuiupicku

Ananda Tirtha tltii Madhvorarya

It will be seen from the above that tradition has preserved the

names of at least half a dozen of die historical predecessors of

Madhva. There is a gap of about 300 years between Prajna Tirdia

t
« it is called ir. Mirunanjari. VIII, 33 cd.

' (Piloia.) vide Cat*ui:rlhhin*. intred XXIV
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and Acyutapreksa. And nothing is known of the persons who

flourished during this period. It is alleged chat die saints of the

creed were suffering severe persecution at the hands of the Advaitins

in ascendancy, during this per.od.'
1 A vivid and somewhat inflam-

matory acccunt of this is given in chapter 7 of die Mar.muinjari.

Stripped of all exaggeration, the facts of the case were

:

Driven to desperation by the ascendancy of Advaita, the Dvaita

teachers had outwardly accepted monism. All that they could do

was to ensure the bare continuation of their preceptorial line and

icavc the rest 10 the future.* In die course of two or three genera-

tions, when the stormy past had been forgotten, the once quasi-

monists became full-fledged monists and remained in that blissful

state of ignorance of their original antecedents, till the days of

Acyutapreksa. No genuinely historical work on Dvaita could there-

fore have been written or preserved at such rimes. That is why we

do not find Madhva referring to any historical work of his predeces-

sors. The last in this line was Pumsoiiama Tirtha {M. Vij. vi,

33)’ alias Acyutapreksa who was the Sannyasa-Guru of Madhva. It

is clear fioni the M. Vij. tint lie was a warm Advaitin (v, 25; iv, 8;

ix, 33-37)" though different impression is sought to be created by a

passage in die Mar.imanjari.' The very firsc Vedande classic in

which his teacher insuuctcd Madhva, was the htasiddhi of Vimuk-

tatman. {M. Vij. iv, 44). It is obvious therefore, that Madhva was

himself the actual historical founder and exponent of his system.

3 Such pcrocuucns hive parallels in Indian and cUsucal histcey. Willies*

instance the persecution of the Christian* in Rome, in the early centuries of the

Chrisnm era, and of Ramanuja in the loth century.

4 Such existence incognito is held to account for the noa'pccservadon of the

names cf the teacher* subsequent to PrOjnn Tlrth* (a ctntemporary of Sankara).

5 le is by this nime that he is referred to in the Srlkoroum Inscription of

Narihari Tittha [ii8 i A.D.).

6 It is sud that there wtre frequent disegeermfuts between Midhva and his

Guru, and it was with great difficulty that the Acflrya ultimately converted him.

(ix, 33-37) to his way of thinking.

7 VIII. J3 and 3&

20LKQ.. JUKE, 1940
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No doubt, as we have seen in Part I, the theisde philosophy preached

by tlie Acarya has a long history behind it and goes back to the

original basic literature of Hinduism viz., the Veda-Sastra. But

there is no evidence of immediate literary activity of any kind which

would connect die works of Madhva himself with these original

sources of his system, as is available for instance in die ease of die

works of Sankara o; Ramanuja. We have seen the peculiar circums-

tances which are said to have rendered such links impossible in die

case of die early forerunnets of the Dvaita school.' Such absence

however need in no way belittle die importance, reliability or innate

metaphysical satisfyingness of the system itself as obviously in the

last resort such links in the chain must stop somewhere and die only

appeal thereafter would be to the basic scriptures rhemselves on

which a given system may claim to be based. That is why Madhva

himself has passed by all his historical predecessors including Acyuca-

preksa himself in complete silence; and persistently claims to have

received his message directly from the lips of Badatayana-Vyasa."

Throughout his works Madhva acknowledges no odicr teacher save

Vyasa and has not even once mentioned the name of Acyutapreksa

anywhere in his works .

10 Of course, no offence was meant co nor

any taken by Acyutapreksa himself. The history of Dvaita

literature proper, thus begun with Madhva.

II. Date of Madhva

There has been a controversy within the limits of a century or

8 Even the four names of the (historical) predecessor* of Put Tlitha arc

purely traditional. They are not recorded either in die M+nimifipri or in she

Af. Vi}, the earliest extant biographical sketches of MtJbva. They arc however

to be found in the genealogical table* of the Bhandurkerc Mute (the original mutt

cf Acyutapreksa, soil sn existence).

9 a >7°) 0011

references in the other works of Madhva.

10 Even his very firsc work, the Gitabbdiyp. a copy of which he is aid to have

Eft with his Gum before storting on his first crip co ffcdori [M, Vij. vt, 31), epers

with a salutation tc Vyasa end Acyutapreksa is entirely ignored.
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jo over the date of Madhva. Both the 'traditional' date of birth

1199 A.D., claimed for him on the authority of a passage (xxxii,

131) in his Alahdbhar/iu-titparyanirnaya, and the date Salta

1040 1 1 20 proposed in some of the gcneo-chronological tables of

die Uttaradi and other Mutts, have now been set at rest by the

discovery and publication of the inscriptions especially the one dated

Saka 1203 of Narahari Tirtha—a direct disciple and second ‘succes-

sor’ of Madhva on the Pitha. The evidence ol these inscriptions

shows that Narahari was in Kalinga hetween 1264 and 1293 A.D.

It appears also that he was the regent of die state 1281-93.

If the statement of the Mbh. then, is to be accepted in irs

literal sense, Madhva would have lived up to 1278 A.D. According

to the uniform testimony of the Mutt lists, he was succeeded by

Padmanabha Tirtha who remained on the Pitha for seven years and

after him Narahari occupied the Pitha for nine years. On this view.

Narahari would have come to the Pitha in 1285. But the evidence

of inscriptions shows that he was still in Kalinga in the years 1289,

1291 and 1293. The obvious inference is that he could not have

come to the Pitha till after 1293." Trie Mutt lists agree in placing

Narahari's demise in the cyclic year of Srimukha. These two facts

should go to show diat the event cannot be placed catlicr than 1333

A.D. Calculating backwards from the year of Narahari's demise,

we arrive at 1317 (Pingala) as that of Madhva. Assuming that

tradition is correct in assigning to him a life of seventy-nine years,

and in placing his birth in a Vijambi, we get 1238 A.D. as the year

or his birth. This agrees very well indeed with the inscriptions of

Narahari Tirtha—the terms of one of which (Srikurtnam, 1281 A.D.)

imply that Madhva was in flesh and blood at or about the time.

1238-1317 A.D. dius appeals to be the most satisfactory date

21 It cannot be that Narahari was allowed to be the regent at the OMIlt

Kalinga and occupy the pitha of Midhra ac the same time between x 285*93.
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for Madhya.” The relevant material bearing upon tliis question has

been brought together and discussed by me in two papers on die

subject! contributed to the Annamalai University Journo! (iii, 2,

and v, 1.), and to them further attention is invited. The various

other theories on the date of Madhva have also been examined and

refuted there.'

111 . Life of Madhva

The Midbvavijaya of Narayana Panditacarya is the earliest

biography of Madhva that has come down to us. If we eliminate

the many miiadcs and supernatural incidents which the piety and

zeal of the biographer have attributed to hint, we may get a fairly

complete picture of the Acarya's life and mission. There arc also

wcll-wricccn accounts in English of the life and teaching of Madhva.
"

i

Madhva was born of Juju" Brahmin parents of humble

scatus at the village of Pajakaksetra.
1

' some eight miles to die south-

east of the town of Udupi in die South Kanara district of the Madras

Presidency. His father’s family-name was Naddantillaya of which

12 This dale ha$ recently been upheld by Dr. Salctorc m His Ancient

Kirniuk* (History of 7W«vi), Poona, 1936. In the light of this date, die *utc

ruent in the \fbb .
would have to be explained a* a rough estimate iu term*

cf centimes, the actual difference between die two being thirty-nine year*.

12a. Prof. P. P. S. Sastri has recently championed the date of the Mutt list*, m
his paper on 'Midh/a chronology *

in the Kuffusvemi Sasiri Com. Voi (Madias).

With more zeal than regard fee facts lie Hal adopted 118: A.D. 2s the yew of dx

Scikiimun Inscr. Buc he forger* that there arc five more inxripticms of Ntrahoii

all dated between 1264 and 1293, wherein the chronograms given admit of no

emendation whatever. Per 1 refut2txin of the Professor's pka ice my rejoinder in

the Annuls oj B.O.RJ u voL xix. 3.

13 By such authors « C M. Padmanibhlcir, C N. K. Iyer, S. Subba Rati,

and C. R. Krishna Rau.

14 Madhva was thus a Tuju (Sivalli) Brahmin and not a Kaoarese as supposed

by soa*.

15 Net Kalyiinpftr as wrongly stated by Carpenter (p. 406) and Barth (p- 195).

The old family-house of Madhva soil stands at the village of Bef|c in Kakra-Matha

Tub for Pijdcaksetra).
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d>c well-known ''Madhyagchabhacta ut Madhyamandira'

’

1
' is the

Sanskrit equivalent. Madhva's original name was Vasudeva. At

the age of seven or so, lie had his ‘Upn-nayana’ and went through a

course of Vedic and Sastric studies under a readier who belonged to

the family of the Totantiliayas’ ('Pugavana' M. Vij. id, 49).

• •

11

Tl\c next event in die life of Vasudeva was his renunciation.

It is difficult to fix his age at die lime, but ic was probably soon after

his sixteenth year (iii, 54-56)- His studies of the Sastras had, in die

meanwhile, created in him a profound repulsion cowards the prevail-

ing philosophy of his day and he was filled with a desire to resuscitate

the old realistic theism of the VedaSstra, in its pristine purity. The

call of the spirit took him to Acyucaprcsksa from whom he sought

and obtained initiation as a monk under the name of Purna-prajna.

Some time after initiation was spent in the study of Vedantic

classics beginning with the IsUsiddbi. Frequent disagreements bet-

ween master and disciple terminated the studies before long. Purna-

prajna was made tbc head of the Mutt of Acyutapreksa. It was on

this occasion thac Acyuiapreksa conferred upon hun the name cf

Anandatirtha. The name “Madhva” by which he is more widely

known, was not given to die

by him (for a reason that will be cldc later on) as being synonymous

with the other.

Madhva spent some time in and about Udipi, teaching the

disciples of Acyutapreksa and entering into disputations with a

Aciarya by anyone. It was assumed

16 No: "MadhyamnxUra" as given out by Dr. R. G. Bbavbrtcsf

Sdiviim etc Smuibuig. 1913. p. 58.) The equivalent
40
Madhytffitndtftt“ is applied

to Madhva too by Madhava in the SmvJdrbm4 Sdthpdbd, It *as the family

mroc (cf. Af. Vi) ii. 9) “The name Naddantflllya** cannot
u
bc traced to the fact

that ic (ihc village oi N*d(Untfl<S or MadhyataU.) was the midday hailing place

of Madhva* (Saletocc, Anddnx Karniukd. vol. i; p. 4*6, fm. tx, Poona 1936} for

the very ample rrawn diat accoxding to the evidence ol M, V# ii. 9, Madhva’s

fithtr also went by that nime (Naddanrillaya).
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number of Pandits, Monistic, Jain and Buddhist. The M. Vtj,

(v, 8-16), mentions his encounters with Vasudeva Pandita, Vadi-

simha and Buddhisagara. This teaching and constant disputatious

considerably sharpened his powers and made him an adept in reason-

ing and polemics. Encouraged by die initial successes, die Acarya

made up his mind to go on a South Indian tour and find a wider field

for the propagation of his new faith. Trivandrum, Cape Comorin

and Ramesvaram were among the places visited. At Cape Camorin,

he fell into a violent conflict with an Advaitic monk wrongly identi-

fied
' 1

with Vidyasahkara Tirtha—the then (?) bvami of die Snigeri

Mutt. After the conclusion of "Cacurmasya" at Ramesvaram. he

moved on to Sriraxigam where the Acarya muse have come into per-

sonal contact with the followers of Ramanuja thete. From $rirahgam

he seems to nave returned to Udipi through a northern route.

Altogether the southern tour must have taken two or three

years to be finished. It must have shown Madhva that breaches

had already been effected in the citadel cf Mayavada and diis know-

ledge must have strcngdicned his original resolve. No wonder then,

that soon after his return to Udipi, Madhva began his career as an

author with a commentary on the Gits, which was not however pub-

lished dll after his return from che first norrh Indian tour, which

came off shordy.

This rime, the Acarya had a larger retinue than on the earlier

occasion. We have no information as to the route taken, the places

visited or the incidents on the journey. It is staled that while at

the hermitages of the Himalayas, Madhva left by himself for Badari

the abode of Vyasa. He returned after a few days and composed

his Bhasya on die B.S. which was transcribed by Satyaurtha. Resum-

ing their homeward march, the party journeying probably through

17 By C N. K. Iyer and C. M. PidnanJbhicar. For a refutation of thu

mon untenable identification see ay paper : “The Madhva-VidyliarJcaru

Meeting,—A Fiction,” Journal of tbe AnnamtUi University, vot. iii, no 1.
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Bchar and Bengal, came ultimately to Rajamundry. Here there was

o protracted debate at the conclusion of which the famous Sobhana

Blum (the futuic Padmanlbha Tirclu) was wonted and converted.

The conversion of Naranari Tirtha also muse have taken place at

the same time.
1 *

The north Indian tour had made a considerable impression on

the people. Till now Madhva's criticism of che Advaita had been

mostly destructive. But after the publication of his own commen-

taries on the Gila and on the Sutras, no one could say that he had

no alternative to give in place of che system which he so severely

criticised. The first achievement after the return to Udipi was the

conversion to his own views of Acyutapteksa who fell not without a

fierce struggle
(
M.Vij . ix. 33*37).

The ments of the new system, the living earnestness of its

founder, his irresistible personality and incisive logic soon brought

many converts and adherents."
1 To bring and hold them all to-

gether, che Acarya had the beautiful image of Sri Krsria installed in

a newly erected temple ac his Matha at Udipi and made it che rally-

ing centre of his followers (ix, *13). He also inaugurated a few re-

forms and introduced some changes m the ceremonial code of his

adherents. These were the substitution of flour-made ewes for live

ones in sacrifices and the rigorous observance of fasts on Ekadasi days.

18 Dr Saletora (Hiii&ry of T./xu. p. 439) it definitely wrong in diting

Nanhari Tirtha's meeting with Madhva a* law a* 127a The ascetic title of

"$rip£da'‘ is found applied to the fotner (as pointed out by me in A. U. lournd.

iii, 2, p. 047) even in the very first inscription of 1264 which would mean rh*t

Narahari Tirtha
1

* conversion must hive taken place in cr rbout 1264 but certainly

before 1270.

39 Dr Saletore {of. elt.. 444-49) is wrong again in connecting the legend*

touchiag the conversion of certain ircmbcn of the fCodhrara ind allied groups by

a MZ/Jbv* ascetic namted in the P*tUgt veriion of the Grima PdeUhtti with

Mftdhvi. Tc i* enough to show that the passages cited speak uniformly of n

Midhvi Muni,— on ascetic of the M&dhva order g«l \
which

would be inapplicable tc Madhva himself. The hidden: as wil be iiown later on,

lua reference in reality to VSdsrfio Tinlu.
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The Ad. Vij. (ix, 44-50) seems co rerer to one such Pistapasu-yajria

actually performed at die instance of Madhva at which the Adilya's

younger brother officiated as Hotr-pricst. We are told that a member

of the Maraditaya family (Jara-ghatita-goua) organised a protest and

created a good deal of opposition to this new type of sacrifice. But

Madhva stood firm and carried the day.

After this he again started on a (second) north Indian

tour to Badari and returned after visiting Delhi. Kuniksetra, Benares

and Gap (x, 52). The subsequent tours were confined mostly to

the South Kanara district. Visnumarigaia, (near Kasargod) Kadarala

etc. were his favourile resorts. The years chat fol’owcd brought

furdicr acquisitions to his fold. The prestige of the new faith had

been very well established. Many works had in the meantime

been written by Madhva such at the Bhasyas on the ten Upamsads.

the ten Prakaranas and running expositions of die Bbagavata and

Mflbabbirdta. Naturally, the increasing popularity of the new faith

caused no small anxiety and heart-burning to the custodians of the

established faith (Advaica). Desperate remedies were tried to com-

bat die danger. We are told of an actual raid on die library
1

’
of

Madhva (xiv, 2) which contained a very valuable collection of books.

The books were afterwards recovered and restored to the Acarya at

the intervention of Jayasimha the ruler of Kumbla.' The incident

naturally brought Madhva into touch with the ruler at whose re-

quest he visited his capital. Close on the heels of diis visit came

the momentous conversion of the great Triviktama Pandita (probably

a court-Pandit of Jayasiriiha) who was the foremost scholar and audio-

20 Dr. Salctorc (Ancient TtJuoa. p. 424} is mistaken in giving "Madhva-

tiddbatua" v the name oi one of tlic works stolcu on the wasion. Thcic does not

«4>pear to lwvc been any such work in existence irvd none is mentioned either in

tlsc M. Vij
. or other source* known to us. The raid ittcU * said to have been

earned out at the instigation of the Advaitic monk Podma Tlrtha who is reported

to have hailed from the CeJa country (xii, a) and his ally Pundarika Puii

2X CM. PftdtMiUMacfe has wrongly identified l*m with the then tulcr of

Travmuotc, which is unsuppcrablc.
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ncy on the Advaiia Vedanta, in those parts. This Trivikrama was

the father of Madhva's biographer Narayana Pandicacarya. After

his conversion Trivikrama was commissioned to write a commentary

on Madhva’s Sitirabhisya which he did undet the name of Tattvs-

frraJipa." The Acarya himself had by this time composed his

master-piece the Anwjyikhyana on the Sutras.

Triviktaina’s conversion was anodier turning point in the history

cf the faith. Many more joined the fold and Madhva’s fame spread

far. His parents died about this time (xv, 91) and the next year

his younger brother and seven others were ordained monks (xv. 12&-

30). These became the founders of what later on came to \x

known as the eight Mutts of Udipi.

The last years of the Acarya seem to have been spent in teaching

and worship. His three works, the Nyiydvitmttu, the Kermar.irnaya

and the KrsnamTtamsh&rndva. were all probably composed about

this time.
1

His mission was now nearly completed. His message to the

world had been delivered and he had the satisfaction of seeing it

well-received. His works had been placed on an enduring basis.

He had gathered round him a band of devoted disciples who could

be relied upon to carry the light of Theism to the nook and corner

of the land. It was time for him to retire from the scene of his

labours and leave them in charge of future work. Charging his

disciples with his last message m the closing words of his favourite

Upanisad—die Aiureys, not to sic still, but to go forth and preach,”

Sri Madhva disappeared from view, on the ninth day of the bright

half of die rnondi of Magha, of Pirigala 1318 A.D.

B. N. Krishnamurti Sarma

a*. A frigromt of which was publish©! by me in 1954 (Madrei. Low Journal

Press).

33 5 *jr*tra'c 'nr-Trit: (A. A.)

i.m.q., jura, 1940



Bhattavrtti

Bhattavrtti i< visually a piece of land given to a learned Brahman

to provide fot his living, with a view to ensuring die pursuit of his

calling, namely, she propagation of learning. A Bhatta more often

coupled with the term Acarya to show respect, making it Bhacta-

carya, is of recognised use for a man of learning. The term figures

frequently in proper names in Bengal now-a-days in the original

sense. The name however occurs as the name of a class, generally

of Vaisnava Brahmanas, in South India. The class thus represented

is that of priests employed in -temple for conducting worship, which

necessarily implies a knowledge of die forms of worship, involving

some acquaintance with vanous specialised branches of learning.

The class is now generally perhaps more ignorant chan learned ex-

cept for the formal technicalities of worship they go through, more

or less mechanically, although it must be sa-d that one does come

across a learned man among them here and there. The most re-

condite matter of dieir learning now-a-days is the knowledge of the

Agamas which are the regular manuals of worship. A Bhattavrtti

however has reference, not to dns class of tcmplc-pncsts, hue to a

man of more than ordinary learning who engages himself in propa-

gating that learning by teaching, which, among the Brahmans at

any race, was free, and sometimes even involved the feeding and

maintenance of the studcncs. Bhattavrtti therefore is a peculiar

tenure of land as the more general class of Brahmadeya and Devadaya.

These arc usually lands under the ordinary arrangement of tenancy

by cultivators paying revenues to the bodies constituting the govern-

ment of rural areas. The normal tenure of land would involve the

payment of vanous dues in various classes, some of them ear-marked

for particular purposes. A number of these payments would take

die character, not of payments but of return for services tendered,
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either by the village community as a whole, or by the government

as a whole, or it may be even by an individual landlord. Payments

therefore which could be regarded as return for services will be exclud-

ed from the paymcncs, usually due to the village authorities, in the

case of lands given to Brahmans, or to temples. The revenue

incidences will be there, but whac constitutes return for services,

etc., among the items of revenue, would be separated. Tliac kind

of a tenure where lands are given over to men of learning who

engage themselves in teaching, is what is called Bhatcavrtti gene-

rally. It would he interesting to know definitely what the Bhaccas

were expected to be, and what they were expected to do in return

for the receipt of this vrtti, which would simply be provision for their

maintenance.

An interesting document, datable precisely and referable to the

year A.D. 999, has recently been brought to light from a village in

the Chir.gleput District, where the record is found in a dilapidated

temple, more or less completely destroyed, but has perhaps recently

been restored in a poor way. The record is now found on stones

rebuilt, and on stones not in their original position, so chat die. record

has co be pieced together and cannot be read as one continuous doc-

ment where it is. I am indebted co the Superintendent for Epi-

graphy through whose courtesy I was able to read and make out a

copy for my use. The temple apparently went by the name

Vedanarayana, rather an unusual name for a deity installed in a

temple. It is dated in the 14th year of a Rajakesarivarman. distin-

guished by a preceding epithet imperfectly preserved, but an epithet

peculiar to the gicat Rijaraja, the firsc of the name, A.D. 985-1016.

The document declares itself to be promulgated by the Sabba of

Anur, which was a rural unit by itself in the subdivision of Kaiactur.

It refers to the gift of 12 ptltis of land. This piece of land was

originally gifted co the Subhramanya temple at Tiruttani. and the

village assembly was making an annua! payment of 12 kalar.ju of
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gold. The document under reference stares that the assembly took

it upon themselves to pay this amount to the Tiruttani temple them-

selves, and then transformed these 12 ftttiis of land into a Bhacca-

vrtti. It was otherwise released from all kinds of payment inciden-

tal ro the holding of land, and these the Bhatta was allowed to utilise

for his maintenance.

The qualifications demanded of the Bhatta arc laid down in the

following section and arc of particular interest. (1) It is laid down

that he should be a man born of a Samavedin. He should never-

theless be learned in another Veda than his own. (2) He should not

be a native of the village, and must conic and settle down from

another village.
(3)

He ought to be able to teach naturally the two

Vedas, the knowledge of which is expected of him as a preliminaty

necessity.
(4)

He ought furtiter to be able to teach Vyakaram

AsXadbyiy't (Panini's grammar). This is perhaps meant for an ele-

mentary grammar, or grammar tauglu in general.
(3)

He ought to

be able to teach die Paniniya Vyakarana, that is, the science of

grammar on the system of Panini. (6) He must next be able to

teach Aiahkara Saslra. He must be able to teach these with regular

commentary.
(7) He should further be able to comment properly upon

Vim’ad Adhyayam Afimimu Satin, that is, to expound elaborately

die Mimamsa Slscra in all its 20 chapters. (8) Ic is further laid down

rhat he ought to take in four students to whom he should give one

meal daily, probably die midday meal, so that dvey could stay all the

day with him for the purpose of his teaching. He ought to teach

die subjects above described to rhese, and cum them out fully quali-

fied in due course. This is the document so far as its substance

Ic will be noticed that the qualifications laid down in the docu-

ment are comparatively high. This is No. 1. (2) That the teach-

ing of the Veda or the two Vedas involved here is teaching die

Veda with commentary ot Vyakbyana. Ic is not merely the
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teaching of the Vedic recital. That Vedas were taught with com-

mentary had already been laid down as a condition for the franchise

almost a concur)' earlier than this date, and seems to have been more

or less the general practice.
(3) The readier was not merely a

teacher of the Veda which, as it is understood in modern times,

would mean nothing more than the teaching of the Veda for pur-

pose of recital and no more. But the teaching laid down here is

very much more than that. It should also be noted that in addi-

tion to reaching the Veda with commentary, die teacher is expected

to ceach grammar, the grammar needed for general requirements.

(4) He should further be able to teach die subject on the Paniniyan

system as a science.
(5)

Similarly Alarkara Sistra, poetics and

rhetoric. (6) Lastly he should be able to expound, to an equal degree

of proficiency, the Mimimsa Saslra, and, what is more in it, the

Mimamsa Saslra m its 20 chapters. The last detail is of the utmost

importance to the history of the Mimamsa Sutra. It is clearly stated

here that this Mimamsa Sutra was of 20 chapters as it is clearly

stated. The 20 chapters of this Mimimsa Sastra would include die

first 12 chapters which are together called Karma Mimamsa
.
and

the last 4 chapters which arc generally known by the term Bhrama

Mimimsa; but it also includes the four chapters in the middle.

These four probably were called by another name, but is known to

Hindu scholars now-s-days in the Daivi Kanda, two chapters and

Sankarsaiia Kanda die oilier two chapters, making the four of the

middle. That these twenty chapters constituted die Mimamsa as a

whole single science, and were so regarded regularly at the time of the

inscription, is important addicon to our knowledge of the Sastra, as

ttcendy an opinion has been expressed in a publication of the Allaha-

bad Pinini Office, where the Sankanana Kanda is plainly seated to be

a fabrication of Ramanuja. This document is of date perhaps one

generation anterior to die date of birdi of Ramanuja, and a Mimamsa

Rostra of 20 chaptcis was then regularly known as such. The history
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of die Mimamsa Sisira has recently been receiving attention, and a

recent -work

1

bearing on the subject shows an inclination co put it in

its proper perspective. This statement in an inscription of date

A.D. 998 9, of chc 14th year of Rajaraja Cola puts it altogether be-

yond a doubt that the Mimamsa Sisira was taught as a single science

composed of 20 chapters, whatever divisions it might hive hid as a

matter of teaching convenience. This record thus confirms a work

called Prapancabrdaysm ’ published reccndy in the Trivandrum

Sanskrit Series by the late Mahamahopadhyiya Pandit Ganapaci

Sastrt.

From what is said above, it would be clear that what is called

Bhattavrcci was far from being a provision for feeding or maintain-

ing an idle Brahmin, bur a provision for learning, where the quali-

fications demanded and die work expected to be done by the bene-

ficiary, were both high. The work to be actually done by the Bhatta

was also precisely bid down, and obviously had been cone actually

by the teacher.

S. Khshnasvami Aiva-nCar

1 By Mr RamASW&mi $»i*i of the Annamilai University.

2 Fee o fuller di$cinxiun eti this scr Mintmlkbeldi in tu historical selling.

irA note on ‘Minutes!* prrxlng publication in tbe V/oUner Commemoration

Volume.
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Of Kalidasa's immediate predecessors we know little; and with

the doubtful exception of the plays ascribed to Bbasa, wc know still

less of their works. Yet. it is marvelbus that the Kavya attains its

dknax in him and a state of perfection which is never paralleled in

its later history. If Asvaghosa prepared the way and created the

new poetry and drama, he did not finish the creation; and the

succession failed. In die uiterval of three or four centuries, we know

of other kinds of literary effort, but we have little evidence of die

type which would explain the finished excellence of Kalidasa's

poetry. It must have been a time of movement and productiveness,

and die employment of ornacc prose and verse in the Gupta inscrip-

tions undoubtedly indicates the flourishing of the Kavya; but

nothing striking or decisive in poetry or drama emerges or at least

survives. What impresses us in Kalidasa’s works is their freedom

from immaturity, but this freedom must have been the result of pro-

longed and diverse efforts extending over a stretch of time. In

Kalidasa we arc introduced at once to something new which no one

hit upon before, something perfect which no one achieved, some-

thing incomparably great and enduring for all time. His outstand-

ing individual genius certainly accounts for a great deal of this, but

it appears in a sudden and towering glory without being buttressed

in its origin by the intelligible gradation of lower eminences. It is,

however, the effect also of the tyrannical dominance of a great genius

that it not only obscures but often wipes out by its vast and strong

effulgence the lesser lights which surround it or herald its approach.

Of the predecessors of whom Kalidasa himself speaks, or of the

contemporaries mentioned by legends, we have very little informa-

tion. There are also a few poets who have been confused, identified

or associated with Kalidasa; some of them may have been concern-
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poraries or immediate successors. Most of these. however, aie mere

names; anti vet)- scanty and insignificant works have been ascribed

to them by older tradition or more modern guess-work- Of these

the only sustained work is that of Pravarasena whose dace is un-

known but who may have reigned in Kashmir in the 5th century

A.D.‘ He wrote the Stiubanaha
*
or Ravanavadha in fifteen cantos;

if it is in Prakrit, it is obviously modelled on the highly artificial

Sansktic Kavya. The anthologies,’’ however, assign to him three

Sanskric stanzas, but the)- are hardly remarkable. Of Mangupta,

who is said to have been Pravarasena's predecessor on the throne

of Kashmir, and who may or may not be identical with dramaturgist

Milcrgupcacarya,* nothing remains except two stanzas contextually

attributed by the Kashmirian Kalharn in his RajaUrartgint (iii. r8i,

252),’ and one by another Kashmiriai Ksemendra. in his Auatyt-

•Acara-cttrci (ad 22), Matrgupta, himself a poet, is said to have

patronised Mentha or Bharttmcncha.* whose Hayigftva-vadha

elicited royal praise inti reward. The first stanza of this

1 See Peterson in SobbinUoaD. innod, pp. 6061. But Stein in his truulirion

of the Rija-Urangini, i. pp. 66, 84 f. would place Pravartseru II a* '.alt as the second

half of the 6th century.—The axripnon of a K*»nutthaM-Jamya to Kiixliu by

Ksense rules and Bhoja is used tc ihow that Pravaramu, as the Vikaoka of

Xuntalr, was a contemporary of Kalidasa; but this is coly aa unproved hyjwhesis.

a Ed S. Coldschrmdt, with Genian as., Strusburg and London .880-. ed.

Sivadatta and Parab, with Skt cemm. of RSmadasa. NSP, Bombay 1895.

3 F. W. Thomas, KaAttdra-vacana’
,
mned., pp. 54-55.

4 S. K. De, Sanskrit Ponies, i. p. Ji; fragments of this writer have been

collected tom demons in later works ‘and publishtd by T. R. Chincamam in the

loumsl cf Oriental Rtttercb. Madras, is (1918), pp. 1 i8-a8

5 These are also given as Micgupta’s in Sbbv nos. 3181 and 255a ft u

curious dm the firs: stanza is assigned to Karpaaka by Ksemendra {A*aiys^irtn‘

td 15).

6 Kdhana iii, 125 f., 260-62.—The word months means an elephant-driver,

and this meaning is referred 10 in a cornphnsencary verse in |aharu's Siihti-tmhisvdi

(4. 6;). The pcec is sometimes called Hisripaka. Minkhalu {Sriluntba-csrita li.

53) places Bbarmnentha in a rank equal to that of Bharavi, Subandhu and Bani;

Sivasvimln (Kttf>bi<3bi>}udayt xx. 47) equals him with Kilidisa and D»ndin; and

Xijafckhara thinks that Vfimiki reincarnated as Mentha I
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work, in Sloka, is quoted by Ksemendra,’ as well as by

some commentators and anthologists,* but it is obviously too

inadequate to give an idea of the much lauded lost poem. Tradition

asscciaccs Kalidasa also with Gliaiakarpara and Vetalabhatta. It has

been suggested" chat Ghatakarpam may be placed even eailier than

Kalidasa; but the laboured composition of twenty-four stanzas,
10

which passes under his name, hardly deserves much notice. It re-

verses die motif of the Megbi-dnU by making a lovelorn woman,

in the rainy season, send a message to her lover, and aims chiefly at

displaying skill in the verbal crick of repeated syllables, known as

Yamaka, exclusively using, however, only one variety of it, namely,

the terminal. It employs a variety of metres, “ but shows little

poetic talent. Nor is there much gain if we accept the attribution

to tin's poet of the NitifSir*,'* which is simpler in diction, but which

is merely a random collection of twenty-one moralising stanzas, also

composed in a variety of metres.” Of the Litter type is also the

7 Sutrtu-itLka &d iiL 16
: The poem is ilso mentioned in Kanaka's Vshrokti-

\wa («d. & K. Dc, Calai era ioa8, p. 243) and in the N*tya-<UTf*KA U Rimacandn

and Gunacxndra (0d. GO S, Bared* 1029. p. 174).

8 Peterson, op. cit .. pp. 9**94.

9 H. Jacobi, Du famZyMns, Bonn. 1831, p. 125 note. Jacobi relies mainly on

the wager dieted by the poet at the ckoe that he would carry water in a broken pitcher

far any one who would surpass him in the weaving of Yam&as, but die poem may

have been anonymous, ami the author's name itself nwy have liad a fictitious origin

from the wager ibclf Tlse figure, Yamaka. though deprecated by Aziaiidavardbanj,

u old, being comprehended by Bharata, and c«d not of itself prove a late date fee

the peem.

10

Ed. Haebeibn in Kijy+s*rogrtba
t
Calcutta 1847, P*

,ao * k which is reprinted

by Jlvlnonda VidyuMgar* in hi* Ka&ya-tarngrth*, i, Calcutta 1886, p. 357-66; cd.

with a Skt. cccnrs. by G. M. Durach, Beilin i8*S (with Grrman verse

ti Simdaxi, Va.MntatiJakz, Aup»:chandisika, Ratboddiuta, Pusphagiii, Upajiii

sad Drataviltmbita, among which Ratliaddhati predominates.

X2 Ed. Hcrberlin, Of. dt. t p. 504 £; Jivinarda, of. cit., pp. 374-80.

13 Upajiti, &rdOUvikndic*, BhujangaperySta. Sloka. Vaniaatharila. Vasina*

tolnka, MarxUkr&nti, the Sloko pccdccntnatmg. Some of the stanzas arc fine, hoc

they occur in other works and collections.

mi*, jwm 1940
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N'ut-pradips'* of sixteen sunzas, which is ascribed to Veealabhatea;

buc seme of the verses of this shorter collection are indeed fine speci-

mens of gnomic poetry, which has been much assiduously cultivated

in Sanskrit."

The doubtful poems of Kalidasa, which comprise some twenty

works, form an interesting subject, but no serious or complete study

has yet been made of them. Same of chem, such as the elaborate

Yamaka-Klvya, called Ndloaay*
10

in four cantos, and the slight

Raksasa-kitya" in some twenty stanzas arc now definitely known to

be wrongly ascribed; but it is possible that some of the Kalidasa

14 Ed rUeberiin, of. eft, p. 516 IWinind. op. eft. p. 366-71 The B*tm

uicd lie Upajld, Vasantatiiik*. $*t<taUvikrditn, DrnnviUmbito. Virpfathavila.

Mandakriaca sad Sioka.

15 Sinku b also icgodcd as * cuntemponry of Kaiidisa. He cannot be iden-

tical -id. Sarikuha, when K-IHana mention. 01 the author of the Bb^aribbyud.y.,

a poem no— .km, fee dm poet belongs to the time of Ajidpida of Kaihmir (about

8x3-16 A.Di)i sec S. K. De, Stmir/t PqtU'a, i, p. 38 Suikuka is al.o cited in ihe

Antholcgie in one of which be is called *m of Mavta; Peterson in Sirin, p. .17

and G. P. Quickenbos,, formi 0/ Mdyiin. New York' 1917, pp. 50-51.

16 Ed with the Subodhin. comm, of the Maitbila Prajnikara-mifra, and with

L-ured.. no;ei, and ct in Larin by f. Benary, Beilin 1830, also by W. Yates, with

metrical Engl. tr*. Calcutta t644. Pisebd
(
ZDMG , Ivi, p. 626) adduces rctaom far

Meriting ia authorship :o Favidevi. son of Niriyina and author probably also of d«c

Rik?is+kauy*. With diis view R. G. Bhandirkar (ffeprri, 1883-84, p. 16) agiccs.

Ravideva’s daie is unknown, but Peterson {/BRAS, xvii, 1887, p. 69, ooce, contend n
Three P.epcrti. 1887. p. zo f.) sates that 1 commonmy on die NatoJty* is d-icd in

Sarpvi; 1664-1608 AD. But A R. Ramanadia Ayyar {JRAS. 1925, p. 263) holds

that the auther of the Naiodtyt was a Kerala port, named Vlsurfeva, sou of Ravi,

who lived in the court of KulaSekhara irul his successor Rlrr.i in the frsc half ci

the pth century {f\ and wrote also another Yamaka-kavyt Yudhinbirx-vifiyt (ed.

Sivadatta and K. P. Parab, N'SP, Bombay 1897) and unpublished alliterative

poem called Tnfn’a-daharu.

17 Ed. Hoeftr in Stnsirii Leiebuch, Bedin 1849; ed. K. P. Parab, NSP, Bombay

1900; also in Jivinaads, op. at., iii, pp. 343-53; Latin ut. by F. Belloni-Filippi in

GSAI. xix, 1506, pp. 83 f. It is semedmes called BudeUuvinoda or Vidvedvinodi

Kavya, a text of which b pubxshtd by D. R. Maukad in IHQ xii, 1936. p. 691 f;

5. K. De IHQ, xii, p.’ 171-76. There b 1 poet Rimed Riksm ct Rakasa-

pan^ita. cited respectively in Stdabt*Jum2mrU (i 90 5) and SirngadBert-foddbati

(nos. 3810-1 1), although the statuas in the anthoksgies are not from the poem.
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Apocrypha belong* to his contemporaries and followers. A more

serious claim for Kalidasa’s authorship is made for the Rcn-sambira“

as a youthful production of the poet. It has been contested, how-

ever, that the poem may be young, buc not with die youth of

Kalidasa. The Indian tradicion on the question is uncertain; for

while it is popularly ascribed, Mallinadia, who comments on the other

three poems cS Kalidasa, ignores it ;

10
and die artistic conscience of

Sanskrit rhetoricians did not accept it. as they did the other three

poems, for purposes of illustration of their rules; nor 15 any citation

from it found in the early anthologies." The argument chat the

poem is an instance of Kalidasa's juvenilia ,

11
and is therefore not

taken into account by commentators, anchologists and rhetoricians,

ignores niceties of style, and forgets chat the poem does not bear

the obvious stigmata of the novice .

31 The Indian literary sense

never thought it fit to preserve immaturities- The work is hardly

immature in the sense that it lacks crafcmanship, for its descriptions

are properly mannered and conventional, even if they show some

fresliness of observation and feeling for nature; its peculiarities and

weaknesses are such at show inferior literary talent, and not a mere

primitive or undeveloped sense of style.” It has been urged that

18 Ed W. Jonn. Cilrurta 1791 (reproc tired in faairr.ile by H Kreytmbsrg.

Himerer 19114)1 ed. with a Latin and German menial trs. by P. ven Bohlen.

Leipzig 1840; ed. W. L Pansikar. with die comm of Mlijirnmi. NSP. 6th ed

Bombay 1506 (im ed. 1906)

19 Mdlinatha at die cvrtiet of his commentary on High*' speaks o£ only three

Kivyaa of Kilidlia on whirh be himself commented.

10 Exrepting four Itan/.u in SukhiaiMuh. of which nor. 1674. 1678
(
=?»<

vL :6, 19) are assigned expressly to Kalidasa, and r»s. 1703. 1704 (= Re* i. 13. 20)

ire died with Ksyor Mp4, but on rhe ramposite iexr of this nnthology. which renders

its testimony doubtful. S. K. De, IRAS. 1917. op. 1C9-10.

11 Hillebrandr, Xlbiiu. Breslau 1971. p 66 f; Keith's IRAS. 19*1. pp 1066-70.

]RAS. 1913. pp. 410-411 HSL.
pp

83-84. Nobd i" ZDMG, Ixvi, 1913. pp. 375 and

IRAS, 1913, pp. 401-4:0; Haiiehand Shutri, L'Al poltiijur dt Plmlt. Paris 1917,

pp. 340 43.

31 E. H. Johnston, in-red. to B*ddk*-wiu, Calcutta 1936, p. Ixxxi

>3 Thia would rathe rule out the suggestion thoc inasmuch as it shares



Vatsabhacn in his Mandasor inscription borrows expressions and ex-

ploits two stanzas of the RlH-samhirs. The indebtedness is much

exaggerated;’* but even if it is accepted, it only shows the antiquity

of the pjem, and not Kalidasa's authorship. If echoes of Kalidasa's

phrases and ideas arc traceable (c.g. ii. to), they arc sporadic and

indicative of imitation, for there is nowhere any suggestion of Kali-

dasa as a whole.'* The poem is, of course, not altogether devoid

of meric; otherwise there would not have been so much controversy.

It is not a bare description, in six cantos, of the details of the six

Indian seasons, nor even a Shepherd's Calender, but a highly cul-

tured picture of the seasons viewed through the eyes of a lover. In

a sense it has the same motif as is seen in the first part of the Megba-

duia; but die ctcatmenc is different, and there is no community of

character between the two poems. It strings togcthcc rather con-

ventional pictures of kissing clouds, embracing creepers, chc wildly

rushing streams and other tokens of metaphorical amorousness in

nature, as well as the effect and significance of the different seasons

for the lover. It shows flashes of effective phrasing, an eisy flow of

verse and sense of rhythm, and a diction free from elaborate com-

plications; but the rather stereotyped descriptions lack richness cf

contcnc and they are noc blended sufficiently with human feeling.

Unlike later Sanskrit poets, who arc often confident self-

puffers, Kalidasa expresses modesty and speaks little of himself. The

current Indian anecdotes about him are extremely stupid, and show

thac no clear memory remained of Kim. He is one of die great poets

wmf of Afvnghosa *s weaknesses it is a half-tray house between Aivjghos* and

Kshells i,

*4 Cf G. R. Nandnrgikar. ICumirtddja. Poona 1908, p. kxm, rote.

a5 VcT7 pertinently Keith calk attention to Kalidasa* picture spring in

Knmir** iii and High** iic, and of summer in Rigb** xvi (cc which scattered

passages from the dramas can also be added); bos the conckidon he draws that

they respectively shew the developed and undeveloped style of the same p>ci is a

matter of personal preference rather than o£ literary judgment
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who live ami reveal themselves only in chcir works. His date, and

even approximate time, is at worst uncertain, at best conjectural.

His works have heen ransacked for clues, hue not very successfully;

but since they bear general testimony to a period of culture, case and

prospcr.ty, they have been associated with die various great

moments of the Gupta power and glory. The hypotheses and con-

troversies on the subject need not occupy us here,’" for none of die

theories is final, and widiout further and more definite material, no

convincing conclusion is attainable. Let it suffice to say that since

Kalidasa is mentioned as a poet of great reputation in the Aihole

inscription of 634 A.D.. and since he probably knows Asvaghosa’s

woiks and shows a much more developed form and sense of style (a

position which, however, has not gone unchallenged)/' the limits

of his time arc broadly fixed between the and and die 6th century

A.D. Since his works reveal the author as a nun of culture and

urbanity, a leisured artist probably enjoying, as the legends say, royal

patronage under a Vikramlditya/’ ic t’s not unnatural to associate

him with Ouvdragupta 11 (dr. 380-413 A.D.). who had the style of

»6 Tlx literature 00 the snbkcc. which i* distuned threadbare without yielding

any definite result, it bulky itxl will growing. The various views, however, will be

found in the following: G. Huth, Die Zril del Kilidhe (Diu.). Berlin 189c; B.

Liebidt. Dei Daturn dei Gmdrtgomau uni Kilidasai Breslau 1903. p. a8, and in

Indogenr,: Fenehangen xxxi, 1911 . 13
,

p. 198 f.; A Gawrensiti, The DijndUya of

Pxghu. Krakau 1914-19; Hillebrnndt, XHMia. BroJnii 1911; Parhsk in

IURAS. xix, (895. pp. 35-43 and intnxl. to Mtghtdiu; Keith. IRAS. 1901. p. 578.

’905. p 575. 1903. p. 433, Ind. Office Cel. vol. 1. pc. ii. p taoi; S/mibit D’.tnw.

pp. 141-47; alio reference* cited in Winicnurz, HIL, iii, p. 40 f.

17 See Nandirgikar, introd. to Reghu': Ksenesh Chatropidhyay in Allahabad

Univ. Studies, ii. p. 80 f.; K. G. Sinkar in IHQ. i. p. 31a }. To argue Afvaghojn

is law than Kiilidlu it ro pmtiot, without Blffident reason, a retropessive phase

in literary evolution.

a8 S. P Pandir (peetice to Feghu') admits this, but believes that there is

nothing in Kalidasa’s weeks tbit renders untenable the ttailitioo which assign* him

to the age of the Vikramlditys of the Saaivar era. ie., to the first century BC The

view has been developed in same recent writing!, but die arguments are hardly

conclusive.
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Vikramaditya, and whose times wee those of prosperity and power.

The various arguments, literary' and historical, by which the posi-

tion is reached, are not invulnerable when they are taken in detail,

but their cumulative effect cannot be ignored. We neither know,

nor shall perhaps ever know, if any of the brilliant conjectures is

correct, but in the present state of our knowledge, it would not be

altogether unjustifiable to place Kalidasa roughly at 400 A.D. It is

not unimportant to know that Kalidasa shared the glorious and varied

living and learning of a great time; but he might not have done

this, and yet be the foremost poet of Sanskrit literature. That he

had a wide acquaintance with the life and scenes of many parts of

India, but had a partiality for Ujjayini, may be granted; but it

would perhaps be hazardous. and even unnecessary, to connect him

with any particular geographical setting or historical environment.

Kalidasa’s works are not only singularly devoid of all direct

personal reference, but they hardly show his poetic genius growing

and settling itself in a gradual grasp of power. Very few pets Have

shown greater lack of ordered development. Each of his works, in-

cluding his dramas, has its distinctive characteristics in matter and

manner; it is hardly a question of younger or older, better or worse,

bur of difference of character ar.d quality of conception and execu-

tion. All efforts,*
9
therefore, to arrive at a relative chronology of his

writings have not proved very successful; and ic is not necessary to

indulge in pure guess-work and express a dogmatic opinion.

19 Huth attempts to ascertain a relative chronology on the basis of metres, but

Kil&st is coo finished a metrist to render any conclusion probable on metrical evi-

dence alone; zee Keith's effective criticism in SD. t p. 167. That K*nuira * airJ

Megb*' arc both redolent of love and youd\ and IUgb»* a mature ind meditative

is not a ciiterlon of sufficiently decisive character. The dramas also differ in quality

and character of workmanship, but it is pure conjecture to infer from th» fact their

c artincss or lateness. Similar remarks apply to the elaborate attempt cf R. D.

Karmaikar in Free, StcenJ Orient. Ccnfrrence, Calcutta 1943, pp. *39-47. It

must be said that die theories are plausible, but their very divergence from one

another *ow* that the question is incapable of exact dctcaniruiioo.
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The Kumara-sambhav*' is regarded as one of Kalidasa’s early

works, but tt is in its own way as admirably conceived and expressed

as his other poems. But, to the extent to which ic has survived, it

does noc complete its theme ,—

i

defect which it shares with the

RAghu-vdmsa. also apparendy lefr incomplete. The genuineness of

the first seven cantos of the Kumara-stm bbdva is beyond doubt; but

it brings the narrative down to the marriage of Siva and Parvad, and

the promise of the tide, regarding the birth of the Kiimarn. is not

fulfilled. Probably canto viu is also genuine; along with the first

seven cantos, ic is commenced upon by Mallinacha and Arunagiri,

and is known to writers on Poetics, who somewhat squeamishly cen-

sure its taste in depicting die love-sports of adored deities," it also

possesses Kalidasa’s characteristic style and diction. The same re-

maiks, however, do not apply to d»e rest of the poem (ix-xvii) as we

have it now. The remaining cantos probably form a supplement’'

30 Ed A. F. Srentier, with Latin trs {i-vii). London 1838; cd T. Gaiupati

Shxrii, with comm, of Amotgiri and Niaytnn (i-viii), Trivandrum Ski. Str. 1913-14.

Cantos viii xvi firs; published in PtndU i-ii, by Vmhala Shastri. 1866 Also cd.

with coaim. of Malbaatha (i-vii) and SltiSinj (viii-wii), MSP, jdi cd. Bombay 1908

(roth cd. 1927); cd. with Maliinatha, Ciiruravardhwa ami Siriuama, Gujarati

Printing Prat, Bombay 1898 Eng. trs. by R T. H. Griffith, and ed., Lceidon 1879.

Ic has been translated into many other languages, and edited many times in India.

The NSP cd. (and cd. Bombay iS36. also 19^) cartauu in an apjxndix MalEnicha's

comm, on canto viii, which is accepted as genuine in some Somli Indian editions

and manuscript (sec Eggriing in Ind. Office Ctt

,

vii, p. 1419, na. 3764].

31 For a sununoiy of the opinions, see Harichand Shsasri, KiUdisa rt CArt

poftiqne de I'lndt, Paris 1917, p. 335 f.

3a Jacobi in Verbnidi d. V Orient Konpea, Beilin iSBr. u, 2. pp. 133-56;

Weber in ZDMC. xxvii, p. 174 f. and in Ini Steepen, iii, p. 217 f. 241 f. The argu-

ments turn chiefly 00 the silence cf the commcntatois one tbetixicians, and on grara-

mitkal and stylistic evidence, which need not be summarised hoc. Although the

intrinsic evidence of taste, s^de and treatment is at best an unsafe guide, no student

of Sanskrit literature, alive to Iterary ntcencs. will deny the obvxno inferiority of the

supplement The extreme rarity of MSS for those additional cantos it al» signi-

ficant; and we know nothing about diet source, noe about the source ed the com-

menntry of Sitirima on them (the only notice of a MS occutrL-.g only in Mum,

Notices, 8, no. 3289, p. 38). It must, however, be admitted that, though an
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composed by some later zealous admirer, who not only insists upon

the birrh of Kumara bur also brings out the motive of his birth by

describing his victory over the demon Taraka. It is unbclieveablc that

Kalidasa abruptly left off his work; possibly he brought it to a proper

conclusion; but it is idle to speculate as to wHv the first seven cr

eight cantos only survived. The fact remains that the audientidty

of the present sequel has not been proved.

Nevertheless, apart from the promise of the title, these genuine

cantos present a finished and unified picture in itself. The theme is

truly a daring one in aspiring to encompass die love of the highest

deities; buc, unlike die later Greek poets to whom die Homeric

inspiration was lost, die Sanskrit poets never regard their deities as

playthings of fancy. Apart from any devotional significance which

may be found but which Kalidasa, as a poet, never emphasises, the

theme was a living reality to him as well as to his audience; and its

poetic possibilities must have appealed to his imagination. We do

net know exactly from what source" Kalidasa derived his material,

but we can infer from his treatment of the Sakuntala legend, that lie

muse have entirely rehandled and reshaped what he derived. The

new mythology had life, warmth and colour, and brought the gods

inferior proportion, the sequel is net devoid of merit; and there nre echoes in it,

not only from Kabdasa** world, bin also lints and phrates whifh remind one of

lorer great Kivya-poctt. The only citation from it in later toengr is the one found

in Ujjvaladattak commentary on the UniiU-sutrd (ed. T. Aufrechr, Bonn 1859, ad

iv. 66
, p. 106), where the passage mud frd^dlbblbdU^bm-Mmbbapd^ is given «

9 quotation with iti Kumardb (and not Kmmariy It occur* at 1 variant cf Kumar* 9

xxv. 3a 4 in the MSP edition; buc it is said to cccir ako m KumindSia'c

lar4*a. which work, however, it cited by Ujjvaladatra (m. 73) by its own n«ne ond

atot by the name of its author. If this it a genuine quotation frem the sequel,

then it mutt have been added at a fairly early tirr-e. a: least before the jqth

century A.D., unless it is shewn that it ii a quotation from fCum&radisa and on

appropriation by the author of die sequcL The question is reopened by S. P.

Bbactadiarya in Proceeding, cf iha fifth Orient. Ccnf., vol i, pp 43-44.

33 The story is tald in Mebibb arete. iii. 225 (Bcmbay cd.) end

x. 37. It is known to Aivaghoat in saizc form, BrtJJI/d-cdriU, i. 88; xiii. t6.
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nearer to human life and emotion. The magnificicnt figure of die

divine ascetic, scorning love but ultimately yielding to its humani-

sing influence, the myth of his temptation leading to the destruction

of Kama as the emblem of Human desire, the story of Lima's resolve

to win by renunciation v/hac her beauty and love could not achieve

by their seduction, and ihe ptetty fancy of the coming back of her

lover, not in his ascetic pride but in playful benignity,—this poetic,

but neither moralistic nor cuhemenstic. working up of a scanty

Puranic myth in a finished form is perhaps all his own- If there is

a serious purpose behind the poem, it is merged in its total effect.

It is. on the other hand, not bare story-telling or recounting of a

myth; it is tl>c careful work of a poet, whose feeling, art

and imagination invest his pictures with a charm ar.d vivid-

ness. which is at once finely spiritual and intensely human. His

poetic powers arc best revealed in his delineation of Siva's

cempcation in canto iii, where the mighty effect of the few

swift words, describing the tragic annihilation of the pretty love-god

by die terrible god of destruction, is not marred by a single word of

elaboration, but produce Infinite suggestiveness by its extreme brevity

and almost perfect fusion of sound and sense. A fine example also

of Kalidasa's charming fancy and gentle humour is to be found in

the picture of the young hermit appearing in Umas hermitage and

liis depreciation of Siva, which evokes an angry but firm rebuke from

Uma, leading on to the liermic's revealing himself as the god of her

desire.

The theme of the Ragbu-varnU" is much more diversified and

extensive, and gives fuller scope to Kalidasa’s artistic imagination.

34 Ed. A. P. Stsnzier, with a Latin crs., London ed. with the ccenm.

of Mil lin atha by S. P. Pandit, Bombay Skc. Ser.
f 3 vek 18^72, and by G. R.

Nindirgtkar, will: Engliw tt»., 3rd rcvbcd cd., Bombay 1897; cd. with comm, of

Arunogiri cod Narayina (i-vi) Mingnlodaya Press, Trichur. do date. Often edited

and translated in ports o: a a whole.

UI.Q., JVM, 23
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The work lias a greater height of aim and range of delivery, but has

no known predecessor. It is rather a gallery of pictures than a uni-

fied poem; and yet out of these pictures, which put else uncertain

mass of old narratives and traditions inro a vivid poetical form, Kali-

dasa succeeds in evolving one of the finest specimens of the Indian

Mahakavya, which exhibits both die diversity and plenitude of his

powers.’* Out of its nineteen cantos there is none that decs not

possess an interest of its own; and there is throughout this long poem

a fairly uniform excellence of style and expression. There is Hardly

anything rugged or unpolished anywhere in Kalidasa; and his v/orks

must have been responsible for setting die high standard of formal

finish which grew out of all proportion in later poetry. But he never

sacrifices, as later poets often do. the intrinsic interest of the narrative

to a mere elaboration of the outward form. There is invariably a

fine sense of equipoise and an astonishing certainty of touch and

taste. In the Raghu-vaniis, Kalidisa goes back to early legends for

a theme, but it is doubtful if he seriously wishes to reproduce its

spirit or write a Heldengcdichc. The quality of the poem, however,

is more important than its fidelity to the roughness of heroic times

in which the scene is laid. Assuming that what he has given us is

only a glorified picture of his own times, the vital question is whether

he has painted excellent individuals or mere abstractions. Perhaps

Kalidasa is prone to depicting blameless regal characters, ill whom

a little blameworthiness had better been blended; but if they are

meant to be ideal, they arc yet clearly distinguished as individuals;

and, granting the environment, chey arc far from ethereal or un-

natural. Kalidasa introduces us ro an old-world legend and to an

atmosphere strange to us with all its romantic charm; but beneath

35 The Indian opinicn considers tnf RtghH-'jtm'u to bp Kiiidasi’s greatest

poem, 10 that be is often cita! is the Raghiuiri jwr excel!fret. In popularity is

Attested by the fact that abaat forty commentaries on this coctn arc known.
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all rhac is brilliant and marvellous, he is always real without being

a realist.

The earlier part of die Reghu-'j&msa accords well with its title,

and die figure of Raghu dominates, being supported by the epi-

sodes of his father Dilipa and his son Aja; but in the latter part

Rama is the central figure, similarly heralded by the story of

Dasaratha and followed by that of Kusa. There is thus a unity of

design, but the entire poem is marked by a singularly vaned hand-

ling of a senes of themes. We are introduced in firsc canto to the

vows and austerities of the childless Ddipa and his queen Sudaksina

in tending Vasischa’i sacred cow and submitting to her cesc,

followed by the birdi of Raghu as a heavenly boon. Then we have

the spirited narrative of young Ragliu’s fight with Indra in defence

of his father's sacrificial horse, his accession, his triumphant pro-

gress as a conqueror, and his generosity which threatened to impo-

verish him— all of which, especially his Digvijaya. is described

with picturesque brevity, force and skill. The next three cantos

(vi-viii) arc devoted to the more tender story of Aja and his winning

of the princess Indumari at the stately ceremonial of Svayariivara.

followed, after a biicf interval of triumph and happiness, by her

accidental death, which leaves Aja disconsolate and broken-hearted.

The story of his son Das'aratha's unfortunate hunt, which follows,

becomes the prelude to the much greater narrative of the joys and

sorrows of Rama. In the gallery of brilliant kings which Kalidasa

has painted, his picture of Rama is undoubtedly the best; for here

we have realities of character which evoke his powers to the utmost.

He did not obviously wish to rival Valmiki on His own ground, but

wisely chooses to treat the story in his own way. While Kalidasa

devotes one canto (ix) of neatly a hundred stanzas to the romance pos-

sibilities of Rama’s youthful career, he next accomplishes the very

difficult task of giving, in a single canto of not much greater length,

a marvellously rapid but picturesque condensation, in Valmiki’s Sloka
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metre, of che almost entire Ramiyan

a

up to the end of Rama's

victory over Ravana and winning back of Sira. But the real pathos

of the scor'y of Rama’s exile, strife and suffering is reserved for treat-

ment in the next canto, in which, returning from Lanka, Rama is

made co describe to Sica, with the recolleccive ccndemcss of a loving

hcarc, the various scenes of their past joys and sorrows, over which

they pass in their aerial journey. The episode is a poetical study of

reminiscent love, in which sorrow remembered becomes bliss, but it

serves co bring our Kama’s great love for Sica better than mere nar-

ration or description.—a rheme which is varied by die pictures of

the memory of love in the presence of suffering in the Megha-dSta,

and in the two lamentations, in different situations, of Aja and

Rati. Rama’s oassionate clinging to the melancholy, but sweec,

memories of the past prepares us for the next canto on Sira's exile,

and heightens by contrast the grief of the separation, which conies

with a still more cruel blow at the climax of their happiness.

Kalidasa's picture of this laccr history of Rama, more heroic in irs

silenr suffering than the earlier, has been rightly praised for reveal-

ing the poet's power of pathos at its best, which never exaggerates

but compresses the infinite pity of the situation m just a few words.

The scoiy of Rama's son, Kusa, which follows, sinks in inrerest;

but it has a remarkably poetic description of Kusa's dream, in which

his forsaken capital city, Ayodhya, appears in the guise of a for-

lorn woman and reproaches him for her fallen state. After this,

two more cantos (xviii-xbc) arc added, but the motive of che addicion

is not char. They contain some interesting pictures, especially that

of Agnivarna at the end, and their authenticity is not questioned;

buc they present a somewhac colourless account of a scries of un-

known and shadowy kings. We shall never know whether Kali-

dasa intended to bring the narrative down to his own times and

connect his own royal patron with the dynasty of Raghu; buc the

poem comes to an end rather abruptly in the form in which we
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have it.’
1

It will be seen from this brief sketch that the theme is

not one, but many; but even if the work has no real unity, its large

variety of subjects is knit together by the powers of colour, form

and music of a marvellous poetic imagination. Objects, scenes,

character*
,
emotions, incidents, thoughts— all are transmuted and

placed in an eternising frame and setting of poetry.

The Meghs-dHta," loosely called a lyric or an elegy, is a

much smaller monody of a little over a hundred stanzas
1
' in the

36 The Itst voluptuous kir.g Agnivims msecs with 1 ptemature death: but be

il not childless; one of the queens with 1 posthumous child is laid W have succeed-

ed. The Purlnas speak at leas: of twenty-seven kings who came after Agnivarni.

and there a t*> raltm why the poem should end here tidtknly. but not naturally.

(See S. P. Pandit. Preface, p. 15 f.: Hilebrandt KitkUm p. 4* f.). It has been

urged that the port's object is to suggest * moral at the inglorious end of 2 gfcciouj

line by deputing the depth to which the descendants of the mighty

Raghu sink in a debauched king like Agnvanu who cannot tear himself

from the caresses of his women, and who. wlsm Iiis loyal subjects below want to

have a sight of him puts on: h<s hate feet through the window foe them to worship!

Ever, admitting this as 1 not antnnml conclusion of the poem, the abrupt ending

ii still inexplicable.

37 Tlit rdiriens as wdl as tnntlatsons in viricus languages arc numerous. The

earliest edition, am those rf H. H Wilton, with metrical Eng. trs, (tt6 stanzas)

Calcutta 1813 (and cd. 1843); of ). Gildetlieistct, Bonn 1841; of A. F. Srenzicr,

Breslau 1874. The chief editions with different commentaries are: With Valla-

lihadeva’s comm., rd. E. Hultzsch. London 1911; with Mallinatha's comm., ed.

K. P. Farab. NSP, 4* ed. Bcenbiy 1881. G. R. Nandargikar, Bctr.bay. 1894. and

K. B. Pachak. Room 1894 (2nd cd 1906, both with Eng. trs.); with Daksina-

raitanatha's comm. ed. T. Ganapsti Sbtstri. Trivandnim 1919; with Puma*

Hrasvacl’s comm., cd. Srivamvilasa Press. Sriranpm 1909; with comm, of Mallinitha

and Glritnvaidhuu, cd Karayan Shastri Khiitc. Chowkhamba Skt. Scr.. Benares

1931. English trs. by Col. Jacob, Poona 1870. There are sotot fifty commentaries

nvtnrioned by Aufrecht

38 The great popularity of the poem paid the pcrnlty of interpolations, and

the couJ number cf stanzas vary in different versions, thus: as preserved in Jinascna's

PirMMyntUy* (loner part of die 8th century) 120, Valhbhadcvi (sods century) tu,

Daksiruvaitanieha (c. 12C0) I to. Mslb'nith* (r4th century) tat. Pdniasarasvati

110. Tibetan vetson 1:7. Panabtkkc (Ceylonese versior) it8. A concordance is

given in Hultzsch. as well as a list of spurious stanzas.—On text-criticism, see incrod.

to eds. of Srenzfer, Pathak and Hultacfa; J.
Herod's review of Hultzsch' s cd. in

Getting. GdtbrU Amtigen, 191a; Macdondl in IRAS, 1913, p. i?6f; Haricband,
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stately and melodious Mandakranta metre; bite ir is no less charac-

teristic of the vitality and versatility of Kalidasa s poetic powers.

The theme is simple enough in describing the severance and yearn-

ings of 3n imaginary Yaksa from his beloved through a curse; but

the selection of the friendly cloud as the bearer of the Yaksa s mes-

sage from Ramagiri to Alaka is a novel, and somewhat unreal,

device.” for which the almost demented condition of die sorrowful

Yaksa is offered as an apology by the poet himself. It is perhaps a

highly poetical, but not an unnatural, personification, when 01*

bears :n mind the noble mass of Indian monscon clouds, which seem

alir.osc instinct with life as they travel from the Southern tropical

sky to the snows of the Himalayas; but the unreality of the poem

does nor end there. Ic has been urged that the temporary character

of a very brief separation and die absolute certainty of reunion make

the display of gnef unmanly and its padios unreal. Perhaps die

sense of irrevocable loss would have made the motif more effective;

the tnvial setting gives an appearance of sentimentality to the real

sentiment of the poem. The device of a cutse. again, m bringing

about die separation—a motif which is repeated in another form in

the Abbijnaru-sskunuld— is also criticised; for the breach here is

caused not by psychological complications, so dear to modern times.

But the predominantly fanciful character of Sanskrit poetry recog-

nises noc only this as a legitimate means, but even departure on a

journey,—on business as we should say to-day; and even homesickness

brings a flood of tears to the eyes of grown up men and women! It

is, however, not necessary to exaggerate the artstic insufficiency of the

op. at, p. 138(1 Hmimui Bcckli, Ein Beimg tur Textltriuk 00* KiliJim

Megb^uu (Diss), 3criin 1907 (chiefly on die Tibcun veruon). A Siuhaloc p*it-

phraie with Eng tn. published by T. B. Pimbolcke, Colombo 1883.

39 Bharaaha (L 42) icuuily cowidcrs tills co be a defect. The idea of sending

message xsay have been wgewred by the embassy of HanCiuiai in die RimfytnM

(cf. st. 104, Pathak's cd.). or of dsc Sw«i in die swxy of Nils in die fti*kibfar*u.

C£. also Kamivdapa )onki (no. 297), where * aw is sent as a messenger by a cnaa

in daogcr to his wife. Bui else ucaancru is K*2idasa*s own.
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1

device; for, the attitude is different, but not die sense of sorrow. If

we leave aside the setting, the poem gives a true and poignant

picture of the sorrow of parted lovers, and in this lies ;ts teal pathos.

It is true that the poem is invested with a highly imaginative atmos-

phere; it speaks of a dreamland of fancy, its characters are semi-

divine beings, and its imagery is accordingly adapted; but all this

does not negate ics very human and genuine expression of the erotic

sentiment. Its vividness of touch has even led people to imagine

that ic gives a poetic form to the poet’s own personal experience;

but of this one can never be sure. There is little of subjectivity in irs

finished artistic execution, and the lyric mood docs not predominate;

but the unmistakable warmth of its rich and earnest feeling, ex-

pressed through the melody and dignity of its happily fitting metre,

redeems the banality of the theme and makes die poem almost lyri-

cal in its effect. The feeling, however, is not isolated, but blended

picturesquely with a great deal of descriptive matter. Its intensity

of rccollcctive tenderness is set in die midst o: the Indian rainy

reason, chan which, as Rabindranath nghdy remarks, nothing is

mote appropriate for an atmosphere of loneliness and longing; ic is

placed also in the midst of splendid natural scenery which enhances

ics poignant appeal. The description of external nature in the first

half of the poem is heightened throughout by an intimate associa-

tion with human feeling, while the picture of the lover’s sorrowing

heart in the second naif is skilfully framed in the surrounding beauty

of nature. A large number of attempts
10

were made in later times

to imitate the poem, but the Mtgbd-Juta still remains unsurpassed

as a masterpiece of its kind; and its chief value lies in its pure poetry,

not in ics description, matter or setting.

Kalidasa’s deep-rooted fame as a poet somewhat obscures his

merit as a dramatist; but prodigal of gifts nature had beer, to him,

40 See Chintnharan Chaknmrtt, on the Duta-kivyis. IHQ., iii. pp. 273-97.
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and his achievement in the drama is no less striking. In the judg-

ment of many, his A bhijnana-sahunuid remains his greatest work; at

the very least, ic is considered to be the full blown flower of his

genius. Whatever value the judgment may possess, ic implies that

in this work wc have a unique alliance of his poetic and dramatic

gifts, which ate indeed not contradictory buc complementary; and

this fact should be recognised in passing from his poems to his

plays. His poems give some evidence of skilful handling of drama-

tic moments and situations; but his poetic gifts invest his dramas

with an imaginative quality which prevents them from being mere

practical produccons of stage-craft. It is not implied that his

dramas do not possess the requisite qualities of a stagc-plav, for his

Sakuntali has been often successfully staged; hut this is not the

only, much less the chief, point of view from which his dramatic

works are to be judged. Plays often fail, not for want of dramatic

power or stage-qualities, buc for want of poetry; they arc often too

prosaic, h is very seldom that both the dramatic and poetic quali-

ties arc united in die same author. As a dramatist Kalidasa succeeds,

mainly by his poetic power, in two respects : he is a master of poetic

emotion which he can skilfully harmonise with character and action,

and he lias die poetic sense of balance and restraint which a dramacisc

must show if he would win success.

Ic is significant that in the choice of theme, character and

situation, Kalidasa follows the essentially poetic bene of his genius.

Love in its different aspects and situations is die dominant theme

of all his three plays,—carefree love in the setting of a courdy in-

trigue, impetuous love as a romantic and undisciplined passion lead-

ing to madness, and youthful love 2t first heedless but gradually

purified by suffering. In the lyrical and narrative poem the pas-

sionate feeling is often an end in itself, elegant but isolated; in the

drama, there is a progressive deepening of the emotional experience

as a factor of larger life. It therefore affords the poet, as a dramatist,
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an opportunity of depicting its subtle moods and fancies in varied

circumstances, its infinite range and intensity in closeness to com-

mon realities. His mastery of humour and pathos, his wisdom and

humanity, come into play; and his great love of life and sense of

tears in moral things inform his pictures with all the warmth and

colour of a vivid poetic imagination.

The MiUvtkagmmttrt" is often taken to be one of Kalidasa's

youthful productions, but there is no adequate reason for thinking

that it is his first dramatic work. The modesty shown in the

Prologue” repeats itself in those of his other two dramas, and the

immaturity which critics have seen in it is more a question of

personal opinion than a real fact; for it resolves itself into a differ-

ence of form and theme, rather chan any real deficiency of power.”

The Malavtka
0

is not a love-drama of the type of the Svaprut-vdsavs-

datu, to which ic has a superficial resemblance, but which possesses

a far more serious interest. Ic is a light-hearted comedy of ccurc-

lifc in five acts, in which iove is a pretty game, and in which the

hero need not be of heroic proportion, nor the heroine anything but

41 Ed. F. Ballemen. Leipzig 1879; ed. with comm, of Kifayavema (e. i^co A.D.)

by 5 . P. Pindfc, Bombay Sanilt. Scr., and ed. 1889, and by K. P. Parab, NSP, Bombay

1915. Trs. into English by C H. Tamjvcy, Calcutta 1875 and London 1891; into

German by Weber, Berlin 1856; into French by V. Henry. Parii 1889. On Text-

criticism ice C. Capprllrr, ObimMlienti sd KlLdiiar MdUvikignimitr* (Din.),

Rcgimonii 1868; F. hlaag, Zur Trtlbntili und Erhldnng von Kilidiw MiUoi-

klgnimOrt, Frauenfeld 1871; Bolfcnstn in ZDMC, xiii, .859, p. 4808; Weber in

ibid, xiv, i860, p. 161 f. Jackson in 1AOS. xx. p. M3 1 (Time-analysis). For fuller

bibliography ice Sten Konnw. Indi.cbe Drama, Berlin *r.l Leipzig 1930. p. 63.

tz li the work it called water. with a reference to far-famed predecessors, the

sains word is ustd to designate hit AbhifUinziikuniiU, which alio modestly seeks

rise satisfaction of the learned at a find teat; and his Vihrimon-iiiya is spoken of in

ihe same way in the Prologue at apSrva, with reference to former poets (partus ksvi).

In a acme all plays tic ntvi and ipHn/t. and n> valid inference is possible from such

description!.

43 Wilson’! unfounded doubt about the sithorihip of the pliy led ro Its com-

parative neglect, but Weber and S. P. Pandit effectively set she doubts ic rest Foe

a warm eulogy, see V. Henry, Let hiterttures dr tlnde. p 305 f

IUVH. I<M°
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a charming and attractive maiden. The pity of d>c situation, no

doubt, arises from the fact that the game of sentimental philandering

is often played at the expense of others who arc not in it, but that

is only an inevitable incident of the game The motif of the progress

of a courtly love-intrigue through hindrances ro royal desire for a

lowly maiden and its denouement in dx ultimate discovery of her

status as a princess was perhaps noc as banal in Kalidasa’s time
1

' as

we arc wont to think; but the real question is how the theme is

handled. Neither Agnitnkra nor Milavika may appear impressive;

but they axe appropriate cc die atmosphere. The former is a care-

free and courteous gentleman, on whom the burden of kingly res-

ponsibility sits but lightly, who is no longer young but no less ardent,

who is an ideal Daksina Nayaka possessing a great capacity for

falling in and out of love; while the latter is a faintly drawn ingenue

with nothing but gcod looks and willingness to be loved by the in-

coirigible king-lover. The Vidusaka is a more lively character, who

lakes a greater part in the development of the plot in this play than

in the other dramas of Kalidasa. Tlx interest of die cheme is en-

hanced by the complications of the passionate impetuosity and

jealousy of the young discarded queen Iravati, which is finely shown

off against the pathetic dignity and magnanimity of the elderly

chief queen Dharini- Perhaps die tone and tenor of die play did

not prrmit a more serious development of this aspect of the plot,

but it should not be regarded as a deficiency. The characterisation

i> sharp and dear, and the expression polished, elegant and even

dainty. The wit and elaborate compliments, the toying and trifling

with che tender passion, ihe sentimentalities and absence of deep

feeling arc in pcrfccc keeping with die outlook of the gay circle,

44 H* source of rhe story is fwc known, but it is dear thot Kalidasa owes

nothing to the PiirSQX itonei. A* it 2 shows, accounts of Agnimitra were probably

amnc and available to the poet.
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which is not used to any profoundcr view of life.
41 One need noc

wonder, therefore, that while war is in progress in the kingdom,

the royal household is astir with the amorous escapades of die some-

what elderly but youthfully inclined king. Gallantry is undoubted-

ly the keynote of the play, and its joys and sorrows should not be

reckoned at a higher level. Judged by its own standard, there is

nothing immature, clumsy or turgid in the drama. If Kalidasa did

not actually originate the type, he muse have so scamped it with the

impress of his genius that it was, as the dramas of Harsa and Raja-

sekhara show, adopted as one of the appealing modes of dramatic

expression and became banaliscd in course of time.

In the Vikrimorvdsiyd?* on the other hand, there is a decided

weakness in general treatment. The romantic story of the love of

the mortal king Pururavas and the divine nymph Urva$i, is old/ the

earliest version occurring in the Rgveda (x. 95); but the passion and

pathos, as well as the logically tragic ending, of the ancient legend
4 *

45 K. R. Pisharori in loumal of the AnntmtUi Unto*, ii
.
no. 2. p. *93 f. u

inclined to cake the play as a veiled saw co wmc royal family ol chc time, if nee

on the historiial Agnimitra himself. and *ou!d think rha: the weakness of the

opening scene is deliberate.

46 Ed. R. Leu, with Latin notes etc.. Berlin 2833; ^ Bollemen. St. Petet*-

berg (846; ed. Monier Williams, Hertford 1849; «d* S. P. Pandit and B. R. Aitc.

with extracts rrom coma, of Katayatenu and Ranganitka, Boev Skt. Scr, 3rd ed.

1901, lie ed. 1879: ed. K. P. Parab and M. R. Tding NSP, with comm, of Ranga-

nitha. Bombay 1914 (4th ed.); oL Canidev Shtstri, with comm, of Kauyavema,

Lahore 1929. Tn. into English by E. B. Cowell. Hertford 1851. into German by L.

Frieze, Leipzig 1880; into French by P. 6 Fcucaax, Paris :86: and 1879. The recciv

siou according to Dravidian minuscripcs is edited by Pischcl in Moruuber
. d Kgl.

prcuu. A had. xu Berlin. 1875. p. 409 f. Foe fuller Bibliogyapy see Seen Koaow,

op. dt. 0 p. 65*66.

47 KilidSsa's source, again, is uncertain The story is tcccld with the missing

detail in the SdUpdtbd Brahnuna, but the Purink accounts entirely modify it, noc

to its advantage- The preserve* some of its old rough features, but in

the Kdtbi-jdrii-jigar* aixl in the M&sy+fmtbu we find it in a much altered form of

a folk-tale. Toe Utter version doaely resembles the cue which Kalidasa follows, but

i: is noc ^kar if th< Mdisyd-purana. version inelf, like the Pddmd-purtnd version of

the SakuntalS-lcgend, is modeled on Kalidasa's treatment of the story.



is changed inro an unconvincing stoty in five acts of semi-courtly

life, with a weak denouement of domestic union and felicity, brought

about by chc intervention of a magic stone and the grace of India.

The ficrcc-soulcd spouse, U belli dame sans rr.erci of die Rgveds, is

transformed into a passionate but selfish woman, an elevated type

of :hc heavenly courtesan, and later on, into a happy and obedient

wife. The modifying hand of folk-talc and comedy of courtly life

is obvious; and some srrange incidents and situations, like die first

scene located in the air, arc introduced
;
but accepting Kalidasa's story

as it is, . dicrc is no deficcncy in characterisation and expression. If

the figures are strange and romantic, they are still transcripts from

universal nature. Even when die type docs not appeal, the character

lives. The brave and chivalrous Pururavas is sentimental, but, as

his madness shows, he is not die mere ttifler of a princely amourist

like Agnimitra; while jealous queen Ausinari is not a repetition of

Iravari or Dharini. Although in the fifth act, die opportunity is

missed of a tragic conflict of emotion between the joy of Pururavas

in finding his son and his sorrow at the loss of Urvas: resulting from

die very sight of the child, there is yet a skilful delineation o: Kali-

dasa's favourite motif of die recognition of the unknown son and

the psychological climax of presenting the offspring a« the crown of

wedded love. There are features also in the drama which are ex-

ceptional in die whole range of Sanskrit litciacurc, and nuke it

rise above the decorum of courtly environment. The fourth act on

the madness of Pururavas is unique in this sense. The scene is

hardly dramatic and has no action, but it teaches an almost lyric

height in depicting the tumultuous ardour of undisciplined passion.

It is a fantasy in soliloquy, in which the demented royal lover, as he

wanders through the woods in search of his beloved, demands tidings

of his fugitive love from the peacock, the cuckoo, the flamingo, the

bee, the elephant, the boar and the antelope; he deems the cloud

with its tainlww to be a demon who has borne his beauteous bride
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away; he searches the yielding soil, softened by showers, which may

perchance, if she had passed iliac way. have retained the delicate

impression of her gait, and may show some vestige of the red tinc-

ture of her dyed feet- The whole scene is melodramatically con-

ceived. and :f the Prakrit verses are genuine," they' are apparently

meant co be sung behind the scenes. The stanzas arc charged with

exuberance of emotion and play of fancy', but we have nothing else,

which appeals in the drama, but this isolation of individual passion.

The inevitable tragedy of such a love is obvious; and it is a pity that

the play is continued even after die natural tragic climax is reached,

even at the cost of lowering the heroine from her divine estate and

making Indra break his word!

That the Abhiinina-sakuiuU‘° is. in every respect, the most

finished cl Kalidasa’s dramatic compositions is indicated by the almost

universal feeling of genuine admiration which it has always evoked.

$ Tli? authenucity of tfce Prakrit verses has been doubted, chiefly on the

ground that tl<c Apobhnif.fa <4 the type found in them is suspicious in a drama c£

such early date, arid that they ate not found in the South Indian recenaoti of the

text. The Northern retention calls the drama a Trotnka, apparently for the song-

octTvnt in rime vejies, bn: areceding to the South Indian retention, it conforms

generally to the e>senti«ls of a Nilakr

49 Thr cirliett edition (Bengal Becemicxi) is that by A. L. Cllfzy. Paris 183c

The drama exisri in four retentions
:

(i) Dcvanagari, eel O Bbhtlingk. Bonn 18*2.

bur with better materials, ed. Mainer Williams. 2nd ed. Oxford 1876; with ccmro. cf

Kighivjblutta. ed. N. B Godhole ar.1 K P Parab, NSP. Bombay 1883. 1922. (ii)

Bengali, ed. R Pischei. Kiel 1877: and ed. Harvard Orient Set. revised by C.

Cappelkr. Cambridge. Mss. 1922. (iii) Kifmirf. ed. K. Burkhaid. Wien 1884. (iv)

Sotuh Indian, no critical edition, but [rioted with comm, of Abhirlmi. Sri-van.-

vilisa Presi. Srimngam (no date), etc. Attempts to reconstruct the text, by C
Cappellrr (Kfinere Trxtfonn). Leipzig 1909 and by P. N. Patankar (called Purer

Devanagarl Text}. Pnom 1902 Bur no critical edition uhiisiiig all the recetvuotu

baa ye

1

been undertaken The earliest English trs. is by William Jones. London

1790; bur tn. has-e been numerous in various languages. On Tcxt-cr.riciim. sec

Pischel. De Kihdim £<tfcwit«fr recenrin*ib*s (Din.), Breslau 187a and Du Rtzen-

rion-n der &i*nuU. Breslau 1875: Harichand Shastri. of. at.. p. 2431; A Weber.

Die Rezettsionen der Sdkunuti in Ini. Stxiitn. xiv, pp. 35-89. 161-311. For fuller

Bibliography, ree Stcn Kcnow. of. eft. 68-70. and M. Schuylrr iii lAOS. xxa,

P *37*
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The old legend of Sakuncala, incoiporated in the Adiparvan of the

Md-bibhimid, or perhaps -some version of it."' must have suggested

the plot of this dnma; buc die difference between the rough and

simple qiic narrative and Kalidasa’s refined and delicate treatment of

ir at once reveals his distinctive dramatic genius. The shrewd,

straightforward and taunting girl of the epic is transformed into chc

shy. dignified and pathetic hcrione, while die selfish conduct of her

practical lover in the Epic who refuses to recognize her out

of policy, is replaced by an irrcprehensible forgetfulness which

obscures his love. A diamatic motive is thereby supplied, and the

prosaic incidents and characters of the original legend arc plastically

remodelled into frames and shapes of beauty. Here we see, in its

best effect, Kalidasa’s method of unfolding of a character, as a flower

unfolds its petals in rain and sunshine; there is no melodrama, no

lame denouement, to mar the smooth, measured and dignified pro-

gress of the play; there is temperance in the depth cf passion, and

perspicuity and tncvitableness in action and expression; but, above

all this, the drama surpasses by its essential poetic quality of style

and treatment.

Seme criticism, however, lias been levelled againsc die artificial

device of the curse and the ring,
41

which brings in an element of

chance and incalculable happening :n chc development ot the plot.

50 The Pjama-print version a ptthaps a recast o: Kalidasas story, and thee

r no reason to think (Winvroitz, GIL. iii, p. 115) that Kildasa derivrd his material

Irons the Putipa. cr from some earlier version ol it. Haradatu Sums, Kiii/iiu

and Padma-pnrinn. Calcutta 1915. follows Wiotetniti.

51 Criticised severely by H. Oideeberg m Dit Lit. d. alien Indian. Stuttgart

and Berlin 1903. p. 261.—The curie of Cjitdablurgava and the magic ring in the

AiHmiuka. which have a different purpose, have only .1 superficial similarity, and

could not have been Kalid&w's source of the idea. On Ac cune ct a sage as a

motif in story and drama, see L. H. Gray in lVZKM. 1904, pp. 53-54- Th c ring-

motif ii absent in Ac Mahibharata. but P. E. Pavoiini (GSAl, xix, 1906, p. 37A

»x, 1907, p. 297) finds a parallel A Jataka no. 7. It is perhaps an old Indian

wory-nweif.
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It should be recognised, however, that tlie psychological evolution

of action is, more or less, a creation of the modern drama. The idea

of destiny or divinity shaping our ends, unknown to ourselves, is not

a peculiarly Indian trait, but is found in ancient drama in general;

and rhe trend has been from ancient objectivity to modern subjecti-

vity.
1
' Apart from judging a method by a standard to which it docs

not piofcss to conform, it cannot also be argued chat there is an

inherent inferiority in an external device, as compared with the com-

plication created by the inner impetus, to which we arc in the present

day more accustomed, perhaps mo superstittously. It is rot really

a question of comparative excellence, but of the artistic use which

is made of a particular device. It is true diac in Kalidasa’s A bbijnsna-

saknnlala, the dramatic motive comes from without, but ic is

effectively utilised, and the drama which is enacted within and leads

to a crisis is not thereby overlooked. The lovers arc betrayed also

by what is within, by the very rashness of jouthful bvc which reaps

as it sows; and the entire responsibility in this drama is not laid on

the external 2gency. Granting the belief of the rime, there is

nothing unreal or unnatural; it is fortuitous but not unmotived.

Wc have here not merely a tragedy of blameless hero and heroine;

for a folly, or a mere girlish fault, or even one’s very virtues, may

bring misforcunc- The unriddled ways of life need not always be

as logical or comprehensible as one may desire; buc there is nothing

illogical or incomprehensible if only Svadbikara-pramada, here as

elsewhere, leads to distress, and die nexus between act and fate is

5a C E Vaughm, Types of Tragic Dram*. London 1908. p. 8 f. On the idea

c£ Dcidny ic accicnc and rnedem drama, see W. Macnciilc Dixon, Tragedy.

London 1914, pp. 35-46. The device of the Chos: as the spirit oi revenge in Eurv

pities' Hecuba and Seneca's TbyriUt is also cxxemal, although ic was refined io the

Eizabcthan drami. especially b Shakespeare The supernatural machinery in both

Hamlet and Macbeth stay be conceived as Lailoananon prelected by the aoi\«

minds in question, but ic has still an undoubted infiocuce on the development cf

the plot of the respective plays, which can be regarded is dramas of 1 man at edds

*:th fate
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not wholly disregarded. If the conflict, again, between the heart's

desire and the world’s impediment can be a sufficient dramatic motive,

it is not of very great poetic consequence whether the impediment

assumes the form of a tragic curse, unknown to the persons affected,

and plays the role of invisible but benevolent destiny in shaping chc

course of action. It is true we cannot excuse ourselves by arraigning

Fate, Chance or Destiny; the tragic interest must assuredly be built

on the foundation of human responsibility; but at the same time a

human plot need not always be robbed of its mystery, and simplified

to a mere circumstantial unfolding of cause and effect, all in nostra

potestate. Face or Ourselves, in the abstract, is a difficult question;

but, as in life so in rhe dtatna, we need not reject the one for the

other as the moulder of human action.

Much less convincing, and perhaps more misconceived, is the

criticism that Kalidasa evinces no interest m the great problems of

human life. As, on the one hand, it would be a misdirected effort

to find nothing but art for art's sake in Kalidasa’s work, so. on the

other, it would be a singularly unimaginative attempt to seek a

problem in a work of art and nirn the poet into a philosopher. It is,

however, difficult to reconcile the view mentioned above with the

well known eulogy of no less an artist chan Goethe, who speaks of

finding In Kalidasa's maiterpfece “the young year’s blos»m and th’c

fruit of its decline,” and “die earth and heaven combined in one

name.” In spite of its obvious poecical exaggeration
,

this meta-

phorical but eloquent praise is not empty, but sums up with unerring

insight the deeper issues of the drama, which is bound to be lost

sight of by one who looks to it merely for a message or philosophy

of life.

The Abbtjhana-sakuntaU, unlike mosc Sanskrit plays, is not

based on the mere banality of a court-intrigue but has a much more

serious interest in depicting die baptism of youthful love by silent

suffering. Contrasted with Kalidasa’s own MiUvikignintitra and
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Vikratnorvdiyt, the sorrow of the hero and heroine in this drama is

far more human, far more genuine; and love is no longer a Iighc-heart-

ed passion in an elegant surrounding, or an explosive emotion aiding

in madness, but a deep and steadfast enthusiasm, or rather a progres-

sive emoticna! experience which results in an abiding spiritual

feeing. 1 he drama opens with a description of the vernal season,

made for enjoyment
(
upabhoga-ksama

); and even ui the hermitage

where thoughts of love are out of place, the season extends its

witchery and makes the piinds of the young hero and heroine turn

lightly to such forbidden thoughts. At the outset we find Sakun-

tala. an adopccd child of nature, in tKe daily occupation of tending

die friendly trees and creepers and watching them grow and bloom,

herself a youthful blossom, her mind delicately attuned to the sights

and sounds in the midst of which she had grown up since she had

been deserted by her amanusi mother. On this scene appears the

more sophisticated royal hero, full of the pride of youth and power

but with a noble presence which inspires love and confidence, poss-

essed of scrupulous regard for rectitude but withal susceptible to rash

youthful impulses, considerate of others and alive to the dignity and

responsibility of his high station hue accustomed to every fulfilment

of his wishes and extremely self-confident in the promptings

ci his own heart. He is egoistic enough to believe that everything

he wishes must be right because he wishes it. and everything does

happen as he wishes it. In his impetuous desire 10 gain whac he

wants, he does not even thuik it necessary to wait for the return of

Kanva. It is easy for him to carry the young girl off her feet; for

though brought up in the peaceful seclusion and stern discipline of

a hermitage, she is yet possessed of a natural inward longing for

the love and happiness which are due to her youth and beauty.

Though fostered by a age and herself die daughter of an ascetic,

she is yet che daughter of a nymph whose intoxiciting beauty had

once achieved a conquest over die austere and tctrible Visvamitra.

I.K.Q., JUKI, 1940
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This beauty and dm power she had inherited from her mother,

as well as an inhorn nmiahleness and desire for love; is she

not going to make her own conquest over cliis great king?

For such youthful lovers' love can never think of the morrow,

it can only think of the moment. All was easy at first; the

secret union to which they committed themselves obtains the rati-

fication of the foster-father. But soon she realises the pity of taking

love as an end in itself, of nuking the moment stand for eternity.

The suffering comes as swiftly and unexpectedly as the happiness

was headlong and heedless.

To these thoughtless lovers the curse of Durvasas comes to play

the part of a stem but beneficent providence. With high hopes and

unaware of die impending catastrophe, she leaves for the house of

her king-lover, tenderly taking farewell from her sylvan fnends, who

seem to he filled with an unconscious anxiety for her; hue very soon

she finds hcresclf standing utterly humiliated in the eyes of die

world. Her grief, remorse and self-pity' are aggravated by the accu-

sation of unseemly haste and secrecy from Gautami, as well as by

the sterner rebuke of Sarngarava; ’Thus does one’s heedlessness lead

to disaster!” But the unkindesc ait comes from her lover himself

who insultingly refers to instincts of feminine shrewdness, and com-

pares her, withouc knowing, to die turbid swelling flood which

drags others also in its fall. Irony in drama or in life can go no

further. But th'e daughter of a nymph as she was, she had also the

spirit of her fierce and austere father, and ultimately emerges

triumphant from the ordeal of sorrow. She scon realises that she has

lost all in her gambling for happiness, and a wordy warfare is use-

less. She could not keep her lover by her youth and beauty alone.

She bows to the inevitable; and chastened and transformed by

patient suffering, she wins back in the cr.d her husband and her

happiness. But the king is as yet oblivious of wHat is in store for

L:~>. Still anoganc, ironical and self-confident, he wonders who the
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veiled lady might be; her beauty draws him as irresistibly as it once

did. and yet his sense of rectitude forbids any improper thought.

But his punishment comes in due course; for he was the greater

culprit whe had dragged the unsophisticated girl from her sylvan

surroundings and left her unwittingly in the mire. When the ring

of recognition is recovered, he realises the gravity of his act. Her

resigned and reproachful form now haunts him and gives him no

peace in d'.c midst of his royal dudes; and his utter helplessness in

rendering any reparation makes his grief mere intense and poignant-

The scene now changes from earth to heaven, from the hermitage

of Kanva and the court cf the king to the penance-grove of Marica;

and the love that was of the catth changes to love chat is spiritual

and divine. The strangely estranged lovers axe again brought together

equally strangely, buc not until they have passed through the trial

of sorrow and become ready for a perfect reunion of hearts. There

is no explanation, no apology, no recrimination, nor any demand

for reparation. Sakuntaia has now learnt in silence the lessons of

suffering; and with His foimcr self-complacency and impetuous

desires left behind, the king comes, chastened and subdued, a sadder

and wiser man. The young year s blossom now ripens into die

mellow fruit of autumnal maturity-

judged absolutely, without reference to an historical scandard,

Kalidasa's plays impress us by their admirable combination of drama-

tic and poetic qualities; but it is in pure poetry that he surpasses

even in his dramatic works. It should be admitted chat he has the

powers cf a great dramatist; he can merge his individuality in the

character he represents; he can pamt distinct individuals, and not

personified abstractions, with consistent reality and profound insight

into human nature; all hhs romantic situations may not be justified,

but he is always at the hcighc of a situation; within certain limits, he

has constructive ability of a high order and the action is perspicuous,

naturally developed and adequately motived; he makes a skilful use
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of natural phenomenon in sympathy with the prevailing tone of a

scene; he gives, by his easy and unaffected manner, die impression

of grace, which comes from strength revealed without unnecessary

display or expenditure of energy; he never xears a passion to tatters

or oversteps the modest;/ of nature in producing a pathetic effect;

he docs not neglect the incident in favour of dialogue or dainty

stanzas; all this and more may be freely acknowledged. But the real

appeal of his dramas lies in the appeal of their poetry more than rti

their purely dramatic quality. His gentle pathos and humour, His

romantic imagination and his fine poetic feeling are mote marked

characteristics of his dramas than mere ingenuity of plot, liveliness

of incident and minute portraiture of men and manners. They save

him from the prosaic crudeness of the realist, as well as from an

oppressive and unnatural display of technical skill. The elegant

compliment of the author of the Pwanna-ragbtva chat Kalidasa is

the grace of poetry’ emphasises the point; but poetry is not too

seductive for him. He is a master of sentiment, but not a senti-

mentalist, who sacrifices the realities of life and character; he is

iomantic, but his romance is not divorced from common nature and

common sense. He writes real dramas and not a scries of elegant

poetical passages; the poetic fancy and love of style do not strangle

die (ruth and vividness of His presentation; he is also not in any sense

the exponent of the opera, or the lyrical drama, or the dramacic poem.

He is rather the creator of the poetical drama in Sanskrit. But the

difficult standard which he sec could not be developed except in an

extreme form by his less gifeed successors.

In making s genera! estimate of Kalidasa’s achievement as a poet,

one feels the difficulty of avoiding superlatives; but the superlatives

m this case arc amply justified. Kalidasa’s reputation has always

been great; and this is perhaps the only case where both Eastern

and Western critics, applying not exactly analogous standards are

in general agreement That he is the greatest of Sanskrit poets -4
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a commonplace of literal)' criticism, but if Sanskrit literature can

claim to rank as one of the great literatures of the world. Kalidasa's

high place in the galaxy of world-poets must be acknowledged. It

is not necessary to prove it by quoting the concurring culogiums of

Goethe and Anandavatdhana; but the agreement shows that

KalidSsa has die gift of a greae poet, and like all great poetic gift, it

is of universal appeal.

This high praise dees not mean that Kalidasa s poetic art and

style have never been questioned or are beyond cricicism. Leaving

aside Western cities, whose appreciation of an alien art and ex-

pression muse necessarily be limited, we find die Sanskrit rhetori-

cians, in spite of their great admiration, are not sparing in their

criticism; and. like Ben Jonson who wanted to blot out a thousand

lines in Shakespeare, they would give us a fairly bng list of "faults"

which mar die excellence of Kalidasa’s otherwise perfect work. We
arc not concerned here with the detads of die alleged defects, but

they happily demonstrate that Knhdasa, like Shaiccspcare, is not

faultily faultless. That his rhetoric is of die best kind is shown by

die hundreds of passages approved by the rhetoricians themselves:

but that they sometimes disapprove his not conforming rigidly to

their laws is also significant. If his obedience ts successful, his dis-

obedience is often r.o less successful in giving him freedom of idea

and expression and saving him from much that is wcodcn and merely

conventional.

Even in die imposing gallery of Sanskrit poets, who arc always

remarkable for technical skill, Kalidasa has an astonishing display of

die poetic art; but lie never lends himself to an over-development

of the technical to the detriment of the artistic. Tnc legend which

makes Kalidasa an inspired idiot and implies a minimum of artistic

consciousness and design is perhaps as misleading as the counter-

error of mo great insistence upon the consciousness and elaboration

of his art. There ts little doubt that he shared the learning of his
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time, but he wears his learning lightly like a flower; while the decep-

tive clarity and simplicity of his work conceal the amount of culti-

vation and polish which goes into its making. It is rot spontaneous

creation; but while lesser poets lack the art to conceal art, he has die

gift of passion, imagination, music and colouring to give an effective

appearance of spontaneity and ineviubility. He belongs to a tra-

dition which insists upon literature being a learned pursuit, but he

is one o: the great and limpid writers who can be approached with

the minimum of critical apparatus and commentatorial lucubrations.

This marvellous result is possible because Kalidasa’s works

reveal a rare balance of mind, which harmonises die artistic sense

with the poetic, and results in die practice of singular moderation.

Mo other Sanskrit poet can approach him in the command of that

mysterious instrument, the measured word. Kalidasa has a rich

and sustained elevation of diction, but it is never overwrought and

very rarely rhetorical in the bad sense. Conceits and play upon words

are to be found in him, as in Shakespeare, but there are no irritating

and interminable puns; no search after strained expressions, harsh

inversions or involved constructions; no love for jewels five words

long; no torturing of words or making them too laboured for the

ideas. Even Kalidasa's love of similitude,''’ for which he Lis been

so highly praised, never makes him employ it as a mete verbal trick,

but it is made a natural concomitant of the emotional content for

suggesting more than what is expressed. On the ocher hand, his

ideas, emotions and fancies never run riot or ride rough-shod over

the limits ot weeds, within which they are compressed with taste-

ful economy and pointedness of phrasing. The result is a fine adjust-

ment of sound and sense, a judicious harmony of word and idea,

to a peine nor often reached by odicr Sansknc poets. This is seen

53 A study of Kalidasas Upuni has been nude by P .K. Gode in Proi. of Ibe

Tail OricKttl Conf., Poona 1912. pp. 105-26. On KiWSsa’s relation 10 Aiamk 3ra-

Ssna in gcacral, see Hillcbraadr, Killdiie, p. 107:.
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not only in die excraordmaiy vividness and precision of his present-

ment of images and ideas, but also in the modulation of letter, syl-

lable, word, line and stanza to produce a running accompaniment

at once to the images and ideas. The felicity of expression, its clarity

and ease, which have been recognised in Kalidasa as the besc instance

of the Prasada Guna, come from this careful choice of a rich store of

words, both simple and compound, which arc not only delicately

attuned hut also made alive with the haunting suggestion of poetry.

If it is simplicity, it is simplicity piadc more elegant than ornatencss

itself by sheer genius for proportion and vividicy. There are hundreds

of words, phrases and lines in Kalidasa, echoing passages and veri-

table gems of expressions, giving us an infinity of fresh and felt

observations, which fasten themselves on the memory; such is the

distinctness of his vision and the elaborate, but not laboured, accuracy

of his touch. If the gift of p lirasing is one of the tests of a great

writer, Kalidasa possesses this Happy gift; but it is also combined

with the still more rare gift, seen in perfection in great poets, of

putting mithum in psrvo and of oprn.'ng up unending vistas of

thought by the magic power of a single line or phrase.

Kalidasa is indeed careful of form, but he is not careless of

matter. Like later Sanskrit poets he does not make his narrative a

mete peg on which he can luxuriously hang his learning and skill.

Whatever may b; said about his choice of themes, he is seldom un-

equal to them. The wide exploration of subjects, legendary, mythi-

cal, emotional and even fanatastic, and his grasp over dicir realities

are seen in the way in which he handles his huge and diverse mate-

rial in the Raghu-vamsa, creates a hitman story out of a divine myth

in his Kumau-sarribbava, and depicts die passionate love of hapless

lovers in an environment of poetical fancy in his Megbadit la and

his dramas. He may not always be at the height of his power

through the entire length of a work, but he is always at the height

of a particular situation. His sources are not exactly known, but it
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is clear that his sublets sene him for the stuff out of which he

crater, and Kalidasa has perhaps borrowed nothing from h:s sup-

posed originals that makes him Kalidasa. He is not so much the

teller of a story as the maker of it, and his unerring taste and restraint

accomplish this making by non allowing either the form or the con-

tent to overwhelm or exceed each other.

The same sense of balance is als> shown by the skilful adjust-

ment of a mobile and sensitive prosody to the diction and theme of

chc poems. The total number of different metres which Kalidasa

employs about twenty. With the exception of Manda-

ktinea of his short poem, they are either £k>ka,’* o: a few moric

metres like Vaitiliya, Aupacchandasika or Puspitagra, but the general

bulk consists normally of the relatively short lyrical measures of

the Trisnibh-Jagati family, or metres akin to it. In the drama there

is greater metrical var.ety suited to the different situations and emo-

tions. In the bigger poems chc short lyreal measures arc perhaps

meant for facility of continued narration; die simplicity and swing

of the stanzas make his narrative flow in a clear and attractive

stream; but even in the leisurely descriptive and reflectively serious

passages, the)1 never cramp the thought, feeling or imagination of

the poet. The* stately and long-drawn-out music of the Manda-

kranta, on the other hand, very well suits chc picturesque and melan-

choly recollections of love in his Megbadfita. It is, however, clear

tliat Kalidasa is equally at home in both sheet and long measures;

and though a part of canto ix of the Ragbu-vemsa is meant deli-

berately to display the poet's skill in varied metres, the variation is

not unpicasing. But, normally, it is not a question of mere metrical

54 It i> tcmirkible tint the Slokn a mod not only lee the cendmurion of the

lUmftyanA xxxy in IUgb** sdi, hut also for the Stotm of deifies hoth ir RdgkS x

and K»fn2r*° ii, as well *s fer the natradon of Raghu 3 Digvijaya. For rcpcddon cf

the same metre for similai theme, cf. UpojSd in describing marriage in P*g»>** x

and ittfmirTC* vii; Rathoddhatl in deputing imccoin pastimes in Rjgh** xix an6

K*m2r4 9
viii; ViyoginI in Aja-vilap* awl Ra’ti-villpa. etc.
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skill, but of the developed and delicate sense of rhythmic forms and

the fine stibtclty of musical accompaniment to the power o£ vivid

jnd elegant presentation.

With die same sense of equipoise Kalidasa's imagination holds

in perfect fusion the two elements of natural beauty and human

feeling. His nature-pictures grew out of rhe situations, and his

situations merge into the nature-pictures. This is palpable not only

in his M*gb+dit4, but practically throughout his other two poems

and his dramas. The pathos of the destruction of Kama is staged

in the life and loveliness of spring; Rama's tender recollection of past

joys and sorrows is intimately associated widi the hills, rivers and

trees of Dandaka; the pretty amourette of Agnimitra, die madness

of Puriiiavas, or the woodland wooing of Dusyanta is sec in the

midst of the sights and sounds of nacure. A countless number of

Kalidasa s beautiful similes and metaphors arc drawn from lus loving

observation of natural phenomena. The depth and range of
.
his ex-

penence and insighc into human life is indeed great, but the human

emotion u scidom isolated from die beauty of nature surrounding

it. Kalidasa’s warm humanism and fine poetic sensibility roman-

ticise rhe natural, as well as the mythological, world, and they

supply to his poetry the grace and picturcsqucncss of background

and scenic variety.

It will be seen that the sense of universality in Kalidasa's work

springs not merely from its humanity and range of interests, but also

from the face that it reveals him as a great master of poetic thought,

who is at the same time a matter o: poetic style. Diction, imagery,

verbal music, suggestion,—all the elements of poetry ate present in

an intense degree and in many forms and combinations novel and

charming; but all exhibit a marvellous fusion of die arciscic cons-

ciousness with pextic imagination and feeling. Kalidasa's poetic

power, which scorns anything below the highest, is indeed not

narrow in its possibilities of application buc its amplitude and

s6I.KQ, JUNE, 1940
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exuberance arc always held in restraint by his sense of art, which

however, docs noc act as an incubus, buc as a chastencr. His work,

therefore, is never hampered or hurried, there is no perpetual series

of ups and downs in it, no great interval between bis best and his

worst it maintains a level of excellence and a scamp o: distinction

throughout. All ruggedness and angulancy are delicately smooth-

ed away: and die even roundness of his full-ctbed poetry appeals

by a haunting suggestion of serene beauty, resulting from a subtle

merging of thought and feeling in sound and visual effect.

But from chij springs as much the strength as the weakness of

Kalidasa’s poetic achievement. If tranquil contemplation of recol-

lected emotions, in both eastern and western theory, denotes the

aesthetic attitude and forms the essence of true poetry, Kalidasa s

work is certainly marked by it in an eminent degree. Hij cranqui.

lity. considered as an attitude towards life, is noc easy-going indiff-

erence or placid acquiescence in die order of tilings; there is enough

of earnestness and sense of sorrow to indicate that it must have been

hard- won, although we are denied the sight ot the strife and struggle

which led to its attainment, or of the scars or wrinkles which it

might have been left behind. In his poetry, it bore fruit in the

unruffled dignity and serenity of artistic accomplishment. Ac the

same time, it encouraged a tendency towards reserve more than

towards abandon, Kalidasa’s poetry seldom surprises us by its fine

excess; it is always smooth, measured and even. The polished and

the ornate is as much natural to Kalidasa as, for instance, the rugged

and the grotesque to Bhavabhuti. While Kalidasa broiders die

exquisite tissue of poetry, Bhavabhuti would have it rough and

homespun. This is pxrrhaps not so much a studied effect as a

temperamental attitude in both cases. The integrity and sincerity

of primal sensations and their fervid expression, which Bhavabhuti

often attains, arc rare in Kalidasa’s highly refined and cultured

Utterances. It is not that Kalidasa is averse to what is intense and
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poignant, as well as grand and awe-inspiring m life and nature, but

the emotions arc chastened and subdued in the severity, strength

and dignity of finished poetic presentation. There is nothing crude,

rugose or tempestuous in Kaiidasa, not a jamng note of violence

or discord, but everything is dissolved in die harmony and beauty

of reposeful realisation. The limitation of this attitude is as obvious

as its poetic possibility. While it gives the perfect artistic aloofness

conducive to real poetry, ic deprives the poet of robust and keen

perceptions, of the conacre and even gross realism of ur.domesti-

cated passion, of che freshness of the drossy but uniiloycd ore direct

from the mine. Kalidasa would never regard his emotions as their

own excuse for being, but would present them in die embalmed

glamour of poetic realisation, or in the brocaded garb of quintessence

ed rhetoric. Kalidasa hag perhaps as much opcimism for civilisation

ns Bhavabhuti has for savagery; but he does not often attain the

depths and heights which Bhavabhuti does by his untamed rough-

ness. It is for this reason that some of Kalidasa’s pictures, both of

b’fe and nature, finely poetic as they are, are still to refined and

remote. The Himalayas do not appear 10 Kalidasa in their natural

grandeur and sublimity, nor die Dandaka forest in its wild beauty

and ruggedness; all rhesc pictures are to be properly finished and

framed, but thereby they lose much of their trenchant setting and

appeal.

But all this is not mere suavity or finicality'. Kalidasa's

poetry docs noc swim in langour, cloyed with its own sweetness; chc

chastity and restraint of his imaginatkm. the precision and energy

of his phrasing, and die austerity of his aitiscic vigilance save him

from mere sensuous ideal fry. The ornarc in Kalidisa. therefore,

means very rarely prettiness or aesthetic make-believe; it is the

achievement of the refined effect of a thought or feeling chiselled in

its proper form of beauty and becoming thereby a poetic thought

or feeling. It thus involves die process through which the poet
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lifts his cyrannical passion or idea ro the blissful contemplation of

an aesthetic sentiment. Kalidasa can keep himself above his subject

ip the sense of command, as Bhavabhuti too often merges himself

in it in the sense of surrender; and the difference is best seen in

their respective treatment of pathos, in which Kalidasa’s poetic sense

of restraint and balance- certainly achieves a more profound effect.

This is nowhere more clear than in the picture of Rama's suffering

on the occasion of Sita's exile drawn respectively by the two poets.

Bhavabhuc-.’s tendency is to elaborate pathetic scenes almost to the

verge of aridity, emitting no circumstance, no object animate or

inanimate, wh'-ch he thinks can add to their effectiveness; and, like

most Sanskrit poets, he is unable to stop even when enough has

been said. But Kalidasa, like Shakespeare, suggests more chan he

expresses. Noe one of chose who gather round die body of Cordelia

makes a phrase; the emotion is cense, but there is no declamation

to week it up. The tumble blow, given by die reported calumny

regarding his beloved, makes Rama’s heart, tossed in a terrible con-

flict between love and duty, break in pieces, like die heated iron

beaten with a hammer; but lie does not, declaim, nor faint, nor shed

a flood of tears. It is this silent suffering which makes Kalidasa's

Rama a truly tragic figure. Not until Laksmana returns and delivers

the spirited but sad message of hrs banished wife that the king in

him breaks down and yields to the man; but even here Kalidasa

has only one short stanza (xiv. 84) wliidi sums up with infinite

suggestion the entire pit)' of the situation.

S. K. De
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Indo-Europeans in the Mediterranean Area

Ic is not inappropriate, in view of the deep interest of the late

erudite scholar, Louis de La Vallcc Poussin, in the Indo-European

question, to honour his memory by examining an issue connected

vitally therewith. Ac what date can we trace the presence of people

of Indo-European speech in the lands bordering on the Mediterra-

nean Sea? The problem is one of those to which no certain answer

can be given, but results of greater or less probability are still worth

striving tor.

I

Asia Minor

The claim has been made by Dr. Forrer

1

that die Luvians, whose

speech is of Indo-European character, came to Asia Minor before the

fourth millennium B-C. This theory is set out in a modified form

by Dr. A. Gotzc,
J

who finds Luvian as the speech dominant in

south-west Asia Minor, including Arzava, whose eastern area ex-

tended to the Pisidian Alps, and Kizvatna, which embraced at least

a part of Cilicia," in the third millennium. In the north he finds

Proto-Hattie speech, which is assuredly not Indo-European, using

i SB/1 ., 1919, pp. 10345.; MDOG.. IxL (19x1). 238.; ZDMG., NF. L 1158.

a KUmdnea, pp. 53 3.

3 These locations are much disputed. Fonrr (Klio, xxx. 135 5 .)
places Arzava

in Cilicia, bur cf. Sommer. IF Iv. 291 3 .
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Prefixes for noun and verb formation in a manner which distin-

guishes it from any ocher speech of Asia Minor known to us; it may

be deemed to be the speech of the earlier people. In the south-east

he finds Hurrice and Amorite speeches with the use of Akkadian

Speech for treaty purposes. Archjcological evidence 15 adduced to

confirm chc date assigned to Luvian. In west Asia Minor we find

pottery of the red or black types known from the discoveries at Ttoy

and Yortan, extending to Pisidia and even up to Konya, the date of

which may be placed from the third millennium down to 1900 at

least. In the cast we have painted Cappadocian pottery in the Halys

icgion, from say 2000 to 1200. The ornamentation and farm of die

vessels used show a dose connection. We note diat the Luvian is

older in phonology and forms than Hittitc, which was established

about 1900 in the east, and we can thus properly connect the Troy-

Yortan civilisation with die Luvian. and that found at Alishar

Hiiyuk, diird stage, with die Hittitc speeches. The cultures known

as Alishar I and II are different from that of Alishar III which wc

must creac as intrusive, showing the advent of the Hutites. The

new arc, However, doss not prevail; Alishar III is merged ultimately

in Alishar II.

The picture presented co uj is not very dear. Apparcndy the

Proco-Hactic arc co be held to have occupied Asia Minor, and then

die Luvians and Hircites to have entered from Europe in the third

millciuiium, diougli Hittitc activity becomes apparent only later.

Dr. Foricr indeed holds thac die Luvians entered bciorc the fonrdi

millennium, and die Hittitcs only in the second half of the third,

but it is really difficult to separate the two speeches in this way. The

daim that Luvian is the older is far from dear. It is tnie' that in the

third person singular and plural of the verb in the present we have

die forms -t» and -nh against the Hittitc developments -a and -nzi,

4 Sonintfr, AUljevi—Urhunden (195a), p. 108.
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but die diird plural preterite -n<U is not necessarily older than the

Hittite -rr, nor the singular in -tU than the Hittitc -t, -U. or -s. In

ocher tcspects Luvian seems to be more affected by non-Indo-European

speeches than Hittite, and there is no sufficient reason to hold chat it

is anything more than a dialectical variation of chat tongue.

Dr. Gbcze supports his views of the Luvians by ascribing to

their speech the famous -ss- and -nt- (also -nth- and -nd-) suffixes,

which have played a great part in discussions of Aegean language.'
1

As the suffixes arc found widely in Greece, in odier parrs of the

Balkan peninsula, and in many areas of Asia Minor, it is dear chac

they must represent the speech of a very widely prevalent race, and

it is highly improbable chat diat race was Indo-European for a most

cbvxms linguistic reason. The words wherein they appear are re-

gularly without Indo-Eutopean cognates, whence the obvious deduc-

tion is that the suffixes are not Indo-European. Charactcrisdc is the

Labyrinth,
11 bound up in Greek rendition with the bull of Minos of

Knossos. The word denotes the place of the double ax
(
labrys), a

word non-Indo-European, just as Minos himself and Knossos have

non-Indo-European names.

Dr. Gotze ascribes to Luvian die deities Sandal, Tarhunt and

Tarku, and instances Tarhuntassa and Dattassa as showing plainly

the sense of ‘belonging to' die god mentioned. But it is very far

from proved chat Tarhunt or Sandal arc in any sense Luvian deities.

There is indeed much more ground for holding that these deities are

non-LE. We find Sandes and Sandou ill Lydia, Tiokondas in Lycia

and Pamphylia, and neither name nor that of Dacca seems to be I.E.

5 Krcoduncr, Einleitung In die Ctuhiebte der griechiicheu Sprtcht (1896};

A. tick. 'OriKuvntn 4Is Q*eU* fur die Vorgetchiehu GnecbenUnd: (1905); Haitidtn

und Danulifr in CritcbcnUnd (1^9)

6 R- Burrows, The Discvvrriei in Crtic
t p. 127. W. Brandenstein, Hirt-

fttuthrifl (19J6), il 37 insist* that Luvian derived the -//- suffix from A development

cf I\t)to-Hattie See on the suffix, Somxrcr, of. clt
4 pp. 123, 157, 363 £, 370 £
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Dr. Braixienstcin’ indeed insists that Tarhunt is a Luvian modifica-

tion of a Proto-Hattie Tarhun or Tarhu. the affix being the Luvian

equivalent of I.E. -u/ent-. TI>c same authority claims the -nd-

affix for Proto-Hattie, on the score chat it is presumed in the name

Arinnanda given to a mountain rich in streams, arin being found

freely in names of Streams or places therewith connected, as in the

Greek Arne. Atna, and Arnaia. But this view is denied by Dr,

Gotze.' who insists that the Proto-Hattie Burushat and Kuburnat

give the true forms, and the Hitritc Barsuhanda and Kaburnanda aic

nasalised by a process which has analogies in Hittice. Dr.

Brandenstcin,' however, claims that the names with -at recorded in

die Cappadocian records show an Assyrian st substituted through

likeness of sound, not sense, for the original -and(a). He admits,

however, that the Greek words in -ant(hy arc not necessarily taken

from Proto-Hattie, while most of those in -inth- and -untb- are not

thence derived . The case for Proto-Hattie origin is certainly not

made out, and the Luvian forms arc best ascribed to the non-I.E.

speech prevalent in the lands occupied by the Luvians.

There scents no real reason in the circumstances of the ease to

separate Luvians and Hittiecs on their first appearance in Asia

Minor. Ir is perfectly reasonable to assume that differentiation was

the result of division, the Luvian settling on the south coast, while

the Hittites moved rather to the interior. When they entered Asia

Minor, and by what route, remains to be considered. The view of

Professor E. Meyer’
0

is that the date of entry was about 2500

B.C., and no doubt in favour of an early dare we may reckon the

fact that in certain respects the language of die Hittites is antique.

But on this point there must be caution We are told diac its anti-

7 Htrt-Feslschrift (1936). it. 31. $ ICtfindsien, p. Cf>. 9 Op. eit.. ii. 30.

TO Gtschicbu dei AiUrium*. II. i, « On the linguistic character of Hittite.

see Keith, 1HQ . xiv. ! & B Rawnkninr {IF.. Ivi. 265 ff.) hold* thir Luvian was tie

colloquial speech of the Hittice realm.
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quity is established by the incomplete character of the plural,

the absence of moods, the mull number of tenses, and the lack of

the feminine—to which on one view may be added the fact of its

possessing the much disputed sound b, a fact upon which has been

built up an imposing mass of hypotheses of very dubious value, des-

pite their ingenuity." But all this argument is of slight value; there

remains the possibility or probability that the alleged marks of early

date arc rather sigm of deterioration of an I.E. speech among non-

I.E. people. Everything points to the people of I.E. speech being

merely an elite, who physically were soon merged in die existing

population which deeply affected their religion and culture.

Against an early date tells the absence of any clear recognition

of their existence in the Kiiltepc records of the Assyrian colonies,

whose activities seeui to have been ultimately terminated by the

advent of the I.E. speakers. Moreover, it must be regarded

as surprising, if they really came in the third millennium, that then-

activities should be reoDtded only from about 1900 B.C. or, on one

theory, about ^o.' 3
There seems, therefore, every ground foe

placing their arrival not long before that date, though due allowance

must be made for the fact that, so far as our record reveals, they

were not conscious of themselves as immigrants.

The toutc of their entry is claimed by E. Meyer 15
to have been

the Caucasus. Otherwise, he argues, they would assuredly have

csrablished themselves in the rich plains of the western areas. More-

over, the later Kanmerioi followed this route, showing that it was

not unnatural. These arguments arc of weight, even if his other

contentions arc not conclusive. The chariot in die Florentine

Museum, found in Egypt has the nave fastened to the spokes by

n New rhecriej of ablaut and piixnicivc root* have been basal an it. Kyxy-

loricz, £tuda mdoeurofdcnei
,

I, (1935); Bmvcnbtc, Origin** dc la formation da

mots en tndorurofhn, I, (1935).

12 Somme*, AbbifavZ-fragt w.W SpncbwU&nxbafi (1934), p- 49.

13 Op. eti II. i 23 l
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birchb.uk, and the birch is found in die Caucasus, but we cannot

assert that it came with Hittites or chat the Hittites introduced the

horse, the chariot, and racing. These may be due to die I.E. ele-

ments of die Micanni. On the other hand, it is argued" diac the

earliest records treat the Hittites as advancing from the west, but,

granting diis, it is clearly a mere conjecture that dicy entered Asia

Minor from the west, and die absence of any trace cf them in the

western areas is significant. Taken on die whole, entry from die

Caucasus seems mere probable, once we dismiss the suggestion dial

die Luvians were the btingers of the civilisation of Troy from Europe.

'I'lus leaves the Caspian route for die Mitanni and the Aryans

generally.

From another point of view it has been proposed'
J

to find evi-

dence of a Proco-Indo-Euiopcaii stratum of population ill Asia Minor.

The evidence adduced for diis hypodiesis is linguistic. It is argued

that certain I.E. elements in Lycian and Lydian, for instance, can

best be explained by chc hypodiesis diat there was an admixture of

such a Proto-I.E. speech with differing non-I.E. speeches. But

obviously the natural way to explain die apparent I.E, elements in

these speeches is to set diem down to admixture of the native speeches

wich I.E. elements in lata* times, and. if we are to establish a Proto-

I.G. hypothesis, we need to be able to show the existence of a num-

ber of words widi some peculiaricy distinguishing them from normal

I.E. But this is far from being the case. It is held chat a Proto-I.E.

Tin-, denoting Zeus, is reflected by Eliuscan Tin{ija and Laconian

Tindaridai, the DioskourOi, as opposed to I.E. din-, Slav, dm:, ‘day’.

Similarly wich a like change Mo is explained by the glossaries to de-

note dawn ot day, and can be compared with che Albanian dite. We
have also the name Tiihor.os, but the legend and die formation of

14 F. Schachcrmeyr, HiruFtfUebrift (1936). L 235. n. 1.

15 Kretschmrr, GlctU. xiv. 300 &; xi. 277 f Disapproved by Tciradai. Stndi

€tnocbl . V. 34 r.
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tlie name from the feminine have decidedly a non-l.E. suggestion.

T fine is nothing to be gained by th- suggestion thac the word group

Greek A rib, Sabine Nero, etc is connected with Hittitc Inaras, for

the word seems to denote a female deity,
10

and connection with the

word for 'man' is too far fetched. There is an Inaras as a proper name

of a man, but it is much more reasonable to find fot it an origin ti

Asianic character. Other evidence is as unconvincing, and it is im-

possible to find any aichacologica! facts" which demand the accep-

tance of the Proco-l.E. hypothesis, which therefore ought to be

negatived as unnecessary and certainly quite improvable. If we

examine the words adduced as I.E. in Lycian and Lydian, wc shall

not find any which cannot be explained from contact with historical

I.E. peoples; thus Lycian snU, ‘hundred,"
1

is prenrly of Phrygian

origin and so forth.

The Phrygians,
11

it may safely be assumed, were pressed forward

from Thrace into Asia Minor largely by the Illyrian movements; they

were followed by Mysianj and Bithynians. It is probable that leaders

of the Moschoi known to Tiglatpileser I (c. 1 115-00) were of Phry-

gian race.
1* Penetration to the south-east was stayed by the

Assyrians in due course, but the Hittitc realm, with Arzava and

Kizvatna. die minor staecs of Asia Minor, and the buffer State,

Ainurru, were ruined. Interest attaches to the records of Ramcscs

IIP
1

who stayed the advance of wandering poples in Egypt about

19CO B.C. The Philistines seem to have been the leaders, and Crete

as well as Cyprus may have for a time fallen under cheir control. Bur,

lC J.
Friedrich, Hirrfe.tubrifl (1936). ii. **3: c‘. Hfandcniicin, b,d.. ii

3
«.

17 Sctachcfnicyr’* view (Wiri-FcificSn'/r. L J36) ladu any cl*omc*«

id P. Mcriggi, IF., xliv. 3; cl. Hin-FuUebrifl. ii. 157 ff

19 Meyer. oF . til.. IL i. 567 R. The Dardana known to Ran.cc* II «* Hittitc

uixilia/ics am00c be cxuccd as Phrygian*, nor tho*: of Homer or the tribe which

annoyed the Macedonian kings; A. R. Bum, 07. nr., pp. 109 B.

10 Goizc. Klrimwert, p. 187.

ai BreWWtl, Anciem Record, of Sgyfl, iv. 64; Meyer, of. til.. II. i. 455 ff.
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whether we recognise a shortlived Philistine empire" or not, they

left their mark in die form of a group of states on the coast of Pales-

tine. There is no doub* that the Philistines profited from die tradi-

tions of late Mycenaean pottery, architecture, and weapons, and it is

argued that their appearance, as depicted in Egyptian art, and

as described in die Old Testament, suggests nordic racial characteris-

tics. There is no particular reason to object to classing them with the

Phrygian movemenc; more than that cannot reasonably be claimed.

The Mitanni Indo-European elements may be taken not to

have entered into their historic homes from Europe, and need not

here be further considered.
1"

II

Greece and the Balkans

How far can we trace back I.E. elements in the Balkans and in

Greece P There is a widespread belief that something can be in-

ferred from archaeology. The Greek language must have developed

its distinctive characters in some considerable area, and it is sug-

gested
11

diat we may trace an I.E. civilisation in the third culture of

Thessaly, which would correspond with this development. It is

marked by the going out of fashion of painted potter)', and the in-

troduction of new types of poctery. high-handled cups and |ugs with

cut-away necks, while the first perforated stone axe-heads and mace-

heads appear. The area of this culture extends from the Dardanelles

to die Adriatic with ramifications in the Danube valley, Upper Italy,

w Meyer, op. cit.. II. L 560 ft, 586 ft; Schachermeyr, Hirt-Ftstsebrift (1936}.

i 245; Hall, Cambridge Ancient History, i. 275 ft.; Bum, op. at.. pp. 142 B.

23 See G Sehmokel. Dir mien Arier im Allan Orient (1538); G5 tzc, Hetbteer.

Cbuniitr end Auyrer {1936), pp. 32, 48. 55, 98 1.. Jtyi: A. Ungual, Siebartu

(1956;. It should be noted cfcnc the I. E. Hicdces are assigned oily to 1650 B.C.

by L Gclb, Inscriptions from Altihar and Vicinity (1935).

24 V. S. Cbildc. The Aryan:

.

pp. 58ft; A. R. Bum, Mincans. Pbdistines and

Creeks, pp. 33 ft
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and even Apulia. The date of this culcurc may be conjectured to be

about 2300 B.C. From it was derived the Minyan or Middle Hella-

dic culture of central Greece, whose authors ousted die early

Helladic settlers from Orchomenos about 1900 B.C. The same civi-

lisation was earned to che Peloponnesc and to Attica and Acgina.

This dispersion may account for the differentiation of che common

Greek into different dialects, the Aeolic in Thessaly and die north,

die Attic and the Ionian as the speech of those who penetrated south.

The Dorian and west Greek dialects will represent the speech of the

Greek elements in Macedonia and the west, where we can trace the

tli itd Thessalian culture also. The development of Greek civilisation

dirough contact with the pre-Greek population was deeply affected

by the influence of the Minoan civilisation as developed in Crete.

About 1600 in is suggested Minoans established a strong hold on

Mycenae,
1
'' and the specific Mycenaean civilisation gradually evolved

in reaction against this influence. A valuable dire is suggested for

the existence of Arcadian speech in the Peloponnesc by the fact that

the Greek dialect of Cyprus was closely akin to Arcadian, and about

1400 on, appears there a stream of imported Mycenaean pottery.

Another view of the posicion, however, is possible." Ic is

pointed cut due the Minoan civilisation appears on the Greek main-

land about die termination of the Middle Minoan age and the

beginning of late Minoan, say i6co B.C., che date depending on

Egyptian synchronisations. But it is suggested diat the appearance

of Minoan influence is not due to conquest or colonisation from

Crete, but to the appearance in Greece of a northern I.E.-racc which

was able to bring pressure to bear on the Minoans of Crete and to

exploit their artisdc capabilities. This conclusion is supported 1
' by

13 Wjcc, CimbrUige Ancient HbWy. L 597 f-i Burn, op. eit., pp. 74 3 .;

G. GIoiz, Tie Aegean CMllzatlon. pp. 44 S.

.6 M. P. Nilsson, The M/noan-Mjcenaean Religion. pp. 13 3.

27 Nilsson, op. dt. t pp. 12 £.

2.H.Q.. SEPTEMBER, I£iO a
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stressing certain novel features in the culture of die Mycenaean

period which are not Minoan. These include the megaron, the

characteristic form of house, preserved in the later Greek temple, as

compared with the buildings of Knossos. The distinction is vety

marked: the Minoans produce a court sutrounded by a com-

plex of many rooms, without architectonic plan, while the Myce-

naeans produce a house consisting of one single room surrounded by

a court. Again, while the Mycenaean ladies adopted the Minoan

dress of flounced skin and an open jacket, the men in the Myce-

naean representations appear nor in the Minoan loin cloth, but in a

shirt or chiton with short sleeves. The amber of die north, pro-

bably the Baltic, is richly represented in die Mycenaean graves, but

is vety rare in Minoan Crete. The practice of ornamenting helmets

with boar’s tusks is specifically Mycenaean, whose tastes may be

deemed more primitive than ihose of the highly cultivated Minoans.

More striking still is the fact that the Myccnacans made use of the

writing of the Minoans merely for labels; we may imagine that the)'

were far less literate” than their rivals. The horse coo may have

reached the mainland before it was carried to Crete” by Indo-Europ-

eans. Even in arc there arc traces of non-Minoan influence as in the

clumsiness of the sculpnired stelae over the Mycenaean shaft graves,

and the geometrical ttcamcnc of decorative elements such as spirals,

meanders, and rosettes. There is the like geometrical treatment of

decorative motifs on many of the gold objects from the shaft graves.

The evidence is satisfactory enough, and it tends to support the view

of the position as one in which a dominant element is superimposed

on a less war-like situation. We may, therefore, incline to die belief

that we have here the presence of Indo-Europeans. We need not,

however, rule out the possibility of some Minoan colonisation also.

iS Homer dearly had vague ideas as to vriong, llttd, vi. t6$ 5 There a no

proa£ that Greek on the mainland vss written in Aegean chiractcrs

29 The usuil view takcj it from Syria; Evans, PaUce o\ Afinoj, L 16 fF.; G.

Glow, Tba Aegean Civilization, p. 167.
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How far can we trace back the new influence? Here we rcadi

no assured result. If we ate asked to accept the intruders as the

people who developed the child Thessalian culture, die answer must

be that chcrc is r.o essential reason for accepting this view. It may

be sound, but we cannot establish it. The new features enumerated

arc not characteristic of (hat culture in sufficient! degree. Later on,

ir may prove practicable to strengthen the case for this opinion by

further archaeological considerations, but the issue docs not now per-

mit of final determination.

A furdier question arises whether we can bring the catastrophes

which archaeological evidence proves to have from time to time

aflccied Minoan civilisation into connection with events on

the mainland, and with the distribution of the Greek dialects. There

appears to have been at chc time of transition from the Middle to

the Larc Minoan age a disaster in Crete, marked by the destruction

of the palaces of Knossos and Phaiscos. The disaster was

not wholesale, and the palaces were rebuilt. At the end of

Late Minoan I, Knossos was subjected to a fresh catastrophe,

which affected also other towns. The Mycenaean civilisa-

tion of the mainland stares from Late Minoan I. Its fresco painting

was derived from the Cretan wall painting of Late Minoan I; its

pottery follows the eadier style of Late Minoan I, and they develop

independently. At Knossos, on the other hand, we find die recons-

truction of the palace with the development of the special Palace

style, and of a linear script class B, while the Mycenaean senpt so far

as ic is used derived from earlier forms employed in Late Minoan I.

At the end of Late Minoan II Knossos was sacked and destroy-

ed, and the whole island suffered from severe poverty and decadence,

while, on the other hand, the mainland civilisation flourished.
1*

The second palace 3t Mycenae was erected at the beginning of Late

30 doer, Aegesn Ctviliulion
% pp. 47 ft; Burn, Minoan*, PbdUtinss 4nd

Creeks, pp. 103 &
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Minoan III and the famous Lion Gacc. the Grave Circle, die enceinte

of the citadel, and the third group of the tholes tombs have been

ascribed to this period, to which also may be assigned the later palaces

of Tiryns and Thebes. The cause of the destructions cannot, of

course, be determined with certainty, and may have varied; local

disturbances may explain certain instances, but it is hardly possible

to doubt that the fall of Knossos at the end of Late Minoan II was due

to enemy action on a large scale, while the special development of

Knossos in that epoch and its distinction from the civilisation of the

mainland points to hostility between Knossos and Mycenae.

The distribution of die Greek dialects has been appealed to in

order to carry things further. The essential distinctions of these

dialects may be given as (i) the Attic and the Ionian ct eastern

group; (2) the central group, sometimes called Achaean, which in-

cludes the Acolean of Asia Minor, Thessalian, Boeotian. Arcadian,

and Cypriot; and
(3)

the western, including the Dorian of

the Isthmos towns, Argolis, Laconia, Messenia, Crete and the

Southern Sporades, and the north-western of Aetolia, Elis, etc.

Edom have indeed been made from rime to rime to claim Dorian

affinities for Achaean and to regard the Achacans as closely related

to, and precursors of, the Dorians. But, despite the energy with

which this diesis has been expounded, it fails re convey conviction.

Tbe Greeks who took possession of Cypnis were Arcadian by speech,

but we know that they were styled Achaeans.

It has been suggested that linguistic evidence supports chc view

that the first Greeks in Greece were Ionian by speech. Their later

distribution shows then in Attica, Euboea, die Cyclades, and die

middle part ot the western coast of Asia Minor. But there are tra-

ditions which assign to them also later district of Achaea, Megara,

Epidaurcs and Troizcn, while Hcrodotos assures us that they once

31 Cf. Nilssou, op. dt., pp. 39*41. Contrast Bum, op. cit pp. 38-42; but see

Meyer, Gesekiebt* Aci AlxrUms, 11 . i.
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inhabited the strip of coast known as Kynouria south of Argolis,

which laccr had beat made Dorian. Linguistic evidence helps.” It

shows that traces of Ionic influence can be seen in the Achaean

group, but not vice versa, which is best explained by the assumption

that Achaeans superimposed themselves on Ionic lands, whence in

substantial measure the Ionians withdrew to the less attractive

Attica, whence took place the migration to the Cyclades and Asia

Minor. The Achaeans in their turn fell under Dorian domination

in most of the Pcloponncse; there is a striking proof of the supet-

imposition of Dorian on Achaean speech in die Laconian dialect,

where the god of Taenarum is styled Pohoidan, in place of

the Dorian Poccidan, the origr.al being patently the Arcadian Posoi-

dan, die weakening of s to b being a normal feature of Laconian.

In Thessaly and Bocotia we have the concurrence of tradition and of

linguistic phenomena ro show that the Acheans there were invaded

by western tribes.

On the whole the distinction of dialeccs is best accounted for

by the theory or distinct waves of population, resulting in geogra-

phical separation and the development of national characteristics,

partly no doubt as the consequence of co-nungling with different

groups of pre-Hellenic population. It is thus legitimate to conjecture

that it was Ionians who first occupied Argolis and Attica, attracted

by their proximity to the Cretan civilisation, just as the German

tribes of die Great Migration were attracted to Italy and Rome.

Like the Goths of the 3rd century A.D.,” they learned to build

ships, to invade Crete and thence to bring back booty and slaves;

moreover, they took over Mincon civilisation and created from it

that of die Mycenaean epoch. Perhaps to them may be assigned

32 KitDchmei, GlolU, i. 9&; Buck. CUuktl Philology, xxL iff., Schwyatr,

Grittbllthe GrammoUk, L 75 ff.

33 So (lie Slavi reached the Adriatic in 610 A.D.; and in twenty years

very active on the aw.

were
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the destruction of Knossos at the end of Middle Minoan, and at the

end of Late Minoan I. The fall finally of Knossos at the end of

Late Minoan II may mark the zdvenc of a new Greek immigration,

that of the Achaeans who partly subjected, partly expelled the

Ionians. The idea is supported by the fact that there now appear

the great buildings of the late Mycenaean period, but contempora-

neously a decline of art sets in, while a change of taste'
1

is shown by

die representations of tear and lion hunts as well as the bull-leaping

game famous in Minoan Crete. The fact tliat die towns are strongly

walled reveals a period of contention and small principalities as

opposed to the unwallcd cities^ of Crete, where the fleet was ex-

pected to assure safety and there was a unity of rule for probably a

prolonged period.

If we assign dates to these supposed movements, then we arrive

at sonic period before 1600 B.C. for Ionian inroads on Crete, a»id

about 1400 for Achaean assaults and cheir dominance in much of

Greece. These dates depend on Egyptian synchronisms in the

main, and arc fairly to be crusted. How much earlier the Ionians

entered Greece we simply cannot say. for. as noted above, there is no

archeological evidence which carries any conviction as to the period

or character of their stay in the lands to the north oc north-west.

The destruction of this civilisation was doubtless due to various

causes. We may probably admit that the Achaeans declined in the

quality of their artistic productions, once die destruction of Knossos

prevented a continuous connection between Minoan and Mycenaean

civilisation. But external influences were of great importance.

Archaeological evidence establishes that c. izoo B.C.—die date is

based on die records cf Raineses III of Egypt who stemmed the flood

of invasion—there was a widespread destruction of histone sites,

34 Bwn, op. at., pp. 105 0.

35 Bum. op. eii. p. 9a. On tlx Ionians. see Meyer. GticbUbu dot Alttrium,

i. a8a-7 .
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especially in the Pcloponnese, and most of all in Atgos and Korinth."

A considerable number of sites were left uninhabited, and we may

assume much emigration, especially to Cyprus. Artistically the

period of sub-Mycenaean culture which follows ranks low; it may
He reckoned as extending from c. 1200 to 1050 B.C., and it is per-

haps to this period that we should assign, not indeed the first beginn-

ings of colonisation by Ionians and Aeolian Acgcans, but its wide

extension. In this period possibly fell the epoch of Homeric poetry.

What brought about diis collapse? The usual suggestion that

it was due to the west Greeks and rhe Dorians is not wholly satis-

factory, for it proves to be impossible to trace the continuity of the

Dorian settlements into the sub-Mycenacan age. We find a change

from sub-Mycenaean ro protogenmetnc style in art rather abruptly,

probably about 1050 B.C. Ic appears at Sparta, now first settled,

nor superimposed on the Mycenaean Mcnciaion, at Korinth which

now attains importance, and in Rhodes, where there is a sharp break

between the sub-Mycenacan and the procogeometxic age, visible

especially in the cemeter.es both as regards the place of internment

and the form of the tombs.’ It is not unnatural to assume the

Greeks of the north-west advanced into central Greece about the

same period, so that for the invaders who wrought havoc about

1200 wc have to look to Thraco-Phr/gian elements, impelled per-

haps by Illyrians whose activities may well have caused the north-

west Greeks and Dorians to move on. Of rhe close relations of

Dorians and Illyrians wc have a striking proof in die existence of

the three tribes of the Dorians. The Dumanes have been shown to

represent rhe national Dorian element, the Pampliyloi, mingled

tribes, and the Hyllccs hear the style of an Illyrian tribe. Wc may

thus take it that the Dorians were long in Epirus. It is quite a

plausible cheory that under Illyrian pressure they may have essayed

56 Schacberracyr. Etruih. Fribgttfhkblt, pp. 3a fi.

37 Sckachermcyr. op. tit .. pp 47 B.\ Hiri-Festschrift (5936), i. 247.
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a move to the cist, which failed as a whole owing to the resistance

of che north-west Greeks, .leaving Doris as a trace of its existence,

and that later on, compelled to abandon Epirus, they proceeded to

take possession of Crete, whence they later .attacked the Argolid,

and thereafter from die ncrdi-cast assailed the region wherein they

established Sparta/'

In any case, whatever the causes, the decline of art is notorious,

and it is a quite legitimate assumption that die later revival of Greek

artistic achievement was largely due to the renaissance of Minoan

talent modified by die immixture of Greek Indo-European blood.

As is well known, so far as evidence is available, the Gtcek popu-

lation has always contained a very large Mediterranean racial ele-

ment.'' and the society depicted to us by Homer is certainly sugges-

tive of the ndc of great feudal lords over much humbler people,"
1

whence we may well believe that, even when strongest, the

Achaeans were a governing aristocracy, whose blood was rapidly

being intermingled widi that of the earlier lace.

in

Foreign Evidence of Greek Activities

It seems clear that the destruction of Knossos about 1400 B.C.

meant die end of Cretan thalassocracy and opened the way to the

spread of the Acheans, and chat they were attracted, as formerly

to Knossos, to Egypt as a great centre of wealth and civilisation.

Linguistically the movement is attested by the Achaean elements

in the cunous dialect o: Pamphylia, and by the Arcadian,

58 Cf. F. Milena, Klia. xxvi. 54 if ; for the tribes see Lagereractr, SfCtbetg-

Festgabt, pp. ai8 £ On «ic theory die Dorirnr were 'spear-fighters’; W. Schulze,

SBA. t 1910, p, 805. Far the histcr)* of Sparta, jcc T. Lnschau. Ktio, xxx 269 ff.

39 Bum, op. of., pp. 42-7; Glotz, Aegean Civilization, pp. 57 H,

'o The common people arc curiously ignored, cc, in the case of Thcrsites,

A with contumely; Burn. of. af. t p. 201.
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i.c. Achaean, dialect of Cyprus. In that island we find Mycenaean

art as well as language and its comparatively early date is shown by

the fact chat the Cypriots adopted, not die Phoenician alphabet

which achieved success in Greece, but a clumsy syllabic senpt going

back to Cretan originals." It is natural that we should expect from

this period of mancimc activity to find records by people already

familiar with such action of the inroads of die Greeks, and it is often

alleged that from Egyptian and Hittitc sources wc can obtain con-

firmation of their presence. The question is one of equal interest

and importance.

The most important source to be considered is rhe evidence of

the Hitcite records, which present us with a fair amount of infor-

mation regarding die old and the new Hittitc realm, the latter

disappearing in the inroads whfch about 1200 B.C. swept over the

eastern Mediterranean area. Part of the intruders were Phrygians

from the Balkans, whose I.E. character is not in senous doubt; they

may have lived for a time in contact with the proto-Greeks. What

is dear is that they were closely related to the Thracians" of die

same period. Illyrians also may have participated in the move-

ment which brought destruction to the Achaean as well as the

Hittitc strongholds. It is quite possible as noted above that the

Dorians only became active after the destruction wrought by the

earlier invaders.

In its greatness the Hittitc realm'
4
was ruled by a Great King

superior over vassal kings, who was reckoned to be on a footing of

equality with die Great Kings of Egypt. Babylon, and Assyria when

the rise of that power odipsed the former glories of the Mitanni-

Hurri state. The fact of recognition of equality in express terms is

jusdy deemed significant of a new spirit in the cast, superccduig

41 Clara, Aegon ClvllizAlion, pp. 377 ft-

4* E. Scbwyzer, GrUebiube Grxmmaiik, ». 67 ff.

43 Scliaclxrmcyr, HttbiUr *nd Ath'*** (*93$)*

LKQ.j SBJn-EMltfK, 1940 3
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the older conception by which each power aimed at unbounded

empire. North and middle Syria fell under Hittitc control, but its

extension is not dear. The capital, the jnodem Boghazkoi, anciently

Hactusa," is clearly older than the I.E. Hittite occupation, and the

kingdom was doubtless inhabited by people of whom only die domi-

nant element was Indo-European.

Prims fade, its records could be read to reveal considerable

knowledge of Greece. Dr. Fortcr
1

' led the way by asserting the

recognition of two kings of Ahhiyava. named Antaravas, who was

also king of l.a2pas, his son Tavagalavas. described as an Aiavalai,

an Aeolian,
41

both in the 14th cencury B-C. Finding a record in

Pausanias (ix. 34.6) of two mythical kings connected with Orchc-

mcnos, he fdt justified in holding chat we had mention of Achaia,

of Andrcus, and of Eteokles, and of Lesbos. A cencury later he

found an Attansstyas, also a king of Ahhiyava, plundering the

coasts of Caria and Cyprus and becoming an ally of the Hiccitc

king; here he found Atrcus, father of Agamemnon. A little earlier

was recorded A.aksandus of Uilusa, who reuse be Alexandres of

Ilios. Other equations were given. Taravizan was made out to be

the Greek Ttoizan, Taruisa, Troy, and Assuva Asie. Much dis-

cussion followed, and it is now possible, more objectively to envisage

die situation

Taravizan must disappear; even if corrccdy read, which is

more chan doubtful, the place cannot have been in Greece, for

the person mentioned in relation to it is not a person of Ahhiyava

but a Hittitc. Tavagalavas turns out not to be a king of A|i}jiyava;

Antaravas is an uncertain interpretation; his nationality is not

known at all, and he is nor mentioned as connected with Ahhiyavi

44 Sommer, AhbtjtvJfragt and SpracbunuenseUft, p 55

45 MDOG.. lxiiL s If.; OLZ. 1914. pp. 113 If,; Hants. Ferseb, i 251 If.

46 *11121 » dearly wrcng and no longer pressed by thf ajib».

47 Sommer (Akbiyvi-Urkundtn) gives th- enema
1 te*U.
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or Lazpas. The delay of these two places arc desired to help the

Hittite king Mursil. but there is nothing to show that they arc in

clow proximity. Attarissiyas was of AJjJjiyi and was a condotticre

or something of that sort, who attacked a protege of the Hittite

king, and later raided Alalia, no doubt Cyprus. There is nothing

whatever in him of Atrcus of hiscory. All these identifications

and the argument based on that of AlakSandus" must be deemed

wholly irrelevant and dearly wrong. We are left thus with

Ahhiyava, and its equation with Achaia.

The facts regarding it can be summarised as follows." It is

known first under Mursil of the Hittite kingdom as engaged in

a certain measure of conflict over Millavanda, a country which

seems to have fallen under its suzerainty; from it the Ahhiyava

king appears co have attempted to establish influence in Luqqa,

which brought about a Hittite countermove against Millavanda.

Under Hattulil HI (c. 1295-60) the countries were on friendly terms.

Under Tuthalia IV (e. 1260-30) wc find that A^jiyava was, on the

one hand, perhaps recognised as a Great Kingdom, but was denied

tHe formal title, whether because its greatness was recent or because

it lay outside the region of the Gicat Kingdoms of Egypt, Babylonia,

and Assyria. Under him and his successor, Arnuvanda (c. 1230-15)

there occurred the ravages of Attarissiyal, while the latter’s reign

ended shortly befote die great wanderings which destroyed die

Hittite realm. 1c should be added that in addition co Attarissiyas

e& Sommer (/ibbi&i-fngt
,
pp. 14 ft) ihcnrj clearly diat ic it impo»Me ro take

Alexandra in Greek as i genuii* okl compound, demoting 'one who wards men*,

Mid to suppose dm AUksandii represents a Greek chief, and HOC an AsUnic

prince. TKis if faul to ideas due Troy was really a semi-Greek state, or that

Alaksandus wis a Greek prince of Ulysos in Rhodes {3um, Minosns, PbiUstina

.

end Greeks, p. izi). The I.E character ce early Trojan population (Childc, Tie

Aryans, pp 1308.) seems dcady an erroe; c£ Meyer, Gcschicbte Jes AUertums.

II. i. 29SE.

49 As interpreted by Sduchcrmcyr, Hethiter und Acbier

.

pp. 43 ff. ct Gotze,

HetbiUr, Chuni ter und Aisyrer
, pp. 43 ff.; Kiemvien, pp. 77 8.
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we hear of Acpas and Avayanas as well as Tavagalavas, perhaps as

subordinate nilcrs; none of these names is at all likely to be Greek,

a fact of some importance.

The position of Ahhiyava is vaguely described in die Hiceitc

texts. It had ships, which it could send co Syria, and die Hsctitc

king sent by ship an exile thither.
1” There is no mention of any

direct contact between AJjIjiyava and the Hitdte kingdom; there

is evidence that the Hittitcs were at some distance, for no town

-name occurs, and the ignorance of its ruler regarding Hittitc social

rules as to the status of the family of the queen is implied; more-

over, both countries arc deemed suitable as rcccpiion areas of persons

banished. It follows ftom these facts that Ahhiyava must either

have been situated in Asia Minor at some distance from die Hictitc

realm, or it must have been overseas. Millavanda was in direct

contact with the Hittites, and close to the Luqqa. who must be the

Lycians; ic therefore should be located in Caiia or Pamphylia. The

Luqqa have naturally been liaikd as I.E., their name being inter-

preted as ‘wolf men', perhaps from a totem, or 'worshippers of die

wolf god'" but it is very much more likely chat ic is a word of Asia

Miner, perhaps from a stem luk-, ‘high’, so that die land was

named from its highlands.*’

Dr. Kretschmer contends that in Luqqa we have to recognise a

Proto-Indo-European iukos, which corresponds to I.E., vlkot, and

this accords with his general view of Piotol.E. influence in Asia

Minor.'
1

But this claim lacks any sound basis. Wc do not know

diat the Luqqa had any claim to be regarded as wolf-men in any

50 This by no moms implies » great distance; even oov» geographical condi-

tion* often raider tea transit caster, Sommer, Ahbrfa'jt-UrkHndca, pp. 31 if.; IF.,

tv. 182 f.

51 Kretschmer, KUirwutt Fmtb. L t If.

5a See Schadicrxneyr, op. cSt., p. 57, il 3

33 This view Kretschmer (Gloiu, xxi. 238 £L) scans to hive abandaned in

favour of a Greek immigration before 1400 B.C*
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sense. When we find Apllo worshipped there, and Apollo con-

nected in some way with wolves, there fs notiling to show that lie

was not brought from Greece. The meaning of Apllo as

Lukcgencs
0

' m Homer is wholly uncertain and unasccrcatnablc.

More to the p:nt still is the fact diat the runic Luqqa cannot

soundly be severed from the name of the Lukaoncs. That name
shows no necessity of rendering as ‘wolf-worshippers’. None of

the words of like formation adduced by Dr. Kretschmer is naturally

interpreted in a like sense. He has to find the Sanskrit Bhaga in

the Bagadaones; to invent a non-existent god Hath for Kataones;

and to ignore rhat die name Mcioncs,’ supposed to be connected

with the goddess Ma, has an as an essential clement. Not can wc
rccept as an argument for the immigration of Greeks die conclu-

sions drawn from Hcrodotos’ statement’'
1

that aforetime the land

occupied by Lydam in his time was called Milyas and its people

Soiymoi. All we need assume at most is that Milyas was one of

die territories of tHe Luqqa. The idea of Lycians as Greeks can

plainly be traced to the fancy of die Greek world, which invented

for the Persians Persccs, son of Perseus of Argos.
6 *

We hear,’’ indeed, of invaders from Crete or Lycia, bur their

name was Termilai as is confirmed by dicir own local records. We
cannot say whether they were merely an offshoot of the Luqqa or

a distinct people. Their name is without interpretation.. Bat the

wolf complex has not spared them. We arc told"
1

that the word

,

Tr&mili, denotes 'the wolfish people'. ( being a collective prefix.

The singular is then discovered in Milyas, for rmilyas, though

that word, as denoting the land of die wolfish ones, should surely

maintain the plural.

54 Sommer. Abbijtuifrtge, p. 77; U*., |v. 261.

55 i. 173; ef. vii. 91.

57 Cf. Scanner, of. at., p. 65.

58 Ostir, cued in Hirt-Fe:Ucbriji. ii 31.

56 lbrf.
f

vii. 6t.
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In ihc same spirit" we ire assured that the Luvians might be

no other than Lycians. as wolves. This follows from the fact that

in ideographs die name is given as UR. bar. ra which means

jackle-pcoplc'. Unfortunately the Luvian speech decs not permit

us to accept the proposal, even if we could believe that ua. bar

meant 'wolf', for in it the labio velar assumed in I.E. tvlku/oi gives

not v but ku as in kuinii, plural of the relative. A different etymo-

Ingy is suggested by a version of the name in Hieroglyth-Hittitc which

would make the people to be those of stone, perhaps as inhabiting

rocky lands. All these guesses have minimal value. It is character-

istic of the whole method of argumentation cf which in these

matters even Dr. Kretschmer makes use, diat he finds evidence of

Proto-l.E. in the most chance similarities, and in such as have no

probative value ai all. Thus Lydian -k and Etruscan -c, meaning

and’, are needlessly made Proco-I. E., despite the obvious possi-

bility of direct I. E. origin from b.we, Sanskrit ca, Greek le, Latin

ifMe and sc on. So Greek ctheke, ‘he placed', is compared with

Etruscan lupnce
lt

on die assumption that it means ‘he died',

although the only thing dear * chat the Etruscan word falls in the

sphere of death, neither the verbal nor the past tense implication

being proved. So again the adversative particles Etruscan -m. -um;

Hitticc m«s; and Thessalian ma arc dassed together
" 1

without

noting that these sounds arc a primitive and natural intcrjectional

utterance of doubt, for which independent origin can be safely

presumed.'*

Miliavanda, on one view is to be connected with Milyas, in

which ease it would fall to be assumed that it formed prt of wliat

was a: certain times reckoned as Lycian territory. The fact" diat

59 See Brandcnftcin's criticism, W, iL 37. 60 Kretschmer, Qotu. »v. 285.

61 Schwyxer. Gritebistb* GnmmstA. L 65.

61 Jeipersen. Language, pp. 314 If.

63 Schtcheimcyr, HcihiUf mul Ackiitr. p. 55
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in the Hictite records of this perod it is not included in the Luqqa

lands does not rule out this identification; changes of overlordship

and political connection can easily be admitted and must have been

common.

Ic has also been suggested'" chat Millavanda should be equated

with Milecos, but from the point of view of linguistics die proposal

has no cogency. If at all. identity would have to rest on an argu-

ment from its position aj a stacc lying between Ahjjiyava and the

Hictite realm. If it were held that AJihiyava meant die main land of

Greece, we could compare the position of die Ionian states as regards

Sprta and Persia in the time of die younger Cyrus. But it is imper-

ative to note that diere is no other ground for the identification with

Milecos.

The wo outstanding theories of Greek connection at present

are probably those of Drs. Kretschmer" and Schachermeyr,‘
a
both

of whom accept connection bccwccn A^iyava and Aehaia, but who

differ vitally in locating Aehaia. The former believes the reference

to be to an Achaian Greek realm in Cilicia, while the latter holds

that the reference is to a great realm in Greece, whose centre of

power was in Mycenae and Tiryns. For a state in Mysia and the

Troad Dr. Gikze" has contended.

Now ic is essential to note that the linguistic evidence is by no

means favourable to equating the names in question." The old name

recorded in Homer as Achaiis, and there is no evidence of the exis-

tence either of an Achaiva or an Acaiviya; moreover neither form is

at all probable. Formations of the type presumed are found in

Homer only in respect of the names of non-Greek places such as

64 Sctuchcraeyr, np. sHu p. 68 Coatrti, Souin», IF.. iv. 27a.

65 Glciu, xxi. 213 ft; xxiv 209 2.

(6 Of. di.
% pp. 134 £

67 Kltindjitn. p. 171.

68 Sommer, Abbijavifuge, pp. 73 ff; InJogirm. Forub.. Iv. 169 fT.
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Phoinike, though in the late Catalogue of Ships Arkadie is recorded.

We need not press this argument unduly; it suffices to note chat wc

have no probability of the existence of cither supposed form. But.

even if wc assume their existence, wc are faced with die face that

the Hitcice Afcljiyava cannot he deemed to be a natural reproduction

of cither; the double hfc and the ending -iyava arc alike strange,

and. what is important, cannot be paralleled in the uses of Hitcice.

On the other band we may say that changes in taking over a name

arc natural enough, but wc must admit that all diat is left to us is

a general similarity in the names. Wc arc assuredly not compelled

to assume identity, and the difficulties thereof arc often underesti-

mated. It must be insisted that there is not a scrap of evidence that

any person with a Greek name was connected with Aljijiyava.

Importance attaches to the question whether Ahhiyava was

teally an important kingdom. Dr. Ferrer
1
' was insistent on the fact

that the Ahhiyava king is greeted by tbe Hittite monarch as ‘my

brother', but the sufficient answer is that the same style is given to

the ruler of Alalia who could not be deemed an equal of the Hittite

monarch. The term has merely, as in modern usage, die point of

treating die king addressed as an independent niler, not a sub-

ordinate. There remains the. fact that in the reference by the Hittite

monarch to his peers, the sovereigns of Egypt, Babylon, and Assyria,

there is added the ruler of Ahhiyava, but the passage has been sttuck

our. The most nacural view seems still that of Dr. Sommer,’
4
chat

the ascription of equably was given by ettor, and that in fact the

ruler of Ajjjjiyava did not rank as an equal in status as a Great King.

We may readily admit that die state was of importance to the

Hictitcs but there is nothing to induce us to look for an empire. In

Asia Minor states seem to have accained from time co time subs-
•

tancial strength, only shortly after to sink into unimportance.

69 Fenel.. II. L >46 IT. jo AbhH4v}-Vrk*ndAn
t
pp. 65 f.,
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Dt. Sommer has suggested chat A^iyava denotes the Cilkian

pre-Greek kingdom. We know that the Hittitc king objected to

ships from Ahj)iyava which traded with Amuiru, no doubt the coast

towns of the middle of Syria such as Byblos, canying on trade with

Egypt, and this would accord well enough with Cilicia. A further

argument in favour of Cilicia may be found ui a notice of Herodocos.

who declares that thr people were formerly called HypacHaioi.'
1

The term has excited much controversy, not diminished by the

existence of Achaioi on the north-cast coast of die Black Sea; Dr.

Sommer would render it, if treated as containing the preposiiion

hypo :n Greek, as referring to the people as Lower Achaeans, mean-

ing that d*cy dwelt on die sea below die Achaeans further inlandi

who were later driven 10 the north of the Black Sea, the term

Achaean in both cases being merely a Greek rendering of a name of

an Asianic people. But this is obviously very dubious, and it is tar

71 Sommer (AMrtpvfydfy, pp. 8(1) deals conclusively with iln idea of Dr.

Kretschmer that Hypadiaioi am denote lub-Athacaus m the sense of biibmised

Achaeans (see IF.. it. 109 B. against Olotu, xiiv. 10
3

IF.). It i* shown by bins to

be dearly possible that a gographical ichbon to Asamk peoples. whether the

Ahhiyavl or the later Pontic Achaean* may be meant (dsc tribes might hare been

levered by immigrant Cilicians from iIk Tioad or othetwiae). But b: admit! thot

we may limply assume a Greek version of an cailier Asians: nans: whidi kivdved

110 relation to Ahhijava and the liter Punk tribes. He shew* (IF- 1‘. *73 if
)
that

all Scludscmeyr’s argunicnu against a location of Alihqavl in sons; pare of the

later Cilidi are invalid, without claiming to prove location there. Porters effore

(Klto, xxx. 135 fl-) to sliow that Areava was Cilicia and that AhhijavB was the

Greek mainland, while the Hypichaioi woe late Greek seders after the Trojan

war, nod ihciefuie unconnected wid. the Ahhijava, is disposed of by Sommer

(pp. 090 ff.) Butu {Mvtvaru, PMblme,, tad Greek!, p. sat) takes 'Lesser Acisaia’

as meant, and lor a CiSdan location appeals to the Assyrian Kuveh (Qoe) in the

south cist corner of Ash. Minor, and to the Assyrian recosd of a bubarian loader

in die Taunts (c. 638 B.G) whose name Audaria, recalls Atitaravas, but notk cf

this ii of probative value. R. Ranosiek (IF. Ivi. 40 f.) suggests that Kizvitiu lay ia

tare Cilicia, then Arzava to the wot, dsen Lmjtjii. then AkhiyxS, and that, perhaps

under Tuihliyu [V in die 13th century B.C, AhhiyavS sought to advance to the

ease along the coast. This is ingmkus, but tlx evidence is ituuflicieot to establish

any theory of the locations.

I.H.Q., SSPISMBEH, 1940 4
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more likely that the two terms have nothing co do with each other,

and that the names Hypachaioi and Achaioi as applied to the

Cilicians and to a Pontic tribe arc merely Greek adaptations of local

names of non-Greek peoples. The name should therefore be ignored

as supporting the case for Cilicians AJjb'yava.

But iliac docs not dispose of die matter. Nor is it fatal to this

localisation that the texts show no actual conflict with the Hitrites
•

nor any making of treaties, which is hard to reconcile with the fact

that at the time in question the Hittites controlled Syria and Cyprus

in close proximity. On the other hand must be sec tbc fact chat

Cilicia cannot be positively excluded, and there arc definite sug-

gestions that Ahhiyava was in Asia Minor. We seem to learn of

the Ahhiyava ruler as present personally*
1

in the river Sclja area; in

one passage Dr. Sommer” has thought to find a description of a

boundary of A’nljiyava; and another fragment" may definitely show

Ahhiyava to be in Asia Minor, while no text whatever requires 11s

to locate it outside Asia Minor; all that is clear is that it had a sea

coast. Further Glicia cannot with any certainty be identified with

any odier land tccotdcd, whether Kttvfltna or Arzava. Again the

tcnitcocs with which Ahhiyava was concerned were in Asia Minor,

wherever we locate Millavanda, and above all Luqqa must be Lycia

or somewhere near it. Prims jade, therefore, we must hold that

Abieva was not a Greek country but was a state in Asia Minor,

perhaps in the region of Cilicia, and Pamphylia.’* but the location

muse be left undecided. Light may be thrown upon it by later dis-

coveries which may show more exactly the geographical boundaries

of the Hittitc kingdom.

Dr. Krcrschmcr’s view that Greek Achacans in Cilicia are

meant by Abbiyava lacks any foundation other than that given by

7* Akbifiod-Urktuuien. p. 319; IF., lv. *78.

73 lbA., p. 328; IF., lv. 279 ff. 74 Hdkitcr and Achiur; p. 43.

75 See Meyer. Gesebebte tUs Altcrtums, U, L 546 ft
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the term Hypachaioi which has been dcalr with above. There is

also a serious objection from chronology to the theory that there

was an Achaean kingdom. The Hittitc knowledge of Alihiyava'

goes hack to the time of Suppiluliuma (c. 1395-55), and it is ex-

tremely dubious if Greek settlement were either early or strong

enough to tender possible die Hittite allusion to Ahhiyava, if a

conntty of Achaean settlement were meant. In Pamphylin we have

evidence of Arcadinn-Cyprioc dialect,
11

but die country is not styled

Achaia, and here again Greek settlement is comparatively late.

Cyprus is ruled out by its possession of the name Alasia, and by the

absence of any proof of an Achaean state of importance; die name

Achaion Akte whose date is quite unknown marks a point of mer-

cantile settlement, not of Empire," and Greek relations seem to date

later than those with Rhodes. The claim of Rhodes is championed

by Dr. Hrozny, ‘ and it has one point in its favour. The island

was evidently thickly populated by Greeks as soon as the destruction

of the Minoan supremacy at sea, rendered occupation easy. But die

name Achaia was noc applied to the island ac any time- The later

Dorian seeders described Ialysos as an Achaia polis, but this is value-

less foe the claim that the island could be Afcbiyava. Moreover,

the argument from chronology' is not without value. The sug-

gestion of loma as Afchiyava, supported by Dr. Gotze.” has least

attraction of all. We have to assume that Troy' was an Achaean

town, but ilia: its Achacnns were on Hostile terms with those of the

mainland. Moteover. it is very- hard to fit in the relations of

Ahhiyava with Miilavanda and the Luqqa. The names V lulas"

and Taruisa“ which arc found in Hittite records do noc represent

^6 Schwyxcr* Of. at., j. 89. It may however liavc come from Cr«c, Bechtel,

Gr. Dm/., ii. 797.

77
Sducbcnacyr. Hfibtttr, p. nz. 78. Atthiv Orientdlni, L 323 ft

79 Criticised in Htxhixcr. pp 125(1.

80 Somme. AbbiytvtfrMgc, pp. 54 ft

Si Sommer, Ahbiyjui'UrlwrAtft. pp. 362 ([.. 370.
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places in AJjhiyava, and there is no justification for equating them

with Ilios and Troy.

There remains the suggestion of recognising the mainland of

Greece as Achaia. We may for the purpose of the argument accept

suggestion chat there was a substantial kingdom of the Pcloponucsc

whose sovereign had as his capitals Mycenae and Tiryns.*' The

Homeric tradition of the Trojan war may be adduced as evidence of

the memory of such a realm, and archeological arguments from the

nature of sites in the Peloponncse can be adduced. Chronology

suits well enough, and we can sec Milccos in Millavanda, and accept

reference to LaapaS as really meaning Lesbos. The latter point,

however, is very dubious, for its settlement by Greeks seems to fall

too late and the mete similarity of name cannot be pressed. On die

other hand, all we have so far is possibility, and ocher considerations

tell against this possibility. The Achaeans did not use cunnciform

writing, and there is no trace in the archeological remains of such

records. We must then suppose that the bearer of the Hittite mis-

sives interpreted them, and did not leave die originals with die

illiterate monarch. He for his part would send his answer by an

envoy who would interpret it if written in Minoan-Mycenaean script

on papyrus, to the Hittite king, or merely give a verbal answer.

Frankly, however ingenious the suggesion, it seems unconvincing.

A further difficulty lies in the difference between the two cultures,

and it is not disposed of by insisting on the maintenance of diplo-

matic relations between the Mtnoans of Crete and die rulers of

Egypt. Moreover, it is a serious ob|cccton that the excavations at

Boghazkoi have failed to reveal Mycenaean pottery, common as

diat is elsewhere. Nor is it convincing to urge that ocher objects

of art may have reached Hactusas as royal gifts, but have perished or

been carried off in the disaster which mined thac city'. It may be

82 Schadwnneyr, Heibiter, pp. 137 ff.; Meyer. Geicbicbte des Ahertum, II. I
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that archeological evidence co strengthen ch« view will be found. At

present the impression left is that identification of Abfjiyava with

an Achaean Pclopomicsc should be ruled to be very improbable.

Further, for Greeks of die mainland there is another serious

difficulty. The Egyptian records show as mercenaries in the

sen-ice of the enemies of Memeptah the Aqaiwasa." But this is a

much disputed rendering of 'ikjrn. and it is quite impossible to lay

any seress on it. Further, if the Aqaiwasa arc the people of

Abbiyava, then the name must be assumed to contain the Aegean

suffix -s-," which means that it came to the Hittites through Crete

presumably before the Minoan catastrophe of 1400 B.C. Now die

evidence' ' suggests very strongly that die Egyptians noted that

these Aqaiwasa were circumcised. Tlic effort'" to disprove this

view of Professor Meyer is ingenious, but it is not effective. Assum-

ing. dierefore, Aqaiwasa to sand for the people of Ahhiyava. we

can hardly avoid the conclusion that they were non-Greeks, or, if

they were, they came from Asia Miner, where they had learned the

practice, which was widespread among the Egyptians, from whom,

according co Herodotos," the Phoenicians and Syrians of Palestine

copied it. In favour cf the view that no reference is made to Greeks

may be sec the fact that the other peoples named are Sardana.

Sckclcsa, Luku and Turusa." We can hardly doubt diat we are

10 look for these people scenewhere in the region of Asia Minor.

The Luku are plainly Lycians, the Turusa suggest the Tiras of the

8} Sommer, AMiyaMJrhanJen, pp. 358 IT.; 396, IF., W. 288

84 The Egyptian 1 is aoi / hence Screitbcig’s AcbMwj as the original will not

do, arul an cunk suffix is denied by Sommer, Utdogtrm Feneb., Iv. a88.

85 Semmm. op. Of, pp 358, a a. 395 f.i Meyer, Gatbiebu da AUert*m<.

0. i. 558.

86 Schaetermcyr, Hablier, pp. 141 ff. See Sommer, IF., Iv. 189 E fee a

refutation.

87 ii. i04 i Meyer, op. at., !!. ii. 137.

88 Meyer, op. til., IL L 555 ff, 564. 566, 578.
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Old Testament, conceivably Hiccitc Tarawa,“ doubtless the Greek

Tyrrbcnoi, and the Tursci or Etruscans, whose original connection

with Lydia remains by far the most plausible account of their begin-

nings. Sardana. as will be seen below, must be connected with the

later Sardis"' rather than with Sardinia, and Sekclesa with Sagalasros

rachet dun Sicily.

A veiy different view has been taken of Aqaiwasa which sees

in them a tnbe of the Syrtes region, whose name may he recognised

ui Agbia. inland from Carthage, This is arguable, seeing chat they

were connected with the Libyans, and cn the whole it seems better

to hold that there is no reason :o connect Aqaiwasa and Ahhiyava.

The vague similarity of name leads to no certain result.

Much ingenuity has been devoted to discovering in Egypt

evidence of the existence of the Danaoi. who are known to us from

Homer as a branch cf the Achaioi in Argos."’ A letter found at

Tcll-cl-Amarna gives a report from the king of Tyre to the Pharaoh

[c. 1400), whence we learn that the king of the Danauna had died

and had been peacefully succeeded by his son. It is true that prima

jacie the cribc concerned should be looked fer in Canaan, but chat

point very probably cannot be pressed unduly. Reference, however,

to events in Greece seems most unlikely. There is also, some two

centuries later, a mention of this name as among the sea folk from

the islands who made an assault on Syria and were repelled by

89 Suggested by Burn. Minoans, MUio, and Greek, p, 138.

90 Cl Burn, of. ta., p. 112; Meyer, ep. iii„ I!. L 118 f.

91 Flinders Petrie. Hist. 0} Egypt, i'i. ill. Cf. Glotz, Aegean Civilization, p. 405.

92 Meyer, Geicbltbte ties Ahcrtnms. II. L 224, 556. 559, 561. 386, 591;

Bum, Minot's. PbiUiUnes, and Greeks, pp 120, 141'., ChiJde (The Aryans,
p. 73)

mggrau that the Dnn.iunj of Famtses III wcie scattered bunds of Agamemnon’s

Iiok returning from Troy. Esit, apart from ocher irssons. the date is hopelc'*. is

ihe Trojan war cannot be plated easier than late in the 121I1 century on aichueolo-

gicnl grounds, and the trodiourul due (1194-54 B.C.) s impossible to defend: see

Bum. pp. 52 if. He rightly paints out that there is no dear rcfctencc 10 the fuD

of die Hhtitc empire in Greet tradition; the legend 0i Pelops, which he suggee*

it possibly uciing riicive, careiot be so interpreted.
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Ramcics III. This suggests chat we are not entitled co look far

afield from the Danauna. and throws very serious doubt 011 dic:r

connection with Greece. It lias, of course, not unnaturally been

suggested," as an alternative hypodiesis, diat the Danaoi and die

Achaioi bear names of Asian ic rubes, which later were for uncertain

reasons uansferred to Greek tribes, perhaps because they entered

Greece and imposed their rule on early Greek peoples. But diis is

conjectural, and in the case of the Achani die sense spearmen' has

been ascribed from Indo-European.’
1

The mythological connec-

tions” of the Danaoi1 and Egypt leave us no real ground for accepting

die Danauna and Danaoi as connected by more dian accidental agree-

ment on part of the name. Among the tribes enumerated at die

same time arc the Uascs who may be connected widi Oassos in Cana

ot Oiisos in Cictc, but not with the Oscars in Italy.

The Za.kx.m also recorded to have been placed in connection

with the post-Homcnc Teukroi, who have connections with Salaniis

in Cyprus, the Troad, and Pamphylia. as well as with Greece/* But

the difference of name is too substantial to allow any value to the

comparison. Tile Philistines’
1

were among the attackers, and dicy

succeeded in establishing themselves in Palestine. But the view that

the)- arc Indo-European, and that their name is to be compared

with die Pclasgo1

of Greek legend is a mere conjecture, and we have

no real knowledge whether the Pelasgoi were Greek. Many peoples

to whom die style was given were no doubt not Greek at all. and

93 Cf. Otto. Hist, Zfitscbrtfl, cxJvl 2*0.

94 a. Wilds, Vergl. WerU+mtb, i. 608; ii. 327. The inrerpetatioa is quite

uncertain.

95 Sec Kretschmer, Gksu, xxiv. 15£
96 Meyer, of. ot.t II. i. j$o&, 586#. They were settled later .n Palestine ill

conjunction with the I'hilirancs; (W
.
II. ii. 13, 16, 140. Fee allege;! doiUWlicn with

rite Tcutu-oi, ice Bum, op. cii, pp. 155 1 . Zilao in Crete, whence they and the

Philetinci came, u aiore plautible. a* a ccnncctico.

97 Meyer, op. &>. IL i. >18. 560 B., 579. 586 8. 590 1.. 593: ii 239 It.

Macaliotcr, Philistine!, p. »| Bum. of. at., pp. 141 f, 146, 159(1.
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there is nothing really to show that wc arc lo regard the Philistines

as a Nordic people or a group of overlords over a Semitic population.

Of special interest is the case of the Ionians. Excavations in

the region of die ancient Ugar:t. known co us from the Aniama

letters and other sources, have proved very close relations with

Cyprus and the importation thence of Mycenaean pottery.
1" But

the idea that it was an Achaean colony in the period 1400-1200 B.C.

is dearly untenable. The Mycenaean weapons and dress ate not

adopted, and a special variety of tkolos (comb) appears. The effort

has been made to find Greek names.” Nepnd « made out to be

Nikomedes, hut unhappily Niko- is not found early in Greek as the

first part of a name. Then Ddrn(a)j becomes Didumaioi. quicc

improbable, and Ym(a)n is rendered Ionian. That must be ruled

impossible. The Akkadian Yanianu, adduced in supporc, is to be

read with a v, and the form would have 10 be Yvn as in Hebrew

Yavan, which may be traced to the beginning of the first millennium,

though not with certainty.
IUB

The Hebrews may have received it

via Lydia. It has been suggested that Egyptian 'non as die name of

Hitttte auxiliaries under Rameses II (c. 1312-1246 B.C.) refers co

Ionians. buc the guess has no attractive character.
1,1 The word, as

is well known, occurs only in a late Homeric line, and the name was

presumably created late in history after the Ionians had occupied

the Asian coast. An etymology is difficult, as dicy worshipped

Apollon leios, the suggestion has been made chat they were called

from their religion cry of Patently no certainty is possible.

98 See Schicbcrrneyr. Hei biter, pp. 107 ft

59 Dhormc, Revue bibUqitr, 1931, pp 37 9 .
Hrotny. Archv Oriental™, iv.

169; but see Vinjtcniid. Syna, xiv. 118; Sonnier. Abbijeut-UrkunJen p. 396.

ito Lehmann -Haup^ Kl/o. xxvii. 266 ft.

101 Bilibcl Qescbiebtt vordtr*nenj and Agypieni, 1 239, 398!; but sec

Somuci, op. dt., p. 36} 11. a; IF., lv. 288.

102 Kretschmer Klrsnas. Forth., i 5 9.; CUtU, xvfa 3231.- xuv. 239; Sommer.

IF., Iv. «7 n. r.
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Ic would not be worth while investigating further traces of

Indo-Europrans in Asia and the Aegean as immigrants from Europe.

The questions regarding die Micanni and the dynasts in Syria or

the HykJos in Egypt concern Indo-Europeans whose provenance

was Astatic, even if the ultimate I.E home is to be located in Europe,

nr present an insoluble problem.
I"’

IV. Illyrians anti Italians

Mention has already been made of the pressure of Illyrians on

the Dorians. But their activity extended undoubtedly to Italy also.

We may confidently find in the Vencti of the north and in the

various Iapygian tribes of th<f south. Daunft. Peucetii. Messapii.

Calabii, and Sallcntini, representatives of the Illyrian race and

speech.'"' The dates co he assigned ro the entry of the Illyrians arc

wholly conjectural; ir may be taken for granted that they go back

to the 10th century B.C. at least, hut die atchacological evidence is

quite impotent to tell us any more. Linguistically it has been

claimed"' that Venetie reveals to us a language which, like Hittitc

and Tochanan. belongs to an extremely ancient form of I.E. speech

ancer.or to the development of centum and satem dialects as such. It

is difficult to understand what is really meant by this claim. The

extreme antiquity appeals to be exaggerated, but ic seems clear that

Venetie in some words preserves I.E. palatals, and that ic does not

labiahce velars."
1 The question of the ancestry of modem

Albanian"' is disputed, as Thracian influence is also alleged; for

our purpose no importance seems to attach to the question. It has

been shown"* that there is between Illyrian and Germanic a certain

amount of similarity, but that can be exaggerated, and is easily

103 Set Keith, IHQ.. xii. 569 If.: xiii *01 ff.

104 Whatmotigh. Foa-Jaueni oj luly. pp. 126S. 105 Ibid., p. 177.

106 E.g. Kluthiilrit (MfMlpie RUobitii), uvl ekuprlksris.

107 Schwyzer, Criecbiibe GidmmUt. L 66 L we Grorgiev, KZ. Ixiv. 1078.

icfi H. Kralie, Hirt'FutscbHft. iL 565 ff.

IRQ, SHTEMBEB. lt#0 5
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explained by the proximity of the early German speakers and the

Illyrians, for the Illyrians, to judge from their names of places and

similar tokens, appear to have occupied much of what later became

eastern German lands.

There arc also serious difficulties in determining when the

Italians came to Italy."" There are easily distinguished two groups

the Q- Jtalici, o: whom chose best known are the Latins, and the

P-Icalici, sometimes styled Salines. "" including die Oscans and

Umbrians. 1 c appears for many reasons proper to assume diac the

ancestors of the Celtic and Italic peoples once dwelt togerher in dose

union,'" and efforts have even been made to show thac we can

trace a special relacion between die Q-Italici and die Irish group of

Celtic speeches, and a less dose connection of P-Italici and the

Britannic group, but this must be deemed unproved.

When we seek to find a place in Italy fee the joint existence of

the Italici. wc arc invited"" to find it in the Po valley, where arch-

aeology reveals to us people dwelling in villages consisting of pile

structures on dry land, incinerating their dead, the terramaricoli who

spread over Iraly in the ^di and 14th centuries B.C., though they

nowhere exterminated the Mediterranean race, which is accepted as

a rule as the oldest population to be traced. But the view that die

Romans and Safincs are really descended from, the terramaricoli is

nor by any means universally accepted. and must be regarded as

incapable of being proved by die evidence available. There is a

distinct civilisation, the V/llanovan,"
1
in Reggio Emilia and Tuscany,

X09 Quid*, The Arydni. pp. 68 ff. MO WJuttnoogh, of. at. t pp. 109, 195.

mi MeiUet, Histoirt dc U Ungme Utinx, cb. iii.

m A. Waldc, Obxr afartt jpfacbiiichc Baidu*get* twiscbm Xchen *nd

Italiken (1917). Cf. Krctochmex, Sprtcbe, pp. 104 ff.

113 Childe, The Arytxs, p. 71.

1 14 Meyer, Gejckicbtc Jxj AUartums, I. 5 . 79a.

115 Whatmough, op. dt.t pp. £4 ff.; RnntUll Maclvcr, Vilkxtnstnj and JUriy

Etmjcans (1914).
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in the Early Iron Age. which on one and the most probable view

cannot be derived from that oi the terramaricoli, but must

represent a new invasion, and it is usually supposed that the

Umbrians introduced it. lc is quite possible to hold that like the

Umbrians, the Latins were not descendants of die tcrramancoli at

ail, but represent a distinct and earlier wave of invasion of a people

akin to but not derived from the Safines.'"’ This is strongly sup-

ported by the fact that no tcrramarc settlement has ever been found

in Latium, and that die similarity of Roman town-planning to chat

seen in the cerramaricoli's settlements can be explained easily by

natural features and Etruscan influence. A distinct Villanovan

element thus seems to have introduced Latin. On die whole, it

seems best to disregard die terramaricoli doctrine, and to accept in-

vasions from the north to explain die arrival of Italici of all kinds

as Indc-Europc2ns by speech."’ If this is so. then we have no

definite means of suggesting any early date, before say 1000 B.C.

for entry; how much earlier any I.E. speakers arrived must remain

guesswoik. We cannot be at all certain that die Italia as a unity

ever resided in Italy; probably diey did not.

An chart, however, to find Indo-European speech at a vet)'

early date ui Italy has been made, chc Ligur.ans being the chosen

people."' Ancient tradition ascribes to Ligurians considerable areas

of soudicm Gaul, Corsica. Elba, the north-west and centre of Italy,

and the Po valley. It has been sought—by adducing place names

with -sc- to establish che wide distribution of the people tn ancient

times, and, no doubt without sufficient warrant, die name has been

claimed for the Mediterranean race. But it is also claimed that in

u6 Whatmough. op. til.. pp. 203 2
117 Meyer, (op. cfej suggests anival by the Admtic *c, but Kretschmer (p. 106)

prefers the land route wing the coast. R. Much
(
Hin-Feiucb'lfi

.
ii. 549 Q) aigues

for a northern origin of the Italia from the linguistic similarities of Latin and

German.

118 Whatmough. op. til., pp. 129 ff.
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face Ligurian was an I.E. speech, not agreeing with any other known

In discussing the issue the so-called Lcponcinc inscriptions

must be disregarded; they seem to show a Celtic speech,"’ affected

by Etruscan influences, and can be held certainly rot to be Ligurian

in origin. The glosses given as Ligurian arc of minimal value.

They arc said to have called themselves Ambroncs. with which have

been compared German Ambroncs and the Umbrians.
13 " but this

is a mere guess. The stream Bcdincus is said to mean 'without

bottom’,- and the Sanskrit budbna, Greek putbmen. Latin fundus.

German beden, arc naturally compared, but -incus remains without

solution .”
1

The suffix -atco or -act cannot with any plausibility

be made out I.E. in character; the plea
” 3

that its frequency was due

to the existence ol river names in -a such as Maera or to that of

common words in -a such as pale is quite unintelligible. The exami-

nation of the list of names ending in one or other of these suffixes

shows chat die earliest part of each is regularly without I.E, con-

nections. With this accords the fact that characteristic Ligurian

names, such as Ciminus ot Alba, remain without I.E. relationships.

There is no real doubt chat the basis of Ligurian is not I.E. The

idea that the neolithic inhabitants spoke an I.E. speech is really

impossible, and commonsensc dictates that we must admit the in-

fileration of I.E. speakers at some time to account for the scanty

I.E. traces, which we must regard as signs of a new population

movement, not necessarily at all important numerically. This

view is supported by certain names,
1” patently Indo-European.

Beregema. a mountain, clearly contains the I.E. bber-, ‘bear’, and

119 Krahe, Hirt-Fetisc&rijt. ii. *41-7. Contrast Wlutnxmgh, of. at. pp. 134 F.

who tries to make out the speech is KclnvLigurian,

no Kretschmer, GLuut, xxi. 114. ill Kr.ihc of. tit, ii. 153 IF.

iaa Whattoough, op. tit., p. 130.

113 Kinhe, Htrt-Fe.tithrift, ii. 154.
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ghtyem 'winter, snow', but the form is not Latin, because the

sonant aspirates arc represented by sonants only, as opposed to f and

b respectively in Latin. Porcobcra again cannot be Celtic, on one

view, stnee p is retained while Irish has ore. This is not decisive,

and there are Celtic parallels in other eases, c.g. Combcranca, a

scream, with which compare Irish commar, 'meeting' of streams

etc. Bivelius. Irish bin; Roudelius, Old Irish mad; Eburelia. Gall.

eburo-. There is coo little authonty to allow yet of a decision

whether we have a really independent I.E. speech, or merely a form

of Celtic, or an another view a Kamo-Illynan dialect.
1,1

Nor can we say of the speech
1" of the Siccls of Sicily and South

Italy with what I.E. speech it is connected, nor when it was intro-

duced, The scanty remains contain much that is like Latin, but

boirowing cannot certainly be presumed, We have I
e
porn, L. Upas;

duro, Latin durum; vino, L. rJinum; brtom, L. oratum, Oscan and

Gaul, bratom; r.epos as in Latin. Aitnc compares with L. aedes,

as litrs with libra. For maru compare Umbrian and L. maw; for

moiton, loan’, L. mutuum; for batinos, L, catinui. There are fewer

eases of Greek connection as in bemilom and hemlna, while it is

possible that in L. miser, G. musaros, we have n borrowing from

Siccl via Sicilian comedy. On the odver hand, the name for leader,

Douketios, has the same ending as in III Pcucetii, with the local

name Bnkinniai compare Messapic briganruu, and the fact that

there were Siccls in Dalmatia, so that connection with Illyrian can-

not be ruled out.

As already mentioned, we need not take seriously the idea dint

Siccls'” took pail in raids 011 Egypt. The early Sardinians liavc

114 K. F. Wolff. Mxnntf.r, xxii 181 8.; X.XU1, Z 2jR.

125 Whatmough. *?. cit.<
fp. 363 ff.; Prac Italic Dvttccu, ii. 457 ft $ic<i

tiU is older than L. ejt

126 Contract Meyrr, GuckiebU let A!lert*ms, IL i, 573 ft *ith Whatmonglu

pp 338 S. 356 f. on the movement from Sicily to Italy not vie* vena.
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dearly scant tight to I.E. character. We have no Speech relies, only

ancient local names, which have parallels in Spain, Liguria, and

North Africa-”' That they were among die tribes brought against

Egypt is most unlikely; even if they cannot be treated as the people

of Sardis,
11"

it is illogical to go so far a field as Sardinia, and no arch-

aeological evidence can be adduced to support the idea ol location

there.

The Etruscans can be briefly dispsed of. The non-I.E.

character of their language only becomes more apparent with every

effort to arrive at a different conclusion.
1” Of more imprtance is

die question of their date of arrival on the west coast of Italy.

There is also the pssibility or probability of more than one Etruscan

arrival. Thus ic has been suggested'^'
1

dial some came to eastern

Italy from the Greek mainland, either by land or sea, while others

enmc to the west dirccc from somewhere in die Aegean by sea.

There is a variance regarding dates of advent, and they have been

ascribed to the second millennium B.C.
IJI

But it is far more likely

that we have to go down to about 850 B.C.”’ though there may

have been settlements of less imprtance in the 10th century. There

is far too little clear archaeological evidence to decide such a pint

as tins. That for a time they extended an overlordship over large

areas, including Lacium, is plain. Against the idea of arrival by

land must be sec die fact that archaeological evidence, as well as

tradition, strongly supports the view chac traces ol Etruscan speech

117 Whatmough. of. at.. |>|> 373 if-

118 Tlx: original name is staled to have beer. Surd. We have a 5«uikiK i~i

an Aiianic Home (Bun, Mmoini, Creebi arid Philiillnri, pp. 1 1 a ft.) is mac bkety

dun Sirdnia (Meyer. Geicbtibte da Alterunu. II. L 57 f. 557).

119 fc. Fied, BtmtUnb (1931); Sehachamryr, Eirmkucbe Fruhgatbicbte (1929).

130 Kretschmer. Speebe. p. jog; Glotu, xxii. 204; Whatmough, op. cil., pp.

io2, 1S9. wavers in opinion.

131 E. Kicekers, Die Sfratbiumnt der Erie. p. 93.

132 Whatmough. op. at. pp. 208, 213.
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among the Radi.'” who lived to the north and south of the

Brenner pass, are title to penetration from the south, not to an entry

from the north, by the Rasenna. The theory’'* chat die Euuscans

are aboriginal in Italy is quite impossible of acceptance.

Note should, however, perhaps be made of the suggestion'"’

dia; beside our historic Etroscans there was a much older element

in the population which arrived before die Indo-Europeans and was

kindred to the historical Etruscans. It seems extremely difficult to

make much of this suggestion and mere possibilities which cannot

be verified are probably best left aside. The same observation

applies to an ingenious effort
1 '1

to .sec sober history in the legend of

Aeneas and Rome to the extent that a body of sea-raiders may have

landed somewhere south ol the Tiber in the Early Iron Age and

have aided the Latins against the pressure of die Sabellian wave cf

Italic stock.

The Celts did not reach Italy mini somewhere about 400

B.C.;'*' they came rather from the cast than the west, and their

provenance may have been the Danube; in any case their import-

ance for the early Mediterranean is negligible. Nor do any of the

facts we have examined enable us to arrive at any conclusion helpful

for the solution of the problem of the Indo-European home on which

the late Professor L. de La Vallcc Possin wrote with such prudent

reserve in the appendix added in 1935 co his Indo-europeem et

lndo-ir/initns.

A. Berriedale Keith

133 Whitmough, of. cit, p. 104.

134 Schuchhaidi, Pntbut. Ztlt. xvi 105 IF.; Aleatopt (1935). pp. 115 f.

135 See. e_g. Krahe. IF., Iv. 149.

136 Bum, Mtnatru, PbtUsMrm Grtehi. pp. 243 f. He gives (pp. 240 ft.)

suggestions as 10 places whence the Etmscans came to Italy,

137 Wluimough. of. cit.. pp. 147 ft.
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Ic is only recently that we arc realizing the importance of the

Malayan world for researches in anthropology and archarology. The

ethnic history of the Malay peoples is still far from being dear.

We find them mostly as a maritime race whom we may all die

Oceanic Malays. But they have got their cousins bn the mainland

as well spreading over die Malay Peninsula and Indo-China, who

may be called Continental Malays. The Proto-Malayas are some*

times called Oceanic Mongols spreading over the vast “Oceanic

domain of Further Asia from Formosa to the Nicobar* and Mada-

gascar” And as Dr. Hutton observes in his paper on “Races of

Further Asia,"' die Proto-Malayas are found "forming hybrid

groups by fusion with Negritos, Papuans, pre-Dravidians or Indo-

nesians." The present day Malay* wich dark-brown shin may thus

very probably be the result of die fusion of the Yellow races from

die North with the Black races of Southern Asia. Thank* to die

researches of French scholars, we now know diat the far ofE island of

Madagascar is culturally' and linguistically connected widi die

Malayan world, and the devoted workers of the Fcole Fran^aise

d' Extreme Orient in Hanoi (Indo-China) arc supplying valuable

materials for the study of the archeology of Malaysia. The history

of the Proeo-Malays and die Malays will, therefore, when ade-

quately treated, enable us to follow the strange lines of expansion of

rhe primitive peoples from Africa to Melanesia across the Indian

Ocean to the Pacific.

The earliest, so far traced, of the Dark races to spread over

Malayasia and South East Asia were the Negritos, precursors

of the Negroids or Oceanic Negroes as opposed to the

Continental Negroes now in Africa. The Negrito as a submerged

i Man in India, voL XU, No. 1931.
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Pte-Dravidtan element in our Indian population, lias been

definitely identified by Dr. B- S. Guha, in the extreme South*

Western strip of the Peninsula consisting of the hills and ranges

along both sides of the Ghats. There we find such tribes as the

Kadats, Irulas, Pulayans etc, who are basically Negtitoid in character

but modified by other racial elements specially die Proto-Australoid,

spreading from the Gulf of Cambay to the coasts of Orissa now

speaking mosdy "Austric" speech common to chc Kol. Munda,

Santal, Juang and Savara tribes. A tew others like die Bhil, die

Gond, and the Oraons now speak corrupt forms of Dravidian or

Aryan speech abandoning their tribal languages. Ihesc Ptoro-

Auscraloids or Veddoids (as they arc sometimes called from physi-

cal affinities with the Veddas of Ceylon) may be the carlicsc indi-

genous substratum interspersed with a later filtration of die Negritos

whom we find in South India in the Andaman Islands, in Malay

Peninsula (Semang races), in Hast Sumatra and in die Philippines

(Aeca people). Agriculture and domestication of animals were

unknown to the Negritos who were, mainly speaking, food gatherers

and hunters with bow and artow as their typical weapon (unknown

to die Veddoid ancestors of the Australian aborigines).

After die Negritos we find die infiltration of die Oceanic

Negroes represented by its Papuasian branch leaving cheir traces

among the Naga and other tribes of Assam and those of Papua

and Fiji in Melanesia. The earlier and later strands of this Mclailc-

soid culture arc just being distinguished as we shall ptesendy dis-

cuss. Their culniral contributions may not be much but they supply

valuable links in our study of die stor.e-age cultures of Asia.

Next to the Melanesian or Black races come the Indonesians

composed of a Caucasic stock modified by Mongolian infiltration.

Racially the Indonesians arc "submerged” according to Dr. Hutton

but the area once covered by the Mon-Khmer languages of the

Indonesian stock embraces Cambodia and Yunnan in French Indo*

UHQ.. SEPTEMBER, 1940
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China, Wa and Palaung lands in Burma, Khasi Hills in Assam and

the Munda zones of Chora Nagpur. In chose areas have been discover-

ed a special type (which we may call Indonesian) of polished stone

adze "the tanged and shouldered cult.’’ Ocher characteristics noted

by Dr. Hutton, are tatooing, canoe-drum, mcgahthic culture, head-

hunting "to secure souls to add to the genera! village stock of soul

matter which is required for the successful propagation of animal

and ccieal life." phallic cult, terrace cultivation, buffalo and plough

cattle, among others. These arc found in Assam, Burma, Malay

Archipelago, the Philippines and in Formosa, Papua and Oceania.

Along with these there appeared cotemism, taboo, exogamy, math-

lineal society, Bachelors Hall, priest-chiefs and Prayer houses develop-

ing into temples in Indonesia and Polynesia. We have noticed how

often die studcncs of Microncsian, Melanesian and Polynesian cul-

tures turned >o Indonesia for the explanation of many customs and

institutions in the remote parts of Oceania. Now Indonesian and Mon-

Khmer cultures are considered by an eminent audwrhy like Dr.

Hucton to have their origin in Southern India (pce-Dravidian and

Dravidian). Consequently Pre-Aryan India should be a most pro-

fitable field for those who aspire to contnbutc new chapters to the

prc-historic and anthropological studies of Asia.

Next to Dr. J. H. Hutton’s admirable survey of the "Races of

Further Asia" prepared for the rqth Edition of the Encyclop/edta

Brtunnita (1929), we should nonce Dr. P. V. van Stein Callcnfcls’

monograph on "The Melancsoid Civilizations of Eastern Asia."'

Traces of Melancsoid civilization were discovered also in French

Indo-China by Mm, Mansuy 3iid Palle and Dr. M. Colam which

came to be critically examined at the First Congress of the Pre-

historians of the Far East (Hanoi, 193*)- l hc second session of

that Congress was in Manila (1936) when heaps of new materials

DniUtin of lot RmQUj M*scnm, SihgAjsotc, Stsio B. C, Moy, 1936
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came forth for examination and a third session of the Congress was

organised by the Riffles Museum in Singapore."

In 1935 Dr. Callenfels was encrusted by the Carnegie Corpo-

ration of New York, with the task of making a systematic survey of

the plarolithic and neolithic sites and human remains of Melanc-

soid and Indonesian affinities. He completed his report (dared

Kyoto, Dec. 1935) of the first year's work (1934-1935) in course of

which he regretted that "both Siam and Burma arc still blank areas

on the pcc-historic maps.”
1

The conclusions of Dr. Callenfels as recorded in this, practically

hij last scientific communication on the subject, deserve close atten-

tion : Far from being confined to ptcsenc Melanesia, the geogra-

phical extension of the composite Melancsoid culture takes us to

the Tumba culture of West Africa where according to Dr.

Mcnghin, wc find “artifacts bearing a strong resemblance ro the

palzoLthic types of Western Europe like Chellean, LcvaJloisian or

Mousterian." These types have already been found in South

India, Java and South China. So it seems probable that from

Africa the home of the Dark races, the oval or ellipsoid chipped

implements reached Western Europe on the one hand and via India

to Java and the Far East on the ocher. Wc quote in this connection

die following significant remarks of Dr. Callenfels who seemed to

support the hypothesis of Dr. Hutton: "It seems now improbable

that influences from India played a part in the development of the

Melancsoid civilisations, and the theory that the cultures found in

Malaysia had their origin solely or mainly from Tonkin (Hoabin-

hian) can no longer be maintained." In discussing a rare stone arrow

3 Thu information I gathered from the authorities of die Museum and horn

Prof. Oiley Bayer of the Univcraty of the Philippines on my way 10 and from

Polycom and Australia (1937*38)-

4 He collaborated with the french and the Briwh workers and waa preparing

for a survey of Burma when suddenly he died in Rangoon, m :hc great loss of

pc-historic italics in the Fir East
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head found in north eastern Kedah, Dr. Callenfcls opined char the

arrow licad. like the neolithic and bronze civilizations of the Ease

coast of Sumatra, opposite Kedah, probably showed "Indian

or Burmese influence.'' Another Dutch archzologist Dr. G. H. R.

von Konigswald who published his results on the "Early Paleolithic

stone implements from Java’” definitely correlated the Pleistocene

hand-axe cultures of Java and India' while reviewing the

‘Stratigraphy of lava and its Relations to Early Man.' To find

implements comparable with tlx: Javanese hand-axes we must go

back, lie ays, "to the beginning of human industry, to die early

paleolithic Chclkran culture known from Europe, Africa and India,

and indeed to the most primitive phase of this culture."

Dr. Callenfcls, however, warned us against accepting mere

typology as a reliable indication of age which an only be fixed by

more convincing geological or paleontological evidence. But he

agreed that probably the oldest wave of Mclancsoid civilization

readied Java. One of the earliest human fossils was found by

Dubois in Trim! and another near Wadjak where probably a proto

Australoid type was discovered and within fifty miles from that

sice Dr. Kocnigswald found stone-cods of the Chcllean type. A
very remarkable find was that in the rock-shelter called Guwa

Lawa near Sampling (Ease Java). Here, between a layer with stone

arrow heads below and one with polished stone-axes above, a cul-

ture was discovered using only bone and bom artifacts, nowhere else

to be found associated with a Mclancsoid culture. The proto-

neoliclis found near Malang, East Java resemhle those from Celebes.

Paleolithic cods have also been found in the Melanesoid remains

near Galumpang in West Central Celebes and probably a Mclanc-

soid bone culture reached Java via Celebes. Mclancsoid paleolithic

artifacts have also been found in Sarawak and in Dutch Wes: Borneo.

5
Bulletin of the Raffles Mascum, May, 1936 . 0 Etrly Man. 1937.
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’I housands of such stone-axes have been found in die hast coast

of Sumatra. This "Sumatra type” of tools consists of rounded

pebble worked on one side only. Two other types could be dis-

tinguished : a broad flat axe and a thicker elongated pick. Polished

neolithic axes and bronze axes have also been found in East as well

as north Sumatra and in Nias, pointing to a later stage of culture

derived from different sources. Grinding scones and slabs associa-

ted with hematite used as pigment have been found in Sumatra

and in Malay Peninsula but arc totally absent in Indo-China.

A very primitive type of culture has been found by the Swiss

Anthropologist Dr. F. Sarasin, in the caves of Northern, Central,

and Southern Sum, But systematic excavations have not ye: been

undertaken

.

In Indo-China valuable relics of Stone Age culture have been

found in Bac-son and Hoa-Binh. Suffice it to say chat the paleoli-

thic tools horn those sites arc associated with Mclancsoid human

remains and the proto-neoliths with the Indonesian strata which

apparently succeeded.

In the Kwangsi province of South China an expedition sent by

the Chinese Geological Surrey discovered a late paleolithic culture

with no polished celt or potter)'. This Kwangs? culture appears to

resemble die Stone Age cultures of Western Europe and it is des-

cribed by Dr. W. C. Pei in his paper “On a Mesolithic Industry

of the Caves of Kwangsi. This may be the forerunner of the

Bacsoman (early Neolithic) culture of Indo-China-

Paleolithic and ptoro-neolithic implements have been found,

as we have described above, near the Laguna del Bay in Luzon and

other parts of the Philippines which wait for systematic cxploratibn.

Even far off Japan which is generally considered to be in the neo-

lithic zone some apparently palxolithic tools were reported to have

7
BuStti*: Geat. Soc. Cbm a. XIV. 1935.
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been discovered by prince Oyania among the kitchen-midden* of

Lin Kin islands. In 1932 Dr. Callenfels could detect similar imple-

ments fiom Kiushiu, Hondo and Sendai islands. These tools hast

not yet received sufficient attention from the authorities of different

Japnese Miuscums because of their pre-occupation with ceramic

materials.

Malay Peninsula is the natural land bridge between India and

Indonesia. Yet, owing to rise cultural backwardness of the people

inhabiting that country, few explorations have been undertaken-

As early as 1880 Mr. L. Wray, former Director of F.M.S, Museums

discovered shell and bone deposits at Gunong Poudok, Petak, In

1 886 he excavated some reek shelters at Gunong Cheroh near Ipoh

and reported finding human remains (neolithic?), ted pigments and

grinding stones but no palzolitluc cools or flakes.

Between 1917-192 1 Mr. I.H.N. Evans conducted excavations

in several places; at Ciu Kajang near Lenggong lie found tools of

paleolithic type but no proconeoliths, as he repotted- He found

proto-neoliths near Gua To Long in Pahang and thanks to the ex-

pert colloboracion of Dr. Callenfels lie could trace (in 1926-27) a

definite Melancsoid culture in Gua Ketban rockshclcer in Gunong

Pondok (north Perak). Among the finds are mentioned paleolithic

cools including Sumatra-type, protoneoliths approaching ncoliths,

crude pottery (very rare in lower levels), red pigment, grinding stones

etc. with human remains.

Mclanesoid paleolithic tools, worked on both sides (ar.d not

associated with any protoneoliths) were found by Mr. G. W.

Thompson in 1921-23 near chc Sungai Lembing tin mine in

Pahang. In the alluvium of a small stream he found also “layers of

Hakes and chips” suggesting probably that it was an "ancient work-

shop." Some of the artifacts are of die unwieldy Indo-Chinese

(Hoabinhian I) type and represent prohably the oldest stage of the

Mclanesoid culture in the Malay Peninsula.
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Under the auspices of the Carnegie Corporation (New York)

several important excavations were made in 1934-35 and prelimi-

nary reports thereof were published by Dr. Callenfels." I11 the

Province of Wellesley three kitchen middens were excavated in 1934

at Guak Kepah where lie found traces of secondary burial, ha:man re

and pure neolithic "axes with an encircling groove" round die base

for the attachment of a rattan handle. The foreninners of this type

may be the "knob-handled axe" from Gulampang, Central Celebes

or the type of tcols found in Kalgan in Mongolia, Manchuria and

Japan as communicated by Dr. Callcnfek in the Proceedings of the

Second Congress of Pre-htstorians of the Far East, Manila (1936).

In the lime stone hills of Baling in Kedah, a cave was excavated

by H. D. Collings and inspite of difficulties in cultural stratification,

was attributed by Dr. Callenfels to "the same wave of civi-

lization as that of Gua Kerban showing protoneoliths deve-

loping into true neolithic cools with a straight edge and

also of small chipped picks.” Another site was excavated

by Mr. M. W. F. Tweed:c at Bukic Chintamani in Pahang.

Here die oldest layers showed a culture without pottery

and with palzolithic “Sumatti-typc‘
' tools which was succeeded by

a later stratum with pottery and protoneohdis. The older type of

pottery' shews that netting was used for impressing the ornaments

on vessels before baking. The later type of pottery probably belong-

ed to Iron Age, and its inner surface was varnished probably with

gum or lac which were used for coating (both externally and inter*

nally) in the pottery found by Mr. Evans in die Iron Age slab

graves a: Changkat Manteri and Sungkai,

Summing up his observations, Dr. Callenfels remarked that the

oldest phase of Melancsoid culture in Malay Peninsula appeared to

be diat of Sungai Lembing with palzolithic culture. The protoncc*

8 BtiUiir, <rf tbe tiaffks Museum, May, 1936
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lithic stage is reached in Gua Kajang, Gua Kerban and the Baling

eaves. Partially belonging to these scages and partially different

from and later than those, stand the- layers of the Chintamani eaves

where, both in the higher and the lower levels, secondary burials

occurred. Ordinaiy burial is found in Gua Kerban lock shelter.

Giuk Kepah with its peculiar neolithic axes « quite distinct and

seems to represent the youngest stage of Mclancsoid civilization so

far known, in this part of the world. The later Meiancsoids evolved

tools which appear to show chat they employed them in some kind

of primitive agriculture. And here as elsewhere “when human re-

mains arc found associated with psotcncoliths and potteiy, they

include individuals with affinities other than Melanesoid." Dr-

Callenfcls admits die presence of die second race, the Indonesians

living with the Mciancscids, practising burials with no trace of

cannibalism.

In tracing the history of che relatively simple and unmixed

Mclancsoid races and culture we have often been puzzled by com-

plicated problems which only lurther researches may solve. The

difficulties ate multiplied more and mere as we proceed to tackle with

the history of mixed races like the so-called Pcc-Drav:dians and Indo-

nesians who seldom appear' as pure races and only offer some

‘archaic survivals,” the date or cultural sequence thereof, remaining

often vague and perplexing. The theories and interpretations of die

cdinologists and anthropologists often conflict, ar.d no less conflicting

are the opinions and observation* of archxologists who worked in this

much neglected field of Malaysian pie-history. Dr. Callcnt’cls warned

us against accepting mere typology as a reliable indication of age for

he showed how apparently old stone culture anti tools from Galura-

pung (Celebes), Gua Kerban (Malay) and Kwangsi (South China)

which abound in so-called "Chelkan types” arc probably “younger

than Mesolithic.’
' So ptoroneoliths are often confused with ncolichs

and the neolithic culture has no dear chronological boundaries, some-
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times, as in the history o£ Japan and some other countries, die neo-

lithic age and culture reaching as late an epoch as che beginning of

die Christian Era. Even die fossilisation of bones, wood ccc. is found

10 take different spans of years in different climes and countries and

jo mere fossilisation is a most unsound criterion for age in case of a

country like Java, (as observed by Dr. Callcnfcls), where, in some

sites, bones and odicr objects get fossilised in a very short time. With

all these reservations, we may nevertheless pursue die study of

palzocchnology and prehistoric archeology of Malaysia.

Next to the Melanesoid Negritos, we notice the somewhat

obscure group of pre-Dravidian spreading from India into die

Malayan world. Dr. Hutton has identified them with die Sakai of

th’c Malay Peninsula, the Toalas of die Celebes and their cousins in

East Sumatra, die Ulu Ayat trikes of Dutch Borneo with the blow

gun as dieir distinctive weapon. This pre-Dravidian strain in some

of the hill tribes of Assam and Burma is admitted by Dr. Hutton.

He considers the Indonesians as introducing rhe earliest and the most

-biding cultural elements in Further Asia, from Assam to Fiji, from

the Munda zone to the Polynesian world. The Indonesian* were

prabahly composed of a Caucasic slock which, according to Hutton,

occupied South-East Asia at a very early date and was modified by

Mongolian infiltration. These Indonesians wete submetged by che

flood of Soufh-Mongoloid races, called by Dr. Hutton, as the

Paretxan invasion represented by die North to South drive of die

Shan, the Thai, die Burmese, the Anamices, down to die Kuki-

Caclnns of our own days. As remit of such racial fusions there

emerged the Oceanic Mongols, the Proto-Malays or the Indonesians.

Leaving die mainland to the indigenous pre-Mongol folks and co che

invading Southern Mongols, the Indonesians with a rare audacity and

adaptability spread over Malaysia and Micronesia and again through

Melanesia reached the farthesc confines of che Polynesian world.

This forgotten history has been partially reconstructed by W. F.

LH.Q., septzmblju J940
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Perry in his Megalitbtc Culture of Indonesia and by Loco and Heine-

Geldem in their studies on Sumatra* Recently Mr. Sheppard in his

paper on the “Megaliths in Malacca territory"
1 ' concluded that "a

wave of Mcgalithic culture may have passed through Malacca,

cn roufe for South Sumatra, Java and the South Pacific." He

further pointed cut that the megaliths of Talang Padang should be

studied along with such other monuments found in Assam and

Burma, in the Celebes, Nias and the little Sunda islands.

One of the best collections of Malaysian antiquities is to be

found in the Raffles Museum of Singapore. Founded in 1844, it got

0 new building :n 1887 wich special galleries and departments on

Zoology, Ethnography etc., of Malaysia and Indonesia. It is an

institution for regional research containing a representative collection

of finds from various expeditions ui Malay Peninsula. The Museum

has recently departed from its regional function by assembling in its

new Hail of Asiatic Pre-history, a synoptical scries of stonc-unplc-

ments and other objects from many regions in the east and southeast

of Asia. Its Bulletin was mainly biological in character but it has.

from 1936, opened its pages to noci-biological research in its scries,

B, which gave the first survey of pre-histonc research in die Peninsula.

The Perak Museum has been collecting tools and specimens from

die Perak state, Kelantan, Pahang, Kcdoh and Negri Scmbilan.

The Selangor Museum contains artifacts from Selangor, Negri

Scmbilan and Pahang. Neolidiic scone tools are very common in

Kuala Tembcling, Kuala Kangsar and odier places. Mr. Evans

has classified them inco four common types :
—

1

(t) Stone adzc-hcad with chiscl-liltc edge

(2) Stone adze-head with slightly hollow ground at the point

on the ‘under
1

surface

9 Robert Hdne-Celdcn, Pre-hiinrc Research In Indonesia ia Mlngrtpby of

Indian A'cbuvtogy. Leyden, S934.

10 Bulletin of the RdgUs Museum, Mly. 1936.
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(3)
Large stone adzc-hcad

(4)
Shore adzc-hcad ground on both sides towards the poinr.

Among die rarer types Mr. Evans refers to ‘quoit shaped’

'

objects in black and greenish blue stone and also to a kind of

"shouldered*’ tool found in laiping. The latter is well-known from

north-cas: India (Munda-zone), Burma, Siam and Indo-Qiina.
'

These neolichtc implements followed die invasion of Malaya by a

CroMagnon race (Indonesians.) who subjugated the palaeolithic cave

dwellers using Chclleo-Mousterian tools.

While there arc plenty of axes and adze-heads, no stone knives,

spears or arrow heads so far have been discovered. These, according

to Evans, probably came to be made cf hard wood or bamboo as we

find in New Guinea; but in die Admiralty. Islands, where obsedian

(volcanic glass) is available, we find chipped points, so well known to

the Maoris.

Some late neolithic objects are found mixed up with bronze or

iron age finds e.g. in the Iron Age graves of granite slab, discovered

at Chingkat Mantri (near Bernam river, Perak) where have been

found rough pottery, with camelian beads, bronze vessel, iron tools,

and stone bark-cloth beaters also found in Passo, middle Celebes and

in so many places of Polynesia which developed Ac bark-cloth in-

dustry transmitted by their Indonesian foAcars. Such dolmens and

cists have been found also in East Java where Ae culture objects

range from late neolithic to chc iron age strata. Mr. Evans mentions

granite mcgaliAj at Linggi, Negri Scmbilan and compares them

wicH Ac megaliAs found in Indonesia and north-eastern India

"which are so intimately connected wiA Indonesia and Malay

Peninsula.” WiA this remark he refers to the standard works like

The Kharis by P. R. T. Gordon and to The History of Upper 'Assam,

by L. W. Shakespeare as well as to the Mikirs, Magas, and Ho-

Munda Abes who erect memorial stones for departed spirits as we

find among many races of Malaysia and Oceania. This megalichic
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culture, according to Dr. Hutton, takes the form of menhirs and dol-

mens. intimately connected with the cult of the dead and also with a

phallic cult: “The general theory underlying it seems to be that the

soul of die dead takes up its abode in the erect or chc reemnbent

stone," according as the sex is male or female and that chc fertiliza-

tion of die crops and propagation of all life is dependent on the action

of die soul which is assisted by a process of sympathetic magic

dependent on the symbolic form of these megalithic erections.' The

survival of this cult in Chota Nagpur, in Assam, in pares of Indo-

China and in Madagascar suggests that it originated at a very early

date and “perhaps preceded the expansion of the Proto-Malay race.''

1 hits although the origin of che Mon-Khmer culture is still obscure,

it is possible, says Dr. Hutton that India was “the source of the

Indonesian and Mon-Khmer cultures." He compares very signi-

ficantly die aren or soul-matter of the Ac-Nagas with the Polynesian

mana or dynamic soul-principle. He refers also to che canoe-drum

and cancc-culr spreading from the Naga and Khasi Hills, Butma,

Malay Peninsula to Borneo, Melanesia, Fiji and even to Sourii

America.

In their cult of chc Dead we find platform exposure (as among

Australian aborigines), burial and burning (without any reference to

Hindu influence), die ideas of "the Village of die Dead/' and

of the “overseas” colony of chc Dead. Dr. Hutton refen also to um-

burial in Naga" hills, saying that the “boat-shaped coffins arc used,

some times where beats arc unknown," and that chc construction of

die war canoe is “attended in the Naga Hills by tabus identical with

those attending the construction of canoes in Melanesia.'

Another tabu among the Malays refers to tlic eating of the

buffalo which has been definitely associated with Mon-Khnicr culture

1 1 Cf. “Hie gwrdian stores “used by the Nias islinclcf* the I>uuin* of British

North Borneo and the Tingnuns of the Phaippincs.”
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and irrigated terrace cultivation in Assam, Borneo and the Philip-

pines. Headhunting and catoo patterns referring to rank or to

head hunting exploits arc found among the Assam-Burma hill tribes,

the Tai races, the Kayans of Borneo and other tribes of Oceania.'*

Thus we find again and again traces of Indonesian races and

cultures following in the wake of Mclancsoid races, as we notice in

so many ethnic and cultural survivals of Malaysia, Polynesia and

Oceania. Definite chronology is out of die question but as we have

noticed in our chapter on the race migrations into the Philippines, the

Negritos reached there in die Old Stone Age, while the Inodnesians

or Proto-Malays appeared with die New Stor.c Age cultures about

5CC0 B-C. Their history can thus be rarely studied with reference to

surviving monuments but their tools and implements arc being classi-

fied, helping us furchci in the study of palxocthnology of Oceania.

It is significant that die Negritos still survive in Malay Peninsula, in

Siam and the Philippines and Mr. Evans refers to a story reported by

a Negrito woman to the effect that their people 'came originally

from Lanka when it was burnt." Hence are their curly hair and

monkey affinities! These Negritos were pushed up into the hills by

the invading Sakai people who were pre-Dravidians. With the Indo-

nesian invasion, possibly both the Negrito and die Sakai began to

borrow from die Mon-Khmer or Austric languages which influenced

die Negrito and Sakai dialects. The Proto-Malay Indonesians or

Austroncsians fused with other races to form che present Malays who

were pushed into the sea by the aggressive Soudi Mongolian races,

notably the Thai, and thus the overseas colonics and empires of the

Malays gradually emerged in history.

Mr. Evans refers, in this connection, to the three prc-historic

types of men so far craccd in IndoChina: Negrito, Cro-Magnon

and Melanesian. He further institutes a close comparison between

12 Skent and Blng^cn, Rsr*J a/ MiLy* PerinsMU. i <pf>.
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the pre-historic finds of Indo-China and Malaya. We summarize

below his conclusions so far as they relate co Malay Peninsula

:

(1) A Mclancsoid paleolithic culture with cliippcd and

grounded tools and flakes from the caves at Lcr.ggong, Nyik (Pahang)

and Gunong Pondok. This nide lichic culture, without any transi-

tional type as we find in Indo-China. was followed by

—

(2) A Neolithic culture of an invading Cro-Magnon people at

Gunong Sennyum (Pahang) and in two places in Perak.

(3)
Stones for grinding spices and colours : red paint to anoint

the body.

(4)
Cerd-nurk pottery followed by coarse glazed wares with

basket design.

(5)
Pounders with grip-depressions, associated with the lower

neolithic culture of Malay.

(6) Ashes overlying Human remains.

(7)
Associated fauna not of the extinct types but of the sur-

viving species. Fish bones arc noc common but

shells and turtles used foe food arc found together with marrowbones

of monkeys, deer, pig, rhinoceros etc.

Evans and Callenfcls traced a new "Sumatra" type of paiioliths

made of pebble wich only one face chipped. These are found in

Sumatra, in Upper Perak and in die caves of Indo-China.

That the crude paleolithic Chclleo-Mousterian culture was

followed by a neolithic culture with polished tools is fairly clear. But

Malay Peninsula is as yec imperfectly explored and its pre-historic

snidy is still in its infancy. Hence we are often confused by contra-

dictory reports which may be cleared up with furdier excavations on

scientific lines. At die end of the Neolithic Age we find plenty cf

metal objects as we may expect in ibis land ever famous for its

mineral resources. But the systematic survey of the Metal Age of

Malay has not yet been attempted. So we do not know yec what

orogress in metallurgy was made by chc aborigines of die Malayan

plenty of Melania
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wodd which came to be dominated by die Proto-Malay (Indonesian)

and the Malay races.

Thus it is dear now that die Malaya served, in the pre-histone

ages, as the transmitter of races and culture from India arid the Pacific

world. So in the historic epoch the same process continued. Yet

strangely enough, the Malaya remained, till quite recently, almost

a totally neglected field. 1 hanks, however, to the initiative of Dr.

H. G. Quaritch Wales, the Greater India Research Committee ot

which lie is the first Field Director, was formed. He undertook the

systematic exploration of Malaya a few years ago, obtaining promis-

ing results. Dr. Wales published a summary of those results in a

recent paper on die “Ait and Archxology of Ancient Malaya in

course of which he observed :
“The object of the work was primarily

to gain by practical means, a fuller understanding of the processes of

ancient Indian cultural expansion which led ultimately to tlic

flowering of the indo-Javanese and Khmer civilizations in the furdia

Hast."

Malaya was 011 the main set route, of all times, beween China

and tlx West, as Dr. Wales righdy observed. But we must remem-

ber at die seme time that Malaya was a most important land route for

the migration of Indian culture into Siam and Indo-China. * he

Indian colonists often avoided the risky sea route round the coast of

die entire Peninsula and preferred to pass through Kedah (Sanskrit

Kaftbt
)
into South Siam and thence into upper Sian:, Laos, Cam-

bodge and Champa, where we often fil'd traces of simultaneous pene-

tration of Indian culture by the land as well as by the sea routes.

During his recent excavations (1937-38) in die Malay States of

Kedah, Perak and Johore Dr. Quaiitch Wales made valuable addi-

tions to our knowledge of Malayan antiquities : In Kedah alone,

he cxcavaccd some thirty ancient sites, dating from qrh to 13d! century

A.D. In an isolated hill on the Sala river (twenty miles north of

Kedah peak) he discovered a stupa with a stone inscription of the
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usual Buddhist formula Ye Dharma etc. in south Indian script of 4th

century A.D. In another lateritc stupa-base on die left bank of river

Bujang (P Sanskrit Bbujamga) he discovcicd a sun dried clay tablet

inscribed with dirce scanzas of a Mahayana text ascribed to die 6th

ccucury A.D. Thus it "antedates by more than a 100 years the

dated Mahayana inscriptions from Sumatra previously believed to be

the earliest evidence of the 'Great Vehicle' in this region."

The palxographical examination of the numerous clay tablets

in the Rallies Museum and other epigraphic documents in Malaya

will surely reveal that to reach die remote regions of Indo-China and

Indonesia, Indian cults (bodi Brahmanical and Buddhistic) must have

passed dircugh Malay where more copious traces thereof, would be

found with systematic explorations.

Kedah was at first a dependency of the ancient Malayan state

known to die Chinese as Lang-ya-bsir, which was renamed as Laiika-

suka with the assertion of independence of the Hindu colonies

strengthened by the coming of the Pallavas towards the end of the

6rh century A.D. This Hindu city of Lankasuka «i the river

Bujang after incorporating the older capital of Port Ligor, flourished

in the 7th and 8th cencuries. Remains of ruined Siva temples of this

period have been found and Dr. Quaritch Wales 15 of opinion diat

"there was sufficient evidence to establish beyond doubt the Pallava

affinities of the art of die colonies. " He further observed that die

shape and form of die roof of a miniature bronze shrine reminded

lum of the Sahadeva Radm of Mamallapuram. It shows the Caitya

window design, die Kalasa or flower-pot on the top and four Saivile

ascetics sitting cross-legged ac the four comers of the bronze shrine

found in rhe bed of the Bujang river.

Another beautiful Siva temple has been distovered on a low spur

of the Kedah peak and constructed with carefully shaped granite

blocks, quarried nearby. Ill its foundations hive been discovered

many precious objects resembling silver capsules each containing a
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ruby and a sapphire. Among the foundation deposits have also been

found stone caskets with gems and gold objects. Gold and silver

discs, jars with cult objects have also been found. While excavating

die foundation of a pillared hall Dr. Wales found within an

earthen jar an inscription, on silver, in die South Indian script of gth

century A.D. and also some Arab coins, one definitely dated A.D.

848. Another such pillared hall is asciibed to gth-ioth century

A.D., when the Sailcndra kings dominated over the state of Lanka-

suka and constructed many Buddhist temples (including the great

Borobudor in )ava) of Mahiyana denomination specially favoured by

the Sailcndras.

Inside the brick-lined chamber of lateritc P.inc was discovered

a rare type of a bronze casket soudi Indian in design. It contains

a silver bull, a bronze horse, a tin lion, and the shape of die miniature

weapons deposited remind us of those represented on die bas-reliefs

of Borobudor which show a special type of dagger dcpicced on the

Mahuasura Mandapa of Mamatlaparam.

After the Pallavas the famous Gila kings, specially under

Rajcndra Cola the Great, extended not only' the cultural but poli-

tical domination over Malay as is well-known to students of Cola

history and epigraphy. So it is natural diat craccs of a revival of

Hinduism in Kedah during the 11 ch- 13th centuries are found on

the lower reaches of the Bujang river. Buddhism also probably

lingered but several brick temples widi Hindu images, terracotta

Gancsa and other cult objects seem to explain why the Malays were

called Hindus when they were conquered by the Islamic invaders in

the 15th century.

In an earlier communication on the subject published in the

Indian Art and letters
1'

Dr. Quantch Wales threw a new light on

the route of migration of Indian culture into Indonesia dirough Malay

13 Vol. IX, no. 1, 1935.

SHTHMBEU. 1940
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Peninsula.' He supports substantially the theory of Dr. R. C.

Majumdar on tlx; origin of the Sailendras of Indonesia,
1

' concluding

that a scatc named Srivijaya existed in South-east Sumatra in die 7th

century A.D. dominating the Malay Peninsula as far as Ligor or Sri

Dharmaraja. In 775 A.D. the Srivijaya kingdom was displaced and

absoihcd by the great Indianised empire of the Sailcndias who pro-

bably belonged to die Gaiiga dynasty of Kaliriga and Mysore and

were Mahayanists by religion. Reaching Ltgor about die middle of

die 8di century chcy spread chcir power over Further India, Cambo-

dia, Champa and Ceylon bringing widi them die Nagari script and

the new name of Kaliriga for Malaya.

They ruled over Malay Peninsula and Indonesia for nearly six

centuries (8th co 1 4tli). The Cola inscriptions refer to the

Sailendra dynasty as reigning over Kadara (Kedah) and Srivijaya

came to be named as Javaka (Zabag of die Arabs). It is quite likely

that the Sailcndias adopted the name Srivijaya after conquering the

earlier Sumatran state of the same name near Palcnibang which was

considered by Coedes and Ferrand to be che capital of the Srivijaya

empire. Prof. Majumdar, after shifting the political centre of gra-

vity to north Malay, suggested chat die capital might have been at

Ligor or Nakon Sn Th’amnurat; but Dr. Quaritch Wales concludes

on che strength of archeological evidence that Jaya (abbreviation of

Srivijaya) or Caiya was die earlier capital which was displaced later

on by Nagara Sri Dharmaraja. The early Indian colonists, after

crossing die Bay of Bengal, appeared to have settled near Kedah.

Their onward march was partially impeded by the Malay pirates

Swarming die straits of Malacca, forcing them to discover some safer

land-route to the eastern coast ot die Peninsula. According co Dr.

Quaritch Wales die Takuapa harbour on the west coast fomicd a

very good anchorage leading to the Bay of Bandon on die cast coast.

14 A Needy Explored Route of Anettn 1 Indian Cuitaral Expansion.

25 fonmal of the Grfiler India Society. voJ. I. pL II. 1939.
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Near Takuapa has been discovered the ancient sice of Tung Tuk

which was identified by Gerini with the Takkcla marc mentioned

by Ptolemy (2nd century A.D.). Here die brick work of die vesti-

bule of a temple site has been unearthed where stone sculptures and

inscription have been discovered and ascribed to die eighth century

A-D. Close by is die Pra No hill from the tep of which a four-

armed Visnu image over 6 ft. high, with Gupta or Pre-Khmer affi-

nities have been discovered. It is now kept at die National Vfnseum

of Bangkok. The ancient Sanskric name of Gir.-Rastra still survives

near Ta Khanon. Another purely Indian settlement is Wieng Sra or

the city of the lake. At its centre lay the site San Pra Narai

whence three Brailmanical statues were discovered and removed to

the National Museum of Bangkok. Here a small sand stone figure

of Buddha has been found dating from 6th or ydi century A.D.

This Buddha image, only seven inches high, is of die Indian Gupta

style. Several statues of Visnu and of Siva have been discovered in

diis area, these might have served as models to the makers of dvr

earliest images of the Dier.g Plateau, West lava. The male and

female figures from opposite the Pra Narai hill, Takuapa, are charm-

ing samples of Gupta or Pallava art, proving diereby chat successive

waves of art and culture reached Indonesia through diese Malayan

colonics.

To the north of die Bay of Bandon lies die important city of

Caiya with many remains of Brahmanical cults later submerged by

Mahayana Buddhism. Here a small bronze Tara of Iudo-Javanesc

style has been discovered. The temple of Wat Pra Th'at bears

according to M011. Paimentier, close resemblance to the miniature

edifices appealing on the bas-reliefs cf Borobudor. Another ruined

monument Wat Keu was discovered by Mon. Coedes in 1926. This

is a big shrine ‘'Constructed on a plan analogous to that of Csndi

Kabsan in Java, but of wiiidi the architecture recalls closely the cubic

art of Champa and the Pre-Khmer nrr of Cambodia. From Ciiya
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several Brahniantc sculptures have been discovered which remind us

strongly of Indian proto-types. Bronze Mahayiina figures have also

been discovered. TIic next important site on the cast coast is the

famous Buddhist city of Nakon Sri Thamjnarat. Some of its archi-

tectural features remind us of Candi Kalasan of Central Java and

die Cham towers of Dong Duong and Mi-Son.

In summing up die results of his investigations Dr. Quarirch

Wales observed that there was a strong local tradition in favour of an

early migration of the Indians across the route from the West and

chat colonies of Brahmins of Indian descent survive at Nakon Sri

TJi'ammam and PacaJung. Through this country die far off Hindu

Colony of Fu-nan (Cambodia) was indiar.tsed by a sage Kaundinya as

recorded in Liang Sbu about the end of the 4th century A.D The

most primitive in style of die Indian colonial temples are to be found

near the colony of the Brahmins who traced the arrival of their

ancestors from India by an overland route across the Malay Peninsula

and not via Java or Sumatra. The primitive non-spedalised type of

Indian colonial architecture gradually influenced the pre-Khmer,

Cham and Indo-Javanese architectural types just as the sculptures

found in this Trans-Peninsular zone could have served as inspiration

to die development of local forms in an Indonesian environment.

Indian administrative ideas, ceremonials and the drama also most pro-

bably came to influence Siam and Cambodia on the one hand and

Java and Bali on the other.

It goes without saying thac there were possibly odier land-routes

and sea-routes in the propagation of Indian culture. It is probable

that dierc were two pcr.ods in this cultural migration in die earlier

period. There was a slow dissemination from the Bay of Bandon

(Pan-Pan), ro the rhen receptive and politically backward states in

Fu-nan (Champa) and in wesem Java which, in the second period,

gradually became politically and culturally conscious and creative.

Then they were capable of pursuing within their borders the evolu-
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cion of their own distinctive art and culture inspired by India. The

Pan-Pan of Malay probably collaborated with Java, developing

die great Sailendra empire. From the inscriptions we learn that die

Sailendras were masters of die northern part of the Malay Peninsula

in the 8th ccnury A.D.

They were Mahayanists arriving fresh from India and looking

out boldly for fresh conquests beyond die seas. Thus gaining con-

trol over the X^alay States they organised then conquests o£ Java

and Sumacra. The few sculptures that have been found near Palcm-

bang in Sumatra arc almost all of the late Javanese style. On the

other hand at Caiya, probably the fine capital of Sailcndra empire,

we have a range of sculptural types beginning widi almost purely

Indian forms. Scarcity of stone confined the architecture to bricks

ts was also die ease in Champa. From the inscription of the Buddha

of Wat Hua Wieng (1183 A.D.) we learn that Caiya was tempo-

rarily overrun by their aggressive neighbours the Cambodians and

probably that was the reason why the capital was transferred further

south to Nakon Sri Th'ammarac in 1230 A.D. The great Sailcndra

empire which included Java in the 9th century was weakened, pro-

gressively by the disastrous war with the Cojas in the nth century

by the attacks of the FChmcrs in the 12th and by an unfortunate

expedition to Ceylon in the 13th century. It finally collapsed as a

result of the simultaneous attacks by the Thai (Siamese) from the

North and by the Javanese from the South.

Kaudas Nag



The Date of the Sanskrit Inscription ofVo-canh
(South Annara)

In i recent article in the loumai of the Grater India Society

entitled die "Date of the earliest Sanskrit Inscription of Campa."'

Dr. Dines Chandra Sircir, who is now engaged in the study of the

origin and development of classical Sanskrit style.’ lias proposed to

bring down the date of the Vo-canh inscnption to the first half of

the 4th century which would be, according to him, chc earlier limit.

Tins dating fits in ill with the paleography of chc inscription.

The previous writers were unanimous in placing the script in "a

period which in no way seems to be lacer chan die 3rd century

A.D." #

Dr. Sircar is of opinion that paleography had misled these

scholars. I have however doubts if this science can be so sum-

marily condemned. Good logic may evidently require us to suppose

that ancient forms of the alphabet continued to be used in die Hindu

kingdoms of Indo-China and Indonesia several decades and even

several centuries after their disappearance in India, But so far as

the earlier times are concerned, when the relations between India

proper and Further India were aerive and frequent, it is the contrary

which lias been noticed. Certain modes of writing and particularly

the "box-head" alphabet of the 5th century were diffused with an

astonishing rapidity.
4

1 ICIS., vetf. VI, 1939. p. 57 (Ctnh is pronounced Kai arxl not Cb*nb, as tbc

author writesi

2 Cf. his article "Insaiptioiul evidence! relating to the development of

classical Sanskrit.' * IHQ.. March, 1939. p 38.

3 These arc die exact words of A. Bagaigne. Inscriptions Stiuhritei de Qimpi

el de Ctmbodge. p. 192. who adds laier (p. ^5) 'It appears re be almost certain

rhat this inscription is anterior to the 4th century A.D. snd it it possible that it

goes back to the and century. On the whole. 311! cennrry may be considered to

be approximately the moit probable date."

4 A. Btrgaignc. he. cit, pp. tg5, aof
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The paleographic evidence of die inscription of Vo-cank may
be set asrde only by uncontrovertible arguments.

In order to bring down the date of this inscription to a century

later than hitherto believed Dr. Sircar relics on die use ot

Sanskrit and the metre V'asaniatiUki. In short he is not disposed

to admit that a k*jys could be engraved on stone in Indo-China

before the 4th century A.D.

That the inscription of Vo-canh may be paleographically either

contemporary or later than the Girnar inscription of Rudradaman,

which in Indian epigraphy marks the victory of Sanskrit over Prakrit,

already occurred to A. Bergaigne.' “If we believe, lie says, as we

ought to do, diat the relations with the motherland were frequent,

dicre is no reason why Sanskrit should come into use in die epigra-

phs monuments much later than m India proper."

It may be added that the circumstances which might have

retarded the general use of Sanskrit in Indian epigraphy did no: exist

in Indo-China where dicre was no long Prakrtc tradition as in India.

It is a noteworthy tact that in the linguistic Indianisation of Indo-

China neither the Prakrits nor die vernacular languages did play

any part. Excepting certain rare uses most of die borrowed words

arc Sanskrit.

But still it would be surprising if Sanskrit was found in. Indo-

China before its earilest occurrence in Indian epigraphy. The ins-

cription of Rudradaman is of about 150 A.D. So A. Bergaigne was

extremely wise in suggesting that the Vc-canh inscription might go

back to die end of the century. But rcccndy new documents have

been published by Prof. H. Liidcrs* which attest die use of Sanskrit

and even of the kovya style proper since the 1st century A.D. in

inscriptions discovered in die region of Mathura. Amongst diesc

5 Lor. CM
,

p. .95
6 Snen Brihmi InifriftfOtU from Mdbxri tnd Hi Vlaatij, pi, XXIV.

)aiiiory 1938, pp. ,9^09.
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inscriptions in Brahnii script, ic may be noted, there is one Sanskrit

text written in the metre BhufavgJvijrm bhita which belongs to die

reign of Sodasa. “The occurrence of this stanza, says Prof. H.

Liiders, is of considerable aicerest for die history of Sanskrit litera-

ture. The metre Bb njahgmnjrTnbhita is found also in Kumaralatu's

Kalpanamandiuka, but our inscription is about 200 years earlier than

diac work, and if a most artificial metre such as Bbujahgavijrm bhita

is used here for a Sanskrit stanza, it is proved diac die Sansknt

Kavya poetry was fully developed in die 1st century A.D.". After

diis perhaps it would be less difficult for Dr. Sircar to admit that the

verses in VasantatiUka could have been engraved on the Vo-canh

rock 111 die 3rd or even earlier, in the and century.

It would be certainly easier to convince him of the great anti-

quity of this inscription if wc could find out sonic Chinese synchro-

nism for the king of the line of $ri Mara at whose order die inscrip-

tion was composed. There is perhaps one sucK synchronism chat has

so far been ignored by die historians probably because dicy have JO

long directed dicir investigations in Chinese texts relating to Campa

only, being under die impression that the Vo-canh inscription was

of Cham origin. Thus M. G. Maspeto* for purely chronological

reasons has identified Sri Mata widi K’iu Lien who, according to die

Tsin .Shu, had founded m 192 A.D. the kingdom wKich later on

came to be known as Ln-yi, diac is the Cham kingdom. On his

part M. S. Sugimoto* has taken great pains to explain that che two

variants K‘iu Ta and Kiu K’ouci given respectively by Ltang Shu

and the Shuts King Tchu are translations of the name Mata or “the

Evil One."

But already in 1927 M. Finot had expressed his doubts on the

Cham origin of the Vo-canh inscription and formulated the

hypothesis chat che Hindu settlement of South Annam diac has le:c

7 Lc da Champs, Paris 19*3, p. 51.

8 Melanges Ktwshars, Kyoto, 1931, p. 213.
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the inscription ol Vo-canh {200 A.D.) was a small vassal kingdom

of Foii-nan and older than the foundation of the kingdom of Canpa

in this region.’

I am tempted to go further than my late lamented ceacher and

to identify Sri Mara with the king of Foii-nan called Fan-Shc-man

who according to the Chinese Annals ruled over Fou-nan in the end

of the 2nd and chc beginning of the 3rd century A.D." But

although She accords well with Sri, man is not corrcccly speaking a

tegular transcription of Mara. But this docs not seem to be im-

possible as the use cf.a Chinese character with nasalised final syllable

for the transcription of an open syllabic followed by a syllabic with

initial / is as common as die elision of a character tn the transcrip-

tion. She-man seems to be cither an abbreviation or a possible

alteration of She man lo < Sri Mara. As regards Fan it is well

known that it is an equivalent of the termination of royal names

with’

t

/orman, interpreted by the Chinese as the name of family.

The gteac expansion of the kingdom of Fou-nan during the

reign of Fan-She-man is attested by the texts. Thus M. Pclliot"

writes: "Fan She-man was the principal artisan of the greatness of

Fou-nan. He brought under submission the neighbouring king-

doms which were tccogniscd as his vassals.’ There is therefore

nothing unusual in discovering in a valley of South Annam an ins-

cription emanating from one of his descendants. They were how-

ever few and the dynasty which Fan She-man had founded was of

short duration. Upon his death his son Fan Kin-Shcng was deposed

from the throne and was put to death by his cousin Fan Tchan who

was tltc son of the elder sister of Fan She-man. Fan Tchan was the

9 /A. CCX, 1927. p. :8S

10 P. Pclliot, 'Lc Foa-nan’, B£F£0 . Ill, pp. .157, 1*5, 291. The anchor places

the death of Fan She-man abeut 205-210 A.D.

11 Mira j Man in "Pal, but the change of r into n in T'ai is 1 phonetic plxno-

menon qunc pcculiat to diesc language* and cannot be u?ed as Jn argument in this

l.HQ„ SEPTEXfBIR, 19^0 9



first king of Fou-nan to have entered into an official relation with an

Indian king, thar of the Murundas. Hr was also dethroned and

assasinated by his cousin Fan Tch’ang the younger son of Fan Slic-

man, who was the last prince of the dynasty."

These successors of Fan She-man reigned in the and and the

3rd decade of the 3rd century A.D.'
3

If ny identification of Fan She-man with Sri Mara is correct

the inscription of Vo-canh emanated from a prince who cannot be

placed later than 230 A.D.

This dace which is in perfect accord with palaMgraphical data is

later respectively by ’8o and zoo (about) years than the inscriptions

of Rudradaman at Gicnar and Sodasj nc Mathura which are die most

ancient specimens of Kavya in Indian epigraphy. This interval is

quite enough to explain the occurrence of similar literature in

Indo-China.

George Codes

I* op. CTI.. p. 291. 13 Ibid., p. 293.



The oldest Representation of the Sakta Cult in Bengal Art

In his recently published work entitled Excavations at Pabar-

pur, Bengal,
1

Rao Bahadur K. N. Dikshic, while describing the

terra-cotlas of the main shrine, writes as follows: "Another plaque

shows a man seated on a cushion, holding the top-knot of his head

with the left hand and a sword in die right across his own neck as if

in the act of striking. This may possibly refer co the life of Buddha

himself when he cut off his long hair with his sword just before he

turned a recluse.”

In die absence of further references, it is not possible to trace

this remarkable sculpture which u not illustrated in the volume un-

der nocice. Its significance, however, can be understood from the

clear description given above.

Representations of the Buddha's cutting off his hair, prepara-

tory to his renunciation, arc by no means unknown to the Eastern

to which category the series of terra-cottas at

Paharpur belongs at least in part. This scene, for example, is re-

presented in two stelae hailing from a village in Jessorc and from an

unknown site in Bchar, which have been described and reproduced by

the late Mr. R. D. Banerjcc .

1

But neither in these nor any other

known specimens the Buddha is figured as holding his sword “across

his own neck as if in the act of striking.”

The clue to the correct interpretation of the Paharpur plaque

is to be found in a series of four Pallava and Early Cola sculptures

which were first identified by Dr. J.
Ph. Vogel in a paper published

in the Bulletin of the School of Otiental Studies.* In these sculp-

1 MemoirI of ike ArAsaAopcA Survey of Indie. No 55. p. 67.

a Eatiero Inditn icbiol of Mediaeval Sculpture, pp. 46. 57, and Pis. XIX,

b, and c.

3 The He/d-oQenng to the Goddess in PeUava Sculpture, BSOS, VI.

PP- 539-545' with four plates.

school of sculpture
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cures which arc found in the Draupadi ratbs and ihc Varalia Cave at

Maniallapuram
.
die Lower Ove at Trichinopoli and the temple at

Puliainangai (10 miles to the south of Tanjore), we have the identi-

cal motif of a pair of male figures kneeling by the side of a four-

aimed goddess who can be easily identified as Durga or

Mahisamardini. Dr. Vogel, after a minute examination of the

sculptures in question, concludes that in each of the above examples

the person kneeling to chc proper right of the goddess is shown in

the act of offering his own head to the deity.

The description of the kneeling figures by Dr. Vogel in the

above examples tallies in all essentials widi chat of die sealed figure

of the Paharpur terra-cotta, to which Mr. Dikshit refers. In the two

clear specimens, those from Trichinopoli and Pullamangai. the per-

sonage seizes the tuft of his hair by die kfc hand while applying the

sword held in his right hand to his neck. The difference

viz., the absence of the goddess and die seated posture, is probably

due to the fact that the Paharpur plaque was Held to be not a cult-

object. but a decorative design.'

A tccra-cocta panel now deposited in the Mathura Museum

enables us to trace the extension of this striking motif further

afield in the region of the Upper Ganges valley as far back as the

Gupta period. It “shows a bearded monk with emaciated ribs

detaching his own head with a sword which has half entered his

throat-"
1

In this specimen die monk is shown as kneeling with the

right hand grasping the sword and the left holding the tuft of haw

4
For the illustrations cf the two spcdnxns ict Dr. Vogel'* J*cidc cited

above. A vrty similar morif (without the goddess) occurs in an tilfi South India)

sculpture preserved in the Madras Government Museum. It is drtcnbcd as ‘'show-

ing a man holding his head liy its hair with hi* left hand while he severs it from

his body by meant of s sworH in his rtghr” (F. H. Gravely. C. Sivantimmuni and

Other curators. Guide U> the Archeological Gdlerks, Madras Government Mukrum.

Madras >939)-

5 V. S. Agrawala, Handbook of Archecdogy, Muttra, 193 9, p. 51, aix!

figure 39.
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exactly as in the South Indian examples quoted above. As Mr.

Agrawala kindly informs me, the terra-cocca was discovered From the

bed of the Jumna at Muttra in 1938. Mr. Agrawala assigns il on

grounds of style to the Gupta period.

The offering of his own head by the devotee is not unknown

co our ancicnc religious literature. An early instance is found in

the Ramayarta (Uccarakanda chaps, ix-x) in connection with the story

of Ravana's austerities for matching the greatness of his half-brother

Vaisravana (Kubera). How Ravana propitiated Lord Brahma is told

in the following lines: —

»

pRifTri 1

i«ji 3 ftwiii girro w- 11

t”i ^ TOJiht-m.ji: 1

ftrtfftr ^ 5n 1*1*1 *; ti

*rhrp? g far-

1

*<hih “ it

The above instance is only an isolated one. It is quite otherwise

with the literature of the Sakcas, where we find repeated sanctions

for ritual-offering of his own blood by the devotee in honour of the

guddess. In the Devi-mahatmya section of the Markandeya Parana,

we arc told how the king Suratha and the Vaisya Samadhi, after

hearing the story of the Devi's mabiimya, propitiated the image of

the deity by various offerings and ended by making her an offering

soaked with blood from their own bodies. The Devi being

propitiated appeared before them and granted them their desires:—
Bt flfWM t-'TT «jfg jfatsi’f'q 1

wthat n*3«wi ynrjriiwrjh 1

3*fTfarTt

<1 ftnnnsnsaf?^; 1

1^5 I

*JT«T3> W.W «T? I

6 Rimijsns, Uctara-kinda, Qi. X, 10-ii
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*5™
ai«q« *wi '

ar^r sw <df3?i «ifi? 35* •

The Kilika Purina lias the following verses in praise of the

practice of bicod-offering from his own body by the devotee

:

9>nV*r ^9 wiflMW oar i

to* afanf&n: ii

• •• % 99 •••

fi<*9 7T(«W>! Vim a utfwb I

Mt fjfHsmtfa rf'mar?.8 u

With these may be quoted the verses from the same work sanction-

ing the offering of flesh by the devotee :
—

a; ?T?r«:tT»i<nrt'r amaraisT i

fMrgy-ssfnnffi M3 Taw afgiai t

9WfiT«pat TWi *Rifiiwwi^ra n

MlWlW TTTflivfi l

firatir M 'f-M ? i *it *?: i

T-aM 3 nsfer pM fM^>r. 9 n

The Tantrasara, perhaps the most popular Tantric nibandha

work in Bengal, actually quotes rules relating to the offering of one's

own blood before the goddess and rhe blessings supposed to follow

flam this act:

*931 >ft 9>f«HsW 5JTTP3 »T?WK: I

<m'atwiPr sfirc 3 «

*• • *• • • • •

TOtratfW tw •T'tr »

v- «i9a««id nfa‘ Jnr-srarcRn 1

ftra ss-anTO! 9T sorifgiyft 1

7 Mirkoifo* XOIL 7-11. 8 KiUki Purine. LXVH. 5 and is.

9 Ibid..
LXVII, 172 a&d 184-185.

10 Tanirub*. pp. 933-34. &ing«b 3 si «l Calcutta, 1334 BS
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In die late Tancric nibandha work from Bengal, called Prana-

tosani written (as we learn from the. preamble) by Ramatosana

Vidyaiamkara in
1 743 Saka (1821 A.D.), wc have a quotation from

che Matsya-sukta of Aiabalanlra. Here we have a comparative list

of the merits of different kinds of blood-offerings before the Devi

including chac of his own bkxxl by che dcvocec." Ic is a mactcr of

common knowledge chac the rule of offering blood nearest the heart

before che goddess a very much observed by pious Hindu ladies of

Bengal down to our own times.

The offering of one’s own blcod before the goddess was not

approved as a general rule by all the authorities of the Sakta cult.

Tlic Kalika Parana forbids a Brahmana to offer his own blood along

wirli other animals in the passage mentioned below:

finr s’ira'

* «ra' '

• • • • • • •••

w»iTonfiR 1

To the same effect runs a text quoted in the Tantrasera :
—

<

?fai

On che ochet band the Ilaratatloadidh'iti while quoting similar

inhibitory texts from the Gayairilan'.ra, reproduces and explains away

a text of the Yogimtanlra expressly enjoining a Brahmana to offer

his own blcod to the Devi :—
?m spiratfW BtnnnftnitlT-

1
qcfo't* n«i5fiTf=r:?nra'inif 1

It is interesting to observe that che conflict of authorities is

reflected in the literature of folk-lore which as might be expected

contains a number of references to such a peculiar rite as the head-

offering ceremony. In Somadcva's Kathisaritsagara (1 irh century)

II PrZnatouni. Basnnud edition. Calcutta, p 285.

li jraiiii Purine. LXVIl. 5o and 52.

13* HtmiatliMtfUhiu. p 329 Caleura ed„ 1957.

13 Timtrdsin, p. 934.
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we have in two slightly different versions (LIU, 86-193 and LXXV,

5' l2 °) the story of the Brihmana Viravara who to save his royal

master from his impending doom actually or nearly cue off his own

head as an offering to the goddess Candika, when the deity struck

hy this extraordinary act of devotion granted all his desires. In die

other versions of the VetalapancavimSatj, such as those of Sivadasa,

Ksemendra (ill the Brhatkdthamanjdri), and of Jambhaladatta,

Viravara is more properly described as a rijaputra and ksatriya-
14

The Hitopnltsa (III, 8), which also gives the story of Viravara, simi-

larly characterises die same as a rajaputra.

Apart from these references, we have mention of head-offering

before the goddess as a familiar motif in some other well-known talcs

of Sanskrit literature. Somadevn's Katbisafitsagara (LXXX, 4-31).

Ksemendra’s Brhalkaihamttnjari (IX. 405-*) 13) as well as Sivadasa's

version of the Velilapanatvimsati contains the story of the washer-

man Dhavala and his brother-in-law (or friend) who ait off their

own heads for presentation to the goddess Ganri in a fit of excessive

devotion. When the grief-striken wife of Dhavala prepared to fol-

low suit, the goddess restored the dead persons to life. The same

story is told in Jambhaladatta's version of the Vetilapancau/msai: with

this difference chat Dhavala ciierc figures as a prince and is said to have

won his bride by similirly offering to cut off bis own head so as to pro-

pitiate the goddess." Above all, die Dvatnmsaipnttaltka has a

number of stories of King Vikramaditya the paragon of royalty who

performs the same extraordinary act of sacrifice. In most of these

stories (Nos. II, VII, VIII, XXVIII) the king interceding in favour

of some suffering mortal prepares to strike at his own neck with his

sword and thus successfully propitiates the goddess Ambika

or Bhuvanesvari or an un-named deity said to be fond of human

14 M. B. Hmcneau, JambbabJtttSs union of the VeiUjpencduMetl, Amnion
OrimtJ Serin, Vol. IV. p 43.

15 M. B Emeneu, cp dr. pp. 61-63. «1 note*.
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flesh. Only in one story (XXVII) the acc of devotion is performed

before a Bhairava or attendant-of Siva."

The classical Tamil literature also refers to this dread rite which

was known as talai-bali. Titus in the newly published work, the

itlappadikatam. translated by Mr. V. R. Rantacandra Diksitar

(Oxfotd Universicy Press 1939)'' we are told of warriors who cut oft

their dark-baited heads containing such fierce red eyes as seemed to

bum those upon whom they looked and willingly offered them upon

the sacrificial altar (of the guardian deity) with the prayer that the

conquering king might be ever victorious."

The popularity of the head-offering motif is shown by the fact

that it finds mention not only in ancient Sanskrit and Tamil but

also in modern vernacular literature of folk-tales. We have thus the

pathetic story' of Hamir the valiant Cauhan chieftain of Rar.cham-

bhor who had die audacity to defy the mighty Alauddin Khal|i

Sultan of Delhi and at last ended his life by cutting off his own head

as an offering to the God Rudra. Thu story is told in four

Hindi poems of die firsc half of the 19th century' and is illustrated

by at least three series of paintings of Kangra school belonging to

that period."

It thus appears that the religious rite of head-offering had an

extensive vogue in Indian art and literature going back at least to

Gupta times. Its motives arc various, involving persuasion by the

devotee to confer material favours upon himself 01 upon others. It

is most often associated with the Sakta cult, though some examples

of its connection with the cult of Siva end other deities also occur.

Examples ol devotees cutting their necks in the famous centre of

16 Fnnkhn Edgction, Vtiutmfs Aavcninus, xb, Thiriyiuo Uei o\ xbt

Throne, Pail I, BUS. pp. 50. 5*, *>5. 110

17 /W., p. 113, and die author* note. p. i«3» it.

tfi HiranuuLi Sftttri* The Kamir-Hath/ h*m*l of InJiA* Art *nJ Musiry,

October, 1915, pp- 35-40. I owe dm nicrcncc to Prof. Suiliu Kumar Chnttcr^c of

the Calcutta Univenity.

I.KQ., SE7TEVUI*.
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Salctt cult in Bengal, tlic temple of Kali, at Kalighat, occurred as

late as 1855.'' The religions literature of the Saktas though it

docs not directly sanction this rite at least encourages die same by

recognising offering of one's own blood to the geddess as an act of

merit. From this point of view our present plaque possesses a unique

historical significance. If our argument is accepted as correcc, die

Paharpur plaque would be the oldest known representation of the

5akca cult in Bengal. Of its date we can speak only in very general

terms. Ic has been shown in recent times’* that the Paharpur sculp-

tures belong to three distinct chroivological groups of which the first

and second may be assigned to the Gupta tradition of Eastern India

in die ydi century and the third to die indigenous tradition in the

century following. The Paharpur terracotta, to which category

our present specimen belongs, may be assigned to diis later chrono-

logical stratum.

U. N. Ghoshal

29 See die a:tide in die Bengali monthly magazine, Ut*raldvars4. Silvan, 1347,

quoting two ketas eland 17.6.1854 and 21.1.1855, deposited in the Imperial Record1

Office, DtiliL

20 S. K. S&IASVAii, E*ly Scripture of Dengri in loarnel of the Department of

Letters, Calcutta Ufiivenir/, VoL XXX, pp. 40-41

1



Devices on some Tribal Coins

The symbols appearing on the Tribal coins of India have not

been so far satisfactorily explained; the explanations that have been

given by scholars are mostly conjectural. Wc may instance the

different interpretations of the female figure bached by two elephants

cn the Kosam corns and on some foreign ones. Except on the issues

of the Kushan mlerj Kamshka. Huvishka and Vasudeva, no attempt

lias been made to indicate the idencicy of the figures appearing on

diem. Our difficulties ate enhanced in die case of symbolic devices

and chenomorphic figures.

An obvious line of approach co che problem of identification of

the symbols is to trace in them die rites, practices and beliefs

of the people for whose use these coins were current. Some-

times it may also be possible to refer to die monumental represen-

tations of figures or devices closely resembling those appearing on

the corns. Or. the other hand any attempt to explain symbols with

the help of texts of a later date, dealing with the rites and practices

of people removed by centuries from die period of the coins, would

be open to die most serious objection;

With regard to the significance of the symbols appearing on die

punch-marked coins, although Allan regards them as having no

religious significance, either Buddhist or Hindu. Walsh has

shown that some at least viz. the bull and the trident.

of the symbols appearing on the older class of die punch-

marked coins, are certainly Saivitc in character. In die

ease of many of the symbols •([riipai

)

3ppcanng on the tribal

coins wc shall be similarly justified in recognising their reli-

gious character. As regards die significance of the individual

figures especially thcriomorphic ones, it may he noted that one

and die same explanation would not necessarily hold good for all
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periods and localities. Thus, for example, a bull shown within a

shrine or inside an enclosure may probably represent or symbolise

a deity (most likely Siva) fn' his thcrioniorphic form; but die

same bull sKown standing before a Ydpa or sacrificial pose should

necessarily be raken as the animal ready for sacrifice. We can refer

ro die symbol & and its variants which were differently described

by earlier numismatists as a Cailys or a StF<pa (Cunningham) and

very rarely as a particular mountain or hill (Bllngwanlal

—

Sh merit')

and now almosc unanimously identified as a mountain (Coomara-

swamy indencifies it as typifying Siva, described as a three-peaked hill

with crescent at die top, OZ., 1927; dus interpretation is

challenged by C.C. Dasgupta in IAOS., 1934). The late Mr.

layaswal sometimes interpreted it as a partially pictographic manner

of writing the name of die Maurya emperor Candragupta. But

die symbol admits of different explanations in different settings. A
glance at plate If of Cunningham's Coins of Ancient India (Faxila

single-die coins) would enable us to cest our hypodiesis; coin no. 6

bears this particular symbol with an upright post to the left, which

is described by Cunningham as a monolith standing beside tHc

Caitya; single-die coins no. 9 and 1 1 show it flanked on the right by

a peculiar device which consists of a pyramidal arrangement'of nine

balls (wrongly described by Cunningham as ‘Pile of bales’) and

having a zigzag lire below; on no. 14, a human figure stands just

in front of the shrine with its right hand upraised and left hand on

hip (a vary characteristic attitude in early anthropomorphic represen-

tations of deities) and on die left field is die pile of balls; on no. 17

(inscribed with the name of Vausvaka in early Brahmi script on die

left field), th'c symbol in question is super-posed on the so-called pile

of balls and rhe human figure in chat characteristic act;cude stands

on a taurine placed sideways. If we assume any close relationship

among the individual symbols in die different arrangements noted

above, we may throw out the suggestion that the main three-arched
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cresccnt-toppcd device should be taken to stand for some son of

a shrilie while the human figure, the pile of halls and the curved line

below should be taken to stand for etcher llic presiding deity of the

local shrine or his votary, the mountain and river respectively. In

some cases, the first device is flanked by a tree within railing and we

shall not be far wrong if we find here the representation of the sikaL-

vrksa, so frequently associated with Indian shrines (it should not

necessarily be always identified and described as a Bodhi-tree, as

Cunningham docs). Yet there cannot be any doubt as regards die

hill significance of the numerous other representations of this thtee-

arclicd symbol on other coins, e.g. drose of Bcsnagar, and those

issued by the Satavahanas.

On some of the oldest types of the Yaudheya coins, we find a

bull standing facing an upright slender- pillar like object with a per-

ceptible rounded curve at the top, placed on a basement (railing). A
similar device is also to be found on sonic Arjuniyana coins. Smith

in hislndien Museum Catalogue, vol. I, p. 166 (Arjunayar.a, no. 2)

desenbes the obverse of the coin as a railing with a curved object rising

from it (he omits to note that the bull is in front of it which is dis-

tinctly to be seen in the Plate XX. 10. of his book). Allan in his

Coins of /indent Intfu, p. nr, (Arjuniyana, var. B. No. 2) des-

cribes the same device on the similar type of coins as 'Bull r. before

lingam.'
1

In the case of an exactly similar type of Yaudheya coins,

V. A. Smith describes the obverse type as 'Bull standing r.. facing a

tailing with curved object ('pillar wirh pendent garlands'—Cunning-

ham) rising from id,® Allan renurks about the same type ‘The

obverse type is a bull before a sacrificial post? (Yipa) in

1 The lidc detignnted by Smith «a the obvcivc it mentioned it the reverie

by Allan; but die other side according to V. A. Smith amount in elephant before

a tree, while according ro Allan it it a boll before a uce; the latter description

it ifaubrful.

» IMC.. wl I, p r&>, pi. xxi, not. 1, 13, 14 etc
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a railing The type is probably die same as chat of the coins of

the Ai jiiiiayanas who arc regularly associated with the Yaudheyas in

literature.’
1 With regard to the Arjunayann type Allan remarks in

the introduction of his book (p. Ixxxii) chat the reverse type is

certainly a hull before a liiigam. as in var. a.’ So, we see. that Allan

is not definite about his explanation of this device. It seems chat

his suggestion chat the object before chc bull is a sacrificial post is

perfectly supportable and the bull 'before lihgam' explanation is un-

suppottablc. The bull is chc sacrificial bull and die symbol before it

is die Yaps. We cannoc fail to recognise the latter in the Asva-

medha type coins of Samudragnpta and Kumaragupta I, in which

pennons arc actachcd ro it and in front of it the horse stands.

A pan of this symbol in daesc early coins of the Yaudheyas and

Arjuniyanas may also stand for pennons or screamers to which some

rimes auspicious symbols are attached. The discovery of stone Yiipas,

containing the inscriptions of some early Maukhan rulers, by

Alcekar (Epigraphies India, vol. XXIII, p. e\i fl. and plate) leave

very little doubt that the coin device rcpicscnts an identical object, as

we find die same curvature ar die top in both the cases. The stone

Yiipa, containing the inscription of die Kushan king Vasislika

(year 28). also bears a family likeness co the Yupas noticed above.

Reference can also be made to the Vijaygadli stone pillar, the dated

inscription on which describes it as a YRpa erected by Varika Vinm-

vaidhana, in probability a feudatory of Samndraguptn. The extreme

top of the pillar is broken, but it has a metal spike projecting from it

(Fleet. Gupie Inscriptions, p. 252 tf.). There arc several references

in literary and cpigraphic records v/idi regard to die erection of Yupas

by persons of importance to commemorate die celebration of different

sacrifices offered by them. We may go a step furdiet and suggest the

3 CAI., pi cxlvu-odvui. 107-170; p|. xxx ix. 11-19; ximetinin, the symbol

before die bull is reversed.
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probability of finding in this device on early coins a laconic represen-

tation of the Suldgava sacrifice, so elaborately described in die Alva-

layana Grbyasitra

,

IV, 8. In 6utia (or 15 nee. to the translator

in SBE., Series) we me told

:

fircnw nsrai *rr wh
<ref «r5T twn fit

'wi 31 3?' wg-i5‘!tfti’ n

1 his passage has been translated by Oldcnbcrg thus :
—

'Havmg caused a Brahmana who is versed in learning and knows

the practice (of this sacrifice) to sit down, having driven a fresh branch

with leaves into the ground as a sacrificial post, (having taken) two

creeping plants or two Kusa ropes as two girdles, and having wound

die one round the sacrificial post, and tied die odicr round die

middle of the animal's head he binds it to the sacrificial post or to

the girdle (which he had tied to that post) with (the formula),

'Agreeable to him to whom adoration (is brought), 1 bind thee.’ It

may be noticed that the implanted branch of the tree serves

the purpose of the Yitpa and we also find in the KatySyana

Srautdsiilra (vi) a full description of how the selection of die suitable

branch is to be made. But in laccr times, the YUpas were apparently

nude of stone, as indicated by extant examples. In the device

' Bull before a tree within railing,” one of die commonest symbols

in the indigenous tnbal coins, we arc tempted to find a hidden

reference to the Silagatsa

diis particular rue should be adopted as a device on coins. Like

the figure of Laksmi recognisable on so many indigenous coins,

(which was also borrowed by some foreign rulers like Rajuvula and

Azslises), it had some special reason for bcuig reproduced on coins.

The sime Grbyasiitra informs us (iv. 8, 36); 9

SW- gs: sjTO’sfr cstr: i.c. This spit-ox sacrifice procures

wealth, (open) space, purity, sons, cattle, long life, splendour'. Ihc

ceremony. It is not difficult to see why
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YauJlicyas had certainly special reason to associate dicn early coins

with this particular ntc. In these types of coins the name of the

tribe is accompanied by an epithet which is correctly reed by Rapsoil

and Jayaswal as Bdhmibanakt (Babudhartyaks). The Msbabhirata

(Sahbiparva, 35, 3—Bombay edition) while referring to Nakula’s

conquest in die west says

:

agy? <pi osijt 1

‘Mfirtew 11

3if 1

11

tiahudbinyaki came to denote a Sanskrit geographical term which

was based on the enormous wealth and piospcikiy of tile Yaudheyas.
1

JlTENDRA NiMH BaNERJEA

4 Di*. Birbnl Snhni hr* <l*.«ccvcrcd a luge ttuinher of senb Aod 5cnl imperaom

at RJiouk, [lu- Rohitaki uf die MjblbbfritU, which were diboratdy noticed b)

lace Mr. K. P. Jayojwol, ip rbc h the Btb*r Oust* Ractveh Society



COINS OF SATAVAHANA KINGS

i (Gauc*mipuirn) Sacakarni (Ilf; a (Viijthipuua) Pukimlvi (II); 3 Sacakarn:

(IV); 4 SivA-iri-Pul.iniavi (111 ); 5 Scaiula Sirakarni; 6 Yajna SatAkcrni: 7 Vijava
Saukarni; 8 Kumbha Satakimi; 9 Kama Sitakarni; 10 Saka Sirakarni; 11 Pula-
hamav (Pu|umavi IV>

L1LQ., 5EPTCMBEJI, X540.



A large Hoard of Satavahana Coins

A large hoard of Satavahana coins numbering inure chan 15CO

has been discovered recently ac TarhSja, a village about 7 miles north

by west of Mangrul, die duet town of the Mangrul tiluka in die

Akola District of Berar. The coins were sent to the Nagpur

Museum in October 1939. They have been thoroughly cleaned by

the Coin Expert of the Mescum. Mr. M. A. Suboar. who kindly

placed diem ac my disposal for publication.

The coins arc of several kings of the Saravahana dynasty. The)'

are sttuck in an alloy of copper, tin and lead to which numismatists

have given che name of potin. All of them have die figure of an

elephant with the crunk upraised and die name of the reigning king

in Prakrit and the Ujjain symbol or. the reverse. This U die second

hoard of Satavahana coins to be discovered in the Central Provinces

and Berar. The first one was found more than fifty years ago. in

t8S8, at a village in the Brahmapuri Uthdtil of die Chanda District

and is known to numismatists 3j the Chanda hoard. The coins of

diat hoard which numbered only 183, were sent to the Royal Asiatic

Society of Bengal, Calcutta, where diey were examined by

Dr. Hocrnlc. His report c« diem is published in the Proceedings

of the Society for 1893, pp. 116-17. found therein the coins

of four kings, viz., Satakarni, Pulumavi, Yajna Satakarni and Kanu

(Kama?) Satakarni. He also noticed imperfect legends of three

odicr kings whom he could not identify. The picscnt hoard, which

is much larger—perhaps the largest hoard of Satavahana coins dis-

covered <0 far—is very important, as it contains the coins of several

other kings and affords numerous specimens for study and

idendlicacion.

This hoard contains die coins of die following kings, viz.,

Satakarni, Pulumavi, Sivasri-Puhimavi, Skanda Satakarni, Yajna

I RQ., SEKTEMBEt. 1940
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Satakariu, Vijaya Satakarni, Kumbha Satakarni, Kama Satakarni

and Saka Satakarni The legends on these coins contain the name

of the reigning king with the title rajan in the genitive ease prefixed

to it such as Rano Siri-Satalunisa. As in the ease of the Chanda

coins, metronymics are altogether absent on these coins.

The first of the Icings named above is plainly identical with

Cautamipunra Sa'takatni III who is known from the inscriptions

at Nusik and Karle. Some of the coins exhibit the royal name as

Satakani with the dental n and that too with a curved hasc. These

coins may, therefore, have been issued by another Satakanu, per-

haps Satakarni IV (No. 24a in Pargitcr's list).*

In the Chanda hoard there was no coin winch clearly exhibited

the name of $iva-$ri-Pulurnavi. Rapson was therefore doubtful if

tills king was represented at all in that hoard.’ The name of Siva-

Sri-Pulumavi was not known from any other coins. Reccncly Mt.

M. F. C. Martin has stated due among the coins which he pur-

chased fiom Mr. P. Thorbum, there is one from the Chanda hoard

which has rhe legend Sita-Sin-Puluma (oitf
|

quite dear.’ The

present hoard has as many as 3a coins of $iva-Sri-Pulamavi, on which

the royal name is unmistakable.

Skanda Satakarni is mentioned in the Puranas as the son and

successor of Siva-Sri-Pujumivi. His coins were found in die Chanda

hoard, but his name was wrongly read as Ruda by Rapson' and

Cada by Vincent Smith* The present hoard has more than twenty

coins on which the name Khada Satakani (Sanskrit, Skanda

Satakarni) can be dearly read.

Yajna Satakarni is of coiuse the same as Gautamlputra Ya)na-

Sri-Satakarni known from inscriptions and corns. The coins of his

1 Dynutia of itr Xa/i Age, p. 36. a IRAS., 1903, p. 306.

3 IASB

.

1934. Nminima tic Suppkiiirnc An. 318.

4 Coin 1 of :bt Andb’ti ecc, p. <f5 ,
PI. VII. 179.

5 V. Smith. Catalogue o( Coins in the Indian Mustum, p. 213, and PI.

XXIII. 24 <? 22).
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son and successor, Vtjaya. have not been reported before. In the

Chanda board, Hoornlc found two coins with the fragmentary

legend -jno V$ ct rifno Va," They also probably belonged to this

very king.

The names of Kumbha Satakaini, Kama (Prakrit, Kan
dj

S.ita

karni and Saka Satakarni do not occur even in the Puranas and arc

not known from any other source, inscnptional or numismatic. Ic

is now plain that certain Chanda coins which Rapson ascribed to

Kanha or Krsna Satakarni,' belong really to Kama Satakarni.

Finally, some coins in the present hoard have the legend

—PuUbamAvisa. This king Pujahamavi seems to be different from

both Pujumavi and Siva-Sri-Pujumavi. He is perhaps identical with

the last Pujumavi with whom according to die Puranas.' the

Andhra dynasty came to an end.

V. V, Miroshi

6 fASB., 1893, p. 117.

7 S<c hit Coin, uj the
i ire., 48. IRAS., 1903, p. 306

8 Dy**Jtir> of the KAi A%r. p. 43.



Symbols in Early Indian Jewellery

Jewellery is ween to adorn human body, and tasccftdncss forms

the key-noce in jewellery designs. Not imofcen, however, such

designs are met with in jewellery* forms which neither convey any

pleasing note nor display any artistic quality. In ease of some of

these, however, which are mostly stereotyped objects, a tendency

towards making them adaptable in ornaments by characteristics

such as polish, inlaying etc. is evident, bite instances arc not rare

where ornaments are found to be grossly wanting in any such

In die histoty of jewellery forms these designs have got a place

of their own. They are traced in ornaments, almost all over the

world from a very early age. The Cross in the wesi-Asiatic and

European countries is a specific example of such use, and in India a

number of such odiers can be traced. Mosc of these designs arc

associated with some common belief, magic or religious ideas and

many have got deeply significant meanings.

Human belief in magic symbols contained in gcomccric or other

designs is a very old one. In course of time probably, these designs

came to be incorporated in portable charms and amulets so that the

portents in them could be easily carried on persons. This gave rise

to their coming into jewellery and forming parts of it.

In India such mysterious symbols ate found to have been worn

as jewellery from as early as die chalcolithic age. It is difficult to

afford explanation for each and every symbolic design found in

early Indian jewellery' but a pursuit of the forms in themselves is an

interesting one.

Symbols found in jewellery of the chalcolithic age are few and

far between. Nothing being known about the religion of the

chalcolithic people in India it is extremely difficult ro associate any

of the symbols found in chalcolithic sites with chc popular belief.
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Bui there are some symbols whose connection with some other well-

known symbols found in other parts of the world can be easily

established.

Jewellery of the chaicolithic age comes mainly from rhe exca-

vated sices of Mohenjo-Haro and Harappa. Of the symbols met

with on these Jewellery the most noteworthy arc (i) a Maltese cross

occurring on the bezel of a silver ring,' (i) a heart shaped object

made of gold and inlaid with faience’ and (iii) two linear designs

found on two ends of a band of gold.’ The ring and the band hail

from Mohenjo-daro, while rhe heart-shaped object was traced in a

hoard containing various other jewellery in Harappa.

The Maltese cross is extensively met with in the Mediterranean

countries and was also widely used in the early Indian cast and

punch-marked coins. The purpose of its occurring on the bezel of

the ring is not clear. It is known that in ancient world designs on

rings were widely used for the purpose of putting lmptcsssions on

documents, but the cross, which was nevertheless a very common

design, could not probably serve such a purpose and might have

been used as a charm. The heart, hailing from Harappa is a neat

little thing and might have in all probability served the purpose of

a pendant in a suing. The heart symbol was widely used in

Mohenjo-daro as a decorative motif. The heart is one of the earliest

symbols invented by man and its association with the common belief

as a symbol of life conics down probably from the earliest days of

human existence. In Mohenjo-daro it is seen to occur on animals

represented on the seals evidently to mean life as was used hy the

cave dwelling people of Spain.* This shape of object is widely

used in Bengal as necklace pendants even at the present age.

i Marshall, Mebtnjo-dero etc., p. 500, pt. cxlvii, fig. 13.

a ASl, AR. 1928-19, p. 76, pL xxx, d

3 Marshall, Mobfnjo-dato. p. 527. pi. cxviii, 14.

4 Von Hcibcn Kuhn, Die MAerri Drrtisxeit, p <|2.
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The symbols seen on the two ends of the band of gold, which

was like ocher plain bands, worn as a fillet, closely resemble die ob-

ject met with in almost all the seals, placed as an altar in front of the

animals. Some have described it as a sacrificial altar, others as an

incense burner. Sir John Marshall pointed out that it might be a

cult object and in all probability, it may be said, the fillet wirli the

cull object impressed on it, had seme sacred bearing.'

Symbolic objects abound in Indian jewellery of early historic

age. Here, some of the ornaments occurring on the earliest monu-

ments will be noticed. Actual jewellery of the early historic period

is rare, but chcre arc ample evidences to prove that the Indians of

this period had a great predilection for charms, amulets and

jewellery with symbolic designs. The monuments of the early

historic age. being mosdy Buddhistic, they acquaint us with objects

liked and venerated by che Buddhists. Buddhism, from its very

brought several

die current social life. Many of these symbols were, however, exist-

ing in this country from an earlier age and the newly evolving

religious faiths hkc Buddhism and Jainism adopted these to serve

their purpose without any scruple. But Buddhism secured a most

vital lease of life at this time and the zealous Buddhist devotees made

an extensive use of the mysterious signs and symbols so much asso-

ciated with their religious belief. It is no wonder that many of these

•symbols caught the fancy of the jeweller and ornaments having the

shapes of various such designs found a ready appreciation among die

devout Buddhists. The most venerated symbol of the Buddhists

was tlic ‘Triratna,’ the symbol of the Buddhist trinity, Buddha,

Dharma and Samgha. Ir was, however, not an exclusive property

of the Buddhists and is often found to occur in Jaina objects also.

This symbol was readily incorporated in jewellery; it is found

to have been used as car-ornaments as is seen in Barhur. and as neck-

5
Marshall, p. 69,

beginning,
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Ijcc pendants, it occurs in Barhut, Sanchi and Mathura. The human

figures of these monuments arc found to wear various other cunous

symbols in their jewellery most of which surely had close connection

with religious beliefs but the meaning of many of these cannot be

brought out with any amount of certainty at present.

In some of these monuments there arc figures which wear

curiously composed ornaments exclusively from mysterious symbols.

In die Buddhisfc monument of Barhut die figure of Sirima-devata

wears a curious necklace composed of two pippal tree leaves, two

miniature elephant goads and a miniature ‘triratna’. (Fig. 1). The

symbolic meaning of die pippal tree leaves and the elephant goad

ts not clear. But the Buddhistic fervour of die whole monument

leaves no doubt regarding a thorough Buddhistic association of chc

whole ornament which is further substantiated by the cxisccncc of

the 'triratna' in it. The pippal cree reminds one of the greae attain-

ment of die Bodhi, and chc elephan t goad, as pointed out by Maiscy,

might have sonic connection with the white elephant and the dream

of Maya. The elephant goad and the pippal tree leaves arc 110c

infrequent in jewellery of this age but the ‘triratna' had the fortune

of coming into the mosc extensive use. The devoted jeweller tried

his best to make ic quite adaptable to the most artistic tasce by

putting various ingenious decorations on ic. From the Barhut rail-

ings it appears that die ‘tnrauias’ were used to be made of metal

tubes and were profusely encrusted with small jewel-stones
1

How far die zeal for symbolic ornaments can carry an artist, is

evidenced by a pair of strings represented on die outer lace of the

north gateway, stupa no. I at Sanchi.' These tw«o strings occur as

decorative devices on the face of chc gateway along with a number

of Horal and ewdlery strings, several of which again can he seen

as worn by some of the human figures represented on the same

6 Ciinningh.nl. Th, Suifa of Burbot, pi. ix. ...

? Sanchi dml its Ywa>ns. pi. v, IcJc.
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monument. It may not be unreasonable to suggest that actual

strings representing these curious ones had also been in use. One of

these has goc as many as eleven symbolic pendants while the other

has thirteen, eleven of which arc common to both. Besides die ’to-

rntna‘ and elephant goad already met with at Barhuc. the pendants

indude spoked wheels, Dotal discs, battle axes, pans of fish, round

flat objects having necks which look more as miniature minors than

as vases as suggested by Maiscy, triangles widi necks and

projections, clusters of fruits or jewels etc.' (Fig. 2). There is appa-

rently no attempt towards making the objects really attractive for

wear. But instances of wearing extremely odd and inartistic

objects arc not rare among people having religious frenzy.

It is difficult to explain the inner significances of these symbols.

Spoked wheels, pairs of fish, and triangles with necks and projections

are quite common in early Indian cast and punch-marked

coins' The floral shaped disc may have some connection with the

Sun and bears resemblance with discs used m similar symbolic neck-

laces in ancient Iran. General Maisey. who made a strenuous effort

to explain cadi and every symbol of these strings opined diac these

represented symbolic ornaments worn by the local monarch who

made an offering of those to the deity worshipped" But ! beg

leave to point out here that chc only object of worship of the people

interested in flic monuments ol Sanchi was the Buddha. Maiscy's

suggestions are vague but nothing further can be said in tins respect.

The ornaments, however, hold a very curious position in the histoiy

of early Indian jewellery, and they deserve to be the subject o: study

with earnest attention and more weighty concern.

Kalyan Kumab Gancuu

8 Mai*)’, Saficht and Us ftenums, pis. xxxix
}

figs. 16 & 17.

9 Ibid., pL uudx. 10 Ibui., p. 19.
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Proto-Indian Ceramics

Tlic great importance for the study of proto-history of ceramics

lias been realised ui the west, and, as is well known, the reconstruc-

tion of die story of pre-historic civilisations has been made possible by

the scientific principles enunciated by Sir Flinders Petrie and Sir

Arthur Evans. In India die excavations conducted hitherto (radicr

haphazard), have brought to light much material, but due to the

lack of continuity, and Iccal variations on account cf many stages of

culture in this vast country, a scientific classification has not yet been

attempted. The excavations at Chanhu-Daro prove, according to

Mackay, 1
the existence of three stages of culture on that site and

since he has made an attempt to fix the chronology of the Harappa,

Jliukar and Jhangar cultures, ic is necessary to examine by a com-

parative study of pottery, whether his system of chronology can be

taken as proved.

As a rough criterion of the evolution of die art of ceramics, the

shape of potter^' advances from che primitive ball of day with a slight

depression to models based upon basketry, gourds, leadier vessels,

chalices, beakers, ladles, spouted and handled vases, theriomorphic

forms, tabular stands, cwir.-vascs, wickerstands, stoppers, figurines

etc. As regards colour, the earliest pottery sun-baked is generally

brown and grey; pale, black, red, black and red, daik-grcy, mono-

chrome, polychrome and finally glazed. Of course this cannot be the

invariable rule because of accidental colouring due to the composition

of die clay; thus in Egypt, the Tasian ware is grey or black, due to

uneven firing but blackened inside. Ac Mcrtndc, it is generally

black-faccd and Badan pottery is brown or red and the rim and in-

sides arc blackened. The Nubian ware is black and incised, or white

I BmUetin cf tbr Scbcot of Indie Stadia. Bcicoa.
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and incised following basketry and gourd models.* In Mesopota-

mia, die Al-Ubaid ware is grey with a fine slip of rich black and

Uruk pottery is highly polished.
-
' In Iran, seventy-feet below die

temple of Manish-tushu (2450 B.C.) pale unpainced, hand-made

and a few black, sherds have been found.* Ac Tell-Halaf, earlier

chan die famous polychrome pottery, a few monochrome black or

dark faced and burnished black sherds have been discovered. Thus in

Egypt pottery of the earliest period begins grey-black and latet red;

in Asia with pie, often painted; in Anatolia the earliest was black

or red monochrome and pale and painted as in Nineveh III
1

The red ware occurs in Badari, Nubia, Al-Ubaid, Musyan, Susa

I.c., Halaf, I, Nineveh IV and Dabarkoc (where fired red pottery

occurs along with grey). Similarly Anau II ware has a red-motrled

surface slip, occuring along with grey and black-ware- In Anatolia

red or black n-.or.ochrome is the earliest, whereas in Egypt red is later

chan black.

The mixture of black and red occurs in Tasian, Badan, Nubian,

Amracian, Gerzean and Anatolic. The grey ware of Al-Ubaid has

a black polish. Ac Fara, grey ware survives in the drab pottery of

the Uruk period. Nineveh III, Htssar II and III, Anau II and

Minyan ware of Anatolia have grey ware, probably intruding after

the Halaf period. The pale ware ac Al-Ubaid, Jemdct-Nasr,

Nineveh I, Billah VI is ofren painted; buc Asia continued che use

of pale wares, often painted and not monochrome red or black as in

%P C -

Complicated patterns may generally be said to Have begun with

pale painted potccry, though a few simple geometrical designs occur

s Ciulde, New light on the Most Ancieet East.

3 Scion Lloyd, Mesopotmis.

4 Iti. London Newt
,
Much afith. Nov. 1932; Jm. i8ch 1933.

5 Ndeldeke

—

l/tnk-Waiia; CLitdc, Neu Light etc.
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in die earlier types also. In Egypt, the Gerzean ted ware has

white cross lines but in the late pre-Dynastie period painting dies

out and only red and drab colours survive. At Ai-Ubaid the earliest

painted ware has black geometrical designs, especially the sigma as

at Na(. Susa 1 has the colours applied directly on warm black and not

on a slip and has die Svastika design. But Susa II and Musyan have

red or dull-black designs on an yellowish slip. The designs include

double-axes as at Jemdec Nasr and the Indian humped bull.

Nineveh II has black or brownish red on unslipped suriace. Halaf

ware is painted warm-black, bright orange or red on a cream or buff

slip; glazed a, at Mycenae. Tepc-Gawra and Billah, contempora-

neous with Al-Ubaid and Samarra, have a warm purple or black

colour on a green, buff, or creamy slip. The painted ware of Central

Greece, the Black-Earth lands and the Danubian region is derived

Ircrm Asiatic types.'

As regards polychrome pottery, Jemdec Nasr pots arc painted

plum-red on a heavy white slip, in broad bands, outlined in black.

The registers are filled witK red and the designs are chequers,

lozenges, triangles, double-axes etc. On the Amri ware (supposed to

be earlier than Harappa), warm-black cr plum-red colours are painted

on a pale pink slio as at Jemdec Nasr. The designs include chequers,

triangles, double axes, lozenges, sigma figures as at Al-Ubaid. In

technique, polychrome 2nd designs. Amri ware resembles Jcmdet

Nasr. Susa II and Musyan have dull black applied on a yellow slip

and the designs ire semi-circles, wavy-lines, wangles, double-axes as

at Jemdec Nasr. At Tepc Ali Abad birds, eagles, goats and Indian

humped bull also occur. The Halaf poly-cHromc ware is painted

warm black, bright orange-red, sometimes white over black, with a

genuine glaze paint. In the Indian and trans-Indian sites at Kulli

and Mehi, the sigma, double-axe, and goats (as at Musyan, Elam,

6 Peake and Heart, Potwt end Hunters.
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and Nineveh V), the humped bull and tigers, die sigma at Nal as at

Amri are painted and the poly-chrcmy resembles Jemdec Nasr.

This rapid and brief review of the ceramic technique may be

concluded by a stratigraphical diagram of the principal Mesopota-

mian sites.

Dae Sue PaiUry

AUftaid SllU I Plsin biased

wire Sanutxa wire—Nineveh

450 tu 4000 B.C Al-Ubaid

(Piinitd)

iixl Arpachiy*

Urok TcU-Hulal H:ila£ (pointed)

ware

4000*3500 B.C
Ur-red or grey

(Khafajc)

Grey cr black

Jemdcc

Nasr wire

painted painted

3500-3000 B.C

Early Dynastic

ware

Resend slip

wore ar
painted poitny, Sum I!

with animilt Fare

Gaming to die pottery of die Indian and trans-Indian sites,

some peculiarities of the Indus ware should be noted.’ In spite of

rhe vast distance between the sites of Harappa and Mohenjo-daro. no

local variations have been observed. But the pottery of the smaller

sites shows affimey wirH the more primitive cultures of the hill and

lake dwellers near the Manchar lake. Wheel-turned pottery is the

general rule and there are very few hand-made specimens. Gin-

trolled firing :s seen, and circular kilns with under-ground heating

arrangement and provided with flues have been found. It is assum-

ed chat the red slip is due to ochre imported probably from Ormuz.

Another remarkable feature is the entire absence of handled pottery ,

so prevalent in Egype and Mesopotamia. Again in die designs

there is no human figure cr human organ. THe knobbed ware has

parallel at Tell Asmar and Khafa|e, the fast wheel was employed

and pic or pinkish red colours were common. Buc controlled firing

N. Dikibil, Piihiitorii Civiliitlion of ibt Mm Valley.
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was employed somecimes to produce grc)' Unik types. Possibly the

earlier stage is represented by dark or dark-grey ware, sometimes

with red or cream slips. Stoppers as at Jemdet Nasr occur and

spouts arc found only in die shallow {ceding bowls. Narrow necked

jars and bottles with long necks or Hanng mouths arc conspicuously

absent. In decorations, imprints of coni on a creamy slip as in

Sumer and knobs, painted black over dark-red as at Tell Astnar

and Khafaje are observed.
1.

In the late M. D. ply-chrome ware, the black outlined patterns

on a creamy ground arc filled in with red, green or yellow. The

Indus ware is unique in having black or red. The pic ware of

M. D. has a comb design, probably a conventionalised bull.

Dr. Mackay after a study of the finds at Chanhu-Daro, has

concluded that the dark-grey pttcry, incised, and with a smooth

and polished surface and no paint, belongs to the 1
hangar type,

probably belonging to a gipsy-like tribe. A triple cmcc-likc vessel

has an analog)' in South Beluchistan. Earlier than the Jhangar cul-

ture. the Jhukar culture with its painred prteiy has no affinity with

the still earlier Haiappa culture. The colours employed by the

Jhukar people were purplish-brown or purplish-black on a cherry-

red or cream slip, the registers separated by broad bands of light or

dark-red, edged by darker cobu;. Red and black on a cream slip

between horizontal bands of red was also frequently employed as at

Zavak and Tell Halaf. Dr. Mackay chinks chac the Jhukar seals,

with no legends but with designs of antelopes, flowers, stars etc.

suggest Syro-Cappr.dctian influence bur is inclined to dismiss the

resemblance as fortuitous In the Harapp levels, cwo of the upper-

most were separated from the earlier (at least three) levels by sterile

soil. Even these two levels are earlier than the uppermost levels of

Mohenjo Daro—the pocceiy of which again is markedly different

9 Fitnkfoil, Tell A,n*T, Kbefeje end hbcbeli.
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from Jhukar pottery. ‘'Jhukar pouery resembles,—only in the

designs and use of colours, not in the shape—those found ac Tell

Halaf in northern Assyria and Tell Chagar-Bazar There seems

no doubt that the pottery of the Jhukar culture has been influenced

by the wares of Tell Halaf culture, and we must look to the Iranian

Highlands for die region whence it was brought to India.""

Granting for the moment that Tell-Halaf influenced Jhukar

culture and not vice-versa, the fourth and fifth cities of Chagar Bazar

(3000*2700 B C.) and Halaf maintained a elese contacc widi Sumer

and with Assyria." The painted pottery (as at Ntncveh-Tell Billah)

becomes obselete after 2700 B.C. in Assyria, because the artisans of

painted pottery were driven away eastwards into Iran and continued

to work in Iran upro 250c B.C. as at Hissar.
13

Hissar I
(
c

• 3500

B.C.) has painted pottery—buff, hand-made, painted with geometri-

cal and animal designs, allied to Elam and Susa I b. and in Hissar II

as at Asrerabad striped pottery occurs and in Hissar III (2000 to 1500

B.C.) painted ware completely disappears and is succeeded by grey

ware, with lattice-iike pacccrm. The oftering-stand of the Harappa

cemctry type is paralleled by Hissar. The lowermost layer in the

ccmccry at Harappa, where complccc skeletons Had been buried had

flasks, water-bottles with narrow necks and trumpet mouths and in

the upper level, where bones were preserved in jars, die large jars had

flanges. Though die colour of pottery in both levels was pinkish or

ied and painted with black designs as on the earlier Indus ware, the

forms and designs*—stars, scybzed pcacccks and humped bulls, arc

different, and therefore may be assigned to the Jhukar style, (where

also the devices arc painted in black and red on a cream or pink slip)

contemporaneous wich or influenced by Tcll-Ha!af. Baron von

Oppenheim is of the opinion that Tell-Halaf culture cannot be

10 III. L. News. November 31
.

11 MnlSowsn: Bnfc and Chagar Barar. IB, L Nervi. 1935-38.

i a. Hi. L. News Marrh a.6. Nov. 1a, 1932; Jmuaty 28th 1933.
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larer than 30C0 B.C. and is due to Subaraic-Hittite people." The

fair-haired Subaraeans were the earliest settlas in Assyria and the

Subartu culture in the North Syrian sites as at Tcll-Halaf, is dis-

tinguished by its poly-chrome pottery as at Carchemish, and Kafajc

Genji of 4<x>o B.C., with funnel shaped necks, bulging jars, orange-

red or black paint on a diick creamy slip, animal and bird designs

and older than Jemdet Nasr pottery, and therefore die painted Uruk

type was due to the Subaraeans, who succeeded the earlier Al-Ubaid

people in Mesopotamia and long before the black-headed Sumenans

proper, came possibly from Elam or Arabia." A dialect of

Subaraean was Hurri or Indo-Hirtitc spoken by the later Hittites,

though' it is said that the name of the original Hittitc language was

unknown. Hrozny'* has read die pictographs of the original Hit-

tites (or Subartu) and finds some proper names :—Da-a-na-a-na-s

(Tyana); Gur-gu-m; A-ma-too (Hamath); Ir-hu-li-na (Irhuilna),

God Ku-pa-pa (Cybebe) m$a-ga-er-s (Sagaris); Ta-pa-sa-la-5.
'

Seton Llyod notes the existence of three races, the Martu or

Annum, a Semitic (?) people who colonised Akkad upto Sippar;

tire blond race from the north-east, the Subaraeans who settled in

Assyria upto the Persian Gulf; and the Bedawins from the deserts

who already found in the land the black headed Sumerians, who

had probably come from the hilly region of Elam." Frankfort

however, because of the continuity of culture at Al-Ubaid, Uruk and

Jemdet Nasr thinks that there was only a single race-—athe Sumerians.

Sydney Smith connects the Subartu with the fair-complexioned

Caucasian people who had migrated from the hills to the north and

,3 Oppenhorn. TeH-HtUf. 14 Sydney Smith. History <4 Assyria.

15 Hminy. Ur Inscription Hittites HierogUphi^Me determent, 1933. Gelb,

Ifittite Hirroglipbifi

16 Hrozny give ike following names frem the Carcheroiih Stele: Katuvai,

•on of Lukas aid grandson of Ascu Vitumnjjs; Anars. Krnunci. Malia TesupM,

Ana Sinrijii. Vena TaupH. Sagaris.

17 Seton Lloyd, Mesopotamia
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north-west of Assyria and came into conflict with the Sumerian black-

heads, so chat in the early Sumerian period, the population was pre-

dominantly Subaracan, though the civilisation was Sumcnan in

character Hence the Subartu people had already obtained a con-

siderable degree of ascendency in Mesopotamia, before the Sume-

rians came from the East. They were also an eastern people of the

Iranian and Caucasian high-lands and since Susa 1 (
c

. 3500 B.C.)

and Halaf in Syria (e. 3500 B.C.) ate Subaraean, whereas Susa H

shews Sumerian influence, it can be asserted that the Subartu people

migrated to Syria and Macedonia in the fourth millennium. It

Syro-Cappadocian influence is seen in the Jhukar culture and if die

polychrome potter)' of the Jhukar period has analogy with Halaf,

it is doing less violence to facts if we assume that in the fourth mille-

nnium B.C. a branch of these Subartu folk was responsible for the

Jhukar culture.

Regarding Frankfort’s arguments as to the dating ot the Indus

finds in Mesopotamia, let us take first the two fragments of a cylitv

dneal vase of green steatite on which a Sumerian is represented as

seated before a building, in which a humped bull is standing near

a manger. In a purely Mesopotamian setting, it is the rendenng or

an Indian cult of animal worship which was alien to the Sumerians

themselves. It is dear that by about 3000 B C. the Sumerians had

adopted Indian cults but already the connection with India was diffi-

cult, because no Indian craftsman could have turned out such

a clumsy figure of the bull and the Sumcnan craftsman had to rely

on crude copies whose original bad long Keen lost. Similarly, at

Khafaje, and at Tell Asmar, che cylindrical seal depicting a pro-

cession of dcphanc, rhinoceros, gbariytl, die camclian beads, pottery

with barboenve ornament, bone inlays of kidney shape, pottery

drains, etc. are assigned co the period of Gimil Sin and his subordinate

18 Sydney Smith, History of Assyria.
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at Eshnunna, in c. 2600 B.C. From this "precise" dace it is argued

chat the Indus civilisation could 110c have existed earlier chan 2700

B.C. It is acknowledged however chat the Tell Asmir finds ate

crude imitations and artistically far inferior to the Indus specimens

and on these copies (as on the Bull-vase of Tell Agrab) the Indian

script is remarkable fee its absence. If these eule objects were pre-

served in the Sumerian temples and worshipped as relies, without

a proper understanding of the Indian religion, it is clear that the

Sumerians of 2700 B.C. had already lost contact with India for a

long time. Chanhu-daro, the great head producing centre has its

parallel in Brak, where a vase hoard of ar least 40.000 beads of faience,

carnclian and rock-crystal were found in the foundation of a building

of
3
ico B.C. It is proved that it was customary to sow the site with

beads before a temple was erected. Since at Chanhu-daro, in the

Harappa levels few complete beads were found, it is assumed chat

all were exported probably to Mesopotamia. The kidney-shaped

objects at Brak in black serpentine resemble those cf Mohcnjo Daro

but the undersides are carved with antelopes and oilier designs, pro-

bably for divination. Similarly, Frankfort, discussing the pottery of

die Jemdet Nasr period at Tell Asmar, Khafaje and Ishchali, notices

3 pottery vase with geometrical designs, on a shining red slip. The

designs ate painted on panels prepared with a special creamy white

slip in black and red. "The actual age can only be guessed and

should fall somewhere about 3500 B.C. according to the lowest

reckoning.'

'

s *

Other evidence as to the ante-dating or the Jhukar and Harappa

cultures can be found in the pottery hetd-rest of Chanhu-daro and

the "Sumerian" pottery head with deep-set eyes, small nwuth and

shaven hair of the Jhukar period, the coiled copper hair-pins, copper

horse-shoe shaped razors ere.
1"

39 III. L. News, October 22. 1938.

20 IU. L. News, September 14, 1935.

I-HQ., SEPTEMBER, 19^)

21 Bulletin cf be Ration Museum

*3
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The priority of the Amri culture’
5
with its thin pottery painted

with designs in black and chocolate or plum-red on a matt surface

of pink or creamy pale is proved by die analogy of Al-Ubaid which

is not Sumerian but “Elamite' according to Campbdl-Thomson,

laphetite or Subaraean according to Speiser.
5' 1

Similar thin and

fragile pottery with designs (including Svaseika, battle-axes, bulls

and even the hors c-styliscd into mere decorations) is found in

Susa I. a which according to Frankfort is the parent of Susa I. Nal

and Nundara culture is derived direedy from the Amri and is dis-

tinct from the Hatappa type. Peake inclines to the diffus ionise

theory and thinks that the idea cf decorating pots with a coloured

slip was disseminated from a common source. The provenance of

painted pottery from North Syria to Susa, Anau, Iran, Bcluchistan,

Sindh, Punjab and China shows a continuity of culture with perhaps

India as the original home. The. excavations at Buxar” and near

Gauhaci seem to promise that the Gangetic ar.d rhe Brahmaputra

Valley might indeed prove to be the original home of this wide-

spread culture. As far as South India is concerned the excavations

at Paithan,
14

Candravalk and other sites show no poly-chrome pot-

tery, though there arc seme vessels with a few simple designs. This

is ;n accordance with the lack of evidence of a copper age. At

Paithan copper, bronze, brass and glass articles are found along with

iron and the argument from the terra-cotta figurines can have no

validity.

To summarise the arguments from ceramics, it is safe to con-

jecture chat the Amri culture was the parent of the Nal and Nundara

cultures in India and of Susa I which was the parent in its turn of

rhe Al-Ubaid culture, the earliest in Sumer. The discovery of the

stylised horse in Susa I and of the horse-saddles in some of the lowest

a» Childe, New Light. 13 Spdstf, Teft Gawrah Excavationi.

14 Banner ji-Sasiri, in Pdthai Comm. vol.

15 Indian Arts and Letteri, xn, no. a.
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levels of Mohenjo Daro shows that the horse must have migrated

westwards from north-western India. As said above the smaller

sites in the Indus Valley have been influenced by Nal and Nundara,

whereas Harappa culture follows a slightly different tradition. Above

the five or seven layers of Harappa culture and separated from it.

there is the Jhukar culture which influenced the Tcll-Halaf culture

in far away Northern Syria as early as 3500 B.C. This culture is

probably Subaraean- Casson has proved chat Troy cannot any longer

be considered to be a western out-post of die Minoan civilisation

buc is probably Human or proto-Hittitc.” The excavations at

Cyprus and Crete have shown that che red polished bronze-age

pottery assigned to c. 3500 B. C. has close resemblance to diat of

North Syria and Mesopotamia, according to Dr. Gjerstad. There-

fore the almost static civilisation of Harappa must be dated at a con-

servative estimate as the fifth millennium B.C. and the Jhangar

culture may be placed after the Jhukar culture had disappeared in

c. 2700 B.C.

To these arguments ftom ceramics may be added some ocher

considerations about the originators of this culture. I have long ago

expressed the view that die arguments put forward by Marshall and

others as to the non-Aryan authorship arc baseless and that the cul-

ture might be Aryan.” The argument of some of the protagonists

cf the theory of the priority of Rgveda to Harappa culture*'

is invalid because as I have shown, the expressions "s a h a s r a m
medadatoascakarnya h" “a s t a It a r n i g a u h” and

"Aksara" in Rgveda 1 . 164.94 and IX.13.3. The symbol cf

26 Canon, Archeology ust<* now.

27 Pcndicbuiy, Excavation in Crete. III. L. News, Match 5 1938, Exeavations

in Cyprus, IU. L. News, 1935-36.

18 And not necessity tf Alpine Caucasian at Noniic race Q I.M.5 ., 1931,

la*’T*il of tilt Kamudi Actdtny

,

1933; Vtcbtrt Vthtn1. 1938; Prahaddba Ktrnitaha.

! 938

29 L. Sanip: Gen*a. 1933. Ind. Cnl„ October, 1937.
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m i eh u n a in die Atharvaveda (IX. 141) and in the Mattrayi-

nutmbita (VIII. a. 6) clearly imply the existence of symbols for

numerals and sounds. Prof. S. V. Vcnkatcsvani has shown dial

Rgvcdic culture is ol the neolithic times because of die use of bone,

stone, and wooden implements in sacrifices and elicit copper was a

late intruder in the period of the Taittiriya Sambita whose culture

was chalco-lidiic." E. J. Thomas mentions the necessity for a

chronological foot-hold, possibly to be found in the Boghaz Kava

and Miranni records of abouc 1500 B.C. But we can tentatively

say that the references to the Martu or Amami and SubarCu as the

earliest colonisers of Syria, Assyria and Sumer and to die black-

headed Sumerians who arc said to have gone to Mesopotamia from

Elam or Arabia can be corroborated from the Rgveda. The v i s a h

a s i k n i h of the Vedas arc the black or black-headed and brown-

complcxioned so-called Sumerians, though scholars have hitherto

blindly accepted the suggestion that they arc the aboriginal Dravi-

dians. Both the Sumerians and the Dravidians can in no sense be

called a n a s a but anssa may be taken to mean either 'shameless'

speaking die nasals indistinctly (m r d h r v a c i). But the

Dravidian theory of Hcras is unconvincing and opposed to the laws

of Dravidian philology.
iJ No connection has been proved between

the phallic eule and Rudra-Siva worship in the Vcd:c period. There-

fore the so-called Sumerians might really be an Indian people who

migrated to Elam and from die plains of Assyria to Mesopotamia,

because Susa 1 is the parent of Al-Ubaid culture according to Frank-

fort. But even before their colonisation of Mesopotamia diere were

two other elements that had preceded them viz. die Subaracans and

the Mactu. It is tempting to identify die Subaraeans with the

Sobharis or SaubHaris and the Martu with the Mamt people. Max

30 Ranakfftd Com
.

Vo!., Aryan Path 1930-31.

31 /J/.Q.. Wlaicmiii Mctnoiul No. 1938.

32 /Man S. C Ro», NumciiU of M.D. Memoirs Ar. S. /. do. 57.
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Muller®* collected ill the imporanc hymns about the Marutj and

showed how at first they were mortals who first resisted the Indra

cult. They were people o£ the mountains, tlicir chariots were drawn

by horses, the bridle passing through the nose; tltey arc called else

sons of Sindhu or of Rudra and Prlni. They crossed many moun-

tains and rivers also, die Sarayanavat, Susoma, Arjikiya and Pastyavat

countries; they were dotlicd in flounced or speckled woollen cloths.

Rasa, Amitabha, Kubha, Krumu, Saranyu and Sindhu could not

delay their chatiocs. They had knives or daggers of metal (v a ^ i.

a r a) and earned K o s a s in their chariots, the axle of the chariots

was one widi die solid wheels, so that it also revolved along with die

wheels. The Marucs dcscrced Indra in the fight with Alii, and Indra

disputed the tights of the Marucs for divine honours. They were

also at first the enemies of chc Sobharis. The Sobharis shot arrows

from their bow-strings at the golden dieses (Kola) in the

wai chariots of the Marucs. Later the Saubharas arc themselves called

Manits. The Maruts arc dwellers in chc mountains
(g

i r i s c h a)

and in cheasvattha which implies also horse-stables and the

western country. By chesc references it is dear that the Marucs and

Sobharis were early adventurous tribes who migrated westward from

India crossing many rivers and mountains and they were followed by

rhe black-headed so-called Sumerians (Visah Asikni) whose

original home might have been near the nver Asikni and the

northern mountains.

These considerations therefore force us ro conclude that the

Harappa culture cannot be brought down to such a late date as 2700

B.C., when the )hukar culture itself has co be assigned to the Tcll-

Halaf period (3000 B.C.).

S. SlUKANTHA SaSTF.I

33 Vedte Hymn, >oL I, SJt£.



Rupamandana and the uocoramon Forms of Visnu

Abno'md in Indian An

To the average uninidaw of the West, Indian art, particularly

the figures of gods and goddesses like Visnu, Siva, Hari-Hara,

Trimurti, Ardhanirisvara, Karcikeya and Durga in their numer-

ous poses and functionings with their activities and qualities

symbolised as hands, heads, weapons and mudrij appear a little out

of the common if not uncanny or monstrous and do not yield chat

pleasant feeling of intellectual repose which they derive by gazing

at a figure of Apollo or Venus d’Mcdici: whereas in the case of an

Indian, rheir importance as religious objects for adoration and

dcvot.on is intensified by this very fact of extra limbs and weapons,

and serves to focus his mind better as a preliminary to his enraptured

ideal of silent contemplation. The uncommon or the out of way

images of V:snu such as Vaikuncha, Anar.ta. Trailokyamohana and

Visvarupa are the instances in point, not to mention the twenty-

four varieties of the four-armed Visnu.

Varieties of Hindu Icons in Rupamandana

The text of "Rupamandana' ’ by Sutradhaia Mandana (15th

century A.D.) records many varieties of Brahmanical images—such

as those of Visnu, Gauri, Hari-Hara and others and diey deserve to

be studied thoroughly with die help of actual images that arc very

likely to be met with scattered over Western India, which ranges

from Mt. Abu in the notch to the Elephants Caves in the south

covering the rich and extensive tracts of r.Vcr-valleys—those of

Sarasvati, Sibarmati, Mahi, NarmadI end Tapti which fostered

civilization and culture of the mediaeval Hindu India.

Latitude to sculptors and local varieties

The remarkable feature of Indian art chat strikes even a casual

student is the unchanging continuity of its traditions throughout
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the course of centuries. Whether it be architecture, sculpture, paint-

ing or music the age-long traditions continue to exercise their

dominating influence. The tradition in Hindu iconography is

established and scrupulously guarded by the various compilations c£

the Silpa Sastra, the only latitude allowed being local varieties of rhe

standard forms. The abnormal varieties m the forms of Visnu in

Gujarat introduced through this paper arc mainly due to this latitude

and deserves attention of the students of Hindu iconography.

Sutradbira Mandana: author of the Riipamandana

Both Mandana and his father Sriksetra were under the patronage

of Mahinni Kumbhakarna, the celebrated king of Mcdapata

(Mcwar). and an outstanding personality of the middle of the 15th

century (reigned 1419-1465 A.D.). Rana Kumbha was a distin-

guished hero, a man of letters and a noted builder of monuments.

His Kumbha-mcru-prisida at Chicor is well-known. It therefore

stands to reason that Maharana Kumbha should be a patron of

architects and sculptors just like king Bhoja of Dbara to whom

goes the credit of the compilation of the Samarihgana-sutra-dhara.

a work on mediaeval architecture, and like king Somcsvaradeva who

compiled his Minasoilasa or Ahbilasitirthadniimani, an encyclo-

pedia on useful topics.

Mandana s handbooks on Architecture and Sculpture

Thus it is evident that Mandana’s handbook on architecture

and sculpture enjoyed considerable popularity with artists and crafts-

men. Mandana seems to have been a prolific writer of treatises on

architecture and scupiturc. The following is a list of works ascribed

to him, the title ending with his name, viz: Vistu-mandane,

Prisada-mandana, Rajavallabhs-mandana, Rupa-mandana and others

like rhe Rupavatara and the Dsvatamurti-prakarana.
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Popularity of bis works

Mandana’s works seem to have enjoyed wide popularity

throughout the length and breadth of India. In the unique library

of Kavindracarya, (a Dcecani Brahmin, and a very learned man. the

head of die Pandit community of Benares of his time, iydi century,

who, however, ultimately took sannyasa), copies of Mandana’s works

were deposited (vide Kaoindracirya Grantha Suet. G.O. Series.

No. 17). Thus within two centuries after compilation, we find

copies of Mandana’s text deposited in Benares, the great centre of

Indian culture. From Benares Mandana’s works were probably

taken to other places, westwards as well as eastwards. Numerous ms.

copies of his works are met with both in public and m private collec-

tions in Gujarat, sometimes embellished with running translations

in Gujarati archaic prose. The abnormal forms of Visnu (vide illus-

trations) are mentioned m his work Rupamandana alone and in no

other text extant cn Hindu Iconography in India.

Seated Visnu images unth hands more than four

The groups of seated images of Visnu with either eight, ten.

twelve, fourteen, sixteen oc twenty hands is peculiar to Western

Indra sculpture only. The formula and description c£ these images

arc found in the Silpa-rexts of Mandana—'the Rupamendana and the

Dcuatamurli-prakarana—and nowhere else.

It appears, however, that die dhyanas of such rare and unusual

forms of images were subsequently modified or amplified in con-

sideration of novel creations of their age. Hence no specimen of

twelve-armed Visnu has so far been traced by me; whereas speci-

mens of ten-armed and fourteen-armed images—not noticed in any

text,—ate found tc be not so rare.

Increase of hands from two to twenty.

One is led to think that from die onginal form of two-atmed

Visnu developed many other icons, mosdy according to the indi-
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vidual castes and conception of the authors and sculptors or the

donors of such images. When the worshipper thought tliac his

god did not look powerful enough, he thought of him in terms of

innumerable hands, and thus came into vogue die variccy of forms

of die same ged Visnu. Varieties peculiar to the Rupamendana

alone —.the twenty-four forms of four armed Visnu, the six-armed

Hari-hara-picaniaha or Dattatteya, die eight-armed Vaikundia, die

ten-armed un-named form, the twelve-armed Ananta, the fourteen-

armed variety probably c£ Ananta (however unnamed in the texts),

the sixteen-armed Trailokyamoliana and die twenty-armed Visva-

rupa,—show the gradual growth in die complexity of the idea about

the image of Viniu.

Sdpa-lexts and stereotyped forms

Whether the texts induced the different types of images, or the

types of images created the texts is difficulc to ascertain. The former

is however more probable in the ease of Hindu gods and goddesses;

for we find, that after a few centuries of remarkable growth and

artistic spontaneity Hindu icons seem to be stultified and stereo-

typed through the disposition of the Silpn-eexts. This phase is

marked by the appearance of a vast amount of Silpa Sastra works

starting with the Brbat Sambiti of Varalumillira (^th century A.D.).

Decadence in Art

Just as Huidu Kavya (poetry) degenerated with the appearance

of the formal Alanikara literature (Ars Poetics) from Kavyadarsa to

Sabityadarpsna and Rasagangadbera, so the appearance of Sdpa-

ratr.a and Silpasara, Sdpssamgraba and Minasara, Apardjr.a-priccba

and Rupamandana, signalised the stercotypization of Hindu icono-

graphy. It came to be more a matter of definition and faithful

execution than of spontaneous creation, hence a lack of artistic urge

in later copies of beautiful originals.

i.nsj., itritMBCH. ;<H

0
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Artistic peculiarities of Gujarati Sculptures

The artistic peculiarities of Gujarati sculptures bear a close

resemblance to the specimens of Bengali and Orissan sculpture.

The delicate ornamentation, artistic expression, boldness of outline,

definiteness of detail, and the pleasing effect produced on the mind

of ever)' onlooker make the images of this mediaeval period the

product of the best days of Hindu art. particularly in Gujarat.

From die Visnu images introduced duough tins paper one

will be able co see for himself that they are beautifully and yet deli-

cately ornamented, and tfhc expression of the face is natural, serene

and peaceful (saumya). The form of die body, the garments, the

various objects, symbols and ornaments are found depicted faithfully

according to die texts; yet the hand of the artist is always there.

Times fostering Fine Arts

This was possible because Gujarat enjoyed political tranquility

during the reign of the Solahki kings—Mularija, Bhimadeva,

Siddhaeija, Kumarapala, and kings of the Vaghela branch

Viradhavala, Visala-deva and Sinnga-deva; though occasionally it

was disturhed by the inroads of Muslim iconoclasts. Accordingly

arc, literature, trade, etc. could flourish well in the province. On

casting a glance at the contemporary currents of Mediaeval Arc in

India, we find, that in best period ranged from the 9th century

onwards to the 13th century before the general conquest of the

various provinces by the Mahomedans, when the Hindu artistic

talent got a set back and soon degenerated into a decadent art.

This is the same period when the Pala and Sena schools of art

flourished in Bengal and the Utkala and Kalinga schools in Orissa.

Materials for Western Sehcol of Sculpture.

Hence we find that Gujarat is veritably a rich mine of archacolo-'

gied remains and deserves to be stuided as an art-province which
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has a dialect of its own. although' it is not unrelated to that of the

contemporary currents in the other branches of the so-called

"Western School of Indian Sculpture". From the beautiful speci-

mens of sculpture that ate coming to light, one it led to believe that

Gujarat of the palmiest days of rule by the Solahku and the

Vlghcla*—jay from the toch century to the end of the 13th and a

few 'cencurics later,—had fostered the growth of a remarkable

provincial school of sculpture.

Living tradition of Sculpture in Gujarat

Thar the technique of sculpture in Western India, as found

enunciated in the silfa-texts of Sutradhara Mandma was a

arc and the tradition was handed down to posterity even upto the

beginning of the 19th century at a guide to actual execution is cor-

roborated by die find of an omnibus volume of Ms. from the Ms.

collection of Sri Dahilaxmi Puscakalaya, Nadiad. The volume con-

tains Gii]arjti prose-renderings of the Rupamandana, Riipavatara.

Dcvaiamiini-prakarana, Vastusara and Vastumafijari, with original

Sanskrit texts of some of them. The following relevant extract is

given to convey an idea as to the nature of these "notes" meant for

guidance in actual sculptures:—
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Six-armed variety of Visnu: Hari-Hara-Pitlimaba

The Rupamandana describes
1
Datutreya under the name of

Hari-Hara-Pitamaha. According to this authority, this image should
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have four faces, six hands and a single body made 10 stand on a

pitha. The right hands should carry the aksamali, die tnsiila and

the gadd, while the le£c hands should be made ro Hold the hamendalu,

the kbatvdhga, and the cskia. We can easily recognise in these

six articles earned in the hands o: Hari-Hara-Pitamaha that the

aksemala and chc kamandalu are emblematic of Brahma, the cakra

and the gada o£ Visnu and die insula and the hbatvanga of Siva.

This variety has been noticed by T. Gopinath Rao in his Elements

of Hindu Iconography, vol. I. part t. p. 155-56; but has not

been able to illustrate it. (Plate 1).

Plate I—illustrates an image of Hari-Hara-Pitamaha from a

temple in Patan (North Gujarat).

Tendency to add a set of two hands noticeable

The idea evidently is that Dattatreya is an incarnation o: all

the three deities of the Hindu Trinity; although in a special sense

he is an incarnation of Visnu in particular. However, it should be

noticed that this composite form lias been described in the chapter

—

not on Visnu-images but on Siva-images, along with other compo-

site forms like Hari-Haia, Uma-Mahesvara and die like. The

forward march in the addition of hands from the two of Vfsnu-

Surya to the four in the twenty-four varieties of four-armed Visnu

has shown a tendency to go on adding a further see of two hands

in tile composite form of die Trinity—

1

mean the Hari-Hara-

Pitamaha. The same tendency to go on adding a new sec of two

hands to the six-armed variety will be noticed while describing the

form of eight-armed Vaikuntha.
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Dbyam1 of Vaikuntha

The description of Vaikuntha in the Riipamanddna (Adh. III.

Sis. 52, 53) is as under:—-"Vaikuntha 1 shall now desenbe. who is

eight-armed and very powerful, rides on Gamda and is four-faced

and should be made by chose who desire peace. In the four right-

hands should be placed chc gada, sword, arrow and cakra; and in

the four left hands, the sankba. kbeta (stick), bow and lotus."
>*a

Actual sculptures of 8-armed Visnu

In the actual sculptures of Vaikuntha, (illustrated here from

an image in North Gujarat), however, some change either in the

order of the hands or in the nature of objects held by

them is found. In Plate II, the fourth lower right-hand

holds Unkba instead of cakra. as in die text, with a similar change of

cakra in place of sankba. The cwo faces on two sides of the face

arc nos quite visible through the photograph, though they do exist.

Visnu is seated on Garuda. The round face of the image with a

negligible chin is remarkable in this as well as in many of such

images.

Actual Sculptures of 10-armed Visnu

Goddess Patvati is commonly known as dasa-bhuja, purporting

to hold sway over tbc ceil directions. Similarly a kindled variety

of Visnu with 10 hands appears to have been conceived by sculptors

and donors; and two specimens arc located in the collection of the

Prince of Wales ^fuscum. Bombay, having been acquired from

Taibpur, a village near Kapadvanj in Kaira Disc., (Central Gujarat).
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The two sculptures illustrated here (Plates III & IV) arc almost

identical in style, alrhongh there is a remarkable variety tn the exe-

cution a! the rnnkuta. Tlip size of the image, which forms a patt

of a long panel is about 2 feet. They appear to belong to a period

not later chan the 14th century.

Palpable addition of two hands representing Yoga-mudra

In this form, two front hands are in Yoga-mudra, as in the

cose of 12-armed, t6-armed and 20-armed icons. Addicion of two

hands in Yoga-mudra is the connecting link between die Vaikuntha-

variety on the one hand and the Atlanta, Trailokyn-mohana and

Visvatupa on die other. Of the rest, die four hands on the right,

beginning wulh the lower right are respectively in varada-muara,

holding sword and wheel, and in abbaya-miidri; those on the left

have respectively a kamandalu, a citron, gada and abbaya-mndra.

It appears to be a development of Vaikuntha-fonn, as we find a

similar development of Ananta in the 14-armed specimens.

Dhyana of Ananta

Ananta has several forms and is conceived ro be endowed with

almost all die divine powers
(
Saktis). “The image of this dcicy

should have twelve hands and four faces, and should be seated on

Garuda. One of the right hands should be in die varada pose, and

the remaining five should carry the gada, khadga, cakrs, vajra and

ankusa, in the left hands should be held the sahkha, khetsks,

dbanus, padma, danda and past1." Rupamandana (Adhyaya III,

verses 58, 59).

No specimen of 12-armed Visnu

In spite of die injunction of the text for designing twelve

hands for Ananta-murti, not a single specimen lias so fa: come

to my notice. We have instead an addition of two hands, one

on each side in this type of image, wich profuse variation in the
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order of the objects and the side of the hands holding them. May

be the protector of the 14 worlds (loka) might have been conceived

to have an equal number o£ hands!

Actual Sculptures of 14-armed Visnu

Plate V—illustrates a very beautiful piece of Gujarati sculpture,

found from the valley formed at the confluence of Sabarmati with

Hathman in north-east Gujarat, and is one of the finest of sculptures

both from the aesthetic and the artistic points of view. It is now

lying in a niche in the newly built temple of Kocyarka in KKadat-

Mahudi village in Vijapur Taluka. The serenity of the face and

the exquisite workmanship of the sculptor compels admiration for

this skill The three-fourths profile instead of me flat frontal pose

so common in sculptures of gods ai>d goddesses and even of

Tirthahkaras and of Buddha, makes it a piece of genuine art. It has

two ocher faces on either side, the fourth being imagined at the

back, Visnu is seated at case on Garuda, who is represented here

in human form.

Stylistic differences and the quality of Art,

Plate VI—gives another specimen of a 14-armed VisnU. with

almost identical objects and symbols. The three-faccdness of the

image is clearly visible from the photograph. Even though this

image is identical to the one described above, its aesthetic value and

the quality of art and crafcmanship differ a great deal. The second

specimen is a formal execution of the sculptor, without any emo-

tion. Even though it is actually in worship m a temple in Paran

(N. Gujarat.) there is no expression on the face, and the whole execu-

tion is a tame affair. This suggests how chc decadence in sculptural

arc had affected die level of crafcmanship, and dins given rise to

stylistic differences ill two works, representing the same idea. The

history of indigenous miniature-painting in Gujarat affords a parallel

to the arr of sculpture in this respect.
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Fourteen-armed variety of Visnu

The 14-amicd image of Visnu, one is inclined to believe, is

a very popular variety of the Ananta-foim, which" however has not

been described in any text on iconography, uptil now known to us.

Another, radicr a conventional image of a 14-armed Visnu from

Ajmet Museum has been published by Mahamahopadhyaya Gaun-

sankar Ojha (Lectures on 'Mediaeval Hindu Culture' 1979). The

progress from twelve hands to fourteen has a precedent in the cen-

armed variety discussed above.

The third specimen from Sandera, (Plate VII
)
a village in

Srddhapur Taluka, Baroda Scace Territory is a beautiful piece of

sculpture. Visnu is seating at case cn Garuda, with the left leg bent.

Miniature Visnu-figure on the Heed

The noteworthy feature of this icon is a miniature-figure of

Visnu on the sip of the principal deity, and this shows die Vaisnava

origin of die deity. This suggests the influence of die Buddhist idea

of die parental Dliyaui Buddha being placed at the top ox die main

deity, showing tire origin of the deity or family to whidi th’c deity

originally belonged. Thus in Buddhist images the miniature-

figurcs of Aksobhya, Amitibha, Ratnasanibhava, Amoglusiddhi

and Vairocana on the crown show due the main deity- is an ema-

nation of one or the ocher of the Dhyani Buddhas and belongs to

his family. We shall note diis fact again later on while describing

the sixteen-armed image of Trailokya-mohana.

Dhyana of Trailokya-mobana

'The figure of Trailokya-mohana has double the number of

hands that Vaikundianadi has, i.e., sixteen. In six of the right

hands are to be placed respectively the gada, eakra, ar.kuia, bane,

iakli, and cakra (?); the seventh right hand is to be in

the varada pose; iu seven of the left Hands should be placed simi-

larly the mudgara, paia, dhanus, sankba, padma. kamandaiu and
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srnga (a horn); the remaining right hand and left hand are co b:

held in the yoga-mudra pose."
1

Actual Sculptures of 16-armed Visnu

The two varieties of Trailokyamohana very well illustrate the

dbyana given in the text, however, with a few variations. Plate

VIII is from die Visnu temple at Valam, Vtjapur 1 nluka (North

Gu/arac), I: has three visible faces, the front one looking like that of

Nrshimlia. Sonic of the hands arc broken. It is tiding on Garuda

as distinguished from the sitting-ac-case posture in die 14-armed

variety discussed above.

THe other specimens of the same Trailokyamohana vancty

(Plate l?C) is from Sandcra village. Siddhapur Taluka. It was first

illustrated in my paper on "Gujarati or the Western School of

Mediaeval Indian Sculpnirc", in the Indian Historical Quarterly for

September 1938. It also has a miniature figure of Visnu on the

mukuta.

Dhyana of Vtstaripa. the 20-Armed Visnu

The image of Visvarupa is remarkable for its iconogiaphic pecu-

liarities and its rarity. "It is four-faced and is endowed with twenty

hands. He shows die patakdmudra, ploughshare, sahkha, vajra,

*nkuia. arrow, cahra. citron and the varadamudri. In the left

hands are shown the pataka (flag), danda, pa:a, gada, sword, lotus,

horn, miisala and rosary. Two other hands show the yoga-mudra."‘
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Actual Sculptures of 20-Armed Visnu

One of chc three specimens given here to illustrate the Visva-

rupa form of Visnu, die sculpture (Plate X) is now at the temple of

Kotyarka. newly built in Khadata-Mahudi village, Vijapur Taluka.

It has tlircc faces : and the position of die objects answers well tlx;

description quoted above.

The second specimen ( Plate XPj is from Mehsana, the head-

quarters for Mehsana Dist. two of whose principal hands holding

yoga-mudra arc broken. The remarkable dung about this image is

die third face to the left, which has a similarity to the face of

man-lion.

Third specimen (Plaie XI
F)

is the image worshipped even to-

day in die Nirayaiiji temple at Patau, the awkward new enamel

eyes, mustaches and the lildka are easily marked oud from

die genuine workmanship in marble. The seated image is about

3.5 feet high.

iconograpbic peculiarities

The Vifvarupa image of Visnu is remarkable tor :ts icono-

graphic peculiarities and its rarity tn Indian sculpture. These ima-

ges arc made of marble which admits of fine workmanship; and

hence occasional varieties in the position of objects in the various

hands are met with. These iconographic peculiarities are the result

of the stone material used by die sculptor, who fashions the objects

according to his convenience. The Visvariipa image reminds us of

the Vrsvariipa-datsana given by Lord Krsna to Arjuna. It may

wk * ifta'p: ^ 1
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be that this variety might have Had its suggestion from such re-

ferences to the All-mighty form of Visnu.

Visnu images with four faces

Two types of Visnu images according 'to the number of faces

have been noticed. First type is a one-headed smiling figure with

tidier two or four or even twenty arms. The second type re-

presents him as having four faces as in die special forms of Visnu

:

viz. Hari-Hara-Pitamaha, Vaikundia, Atlanta, Trailokyamohana

and Visvarupa. These arc faces of a man, a man-lion, a woman
and a boar. (See plares mentioned above).

Order in the varying number of bands not suggested

ir, tbe Rupamandana

1 have tried above to evolve and formulate a sort of an under-

lying order possibly at work in rhe development of die special forms

of Visnu, with chc gradual addition of a set of two hands to every

subsequent form. The order in which Mandana describes diem

m chapter 111 on Visnu Images is as under: Firsdy, 8-armed

Vaikuntha (verses 32, 53, 5<|), then 20-armed Visvarupa (verses

55 ’ 5^ • 57)
dicn 12-armed Ananta (verses 38, 39) and then lastly

16-armed Frailokyamohana (verses 60. 61, 62).

Naturally we have no rext to justify the order suggested by me
above on the strengdi of actual sculptures; but it may be taken as

highly probable.''

M. R. Majmudah

5 Ir may be remarked, however, that all rhe icon* illustrated in this piper are

cxchifivdy from North Gujirat Extensive tourt. therefore, in ancient sites extending

over tb? whole cf Gujarat, Kirhiawad and Catch are bound to furnish numrrtxss

finds, neb in artistic value as wdl. I am indebted to the University of Bombay,

whose sympathy and financial help eiubled me to undertake a preltmirviry study

of rare Hindu sculptures in Gnjarit.
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Alexander s cautious Advance taslwerti

Alter the collapse of the Achaemenian power in die battle of

Gaugamcla or Arlxla in the spring of 331 B.C. and the burning of

the magnificent palace at Persepolls in 330 B.C., Alexander formed

plans to realise his ambicion of conquering India, and thus outrival-

ling Hcrakles and Dionysos whose achievements were die subject

of many a popular song and legend. Accordingly, unmindful of

the rigours of climate and of the numerous other obstacles,

Alexander set himself with liis habitual foresight to die

task of subjugating the lands that lay on his route in

order to maintain free and uninterrupted communication with

hts distant base. He first occupied Scistan, and then emeigcd

into the regions of southern Afghanistan, where ‘at a point com-

manding die roads" he founded a city called 'Alcxandria-among-thc-

Arachosians'. now represented by Kandahar. The following

year, he appeared in the Kabul valley widi his invincible hoses, but

before he could direct his energies towards India he had to subdue

Bactria and other adjacent territories, which upheld the Persian

cause under a prince of die blood royal. Alexander found no diffi-

culty in subduing them, and when all opposition was laid low, he

iccrosscd the Hindu-Kush in ten days and arrived at the strategic

outpost of ‘Alexandria-undcr-the-Caucasus
‘ ,
which he had founded

in 329 B.C., two years before his hurricane campaign beyond the

mountains. He then advanced towards Nikaia, situated "between

Alexandria and the Kabul river;”
5
here or somewhere "on the way

to the river Kabul"8
Alexander divided His army into two sections.

t A paper submitted to die Third Indian History Coupes!. Calcutta

a Cambridge History of India. w>L I. p. 348. Smith locates Nilcaia to the

west o! modem Jalalabad [Early Hino<y of Indie. 4th ed. p. 53) whereas Holdicb

p.n« it At Kabul.

3 Cambridge H'ltory of Indie, vol I, p. 348, note 3.
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One was placed under the command of his trusted generals, Hephaes-

tion and Pcrdiccas, with instructions to go ahead and construct a

bridge over the Indus for the safe passage of his forces; and the other

was led by Alexander himself against the warlike tribes and recalci-

trant chiefs of the frontier-

The Aspanoi routed

The Aspassoi (cf. Iranian Aspa or Sanskrit Alva = horse) of die

Alisang-Kunar valley were the first to be subdued by Alexander,

who captured ^0,000 men and 2,30,000 oxen, transporting the

choicest among die latter to Macedonia for being employed in agri-

culture. Arrian (IV, 25), however, deposes that with these people

"the conflict was sharp, not only from the difficult nature of the

ground, but also because die Indians were by far die stoutest

warriors in dut neighbourhood."
1

Nysa

Alexander next attacked the hill-state of Nysa, which probably

occupied a site on die lower spurs and valleys of the Koh-i-Mor.‘ It

was governed by a body of aristocracy consisting of 300 members,

Akouphis being their chief. The Nysaens readily submitted to

Alexander, and placed at his disposal a contingent of 300 cavalry.

They claimed descent from Dionysos, and in proof of it pointed out

that the ivy grew in their country and the mountain near the city

was the same as Metos. This gratified die vanity of Alexander,

and he, therefore, allowed his wear)- troops to enjoy rest and Baccha-

nalian revels for a few days with clicir alleged distant kinsmen.

Defeat of the Assakenoi

Continuing his advance, Alexander defeated the Assakenoi

(Sanskrit A'svakas or Asmakas, perhaps a branch of, or allied to, die

4 M'cnidle, 'Ancient India. Its Invasion by Alexander the Great, p. 65.

5 Early History oj India. 4th «!.. p. 57, new.
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Aspasioi), wl» opposed him with an army of 20,000 cavalry and

more than 30.000 infantry." besides 30 elephants.’ Their main

stronghold Massaga" was considered almost impregnable, being ptx>-

tccccd on the east by "an impetuous mountain stream with steep

banks while to the south and west nature had "piled up gigantic

rocks, at the base of which lay sloughs and yawning chasms."*

These natural fortifications were re-inforccd by a deep ditch and a

thick wall. The citadel appeared to baffle clic military ingenuity of

Alexander, but it could not hold out long after its chief Assakenos

had been killed by a chance shot.
1

" Thinking further resistance

useless, his wife Klcophis" surrendered herself to Alexander, and

it is said that as a result of their romance she subsequently gave

birth to a son bearing the name of the great conqueror-
11

It is

interesting to note here the pet played by nearly 7,000 Indian

mercenary soldiers in the defence of Massaga. We leant that

Alexander guaranteed them safe passage if they evacuated die city,

but when dicy had actually recited to a distance he suddenly fell

upon them and made 'a great slaughter of clieir ranks." Diodorus

says that the Indian mercenaries at first "loudly protested that they

were attacked in violation of sworn obligations, and invoked the gods

whom lie had desecrated by taking false oaths in their name.’”*

To this, Alexander retorted that “his covenant merely bound him to

6 38000 iriamry. according co Curtins (VIII, 10: M’crindlc, Invaiton by

AltxtmJer. p. 194).

7 Arrian, IV, 26; Ibid., p. 66. The siege of Mnuag* ij pat before (he capi-

tulation of Nysa by Arrian, arid aftrr u by Cardm.

8 Identification uiKcmm Wts it the ssroc ns Sanskrit Mabkavati? Vincent

Smith places it “no: very far to the north of the Malikiud Pass {EJ1.I., 41b cd.,

P- 57)-

9 Cuitius, VIII, 10; M’cxindle’s Invuion by Alexander, p» 195.

so Airun, IV, ay; Ibid., p. 68.

it Curtins, however, calls Klcophis die mother of Assacanus, who is saxl to

have died before Alexander invested Mauiga (VIII, 10. Ibid
. p. 194).

12 Justin, XII, 7; Ibid., p. $22

13 Diodoros, XVII, 84; M’cricdle’s Invaiion by Alexander, p. 269.
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lei them depart from the city, and was by no means a league of

perpetual amity between diem and the Macedonians.

"

1
' Undaunted

by this unexpected danger, the Indian mercenaries fought with great

tenacity and "by their audacity and fears of valour made the con-

flict, in which they closed, hot work for the enemy.
,,,J When many

of them had been killed, or were in the grips of deadly wounds, the

women took the arms of the fallen and heroically defended the

citadel along with the men. After fighting desperately they were

at last over-powered by superior numbers, and in the words of

Diodoros "met a glorious death which they would have disdained to

exchange for a life with dishonour."'
1

The episode, no doubt,

reveals to us that India had her own Joans of Arc in those bygone

times, but it docs not speak well of Alexander's chivalry and sense

of respecting agreements, and Plutarch rightly observes that it "rests

as a foul bloc on his martial fame."‘
f

After the fall of Massaga,

Alexander advanced further, and in the course of a few months'

hard fighting captured the important and strategic fortresses of Ora,

Bayira, Aornos, Pcukelaotis (Skt. Puskaravati, modern Charsadda in

the Yusufzai territory), Embolima and Dyrta.‘"

Situation in Nortb-Wcstem India

Thus having subjugated the frontier regions and posted ade-

quate Greek garrisons to maintain his authority there,
1
' Alexander

felt himself free to press onward to India. The odds were undoubt-

edly in his favour. The Panjab and Sind, which were to bear the

brum of his amis, presented the sorry spectacle of a disunited house.

14 Ibid. 15 IM.. p. *73. 16 Ibid

17 Plt**rth, Q\ UX; M’crindle’s Invtsicn ky AUxdttdcr. p. 306.

:8 Thr identification of these place* i« net quire certain. Minor town* of the

lower Kopben (Kabul) volley were occupied with the help of local chief* named

Kophaios and Assagcce* (Afvajit?)—Arrian. IV, aS; IM.. p. 71.

19 Foe instance, Ndcanor was appointed satrap of the country to the west of

the Indus, and Philippes was put in command of a gnmson at Pctikclaoh* (Ibid).



There was no toweling personality of the type of Candragupta

Maurya. who successfully repelled die invasion of Seleukos Nikacor

two decades afterwards, but oil die odicr hand north-western India

was parcelled out into a number of states, monarchies as well as clan

oligarchies, engaged in petty internecine feuds and jealousies, due to

which sonic of them found their chance in seeking alliance widi

an alien aggressor. Indeed, the gates of India were, so to say, un-

barred by the Raja of Taxila, who lost no time m proffenng allegiance

to Alexander, and who also rendered every- assistance to the advance

body of the Macedonians under Perdiccas in bridging the Indus and

securing the submission of the tribes and chieftains, like Asccs (Hasti

or AsrakarajaP),'" whose terntorics lay on their route.

Taxila and Abhisara

About the beginning of spring 326 B.C. after offering die

customary sacrifices and allowing his tired troops a short respite,

Alexander crossed the Indus safely somewhere near Ohind (modem

Und, a few miles above Attock), and was welcomed at Taxila by

Omphis or Ambhi,* 1

son of die deceased Taxilcs, with rich and

attractive presents consisting of silver and sheep and oxen of good

breed.” Gratified at diese gifts, Alexander returned them, adding

his own, and thus won not only die loyalty of the ruler of Taxila

but also a contingent of 5,000 soldiers from Ium.
2!

Similarly,

Abhisarcs, the astute king of Abhisara (Poonch and Nowshcra

districts), and other neighbouring princes like Doxarcs
21

surrendered

to Alexander of their own accord, thinking resistance would be of

no avail.”

10 The capital of Astes was stormed by Hephxestion in thirty dcy*. and his

principality wu $iven to one Sang-gaio* (Skc. Snnjaya)—Airian, IV, 22; Ibid

.

p. 60.

11 Sylvain Levi Iturnd AtiMtpu, i8y>, p. 254.

12 Arrian, V, 3, M’crindie's lrwsk\» by A/rxAnder
t p. 83; Curtius. VIII. xa;

Ibid, p 201.

23 Arrian, V. 8; )Ud

,

p. 93. 24 Ibid., p. 92.

15 Diaricros would, however, have us believe that Embmret (Abhuores) had
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Poros

However, when the latter readied the Hydaspes (Jhelutn) he

bund the great Poros (Pauiava?) on the other side of the river ready,

no doubt, co meet him in response to his summons from Taxila,

but at die head of a vase army eager for the fray.
11

Alexander finds

it difficult to cross the stream, and there ensues a baede of wits

between the two august opponents. Ultimately, die invader decided

"to steal a passage" (Arrian), which he did with about 11,000 of

lus picked men near a sharp bend several miles up die river from

his camp in the dead of night when a severe storm accompanied by

ram and diundcr had lulled the vigilance of Poros. Further,

Alexander camouflaged his intentions and movements by leaving

a strong force under Krateros in his camp and another with Meleager

midway between it and die place where the river wa5 crossed.

Detecting that he had been foiled in his attempt not to allow

Alexander co land his troops on the eastern side of the Hydaspes,

Poros despatdied his son "at the head of 2,000 men and 120

chariots"*' co obstruct die advance of his audacious adversary. The

young Poros was, however, easily toured and killed by Alexander.

Alexander and Poros face each other

At last, Poros himself moved and put against Alexander

50.000 fooe, 3,000 horse, above 1,000 chariots, and 130 elephants.

In chc cenuc, die elephants formed a sore of front wall, and behind

them stood the foot-soldiers. The cavalry protected both flanks and

in front of the horsemen were the chariots. As Alexander viewed

the equipment of the Indian forces and dicir disposidon in the Karri

made sn dliuice wxh Poros and was preparing to oppose Alexander (XVII, 871

Ibid., p. *74).

16 Currius, VUJ. 13; Ibid., p. 103.

17 Guards wete also posted all the way to ensure fret communication.

18 Airuo, V, 141 Ibid., p. 101. According to Curtiuj, the detachment »ts

commanded by Paros’ liatber, Hjgcs (VII!, 14; Ibid., p. ajy).

t.HXJ.. SE/TBMBJH, :94a 16
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plain," he was constrained to remark: "I see at last a danger that

macchcs my courage. It :s at once with wild beasts and men of

uncommon metde chat clic contest now lies.’
‘ In the engagement

whicli opened with the furious charges of the Macedonian horse-

men, the Indians fought with great vigour, and, as Plutarch says,

‘‘obstinately maintained" dicit ground till the eighth hour of die

day/' but eventually the faces went against them.

Causes of Poros' Defeat

The main strength of Poros by in the chariots, "each of which

was drawn by four horses and earned six men
,
of whom two were

shield-bearers, two, archers posted on each side of die chariot, and

the ocher two, charioteers, as well as men-at-arms, for when the

fighting was at close-quarters they dropped the reins and hurled datt

after dart against the enemy."" On this particular day, however,

these chariots were of no use at all, for the violent storm of rain had

made the ground slipper)', and unfit for horses to r:dc over, while

the chariots kept sticking in die muddy sloughs formed by the rain,

and piovcd almost immovable ftom their great weight.’
'u

Besides,

owing to the slippery condition of the ground it became difficult for

the archers to rest their long and heavy bows on it and discharge

aixowa quickly and with effect.*' Furthermore, the Indian army

was far too unwieldy to withstand the masterful manoeuvres of the

mobile Macedonian cavalry, or the attacks of the disciplined phalanx-

«» E.H1, pp. S9. 88.

30 Curdus, VIII, 14; M’crindlc's Invvion by Alexander, p. 209,

31 Plutarch, Cb. LX; Uki.
t p. 308.

3* Cuidus, VIII, 14; lbid. t p. 107 33 lMt p. x>8.

34 Arrian depoxs difit die bov '"is made ctjual length with dn: nan wlxi

bears il TJliS (hey real upon die greund, and pressing Agnum it widi (heir left

Icot thus discharge die bxtuw having dmwn the striog far backwards: for the shaft

use M little sl»it o£ bciilg three yards bug ##
[Indies, Qi- XVI;

intUc** Ancient IndU As described by Mc^mthtnes <tnd Arr%&n 0 p. 215).
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cs. And lastly, the elephants, oil whom Petos had put so much

reliance, got frightened when the Macedonians began to hack their

feet and trunks with axes and choppers. Thus the beasts (led from

the field of battle ‘like a flock of sheep" and they spread havee

among their own ranks and threw chcir drivers to the ground, who

were then trampled to death.'
1

' Whatever may have been the

causes of this disaster, Poros, a magnificent giant of over six feet in

height, did nor shrink from the stress of battle, or abandon the field

like Danus Kodoinannos of Persia, but true to the injunction of

Manu titTlta&nl&V (vii, 88) he stuck to his pose in spite of

the "nine wounds' that he had received, and continued hurling

darts against die enemy with dogged tenacity, perhaps thinking to

himself

:

"With fame though I die, 1 air. content.

Let fame be nine, though life be spent".

When Poros was ultimately captured and brought before Alexander,

he was not at all "broken and abashed in spirit’’
14

but boldly met

him as one brave nun would meet another brave nun after a crial of

strength, and he made the proud demand, "Treat me. O Alexander I

as befits a king.’”
1

35 Curtins, VIII, 14; M’crindle’s Invasion by Alexander, p. ail.

36 Arrian, V, 19: Ibid., p. 109.

37 Ibid
, In a recent paper (Proceedings of the second Indian History Congress,

Allah*had, 1938. pp. 85-91), Dr. H. C. Seth 0 f the Nagpur University has tried to

show on the basis d a dubious passage occurring in Ok Ethiupic version of the

Life and Exploits of Alexander (E. A. W. Badge’s Translation, p. 113) that the

great invader received his for set-back in the battle of JHdom and he sought peace

with Peru* It is difficult to appreciate the force of the learned Profew** observe

tions, for fody we do no: know with certainty the date ol the Ethiopc Text.

Sectodly, :t utterly goes against the uniform testimony of all the five classical

author*, and there is no reason to believe that they deliberately conspired to record

what wu untrue. Tliirdly, if Pecos was the victor, as Dr. Seth would have us

irxicrstand. bow ecuId Alexander then advance right upto the hank of the

Hyphash. A consummate general like him would never have efone so, if at the

very gate of India he had to l>ow to the arms of Poros,
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Ke-mstutemcni of Pcros

Jus mi informs us cliac Alexander ‘‘out of respect for his valour

restored him (Pcros) in safety to his sovereignty".” Perhaps the

chivalrous instincts of Alexander were to some extent responsible for

the generous treatment he accorded to Poros, but there, must have

been stronger reasons as wdl, for politics hardly knows of any such

magnanimity. In the first place, the stout resistance of Poros, which

is further apparent from die high casually list." must have con-

veyed its own lesson to Alexander. The latter also knew that as he

was hailing from distant Greece it was impossible for him in the

very- nature of chings to compel all the conquered lands to

continue rendering him obedience withouc enlisting local loyalty,

assistance and co-operation. Then again, His ambition to found

a permanent empire in the cast largely remained iinfulfilled. and

it was, therefore, necessary for him ro pursue a policy' of concilia-

tion, to adopt—so to sayr—the method of capturing wiid elephants

by means of tame ones. Accordingly. Alexander extended to Poros

the olive branch of peace and friendship by re-instating him in his

former dignity and sovereignty. And in doing so, Alexander was

not only acting in consonance with the dictates of diplomacy and

statecraft, but strangely enough lie was also following die tradi-

tional policy of Hindu conquerors, advocated by Mhnu‘“ and

Kaiirilya," of placing either the vanquished monarch or some scion

of his family upon the duonc instead of resorting to direct

annexation.

38 Justin, Xil, 8,* M'ctirxlle’i Invasion by /AeianOer. p. 323.

39 Diixloros ia)i that 12.00a men were killed and 9,000 captured (XVII, 89;

Ibid-, p. 276J. According ro Arrian, haweva-, the la» in killed was 20,000 infantry

and 3,coo cavaliy and all the chcio« were broken ro pieces (V, 18; Ibid
, p 107).

40 Cf. Mann, nattf 5 swffa 1

it (VH. joa).

4. Book VU, Ch. XVI, P. 3.3.
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Foundation of two Towns

Alexander then founded two towns; one was called Boukcphala

after the name of his faithful charger which died in India,*’ and

the other, Nikaia, meant to commemorate his victory, in the battle

with Poros,

Defeat of the Giausai and younger Poros

Next, having propitiated the Greek gods. Alexander marched

into the territory of a nation called the Giausai or. Glaukanikai

(=Sanskric Glaucukayanakas of the Kaitka), taking thirty-seven of

their cities “the smallest of which contained not fewer than 5,000

inhabitants, while many contained upwards of to,000.’“' Ac this

stage Alexander heard of revolts against him; Nikanor, the satrap

of “India-Wcst-cf the Indus", was assassinated ar.d Sisikottos i-c.

Sasigupta, who held the citadel at Aornos on behalf of Alexander, too

sent urgent messages for help. The neighbouring satrap Tyriaspes

and Philip, die ‘Resident’ in the Kingdom of Taxila promptly res-

ponded and thus averted any immediate danger to Macedonian

suriiority. After the arrival of Thracian re-inforcements and the re-

submission of the ruler of Abhisara, Alexander crossed the Akesincs

(Skt. Asiknl or Chenab) and subdued the younger Poros. nephew

of the great Poros. His territory, known as Gandaris," as also that

of the Giausai was added by Alexander to the kingdom of his quon-

dam enemy—the senior Poros (Paurava).

Capture of Pimprama

By August 326 B.C. the Macedonian arms penetrated beyond

the Hydroates (Parusni or Iravati i.c. modem Ravi), and Alexander

won fresh laurels by capturing Pimprama belonging to the Adraistai

(Aristas of Panini P).

Bcultephal* «t<wvt CO die Hyria'pes >t a point where it wm crotsrd.

43 Arrian, V, jo. M’crinrfcc't /n*.win?n by Altxamin.
p i u.

Cf. Strabo, M’erin<llc"« Aneimt Mia. p. 37.
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Sangala stormed

Soon afterwards Alexander invested Sangala, the stronghold of

the Kathaians (Skr. Kachas), who "enjoyed the highest reputation

for courage and skill in die art ot war."*' Strabo, quoting

Onesikritos, informs us iliac among the Kathaians beauty was

highly valued and "the handsomest man was chosen as king."
1 "

Every child was examined by public authority two months after its

birth :o determine ‘‘whether it has the beauty of form prescribed by

law and whether it deserves to live or not.”' Men and women

among them chose chcir own partners, and the wives burnt them-

selves along with their deceased husbands." These Kathaians

fought with great dash and stubbornness, so much so that even

Poros came to the aid of Alexander with "a force of 5.000

Indians."** At last when the fortress fell no less chan 17.000 of the

defenders gave up dieir lives and more than 70.000 were captured

together with 300 waggons and 300 horsemen."' This resolute

resistance of the Kadiaians incensed Alexander to such an extent

that he razed Sangala to the ground. Then with a view to guard

the rear he sent Greek garrisons to the conquered cities, and

himself marched towards the Hyphasis (Bcas) to realise his cherished

dreams of plancing chc Hellenic standards in the easternmost ends

of India.

The Creek army refuses to advance

But when Alexander reached the river, his evcr-victorious

croops, which had braved many a danger and privation so far.

suddenly laid down arms and refused to go further for die sake of

fame or plunder.'
11

«5 Arrian, V, jj; M’crindk’t Invasion by AUxir.de. p. 113.

46 Cf. Strabo, M'crindlc's Andeni India, p 38. 47 Ibid. $ Ibid.

49 Arrian, V, 14. M’trinrile’i Invasion by Alextndrr, p. 1:9. 50 Ibid.

3: Plutarch, Ch. LXII; M’crii*llc‘. Invasion by AUxandtr, p. 310; Arrian, V,

38: Ibid., p. 137.
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The Greek soldiers were war-worn, home-sick, disease-stricken,

and destitute;'
3

and many of them were ill-equipped, for it

was now increasingly difficult to transport and supply garments

from Greece, and not a few were depressed because their

friends had perished by disease or fallen victims to sanguinary

battles. But was there any other ground for their conduce which

doubdess savoured of mutiny? Plutarch gives us some clue to this

mystery, for he indicates that even after the contest with Poros the

Macedonian forces were considerably dispirited, and it was with

reluctance that they had advanced as far as die Hyphasis at Alex-

ander's bidding. He says: “The hied- with Poros depressed the

spirits of the Macedonians, and made them very unwilling to ad-

vance farther into India. For as ir was with the umiosc difficulty

they had beaten him when the army he led amounted only to 20,000

infantry and 2,coo cavalry' they now most resolutely opposed Alex-

ander when lie insisted that they should cross the Ganges."" The

Greeks had been impressed by the heroism and skill of die Indian

soldiers. Indeed, according to Arrian, "in the arc of war they were

far superior to the other nations by which Asia was at diat time

inhabited."
3
' That is perhaps why die Greeks showed even after

fighting against Poros due they had * no stomach for further toils

in India." But when Alexander egged them on to march onward

•t was like puttuig the proverbial last straw on die camel’s back.

During their progress towards die Hyphasis Alexander’s troops

had. heard all sorts of alarming rumours due beyond it dicrc were

extensive deserts, impetuous and unfathomable rivers, and what

was more disquieting, powerful and wealthy nations maintain-

52 Cf Koines: “We have conquered all rh< world, buc uc ourselves dcsiiuuc

ei all things"—Ciu'dus, IX. 3; Ibid., p. 119.

53 Plutarch, LX1I; Ibid., p. 310. Plutarch ha* hoc undci-csriniaicd the

strength of the army, and Instead of the Hyphasii be lus mentioned die Gauge*.

34 Arrian, V, 4: Ibid., p. 8;.
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mg huge armies. Curcius represents Phegeus (Phegclis?).*
1

identi-

fied with Bhagala.'* as giving die following information to

Alexander : "The fardicr bank of the Ganges was inhabited by

two nations, the Gangandae, and the Prasu, whose long Agrammes

kept in the field for guarding the approaches to his country 20,000

cavalry and 2,00,000 infantry besides 2.000 four-horsed chariots,

and what was most fonsiidablc force of all, a crcop of elephants,

which ran upco the number of 3,000."' Similarly, Plutarch says

due "the kings of the Gangartai and Praisiai were reported to be

waiting (or him with an army of 80,000 horse and 200,000 foot,

S.ooo war-chariots and 6,000 fighting elephants. Nor was this any

exaggeration, for not long afterwards Androkottos who had by chat

time mounted the throne, presented Seleukos with 500 elephants and

overran and subdued the whole of India with an army of 600,000

men."** The substantial torch of these statements is also botnc out

by indigenous sources, which tell us of the enormous riches and

power of the Nanda monarch holding sway over the Gangaridai and

Praisiai nations.
11

Arrian’s deposition, too, is much to the same

effect, but he seems to refer to the country immediately beyond the

Hyphash. He observes. "It was exceedingly . fertile, and the

inhabitants were gcod agriculturist*, brave in war, and living under

an excellent system of internal governmen t, for the multitude was

governed by the aristocracy, who exercised their authority with jus-

tice and moderation, ic was also reported chat die people there had

a greater number of elephants than the other Indians, and due chose

were of superior size and courage. These decails spurred the in-

domitable spirit of Alexander and made him all die more keen to

55 Curriia, IX, a; Ibid., p. MI. 56 Cam. HUt. of India, voi. I, p. 371.

57 Curtiu*, IX. a; M'crindlc'* /nupfen by AUlOndtr, pp. uwz.
58 Plutarch, LXlt; Ibid., p. 3,0.

59 R»ydim, linin'. Pol. Hx*. of Ane. Ind, 4th cd
.
pp. 188-91.

60 Arrian, V, ijj M’crindle'. Imran by Alexander, p. rar.
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advance imo the heart of India. The Macedonians, on the other

hand as affirmed by Arrian, "now began to lose hem when they

saw the king raising up without end toils upon toils and dangers

upon dangers."*
1

Indeed, the army held conferences "ac which the

more moderate men bewailed their condition, while others positively

asserted that they would follow no farther though Alexander himself

.should lead die way."*
:

Alexander's Appeal

Alexander made a fervent appeal to his comrades to divest their

minds of these false rumours and follow hijn with "alacrity and

confidence." He declared: ”1 am not ignorant, soldiers, that

during these last days the natives of this country have been spread-

ing all sorts of rumours designed expressly to work upon your fears,

but die falsehood of those who invent such lies is nothing new in

your experience. This assurance was, however, of no avail.

The troops persisted in their refusal to enter into further contests

with chc Indians beyond the Deas, "whose numbers," so answered

Koinos. "though purposely exaggerated by rise barbarians, muse

yet, as I can gather from die lying .report itself, be very

considerable."" Alexander made his last desperate attempt to

rouse the spirits of his forces by threatening to march on even if

forsaken by than: "Expose nic ihai to the dangers of rivers, to

the rage of elephants, and to those nations whose very names fill

you with terror. I shall find men that will follow me though i be

dcscrCcd by you.”*
1

No Response

But the Macedonian troops v/ere so struck by the energetic

resistance and bravery of the Indians, whom they had met on the

61 Arrian V. 25; M’crindle's Invasion by Alexander, p. tii.

6a Ibid. 63 Cunius. IX, a; Ibid., p. 213.

64 Cumin. IX, 3; Ibid., p. 229. 65 Curbs. DC, 2: Ibid., p. 226.

I. HQ.. SEPTEMBER, 1940 •1
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bacclc-ficlds, and they were so unnerved and terrified by the repcctcd

military strength of the nations beyond die Hypliasis that even

tliis threat, this grim prospect of Alexander plunging headlong into

the depths of the enemy’s country and may be, losing his life there,

was simply met by silent tears. This brought the situation home

to Alexander, who exclaimed in utter dismay: ‘T have all along

been knocking at deaf ears. I am crying co rouse hearts that are

disloyal and crushed with craven fears.”" He then gave orders for

retracing their steps homewards. Thus the cherished dreams of

Alexander co found an eastern empire vanished, and diat brilliant

military leader and the hero of a hundred fights had to give way to

the fears of his croops, although such fears were altogether foreign

to his own dashing nature. And when Diodoros Siculus informs

us that chc greatesc nation in India was the Gangaridai, "against

whom Alexander did not undertake an expedition, being deterred

by the multitude of chicr elephants
'" we arc not to understand that

he himself had any misgiving about his strength, or reluctance to

embark upon further advencures. but it waj chiefly due co the pusil-

lanimous attitude of his troops that his progress was arrested and

he was forced to retreat."

Altars

It is said that with a view to marking the extreme point of his

advance eastward. Alexander gave directions for the construction

of cwclvc colossal scone altars, dedicated to the chief Greek gods.**

When these massive monuments were completed, Alexander offered

sacrifices, accompanied by appropriate ceremonies, for a safe return

home.

66 Curtius, IX, 2; Ibid.. p. 226.

67 Ancient India as described m Classical Literature. (X 201.

68 lAS3.. New Scn« XIX, 191}, pp. 765-769,

69 These altars must have been on the right bank of the Hyphasis and not co

its Ht side* 13 Fliny weald hive us believe (VI, 62).
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Retreat: Scheme of Administration

The Macedonian storm having swept over the Panjab receded

in September 326 B.C., and probably except hearing its rumblings

the peoples of the Gangetic plains knew nothing of its devastating

fury. Soon Alexander reached the bank of die Hydaspes (Jhclum),

which was the scene of his conflict with Poros. Here Alexander

made proper arrangements for keeping the conquered parts of the

Panjab under his subjection. He placed His new ally, Poros, in

charge of all the tract between die Hydaspes and the Hypbasis, and

Orr.phis or Ambhi of Taxiia was given full jurisdiction over the

Indus-Hydaspes Doab. Likewise, the ruler of Abhisara had his

authonty extended over Kashmir with Arsakes of Urasa (Hazara

district) as his vassal. And as a counterpoise to the rule of diese

Indian princes, Alexander stationed adequate Greek garrisons

in cities founded by himself on the Indian soil. These Greek settlers

were meant to be the sentinels or guardians of bis oveilordship, so

that no enterprising Indian monarch may be able to revolt ir. order

to shake off the alien yoke.

Sophytes

Alexander then made preparations for sailing down the rivers,

but before the voyage actually began he cleared die path of all

potential

(SaubhuaP), whose kingdom had "a mountain of fossil salt which

could supply all India."'
1 He was thus the chief of the country of

the salt range." Incidentally, it may be noted chat according to

Strabo the land of Sophytes had dogs of "astonishing courage" and

metde, and Alexander even witnessed their fight with a lion.’’

enemies by bringing about the submission of Sophytes

70 Strabo, M'criodle's Ancient India, p. 38.

71 According to Curaai, however, die kingdom of Sophytes wai on the west

cf tae Hyphaiis (IX. 1; M'aindkj Invanon by Alexander p. 219).

72 Ibid., p. 210. Strabo, Aniient India, p. 38.
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Curtius further avers that die people of Sophytes "excelled in

wisdom, and lived under good laws and customs.’”
1

Like the

Kadiaians, they held beaut)' in great esteem and marriages were

contracted not with high birth but by looks. Each infant was

medically examined and if they found "anything deformed or

defective in die limbs of a child they ordered it to be killed.’”
1

Voyage down the River

lowatds the dose of October die signal for the departure was

given with the sound of the trumpet, and the Macedonian bones

glided down the rive: in grand array, protected on both banks by

troops under the command of Hephaestion and Kratcros respec-

tively, until they reached the confluence of the Akesines and die

Hydaspes.

The Siboi and the Agalassian

s

Here Alexander disembarked to measure swords with the Siboi

(Skt. Sivis), who were preparing ro oppose him with an army of

4°>ooo infantry,”
1

and the Agalassians (Agrasrenis), who had

mustered an equally great force of 40,000 foot and 3,000 horse/'
1

Tlie Siboi, who "dressed dicmsclves with die skins of wild beasts,

and had clubs for their weapons," were routed; but die Agalassians

gallantly defended their capital and at first repulsed Alexander widi

serious losses. Curtius observes that realising their desperate posi-

tion die defenders "see fire to their houses, and cast themselves along

with dieir wives and children into the flames."" Thus the Agalas-

sians anticipated the mediaeval Rajput custom of Jaubar.

73 Curtius, DC, 1; M’cr indie's Invasion by Alexander, p. xi$i

74 dbid,
75 Curtius IX, 4: Ibid., p. 13 a.

76 Diode,os XVII, Q.. XCVJ; Ibid, p. 185.

77 Curtius, IX 4; Ibid., p. *31
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The Malloi and the Oxydrakai

Close upon riie heels of rhe Agalassoi operations followed

Alexander’s campaign against the Malloi (Malavas) and the Oxy-

drakai (Ksudrakas), the "most numerous and warlike of all the

Indian tribes in those pares, who were ready to give him a "hoscilc

reception" after "having conveyed their children and their wives

for safety into their strongest cities." Curtius says that these two

nations were formerly at enmity, but when die gravity' of the peril

threatening their liberty dawned upon them*, they coalesced to-

gether and gathered an army of 90,000 foot soldiers, besides 10,000

cavalry and 900 war-chariots. The Macedonian soldiers, who had

begun to think that they had come to an end of all hazardous tasks,

were struck with "an unexpected terror" at the prospect of meeting

fresh opposition, and in the words of Curtius "began again to upbraid

the king in die language of sedition.”"' saying chat he had no:

ended war, but only shitted its theatre. Fully determined not to

allow a repetition of the story of the Hyphasis, Alexander made a

moving appeal to them "to permit him Co return from India with

honour, and not to escape from it like a fugitive."”'
1 This time it

had the desired effect; die troops were galvanised into fresh acti-

vity and they rose to such a high pitch of war-frenzy that without

giving any warning Alexander suddenly swooped down upon ehc

Malloi, when die)' were working unarmed in the fields.

’

1 A large

number of chem were mercilessly slain, but this did not break the

backbone of their resistance. Some of the Malloi shuc themselves

up within the city, but it was stormed and 2,000 persons lose their

lives. Ochers took shelter in a city of the Brachmans or Brahmans,

where Alexander hotly pursued them. Arrian remarks: "As chey

were men of spirit, a few only were taken prisoners" and most of

78 Arrian, VI, 4; Ibid. p. 1)7.

to IM.
t p. 335.

79 Cunim, IX, 4; Ibid., p. a*.

81 Arrian, VI, 6; Ibid., p. 140.
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them perished by the sword.'
0

Next, Alexander assailed che main

stronghold of the MjIIoi, situated somewhere near the boundary of

the modern Jhang and Montgomery districts.'
3 Here Alexander

received a dangerous wound," winch spread fury and consternation

among his troops, for their safety mostly depended upon his leader-

ship and prowess. Consequently, they perpetrated a ferocious

massacre of the Malloi sparing “neither man, woman, nor child.'"
1

The indiscriminate slaughter of women and children was undoubtedly

an act of wanton cruelty, which casts a slur on the war-code of the

Greeks in India. When Alexander recovered, the submission of the

Mallei became a fail Accompli. The confedexacy being thus dissolv-

ed, the Oxydmkai saw no better alternaovc than to send ambassadors

to negotiate peace wid\ Alexander. The)' declared tbac "they were

attached more than others to freedom and autonomy,' and it was

due to tHc will of the gods, and not through fear, that the)' had

bowed to his steel.*' Alexander appicciaicd their dignified bearing

and entertained their leading men with marked courtesy and lavish-

ness, which even excited the jealousy of some of his generals. Next,

to impress upon these two nations that Greek authority had come to

stay, Alexander appointed Philippes" as satrap over them.

Abastanoi defeated

The invader then moved down the rivers until he reached che

junction of the Akesincs and the Indus, where he waited for

Perdikkas. who during the course of his march had subdued die

8* VI, ji Ibid., p. 144. 83 EJIJ., 4th cd., p. xoo and note.

84 Arrian disrincriy mentions tliat flic Kxiicnt befell Alexander among the

Mallei, and not the Oxycraka: (Arrian. VI, zi
;
M'crindk's fotMuon by Alexander,

? ’49-)

85 Ibid. 86 A.-ri*n, VI. 14; Ibid., p. 154.

87 Garrius, DC 7; Hid., pp. 248-49.

88 The jurisdiction of Philippas w«s subsequently extended much further

southwards.
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Abastanoi or Sambastai (Sice. Ambasthas). Diodoros deposes that

they were "inferior to none in India either for numbers or for

bravery. They dwelt in cities in which the democratic form of

government prevailed.'’" hike the other tribes, they also collected

a large force consisting of 60,000 foot-soldiers, 6.000 horse and 500

chariots to oppose Alexander, but fortune was no more favourable

to them.

Subjugation of the lower Indus Valley

Among oilier communities which submitted to Alexander

during his progress to che Indus delta were the Xathroi (Ksatri of

Manu), Ossadioi
(
= Vasari of the Mahabbaratd), Sotlrai (Sudras?)

and rhe Massanoi; unfortunately we do not get any details about

their hostilities. Alexander also subjugated a number of kings, viz.,

Mousikanos (lord of the Miifikas?), Oxykanos,*
1

and Sambos

(Sanibhu)." who were tco proud to acknowledge Alexander’s suzer-

ainty, despite their being mutually at war. Mousikanos had his

capital at Alor (Sukkur district), and, according co Onesikritos, his

people were distinguished for their healthy living and longevity

—

their term of life extending to 130 years.
,s

Some of their other

characteristics have also been noted : "to have a common meal which

they cat in public
, their food consisting of the produce of

the chase: to use neither gold nor silver chough they have mines of

those metals; to employ instead of slaves young men in the flower

of their age; to study no science wtch attention except that of

medicine; to Have no actions at law but for murder and outrage,"

for if contracts were violated one must pay the penalty for reposing

too much trust on che other part)'.'*

89 Diodoros, XVII, Ch. a; Ibid, p. 29a.

9s Diodoroi (Ibid.,) calls Kim Poc-.ika.TOS For die die of his capital, see

M'crinde'j Invasion by Alexander, p. 158, note :.

91 The cipinl of Sambos was Sindimma c< Sihwnn.

91 Smbo. M’cnndle’s Ancient India, p. 41. 93 Ibid.
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Brabmanic Opposition

One interesting feature of die political situation in diis port

of the country was die enormous influence wielded by the Brahmanas

and their active participation in politics. For instance, we arc told

thac they instigated Mousikanos and Oxykanos to revolt and shake

off the ignominy of foreign thraldom. They followed their advice

end lost their heads along with a large number of Brahmanas. The

suppression of Brahmanical opposition must not have been an easy

task for Alexander, since they were not only respected throughout

the land, but they were themselves, in the words of Arrian, “men

of spirit.” " The caking up of arms by the meek Brahmanas must

not be regarded as a strange phenomenon or a mere figment of Greek

imagination. Apart from the epic examples of such Brahmana war-

riors as Parasuriima, Dtonacarya, and Asvatchamii, we know that

Knutilya actually refers to Brahmana armies which were distinguish

cd for their mildness towards the prostrate enemy.
0.

Besides, the

Hindu law-givers explicitly permit them to exchange the Sastra for

the Sastra in evil times and in defence of their country and Dhamia.

Thus says Manu:

?rw" rjuiPdfirorei aw 'w'Wm-i i

^ tor} fayt u
B0

Paula

Having overcome the opposition of the Brahmanas and kings

cf die lower Indus valley. Alexander reached Tauala or Pattala, “a

city of great note, with a political constitution drawn on the same

lines as die Spartan; fo: in this community the command in war

was vested in two hereditary kings of two different houses, while

94 Arrian, VI, 7; M'crindk's Invesion by Alexander, p. 144.

95 5himashi3ui ArtbtUitre. 3rd el, p. 373.

96 MenumrU, VIII, 348.
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a council of elders mica the whole stace with paramount authority."'’

According co Curtius. one of its. kings was named Moercs.”

Homeward Routt

About the beginning of September 325 B.C.. Alexander finally

quitted the scene of his memorable exploits- He divided the army

into two sections, one was led by Nearchos by way of sea, and cite

other marched with Alexander along the southern coast of Gedrosia

(Baluchistan). A part of .it had, of course, already been sent under

die command of Krateros through the Bolan pass. Alexander cliosc

the mosc difficult and cheerless route for himself through die terri-

tories of the Arabicac and the Oricac, and he reached his destination

after a good deal of anxiety and suffering.

Conclusion

It would be evident from the foregoing account, which is based

entirely on the evidence of the Greek and Roman authors, that the

progress of Alexander’s arms in India was by no means easy or

smooth. No doubt, some of the Indian potentates and autonomous

communities "bowed low before the blast." But others fought

bravely, and this coupled with the prospect of unending

wars in India even created apprehensions in the minds of

the Greek veterans, who had blown off the mighty Persian forces

almost like chaff. Nor did India “plunge in thought again'' after

the gieat meteor had flashed across her political skies, and widlin

a few years of Alexander’s departure and death in June 323 B.C.

all vestiges of Greek occupation were destroyed and swept away.

Rama Shankar Tripathi

97 Dktdaioi, XVII, Cli. ci»i M'trndlc’j Inuaiiari by Alexander. |>. 296.

PflittU liat been identified witfc modern BnlinunniMil.

98 Gittiu*. IX, 8; 1M. p 256

18IHO-. SirlEUBE*, 1940



The Andhras and their Position in

Brahmanical Society

The speakers of Telugu or Tenugu, a member of the

Dravidian family of languages, now call themselves Andhra. The

Linguistic Survey oj India (IV, p. 577) reports, "The Telugu

country is bounded towards chc ease by the Bay of Bengal from

Barwa in the Ganjam district in the north to near Madras in the

south From Barwa the frontier line goes westwards through Gan-

iam to chc Eastern Ghats and then southwards crosses the Sabah on

the border of die Sunkam and Bijji taluks in the state of Basur, and

thence tuns along die range of Bela Dila to the Indravaci; ic follows

rhis river to its confluence with the Godavari, and then runs through

Chanda cutting off the southern part of dial district and fardier

eastwards including the southern border of the district of Wun. It

then runs soudiwards to the Godavari at its confluence with the

Marijira, and thence fardier south cowards Bidar where Telugu

meets with Kanarese. The frontier line between the two forms of

speech then runs almost due south through the dominions of the

Nizam. The Telugu country farther occupies’ the north-eastern edge

of Bcllaty, die greater eastern part of Anar.tapur and die eastern

corner of Mysore. Through North Arcoc and Chingleput the border

line then runs back to the sea." According to the report of the

Census of India, 1931 (I, i, p. 371). the Telugu speaking population

numbers 26,374,000.

Andhra as the name of a people is mentioned in the Aitareya

Br. (VII, 18), together with the Pundras.
1

Sabaras.' Pulin-

1 They art the people who founded the city ol Pimdravanlhaiu, modem

hdahasthan in the Bogin diitrset, Bengal They might have originally dwelt in the

Viodhym region.

a The are identified with the Savaras or Saotas of the Vizagapatam

Hills and die Savarit of the Gwalior tcrritcey, and with chc Sneri of Pliny and the

Sahara* of Ptolemy
(
PUu4J 4th ed., p. 79).
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das
3
and Muchas,* who became outcasces a< a result of the refusal of

the fifty elder sons of Visvamitra to accept his adoption of Sunahsepa.

The Sankblyana Sr. St. (XV) also mentions the Andhras, but omits

the Pulindas from die list and adds Mucipas (= Mucibas). Another

interesting fact is that while the Ait. Br. calls the tribes udintyab

(beyond the border), the Sank//. Sr. St. has udancab (northern), and

scholars thinlt that the latter reading is wrong.' Migration was

however a remarkable feature of Indian tribes in early times," and it

is not impossible that originally the Andhras actually dwelt on the

northern border of the Aryan occupied portion of India or at least to

the north of the land where the Sankh. was composed. In any case,

the Andhras were recognised as non-Aryans {dasyu) in the days of

the Ait. and the Sahkb. "R. £. XIII of Asoka mentions the Andhras

together widi die Palidm (obviously die same as die Pulindas) as a

people within the dominions of the Mautya emperor; but says

nothing about their habitat or social position. Fatly classical

authors' refer to "the Andarae
(
= Andhras) as a still more

powerful race which possesses numerous villages and thirty towns

defended by walls and towers and which supplied an army of

100,000 infantry, 2,000 cavalry, and 1,000 elephants." If this

statement does not prove anything about the original home of the

Andhras, it certainly speaks of their great power and prosperity-

Mr. Srinivasa Aiyangar' thinks that the Andhras were originally

a Vindhyan tribe whose course of migration was from west to east

3 Prof. Kaychaudhuii think* that Pulindanagara (capital city of die Pulindas)

lay 10 the soudi-casc of Datfina i«. the Vidifi regon [ibid., p. 9).

d The MOubaa (=Mudpu=Muvipu) arc identified with Pliny's Modobae

ho tit associated with the Uberac (t»Sabarai?> The onfurion regarding the

spelling of the name may suggest that they are the same as the Mraoas of the

Mekibh^ye {IHa-. XV. p. 637).

5
Vedii Index. I, p. ty

6 Sircar. Smkcho’S of the Sita-.Shtnei, 1939. p. n, note.

7 McCmdSe, Ancient Indie, 1926, p. 140. The statement appears to refer to

the period before the Mauty* conquest.

8 /ita’. Ant., 1913. p. 2768.
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down die valley of the Godavari and the Krsna. Dr. Bhandarkar"

points out tine Andliapura (capital city of the Andheas) is placed by

the Serminija ]ataka on the Telavaha river which lie identifies with

die modern Tel or Telingiri. The suggestion that the Andhras at

some early period occupied the region about die upper Deccan is

possibly supported by the existence of the Sabatas in chc Gwalior

territory and of the Pulindanagara not very far from the VidisS

region. Prof. Raychaudhuri however thinks" that Andliapura of

the Jataka may bo identical with Bezwada. Whatever might have

been die original habitat of the Andhras, it is certain that the people

setded down in die district near the mouths of die Krsna king

before the time of die Pallava king Sivaskandavartnan (tst half of 4th

cent.) The Epics, Puranas, works like the Brbdtsamhita and the

classical authors place the Andhra people or their country in die

southern or south-eastern part of India. The Mayidavolu grant of

Sivaskandavarman mentions Andhrapatha having its headquarter* at

Dhanyakata (Amaravati).

The aboriginal tribes of India must have been thought of as

alien and antagonistic by the Aryan people when the latter entered

India. The bitterness gradually calmed as the two groups lived side

by side for centuries and became more or less influenced by one

another’s culture. The cerebral consommes which arc numerous in

the Rgveda, but arc doubtless borrowed from the Dravidians, offer

a definite proof chat the Aryans often took their wives from the

Dravidian tribes and thereby very soon modified the. speech- of their

descendants." With such a state of things; it is only natural that chc

Aryans very soon could not think of a society without their neigh-

bours. The ease was the same with foreign peoples, and Patanjali's

reference to the Sakas (Scythians) and Yavanas (Greeks) as “clean"

9 litd. Ant. 19(8, p. 71 10 P.H.A.I., p. 78.

11 The Btfibml alphabet appears io be 1 sdecdoa from the alpluber of the

Indus Valley people.
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Siidras is not at all unintelligible.
11

But a mere or less clear picture

of the position of ahonginal and foreign tribes in relation to the

orthodox Brahmanical society is firsc noticed in law-books like the

Manumrnbita, supplemented by the works of Yajnavalkya and other

later law-givers.

The Manusambitd cries to connect all tribes living within

or on the borders of India by blood relations, in the same manner as

peoples of other parts of the world nourish the theory of a common

ancestor for all men. It recognises the tour varnas or castes" together

with rhe groups, Vracyas and Dasyus.

“The Brahmana, Ksatriya and Vaisya arc the three twice-born

castes; the fourth is the cue caste, Sudra; iliere is no fifth (X, 4).

"Among all castes, those only who arc produced by fathers on

die virgins of their own taste wedded in die natural order arc to be

regarded as of the same (caste as die fathers) (X, 5).

"The sons that the twice-born men liege t on wives of equal

caste, but who’
1

for not fulfilling their sacred duties become excluded

from the Savitri should be designated as Vratyas (X, 20).

“All the races of die world which are outside die pale of the

people ‘born of the mouth, the arms, the thighs and the feet (i.c.

Brahmana, Ksatriya,. Vaisya and Sudra) speaking the barbaric

(
mlcccba

)
or the refined language arc called Dasyu (X, 45)".

All other castes (jilt), i.c., tribes or tribal castes are sprung,

according to the ManusamhitZ. from an intermixture of the

ia Utfe XV, p. 6368.

13 Tit terms R'lihm.tna {print-date), Kfdirtya (a fighting do*, .jkI Vdiiyi

(comma* folk) have derivative meanings. $*dr* which hat no such meaning appear*

to have been derived from a particular nomArjan uibu of that name, living in the

Punjab regia*

.

24 According to mother reading, "who arc bora of unfaithful mother*/

’

Medhadthi say*, "The insertion that these peoples have bccourc Tow-bom* is Used

upon the flee that in these countries we do not meet with any dear division of the

four vima*.'
9

In R. E XIII of Afoka die Yavuna cuunuy is said to have no

Britoana oc Groans in in papulation- Cf. sl*> PHuil., p. 196.
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above classes-. Tin general rule regarding the social position is that

the issues of higher class fathers and lower class mothers arc con-

sidered purer than diosc born of lower class fathers and higher class

mothers. "If a child is somehow born to a Brahmana father by a

non-Aryan mother, and another to a non-Aryan father by a

Brahmana mother—with which of these would the superiority he?

(X. 66). The decision is that—ore bom to an Arya by an

Anirya woman may be an Arya in quality; but one born to an Anarya

even by an Arya woman is always an Anarya (X, 67)." The

theory however recognises the elevation of a low caste to a high one

as a result of the gradual diminution of "low" blood by the infiltra-

tion of "pure" blood. "If the child bom of a Sudra woman and a

Brahmana goes on being wedded to a person of superior caste—the

inferior attains the superior caste within the seventh generation

(X, 64), and vice versa. The Sudra attains the position of the

Brahmana and the Brahmana sinks to the position of the Sudra; the

same should be understood to be the ease with the offspring of the

Ksjcriya and the Vaisya (X, 65)

The attached table may be useful in showing the intcr-con-

ncctions of the Brahmana, Ksatriya, Vaisya, Sudra, Vrltya and

Dasyu producing the numerous tribal castes according to the theory

of the Manusambiti.

Of course it is not possible to accept the scheme of die Manu-

samhita literally. A cursory glance ac it convinces anybody that the

attempt to connect all Indian cnbes to the conventional four varnat

is arbitrary and absurd. Of more than fifty names of the

so-called mixed or degraded castes, the Malla, Magadha, Abhira.

15 According to Medhanthi, cn die principle enunciated here, if a nuiden

bora from t Sfldtfi 10 a Brahmana is wedded co a Brahmana, and the girl been of this

marriage a again marred 10 a Brahmana, and this goo on for seven generations,

diem in the seventh ('enaction (he child bora is • regular Brahmana. The child

born fiom Brflhmaoa aid Vaisya auains the suptrioc caste in the fifth generation,

and that from Ecalimaaa and Kaatriva in the third gencraooa.



STBS AND THF 1K IhTBB'CONNKCTIONS

1.
RfUim.m + Brahman; + Kjiiriyi;

Bcihauj. fr.wBrihtx.na'*

Amb or Bhutjja*

iiu I'uspadlta Snkbx

NiMd."
or PiraMva

+ SOll, 3l + Ayogivi; + Vatdeht

PukkaM*" Mligava =t

K 4iav.ii .i**

Beihmani; + Kuiriyi; + Vaifyl; + Sudri VrlryaKvmiya

Sft«« Kpatriya LHwKjamya” Hgi*

Nam K.rona** Kha,. Drivi^.

P-uniiuka** OJr. or Dr avie) i Yarani Saka Parad. Pahl.va Cm. Kirin Danila Kluiu

Vaitya + Biahmiqi; •* K.atriyi; + Vailya. I Sudri

j

Magadha* 1 Vailya Low-Vailya"

Vaadaha1* * Amkarfrt; . Ayoga*); + KWvari; . Ni»ldl

Vcoa** Maiulya" Andhra” Mol-'*

IV. <ildra + Biihmatii; i Kuinyj; + Vaifyi;

|
iOtlri: I Niudi

|

Ayogava" Stldr- Kukkutaka

Kwur" f Ugri

tvaplb

Capjtla'*

j

Vaidrhl. iP.ikkn.ii

j
Ni.idl

I'^u-Sop-ka** Joplka" Antyavauyin 1 *

V Duytt l Ayogavi

VrntyaVaily-

Sudl.anvuii Aciry- KiiQ.a Vqanntiin Maurn S.ttviln,

or <iivita

16 Mrdhtuthi iayi, "die ton ol a Bifdirnaru linn a Kntriya or ol a Ktauiyi 31 J»oc note *5 above. Ihc.r htinncs, i» iridc (X. 47)
from a Vailya u ‘equal’ to tlie latlirr, but not tkic vtiy MOM TI1I1 drclnratiwi 31 Srr twite id above. They ire tilled Karan. by tome auihoiiori. (he duty

of 'equality implies due die tutu air superior u> dir miHlicr but inferior to thr of K.taoa (u alv. ol I'lraUvo and Ugra) i. ditfUlMritHI. .//n>urf/uoyA/*)%r*MiJ

fathci." Later authorities give tliat.net nnn.ca 10 these tuned cast*.. Tl.o and >*l+l (Knlluku on Ma.iu, X, 6).

Iliitli.oa.ii slid Vaiiy) u diua eollotl MtinlbWiSri.iki- wIlM* •• htMjf* JJ Their |"«l•"""»( w*. the heenog ..I ilnimii «l. .lie not I'r~, "to j.l.y on ...

nM'jihtUifi and ^MfWnw. hWttune.it

17 Tltey are 'touchable' and their profession i. the on ol healinft (X. 47) 34 "The Moitriyakn wlio it like the and who nerves at die ItrlLnngrr

According toOauiama die .11 of Biihmon. ami Vaiiy* it called Rhijjakatiia. at tunroe (to awaken the king in a rich man)."—X, 33.

.8 They worked in loath*-, (X. 49) « He Andhra, and Medat have their dwelling, crude the rill.gr (X. 36)

9 Their prafeMK) it die killing nf fith (X. 48^ Medliltlth. th.nkt that The pmfaaion of the above two -ml ol the Citfais and Madgut it the killing of

N., 4 ria horn ol B.ahmam and Sodr* ut.d Ni»kla father id I’ukknta, etc. art .lilTevrnt wild mim.lt. CtlfitU appear, to he the mom at the Cantukat ol die BfidMifhlU.

it1 Tlieir prnfeiuon i. the killing and catching ol anint.lt living underground, XIV

(X. 49). See note 35 above

at .The name Kaivmtta a lined by the ptxiplc of Ary»varta. They live on 37 They are 'touchable.‘

boat*, (X, 34). |8 Tlieir kinincu u carpentry (X, 48) The Ayogava women wear the clothe,

at They worked in lettlur (X, 36). <f the. ileal, ur igmlile and eat dupiled locrl (X. 35).

ai Mfdhhithi uya •‘Tlie liveltltood ol die*: men ntiy Iw die one impbrd by . jq They me the lowctt ol men (X. 11) 'The dwrttingi of Cattdilat and

die name iuell (i.e. innke^atdting) oe (ometliBig cite may be found " Ktllluka Sva| .« thall be outside the village, they dull lie mode Aptfi\rt, nnd theit wraldt

Biggetu “wntdinun an die outtidc ol jails” (X, 37) dull cnmiit ti tlogt and ilimkryt (X, 51). The clothei of dead hodiet thiill In: then

14 Sec note 19 above. dttu; they dull eat in btoken diahej; their omanenu thall be ol iron; and they

a? Tlieir buwicu ii tlte nuwgcmcm ol hono and cliaiiott (X. 47). Aecoeding dull be cotutandy wautlcring (X, 51). One who fcilotr.i tltc law dull run xek

to tome aiuhntitiet, tlie iattte of Vndya and Kfottiy4 it -ho Sflta wheae huiinr.t it inteirounc with than; theit tranuctioni dull be untccig thrnuelvri, nnd dtcir

that of a ytofrtttonal hied. tnarr.\nfi with their equal. (X. 53). Their food should be given through othru and

a6 Sec note 18 above. Acceding to tome, authoritks, they ate called Mahityi in n broken dilh. diey dull not wander nhoot in vtlUgct or eities dining the night

nil their duty ii and Uiyir*kd MShisya appeals aim to pf, 34) .
Dining the day they may go about on businru dhdnguiihcd by royal

have hem die name of a people; d. Mflllijaka in V'iyu P„ 46, 125. ngan they shall cany cut cotpict ol people without relation,; tilth it the law (X, 55I.

3,7 They arc 'touchable* atvl their profenim it tlie lulling ind tatebing d They thall alwayi execute criminals in accordance with law undo orders of the king,

animal, living underground as of the Ktittrt and the Pukkatu (X, 49) The I’gtm and they dull take away the clothe,, bedt and otnamaits ol throe escatted (X, 36)."

ate of the iDlf of the K.taniya and Sudra anil arr cruel in their dad. and dealing. For ,/piy.Vrj, sec Medhltitiii on X 51; tf. imrttMuU ol tlx: Mdhibbiiyi.

(X. 9).
XV. p (>\<< H Verse X, 50, which refers to the base bom aita in general, tayt,

j8 TTic writer cute; cf. tlx: titles Karanika or Kaya.tlu. though .omerimci we “Near worshipped tteet and ctrmatian gtoundt. oil hills and in grovet. thete shall

get such 00x01 u Katana-Klyastha See Blutularkar. Uii of InuAfticni. Nra 34, dwell, Ally twtkcd, suhsiiting by their tctpcttive octupniuu.’
1

If a tran totielie.

49, 188, 207. 391, 45 1, iSa8. etc., etc Sec nlw notrja bebw. a CindHa. he dxmld purify hinuetf by a both (V, 85).

09 “But by the omitmm of Ac tiered rito and alw by their neglect of Btalimana, 40 T li«7 *kal in htmbocu (X. 37). Attnding to Mcdhitithi, Aev buy and .ell

(cr, by tramgttssing the injunciotti pataining to Brahmants; or. for not bamboev md mike nut. and other things d the kind.

consulting die council of Brahnums in qurttiotts regarding expiatory rites, etc) 41 They live by executing uuninals and are wicked and dr,piled by good people

Ac following Kjatriya castes hive gradually oink to die porition of dve low-born (X, 381 See Medbirithi for a Aflerent intrtptctatioti.

(tfWa)." X. 43 Notr Aat Diavida ind Kiust are conaoco to die two Hits, and 4 J They live by burning tbe dead body A die cremation ground and ire dc-

that the 'cattrs' of Ac first 1« ate described (X. aa) as "bom of *c Vrityj put I ctwi by ot* ca.te. (X, 39).

Kptriya." 13 They are Allied in rcilei atvl attendance and. though not Oavet, make thrir

30 They ire 'tmichabt’ .nd tlieir profeuion is Ac service of women (X. 47). lirire IV,• sShxs, urd ;lso live by ca lifting animal, p{. 31).
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Andhra, Avantya, Kirusa. Khasa, Kiraca, Saka, Paundra, Ambaschs,

Knmboja, Palhava, Parasava, Dnrada. Dravtda, VHpdhana, Sairiiv

dhra, Odra, Vena, Yavana, Gna, Satcvaca, Mcda, Nisada, etc.,

arc known to have been tubes or peoples from the lists furnished by

the Epics, Purinas, works like the Brbatsamhita, and other sources."

I he inclusion of such well known names as the Yavana (Greek), Saka

(Scythian), etc. in the list of degraded Ksatriyas and the Abhira,

Andhra. Ambastha, etc. in chat of the mixed castes makes the spirit

of the arbitrary scheme very clear. It must be noticed that parti-

cular professions have been assigned to particular mixed castes; this

fact and the very names of many of the castes prove that a good

many of the list indicate professional castes (cf. Nata, Samndhra,

Suta, Antyivasayin, etc.). Names like Magadha, Avantya.

Vaidcha, etc., appear to refer rather to geographical divisions than

to tribes. It ts therefore reasonable to suppose that all die mixed cr

degraded castes represent in fact some early sect or tribe or people.

The Andhras, for example, live in a particular region of India and

are more than 2)4 crores in population. If they were actually off-

springs of Biahmana-Vaisya-Sudra, how is it that such admixture

was impossible in other parts of India? Their huge population is

obviously against the idea of mixed origin.

The position of the castes in the table and die notes regarding

their profession arc much mote important from die historical stand-

point thin the scheme itself. It will be seen that the Andhras are

placed clearly in the lowest grade, and this is echoed in the passage

referring to the society as

—

nrtrftrurs rmi?

irrjprfg sftnfn tmrfinrrfh =t

:n a number of early medieval inscriptions." It is really difficult to

understand why the Dravidas (the Tamil people) ate included in the

44 E-g., Mbb.. VI, i, $ 9, Mirkittdeya p., 57-58; BrbatiambitJ, 14 & 16, etc

45 E.g., Gd*Mekb*mll*
t p. 96
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list of Vratya-Ksacriyas, but the position given to the Andhras (the

Telligu people) is no better than that of the Candala. The under-

noted three factors may be pointed out as the causes for die leaders

of the orthodox Brahmanical society to look down upon the Andhras

in the age of law-books, such as the Manusambkj:

First, the Andhra country was in early times one of the greatest

strongholds of Buddhism in India. The great stupas of Dhanya-

kaaka (Amaravad) and Vijayapura (in the Nagaijunikonda valley),

the stupas at Jaggayyapepi Ghanusala and other localities of the

country, and renowned sects of Acaryas like the Piirvasaillyas,

Aparasailiyas, etc. go to prove rhe extent of heretical influence over

the Andhra country.

Secondly, for many centuries after the Maurya occupa-

tion there was no great political power ruling over the

whole of die Andhra country which was probably divided

into a number of small principalities. It may be noticed

that the king of the Andhra is hardly found in the lists

of Indian kings found in connection widi an Epic or Purinic des-

cription of such events as a Svayamvara, a Rajasuya and the like.'*

The political condition appears to be the same in the 4th century

A.D. when Hariscna mentions several principalities in the Andhra

area and Kalidasa, the poet of the Gupta age, does not mention the

Andhra king either in connection with Raghu’s Digvijayn or with

Indumari's Svayamvara.

Thirdly, the Aryan authors were possibly familiar more with

the primitive and backward than with the advanced elements in the

population of the Andhra countty.

Dines Chandra Sircar

ejS Tliis seems to be an additional proof that die SilioZosnji were nee Andhra?.

The Purinas call than Andhrt (or Andhrnbbrtyj) possibly because, jute before their

decline (in die and ltd 3rd ceetunes A.D.) the SSuvJhanas were ruling; in die

Andhra cceintry.
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The country around Ajmer and Rajputana was formerly known

at Sakambhari, Sapidalaksa, or Jangala. The Cahamanas held sway-

over it from the eighth co the end of the twelfth century. In

die last quarto of the twelfth century the Cahamana Prthviraja III,

son of King Somesvara, was on the throne. During his reign Muham-

mad Ghori invaded Hindustan. The Taj-ul-Ma-isir of Hasan

Nizami. Tabakit-i-Nasiri of Minhaj-us-Siraj, 7Vrikh-i-Firishu, and

Hammtrs-Mahakavya of Nayacandrasun arc utilised here for the

reconstruction of the history of che conflict between the Moslems

and the Cahamanas.

Hasan Nizami 1 (A.D. 1205-1229). opens his work "with the

transactions of the year 587 H. (1191 A.D.) when Muham-

mad Ghori undertook his expedition to India to retrieve the dreadful

disaster he had a short time before experienced on the field of

Tarain, near Thanesar.” He next relates that’ Pithora Rae

(Prthviraja) opposed him with three lacs of horse, obtained from the

Rajas of Hind. Muhammad Ghori made a proposal for truce. The

leaders of the Cahamana army minimised the strength of the Mos-

lems, "and without any care or concern, fell into a slumber of re-

missness." Muhammad Ghori attacked the Cahamanas. who were

quite unprepared, and defeated them. Pithora Rae was taken

prisoner, and killed near Sursuti. After this victory Muhammad

Ghori marched towards Ajmer, defeated Kola (natural son) of che

Rai of Ajmir, and conquered che country. The son of Rai Pirhaura

was appointed its governor. ' Sometime afterwards Kutb-ud-din

received an information from Ruh-ud-din Hamza, who was at

Rantanber, that Hiraj, brother of the Rai of Ajmir, threat-

1 EJlbt, II, »io. 3 fiaverty. vol I. p. «66 fa 1.

3 ElBoe. II, 114.

*9.H.Q.. SmEMBO, 1940
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cned to siege the fort of Rantaubor, and that the son of Pithauia

was in a stare of extreme danger. He forthwith marched igninsi

Hiraj who vviiliout giving any battle fled away. The son of Rai

Pichaura was favotued with a robe of honour.
1 The Tiyul-Ma-asir

subsequently states that
1

in 589 H. (A.D. 1193) Kutb-ud-din was

informed that Hir.ij, the Rai of A|niir. became hostile to him, and

thac lihtar, attacked the border of Delhi. Kutb-ud-din advanced

against Jihtar, who lost courage to meet the Moslem army, withdrew

to the foci of Ajmir, and committed suicide. The Moslems easily

conquered the fort of Ajmir.

Minhaj," after describing the first battle of Tarain, which took

place in 1191 A.D., states that in the following year in 1 192 A.D.

Muhammad Ghori again appeared in the battle field of Tarain. The

Cauhans u-eie defeated. Pithaura was taken pnsoncr in the

neighbourhood of Sursuti and was killed. He docs not cell us any-

thing about the successors of Prthviraja.

Firishta' (sixteenth century) reports that Prthviraja was slain

near Soorsutty by die Moslems. Muhammad Ghori captured

Ajmir, and delivered die country lo Gola, die natural son of

Pitliow Raj, on the latter's promise to pay tribute. Meanwhile

Hemraj. a relation of Pithow Raj, expelled Gola from Ajmir.

Kutb-ud-din marched against. Hemraj from Delhi in 591 H. (A.D.

1194), defeated and killed him. Kutb-ud-din then appointed a

governor of his own faith to control the Raj.

The llammiri-Mabakavya states that Prthviraja once took

Muhammad Ghon prisoner but released him. After this die Mos-

lem general attacked him seven times without success- On the next

occasion Muhammad Ghori captured Delhi. Prthviraja, who was

overconfident of his success, met the enemy with a small army. The

Sultan succeeded in seducing secretly to his side Prthviwja's master

4 Elton. II. 119.

7 Bring., *• *77-

5 Ibid., 2J5. 6 Raverty, l. 457-463; 465-469

8 IA , VIII, 60, 61.
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of horse. When the Sultan attacked the Cahamanas, the horse

styled Natyarambha. engaged by that master of the horse for the

occasion, and on which Prthviraja was mounted, began to dance

keeping time with the war music. "The king was diverted with

this performance for a time, and forgot the all-important business

of the moment.’' The king was taken prisoner by the Moslems.

L’dayaraja, the commandcr-in-clncf of die Cahamanas, was late in

reaching the battle field. The Sultan apprehending an attack by

Udayarajj recited to the fort of Delhi, and assassinated Prthviraja.

L’dayaraja fought with die Moslems and lost his life. After this

Prthviraja' s brother Hariraja ascended the throne. He performed

the funeral ceremony of the deceased king. Sometime afterwards

Hariraja lost his life in a battle with Muhammad Ghori. Ajmer

was occupied by the Moslems. Govindaraja, grandson of Prthvi-

raja, founded a kingdom in Ranastambhapura (Ranthambhor). There

is an inscription* which thaws that the village Tamtuthi (mod.

Tantoci, in chc Ajmir District) was in the fief of Pracapadcvi, queen

of Hariraja, in V.S. 1251 (= A.D. 1 194).

The attention of scholars may be drawn to one more source of

evidence, which throws some new light on the subject. The colophon

of the book Viruddha-vidhi-vidhvamsa, dealing with the disputed

point of (sacred) law, by Laksmidhara, runs as follows:

—

10

en*PUT nnnwr itiar srrar $ guRrcn: 1

( 1 orsrif*tWl*ii?« ) nn

»psnilft?r?ra‘*j# 'rrasirrau 1ft 11

w+'tvf*nn 1

a*: U)ii

Jin the linrig* of die Nagarn BrJhmon**. in the KilfAf* Got/a, in the place.

Annndaiu^ara, vai bom the linnet! named Stfcnnefvitfa. who O/nqiKffti the

ocfcolaw of the four quarter* by hi* own learning (w. 1*3)!

9 An. Rep. RajpuLine Museum, <911-1912, 2, 5.

10 Catalogue 0/ tbr Siinkrit Manuscripts j/i tht Ul/re/y of the hulk Office,

Pc . IK, p. 49a.
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«l« ij: i

5nR'<!idWw: imi

-ingei: <reg frig aa^t ^a-- i

tfw iqTH rcr gsigl *ft s>giwi^s»m n«n

*pg: IIvi

(infe'kM

I

Wli+dW S3^S»rt3- ?l II >»U

«w g^npt it *pit>r^ir^ i

Wifl™ cn^crar^im^ iicii

*p=at ?«ri?ra>s<^^i 1

^nfHTi-f s!^rc =1 gat fpia: 11*11

(twjfiw a*ra »

nnw gai5tfa w. (!) ui«n

gtfq%l%WT‘ 5 T5 afTTJ I

p^t PTasf?m--i^ts«rfrft?3f fvxxii; f >55 °

)

imu

(Who nude a gift of houses (furnished) with good* ird cuttcls to twenty-

seven NigAtte (Brihma^ts) in the prosperous Anandansgara (v. 4).

Who wax Mx fno?d (Karttikeya) in fhc fix membra of the science of Logic,

nnd the four-faced (BnhxrS) with (hi* knowledge of) the fair Vedas, and whom

intellect vm devclcpcd by (Ac study of) ilftmZm*}. In hi* linear was bom

(v. 5) Skandt, who. of sharp intellect, gave extreme delight to hii father, was a

minister, of peace and war to the king S*meZv«rg
t bid of Si/eambhari, and was

a lion to the dcphmts in the form of the host of enemies. His son was Sodhi,

who wes unbeatable to the enemies, succeeded to hi* post (tv. 6-7).

He (Sedha) bad two sens named Skanda and Vfcnana, who were praised by

these living within elements, were learned in the Veda?, and were praised by

die (people) of the earth, (v. 8}

Prtbvh2 ja gave them with delight the posts ot the chief axmciliurs, and

became happy by nuking over the command of the array to 5kand*. (v. 9), just

as the Iced [of gods, whose form is ivot visible) reseed ot css- after giving the

past cf Ac commmdcr of Ac army to Skanda (Karttikey*), die son of M*hi-

deva, and the bearer of (the missil: mmed) Sahti (v. 10).

Aftrr cctfitcrring the post of Ac minister of peace and war etc., cn Varaani.

Sknnda, who grve delight to the king, killed the T»rH:kat continually, (v. it)].

a The metre is incomplete—so il* reading U 5U^ur^
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3 qMifa fraiwit 1

aT w°rrftq|hrraR trs [r] uni
fkT1 ^5 'FP^sa -nai: 1

*nw tfsft *J*h FraiiigMiT hi*"

^fa P£ ftw: UftMlikl 1

arwa^^fftar nivu

-n,Ri: jiw rp?fe% 1

n* Tafe -h in**

*>wik^ 5Ki ?ws«rl 1

or ft* uTOfnwW* (!)^rra*imu,,
.
, »

'ritsRe'i^ faKromaa'ft: 1

Mi'iifsawj**5^ 1 ^ gfa m»
ffrnwmt ?n^a*4 a; 1

fWi«r?f form aqfarf fra: mu
SRfret WfifclWT fifcWP« (

• WT a ) wh SR I

anw: Tf5Z*it (s) JBfiwraiwrc 3 mu
[He (Skanda), d:c kadet of the army, always ouxlc donatiem to the twice

bora, and celebrated the maniagc 0 f diosc vhgin gills who approached him

(101 the purpose) (v. ta).

When he was bang extolled here with the *t»ds 'Slcanda ii (really) Skanda

(Kartnlccya)' among the castes. a ectuiu Nagara Brahnuna aid with his lips

trembling with rage (v. 13).

‘Why, oh Brihrarus, do yea say every day 'Skanda is (really) Skanda
4

, in

my heart he \% not even half of a part of Skanda (Karttikcya) (v. 14).

The Nagams replied “If you hsvc the fitness, efi twice born, then go to his

presence tod say this.' (v, 15).

Out of rage that BiJhmaoa readied the city of Sikambhari, ir, Sapadalaksa

Twelve, and from the royal palace went to that Wide: ot the army (v. 16)

When Skanda went to another battle, die king, whose intellect was shrouded

by the vice of sleep (for vice and sleep), who. though alive, was as good as dead

in battle, wnt thlightered by the T.rujfcw (v. ,3)

Then Skanda placing Hsriri? over the kingdom of Stkambhari, lived there

for a while, (and then) task to the fourth stage (of life), (v. 14).

And then Vamana with twenty lacs and twenty hundred Dramma went to

Anahillaparaba- (v. 25)).

b Read c Re*l otbid: <1 Read ju^-u«l4l
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i!5I^T»S*RTO 3iT: g5Rtfl ??:

Kill

*(561*1551 *11 f?**! 5l59cliy*IN!l?TO I

Tifeyic^n^g *tferit iit
,

»ii

*1 lflWfii 'UMiwiiHi at qftjfcnn; i

0 ilS«H

urarf^ag^Tn’-lit^pid^i^ mui
tftafa «lvq^*af5Kqi*J«Tra i

renn««nT* wa ifrM'l m*u
WwqfllfWTOhl: Wfcf:-( ? l *T<l:

) TO qfa 1

qhrtssHwThita mr^^i tot 5: n* vi

Hr!’ifl‘J<i*ll<<*irld: (?) THT3*I5tW : I

fq^qfatfpTO =ror»prr5$ 11**11"

|
His wn was Malladera, the best of those having sons. die author of the

SKbhiptZvdTi' and the suppxter of the inhabitants of the earth, (v. 26).

Whose (Malladevj’s) many sided cruduitn in l»temrun\ divided according

to the number ck itksya and Ukun* » as well as in the «*och> un the

science of politics cf K**ulya and ethers, was established, (v. 27)*

He married (0 girl), cdcbratol by herself widi the name Sridevi, and from

him, who wis like the lord of Laksm: was born Lahsmldbara, else possessor of

die best iuidlcct (v. 2S).

(MtlUdcvi) was the expusiter cf the ever blissful knowledge of Admits,

which Ik moved through the rotrty of die lioly feet cf die revered fkdht-

bluraci. (v. 29).

Like the bid of Sri, Mallidcva (continued to live) in chat prosperous dry of

AnahiUpocaka. and being ured widi die condttficos cf VidbtU nn*l Smrti «i

dcicnnining laws etc. passed over as 2 traveller to the pith of a poet and com-

peted the Mabikity* mmol Aprdtima-rimt (w. jo-jt^

With speech brought to ssghr (P). die greatest of die Smart*

j

(Liksmidhara)

accomplished the VrrNtL4h<yv\dbi-vidhvdmsi for enlightening the dullards,

(v. *)].

11 The ruaeuscripe was copied in Satnvac 1582-A.D. 152^ l am indebted

id Mr. S. C. Bnncrji, MA. of the MSS. Dept. Dacca University lor drawing my
attention to these 'pipages. I am abo thankful :o Dr. R. C Hazra, M.A, PhJD.,

Igr helping me in writing this paper.
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The Vtruddba-vidbt-vtdbvamja is obviously a nearly contempo-

rary work on the subject. Laksmidhara had every means of knowing

the correct information on the conflict between Muhammad Ghort

and the Cahamanas. So the work is of great historical value. We
know from it the existence of a family of ministers under the Caha-

manas. If it is studied with die report of the Moslem historians,

it will appear that Prthviraja’s success m the first battle of Tarain

was due to the military skill of his general Skandn. Skanda's absence

in the second battle of Tarain and Prchvira;a's indolence were res-

ponsible for the defeat and death of the king at the hand of the

Moslems. It has been made clear that Prthviraja's habit of sleeping

untimely marred his political career. It seems that when the

news of Prthviraia's death readied A)mir. Skanda declared Hariraja

as die king of die country. So long Skanda was the leader of the

Caiiamana army die Moslems could not conquer Ajmir. But after

the retirement of die valiant general, Muhammad Ghori took posses-

sion of the country by defeating Hariraja.

The work also supplies sonic valuable information regarding the

history of Sanskrit literature of tbe ancient period- It is important to

r.ote that keen interest was taken by the scholars in die study of

Kauplya’s Artbasastra even in the twelfth and thirteenth cencurics

A.D. Baudhn Bhaiati was die author of Sa’ikby<\v4caspaiwy7tkbya.

It cannot be said definitely whether he was identical with Bodha-

bharati. mentioned in v. 29 above.

D. C. Ganguly

* Cduio. Ca., I, J77 B.
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Nilakantha the Saiva, who is different from his mote famous

name-sake whose fame rests on lus commentary on die Mababbirata'

was the author of a number of Purina and Tantra works, not so

well-known. He has given but meagre information about himself

in his works. Wc arc told* that he was born in a family of Saivas.

Mayuresvara of this family, the great grandfather of our author,

earned for the family the surname Saiva. The son of Mayuresvara

was Nilakantha whose son, the fadier of our author was Ranganatha,

die poet. Ranganatha had his son Nilakantha by his wife Laksmi.

Bodi the parents are referred to by name in the colophons as well as

in the introductory and concluding verses of his works. He -also

refers to his preceptors KaSnatha and Sridhara,
1

as well as to one

Ratnaji at whose instance he is stated to have composed his com-

mentary on the Devibbigavata .

1 He seems to have hailed from die

Marhatta country' as lie refers to a number of dialectic words of the

place in this commentary (VIII. 24. 25-7).

Nilakantha dees not mention His date but an approximate idea

may be formed of his time on the basis of the references he makes

1 H* i« nlro diScrcnt Item Nilalunpu, ntthoi of ilic Srikanxhabhisy*. a com-

mentary on the Brobmunira, though ihii Nililunifu is nUo called * Sniva.

1 r«HK*K3t 3W JPfh’.f?:

«ns3 s tAwi'inr- uv*i

—Concluding verses of the Devibbipvtfaftbi.

Htaf ntflitrcn' fnrc‘ *j«n 1

3* smnfti 1

—Inuoducwiy verse <i SjpuUcyakgdiMhtvyihhyam.

TsratnftftN 3wn:a^f!i 1 1

—bitrcdiictory vene of the Dtv\bhi£<BMt*t>ki.
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to authors and works. He mentions in his commentary on the Devi-

bhigavaU. among others, to the Mantramahodadhi (of Mahidhara,

composed in 1589 A.D.), the GuplatMli (of Bhaskararaya, composed

m 1741 A.D.) and to Nagojibhatta (i7th-r8th century). It would

therefore appear that Nilnkancha flourished at a time not earlier than

the middle of the 18th century.

Of works and auchors referred to by Nilakantha mention may

be made of the following noticed in the commentary on the Devi-

bbagavaU:

Atiraknika. XI. 16 24.

Adradarpaiui. XI. 22. Ay.

KHoturt, Inaoduebefl ro the comiocn-

ury {p. 31. 38 of the Cnlaitia edi-

do**J.

Knyamiva. IX. 9. 36

GupUaAii of Bhailcjrnroy*, IX 50. 85

Cldvthlanlra. XII. 7. >0. ,

Dmgi’arahgM, 111. 26. 16.

Dmgipiadlf* of Mahno Thukkuia, In-

troduction. p. 10, III. *6. 33.

Nilyihnlka, XI. 17. I.

PpbtXdbmMrya. III. u. 45.

Dbavtarh>artp3H)3u, VII. 31. 24, III. 3.

V. W-
Bbnv.inehx’T’ahtsyA. HI. y 44 VII

38. 3

Bbirj*x*tvsrMmbiU. XII. xi. xo6.

Bb»'j&Kciv*rympan isad. III. 3. 44.

Man trAmahodadbi% Ill 2& 26

kfadhavjM commentary on the S*La-

umbitA. HI. 10. 14

m commentary cn the Rudra -

bhiiy*. VII. 13. 31.

yi
comowntary c*i the- Siitd-

gUi, VIL 33. ...

IU,ilcX4. IX 19. 5.

S*"d~,y*. III.
J. 33. lx. «. XII. 10.

3, VIII. 8. .9-20

S*a*t?4. V. 1 6. 35.

SrUramatiiiHki. Introduction. p. 25.

Siddbiniaitklura. XI. 24. 43.

Sanbh&iyaialpsUta, Innoducticn, p. a6.

Saxroiarnbiti, V. 1. 27, IX. 2. 26.

Htibapradifiki. XI. id 64.

Hemddri, Introduction, p. 10, 20.

BhK'jaxeivaribrdaya, III. 3. 44.

About half a dozen works of Nilakantha are known or have

been mentioned. A list of these is given below:

1. Commentary on the KityayAniiaritm Mantratyakbyiprakahha by

name. A nunuteript of Patalas 20-23 *hc Mr!c is noticed by Stein {Deter.

Cat. Sens Mss. Rdghunatb Terrs fie Library, Jammu, Kashmir, Na 228).

a. Cortfoeneary on the Erhatiranyaka Upanisad Referred to in the

ccmmtmtry on die DtvibbigavAta (III. 30. 28, XI. 18 28). The only known

manuscript of the work Wongs to the Vangiya SiHitya Parisar. 1

5 Deter. Cat. Sens. Mss. Vangiya Sabttya Partial, p. 17.

SEPTEMBER. 1040 20
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3. Commentary on chc stx accessories of the EXvimahatmya Seeben of

the Alaskdyujeyi Puran*. called SdfisUlymgafdiktvylkbysnt Referred to m
the commentary on die- DevibUg**

U

(Introduction, p. 38. V. 8. 33, V. 33.

157-9) Buc it seems to be rather curious that the latter commentary is also

referred to in the ftcsoit work. Only one incomplete manuscript of the work,

comprising the kaivud parties, b recctdcd in the Caidoguj Csudogotum (II.

166) The Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal posscacj two manuscripts of the

work one complete and the other incomplete 1

4. Sdhtiuttx^vbwiinl Referred to in the cocnxncntrry of the Dtii-

bbigwu (Introduction, p. 38) and the S*pt4i*ty*Kgfimtr*vy2khyin4 .

5. Commentary on the ATenopamW, called CtnJ'ikl. Referred to in the

commentary of the Drvibbigauiid (IV. 19. 15^.

6. Commentary on the KhnakaterAbssyi, Referred to in the coouncntaiy

on the Dnibhigowu (IV 15. 12)*

7. Commentary on die D/wgitf. Referred to in the cxcnmcntary 00 the

Drvwbigavdla (VII. 34. 30. VII. 35, 46, 62, VII. 40. 40-6).

8. DevibbigdiutAstbiti or amply BbigiTMpejtfatt which seeks to dcmor.s-

crare the authenticity of the DtvibbigatvU. It b referred to tewards the end

of the introduction (p. 3S) of rhe commentary of the DeiibhigrMU. This

introduction which also deals with the .same topic is referred to it the end cf

the present work. A manuscript of the work is found in die collection* of the

Royal Asiatic Society of BmgaL

9. Drv\bhig 4rMUf'ih«. Two manuscripts a the work ire referred to in

the Catalogs CaidogGrum (I *6i, II. 56). Two editiens of the uwrk ire

known one, published in Bombay (1789 5.E— 1867 A.D.), the other, published

in three volume; by HaxiciiLn Vasu (Sabdakalpidrum office, 71, Pathunaghatn

Street, Calcutta, 1809 S.L-n ;88; A.D.J. Thb latter oJitioo lias been teferroJ

to in these pages.

Of chcse works the commentary on the Devibbdgavata appears

to be the only work that has so far been printed. It also seems to be

one of the latest, as tcferenccs to almost all the other works arc

traceable in it. 1c is not possible however, at this stage to suggest a

strictly chronological arrangement cf the other works, especially be-

cause in the case of some of his works mutual references between two

works are noticeable. Thus, as has already been pointed out, the

Saftaiatyahgaiatkavyakbyana and the Devibbagdvatastbiti both

refer to and ate referred to by the Devibbdgdvildtthd.

6 Duct. Ctt. Sins. Mu Royol Asiatic Sot., vol. VIII. Nm. 640^10.
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The value of this commentary lies in die tact dm incidentally

it seeks to elucidate the real nature and the supreme importance of

the worship of the Divine Mother who is sought to lie identified

with the Brahman.' We have here an interesting discussion regard-

ing the propriety of sacrificing animals in connection with the

worship of Sakti. 1c is stated diac Sakti is the presiding dciy of

Brahmavidya which aims at an annihilation ot this mundane exis-

tence; so it is diat Sakti prefers the sacrifice ol animals.* Nilakantha

gives an ingenous explanation of the inconsistencies in the cosmogo-

nical accounts as given in various systems of philosophy. It is

pointed out that the world is but an illusion for which there is scant

regard of spiritual aspirants and hence the description of the process

of creation is nothing but an eye-wash meant for the satisfaction of

the ignorant mass.’’ Some of the views expressed in die work may

7 ^1 pfo i^n .Drvibbig*v*utA*. IIL 9. 33.

Wrsq <—Op at.. HI. <8. 37-41.

IlfPI! pda'll WT nwr VIK-llfj 1

-Op. a,.. IV. ,9. 7 .

Ebewhete Nilakantha thus elucidates his views on the paint:

ar^ar JTurrprRi »w4r«i OTtHi 1 a>tr 3 qramrftwrT-

«^t a^ftrfawrsn wfflfira BUsftoflr

^I'ntrsnwRifr.
1 ftmJ. pitot: mss'5 fisna

s*nr<i»rsf*!r jm 3 i

f? f3»i 3fs(‘^inn35r?aac'rra 1 ga

7i*nn

35f-iS!iMMiiI 3 wmwfhiutfl •iW'twiMTqwisn nrerar-

m^li(^ei»<4i*i(3e 3^3 ai*nftfb*' 3m «|N •rnpgTprrai mwfafa

mtr itTJjTf^sr^Sj^Tjn.trq «tori 1

—Introducxocy ponioo of die S*ptMlysthg*saikavyAkbya/i±

8 pf; srtf'rarfrgra* *rara mri*rei*n>i a*nat aft^n TOifire-

tl^nra 5JJT: ftlTl <t(5W% \—Dtvibblgm>dUtHi III. 16. 33.

9 snffcrsyfefauit 3 &rataftpfcret itpr ^fTti-it (tm auift

o^fiiirpr ftp'inqusKtrnm q«nwfatfopiiqq < t
wn>w ftufsajcw-i^fa-

*ntf*qioui4' afipn*ntw *^hh i
—Devibbigmaatik* ul 7 38.
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not unlikely have been based on one or other of the different systems

of Tantra philosophy of which NiJakaniha refers to five belonging to

five principal schools of Tantra” According to the Sakta system the

world is stated to consist of ten categories."

Nifakantha has raken pains in the introduction of the com-

mentary to demonstrate the authenticity of the Dmibhigavala.
J

But he is not a blind admirer and he has been careful in examining

the relative value of the different recensions" as well as variants

found in different manuscripts.

Nilakantha follows the Bengal recension of the work in pre-

ference to the Southern recension, distinctive fearurcs of which are

still unknown.'* He rejects the fust eleven slokas of chapter II of

Bock III found in the Southern recension but missing in die Bengal

—Of. at. IV. 15. 1 a.

wrepfrr®* i-^4- »'

12 A number of independent treatises on the icptc including coe, already

referred to. by Nilakanthc himself are know. One of these c.g., tic Durfa/u-

rnnkbacafctM by Kasinacha Bhatta Bharh was translated into French by Buinouf

(La BbagavaU Parana. Preface, p. baxv).

13 Reference! to peculiarities of various icccmktu And older manuscripts evi-

dently go to disprove the Vaisnavice theory ibout the spuriousness of the version

cf the work to known at present, which is stated to have been the composition of

coc RJmacmdra Gbule (19th century) of Benares who manufactured it, as the

genuine work was alleged to be no: available {Bhigavatinukrananikd, a Bengali

work of Janame)ly Mirra, Sabitya Pansas PazrJu, vol. 34, pp. 15-16). II Ghule

was really responsible fee a verswn, it must be different from the coc commented on

by Nilakantha, which enjoys popularity to an extent scarcely to fce expected foe to

late a version os that of Ghule. Further, the chronological rekticn between Ghule

and Nflnkan^ha being unknown it is dif&niit to suppose due the version of the

former war accessible to die latter.

*T5WIQ)W

'IWlHH Sflsmtlil I
(QktKtt edition, yoL I, p. 26).
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recension as well as in old manuscripts. “ Similarly he omits to com-

ment on eighc whole chapters after XII. 6 which are not found in old

manuscripts, arc deemed irrelevant and are suspected to have been

interpolated from Vaisnava works’* He was evidently of the

opinion that be was the first to comment on the work." Bur rwo

more commentaries, the dates of which are not known, have been

referred to in the Catdogus Cdtilogorum
(1 . 261).

ChINTAHARAN OlAKRAVARTl

«5 3flT 3S

1 ats>m3: tnwk'gwsg %gra-

grspwT* 1—in, a, «.

»6 gj5ngft*g«*g nwim ufgm 1 os?

ai«0-’a«»g a'sma-. » mr-

*5165111% 1
—XU, 7, 1.

NiUkj^lha refer* to variinti in lewrol other e«tf» *Wo. r.g.

IX, 1, 91. XII, 6. 90.

17 Wumrowra * \

WIWI*T fiw5 l M

—Last introductory vct« of the comrocuuiy.

—Concluding verse at the end of the tika of each Bock.
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Binabayi is die only woman whose contribution to Pauranic

literature is extant to-day. Her only work that is known to-day is

the Dviraka-fattsU. The wotk has not been published as yet; the

only MS. of it that is known co cxisc belongs to the Bhandarkar

Oriental Research Institute. It furnishes us with a fairly good

account of the personal history of die authoress.

It is stated at the beginning of the MS. that die wotk belongs

to the Ramanuja school.' It is dated 1518.’ So Binabayi must have

flourished after Ramanuja (i2di century) and before 1518.

The authoress states that her father was king Mandalika who

flourished in die Yadu race and excelled all others in royal qualities.'’

It is likely thac this Mandalika was one of the Cudasama Mandalika

kings of Girnar, Kathiawar. Mandalika I flourished at the begin-

ning of die nth century' and Ramanuja was born a few years later.

So Mandalika f cannot be Binabayi’* father. King Mandalika,

father of Binabayi, is, probably, one of the edier four Cudasama

Mandahkas known to us.‘

1 fP a!” 7UR OTIjrf flc -

2 fl'en i*»< i? gt*t fafetR. 1

3 See the beginning of the wok D-.iraia->\u<sU.

4 C Mabel Dnfi'i Chronology of India, London, 1899, pp. 083-184; AS.WJ.,

ii. 164 (given in appendix}.

5 Mandalika HI. IV and V ruled at the beginning of the thirteenth, eod ol

the fourteenth and middle of the fifteenth century; Duffs Chronology of India
,

p. 284. Far variuui iti'cnpoaos referring to die different rulers ol die family and

their lineage, see also Ef. Ind. vol. xx, p. 105 Inscription no. 751, (dated Vikrama

1473). no
- P-

(Viknma 15)7: Mandalika 111); to. 867 (Vikrama 1554:

Mandalika 111 ); ao. 1719. p. 243 (undated: Mandahka II); also no. 1865, p. 243

(undated). See also Rev. Lists of An. Rem. of the Bombay Presidency. p. 347.

The SMV. quotes a verse by one king Mandalika (Mihipsti Mmdaliks). p. 64

of the appendix. G. O. S., vol. LXXXI1 .

There are two interesting MSS. called Mindaliks-nrpa-carh* about the Mrneja-

lika kings in the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society (see Descriptive Cate-
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Further we know from the same work that Binabayi was the

chief queen of Harasimha, son of Virasimha, grandson of king

Pratapa, a Vaisnava by religion, who ruled in Patalipura situated on

the Ganges, The only information we get about him in the work is

that he was a descendant of Cahuvana and under the circumstances

i: is difficult to identify him.

Thus it may be concluded that Binabayi flourished probably ac

Gimar, Kathiawar, between the 12th and the 15th century.

Though highly learned, Binabayi displays admirable womanly

modesty while speaking about herself and disclaims of any great

scholarship or genius on her own pare. She describes herself as a

humble student of scriptures, not an erudite scholar. Of course,

this ts disproved by the work itself which indubitably testifies to the

deep erudition of the authoress and her great mastery over scriptures,

Smreis and Puranas. Binabayi, further, declares herself an humble

devotee of Krsna to whose service she has dedicated her whole life

and fortune. Her sole object in undertaking to summarise die

Dviraka-rnahaemya, forming a part of the Prabhasakhanda of the

Skanda-purina. in the form of the present work Dvoraks-fattain, is.

she points out, to render some religious service to humanity.

Binabayi seems to have made extensive tours all over India.

According to her own statement she visited many holy places and

practised extensive charity.
1'

For all these reasons, she was held in high reverence by her

subjects and by all those with whom <he came in contact She has

Ivgiu of Sdnsltrit and Prakrit MSS. in the library of the Bombay Branch of R Asiatic

Society, compiled by H. D Vclankar. vol. II, Hindu Literature, pp. 339-340). But

they conram r*> tefcrencc to our authoress BLmbSyl.

6 See the end of chapter 1 called

fftW ««-tend of lad chap, called 5U3jroiftf'J*l
)
"<Wn F«-

etc ; and alio end ot 3rd chap called qq*-ers **WlRT^-

trotf-wror sjunrai’
1

.

crc
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been eulogised as ihe Kalpa-taru oc the celestial wish-fulfilling tree,

and as the Ganges,—purity and holiness incarnate.'

The work is divided inro four chapters. At die beginning of

die work, as wc have seen, the authoress gives us some personal in-

formations. The first chapter begins with quotations from die

Skanda-pmana showing the importance of the holy place Dvaraka

and deals with the acquirement of religious merit by die pilgrim who

visits Dvataka ot by his helpers. In this connection it is stated that

the pilgrim acquires at his every step cowards Dvaraka from home

the same religions merit as accrues from the performance of the horse-

sacrifice. The helpers ton acquire various sorts of religious merit.

Thus one inducing some ocher person to go on pilgrimage to Dvaraka

goes to the realm of Visnu, One speaking sweedy to such a pilgrim

acquires the merit of playing at Nandana. One offering a conveyance

to a tired pilgrim on his way to Dvaraka goes to Heaven in an aero-

plane with swans. One supplying food to a hungry pilgrim on his

way co Dvaraka acquires the mem of satisfying the manes with food

and drink for ever and so on.

The and chapter deals with the ritualistic directions in connec-

tion with bowing down to various deicies, etc., while paying visit

to them at Dvaraka. On reaching Dvaraka one pays homage to

Gancsa. dicn co Balara/na and Krsna in succession. After that he

visits the river Gomati. On the eighth, ninth or fourteenth day

of the moon lie visits Rukmini with the object cf getting all desired

objects. Then he visits Caktacircha, the Dvaraka-Gaiiga. and

Saiikhoddhara. finally he bathes in the Gomati with the object of

getting rid of all sins commitrcd during the previous births.

The third chapter is connected with the offerings of rice, durva

grass, flowers, water, etc., and baths at various shrines. The appro-

priate formulae to be uttered and the ritualistic directions co be

observed while offering or bathing arc given here.

7 Cp. the lftU diitc verses of the Dv2raki-p*tt*fo.
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On reaching the Gomati the pilgrim prostrates himself straight

on the shore. He then washes his hands and feet and takes hold

of kusa grass, touches the auspicious objects mixed with unhusked

barley-corns and with his face towards die cast he makes the offering

along with die uctctance of die appropriate formulas. In the Cakrs*

ngs, mixed with

flowers, unhuskod rice and sandal paste with his face towards it,

littering the prescribed formula. He pays homage to Varum
and the Gomati with one half of the materials mixed up.

The offerings to Visnu should consist of fruits, flowers, unhusked

barley-corn and sandal paste. The pilgrim makes an offering to

Gahgabdhi as well, as prescribed.

Next the pilgrim baches in the Gomati with the object of

getting Hari. He walks down to naval-deep water, makes a circle

of four cubic*, invokes the Ganges with the presenbed mantras, takes

some water in his folded palms, purifies it by mantras and sprinkles

it on his head four, five or seven times. Then taking some mud in

his hand, he similarly purifies it, rubs the same on his forehead

thnee and plunges into water dircc times- After that he sips watet

twice, conies back to die shore and pays homage ro Yaksman with

a view to atone for die sin committed by him in defiling the water.

Now he dresses himself, washes his knees, hands and feet three times

tircha, he makes an offering of the five auspicious du

with mud and water, sips the water thrice and seats himself for

making offerings to the deities. Then he announces die various sores

o£ religious merits he wants to acquire by baching in the Gomati.

The wishes
(
samkalpAS

)
uttered by die pilgnm during the both

at the confluence of the Gomati and the sea arc very interesting, as

they furnish a list of the religious merits he wishes to acquire and

as he prays here for die salvation of not only himself but also of his

kith and kin by birth or matrimony as well as of friends

of any description. One is enjoined to make dicse wishes on die

sixdi day of the moon called Kapila or the i2di lunar day. The

aiI.H.Q., SlUEilUl*, 19^0
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wishes to be nude during. bath at the Cakracirtha, Rukmini lake,

Maya tank, Gopika tank, Varadana and Sahkhoddhara arc also pres-

cribed here in a neat and dcar-cuc way.

At die end of the chapter die pilgrim is instructed how to otter

oblations of water at the Goniati, and ac the Nrga well after bath.

The fourdi chapter deals with the worship of Krsna. The pil-

grim is enjoined to worship Krsna with saffron mixed with camphor,

niusk, sandal and aloe, along widi incense burning. Then die deity

is presented with lights, naivedya, 2nd betel. The devotee then goes

round the image of Krsna and prostrates himself straight. He puts

on the garland of TuUsi beads and wood widi die prescribed mantras.

Then the authoress gives ritualistic directions for making various

gifts. Here she does not follow the SkaneU-puraiui but refers to ocher

Puranas. She describes die procedure of worship etc., while making

gifts of a cow, a bull, a bull with diamond, an ox and a horse. She

lays special stress on the gifts of diamond; in giving directions for

this, she follows Sna-furatu as well as Visr.u-dhsrma-purana. Then

she presenbes the regulations for the gift of silver, jewels, paddy,

cotton garmencs and for the offer of food to mendicants.

After this, the authoress speaks of die sraddba to be performed

in the Goman as well as at the confluence of the Goniati and the sea.

Finally, she dwells on die procedure of Visit's worship, how to

badie Him, to offer Him ordinary garments, incensed garments,

ornaments, etc. Here the bock ends. But we have three more

verses eulogising the authoress which do not seem to be the compo-

sition of Binabayi herself, as the modesty displayed by her at the

beginning and other parts of the work goes ill with any self-eulogy

at the end. These verses seem, rather, to be a homage of the scribe

to the laudable qualities of the queen.

The work chough professedly' based on the Ramanuja school

of the Vedanta, contains no reference to any of the philosophical

6 IK. vtise and "?JJn3W-CTTWPi W- l”
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doctrines of the school Ic is purely ritualistic and probably tries to

develop die ritualistic and practical side of the school by laying down

rules for various devotional ceremonies.

The authoress has, no doubt, written the work on the basis cf

the Dvaraka-mahatniya, but her originality lies in the fact that the

ritualistic development of the work and die modes and procedures

enunciated arc characteristically her own. As a matter of fact, the

arrangement of the whole work is her own. She has quoted at places

die Dvaraka-mahatniya verbatim, but in the choice of che Mantras

she lias displayed much cleverness. Also che ritualistic wishes

(
samkelpavakyas

)
and the procedures of worship, ere-, appear to be

the productions of an eminent ritualistic authority. The work is

very shore; nevertheless, it contains in a nutshell all the essential in-

formations given in die Dvaraka-mahatniya, Being a ritualistic

work, ic naturally omits legends related in the Dviraka-mahaemya.

Ac times, the authoress lias brought in materials from other Puranas

which much enhance die value of her own work. The diction of

Binabayi is simple and graceful and the few verses at the beginning

and the end of the work amply testify to her great poetic genius.

In religion, Indian women have always held a prominent place.

Their opinions are of great weight and have been quoted by eminent

authorities.' Specially they have always heen accepted as authorities

in the sphere of customary rites (ataras).’* Ic is a matter

of great social 3nd religious importance chat a woman should wnce a

rimalistic work the procedure, directions, formulas, etc., which are

to be followed during religious observances.

J. B. Chaudhuri

9 E. g. the Aiurcya (v. 29) ind Kmiiuki (IT. 9) quote che authoritative

opinions of a venerable learned maiden {Kumlri Garvlhsrva-grhit*) that the Agni-

bocra ritual which was once performed cn both days ts now to be performed 00

alternate days only.

10 E. g. JpGt.
t
2.15; here he recommends that the ceremonies chic ere required

by custom should he learnt (ran women; cp. ApDhs., II. 6. 15.9. II. ti. 29 it-12;

AsvGs., 1. 14. 8: etc.
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The belief in the identities of the author of Alahabhasya
{
8b.)

and that of the Yogasutra |'Yj.), has never ceased to maintain itself

vividly enough among the Indologists in the West as well as in the

hast, although it was refuted on several occasions and particularly in a

very well-reasoned way by H. Jacobi (JAOS.. XXXI. p. 25). We
have seen since then, a trustworthy scholar, D. Licbich (S. B. Heid

1919, 4, p. 7, 1921, 7, p. 57) collecting in support of this identity

new arguments, whilst tire great translator of the texts on Yoga,
J.

H. Woods (Yogi system, p. xv., Ct. Jacobi, op. cit., p. 27) bringing

into evidence the divergent conceptions which the two works attest,

in regard to the question of “substance" (Jravya) and "quality'

(guna),

Jacobi p. 26. had brought into account certain compounds of

Ys. which violate die rule of precedence defined by Pan. II. 2. 54.

It is true that Liebich (S- B. Heid, 1919, p. 8) remarks that dm pre-

cedence is not without exceptions. In fact, the grammatical vrCtis

point ouc on several occasions to the inconstant (anstya) character of

die rule alpUctaram or of its varttika, and we know that Panini him-

self goes iigamsc this rule in die text of several of his sutras. But it re-

mains dint Bb. is strict as to the application of the precedence in the

dvandva, and it is doubtful that the author of die Bb. should have

allowed compounds such as pntceba'danavidbarana or grabiugrabatu-

grabys, which are found in the Ys.

Liebich brings also to account that the grammatical theory of

sphots is admitted by the Yoga philosophy. But the argument has

no weight in deciding the identity of Paiaiijali, for on the one hand

the term docs not appear in the Ys., and on the other hand it is

~*'y employed incidentally in the Bb. and docs not enable us to
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ascertain if tlx complex notion attached to it by the theorists of

grammatical philosophy, is found already implied therein.

Let us try and sec if a more complete examination c£ the vocu-

bulary confirms the general impressions which arc derived from the

discussions summarised above.

It is certain that the contents of a collection of aphorisms on

the pnnciples of a technique has the chance of being tar enough from

that of a treatise of grammatical entidsm, that on the other hand,

the composition in sutra implies other stylistic requirements- chan the

composition in bhasya.

This alone could justify the difference between the two texts, it

one fergot thar the Bh. carries a very strong philosophical imprint,

and that, from tlx formal point of view, it tends towards an

axiomatic expression which brings it near die style of sutu- One

knows besides chat the Bh. follows verbally and comments on the

vartika of Katyanana, the language and style of which ate obviously

related to those of the philosophical sutra. Titus the two works could

and should meet on the plan of Icxicopraphy.

In fact there ate a few common terms : how could it be other-

wise? This is because both die things arc either one or contain

commonplace terms such as every theoretical exposition contains

from one end to the other of Sanskrit literature. Let us take the

most important, svaripa, ananUrya, uisesa (die Ys. do not utilise

the opposition samanydjvises* without which the use of vises* is

hardly conceived in the Bh.), the oppsicion bahydjabhyantara, the

expression tatparatisedhariham or artist*frasahgat.

Or one finds diat die words are employed in entirely different

senses in the two works. Without speaking of the word yoga itself,

we have thus the term of grammar dvandva which appears in Ys. in

the sense of “contrasted notions" (such as "hoc and cold," Vyisa).

This use dees not appear to be older than die Mahahharata. In the

same way. one has a series of words of die grammatical terminology
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(prAlyahard, upasargd. pratyaya, wkarana etc.) which appear in the

Ys. with quite different values. Among the more general tenus, let

lis note also the case o£ words like lihga, sidhana, samskara, vtkelps,

atiprasanga. Licbich (loc. at.) recalls that Yi. use die words antar and

babir-dhgd, which arc well known in grammatical argumentation.

But the meaning which these words arc given in the vrtti and in

the Bb., "(operation of which) the cause is situated in the interior

relatively: in the exterior i-c. in front or behind the com-

plementary operation, and which takes its place before or after the

latter, when die two operations work for die formation of the same

word)" is as removed as possible from that which Ys. assigns to it

"(means) immediate or direct (relatively indirect or accessory, for

attaining die Yoga)’’: "indirect," says Vyasa, because even without

them Yoga is possible. There is not in the anterengd/baktrdhga

of grammarians any plan of relative preponderance: only diat

question arises as to which of the two operations should be effected

in the firsc place.

It is remarkable in this connection, diat nowhere die author of

Ys. utilises die pregnant values of cs, vs, tti etc. that the grammatical

commentators following Bb., -always bring out from the Paninian

Sutra.

Number of terms which die grammatical comments and the

Vakyipadiya largely use are noe found in die Bb., (where one expects

to find them legitimately) whilst they arc attested in the Ys. : c.g.

prdtiprasivi, yogyala, dbarmin. vostu
,
pretiyogin, abhinivese, tassra,

svdsuamin, viniyoga. Tlic language cf Ys. attests to. a development

in the sense of analysis and abstraction which rests assuredly on a long

evolution. Bb. has smorant or smrta, the Ys. smrti; Bb. anuharana,

the Ys. snukera. A word is important as samadbi :s lacking in Bb.

which knows samidhans, as it has entardbi or -dba in respect of

anUrdbana of the Ys. One will note still in die Bb. die absence o£

important terms ukti, bhsvana
(

c
no), as also die use of °bbimi
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us tiic last member of the compound, characteristic of Ys. One would

expect that the designation of the texts revealed by dnusravikt (Ys.)

might appear ac least once in the Bb. which, on the other hand does

not contain die commonplace use like tsjje, latsthe, etc. The ex-

pression etena vydkby/itlsb of die Ys., which one notes in certain

Kalpasucras, and in die sutras which die bliasya of Kautilya has ab-

sorbed, is lacking in the lib., as also a phrase like tadi kim sydi . The

list of familiar u.scs in the lib. of which the Ys. do not contain any

trace is almost without limit.

From a strictly grammatical point of view, it must be remem-

bered that die Ys. arc a finished model of the nominal style, with

what this linguistic expression carries along: that is co say a usage

much developed in the nomural composition, the use abounding in

the suffix -sva having die effect of rendering into substantive the

bahubrilii (type—vuesirtbalva “the fact that (its) object is particular”)

or the latpurusa adjectives (type menojavitva ‘the fact that its rapi-

dity is comparable to that of thought"). Not one of these procedures

is customary in the Bb. which a noticeable on the contrary in chc

technical prose of Sanskrit, by the extensive use of the verbal sen-

tence, by die moderate use of the composition, by die fact diac

suflixation concerns the word and not the compound of which the

word is a part. It is thus that it has not the forms at Saniasanca-4tf-

likc
c
putvaka or

0 pramanaka of the Yi.. In the same way. it knows

less abstract derivatives in -ye- o: the type of vsiragya, saumantsys

and formations like hatbemta and asmiti are hardly conceivable in

chc language of die Bh. thac is pure and free from pcdantism.

The Ys. make me of dvendva formed of the positive adjective

and die adjective with (a) “priv., punyipunya, jnatajnala. drsti-

drsta, Ithstakhta. This procedure is recognised by grammarians, at

least when die adjective is a verbal one in -M- as in the last three ex-

amples. But it remains very rare up to the development of die philo-

sophical texts of Buddhism or of the Brahnumcal literature called
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classical. The Bb. dees not use diem. In die same way, combina-

tions like gr&biugrsbakagrabya or drastrdrsya which abound in die

commentaries o£ die later period have no equivalent in die Bb.

It is little likely that the bhasyakara would have ratified a com-

pound such as sambatyakaritv*

,

where die first member is an abso-

lute; compounds of this kind, widi chc exception of some isolated

cases in the MakabbhaU or the Kautiliy*. arc confined to the techni-

cal treatises or Buddhism.

The Ys. have compounds in
° heya (prattprasavsbeya, dbyant-

htya) in which the last member is a verbal of obligation (k’iyaj.

Such formations do not appear in die Bb. except in the kar.ka (F.

Kiclhorn, LA., XV, p. 232 n.) which as we know do not cite the

authority of Patanjali.

The type "cut" is represented in the Ys. by the forms

vasikard and dvisdyibhutstoa

:

it is clearly avoided in die language

of the Bb.

The adjective rtambhara of the Ys. gees out of the limit of the

sentence samjnayam of die sutra of Pin. Ill, 2. 46.

The use of the prefix sA is also widespread in die Ys., and

is relatively small in the Bb.

Certain prouonuiial and adverbial forms offer some interest for

the discrimination of the author: sada, known to Ys., lacks in the

Bb. (if we leave out of account the metrical quotation). The use of

die adverb ilaratra takes place in both, but in clearly divergent accep-

tations. The Bb. often utilises the form ar.tka, but nowhere die

w) which the Ys. give and which the grammarians

consider as generally incorrect (compare—Nagojibh. ad. Bb. II, 26,

Durghatavr ibid-, cf. also uitdresam Ys. "for the following.")

The Ys. use derivatives drsi, citi, in the sense of the nouns of action

"face of seeing, drinking": Bb. limits this mode of derivation to

the designation of the verbal root, conforming to III, 3 108 vc. 2. In

its use, drsi for example .is the "root drs.“
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Wc have referred above to certain expressions of Yt. the most

direct correspondent of which is to he found in the technical texts of

Buddhism. It ij not out of place to mention in this connection die

triad matin, koruna, muditi, cf the sittra 133. These arc the three

well known elements of Buddhist terminology, the form mutUta,

chat is to say the use of the feminine cf a verba! in -ta - as noun of

action is a feature of die Buddhist language of which one would

search for in vain examples in the classical literature of earlier

times.

Die ccrm pvagbhara seems to belong equally to the Buddhist

and Jaina schools, from where it has passed at a late date into the

Braiimanical lexicons. Ac last arista, in the scn.se of "(presages of)

death' conies into use at the stage of Grbyasutra-Mahabharata,

sanskritising perhaps P. aritlba.

In brief, the vocabulary of the Ys. is radically distinct

from that of the Bb. The divergences do not constitute a simple

opposition between the propriety of the sutra style and that of the

bhasya style, still less (as it has been supposed) a mere difference

which might exist between a younger Patahjali and the older

Pacanjali, We have :o do with two different authors and every-

thing leads to believe thac a considerable bpse of time occurred

between the date of the Bhasya—which can pass to-day for almost

sure— ,
and that, late by a few centuries, which marks the

completion of the Yogasitn, the development of the style and the

philosophical dialectics.

L. Renou

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1943 12



A Persian Inscription from Gwalior State

The inscription dealt with below, though noticed as early as

1865 by General Sir A. Cunningham.' does not appear to have

been published so Ear. The epigraph was lisccd recently by the

State Archeological Department and is being edited by the courtesy

of the Director of Archaeology, Gwalior State.

The epigraph hails from Nurabad (26°-2
4' N.. E.), a

decaying village on the bank of the river Sankb. It lies 15 miles

north of Gwalior, along the Ddlii-Gwalior-Bombay Trflnk road

and is a Hag-stacon on the mam line of the G.I.P. Railway.

The site of Nurabad may be said to have bad luck as it could

not retain its prosperity which fell to ics lot during the late regime

of the Mughals as also under the presenc rule of die Marathas.

Originally a hamlet, called Sihora, stood at die site, and the

then road to the Deccan, under the Muslim kings, passed by it.

The river Sankb, flowing below this hamlet, bang a fairly big one.

would have obstructed passage across, specially during the rains.

This fact is probably responsible fot making this place a regular

scage on die royal load. This surmise is corrobceatcd further by die

presence of an old large Serai here and a fine bridge near it, both

being the work of the Muhammadan rule.

It seems that with die construction of chc Serai mentioned

above. Sihora. the original name was abandoned and die place re-

named, as die tradition cutrenc is that the town and die Sarai were

founded by Nur Jahan Begum, the well-known Queen of die

Mughal Emperor Jehangir, and named after her. Naturally the

imposing Saras and the bridge here made the place fully known in

the country round, but it dees not seem to have progressed other-

CASR.. ri. p. 317
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wise as no trace of its development into a town exist at or near

the site. One more attempc was made by the late Maharaja Sir

Madbo Rac Scindia
1
for its development but ic bore no fruit.

The insenption under notice is, at presenc, built up on the

inner face (near the floor) of the northern wall of the prayer-hall

of a small modern mosque, which stands oucside the Sarai. adjacent

to its north-west corner. The very position in which die inscription

is sec up shows that it cannot belong to this modern mosque.

Resides, it is said, that it originally belonged to a mosque (now

exemet) inside the Saras, which seems probable as Sarais, elsewhere,

contemporary with that of Nurabad, generally have a mosque inside

them. Cunningham has found this inscription possibly on the

original mosque, but his description does not clearly tell us as to

whether the mosque stood within cr outside the Sarai.' Though it

is dtllicult now to narrate the circumstances in which the original

mosque ceased to exist, it, however, admits of no doubt, that the

inscription was picked up from some ruins, and stuck up in its

present setting by the builders of this modem mosque.

The inscription is cur on a stone measuring q'-q" * l >

m

Y all

over. The epigraph is cut in relief and is enclosed by a one inch

wide border, uniformly cur on all its sides and in the centre, divid-

ing the tablet lengthwise into two halves. The record consists of

three verses in Persian language, written in the Naslili

q

style with

a deflection of characters, which gives the cngravure a pleasing

effect; and refers to the founding of a mosque by one Nur, during

the reign of Alamgir in the year 1072 A.H. (=1661 A.C.) It

gives neither the name of the place nor mentions anything about

2 In oidtr that the pUce may grow into a town, the late Maharaja, satioimi

here the hettl-quarteii of a Sub-Division and provided the place with other modem
tacit tie?, but, at ihe ill-luck Mould have it. all these, ecuid develop the plice.

3 C4SR., II, p. 327. Cunningham mentions a contemporary record on die

Sara1 as wcl
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the founding of any town. The date is given, both, in figure* and

in a chronogram. The last hemistisch of the third or the last

verse of the composition is the chronogram and just below it is

engraved the date in numerals as well, which reads 172. But it

ought to be 1072 which is the correct date as deduced from the

chronogram. The mistake 'is due to the negligence of the execu-

tors of the inscription who omitted to write ‘o’ between one and

seven—an omission not uncommon in old inscriptions.

The persons named in the inscription arc Alamgir and Nut.

Of these Alamgir is undoubtedly the Mughal Emperor, Aurangzcb

(A.C. 1658-1701) who was first to assume die tide of Alamgir

(conqueror of the world). Besides the date of the inscription, viz-,

1661 A.C. falling in Ajrangzcb’s reign, leaves no doubt about it.

The name of the other person given as 'Nut' is rather ir-camplccc

being bereft of its appellations presumably for the convenience of

poetical technique. So it is a little difficult, if not impossible, to trace

him in the records or to find his actual place in history. It is certain,

however, that Nur must have been a personage of high dignity,

on account of which he was accorded the honour of laying the four,

dation of a mosque—a no mean honour of those days.

The mosque, as well as. the S/trsi and the bridge* at Nurabad

arc presumably the works of Aurangzeb's rule, both on the basis

of the inscription under notice and the style of architecture of the

edifices which is clearly later Mughal. According to Cunningham.

Motamid Khan, who also bore che title of Nur-ud-din’ and

who was die then Governor of Gwalior under Aurangzcb. built these

structures. Thus in the absence of any other information about

'Nur' of this inscription, the foregoing assertion seems to fit in cor-

4 CASH., 11
. p. 305. Williim Fitch a mctdwnc-TnvcHcr did not find

this bndge when ht pawl ibis way ia- A.C 1610.

5 It is also cotrcbccatcd by inscriptions met ac Gwalu>r. Cf. Inscriptions

at Gwalip’s masque and Nur-Sagar in GwaJior Fort.
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reedy. His full name may have been omitted from the composition

partly for the sake of poetry and partly for the simple reason that

Motamid Khan was too well known in those days to need fuller

description. It also follows automatically chat the place was named

Nurabad afrer this vety Governor on or about 1662 A.C. and not

after Nurjehan Begum as current in the loc*l tradition.

The text of the inscription as read by me is given below: —

«

1

.

2.

3 -

Text of the Inscription from Nurabad.
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TRANSLATION

(a) During the reign and monarchy of Emperor Alamgir.

{/>) (The) bounty of whose universal favour reaches every

small and great.

(a) From Nur got this mosque its auspicious foundation.

(b) Come, with sincere heart and body; unto this place

(in the mosque) and offer prayers and supplications

(to God).

(<r) When I enquired news about its beginning (founding

of the mosque) Hatij (the unknown) said.

(b) (Find it from the words]. Put your head in modesty at

the feet of the creator, year: 1 (oj 72.

Ram Singh Saksena



The Arab Conquest of Sind

i'hc Arabs were not quite unfamiliar with the land or the

people of Sind, when in 711-12 A.D., Karimuddin Muhammad

Kasim 1

led the expedition which resulted in its subjugation. It was

ruled by men of their fa:th for over 3 thousand years. In the

course of a number of ineffectual invasions of the country the Arabs

had obtained a good deal of information regarding the manners and

customs and the laws of peace and war which prevailed in ‘Sind

and Hind.'

Though our sources of knowledge arc scanty, they indicate

dearly that there was some cultural and commercial intercourse bet-

ween the two peoples. The ‘commercial understanding or alliance’

between Arabia and India which the Penplus speaks of could not

have been extinct at tin’s time, while Buddhism, which was a pre-

dominant force in the life of the Indus valley, must have continued

to serve as a cultural link.

There is some evidence of emigration to and from Arabia and

vice versa even at this time. The knowledge we have of Indian

families settling in Muslim lands (sudi as the ministerial family of

the Barmaks) relates to a slightly later date. We know, however,

for certain from the Chaebnamah that Arab mercenaries had already

begun to seek their fortunes m Sind, c.g., Muhammad Alafi enter

into the service of Dahar with five hundred Arabs of his clan, and

was entrusted with important military commissions; another Mus-
lim, named Anur Ali-ud-Dowla, was appointed governor of the fore

1 This is (he name given in xhc CbaAninub. In the Tarikb Maasumi He is

called Muhammad wn of Kasim, and in the Tubfat*! Kiram Muhammad Kasim
ton of Ukiil Saltifi. (See the Cbacboanab translated by Fifdunbeg. vol 1. p. 101).

All references to the CbacbnarKsb ui thii article are, unless otherwise juted, to

the Cbaehnimah translated from the Pirsun by Mirza Kalichbeg Fredunbeg,
Karachi 1900.
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of Sikka (near Mulian) by Chach, after his conquest of the place;’

Wazil. a secretary of Dahar. was also a Muhammadan.'

It is generally believed that the expedition sent by Hajjaj under

Muhammad Kasim was a measure of retaliation against rhe rule: of

Sind who bad refused, on the ground that they were not his sub-

jects, to punish some pirates who had robbed a few vessels containing

presents from the king of Ceylon to Hajjaj.
4

Mr. Amir All in his

History of the Saracens substantially accepts this version of the story

when he says dm the expedition was a punitive one designed to

prevent constant harassments by the tribes living in Sind.

Although the alleged piratical net might well have served as

a pretext for the invasion of Sind, another and more definite ground

for their invasion was their desire to carry on a religious war. The

firsc expedition so sent had been despatched as early as the Caliphate

of Omar (634-44 A.D.), and it resulted in the defeat and death of its

commander. Mughairah. In the reign of Usman, a man was sent at

die head of an expedition to make a full report on the situation. His

reply was discouraging. During the Caliphate of Ali (656-61 A.D.)

another expedition was sent, and yet another in the reign of

Muawiych (661-680 A.D.). From this time onwards it became die

practice to designate a commander of an expedition in advance as

the 'governor' of Suid. When Abdul Malik, son of Marwan, be-

came the Khalifah, he appointed Hajjaj to be governor of Iraq, Hind

and Sind, long before the alleged piracy could have taken place.

Hence, the piracy, if it had really occurred, came in very con-

veniently to reinforce die usual argument for 2 holy war and to per-

suade the wavering Khalifah to despatch a force.

a Eliot: History of lndu\ by its Ouii Historians.—The Chnchnhmab

.

voj. 1.

p. 14a.

3 Fredunbeg, Cb/ubnimab. vol. !, p. 71. Not ooly fiom the evidence of his

name but i!»o from the fact that he »»t engaged by Dahar to road letter* addressod

to him in Arabic by Muhammad Kasim.

4 The TaHkh Musttmi gives a somewhat diBetent story.
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The Arab Conquest of Sinil

Most historians represent the conquest Df Sind by the Arabs

as a romantic story of the victorious march of a small army of ins-

pired soldiers under a heroic seventeen-year old commander, whose

mission of die conquest of Sind and Hind was left unfulfilled only

on account of a terrible misunderstanding which led to his tragic

death- Some have ascribed the conquest to the supcrscitious

beliefs of the Hindus, which prevented diem from taking the neces-

sary military steps for the defence of the country at die right tune.

Others, like Mr. R. D. Banerjec, and Mr. C. V. Vaidya* represent

the Buddhists of Sind as the knaves of the story, and make them

the scapegoats for India's fa'lutc against Muslim invaders.*

A superficial perusal of the Cbachnamah and. besides, a study

of the work in its inadequate translation in the first volume of Flliot

may well lead us to one or orhrt of these views. This book, which

is our almost sole authority for die Arab conquest of Sind, is a pro-

duct of the times, and betrays in every page the prejudices and

shortcomings of the age in which it was composed. Fortunately, it

contains a solid substratum of facts, though embedded in layers

of questionable materials, such as scandalous gossips, and hearsays of

various kinds and it will be the object of this paper to find our thc

solid facts.

In the eighth century India was a land divided and subdivided

within itself, where no political frontier was permanent, and no

two neighbours were at peace with each other. At a time when no

ruler in India could be expected to rush to the aid of a brother prince

in difficulties, the comparative geographical isolation of Sind made

die prospect of assistance very remote, while it made it particularly

5 R. D. Bmerjec Ptcbuuyic. Ancient, and Hindu India, p. 137; C. V.

Vaidyo, Hlnory of Midland Hindu India. voL 1. p 173.

6 Modem research has established the tan thtt the failure of she Arabs in

their Ixga aim of conquering India was due to the successful resistance of the

Rajput princes, notably the PratihSrai of Karouj.
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vulnerable to the attacks of invaders from the west. A careful

study of the Cbecbnamab shows that, though apparently a state of

respectable size. Sind under Dahar was a ramshackle political orga-

nisation, utterly wanting in cohesion and inhabited by a heteroge-

neous population. A feudal state, it was. divided into four provinces,

whose governors were so independent of each other and of tbc central

authority that some of them arc designated as 'kings'. Their only

liability, when they chose to fulfil k, was to render military assis-

tance to the king of Sind. The latter's authority was further limited

by the power of die ministers, and an Assembly of Five Hundred.

Dahar’ s minister, Buddhiman. was so influential that die king had

his name mentioned in die coinage. The Assembly seems to have

been a feudal gathering of chieftabs, who were consulted on

occasions.

Much contioversy has raged round die question of the caste

and tnbe to which Chach, the father of Dahar, belonged. Mr. R.

D. Banerjee adheres to the view that he was a Rajput of the Samoa

(Samba) tribe of die Yadava dan-
4 The Cbscbnamab says diat he

was a Brahmin who had usurped the dironc by the guilty aid of

Suhandi, the queen of die previous sovereign. There is some room

for disbelieving this story, which is of the cock and bull type, but it

is difficult to set aside numerous and positive statements in the

Chachnamab co die effect chat Chach was a Brahmin, and that his

nearest relatives were ascetics cr pujam. There should have been no

doubt on the subject if it were not for the statement of Hiuen Tsang"

that the ruler of Sind when he visited the country (who could noe

have been any other than Chach) belonged to the Shu-to-lo race,

which is variously interpreted to mean a Ksattriya. a Sudra, and a

7 Cbdchnitndb, voL p. ^6. Dahar consulted this body, when, accocuUtg

co the ducbnimdb. he decided co Uttery Ui* *tcp-t*Ucf.

8 Prtbixforic
.
AnOfnt. d*<l Hindu In&d. p. 237

9 ElKot, voL I, p. 41 r.

I H.Q., SEfTEMBIAt, l$4p *3
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Rajpuc o£ the Chatur or die Chitor tribe. Some colour is laic to

this view by die statement in the Chachnimah that a daughter of

Chach was mair.cd cc die king of Kashmir. But this docs not ncces-

saiily mean that he was a Rajpuc. Ic scans safer to accept the

catcgcncal statements of die Cbachnimdb m preference to die con-

jectural interpretations of a doubtful word of the pilgrim. The point

is interesting to us, for, if we accept die story of the usurpation, it

gives us an additional explanation of die leadmess of die provincial

governors, some of whom were partisans or the dispossessed family,

to join the Muslim invaders in their desire to wreak a vengeance on

the usurping dynasty.

Each change in the succession after Chach seems to have

occasioned fratricidal quarrels and something of a division of in-

heritance among brothers and cousins. When Chach died, his

brother Candra succeeded to the ditonc in preference to the sons

of Chach. After Caadia's death, his son Bachcra (Vajra?) became

ruler at Siwiscan, while two sons of Chach, viz., Dahar and Dahar-

siah, received Alor and Brahmanabad respectively. It is related ui

the Cbacbnarnah that, on account of an astrological prediction that

his scep-sistcr, Main or Bai, would never go out of Alor and would

marry none but a long, Dahar married her himself, though the

marriage was not intended to be and was not consummated. Ic is

further stated chat this led co a quarrel between the brothers during

the progress of which Daharsiah died.

•The story of the so-called marriage looks like a scandalous

gossip, and, though the author of die Chechnamah harps on it, in

ai least one reference co Bai, viz. in describing her heroic death, he

forgets ic, and calls her simply ' Dahar s sister.'" The quarrel bet-

ween die brothers seems really to have been of a political nature.

When Daharsiah invaded .Alor, he sene the following message to

io CbMnZrnAbt vol 1
,

p. 153. "Dohsri lister. Dai, tlxir. effected all ihc

women of the tort, ex"
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his brother, “1 have come not to fight with you. This fore was the

capital of my father, and from him it has descended to me. You

received it from me as my agent, and the kingdom is mine. There

never have been two crowns in one councry." The Chaebnamab

relates that after the death of Daharsiah, Daliar made Chach, son

of Daharsiah. ruler of Brahmanabad. and made an alliance with him.

It was thus .1 country, suffering repeatedly from political convul-

sions, that had to bear die brunt of the first Muslim invasions of

India.

The story that the Buddhists of Sind handed over their mother*

land to the foreign invaders docs not stand a close scrutiny of die

facts as related in the Cbacbnimah. The Buddhists formed an

important element of die population of Sind, and in many of die

towns, c.g.. Annabel, Nerun, Maoj, Budhiya. etc., they held the

pose of governor. Some of these governors no doubt showed the

utmost cowardice in face of the invaders, and sometimes acted trea-

cherously. But it was not all Buddhists who did so. and it was nee

all Hindus, who fought for their land and ruler. Ac Budhiya, says

the Cbacbnamab,
11 which was, even ns tbe name implies, a Buddhist

strong-hold, the Budh headmen came to chcir rulers and expressed

their determination to make a night attack on the Muslim army.

They did make the attempt, but they failed, because they lost their

way in the wilderness. The people of die same town, it is interest-

ing to note, had stopped the victorious march of Sinan. the com-

mander of a previous expedition, had killed him and dispersed his

troops.

On the other hand, ic was a BraHmin from the garrison of

Dcbal, who betrayed to Kasim the secret which led to the fall of the

town. Sornc historians arc so obsessed with the fact of Buddhist

influence in Sind, that rhey smell some Buddhist plot or rreachety

:: Chjcbuinab. vol. 1. p. 95.
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in every caw of die surrender of a town or fort to the Muslims.

Thus, though it is distinctly stated in the Cbacbmnutb that it was

a body of one thousand Brahmins in Brahmanabad, who had shaved

their heads and beards because their king had died and who betrayed

to Kasim the hiding plice of the royal family, Sir Henry Elliot”

asserts that they were Buddhists. Shaven heads do not always make

Buddhist monks; and it is a custom, which prevails in some Rajput

states even at the present day, for the orthodox people to shave off

their heads clean, including their eyebrows, on the death of the

mler.

It is stated in th'c Chaconamab that the Buddhists in certain

places refused to fight the invaders on the ground that killing was

forbidden in their religion. That ail Buddhist* in Sind did nor

advance such an argument is evident from the fact, as has been

stated above, that tKc Buddhists did fight in certain places. It was

a Buddhist monk who was responsible, according to the Chack-

namah, for the stiff resistance pm up by che citizens of Brahmanabad

against Chach. As a marrer of fact, the people who tamely sub-

mitted were certain classes of the civil population, such as mer-

chants, monks, agriculturists, who, having no means of resistance,

were at the mercy of the invaders, and were Hindus as well os

Buddhists. This happened not only in Sind, which was domi-

nated by Buddhism, hut in all patts of India.

A plausible explanation of the conquest of Sind by the Mus-

lims is the prevalence of communal jealousies among the Hindu and

the Buddhistic elements of the population. Mr. C. V. Vaidya

thinks that the usurpation of the throne by Chach represented a

brahmanical reaction against Buddhist dominance of Sind.” The

Chaebnamgb, however, describes ic as a simple palace revolution,

and we have not got the slightest evidence to infer that it was any-

Elliot, vol. I, p. 506.

13 Hulory of Medieval Hind• India, vol. I, p 163.
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thing different. Chach rebuilt a Buddhist temple in Brahmanabad.

His brother was a patron d Buddhism.
1 * Dahar had a white ele-

phant. During their reigns, chc Buddhist influence in society and

government was not in die slightest degree reduced, as we have

overwhelming evidence of the fact of such influence at the time

of the conquest.

Though we have noe got sufficient data for making an estimate

or die population of Sind, there arc seine evidences to indicate that

it was small. Brahmanabad. one of die biggest totvns in that

country, had a population of only ten thousand, according to a cen-

sus taken by Kasim after the conquest.
1

' On the other hand, the

invading host was large. Over and above an advanced guard under

Abu-I Aswad Jaham, which pined Kasim or. die borders of Sind,

he had six diousand packed horsemen from Syria and Iraq, six

thousand armed camel-riders, and a baggage train of three diousand

Bactnan camels, which, however, Mii Masum converts into three

thousand infantry. At Makran, again, he was joined with other

reinforcements by Muhammad Hamn, while five catapults, each

requiring five hundred men to work it. were transported by sea to

Debai " When Kasim left for Multan for proceeding to the north,

his army, according to the Tarikb-i-Sind and Tuhfttul Kirsm, con-

sisted of no less dian fifty thousand men, besides those he had left

in die fores and garrisons of Sind.” It went nn swelling partly be-

cause of die Jatj. Luhanis and ocher cribes, who joined him.

•This is a plea for explaining rationally and by reference to

natural causes the story of human failures and human successes.

14 Cbacbnlmab, vol. I, p. 37—-"He promulgated dot religion of the monks

and hermit*.'

'

[5 'All doc petplc. the merchant*, artists, and agriculturist* were divided

separately in their respective clar?e* and ten thousand men. high and low. were

counted
*—The Chnchnkmh in Elliot, vol. I. p. 153-

16 !»:. vol. I
(

p. 434. 17 Ibid., p 455.
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Hie Arab conquest of Sind is net explained by die superstitious

faiths and beliefs of the conquered, for the conquerors also

were superstitious, and believed :n witchcraft and magic. The

dicory of Buddhist treachery does not stand examination; and it is

high time we should give up demanding a scapegoat. As has been

explained above, Sind under Dahar was in no position to ofFer a

suitable resistance 10 the Arabs. It was too weak, politically and

militarily, to do so while the Arabs were :n the high tide of their

national rise. It had no hope of assistance from other parts of

India, while Kasim had a numerous and disciplined army, deter-

mined to conquer or die for the faith, and was backed by the

resources of a mighty empire.

Sailbndra Nath Dhar



An Examination of the Nature of lndo Aryan and

Indo-Isiamio Polity

The genesis o£ Indian policy lies in the Rg-Vedic age, when the

I lido-Aryans were living in the Saptasuidhu country ue. modern

Punjab and Peshawar. Into this country they brought the concept

of a cosmic order, 1—the Rg-Vedic Rta. and the cult of fire sacrifice.

—

the Yajna. The fomicr they thought, manifested in die Socio-moral

order, called the Society; and the latter embodied die spirit of sdf-

decication to that order. Both these formed the basis of Indo-Aryan

religion, which subsetjuendy determined the nature of dicir polity.

The Indo-Aryan Polity in the Vcdic age assumed two forms—

monarchical and republican. The office of the king was more often

elective than otherwise. To scart with dicie wcic popular bodies co

assist die king, but later with the rise of extensive kingdoms they

were replaced by royal councils. The republican governments were

of the nature of oligarchies, and resembled the monarchical govern-

ments in their internal working. Whether monarchical ot republi-

can, they could not make laws, dicy could not tax at will, dicy

could not command die indivisible allegiance of the people, indeed

they, like the ptop'e, dedicated themselves to the service of tbs

society, and lived for it in the same way as the Greek did for his

city-state. This sp.ru of self-dedication, or self-effacement, left no

room for individual self-assertion or self determination, the lack of

winch elfccdvely stifled die growth of democratic institutions.

But with the spread of the Indo-Aryans over the vase sub-con Q-

nent of India, the ideal of self-dedication co the service of the society

and therefore subordination of all die human institutions to its

servite received a set-back. As the Indo-Aryaus came in contact with

new peoples and new cults, they began to forget their own heritage,

and the Brabmanas hgd to be compiled co preserve it mace. About

this rime the caste-system became an indispensable feature of dicir
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.society. The Brahmanas gave a religious colouring to all that com-

prised rhe ancient heriengr of che Indo-Aryans, and this ancient

heritage, embodied in the Bribnunts became the religion of the

people. No distinction was made between what was purely popular

and purely religious. Hence Uingship and all die popular rites con-

nected wich it, became a part of che religion; and ancient Indian

kingship corresponded to modem sovereignty in content and thus

was the symbol of the state. By canonizing kingship and the cere-

monies connected with it religion dominated the state as it did die

society, for now. die Brahinanicil religion had become for the Indo

Aryan what die Bible became for the Puritan in England in die 17th

century.

But this subservient attitude ot the state did not long continue.

Buddhism, Jainism and ocher so-called heretical systems arose and

preached new social ideals and foreshadowed new social structures.

To add to die embarrassments of die Biahmanicil society die

frequent intermarriages forbidden between castes unreduced fresh

complications, and direacened to destroy not only the smooth work-

ing of the caste system but the whole social structure. I11 this scciai

crisis all turned Co the king, to the political organization to maintain

the equilibrium of the sociccy. The Dharm*-si*tras, die law codes,

the Artba-sastras, i.c. die science of Government were composed

and therein che king was made to symbolise the state and safeguard

the society. It was thus as die Sustaincr of che Society—no more

subservient to it—that that state attained to ascendancy. With the

Maurya empire, die eLmax was reached; and under As'olu, the

state regulated morals, adjusted che claims of the competing creeds

by a policy of tolerance, prohibited undesirable religious ceremonies

and shaped die social ideals of die people. Even though all these

were attempted in a spint of altruism, yet it marked the triumph of

the state over religion, and since religion had. dominated society it

actually meant the domination of the state over society.
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Hence die Maurya empire marks the climax in chc growth of

the Indo-Aryan policy.

After the Maurya empire the prestige of the state declined

because of the decline of Jainism and Buddhism, and of the triumph

of chc old Vcdic religion. But that did not adversely affect chc

personal prestige of the king, who, on the other hand, by his alliance

with the priesthood, and the protection he gave to the people against

foreign invasions—of the Sakas, Yuechis and Hunas. attained to an

apotheosis never dreamt of before. The Epics and the Puranas

preached a divine right of the king, which paved the way for royal

despotism. 1 he triumph of Vcdic religion installed the Vcdic ideal

of lelf-cffaccmenc in the service of die society, and since the society

was dominated by religion, it actually meant self-effacement in the

service of the religion. This new development proved detrimental

to the growth of the state, and the domination of religion soon dege-

nerated to a despotism, which was worse than royal despotism. But

ic was now the combination of both—toyal despotism and religious

despotism, which destroyed individual initiative, and socul co-opcra-

tion, and tore the society into shreds of petty interests and jealousies.

There was no political cohesion and less social vitality when the

country received die first shock of Islamic invasion.

After years of intermittent raids tire first Indo-Islamic empire

was established in 1206. Islam introduced an entirely new ideal

into India. It is beth a church and a state and here each dedicates

itself to the interests cf the other. Hence the ideals of the Islamic

state could be best* attained in an Islamic country. In India however

dial was ouc of die question because of die vase mass of non-Islamic

population. Hence very early the interests of the Dar-uMsIam and

Dar-uLHarh were opposed and this opposition created an incompati-

bility between the ideals of the Indo-Islamic sure and chuich. That

was the beginning of the duel between the Muslim kings and the

Muslim priesthood in India.

SSrraMBBR, 1940 *4
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But in die earlier days of the Muslim rule in India the kings

had depended upon the priesthood for strengthening their own

position because they could not emulate die ptestige of Mohammad

or the Caliphs. Further the exotic character of Islam had made

hearty co-operation between all the sections of the Indo-Islamic

peoples—the civilian, the soldier and the priesthood, though the line

of demarcation between them was very thin, a matter of the utmost

consequences. This fact alone had contnbuccd to weld them into a

casce—-though a pnvileged because ruling caste. Now this state of

atfairs lasted so long as the Islamic rule had not been accepted as a

matter of course by the people of this country. But once it was so,

the militant character of Islamic conquest and creed gradually

wore away and the Muslim kings found support from their subjects

and vice versa. There arose a desire for mutual understanding

between the Muslims and the ncn-muslims. This desire blossomed

forth in the evolution of the Urdu language, and a number of reli-

gious movements breathing a spirit of love and liberalism. In the

political field this desire manifested in a new adjustment of the rela-

tions between the Islamic state and the Islamic church. The first

principle of Muslim theocracy viz. regulating the state by the laws

of the Quran was given up and the king ruled as he thought, was

good for his people. This was the ideal of Alla-ud-din Khilji. The

next principle of Islamic state-craft, viz. disarming the non-muslims

and excluding them from Government employ, was abandoned by

Mahammad bin Tughlak and Slier Shah. The latter’s son went a

step further when he imposed his own authority on the custodians

of religion. The consummation of this process was reached in the

rergn of Akbar, who definitely made himself Uke Henry VIII die

head of the religion. His was die final authority in all matters and

be represented the state. Thus the state shook off the tutelage of

religion and grew to its full stature. But this growth was soon

after undermined by the inherent defects of Muslim rule and Muslim
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society in India. The kings degenerated into plcasurcdoving despots

cr religious bigots. The Indo-Islamic state had become bankrupt

in ideals as well as in energy. New peoples rose to power in India

and after them the Europeans came with their organized strength

and occupied India.

Thus to conclude, there was an atttempt in Anaent and

Medieval India, to dissociate the state from religion, to subordinate

the latter to die former, and whenever that attempt was successful,

there was great political development and social progress in all its

manifold aspects whenever that attempt failed, it spelt disaster and

despotism for the country.

H. N. Sinha



A forgotten treaty betwoen Shujauddaulah and

the English

That Vcrelst’s regime marks an interesting stage in live growth

of the English ascendancy over the Vazirof Oudh has been generally

overlooked by historians. Verclst’s achievement in respect of lib

Oudh policy is of more than ordinary interest, inasmuch as he not

only averted through personal influence and diplomatic pressure a

threatened rupture with Shujauddaulah, but cemented die exist-

ing alliance with him by means of a fresh ticacy.

Towards the close of 1767 when die Company’s troops in Oudh

had beer, pactly withdrawn an account of the war with Haidar Ali

in the South, alarming reports began to reach Calcutta regarding

the views and intentions of rhe Vazir. In October' Col. Smith re-

ported from Allahabad that the Vazir was busily engaged in raising

troops, both hotsc and foct, and was in correspondence with the

Marathas, the Jats, the Rohillas, and other powers including Nizam

Ali. He warned

1

the Select Committee. “If wc collect all these

circumstances into one paint of view, I chink there appears but too

just grounds for suspicion of the Nabob’s fidelity to his engagements

with us."

Col. Smith had evidendy serious apprehensions of an alliance

between the Marathas and the Vazir against die Company. His sus-

picions were cxciccd by certain letters which lud recently passed bet-

ween the Marathas and the Vazir, and were all die more confirmed

by a letter which MalKar Rao's widow had recently written to ha

vakil. These letters
1

which Col. Smith forwarded to Calcutta

1 Letters from Col. R. Smith. October 17 and 19 1767.

2 Beng. ScL Com. November 3, 1767.

3 Letter from M*dhu Rao to die Vazir. fTnrj. R 1767-68, No. 393 A-)

Letter from the Vaz/r to Midha Rao. (Trans. R 1767-68, No 393 B.) Letter
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amply.reveal that the Marathas were at this time eaget to gain chc

alliance of the Vazir. We find Madhu Rao's vakil actually offeting

to .die Vazir die support of his master, and referring significantly to

the general rumour that the Vazir was not on good terms with the

English. From Malhar Rao's widow's letter to her vakil it appears

that the Vazir had secredy written to Januji “urging him to

assemble forces to advance and sertle things on their former

footing.”* With reference to this letter Col. Smith represented,

"If the contents of this letter are facts, there no longer remains a

doubt of Sujah Daolah’s intentions."
4

Vcrelst and the Select Committee, however, did not take the

representations of Col. Smith seriously. They were of die opinion

that the time had not yet arrived when the Vazir could attempt to

carry into execution any of his alleged anti-English projects, and

that gratitude, pokey, and necessity would for some years longer

bind him. strongly to the English interests. In support of this view,

the Select Commitee wrote' to Col. Smith that the parties whom
the Vazir could wish to engage in a genera! confederacy were either

too remote by situation, too distrustful of each other, too jealous of

him, or too feeble in themselves. And, with regard to the levies

mentioned by Col. Smith, the Select Committee further urged. "So

far from rendering himself formidable Shujah Doulah has not yet rais-

ed the number of troops which we would wish to see maintained for

the protection of his country and without which he will ever require

the assistance of our troops contrary to the spirit and intention of the

orders repeatedly transmitted by our Hon'ble masters.”

from Pdbtiji Pandit to the Vazir. (Trim. R 1767.68, No, 418 A.) Letter from

Vtxir to Bubttyi Pandit. (Tranx R. 1767-68, No. 418 B.)

4 Letter from Malhar Rao*> widow to her Vakil (Bcng. ScL Com. Nov. 3, 1767).

5 Letter from CoL R Saiith. October 19, 1767.

6 Letter to Col R Smith, Noveiriw 3, 1767.
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Ic is interesting to note that although the authorities refused

to believe
7

that the Vazir was preparing for a rupture with the

English, they decided to keep a watchful eye on the former's con-

duct and at the same time avoid the appearance of suspicion and

distrust. They directed Col. Smith to observe the Vazir'* conduct

with circumspection, and ordered the First Brigade also to remain in

their present position until the least apprehension of danger should

exist on diac side-'

That the Vazir had lately begun to make considerable additions

to his forces was known to Vcrelst. In fact, the latter had himself
0

encouraged and permitted him to augment " his “week and ill-

appointed''" army in view of the danger from die Abdali and Mir

Qasim. We find the Vazir reporting as early as April that “by the

lavout of God’’ he had now “a chosen troop’’ of 30.000 horse and

foot, and was still making fresh levies.
1
’ Afeer the disappearance of

che Abdali menace, however, there remained no ostensible justifica-

tion for the enlargement of his army, but it appears that the Governor

was aware of the Vazir's ambition to annex the Rchilla country"

and Bundclkhand." It must be stated, however, diat Vcrelst did

not encourage his warlike designs; on the contrary he strongly urged

him to promote the welfare of his own existing possessions.
14

The war between Haidar Ali and the English as well as the

possibility of a Maratha invasion in the North afforded the Vazir a

7 Letter to Ccurt, Drcerofcer 16, 1767. “It is unakely that he trill think ef

fighting thr Eng&sh.

8 Brag. Sel. Can November 5, 1767. Letter to Court, Decants 16. 1767.

It had been decided artier to send the First Brigade to tic South, but the Select

Committee evidently change.! their opinicti on the renresenaticn of Col. Smith

(vide his letter, October 16, 1767I

9 Brag. Sel Com. Nov. 3, 1767.

10 Tans. I. 1766-67. Nos. 95. no. etc. 11 Trent. R. 1767-68. No. t6).

ia Tram. R 1767-68. No. M3. t3 Cop. I. 1766-67. No. to8.

Tnns. R. 1767-68, No. 103. Vide alio Brag. Sel. Com. January 16, 1767.

15 Trams. I. 1768-67, No. 17a
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more plausible pica for pushing on his military preparations. In

order ro justify his levy of troops, he warned the Governor of the

danger of a Maratha diversion in Hindustan," and sctongly advo-

cated the formation of a league with the Jats and the Rohillas as a

precautionary measure. Verelst, however, assured the Vazir in

October chat although "a lasting alliance with this insidious, grasp-

ing people was impossible," die Maratbas were not likely to disturb

the English for the present.’
‘ The Vazir reiterated his warning that

the Marachas had bad faith, and he asked accordingly permission "to

prepare for the quarrel before it commenced." He informed the

Governor diat he had already directed cwo or three ‘‘potent 'Jama-

dars”' at Delhi to being each of them a tody cf one or two hundred

horse." In November, the Vazir offered" to assemble "near the

stirrup of His Majesty” a body of 1 00,000 men and make a diver-

sion by way of Bundelkhand into the Nizam’s territories.

On being repeatedly warned
20

by Col. Smith of the obvious

danger from the Vizir’s military preparations, Verelst at last wrote

to ihe Vazir asking him "to rest from his labours and not to incur

superflous expenses or attend to fruitless preparations."
:i The

Governor and Select Committee, however, assured” Col. Smith

that if the Vazir still continued to augment his forces in defiance of

their recent remonstrance, it wouid then be time to show the latter

chat they were not bunded by an implicit confidence. For the present

they hoped that the Vazir would readily reduce the number of his

forces to a bare sufficiency in deference to their wishes. a! Col. Smich

himself had no doubt about the fact that the Vazir meant a rupture

with the Company. On the 5th of November he wrote, "I am con*

16 Trim. R 1767-68. No 379. 17 Turn. I. 176667. No 193.

18 Trau. R (7(7-68. No. 350. 19 Trtfu. R 1767-68, No. 43:.

30 Beng. SeL Com. November 17 and 39. and Dt«rcbcr tr, 1767.

ii Tran. L 1766-67. Nos. ao» uid 331.

11 Letrer 10 Col. R Smith, Nov. 17. 1767.

33 Beng. SeL Com December 33, 1767.
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vinced he bears no goodwill ro our nation. On the 24th of die

same monch he again warned “lie views 11s rather with

the eye of revenge chan with the sentiments of gratitude

he has pursued just such measures as I should suppose he muse adopt

preparatory tc a rupture with us.’”
1

Vcrclst still saw no reason to

deviate from his favourable opinion with regard to the Vazir’s con-

duct. He informed the Directors also that the Vazir had lately

levied troops for the sole purpose of acting in conjunction with the

Company's noops in the Deccan, and that he would shortly give a

convincing proof of his attachment by a speedy reduction of his

forces.
51

Meanwhile 17
Col. Smith paid a visit to the Vazir at Fyzabad

avowedly in response ro the latter's invitation.'' but really to make

a personal investigation into the informations he had received regard-

ing the latter’s conduct, and also to afford him "a handsome oppor-

tunity of changing his senti.menis-” ,fl The Vazir arranged for a

grand display of his treops on the occasion of Col. Smith's visit.

He, however, assured the latter that his attachment to the English

was inviolable. He also strongly repudiated the false and malicious

reports propagated by evil-minded persons, and finally as a token fee

his friendship lie offered Col. Smith a present of wo lakhs of rupees.

The present was, however, instandy declined by Col. Smith. In

their meeting of the 27th of January, 1768, the Select Committee

approved'
0
of the latter’s refusal to accept the present, and decided

34 Beng. Scl Coir- November 39, 1767.

25 Beng. Scl Ccm. Dcccm u, 3767. 26 Letter to Court, Jnny. 5. 1768.

27 Cd. Smith proceeded the 20th December.

28 Letter from the Vazir to Co!. R. Smith, received December 3, 1767. Letter

from CoL R. Smith to the Vazir, December 4, 1767. Beng, Sd. Com. January

27, 1768.
M

nor rhouM I ever hive proposed an interview had he not himself

made this overture *' (Letter from CoL R. Smith, February >/<£)• Beng.

ScL Cctn. March 2, 1768.

29 Letter from Col. R. Smith, J;ny. 3, 1768.

30 Beng. Sd Com. Jany, 27, 1768.
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to ask him to make "a very particular enquiry ’ in respect of the

Vazir’s alleged designs against the English.
-11

Early in February',” Col. Smith sent a detailed report of the vast

improvements made by the Vazir in his army." It appears from

his report
1

chat rhe Vazir had already completed seven battalions of

sepoys, the better part of which had firelocks, the remainder having

excellent matchlocks with bayonets. The men who composed die

battalions were, according to Col. Smith, chiefly Rajputs and other

Hindus. At die tune of enrolment the names of die villages and of

the parganas wher^chc sepoys resided were noted, and by this means

deserters were easily apprehended and severely punished. The

sepoys were now better paid, and arrears were no longer allowed to

accumulate in the old fashion. The system of Court-maro.il had

also been lately introduced. The Vazir enquired into all military

matters himself, and he was said to be so attentive to the minutest

details regarding his army, so diligent in the detection, and severe

in the punishment of every fraud and misdemeanour that a com-

mandant of one of his batcalions had, according to Col. Smith, been

recently banished to the Chuiiar fett for twelve months for having

dism issed one sepoy without leave. Another commandant was con-

fined in the same fort for some malpractice concerning die pay of

sepoys. Col. Smith admitted in the course of his report, "I did not

cxpKt to see liis troops so well formed."

The most interesting part of Col. Smith's report is what relates

to the Vazir’s remarkable success in the manufacture of fire-amis.

31 Btfng. Scl. Com. Jariy. 176&

3a Letter from Col.. R. Smith February 6, 1768.

33 For ± tie tilled Account d ShujauddnuSnh's army vide [modus {Lucknow

Text) pp. 101-103. F*rM*k*h (Tr. Hecy, 11
^

pp. 7-8) Dow’c History 0/

Hindustan. II, p. 357. Geotil's Memotn, pp. *63-4. Beng. Scl Com. November 3.

1768, etc. etc.

34 Ben 5. Scl. Com. February 23, 1768.

SEJTEMBER, 5940 *5
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The small arms and cannon” used by the troops were all cast by

certain natives of Bengal” in che Vazir's service, and were, according

to Col. Smith, by no means inferior to those used by the Company s

forces. live artillery which was being regularly increased was in die

charge of a French officer. The latter superintended the construc-

tion of the carriages and tumbrils. The firelocks for the sepoys were

made after the English model, and Col. Smith found diem in every

respect ccjual
1

''

to die ones imported from Europe. A hundred and

fifty to two hundred firelocks were being complcccd every month in

die workshops ac Fyzabad and elsewhere. A Luge number of match-

locks” with bayonets were also produced m several other places

besides Fyzabad. A huge magazine of military stores had been col-

lected. and in every city the Vazir was making shots or rockets,

pipes, swoids etc. and herein lie spared no labour or expense. The

Vazir spent the morning cinic in inspecting regimental exercise and

in overseeing his founders and gunsmiths widi whom lie spent two

or three hours daily. Col. Smith wrote, “I can not but admin; the

man for die gteac progress he has already made in his new system.''

Col. Smith, in short, tried to make out that all the aforesaid

military preparations of che Vazir were really directed against die

Company, and urged, "I have had occasion to observe cha: the idea

of dependence on us bum him beyond measure it is highly

expedient for us to resolve on some efficacious means to check his

rising power.’’ His conviction was fully shared by Col. Barker.

35 700 heavy guns were n:*iuifacracd. according to Imalus Snidnc (Liidno#

Text), p. 103.

36 " two bhekmen (BengiUo-s) hnvc the direction o\ casting his guitl

"(Col. R. Smith's minute. August 3, 1768).

37 “To enable you to form the mwe perfect idea of the military in^Xxivcmctltx

of die Nabob Sujahul-Dovlah. I send you, by CipUin Parou. a mi trice t which wis

one of his first attempts, and also a lode which is of his last and best mmufacturc.”

(Vide Letter from Vrielst to G*nt. September 26. 1768)

38 “The English flintlocks were nothing to their matchlocks fee ctiicknes* in

loading acd rapidity of firing.'* (Tirikb FmbMub, Tr. Hoey. IT. p. 7).
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Commander of the Third Brigade, who too reported’' at this time

that the indefatigable attention the Vazir gave to hit military depart-

ment and the progress he had already made in his aimy was “beyond

conception.’"' Col. Barker also warned the Select Committee chat

die Vazir had "an inclination to cry che strength and conpgc of

his newly disciplined army."

The implicit confidence" of the Governor and Select Committee

in the Vazir was at last shaken in some measure when it came to their

knowledge in July chat the Utter was secretly procuring arms from

Chandemagore and Chinsura.'
5

The fact came to light quite acci-

dentally. Some boats belonging to die Vazir while returning from

Calcutta were detained
1

' on suspicion by che Customs officials at the

confluence of the Ganges and the Dcliwa. and wetc found to he

laden with arms. On search being made, more aims were found

buried in the sand near the bank of die Dcliwa. There remained in

consequence no doubt about the fact that these had been concealed

diere for despatch to Oudh." These arms appeared to have been

collected from die French and tiie Dutch, and were all "old and

bad" in the opinion of Vcrclst.'* But. what surprised the autho-

rities most was die fact chat the detained boats had left Calcutta

under cover of a ’dastak’ obtained by the Vazir’ s vakil expressly for

empty boats.
11

It was apparent therefore chat arms were being

39 Beng. Scl Cam March 2. :768.

40 Lencr from Cd. Sir Robert Barker, February 17, 1768

41 Letter to Court, March 18. 1768 " hi> whole revenue can never utppwr

a force which can be really formidable to us
"

42 Beng. Sel. Cam. July 13, 1768.

43 Letten from Mr. T. RumbeJd, June 19, 20. anil 30. 1768. Letter from

Mr. G. Wallet to Mr. T. Rnmbold, June 18, ijfS. Letter from Mr. T. Runtbold

to Mr. G. Waller, June 19, 1768.

44 Statement of Agha Rza Mughal (Enclosed in Mr. T. Rumbold s letter,

June 30. 1768V

45 Vetebt’s minute. Beng. Scl. Com. July 23, 1768. 46 Ibid.
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systematically smuggled ouc of Bengal in a clandestine manner. " In

reply to the Vazir’s seemingly innocent protest “ against the un-

authorised detention of his boats, the Governor strongly remonstrat-

ed" with die latter against his secret importation of arms from

Bengal, and warned him, "Now that your Excellency's people

carry away arms in this clandestine manner, it has a very ill appear-

ance between friends
’’

No difference of opinion now remained as to the urgent need

for some effective action to check the warlike preparations of tlie

Vazir. The matter was discussed in detail by the Select Committee

in their meeting of the 3rd of August.'’ Col. Smith who was

present at eh is meeting maintained that the Vazir was keen on re-

covering Corah and Allahabad, and had in the early part of the year

actually offered him four lakhs of mpees as a price for hts support.

He argued that the Committee had wrongly put trust in the

Vazir ’’when the latter wrote that he was arming to assist us in die

war of the Deccan," and in support of his suspicions against rhe

Vazir pointed out, firstly, that the latter was in regular correspon-

dence with the Marathas, the Nizam, and Haidar Ali, secondly, diac

he had persistently refused to dismiss M. Gentil, diirdly, that he

had been secretly importing arms from Bengal in boats which had

the Governor’s ‘dastak’ to pass as empty, fourthly, that he had enter-

tained'
1

French Officers and troops in his service, and had raised an

efficient and formidable army, fifdily, that he had spaicd nc pains to

manufacture musketry and cannon, and lasdy, that he had amassed

47 The Directed prohibited th: expect of trim and cannon from Bengil to

Omlh. {tetter from Court, Norember it, 1768)

48 Trant. R 1767-68, No. ai8.

49 Letter from Verehc to the Vazr, July 27. 1768. Beng. Sri. Com. Inly 27,

1768.

50 Beng. Sel. Com. August 3, 1768.

51 600 French troops were enlisted, (M. Gentil Memoirs, p. s&j.)
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a vast amount" of wealth to serve as sinews of war. Col. Smith com-

plained of the delay that had occurred in adopdng suitable measures

against die Vazir, and quoted extensively from the numerous

letters'* he had received since the last year from Capt. Harper on

the subject of the Vazir’s military preparations to show that his sus-

picions were not without foundation.

That the Vazir's military preparations'" were such as was likely

to give cause for suspicion is undeniable, but it must be pointed out

that the contemporary evidence docs not fully warrant the assump-

tion chat he actually contemplated a rupture with the English. M.
Gencil who was with the Vazir during this time asserts’

1

chat if the

English had declared war against die Vazir, the latter instead of

fighting them, would have gone down to Calcutta with his wives

and children to seek the protection of the Council, and to demand

justice from the King of England. M. Gentil furthot suggests chat

it was actually Col. Smith who sought" to force a war on the Vazir

with a view to make a fortune for himself. This insinuation is, how-

ever, hardly fair, and may bs said to have been inspired by M.
Gen til's known prejudice*' against Col. Smith. Even Verelst who

52
M

has now more than one crorc of rupees in his treasury, and w
lave not one lode ” (Col. Smith’* Minute, August 3, 1768.)

53 Letters fuvm Cape. G. Harper to Col. R Smith, June 12, September 25, 30.

Ocrnbcr 25. 31. November 6, 9, 15, 20. December 2, 5. 10, 17^7, Jimnry 16,

25, April 8. May 20. Jtxic 6. and July 10. 1768.

54 Thr exact strength of die Vizir's army is difficult to ascertain According

to the estimate the Deputation, it was as follows:—
Cavalry 15325, Infantry 26285. Matchlockmen and Peon* 666o, Camels 164,

Boatmen 525, Artillery 64 guns (4 to 12 pounders) and a number of small arms not

exceeding 50. (Bmg. Sc. Com. November 3* 1768). The number of troops in 1182

A.H., according :o Imadus Saadat (Luchnow Text, p. 103) was as Follows:—
Cavalry 11,000, Infantry 133,000. Footmen i8>oco. Acceding to Ttrikb

TjTdbbdksh (Tr. Hocy. II, p. j\ the infantry* itself cone*red e< 8o,oco regular,

and 40,000 itregvLirs. There were in addition 21000 messengers and spies.

55 M. Gentil; Mcnoirs. p. 271. 56 Op. at., pp. 271-2.

57 Co Smith had offended him by '‘addressing complaint* against" him. Op.

rtf., p. 272.
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had for a long tune disbelieved die reports against the Vazir, and

whose honesty"* Kf. Gentll does not dispute was ultimately com-

pelled to change
1" his fornici sentiments widi regard to the Vazir'

s

conduct. It may be stated, however, that Vcrclst was never fully

convinced of the fact that die Vazir meant to break with die

English .*
4

While subscribing wholeheartedly to the principle that the

English policy should aim at restricting "any one power in Hindustan

from rising too high above die general level,"" Vcrclst, however,

reminded his colleagues tliat the Vazir was nee bound by any atticle

o£ his treaty with the Company » limit his forces to a fixed number.

He therefore suggesed chat die Vazir should be made to reduce his

arm)> under orders secured from the Emperor, which could be law-

fully enforced by the Company in case die Vazir refused co comply

with them. As Col. Smith strongly opposed'" the plan of

the Governor on the ground chat it might lead to a war with the

Vazir. the consideration of the matter was postponed for the next

meeting.

On tlic loth of August

expressed dieir considered views on die conduct of the Vazir, and

were unanimous on the point that the latter's military preparations

,
Messrs rioycr, Bechcr. and Cartier

58 Qf. at, P . »7«.

59 • Tetter to Court, September 13, 1768. Vita also Verelst'* view etc.

die wat upun the Const had drained the treasury of tergal, and the most darming

recounts were industriously spread of the iim&flffy of die Compony'* affair*.

Allured by the* tempting occajaun, SujA txl Dovlnh begun to listen to the voire

of amhirion
“

60 Letter to Court September 15, 1768 ** no atisfo^oty evidence appear*

of the nalnb ever proposing u war with US ..."

61 Verrlsr‘s minute. Aliguac, 3, 1768.

6a CeJ. Smith’s Mmuretf of August 3, and 14, 176$. " if the King should

require of Sujah DsuUh to <f<band any pirt of his forces, his hnighty disposition

would induce him ro neer such orders with contwnp."

63 B<ng Scl. Com August iq, rp68.
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were highly alarming. Mr. Floyci was of the opinion** that the Vazir

medicated hostile measures against the English, and he accordingly

supported die plan of an embassy to the Emperor and die Vazir.

Mr. Bcdicr apprehended a junction between die Marathas and die

Vazir, and proposed"* diat the latter should be plainly warned that

the English would not "suiter him to keep a larger force than 10,000

foot and 5.000 horse." Mr. Cartier stated" that die Vazir had

made himself "the most formidable prince in India," and that con-

ciliatory mcchods alone might 110c answer in this case. Eventually

after much discussion die Select Committee agreed to die proposal

of a deputation to die Empetor and the Vazir. Col. Barker was at

the same rime directed to reinforce die garrison at Chunar in ease he

had convincing proofs of the Vazir’s hostile intentions.*' The

authorities at Bombay"’ and Madras" were also requested to get hold

of any letters diat might pass between die Vazir and his suspected

allies in the Deccan.

O11 die 17th of August,
,u

the details regarding die deputation

were finally agreed upon after a prolonged debate. As die Governor

had not been keeping good health for some time past,
71

die Select

Committee appointed Mr. Cartier, Col. Smidi, and Mr. Russell as

members of the proposed deputation. It was unanimously agreed

that the deputies should take widi them two letters addressed to

the Vazir. The first letter should contain "a fair and candid re-

presentadon of faces," and was to be delivered to the latter by the

64 Mr. C. Royer’s Minute, August 10. 1768. "...we diuclil prevent a rupture

with tlut prince unless we are reduced 10 it by else n*>« nbstiutc occmty.*'

65 Mr. R. tccha'* minute, August 10, 1768.

66 Mr.
J. Carriers muutc, August to, 176&

67 Letter to Col. Sir Robert Barker, August ro, 1768.

63 Letter to the President and Council of Bombay, August io> 1768.

69 Letter to the President and Council of Fort Sl Gorge. August 10, 1768.

70 Beng. Scl. Com. August 17, 1768.

71 Vcrclst’s view etc Appendix, p. 79.
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deputation who were "to use then utmost endeavours to accomplish

die reduction of the Nabob's military strength by friendly argu-

ments and mild exhortations." But in case such efforts proved in-

effectual. the deputation were to present the second letter which

should require in plainer terms the immediate reduction of the

Vaztr’s forces. The Select Committee further resolved, "The

deputies should also be entrusted dint if they find the negotiation

must cud in a rupture, to apply to the king requesting of his Majesty

to issue his orders to the Vazer for disbanding pate of his forces and

that die deputies should acquaint the Vizier of our determination to

enforce obedience co the King's orders, as we deem such a reduction

essentially necessary to the preservation of die general tranquillity of

the Empire.”

The drafts of the two letters addressed to the Vazir were

approved by the Select Committee at their meeting of the 13th of

September.” The first letter stated that instead of disbanding his

lorces the Vazir had in fact been nuking fresh levies of troops "widi-

out any pretence being assigned for such measures-" The Vazir was

finally thus admonished, "Now it becomes necessary chat we should

not walk in the dark any longer. One single question naturally

occurs, for what purpose is yout Excellency making all these mili-

tary preparations P Your dominions enjoy perfect tranquillity and

we are yet jour friends." The second letter which was to be

presented in the event of the first proving ineffectual briefly informed

die Vazir that the Emperor had been graciously pleased to direct

him to reduce the number of his forces, and the Vazir was warned,

"It is our determined resolution to enforce His royal commands."

Meanwhile, die Governor wrote friendly letters to die Vazir inti-

mating diat on account of ill-health he himself was unable to leave

Calcutta, but that a deputation would shortly prccccd to Allahabad

7* Beog. Sd. Com. September 13, 1768.
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"to silence the rumours o£ the evil minded people,” and to demons-

trate the stability of our treaty and friendship.”'
1

The detailed instructions'
1 given to the deputation amply indi-

cate rhe intentions of the authorities. As they were conscious cf

me fact diac under the existing treaty die Vazir was not obliged

to limit his forces, they were desirous of concluding a fresh treaty

whereby his military power might be restricted within a safe limit.

They thought diac an army of ten or twelve thousand horse, and

eight or ten thousand disciplined sepoys" was sufficient for the re-

quirements of die Vazir, and would not also endanger the safety of

Bengal.” They, however, saw no objection to allowing a few

thousand peons extra for die work of revenue collection alone. They

would not allow the English garrison to be withdrawn from Chunar

in any case, nor would they agree to die recall of die Third Brigade

which they considered to be "a check on all our neighbours, and

mote pardcularly on the Vizier."
7 * They were fully sensible of the

fact that to a man of the Vazir's 'ambitious and vainglorious dis-

position' there could not be a greater humiliation than the public

knowledge of the enforced reduction of his forces. They accordingly

suggested to the deputation that the Vazir’s disgrace might be pre-

vented. if be could be prevailed upon to make a tender of die

supernumerary sepoys as recruits to the Company’s brigades.”

The deputation left Caicucta early in October,
19

and reached

Benares 011 die 17th of November." Unwilling to meet them at

73 Abi. !. 1766-71, No. 107. 74 Abs I. 1766-71, No. 131.

75 Lexer Initructiom 10 the Deputation, September 13. 176!!.

76 Lexer to tlw Deputation. October a6. 1768

77 Lexer to Court. November at, 1768 "From tliu force we cun have nothing

to apprehend: and we think it will be xifficient to enable him to preserve lhat res-

pect from die neighbouring p3Brpf , < which he had hitherto maintained."

78 Letter to Court. September 13. 1768.

79 Letter to the Deputation, op. at.

80 Letter to Court, November ji, 1788.

81 Beng. Sel Com January 4, 1769.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER. 1940
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Allahabad in the presence of die Emperor, the Vazir set 011c with a

small escort," and after repeated marches arrived at Benares on the

i8th of November," axvd pitched his tents on the banks of die

Barna.*' At his first conference with the deputation, the Vazir

acknowledged the

reasonableness of many of their observations. He however, bitterly

inveighed against the baseness of designing men who had misrepre-

sented his intentions to his allies and claimed that he had never

heard them with the utmost attention, and reedy

acted contrary to die pleasure and satisfaction ol die English

\Sardars.
,,s

Duting die next and subsequent interviews, die Vazir assumed

a totally different attitude, and showed no inclination co acquiesce

in die proposed reduction of his army. He advanced a number of

arguments” against the proposal of the deputation. In the first

place, diere was no clause in the existing treaty restricting his army

to any particular number. In die second place, as he liad in no way

violated the former treaty, it was unjust to propose a fresh treaty

which required him to reduce his army. In the third place, he en-

larged on the strength of his forces in former times. In the fourth

place, he required a large and efficient army nor only for the defence

of his own dominions, but also fox rendering assistance to die English

when they needed it. In the fifth place, lie urged that the demand

might have been made with greater force on the Rohillas. Lastly,

he explained diat he had recently enlisted freih troops only to make

up the deficiency caused by death, desertion, and rejection. He
hoped dierefore that die false insinuations of the calumniators would

Si Trans. R 1767.68. No. 317. ‘'Sore* c*coctc
M

(mthour escort), accDfdtBg 10

M. Gcflril {Memoirs, p 271)

83 Letter from the Imputation, November yj. 176$.

&4 Tran*. R 1767.68. No. 316. 85 Tram. R. 1767 68. No. 315.

86 Letter from the Deputation, of. dt . 4 Trau. R 176768, No. 236. Bong.

Scl Com January 4. 2768.
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not be believed, and that no new treaty would be forced 00 him at

their instigation alone.

Finding all their remonstrances fruitless, die deputation present-

ed the first letter of the Select Committee to the Vazir. This had

apparently some effect, as the letter "at length moderated in some

degree.’"' The deputies thereupon assured him iliac they had propos-

ed no new treaty, but merely an agreement explanatory of the first

article of the existing treaty, wherein it was expressly stipulated that

neither party should give any cause for suspicion or jealousy. After

much discussion, the Vazir declared “with great firmness that he

required, for the protection of his dominions and die collection of his

revenues, a force of not less than 35,000 men, of which only seven

or eight thousand should be horse.

Anxious for an amicable settlement of die issue, die deputation

acquiesced in the Vazir’s demand for 35.000 men. They, however,

might to prescribe the strength of the various bodies of which that

force was to be composed of. For example, the infantry was fixed

at 7000. As the Vazir would not accede to this, the deputation

consented to ten battalions of 1000 each being retained. After this

point had been conceded, the Vazir further demanded chat the

number of the irregulars as well as the mode of discipline should be

left to his own option. In shore, as the deputation wrote to the

Select Committee, "The nearer we came up to his terms the higher

he grew in his demands.
, ' ,,

The Vazir would hear of no other

terms, and talked of going down to Calcutta, unless these were

Tlie obdurate attitude of the Vazir obliged the deputation to

break off die negotiations. They accordingly took leave of die

latter, and intimated thar intention to proceed to Allahabad on the

87 Letter from the Deputation, op. cit.

89 Beng, SeL Can. January 4. 1769.

8S IM.
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next morning. This communication produced a remarkable effect.

The Vazir at once relented, and sent a message to the deputation

stating drat he was afraid they had altogether misunderstood him.

The deputation replied through Capt. Harper that unless he was

willing to accept the terms proposed by them, any further conference

was unnecessary, and dtat they were determined to proceed to tlx:

royal presence. The Vazir thereupon communicated his willingness

to comply with their wishes.
w

Ncxc day the Vazir readily consented to nearly all that die

deputation had proposed. Only one or two alterations were made in

the draft of the agreement at his earnest request.
01

The treaty was

finally agreed upon and signed” on the 29th ol November. It"

required the following words to be inserted as an explanatory clause

in the former treaty:. "It is, by the advice and consent of the Presi-

dent and Council aforesaid, agreed that His Highness shall not en-

tertain a number cf forces exceeding 35.000 pien, whether sepoys,

cavalry, peons, artillery men, rockctmcn or troops of any denomina-

tion whatever. Of these 10.000 arc to be cavalry, to battalions of

sepoys including subadats, jamadars, liavildars and all tanks of officers

not to exceed 10,000 men. The Nudjib Regiments consisting of

5000 men with matchlocks to remain always in its present estab-

lishment. Five hundred men for the artillery and that number

never to be exceeded. The remaining 9.500 men arc to be irregu-

lars, neither to be clothed, armed, or disciplined after the manner of

die English sepoys or Nudjib Regiments. And, His Highness also

engages to arm none of his forces besides the i 0.000 men mentioned

ill this treaty after die English manner, nor to train them in the dis-

cipline of die English troops. In consideration thereof the said

90 Tran*. R 1769, No. 3s.

91 Letter from tbc Deputation, of. at,

92 Bcng. Sc1. Cara. December 13, 1768. Letter to Court, January 3, 2769.

93
Bcng. Sd Corn. Januiry 4, 1769. Letter to Court, January 6, 1769.
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John Carrier, Colonel Richard Smith, and Claud Russell engage in

behalf of His Excellency the Nabob Syfet Dowlah, and die English

Company aforesaid, diac whilst His Highness Sujah ul Dowlah

aforesaid and His successors shall abide by die articles of the Treaty

neither the present Council of Feet William, nor any future Council

shall hereafter introduce any new matter relative hereto besides

what has been firmly agreed to and is now concluded upon.”

The Vazii also wrote a sepatate agreement." promising to

reduce lus forces to the number specified in the aforesaid treaty within

three months " The agreement was executed by the Vazir in his

own hand, and was worded thus, "I promise to disband all the troops

I now entertain exceeding the number of 35.1x10 horse and foot,

and to comply with all the articles stipulated in the treaty within the

space of three mentbs.'"' According to the estimate” of the depu-

tation, the Vazir was to disbanjl not less than 15,000 men. After

the execution of die treaty and die agreement, the Vazir accom-

panied” die deputation to Allahabad, where the treaty was formally

ratified by the Emperor.'® The Select Committee also approved of

the treaty, and passed a resolution of thanks to Messrs Cartier, Smith,

and Russell for their services in connection with the deputation to the

Vazir.""

The new treaty with die Vazir was a diplomatic development

of no mean importance. The Vazir s militaiy dependence on the

94 The ogrcemcat h dated the 19th of Rajah, 1:82, A. H. (corresponding to

November 26
f

1768.)

95 **Wc bnvc allowed him three nxaths from the date of the Treaty*

Letter froax the Deputation, November 30, i/*8.

96 Bcng. Sd. Com. January 25. 1769

97 Bcng. Sd. Ccm. January 4, 1769.

98 Letter been the Deputation, December 31, 1768 and Letter to Court,

January 6, 1769.

99 Letter to Couit, February 3, 1769

(CO Bavg. Sd. Cera. January ,769.
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English was confirmed as a result of this treaty, and his ambition to

build up a formidable fcccc of his own was finally curbed'" without

war and bloodshed. The number of troops that he was now allowed

to retain was no more than a bare minimum, and die English there-

fore could have no apprehensions of danger'" from Ondh hereafter.

Nandalal Chattfrji

,0X ^ find Kc Kw niscil or idtlcd a metn 10 his ixmy since

the treat
y at Benares." Letter to Ccurt, April 6, 17&*

102 "By the stipulated reduction of the Nibeb’s troops, he is still pnmiitctl to

retain n number which will render hro rcspectiblc among the powers of Hindostan,

though in no degree cuikwndy formidabk to trouble the repose of these pfwince*.”
Letter ro Court, January 6. 1769.



The Ostead Company in Bengal

The Ostend Company, floated by the merchants of Flanders and

formally chartered in 1722, was permitted by Murshid Quli Jafar

Khan 10 establish a factory at Bankybazar situated on die eastern side

of the Hugli nver at a distance of fifteen miles above Calcutta. But

ihcir growing commercial prosperity in Bengal soon excited jealousy

of the Dutch and English crading companies. In 1730 Captain

Gosfrighc was sent by the English at the head of a squadron to

blockade die Hugh river against die Ostenders. Of the two Ostend

ships, anchored between Calcutta and Bankybazar. one was captured

by the English but die other escaped to Bankybazar. Again in

course of two or three years, Shujaudtfin Muhammad Khan, succes-

sor of Murshid Quli as the Subahdar of Bengal, instigated by die

English and the Dutch, passed orden prohibiting the Ostenders

"from crading to Bengal.” The faujdar of Hugli sent a body of

troops under the command of an officer named Mir Jafar, who besieg-

ed their factory and harassed chem
. 1 he Council ui Calcutta wrote

to the Court of Directors on die 16th January, 1733, that die English

had "agreed with the Dutch to send a sloop each to give notice to

die Guard ships in case of any Ostenders arrival." On the arrival of

the 'Concord’, a licensed Ostend ship, in Bengal, the English issued

a "public notice" on chc 29th August, 1732, ‘‘forbidding all under

their Protection to trade with her.”
1

They, "in conjunction with the

Dutch,” then satisfied die Nawab of Bengal by the payment of

two lies of rupees fot lus "connivance at their taking the Ostend

ships."’ The "expedition" against chc Ostenders cost the English'

Rs. 14,212*

1 Lcocr to Court, i6tb Jaatuiy. 17)3. para 29.

3 Letter to Court, 14th February, 1733, pan 31.

a Ibid., pan ioi.
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According 10 Mr. Stewart the factory of the Ostend Company

in Beng.il was now razed to die ground and their ships left Bengal

for die last time in 1733 A D.' But there arc certain references in

the contemporary correspondence of the Council in Calcutta with

the Court of Directors
3
which show diat the Ostenders still con-

Bnued to trade in Bengal in their ‘licensed ships' and die English

remained jealous of them. Thus the Council in Calcutta wrote to

the Court of Directors on the 26di December, 1733: "Shall

prevent any Dealings being carrycd on with them (Ostenders) or

other new traders by those under the.ir protection." Ac the begin-

ning of 1733 Monsieur dc Schonamillc, Resident for die Ostend

Company, had written to the Council in Calcutta diat he had been

appointed Governor General of Bankybazar and "the Faccorys

thereon depending by His Imperial Majesty.’’* In May 1734, at

the suggestion of the Dutch, the English had a conference with

them "to consider about Mr. Schonamillc 's hoisting the Imperial

fiag at the Ostend Factory. " There are also some references to the

Ostend Factoiy at Bankybazar in die Council’s letters to die Court

of Directors, dated the 31 sc December, 1737* and the 28th January,

1739” respectively. It was in 1748 A.D. that Nawab Ahvardi. "on

some contempt of his authonty, attacked and drove die factors of

the Oscend Company out" of the Hugli over."

Kalikinkar Datta

4 Stewart. Hiitoiy o] UengA, pp.

5 Transcripts of these rtconli xat vbtuiactl by inc from die LupciUI lUconl

Department, Nev Delhi.

6 Letter ro Court, ist January, 1735.

7 Letter to Court, 24th Jaruaiy, 1735, para xcu.

8 Para 36. 9 Para 19 10 Ortnc, Indoiun. vol. a, pp. 45-46.



aura iption of Mah’ipala

Thu image inscription was dug out of a pond in the village of

Baghaura in the sub-division of Brahmanbaria in the Tippeta district,

Bengal. The inscription is incised under the lotus scat of a standing

image of Narayana. The characters belong to the N.E. variety,

generally known as Kuiila, which gave birch to modem Bengali

script. The image is dated in the third year of a certain king named

Mahipaladcva, and die inscription records that die image was die

meritorious work of Pararnavaisniva Vanik Lokadacta, belonging

to Bilakindaka in Samatata.
1

The identification of king Mahipila of this inscription has

tcccndy given rise to some controversy.’ As no indication is given

about the lineage of this prince it is possible to identify him either

(i) with a hitherto unknown local prince of Samatata, (ii) or wich cidicr

of die two Pala pmxxs of Bihar and Bengal of the same name, (iii) or

with the Gurjara-Pratihara emperor of Kanauj hearing che same

name.’ Now, though duplication of kings on insufficient data is

undesirable, will it be right to argue that there was no local

pnnee bearing the name Mahipila in Samatata at che time of die

record under discussion? Recently attention of scholars was drawn

by me to some instances' of princes bearing identical names but who

ailed separately ui adjoining territories about die same period. To

add to what has been said there, we may refer to three princes

bearing the name 'Dliarmapala' within the limits of Bengal and

i EpgrAfhu Indies. {El..), vol XVII. pp. 353-55: Ray. Dytunlc History cf

Northern IxdU (DHNI.,), Cokutta University Press, voL I, 1931. p. 311.

* IndUn Historic^ Q.erUrl, (1HQ..) vol XVI, 1^ pp. 179*

3 As the connne»n of EUUripJblrife Mnbifiin (554-55) of the Bayina ins-

uipooo 9! Citrakkhi with the Gurj«ra-Pratiliiia» of Kanauj is tatbe* doubtful, he is

toi being taken into account in this discission. S« Ray. op. o«, vol. I, pp. 591, 611.

4 IHQ.. voL XV, >939, p. 5x0, p. 510 fta. 11 & ia-

I.HQ-, SEFTEMBE*, I94O 2 7
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Assam roughly during die period c. Sco-noo A.D. J
Again, fol-

low!ng Dr. R. C. Majuindar, l had occasion elsewhere
0

co

poinc out die extensive character of die Pradharj empire

of Kanauj. Mahipala (c. 91^-43 A.D.) of diis line inherit-

ed an empire that extended from the Eastern Punjab anil

Kaihiawar to North Bengal. It was shown diat ‘‘dicrc

is reason to think that Mahipala during the first part of his reign

succeeded 111 preserving the mighty empire that was handed down

to him by his predecessors
.'

"

After scrutinizing the list of Mahi-

pala’s victories as given in Rajasekhara’s works and such epithets as

"A^dharajidbiraja of Acyavarta” given to him by chat author, I found

them when applied to the first part of his reign as mainly true.' Thus

it is not wholly outride the range of possibility' that this power might

have exteuded during the first pate of his reign co S.E. Bengal as

well. But as yet dice is no evidence co support this suggestion.

There is nothing on record to prove diac rhe Candras of E. Bengal

were at any time feudacorics of die Gurjara-Pratiharas even if we

assume for argument’s sake due Purnacandra titled in the latter half

of die 9th century. The argument that they came from the Sluhabad

district of Bihar’ rests, as we shall presently see, on a very weak

foundation. On the* other hand, the outlandish character of such

names as ‘LiyahaciUidladcva’ always tempts sonic scholars to

think that perhaps seme of die Candras of Eastern Bengal might

after all be connected with the Mongoloid peoples of Arakan.'*

The diird possibility that the ‘Miliipala of the Baghaura image*

inscription’ belonged co die Paia dynasty of Bihar and Bengal,"

5 Ray. DHNI., voL 1, py. 254 ft., 285 ft. 318 a.

6 Ray, DHNI., voL I. pp. 563(1. See aUo Majamdar, Journal of the

Department of Lciuu. Ciatentu Univeniy. voL X. pp. 1-76.

7 Ray, op. til., vd. I, p. 576 8 Ibid. p. 577. 9 El, XII. pp. >36 £
io £/, XVII, p. 350; DHNI., voL I. p. 323. In. a. Note in this connection

that some kingi ol (be Ankan area tore names ending in uing-caniha. The* are

iDcntioucd in local duunices. See infra, p. 635.

si As the Pali prince hlahlpak II had a sheet uid Cftub'jesome reign, she
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though not free from difficulties, has been accepted by a few

scholars," To accept this it is not absolutely necessary, as I have

shown elsewhere,” to believe that VigraHapak II, “after losing his

kingdom, took shelter in the eastern country where water abounds"

or to hold that the Candra Mabira^Jhirijns were feudatories of

the Pala prince Mahipala I, at least curing the first part of his reign,

though this is more probable' than die suggestion that they came

from 3ihar and chat they were vassals of the Praeikara empire. The
Baghaura image-inscription palxographically should be placed

roughly during the period c. 975-1050 A.D. Dr. Bhattasali, the edi-

tor of the record, places it about 976 A.D. If he is right then it

would be perhaps hazardous to push it so early as about the first

decade of the icth century. Moreover, there is no evidence, as I

have already said, that the Pratiharas had any thing to do with any

part of S.E. Bengal during the period represented by the script of

the record. I have shown elsewhere that the Pratiharas rapidly dec-

lined after c. 918 A.D.” On the other hand, some, scholars believe

that th'c Pala sovereign Mahipala I played the role of a Giutamiputra

iatakarni, reviving the fortunes of his family and extending its limits

in every possible direction. These scholars hold chat the western

iimics of his dominions even extended as far as Sarnach. The limited

nature of the success attained by die Plla prince Mahipala I was per-

haps for the first time pointed out by me by an analysis of the existing

sources.’
1

But it is not quite beyond die range of possibility

that for a brief perod during the beginning of his reign he

feucriprioa t* omrily attributed xo Mahlp&U I (
c

.
992*1043 A.D); *rc Ray, op. cU.t

vol. I, p. 31 1,

12 El, voL XVII. pp. 353-55; R*y. op. fU„ vcl. I, p. 311.

13 Ray. op. fit., vcl I. p[X 3*5-26

14 During thi3 penod the 1elation of the Canclr&s to the Palis aC Bengal and

Bflur might poiiibly have been like that of the CaiulrJtrcyas to the PmiiliArix of

Kanauj in the tenth century. See Ray, op. ell., voL II, pp. 674&
15 Mi voL I. pp. 581 ff; vc4

. !!. 0 .
680.

16 Ray. op. cit., voL I. pjx 3*5*24.
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might have achieved considerable success in the East. It was very

likely during this period that the Baghaum inscription was caused to

be incised by the Paninavaisuava Vanik Lokadatta of Vilakindaka"

in Samatata" in the rajya of Sri-Maliipaladeva. Those who are some-

what familiar with the strange vicissitudes of history know tliac tin's

would not be impossible even if it could be proved iliac during the

third year of Mahipala. the Candras" held che territory between

Saniatuia and die western possessions of the Pain prince.” As the

dates of this period largely depend upon the rather ‘clastic evidence

of paLrography, who could positively deny the possibility of the Pain

N/fahipala I, the date of the Baghaura image inscription, extending

his power in the cast to Samatata, sometime before when Trailokya-

candra’s cfforcs were still concentrated on becoming the kmg of

the "island which had the word ‘Guidra’ prefixed to it?,””

The idea that the Gindras were feudatories, at least up to the

3td year o£ the Pticihara prince Mahipala I, of the Kanauj empire,

has, at I have already said, very little to support it. The suggestion

that the Gindras originally came from Shahabad District, Bihar, seems

also to rest on no stronger foundation. The Rampal grant of Sri-

Candradeva states that die Candravimtd ruled over |R | ohitogi f ri
? ]

.

13

The tipper part cf the first letter read as R is broken and die final ri is

17 Th: klcnafiairicn nC this place widi Bibkcnduii nent t!ir (iiubpnt n( the

in*crip<xm b tx>t definite.

18 As the 'image was set up in Samatata, my previnus suggests flat it might

Ittvc come from seme legion further west cooilc VthgttadeU (DHNI,, I, 324)

icqu-rts mocKficatioa

19 Dr. Bhattasnli suggested that the Caiwlro* were prolubly connected witli the

CoDilmi c& Arrhan (El., XVH, 350). Though tills suggestion may require

modification, we shall presently see that it b not so absurd n* b supposed by same

Sec infra, p. 635 If.

20 Compare for instance the pcaicioci a£ East Pmss’a 2nd the rest c£ Germany

separated by die Dining Corridor during the period 1918-38 A.D.

21 El, vol. XII, p 139, v. 5.

22 R is bracketed by me aftrr an cxaxninaticn of the pinte.
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absent from the plate. The only certain portion is bitagi. Dr. Basak

plausibly suggested that by adding Vi’ at the end. apparently to meet

die needs of metre, die word could possibly be read as 'Robitagin

By retaining die query sign after ri lie gave sufficient indication that

his reading was entirely tentative. He then with some hesitation

said—"It ma}' probably refer to Roheasgadh or Ronitasgadh, a hill-

fort in the Shahabad District, where the seal-matrix of Sasahkadeva

was discovered.’ The learned editor was quite right in offering a

probable solution to a prohlem. But he was the first to admit that

it was far from certain, and all reasonable scholars would agree chat

to build dogmatically on this slender evidence die theory that die

Candtas came from Bihar would be rather risky. The further

suggestion that the Candras were feudatories of the Pratiharn

emperors of Kanauj, at least up to the third year of Mahipala I, in

the absence of any Candra record bearing the names of tHeir over-

lords. is again, as we have seen, on present evidence, improbable.

O11 the contrary, the suggestion of Dr. Bhatcasali, chat the Candras

might have originally come from Arakan and might be connected

with the princes of chat region whose names ending in Candra arc

found in die native chronicles/ coins, and stone inscriptions of diat

area appears ro be less improbable. I have already pointed out chac

at least one Candra prince of Bengal beats an outlandish name.

Local chronicles of Arakan preserve names of princes which end in

canJra or taing-eindra. Phayte’s Coins of Arakan mentions a num-

ber of coins wliosc legends contain royal names ending in candra.

Some (but not all) of these names agree with the names of princes

contained in a Nagari inscription which was found on the platform

33 In reeling RokitJgU Dr. BjmU might have been influence! by the (act

that the word had actually been te*l in in Oiiiii epigraph by Piof. N. CJiakravnrti,

«C journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1909. vol. V. (N. S ) pp. 347-50; nl»o

Ray. DHNL, vol. I, p. 419 In. 3.

14 Geographical factccs odd to this improbability. Coowlt Map No. I>, Ray,

op. cit., vol. L
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of the Shitchaung temple at Mrohaung in Arakan by Forchliammcr.

The record is damaged but Mr. Hirinanda Snstri's reading of the

inscription was given by Mr. Blakiscou in 1925-26.” Mr. Sasri’s

version seems to indicate chat the inscription contained twelve names

which ended in Candra. As there were in this inscription at least

three other names o£ princes which did not end in Candr1, and as the

dynasty did not trace its descent to the Moon or any prince of the

Lunar race die dynasty could not properly he called Candm. It was

according to Sastri's reading called Sri-Dharmarajanuja-vamsa by the

composer of the record. Now it is quite possible that some of these

princes or their children whose names probably ended in Cttndra

might have entered Bengal via the Chittagong coist; but it is perhaps

mere probable that some of these princes with their men first came to

the Bakergan) 3tca directly by the sea route. Later on this region

possibly came co be known after them as Candradvipa. The arrivals

of large numbers of scadogs and other adventurers from

Arakan co Barisal and other neighbouring areas were recorded

up co comparatively recent times. Even now a considerable remnant

of these Arakanese adventurers occupies the southern part of Barisal.

During one of my hunting excursions near Kuokapi in the southern

pare ot Patuakhali subdivision in the Barisal district some of these

men who still profess Buddhism acted as bearers and trackers. Tills

suggestion is further strengthened by the fact that the Rampal ins-

cription of Sri-Cancraiicva seems to indicate clcady disc the Candras

first became rulers of some portions of the area now known as Bakcr-

ganj, Faridpur and Khulna.” One of the fiscal divisions of Bakcr-

ganj is still called Candradvipa." Subsequently these Candras, as

1 have already indicated above, gradually extended their hegemony

over the whole or considerable portions of Harikela (= Vahga= por-

55 Annuel Repot of the Archaeological Survey of India. 1925-26. (published

in 1928), 14GS.

* man., .d i, P. 322. a- ibid.. P. 322, fn. 1.
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cions of what we now know as E. Bengal) and Pundravardhana

(=N. licngal). This intrusion of die Candras of Candiadvipa into

the Nordi and North-east, which might have happened, as I have

said, sometime after the third year of die reign of the Pala king

Mahipala, apparently put an end to Pala rule in Samacata.

As out materials are extremely scanty we do not yet know for

certain whether the founder of die Candra dynasty in Bengal be-

longed to the so-called Dharn-.ariijanuja-tamsa or co some other line

referred to in local annals and coins of Andean. Bur even if he

belonged to the Dbirmarijannyt-<,arnia that would not absolutely pre-

vent his line from being called Candiavamsa in Bengal Dynastic

names in India were not always formed from surnames. They were

somtimes derived from the endings of personal names. When

a Gopala founds a Pala line or a Sii-Candra belongs to the

Candrmmsa, the names of the dynasnes form an essential part

of their personal names. When by accident or choice the personal

names of the successors contained die same ending as that of die

founder of the line, the dynasty was often called after that ending

(Pala, Candra etc.). Sometimes, as in die case of die Gupta line, the

personal name of the first prince gave che name to the dynasty.**

Thus though die name of die second prince of die line did not end

in Gupta, die line itself continued to be called “Dynasty of Gupta."

Again many dynasties in India claimed to belong to the Ctndra-

vatpsa or the Surya-vanua is they rightly or wrongly believed that

dicy were descended from the Sun or the Moon. There arc sonic

cases where dynastic names were derived from real or fictitious pro-

fessions of the progenitors (the Pratiharas, Rastrakutas. etc.). Some-

times even if the names of all the members had the same ending die

dynastic name was not derived from such common endings. Thus in

the Gibadavala dynasty, if we except Yaiovigraha who is never given

8 CL Raghuxuli. Ikjakuvupia. Puipabiiutu. Maukluiv. Gululuu. ere.
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any royal titles and in seine records altogether omitted, all die names

from Mahtcaildra to Hariscandra end in candrj, but the line was

never called Candcavanisa even though die real founder of die line

was called Sri-Candra." When we further consider such dynastic

names as Pallava, Kadamba, Calukya, Kacchapaghata ecc. we realize

that die principles which governed dynastic names in ancient and

early mediaeval India were bcvilder.ngly various and confusing. But

as I have said above, when die line of Gopala is called Pala, it is quite

clear, that it is based on die accidental convention which grew up in

his family to give his successors names ending in °p3la. The same is

the ease when we find diat die successors of Purnacandra, widiout

claiming to be descended from the Moon, assume names ending in

-cdndrd and the official fraUtUhara call the line C&idravamsa. It is

clear therefore that die dynastic names in India were often the results

of accidental coincidence and not always of careful deliberation. If

such is die ease, it is not at all impssiblc for one of die Arakan

princes, whose names, we know from local annals, coins and inscrip

tions. ended in -candra, to come to the Bakerganj area and found a

lmc whose members had, by accidental convention personal names

ending in unfa. Subsequently the record writers and prasastikaras

rferred to them as belonging to the Candrdvamsa for wane of a better

family name.

In many periods of Indian history, facts arc still so scanty that

it is quite risky to be dogmatic in our assumptions and theories. In

this paper I have therefore discussed a chain of probabilities and

possibilities. The conclusions, if any, would require substantial

strengthening before they can be regarded as in any way certain.

H. C. Ray-

19 Q. the fist two fumes in the Pila genealogy of Bengal and Bihie (Vap/nit
ind Diyiovijnu) alio did not end in ‘pil*.
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Saddha (=Sans. Sraddba) in Buddhism carries two distinct

meanings : one is faith (pas*da), producing pin (serene pleasure) and

the other is self-confidence, producing viriya (energy). Saddha. when

it is pai*da (faith), is an antidote to tncikiccba (doubt about the

greatness of Buddha, excellence of his teaching, and uprightness of

his disciples) and moha (deluded state of mind),
1

its characteristic,

according to the Milindapanba,* Visuddbirnagga
'
and Abhidharma-

kosa* being serenity of mind (jampasadarta). Saddbi, when it is self-

confidence, puts energy (viriya) into one’s mind co achieve an object

which another person like him has achieved. It makes him rely on

his capabilities and work out the same to their fullest extent.

Siddhirtha was not willing to take Rudraka Ramaputta at his words

and decided co find out the truth himself as he possessed like his

teacher saddbi. uinya. sati, samadhi and panni. By saddha. he

meant confidence in his abilities to develop the powers necessary to

achieve his object.
1

It is mostly in die latter sense that saddha is

used in the compounds saddhmdriya and saddhabala.

I AnagSiikc B. Govinda writes in fair work on the Ptycbologtctl Attitude of

Early Euddbir. PbiScsofby (pp. 166, 334) chit "it is a (ettn of inner confidence

which truer from an intuitive or intellectual insight sue the troth of die dbamma

and which grows in che course of meditation on account of profound and direct

experience into a state of certainty and knowledge in which the list tract! of delu-

sion are removed."

a Misadapefiba, p 35. 3
Vuuddbimagga, p. 156; AubatSliai, p. 304.

4 Kola,
1, p. 156; Vyikbyi (C. O. Senes), p. 43: S'*Jdbi= cciaso p <Oadth

I tee ftQnafratbiKa jflfra, 1. 19). It is the dharma. with the association of which,

the thoughts dimdied by bteia tnd afaklcia betomc dear as the disturbed wattr

beccmes clear by the ptcsence of altm. The Vyikbyi (p. 43) explains iraddki in

detad thus:—^ 5 q fai ^ 3 raft? 5

Kola. fL J5: wer
;

H, 3a. u
'
fl ^ ^

5 Cl M&mdaptnba. p. 35: lamfjkkbtndtnAahhhana

LH.Q. SSPTTMBFS. 1940 sS
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The object of 'this paper is to show how far saddha in the

former sense (i.e. pasadd) came to be regarded as a means for the

attainment of Nibbana.

Three Paths leading to Nibbana

The first and well-known path leading to Nibbana is the

acchai!gikamagg3
,
in other words, all those practices connoted by

the words itla. citta and panhs.' It is an out and out practical code

for physical, mental, and intellectual discipline and hardly offers any

scope for faith (saddha.) Let us call it 'siia-ckU-panha path or

process.

The second but not so well-known as the previous one is the

path of satipatlhana or the close observation of what is passing within

and outside one's mind and body. It gives particular attention to

mental discipline, and attaches little importance to physical disci-

pline or to faith (saddha). By satipaithana alone, it is said, that

nibbana is attained, sc let us call it
'

xatipatlhana' path or process.’

In a few places in the Nikayas saddha is recognised as die

durd path for the attainment of Nibbana inspitc of the fact chat

it docs not go well with the rationalistic principles, of which the

Buddhists are the avowed champion. But cHis third path,

which we may call 'aveccappasadd path or process, is particularly

important for the laity whose interest is almost ignored at the early

stage of die religion, and so it is not improbable that the third path

came to be recognised only at a later date but in any case, before

die Pali canon was dosed.

Saddha and the Laity

In early Buddhism, the laity had no place in the scheme of

spititual advancement, for none but a recluse could derive the benefit

6 Exhaustively treated in the VisMddbintdgg*. See my Earxy Buddhism.

7 Ek&yano ayam maggo saofcnm vkiddhiya. Bight, IT, p. 290.
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of tlic teaching. Ic is frequently seated in the Nikayas that it is not

easy for a householder to practise the brahmacarya which is

thoroughly pure and complete in all respects.' The utmost that a

householder could practise were the live sikkhapadas
’
or temporarily

the eight ukkhapacUs,' 1
and that also for die purpose of ufosatba.

The teaching to be imparted to a householder was limited to

danakatham s'dakaibam saggakaiham kaminam adimvam okdrsm

umkilesam rukkbamme imsamstm (talks relating to chanty, moral

precepts, 3iid heaven, the evils of indulging in worldly desires, and

the good effects of renunciation)" and a bhikkhu imparting co a

householder deeper or subtlcc teaching was punished according to

the rules of the Patimokkba.'
1

The highest spiritual teaching dm
could be imparted to a householder and that also only in special

eases was the exposition of the four ariyasacc&s

.

The householders

were allowed to practise only dim and sila, liter on they were advised

to develop saddhi and psnni. By saddba was meant cultivation of

faith in Buddha, Dhamrna and Sarigha, and by fafifia comprehen-

sion of the four truths, and in some eases, also paticcaiamuppada.

The programme of duties laid down for the laity is detailed rhus:”

An ariyasavaka is to develop firm faith in Buddha, Dhamrna and

Sarigha, and then he should perfect himself in the five silas

(nkkhipidas), be liberal in gifts," and lastly lie should try to com-

prehend the four cruchs, and, if possible also the paUccasamuppada."

8 Najodam sukirani igixain jjjhAvi^a ckantflpuipunaara ckuuapmsuddhasp

brrhrnaronyam cinmxu. Aidjjbima, (I. p. 55.

9 PinStpatl vcr*ai4m, odinnadaiu v,. micchiclri y., xmuavlda \\ suri-

mcnyanujjapamidatthinfl v.

ro The throe ad^irnc™! arc vikiUbhojtfra v., nrccjgitivadiiarbukaxLusAna*

rniligaxxlluvilcpinadhixinanmnjUnavibhujanauliani v., and ucc&raa-oul£»ayaii2 V.

ti Cl. IV, p. 209.

ix Cf. Picxttiya, 3: Yo puu bhikkhu nuupaMajpjanaia pacha© dhammaip
'iccyya pjcicnyatn.

13 Anguitm, II, p an; IV, p. 27 1.

M A/nttxcAgi p4y*upini wxjggardli yJc*ycg2 dl'Mismvlbk2gAr*t2
,

15 AngntUr

t

t V, p. 184.
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A person endowed with these four," which arc called sotapattiy-

sngds. becomes a sotapanna, and may rest assured chat he will be

reborn as a god, and will never be reborn in d:c hells, or in the freU

world and thac in the long run he is destined to attain sambodht.”

The above account shows that saddhii (faith) was pnrnarily meant

for the laity and formed one of die vital items of practice foe their

spiritual uplift. Deep saddha, in some cases, produced piti (serene

pleasure) and helped concentration of mind, but in any ease,

Nibbana, according to the early Buddhists, was unattainable by a

householder.

Saddha end the Bhikkhus

The expression frequent in the Nikayas: laddhiye eulapulta

agarasma anagariyam pabbajantt (out of faith sons of good families

retire from home to homeless life) shows that the bhikkhu-life gene-

rally commenced out of saddle (faith). The first duty of a bhikkhu

is to become 2 sotapanna by removing the nitaranas," one of which

is vicikiccha. The removal of vicikiccha can only be effected by

developing saddha as stated above (vide p. 639). Again, in die

sixteen moments of comprehension of the four aryan trudis, jnana is

always preceded by ksinti (i.e. faith)
10
and so saddha was not wholly

dispensed with by die bhikkhus. But the bhikkhus arc warned

against growing saddha for the teacher for it is akin to puma

(affection) and works more as an obstacle than as an aid to spiritual

progress.*" Ic is said that Ananda’s spiritual progress was hampered

cn account of his saddha for Buddha.

r6 Stedbi, /&, cigi, yanni. 17 Ang$aurd, V, p. iSl.

18 Sikkiyaditlhi, siiabbatapa.*ijm3a
#
vicikiccha.

19 E.g., (i) cluhkhc dharaiajnin^kffinti, (ii) dubkhc dh^roaj/Unam. (iii) duhkl*

Kivayajnana-luana, (iv) dubkhc anvayajaimm.

ao KaIa, II, 3a; ct. Vyibbyi (CO. Series), p. 54: i
I

»5 wf«r 5n 1 wNWsawti 1 a •
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The two dburas

Ir is worth while to refer in tins connection to the two dburas

mentioned in the Buddhist texts, viz., Saddhi-dhura and Panna-

dhira. Saddhi, however, does not play an important part in Saddha-

dhura, for, the distinction made between the two dhuras is noc on

account of the degree of predominance of saddhi or fanhi but on

account of die dullness or sharpness of the faculties of monks.

Saddba-dbura is prescribed for monks with dull faculties while

Pahna-dbura for monks with sharp faculties. Though the saddhanu-

iam do not make saddhi their main prop, they first grow- faith in,

and regard for, the Tcthag.ica." and then acquire die five indriyas"

including pahna. Likewise die dbammanusaris do noc dispense

widi saddhi but make panni their first irem of acquisition
31

and then

develop the other indriyas including saddha?'

It will be observed that saddha is explained here as faith or

affection but not as self-confidence, which is the usual sense in which

saddhi is interpreted when it is grouped with vinya and odicr indn-

yas. It seems that in the Buddhist rexes the tw-o meanings of

saddhi have not always been carefully distinguished. Saddha as an

indriya (predominating factor) and bal

t

(force) should ordinarily

mean sclf-coiifidcr.ce and not faith.

Saddbi (faith) as a means to liberation

There arc passages in the Majjbima and AngMtara Nikayas

where emphasis is laid on faith
(
[saddha

)
as a means to liberation. In

die Majjbima (I, p. 480-1) it is stated that there ate bhikkhus who

gaifcs sit r tfaf Ijhwfra
1

*bwa; 1 «rtrt * an 1

21 Tarhagatt c'ju sacklhamitura tati pemamattam.

22 Saiklhi, my*, »ti, saxnachi 2nd pznnx

23 TatliigMppmditi c'«» dlumma panfiyn maexaso nij«lurcai|\ kharaanti.

2A Cf Msjibimd. I. p. 478 1 .; Kola, vi. 31.
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have taken resort to Buddhism out of faith. They believe that

Bhagava knows everything while they do not. that his teaching

•s forceful and attractive, and diat dicy should exert for the goal

until dieir bodies arc dried up leaving only the bare skin, bones and

sinews. These monks, the texts state, acquire the highest knowledge

in this life, or at least, the anigami stage.

‘Aveccappasada process

In the Vaithupama Suita, a complete course of training is pres-

crilsed fee those monks who inccnd to make pasada (faith) their main

prop for the attainment of liberation. The process is as follows:

I. An adept should first get rid of the mental impurities

such as abbijjha (strong attachment), maccbariya (avarice), makkba

(hypocrisy), miya (cheating others), satheyya (double-dealing),

thamhho and sartmbbo (pride and haughtiness), mano and ati

mirto (conceit); muda (pride or excitement caused by attachment to

one's own acquisitions)," and pamida (carelessness)."'

II. After the removal of the above-mentioned impurities,

which may well be compared to the s'da practices of the ‘sila-citta-

panna process, die adept is required to develop unflinching faith in

Buddha, Dhamma, and Sangha. The usual terms in which the

faith is to be expressed arc as follows:—
(i) Bhagava the enlightened is endowed widi knowledge

and good conduct, he is the knower of world, the guide

in disciplining men, the incomparable, the teacher of

men and gods.

(a) The Dbamma preached by Bhagava produces fruit in

this life, invites every body, knows no limitation of time,

leads one to the goal and is realisable only by the wise

widiin one’s own self.

*5 KoUi. II, 33: q?: HWiMa Wfcrf g
26 See Uelrf, up*kUi*

t
faryMUbind arxl annisya in the Kelt* eh. V.
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(3)
The Sihgba consiscs of monks wlio are in one of die

eighr stages of sanctification, and righteous, who arc

exciting for knowledge, observing good conduct, who

arc worthy of gifts and praise and respects, and who are

fie recipients of gifts from laymen.

III. The more die mental impurities are removed die

stronger becomes his faidi in Buddha, Dhamma and Sarigha. This

faith produces in his mind die satisfaction that he has achieved

something good. This satisfaction in its turn produces joy

and a sense of deep pleasure (pin) which makes the body calm and

the mind serene, and ultimately, the mind gets concentrated."

It will be observed that all the processes, be it sila-citta-panria

or 'sacipitthana' or 'aveccappasada,' aim ar samidbi (concentration

of nund). In the ‘sila-cicta-parim’ process, this is achieved by

means of the four jhanas, By the first jhana one acquires ‘viveka-

jam pituukham',
J * by the second ‘samadhijam picisukhamV’ and

chcn by die third and fourth, he dismisses the piti-sukha in order to

develop ‘upekkha’ (equanimity). In die 'aveccappasada’ process.

piti-sukha subsides, giving rise 10 samidbi, i.c., it skips over the

processes of the third and fourth jhanas.'"

IV. After developing concentration of mind, the adept is

required to practise the four brshmauibaras, i.c., he is to extend

melld (love), karuna (compassion), muditd (feeling of joy at others'

success) and upekkha (feeling of equanimity) to all beings of all the

corners of die world.

V. After attaining perfection in the practice of die brshma-

vibaras, the adepe realises the four truths,
11

and destroys the three

27 Sttkbino aturn tamadhiydU. 28 ‘’Deep pleasure due to sotmde.”

29 "Deep pleasure Hue to concentration of nuiuL"

30 Cl Mdfibim*. I. p. 37-38 and p. 21-22.

31 Express! thus:—Atthi xiarn, atdu htnatn. atthi panitan, atthi turns*

slnrugaiaisa uttajim nimnirum,

—

Msfjbtma, I, p 38.
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Isavas, viz., kama, hbavt and avijji" He is now convinced ihar he

has completed His task and has nodiing more, to do and that he will

have no mote rebirth.

It is remarkable that in this process the practice of brahma-

viharas is made an integral part, while no mention is made of the

samapattis. As a rule, the brahmavtharas are cxcltxled from the list

of practices prescribed in the sila-citta-panna’ process. These arc net

even included in the thirty-seven bodhtfdkkbiya dbammas. In the

Nikayas the brabmaviberas are hardly mentioned, and if ac all, in

such suttas which are Mahayanic in character. " The brabmavihares

go best with the paramis, as is clearly shown ui the Visuddbimagga.
1 '

Another remarkable feature in course of training this is that

there is no insistence on the observance of die Patimokkha rules,

and as such it can be followed by a person who has not embraced

the austere life of a Buddhist monk. This latitude is particularly

noticeable in the remark that a person following this course of life

is free to take luxurious foed, as that will not be a hindrance to his

spiritual progress.''
1

N. Durr

32 It w;I! b? noticed thlt Jitfhi-isdUi is not included, for rhr question d
dittbi dees not «ri« in this process.

33 This WctvpfMj*// praru uirh the mention o£ die practice of the

brdbmdvibdrdj, it seems, was an outcome of the Mahayanic influence, and that ihr

5utns. which speak of the brdbrrAvtbar/s. belong to a date when Hinayina was in

the state 06 transition to Mahayana. The and MA*b*Jcv* tutLu of the

AIdflbima Nik3yi should therefore be ascribed to a date when the Mshi*ingh«k-i

school was making tt% influence felt in the BixldhU? ortlc*

34 VisudJhiv\*gga. ck DC

35 Mdjjhim*. I. p. 38: Sa kho jo bhiUtbi erara lilo evatp chtammo evam
panoo sillium ce pi pcndapltatp bhnnjad vidtnkftbkam anekasupom anekflbyinjan*ra

n' cv* assa tajp hori antarayiya.
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(The uifc-LaNU problem op Louis de La Vall6e Poussin’s thought).

The man and his antinomy

Many a scholar's intimate development can be followed in all

its stages on die crack of a single problem, as die landmarks of die

history of bus thought are laid down in the successive attempts either

at a definite solution of the problem or at a definite explanation of its

inesolvability. The difficulty not always lies with die problem itself

:

often, at least so far as such life-long problems are concerned, it lies

with the scholar. And to an eye sufficiently familiar with the ways

of his thought the underlying antinomy may reveal itself as the re-

flection of an antinomy inherent in his intellectual life.

Louis dc La Vallcc Poussin was a fervent lover of Buddhism as

well as a fervent Christian. The former fact, although rarely and

only indirectly disclosed in conversation (in his playful way he

would elude the formulation of such personal attitudes and shift the

subject to a strictly objective plane), is tco abundandy witnessed by

the patient and fruitful labour of his life to require any incidental

evidence. On the other hand, the convictions of Christian truth were

so firmly and exclusively established in his mind as not only to bar

the admission diat any hcrciogcncous ideology could have a share in

tile most personal life of his spirit, but even as to produce certain

inhibitory restrictions in the earnest pursuit of his thought intent on

retracing die outline of Buddhism as a coherent religious doclr.nc.

Whenever La Vallcc cock up the attempt at such a synthetic re-

construction—and he did so many times in his life, and from many

different viewpoints—die natural crystallization of his effort seemed to

be checked by one single problem, practically always the same. One
of the classical problems—not of Buddhism in fact, but of Buddho-

logy, the coexistence of the axioms of nairatmya and karman seemed

f.RQ., SEPTEMBER. 1940 39
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to baffle die usual perspicacity of La Vallce : a perspicacity which had

none of the cheaper qualities of glittering and hazardous dialectics,

but on the contrary, coupled 2s it was with a rate audition—'putting

at his disposal fairly complete surveys of die extant texts relative to

particular points and so enabling him in many cases to decide on

philological grounds where others had been groping and guessing—

•

chose to attire its conclusive statements in the humble garb of pro-

visional solutions. Nor could it be surmised that any sort of mis-

placed fidelity to a line of agreement once adopted (an effect of egotistic

pride often mistaken by scholars for a proof of dignified consis-

tency and placed as a self-made stumbling-stone across the path of

dicir further progress) might have prevented him from finding his

way ro a satisfactory solution by a thorough revision not only of his

former judgments, bur of the very formulation of the problem and of

die perspective in its background. La Vallec was as free from such

fetters of sell complacency as any scholar who ever wielded a pen:

his was die highest courage of uncompromising honesty, the most

difficult virtue of a rhinkcr's ripe age: whenever the progress of his

research set its results at variance with his own previous conclusions,

he, unhesitatingly, proclaimed to have changed ihij opinion and

pointed out the fallacies of his earlier arguments : there was no odicr

critic of his work as severe and unprejudiced as himself. Many

would, on such grounds, btlitde his achievements in the line of his-

torical research and classify them as mere cxjxrimencs not to be

valued higher dian their author himself was going to do in his nexc

exposition of cognate subjects: 1 may confess that this singular

attitude of untiring self-criticism attracted me most in my first con-

tacts with La Value's work, while my reactions to his actual trends

of analysis and argumentation were as yet decidedly negative: this

was before a mote exhaustive familiarity with the multiple aspects

of La Vallce's scholarly interests and finally die personal acquain-

tance w:th the man and thinker enabled me to appreciate the depths
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that lay beneath the apparent uncoixem and detached curiosity : the

depth not only of unrelenting effort of an intellect that in its pursuit

of truth alone did no: stop revising its own ways to die very last, but

the depth of tragic struggle of a heart to which cwo great devotions

of different kind laid equal claim and that ceased to beat on the eve

of a possible reconciliation, of a solution of die personal antinomy

underlying the life-prcblem of his thought. As destiny would have

it, die caccgouc imperative that bid him choose between the two

great visions of reality—that which dominated his human life and

chat which ahsoibcd his scholarly effect—prevented him to the last

from doing full justice to Buddhistic positions, on the subconscious

assumption tliat, if die second greatest religion of mankind is to be

based ultimately on a fallacy, drerc must be a crack in irs speculative

edifice. The fallacy could not be looked for anywhere else but in the

negation of an individual soul, eternal a pari paste. The crack must

needs be the apparenc incongruity between the absence of such a

surviving entity and the perpetuation of the karman.

On the part of Western Buddhobgy it was doubtlessly due, to

a very large extent, to a superimposition of subjective tncncal catc-

gones upon the fundamental oudeok of its object that the tenet of

rudratmya was preeminendy interpreted as the negation of an indi-

vidual soul as substratum of man's activities and destinies, the latter

being indiscriminately identified with the Upanishadic atman.

against whose existence ihe main trend of Buddhistic reaction' was

assumed to have been directed. If some of the canonical polemics

(but against what?
1

) lend a certain amount of likelihood co such an

assumption, on the odier hand, in the ample and complex bulk of

records of Upanishadic atman-dcctrine there is very little co justify

it even apparendy- Even if we let the mere lexicological criterion be

our guide in the survey of available data, we see that in an over-

i See below, fn. 15.
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whelming majority of instances chc definitions or epithets of atom

point to something utterly different from an individual soul or prin-

ciple of individual life, thus evidencing the misconception inhcicilt

in standard-renderings such as "I" or "Ego ", adopted by several

scholars, and to a lesser degree even in the more current and

more anodyne rendering of atmtn by "Self," based on a purely lin-

guistic equivalence without regard to the technical specifications of

the term. When the fundamental incommensurability of die out-

looks undedying the trends of ancient Indian thought on one hand,

of modern Western thought on the ocher (or shall we say diosc of

yesterday's Western thought, still predominant on the popular level

of philosophy and science), will be fully appreciated, Indologists

will doubtlessly decide by general agreement to leave certain un-

tanslatablc tarns untranslated—unless seme prefer die thankless toil

of coining equivalents by means of cumbrous neologisms none of

which could render the whole scale of implications inherent in the

original terms. After all chc task of the philologist, even in his

marginal role of a translator, is to make things clear and rightly under-

stood radicr chan to make diem palatable to a reader unwilling to

part for the time with his own habits of thinking. Buc before die

reading public is summoned ro renounce the original sin of intellec-

tual egotism, diosc who have the charge of its guidance to spheres

of thought remote in space or in time must first prove their determi-

nation to eradicate it from their own minds. As, However, getting rid

of one's congenital mental atmosphere and completely identifying

oneself with views seemingly cxcinct since a score of centuries—more-

over indirectly and incompletely transmitted to our knowledge—may

be considered an endeavour full of risks, let us follow the great

example of humility sec by our deceased friend by proposing the

solution of his problem, inspite of all the evidence of straight unequi-

vocalncss it may convey to us, as only a provisional one—as befits all

human things.
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The erne Christian humility that led La Value’s steps in sa'eno-

fic research often brought him very near to the admission chat an

adequate understating of Buddhist (aud not only Buddhist, but

most ancient Indian) conceptions requires a complete reorientation of

mental habits on the part of the student. But in admitting this

difficult condition he considered it as a paitly insurmountable

barrier to our understanding. This was less due to a convic-

tion chat a human mind cannot free itself from the tradition into

which it is bem than to that subconscious safeguard against aban-

doning in any circumstance the outlook connected for him with the

highest spiritual values. Very unlike so many odicr known scholars

who turned their limitations into an attitude of superiority, severing

the granthas c£ their exegesis by summary judgments on die amount

of logic to be expected from their sources, La Vallcc was keenly alive

to subjective difficulties and returned to his problem again and again,

ever trying, never satisfied wirh half-way issues. That one most

personal reservation he could not throw into the bargain, although

aware at times that a mind intent on disclosing the essentials of a reli-

gious idea must allow itself to be fully merged in it. THU is why he

smilingly declined any far-reaching discussions on such questions of

outlook, saying that after all he was but a philologist or too old to

start anew. His works contradicted both the statements.

I still remember the scene of a youthfully enthusiastic attempt

to win him over to my optimism concerning our natural possibilities

of comprehension of ancient Indian thought, by pointing out that it

is not all too long since such trends cf experience and thought had

become extraneous to us, that they had been essentially ours too, that

such a revulsion of our mental categories would mean after all no

more than a return to the tradition of Clemens and Augustinus, of

Dionysius and the Victorians and down as far as some 19th century

Christian thinkers not only, but up to the very tradition of St. Paul

and St. John. I had even more powerful living allies in the imminent
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resplendent presence cf the highest peaks of flic Alps crowning the

valley to which we both used to return year after year. A concrete visu-

alisation of cosmic-hypercosmic infinity, an unearthly island of silence

in die midst of the turmoil of Europe—a vision by whose presence

an intent mind is effortlessly led to transcend itself and expand into

a consciousness of omnipresence and limitless quiet fulfilment and

cessation of all its human yearnings and strivings; a vision comparable

only to that of the snowy ranges of the Himalayas by whose presence

many portions of the Upanishads seem to hive been inspired.' I

could not help perceiving the strongest, if wordless, argument in

favour of the notion I had gathered of La Valicc’s spiritual pursuit in

his untiring fidelity to this spot, to which no alpinistic valley

could attract him, and to which he bade reluctantly farewell

only in the lasc year of his life when the contingent arguments of

medical science decided rhat a temperate climate was more likely to

preserve his declining vitality than the fulfilment of his wish of

passing a last summer at the feet of Mont Blanc. I could not help

believing due it was here that La Vallec was instinctively seeking

and possibly already experiencing in a half-consdous way the solu-

tion of his inner antinomy, die point of coincidence—or shall I say

of common fulfilment?—of the two great aspirations of his life. And

Who could say but this solution would have finally crystallized in

the unravelling of the problem that accompanied his scholatly

career,—during this last summer of which medical wisdom cheated

the wisdom of his heart? For. in spite of his humorous denials, the

a Cf. e g. Bff 111
,

8, 12 etxsys vi skssrtsyi prasas***. . .H*dy*h gysnJdnii

fotrubbyah f*Mtebby*b„*,-The fine ideel of the cosmic saviour is jfni* o

t

p'nJjnU (uncertain reading of Svet. Ill, 6) and tk* first ideal of the jxire seer is the

kntAjih*. The lightning-viiWQ of Brahman attained by the inornate Indra is attri-

buted to the llhimriidng presence of Uma Hnmanti (Ken* 25-27), Vac divine.

And what of the Rgvedic “mountains" from which she doceodf in a ifaowcr ct

ihsrm* or dmrtd—when will 2 more adequate exegesis restitute them to their hterii

locaoiag?
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progress towards such a fundamental rcvis'on of his understanding

of Buddhistic thought was so clearly evidenced in the successive stages

of his tackling of the problem of nairaunya and karman, that it is

difficult to doubt but the conclusive stage was near at hand and that,

had his last summer been left to his choice, he could have gone

hence as one whose life had been fulfilled.

The successive solutions

In 1902, La Vallcc* adopts the opinion still largely prevalent

amongst those critics of Buddhist origins who foster the genetic point

of view : from pre-cxistcut Brihmanical doctrines Buddhism had in-

herited the theory of karmic retribution and continuity of existence;

hut for therapeutical reasons ic was intent on eradicating the belief

in self, deeply rooted in those doctrines as their actual mainspring,

bolding, as the Buddha did, that the attachment to the 1 is the funda-

mental motive of desire. Not being originally concerned with meta-

physics, its position was not shaken by the inherent contradiction

between the assertion of the act and the negation of the agent. Later

philosophically minded Buddhists obviated this difficulty by assum-

ing a substitute for the ego, which, while agreeing with the orthodox

tenet of impermanence, could furnish a rational substratum for the

karmic process: such a substitute was found in the vljnanasamUna,

the autonomous flux of consciousness-instants. Pre-formed to a

certain extent in the older sources, where the term samtati as well

as a rtidimcntal notion of its later import can be found, ic agreed with

the older conception of vijnlna, constituting in its mobilicy and its

constant reproduction the centre and the raison d’etre of the aggre-

gation of the skandhas. Thus the samtina of the Abhidharma

constitutes a perfect equivalent of the purusa of the Samlchyas.

3 Dagnutrfui BcJJhUjit. U niguion At tSmt ft U Aertnne At licit.

Journal Aujtiynf, sept. oct. :po2, pp. 2yj fl.
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"Only the final term of their Odyssey differs—and after

all are we entitled to see any difference between the niicdha of the

arhat who realizes the samtanasya ucchcda and the definite isolation

of the purusa who sees the end of the' Dancer’s performance?,"

(p. 289).

Thus die notion of the intellectual series provides Buddhist

dogmatics with a self, continuous and responsible but liable to in-

terruption; as soon as this notion is embraced and expressed.

Buddhism appears as a cohcrcnc system.

But the oldest Buddhists had not quite got rid of the notion of

the imperishable self. If, of the Yamakasutta, ‘‘only the first phrase

be taken into account, we have in it a valuable vestige

of the old faith : it is wrong to assume that the Tathagata perishes;

the compiler of the Samyutta has interpreted this ancient proposition

:n his own manner, in conformity with the spirit dominating in die

Pitakas: ‘Anatheme celui qui affirme la destruction du Tathagata;

pour p&ir il fauc avoir cxistc!"'

This was years before Mrs. Rhys Davids started her campaign

in favour of a primitive 'Sakyan' docninc of the Self as distinct from

body and mind. Nor is die contention yet in any way analogous.

La Vallie tried to trace, not Buddhist origins, but pre-Buddhist

icierodox survivals in his hypothecs reconstructions of the primitive

orm of prabicmologlcs apparently reducible to the question of the

persistence of a self beyond the gates of Nirvana; not arguments

available in support of a primary "positive'* and hence “congruous

position of Buddhism, but arguments to illustrate the extremely

contradictory position to which Buddhism was driven by its conse-

quential negation of an enduring self: so far as co deny die very

reality of the Tathagata. The plausible objection that such all-round

negations of any' possible conception of the Tathagata's condition,

either here or hereafter, might but point to his absolutely transcen-

dent nature, inconceivable in terms of thought and speech, dees not
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yet occur to Li Vallcc who as yet seems satisfied with the current

interpretation in favour of an "anniliiiationism” mitigated by

obscurity for the use of minds unable to bear its full brunt, His

present verdict: "Nous connaissons, hclasl cc cju’il faut entendre

par la prccondcur insondable dr. l'existcnce qui n'cxiste pas"

(p. 246 fn.) has as yet the ring rather of Oltramare's and A. B. Keith's

solutions than of La Vallcc's own later ‘'provisional" dclvings.

A )Oar later (II. Nouvclles rechercbes sht U dcctnne de I'acte,

)A.t nov.-dec. 1903, pp. 357 If.) La Vallcc proceeds by a further

step in tracing the history of the presumed contradiction inherent

in the foundations of the Buddhist system : the negation of any

existent self-reality brought about as the inevitable result of the

denial of causality and hence of karman itself, as evidenced in the

Madhyamaka-position

.

Ten years laccr (La aerie des douze causes. Ghent 1913) we

witness the important admission that the conception of rebirth not

as a "transmigration" hut as the production of a new effecr from

detciniinaiu causes, results from a principle formulated as early as the

Digba-Nikiya. The conclusion is at hand that die negation of a

permanent migrating soul-substranim could not affect the coherent

doctrinal suuccurc of prc-scholasdc Buddhism: but ic is not drawn;

for, ultimately, the underlying issue of La Vallce’s criticism is not

that of an intrinsic logical coherence, but chat of the respondence

to a certain postulate of religious truth, namely, the existence of an

immortal scul.

The following twelve years are these of La Vallcc’s intimate

ripening, through extensive wanderings to' all points of the wide

Buddhistic horizon and intensive delvings into each of these varieties

of doctrine, years in which this personality both of a philologist

actively concerned with the coordination of doctrinal details and of a

historian of ideas vividly alive to the peculiar rhythm of every one of

those thought-currents grows to its exceptional dimensions.

LH.Q., JCTEUBOI, 1940 ,0
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In 1925

4

the problem of "basic conceptions" is taken up again

from a new point of view : no more from that of doctrinal syllogisms

and dogmatic constructions, but primarily from the point of view

of religious experience. Self-evident as it is, the fact that Buddhistic

axioms were in tire first place data of religious life was yet to be

discovered in European Bucdholcgy. The pioneers of this awareness

were the two so different and yet so kindred spirits, Oldcnberg and

La Vallce—both in the last decades of their life. Both recognize in

die seemingly abstract and inconceivable notion of Nirvana the coun-

terpart of the Upanishadic Atman, so far at least as religious aspira-

tion is concerned; for both are equally disinclined to admit that it

could have been a specific and concrete realization. This is why only

the evidence of the parallel terminology (ajStam, accut&m paddm,

akatam, unaJekbatam etc.) is observed, whereas no acccntion is accorded

to the evidence o: the parallel ideology concerning the essence itself of

Nirvana. For the Buddhist of the first ages—such is now the con-

clusion of La Vallce—the existence and reality of Nirvana is as indis-

putable as for the Vedanta the existence and reality of Brahman;’

but what is Brahman, what is Nirvana, is foe bath a "reserved" ques-

tion to which the answer is refused or given only by negations.

But the admission cf the primitive Buddhist conception of

Nirvana as an ens rcalisiimum implies for La Vallce die assumption

of a primitive belief in an immanent immortal self. The very simile of

the extinction of a fire, once used as the argument par excellence of the

annihilations theory, is now employed in die service of the opposite

interpretation. "Pour le rejnarquer cn passant, ccc Udana dit avee

route la dartc souhaitablc que ni le feu ni 1c saint ne sonc aneantis...”

[Ttue, the exegesis of some later Buddhistic schools avails itself of the

theory of the persistence of the fire as reduced to the invisible

4 Ntrjirut. Paris 1925.

5
"Brahman“ ss here taken throughout at panmam b'abma and a simple

synonym of itman.
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'subtle” fire-element; but the fajnous parable, equally ciurent, by

che way, in Upanishadic as in Buddhisc texts, dees by no means

pine to such a learned solution, as it expressly states that the fire

has not gone anywhere, but is just ‘extinct",: die comparison of

che Udana docs not however refer to the cm Tachagata, but, as

explicitly, to the five skandhas compsing die contingent persona-

lity definitely extinguished at death, and from which no designa-

tions can be derived for a reference to the Tathagata’s own essence

"deep, vase, measureless even as die Great Ocean (of Nirvana}".)

Ever since La Vallce carefully re-examines the Sutta-passages

that could be or had keen interpreted as implying che assumpuon of

an immanent self. "Quclqucs textes. pu norabreux mais dun

singulici intcrct, oppsent aux skar.dhas inipermanents, Patman, le

soi, un ptincip transccndant, ‘cc que je suts vcricablerrcnt, ma vraie

substance.’ A en juger d'apres ces textes, certain Bouddhisme ne

scrait qu’une branclie ou une varictc dc la philosophic des

Upanisads ou philosophic de Patman." \Lc dogme el la philcn&pbie

du Bouddbume, 1930, p. 100). This new interest is also extended

to the tenets of the Pudgalavadins, now judged to have been die true

if timid heirs of the oldest "Upanishadic" Buddhism.

Once that pine of conformity widi die fundamental postulate

of religious truth seems safely harboured frem controversy, the sub-

jective hindrance to a fuller appreciation of Buddhism—as a concep-

tion fie to satisfy the needs and aspiradons of human spirit—is remov-

ed : the former quarrel between Buddhism and the rine qua non of

religion is now transposed into a quarrel between a primitive Bud-

dhism and the later doctrinal standpint evidenced since the Pitakas:]

"A 1'origine un Bouddhisme qui croyaic a lame, a la transmigration

dc Panic ct au Nirvana; qui d’aillcuts n’etait pas un "thcoremc” ct

condamnaic les sculcs doctrines immoialcs ct qui sont des enclaves ou

obstacles a la vie religieuse. Plus tard, au service de la meditation du

neanc des choses ec pur combattre 1‘orgucil ec Pdgoisme, une specula-
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don dc tendance nibiliste s’aitaque a I'idcc dc l ame ct aboucit,

juivanc les cedes, scit au conccpc hytride dii pudgala, soit a la tlicorie

du moi-scrie"
(
Ntroana

.

p. 131).

But this strongly subjective solution of the main problem docs

not blur the clearsightedness of his scholarly inquiry, which

docs not shun the statement that even among die later Buddhist

schools "who deny a soul in itself and admit only an I-senes” same

consider the Nirvana as a real entity, “comme qui dirait le lieu ou

lctat dans lcqucl la doulcur cc I'existence sont a jamais dctruiccs

ce qui nc nait pas, ce qui nc change pas ” (p- 68 f.). Hew can

this apparent anomaly be explained?

The scholar seems near enough to descry the subjective nature

of the difficulty when he states: "pour les bouddhistes. les problems

du Nirvana ct dc l'auic nc sunt pas connotes."

But he stops at that and does not attempt a synthesis of his

present and former observanons
:

(2) that the primitive Buddhist

conception of Nirvana reflects the Upanishadic notion of the immortal

reality, and (b) that already the primitive Buddhist conception of

batman docs not seem to require the assumption of a permanent I;

a synthesis chat could have led, this inferential way tco, up Co ‘die

conclusion that the data cf atman and barman might have even

originally been, not concomitant, but rather csscnually disjoint and

pertaining to opposite planes of reality, thus allowing of coherent

doctrinal systems based on their reciprocal exclusion : a statement diat

can be reached on die direct wav of an unprejudiced analysis of die

extant texts, Upanishadic and Buddhistic altbe-

At this point of the development of La Vallee's views the ques-

tion was inevitable whether Buddhism, a coherent and satisfactory

religious system in its origins, lost dtis character )ust at the time when

it made the triumphant conquest of a vast portion of humanicy?,

The unsolved problem is conscquendy shifted to an antinomy

between later Buddhism as a speculative construction on one hand
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and as a way of religious realization on the other : in this shape we

find it again in La Vallce’s last analytico-historical studies, mainly in

the Reflexions sur U Madhyamaka (1932-1933).

The recent explanation of nairamiya as a tenet secondarily super-

posed on original Buddhism did not modify the line of interpretation

of the evolution of later Buddhistic doctrines : namely thac die anti-

nomy produced by the introduction of this tenet eventually led to a

theoretical negation of karman as well, along with tint of any conceiv-

able reality. 'Such is. according to La Vallee, the purport of Nagar-

juna’s absolute truth : a nihilism distinguished from that of the Nasti-

kas by a discrimination of two planes of reality : the relative one, com-

prising impurity, purification and ensuing Nirvana-—admitted as

means of attaining true reality—•,
and the absolute one of which

nothing can be predicated : die eternal absence of any process. Thus

the Madhyamaka apparently avoids the antas of sisvata and uccheda,

or rather of ;amaropa and apavada, as it refrains from proclaiming the

asatnskrta either as an abandonment of the incxistcnt relative reality

or as the latrer's eternal immanent nature. In fact, he argues, specu-

lative Nigarjunism betrays itself as an unstable synthesis of the two

Buddhisms : the scholastic one of the Hinayana (this refers evidently

to the Sautrannka conception of Nirvana as pure non-entity) and the

ontological one of die Prajnaparamitas asserting a dbarmadbitu. The

synthesis is established by a definition of absolute Reality in terms

of void (pp. 15 ff., 30, 34 ff.
( 37 f.).

Thus failing to appreciate the specific issue of Madhyamaka

cxdusivism. our author agrees with the Yogicara criticism of the

Madhyamaka to die effect diat the lattct’s Absolute, not being the

immanent absolute nature of relative reality as asserted by

the Yogacaras (and which, in his opinion, cannot be distinguished

from chc 3cman), is not even a dialectic entity, but “un simple

trompe-I-ocil” (52). In reality however,—be concludes—,thc Madhya-

maka misunderstands itself- Its relative truth, its provisional assertion
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d die apparatus leading to deliverance, is in tact its real truth. Its

"absolute truth" is only a means, a methodical negation for the prac-

tical purpose of purification. The Hinayana had pioposcd as die

aim of religious life the aspiration to Nirvana. But Nagarjuna

bolds that, in order ro destroy desire, we must abolish die belief in

any reality. Nirvana not excepted. Thus die idea of existence will

he destroyed by that of non-existence, and the latter, as founded only

on the opposition, will destroy itself— thus giving way to Nirvana.

Hence the absurd position of Nagarjuna's metaphysical denial and

practical affirmation of experience is co be explained by admitting

that his paramartbika is not a metaphysical truth but a mcditadoii-

nilc for the purpose of deliverance, a self-suggestion analogous co die

adkimuhu-manash&a known to the Hinayana. In such forms cf

meditation the auchor secs the very essence of yoga, md finally revises

his definition, derived from Dharmapala's criticism of the Madhya-

mika’s taitva as a reality based on non-existence,—to the effect that

Nagarjunism has no ultimate philosophical bearing (26 f., 54-8).

Thus the two planes of the Madhyamaka theory of reality have

been reduced unawares to the two platforms of La Vallee’s eva-

luation of Buddhism : as speculation and as religion. The real truth

f the Madhyamaka, as well as that of the Yogacara and of tile prc-

diolastic popular Hinayana—the truth of Buddhism as conquering

eligion is diat of the bondage and deliverance of an immortal soul-

essence : the philosophies based on or derived from the negation of

this principle are mere intellectual exercises prompted and hampered

'iy the incongruity of their premises, at best, pious exercises of self-

lestructive dialectics intended to eradicate intellectual hankerings.

In his last publication on the subjects connected with hia life-long

problem (The Atman in the Pali Canon. Indian Culture
, 1936.

pp. 820^24)—not a "last word", but only die latest epitome of

‘ provisional" conclusions—styled by himself "a native expression

of his views"—, La Vallee resumes as “seemingly certain" the point.
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maintained throughout the stages, that "the Buddhist faith in trans-

migration and in a beatific Nirvana is logically repugnant to the

canonical tenet thac Man is only a compound of transitory elements

(physical and mental), for it implies that Man is more than body

and mind”, and the point, determined upon at a ccmpararively later

stage, chat pnmicive Buddhism, not yet equipped with a philosophy

of its own, simply assumed ‘‘a something ' as subject of bondage

and deliverance (as defined by our author, p. 822, this something is

very like an individual soul). The well-known passages on

the anitmata of the skandhas as explained by their anityata-duhkha-

ta arc understood to deny only the universal atman but to postulate a

transcendent individual one. The- Jetavana parable is interpreted,

with Mrs. Rhys Davids, as implying that man is chiefly soul or self,

and contrasting with the teachings of the Majjliima where

the I is flatly denied. But this Iaccsc ‘‘provisional’ position not

merely resumes the previous formulation ol the problem as born of

a conflict between earlier faith and later philosophy, it also traces a

duality ot views as implicit in the former: that of an immanent indi-

vidual soul connected with karmic reality, and that of a transcendent

though immanent one, essentially unconnected with contingency.

If now die assumption or a soul as an element thus extraneous to

the mechanism of contingency is avowedly located in the primitive

strata of Buddhism as r e 1 i g i o n, is not the conclusion imposing

itself that the elimination of such an element could not undermine

tlie validity of die religious system of contingency? The conclusion

had been practically drawn, by an approach from the other end, since

1902 when La Vallce had stated (see above, p. 653) that the samtan2,

foreshadowed even in the oldest texts, was a perfect non-acmic subs-

titute of the Samkhyan purusa and that no distinction could be

actually made between the uccheda of the samtana and the viveka

of the pumsa. But in 1936 he would no more have subscribed to

this statement; since the point lie was now intent on revindicating
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for religious cruth was noc the Buddhist system of contingency, but

the Buddhist system of transcendency. The new understanding

of Buddhism acquired in three decades of earnest personal investiga-

tion had brought home to him that the notion of Nirvana is based,

not on the concept, however subdy formulated, of an unconscious

and senseless unimaginable condition or of absolute non-cxistcncc,

bur. primarily and throughout che history of Buddhist thought, on

the experience of the fulness of salvation. How is dais conception

possible without the. admission of an immortal soul? This was the

problem now unhusking itself to its nakedness before the mind of

the thinker who had lovingly devoted his life to the subject of his

research and was now preparing to justify it, along with his life,

before his Creator.

When, after the publication of the last volume of bis Melanges

Chmois et Bouddhtques, I questioned him on the outstanding con-

cluding part of his Reflexions sur le Madhyamaka, he pointed

smilingly to his forehead and went out foe a solitary walk aloii^
-

fami-

liar pathways facing the snowy range. This much appeared from

his casual hincs, chat it was to be, as usual, not only a conclusion

but a revision. (What second conclusion could there be, after all,

in the same line of “reflections" already so expressly concluded?).

He had lately reverted to considerations of the various aspects of

jiaramartbaratya in Buddhistic thought.' He had been scaling, in

his sketch MstSila and Naradt the relative contributions of specu-

lation and ecstacies to the Buddhist realisation of truth. Was he noc

preparing a new approach from within tc the last phase of his prob-

lem? And while serenely proceeding onwards, in the face of his

rapid physical decline, to a furchcr extension of his life's work

already so uncommonly cxccnsive, of the field of chis ‘'petite philo-

logie” as he would call it,—was he noc most personally verifying in

6 Doc*m*nu d'AebidhsTrr.* Let deux. Us quelre, lei trrii vfriis. MCB., V,

pp. 159 fl.

7 Ibid., p. .89&
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this imperturbable growth die growing realization diubeva dbamme

of another plane of existence unconcerned with life or death? As so

many Christian saints had found it on the shorter way of rapture,

he, a new Narada, would have finally found in the most compre-

hensive vision crowning his life of intellectual effort the solution of

rhe problem, reduced to its ultimate terms: how the fulness of

salvation can be experienced as die very annihilation of conscious

individual life—had but the birthplace of his vastest thoughts been

also die resting-place of his lasc.

The problem itself: i> it one?

In referring above to the deep divergency of mental attitude

forming rhe chief obstacle to an adequate comprehension of ancient

Indian ways of thought, I did not by any means associate myself

with the battered slogan abouc East and West, but intentionally

specified as terms of die contrast the ancient Indian and the modem
Western outlook.' In fact, by virtue of the same mental revolution

dirough which the era of '’modern” or "objectively scientific”

thought was inaugurated (how shortlived its "scientific” character

was, how utterly unscientific it already appears in die light of die

postulates of present-day science imposing a revision of all customary

categories, is too known a fact to requite further elaboration),—die

West has also broken off from its own mulusccular tradition of

thought and of thinking. The nature of rhe break can be briefly

stated to consist in a definite and programmatic cleavage between

die intellectual and the emotional functions of the psyche, carrying

in its wake in die domain of spiritual activity a complete separation

of the fields of philosophy and religion—
a
phenomenon unwitnessed

8 Tlvr litre it not confined to ihe geographical ,
'V/e^^.

,
• Ap.it from in

general diflutioi. in practical life end science in Iixha as well, the matcct-of-factncss

with which .cm* exponents of contemporary Indian Sanskrit Philology and exegelic

lirerwure operate with the western irc.l redaction of the mcmt categories it largely
due to the sifting of this saenra through Europecn

“

! H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1940
3 1
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before the r8th century in Europe as it had never been witnessed in

India—.and under the concomitant objective aspect in the reduction

of outward reality to a dual mechanism of “substances” and “active

forces" designed with proud terms thinly shrouding their ultimate

nature of incognitae. As no innovation is ever altogether new, we

may discern to a certain extent in this reform a renewal of the

Scholastic movement of the early Middle Ages, which, in reaction

to the contemporary mystic currents encompassing the whole cosmos

as a vast psyche in a conception of religious psychology (the universal

science of early mystic naturalism, which, if condemned as

"unscientific"
,
may at any rate claim die merit of having formed

the living foundation of die great scientific discoveries of the

Renaissance), postulated 3 sharp division between the soul on one

hand and, on die other hand, soulless matter ruled and moved by

abstractions extraneous to both. This Scholastic attitude has ouc.

livcd its age and continued a shady existence in the substrata of the

reactionary movements obstructing now and then the continuous

flow of religious speculation (which in the Christian West descended

directly both from orthodox sources like the Fourth Gospel, die

Epistles to the Corinthians, the Romans and the Ephesians and the

mystical writings of the Fathers soaked with Neo-Platonism and

Eascern mysteriosophic ideologies, and from heretic sources like

Gnosticism, Hermetism and AJchemisdc doctrines—all more or less

indirectly connected with repeated impacts of ancicnc Indian

thought); on it were still based the rcccnc spurious attempts at a

"rational" reconciliation of the religious dogma with the then up-to-

date standpoint of astronomy, geology and physics; in the domain

of religion itself, by which this intellectual dualism has been patdy

adopted as an antidote against the excrescences of emotional

modernism obliterating the dogma and confusing radicr than com-

paring historically different creeds suicepriblc of mystically esoteric

interpretation,—similarly as the Scholastic view had been adopted
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10 counter the overriding impulse of monistic mysticism—
-,

it finds

its expression in a prudent reserve against any emotional revaluation

of accepted positions, against ar.y mystic psychificadon of saullcss

crcatural substance, whose namral concomitant is inevitably an cx-

rension of the limits of the created soul to God-like dimensions and

its active connection with natural laws—an implicit negation of its

individuality and its crcaturality. Thus in both the domains cf

research and religion the limits between emotion and knowledge are

sharply drawn, forming a barrier between die modem West and its

past, barring modem European Indclogy from the forms of ex-

perience and vision underlying the subject of its research.

The role of European Scholasticism was played in India by its

counterpart. Jainism:; it introduces substance as a dominant category

of thought. Before the diffusion o: its philosophy the categories of

Indian speculation were purely functional, i.c., psychological. The

contrasts between die positive and negative aspects and values of

reality, whatever form they may assume, are not reducible to the

contrast of active forces and passive substances, but throughout to

the contrast of opposite functions, of opposite psychic tendencies.

Hence die contrast is absolute, i.c. exclusive, hence die problem of

moksa is not that of a separation but that of a transfiguration, the

bonds being self-imposed by a "wrong” orientation ol the potential

force of freedom:, the process of deliverance consists in the inversion

of its functionality. Hence the axiom of a coexistence of karman,

die anti-atman function kat'exocbcn, welding the bond of samsara,

and the atman as such, was not at all formulated in the Upan ishads

and is not even conceivable from their point of view, for the simple

reason that it would have been tantamount to the assertion of a

simultaneity of bandha and moksa. Of all the classical passages,

neither the pancagnividyi (Brh. Ill, 2, 13) nor Yajnavalkya’s secret

teaching of man’s survival as kannan alone*, nor the lapidary defini-

9 As to the fltroi proceeding after death into akafa,sce fn 2.5,
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non of the mechanism of karman in lirb.-Ar.-Up. IV, 4, 5—this

pratityasamutpatla in nuce—include any implication of the atman at

all. An apparent exception to this consequential position will be

pointed out in the famous text Brb. IV, 4, 1-4, in which a migrating

dtmd is referred to. What is this atma? Is it an individual soul, as

most modem translators and cxcgccists of the Upanishads, Indian

and Western, arc all too ready to admit and to assume? Or is it,

as Sankara would have it, the true atman, the paramStman, falla-

ciously fettered by the extraneous bond of action through the

ignorance of his true self-entity? Before having recourse to Sankara,

let us rather have recourse for an adequate explanation to die text

itself- The habit of isolating passages relative to a particular element

of doctnne from their context was here, aj in so many ocher cases,

responsible for rendering quite explicit data problematic and obscure.

The fourth Adhyaya of our Uponishad is an indivisible whole, the

doctrines expounded in it complete and illustrate one another. Now,

even with regard only to the Brahmana immediately preceding, what

U “this atmi’’ [ayam atma) to which our text constantly refers? It

is the prajriatnian (3, 35), styled at the beginning of the same

Brahmana vijnanamayab franesu brdyantarjyotib pxrusah. True,

Sankara identifies this entity with the Atman kat'cxochcn and ins-

tructs us that vijnanamaya is to be understood as “(wrongly) identi-

fied with vijnana.” As, however, for the present we are not con-

cerned with Sankara's theory laboriously forced upon the text but

with the theory of die Brbtdaranytka itself, we may safely cake the

meaning for what chc term simply conveys, and understand

lOjndnamaya puru.yt= frajhdlma as “die atma (or purusa) whose

essence is consciousness.'' Now. does our 4th Adhyiiya direedy or

indirectly identify this entity (very significantly introduced by die

question "which atma, [katama with the r.eU nely atma

proclaimed at the culminating point of its teaching? By no means.

On chc contrary, it very neady defines the relation of this entity to
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the atman kai'exocben, namely as one of :ts potential constituents.

For tliis we must go back to the and Brahmana, expounding tbe

doctrine of the post-mortal voyage of the sage endowed with the

supreme upanisad. "This purusa in the right eye is called Indha;

although he is Indha, they call him "Inara" for the sake of implica-

tion, because the gods love the implicit and hate die explicit.

Whereas diat purusa in the left eye is his wife Viraj. The (place of)

their union is the space within the heart, their food is the blood-

dump in the heart, their covering is that net-like in die heart, the

path of their common procession is the nadi ascending upwards from

the heart; within uic heart arc located die nidis called bitib, equal (in

thinness) to the thousandth part of a hair : through them that per-

ennial flux flows on." Therefore His alimentation is more exquisite

:han that of the body-atman." From the dual number the text has

very significantly passed to the singular. In fact we have been shown

how the two, separate when perceived in the eyes, in die heart melt

into one and follow dxir common path of muklt ascending through

the susumna. "The eastern region is His eastern pranas, che

southern region His southern pranas, die western region his

western pranas the totality ol the regions the complex of his

pranas: this inded is the itman called "no, no" The Fearless

thou hast reached, O Janaka.”

In the 3rd Brahmana we arc told that such a transfiguration of

the vijnanamaya purusa resting in dreamless sleep within the fluid

contained in die heart-nadis takes place through a process culminat-

ing in universal self-consciousncss, the "form" in which that trans-

figuration results being that of the psycho-cosmic Androgyne, die

perfect union of the two purusas, the "form" of an all-awareness

whose subject and object are indistinguishable, both being the All.

io rta/ israaad inavsti. See in my "Milo Pritologtco nAHudit Aniic*

np. 6i, 64 «nd n. 2, 308, 30? 363. 369 i.. the explanniion <A die origin and mining
of die Uur Buddhistic term hr*t*.
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la rhc following Brihmana diis same event of a union of the two

entities instead of their separation is referred, with a definite sote-

riological value, to the death-instant of die sage delivered from

desire. In the concluding paragraph of our first Brahmana it is

attributed to him who has realized the supreme upanisad. The

reader convcrsanc with die analogous technical symbolism of this

same conception as expounded in so many other Upamshadic texts

can entertain no doubt as to the condition in which this realization

of die true upanissd is meant by our text to take place : it is the

culminating stage of the yoga-process. This state of all-conscious-

ness, actualized by means of an intimacc union of two constituent

principles and their common inward ascension, this "fearless” state

sensed in our Adhyaya to take place in three conditions: dreamless

sleep, yogic extasis and final mukti, is identified with, or rachcr

revealed as. the Atman kat'ixocbtn. the neti nety alma, the all-

embracing cosmic Purusa. In face, the Atman similar in diis respect

to all odier entities and principles of Upanishadic speculation is not

a substance, but a psychic function or condition: different however

from all the others by the fact of its being a limitary' function, a

stasis produced by the ecstadc superlation of emotional conscious-

ness, which, through utmosr intensification, and the concomitant

lbsorption of die total range of objective possibilities of awareness,

ias expanded to universal self-consciousness. If terminological data

oc considered more convincing than ideological ones, they can be

had in abundance
:

The other most classical terms designating the

atman are Snanda (Brb . IV,
3, 3a, II, I, 19—Ttitt.-Vp. II and

III), sampraidda (Cb.-Up. VIII,
3, 4; 12, 3), iunja all of them

most explicitly terms of psychic condition, not of substance.

Amongst these designations revealing die nature of die designed

entity as the hypostasis of a psychic state, does the fundamental

II Turiyi always explained as tunyin nbbtam (MindSiyop., NiiimbotUra-

tipmyup. etc.). See aLo f*bbs-.ipy,)l»-K*ih*. VI, u—Mini. 6. ere
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term itman alone form an exception?. Itj corollaries arc eloquent

enough: ystn tv asya strvam atmawibhut (Brh

.

IV, 5, 15); abam

evedam servant ilt (Cb

.

VII, 25, 2); aham evedam sarvo 'smiii

manyxie (Brh IV, 4, ao)r etc. The unvarying trend of these

definitions is the notion
: “The All is myself"; "I am the All".

The most characteristic feature of the hypostasis of this ecstatic

experience consists in the fact that the All as object of the universal

consciousness is united and identified with the now all-embracing

subjecc. The term abstracted from this notion is naturally the one

most laden with the meaning of the mystery experienced, the one

expressive of the psychic immanence of the universal unity. The

atman is originally neither an individual nor a cosmic soul-subs-

tance, nor a transcendent substance essentially extraneous to both

individual and cosmos: it is the reahsatx>n of the psycluc unity of

the I and the All. By a symbolism specific to the mysticism of all

the ages (or rather perpetuated in all the mystic formulations derived

from chis common source), this realisation is represented as a nup-

tial union. The female part is assigned to the prajnatman or

vijnanamaya purusa, Viraj = Vic;11
and who is Indha-Indra? As

to this point too, contemporary texts furnish ample information
:

"

he is Prana, the vital force and quintessence of all vital faculties—1the

potential winner of Brahman, the mace of Uml Haimavati, the

divine Vac (sec Satap.-Br, V, 5, 2, 9 f.; Kaus.-Up. Ill, 2
;
Kena

25 fF. Brb.-4r.-Up. 1
. 5, 12; cf. Satap.-Br. VII, 5, I, 7: Prana is the

male, the mate of Vac). Indlia-Prana-Vaisvanara, the “enkindlcc" of

the mortal fire of individual life (cf. Satap.-Br. VI, I, I, etc.), is liable

to turn into the enkindler of die “yogic fire-body" (Svet.-Up. I, i2d)

which transcends mortality and individuation. The function of

Prana in his conquest of, and elevation with. Kundalini called Tag

12 Cf. A(b*n*-Ve<Ut IX, a, 5b; Cfr.-Up. I, 13, %\ Brh. IV, i, 2.

13 Foe A hill surTcy of the relative tero and a history of tbe ideology see of. cit.,

pp. 67., 91 ff., 123, iifill., 131, 301 ff, 337 £, ct poasim (v. Index sv. lndra\
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devi (Siva Samb. II, 21 ff.) is a well-known motive o( yoga-symbolism,

only the antiquity of this ‘'tantric" doctrine has been greatly under-

estimated : in fact I have been able to show that it is not only Upnni-

shadic but Vedic and one of the fundamental doctrines of the oldest

speculation.
11

If now we return to our eschatological text, we shall be bound

to admit that its doerrine is exposed with an amount of claricy that

can dispense with any outside commentaries : The bodily atnia

groans under the weight of the prajnatma when a man is about to

breathe his lasc (3, 35). This purusa (the prajnatma) detaches him-

self from the members and again, retracing the way of his former

entrance and according to die fundamental inode, drives towards

(a new) prina. As, when the lung is about to come, the village-

chiefs and ministers of the law make ready to wait upon him saying

"he is coming, he is approaching" thus all the elements (ready to

constitute a new body) wait (upon this purusa): "lo, die brahman'
4

is coming, is approaching (37). As around the king, when he is about

to leave, they assemble, so do all the pranas assemble around this

atman when one is about to breathe his last (38). And when man

is overcome by debility and confusion, this is the moment when the

pranas assemble in that one (in the ptajnatman), and he, collecting

(from them) these particles of light (that ate their consciousness

powers deriving from his own essence, see below, 2, ad finem) and

proceeds to the heart; but the c^c-purusa turns away beyond (to the

sun); then one is no more able to perceive rupas" (4, 1). Who is

the cikiusah purusah
,
which of the two mentioned in IV, 2?

Evidendy Prana, the factor of rupa (cf. Brb. Ill, tj, 15; the "shipe-

14 Of. at., pp 49 (1., Nima-tUpa and d.hirma-ri.pt. Origin end AtftCU cf on

Annem Indian Conception. eh. 1; Le Serpen ,i I'Oiieaa (XX. Intern. Cengr.

Or., Brussels 1938).

15 PnjnJnrun it one c! the specific aspects 0( brahman manifested in con-

tingency. Denied study erf these aspects in Nima-ript. See also II idilo

Pstiologico, pusim (y. Index t. w. brahman, vijoiiu-aua).
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icss" core of shape Brb. II, 3, 3-4)—for chis purely psychological

Outlook a filiation tantamount to that of die perception of riipas.

Thus we arc shown due in this case of unenlightened dying the

mystic union of both purusas in die heart decs not take place. "He
becomes single

11,

and they say “he does not see... he does not smell...

taste..
. speak. ..hear...sense. ..touch... cognize. Then the top of the

heart flares up and in this flare the atma steps forth, either duough

the eye or through the head or through other pans of the body."

Up to here the text is an unbroken account; only the successive

phrase (4, 2 lam utkramanUm prano 'nitkramati pranam anui-

kramanUm sarvt prana enikkramanti), inserted from a parallel but

slightly varying doctrine, according to which die prajhatman is the

firs: to abandon the body, his egression being only succeeded by chat

of ptana followed ty all die sensorial functions,—which, lcoarding

to our mam text, arc 011 the contrary absorbed in the prajhatman

(-1. ')—interrupts incidentally die otherwise strict and linear sequence,

which is immediately taken up again :

'

‘lie is of consciousness-

csscncc, and all due is provided widi consciousness follows him.".

In this condition intermediary between two lives "chc past prajha"

—die sum rota! of prajhl as ir conies down from the previous life—is

accompanied by its acquirements of vitJya and karman dial "clasp

each other". The force of karman, of the anri-vidya, prevails: in

facr it is the aOidya that becomes the guide to die successive hfc(3;

cf. its cpidict neiri in Yoga philosophy and bbsvanetti in Pali

Buddhism). “Like a caterpillar that has reached die end of one

stalk, starting on a new outset contracts itself, even thus d\is atma,

throwing off die body and prompting forward the avidya, starting

on another outset, contracts himself '(3).

Tliis atma. the subject of the individual life and of the process

:6 Thu eklkhhn resulting from separatior ii iwnrially opposed to the

ab*lute unification described IV, 3. 12 f? and IV, 5, 35 ff. though similar in its

biological effects.

I.KQ., SBPTVMtIR, I94O
32
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of mctensomatosis—net as a constant entity, but as an ever new result

of past dispositions (3. a in fine).— is the vijnana winch cannot be

transfigured into die one atpian, universal sclf<onsciousness, as

long as avidya, individual self-consciousness, the essence of differen-

tiation and thus of karraan, presents him from actuating die inner-

most nuptial union which is at the same time the union of the I and

the All—from assuming die supreme form of Brahman as Atman.

"For, indeed, diat Atman= Brahman is consciousness and manas and

prana and seeing and heanng and earth and water and space and

lighc and desire and its contrary and anger and its contrary and

dharma and its contrary, it is All. Therefore, according as one is

this or that, as one acts, as one lives, so one becomes : the well-doer

becomes good, the evil-doer evil: fortunate by propitious deed,

wretched by wretched deed. In this connection, in fact, it is

stated : ‘This purusa is essentiated of desire’ : for according to his

desire is his psychic tendency, according to his tendency he enacts

the deed, according to the deed enacted is his lot.” Truly a for-

mula of praotyasamuepada avant Lt lettre. What, in face, is the

substratum of this causal chain? Kama the essence of morcal man.

The preceding passage shows 11s as the subsrracum of metensoma-

tosis the vijnanasman guided by his avidya, his self-consciousness,

i.c. his own specific entity. While in the sandbytstbana of dream

—so analogous to the ittndkyastbana of reincarnation—he experiences

in virtue of his avidya the terrors and the clarions to which waking

consciousness is liable (IV, 3, 20). and attains the highest state only

when, abandoning along with the sandhyasthana of dream lus

avidya-nature, he realizes the all-consciousness of dreamless sleep.

Thus also in virtue of his avidy5-nature, of individualizing conscious-

ness, he “becomes this or that” in desire and will, in action and

destiny. Kama is coincident with avidya—as desire does not exisc

apart from individuation,—
< it is tire actuality-aspect of the same func-

tion of which avidya is die potentiality. The two successive doctrines
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concerning the process of samsara and the mechanism of karnian

agree as two formulations of the same notion. The samsara has r.o

substratum extraneous to itself, extraneous to its essence, die bar-

man : for its substratum, the vijnanamaya purusa, is kamamayt.

The process is as autonomous as that of the pratityasamutpada.

What indeed is the "substratum” of the BuddHIsc causal chain?

Evidendy and cxpresscdly nothing but ayidya, the first nidana and

essence of all the other nsdanas, or, according to the shorter versions,

vijnana. which in so many Suttas appears as the principle connect-

ing successive lives. That the samikaras are karman in the form of

volition, cctdrid
(
= thc brain of our Up.), the first specification of

subconscious avidyS, that vijnina is its manifestation on the cons-

cious plane, that trsni, standing for avidya in the third aryasoiya

(whose longer formulation is the pratityasamutpada prdtilomam) is

the latter's specified accualisacion in the developed individual con-

sciousness stream, are facts which need not be e.aborated here."

But this Buddhistic vijnana, csscn dated of avidya, is not liable

to a transfiguration into Atman, whereas the vijnanamaya purusa is:

here, and here only, lies the divergence between the position of

ancient Buddhism and that of the Brhadaranvaka, and we may for

the present accept it as such.

The Acmar. kdl'txochen has no part in the mechanism of

karman, which is on the contrary the ncgacion of his static nature,

he is not implicated in die process of samsara, which, on the con-

trary, excludes the possibility of his realization and is perpetuated

by chis exclusion. But the vijnanamaya purusa, the
’

‘substratum"

of tliis mechanism, die "subjecc" of this process, can be turned, as

we have seen, to the realization of die Atman. By what means can

this total reversion and transformation be brought about? The

technical aspect of this mystery has been exposed in the and

17 See H Milo Piitdopcc. pp. 3288. fv. Index s.r. p*aiiryMaii.ucpoda>
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Brahrnana. Its moral aspect is now defined in the 4th: "he who is

undesiring, exempt from desire, fulfilled in his desire, his desire

being turned towards Atman: his pranas do not proceed fortin by

being sheer Brahman he attains Brahman. On this are the verses:

when all the desires nesting in man’s heart arc dissolved, then the

mortal becomes immortal, here he attains Brahman. As the chrown-

off hide of the serpent" lies on an ant-hill, thus indeed lies this

body: but the bodiless immortal Prana is identified with Brahman,

:s identified with (hypercosmic) Light.'" A subtle path extends,

an ancient one; it penetrates into me. and indeed, I have found it;

on it the steadfast ones proceed, the brahman-knowers, to the

heaven-world and hence upward, delivered. In it, they say, is die

white arid the blue and the fiery and the green and die red (the many

coloured heart-liquid filling the susumna, the microcosmic aspect of

the hypercosmic ttjas, the “formless form" of the hrdyakaia=
vijnina;" tins path is found by die brahman (in me), this way pro-

ceeds the brahman-knovver who has fulfilled the auspicious act, die

luminous one’ (6-9). How has the kimamaya turned into the tejo-

maya, how has the chain of kamian and the circle of sanisata been

resolved into the ascending line of mukti? The text says it dearly

enough : by the extinction of kama. But is not this singular trans-

formation of the “subject" an elimination of his own essence, an

extinction rather chan an elanon? It is not taken as such by our

text, on the good ground that he ls not a “substance" but a function.

A substance can only be destroyed to yield to its contrary. A func-

iB Set Le Serpent e: rCUtm.

19 Paramam btJhma=universal inri trinscendoit Vac=Iiypercosinic Light, see

II Milo Piicdogico pp. 43 (A.-V. VIII, 9, 9, Ke'.ha V, 25, Murid II. 10, Sort. VI. 24.

Gita XV. 6), 46 {A.-V. II, i), 50 (A.-V. IV, 1), 93 f. (&b. 1, 3, 17; r, 6. 3), 956.

(5rk. II, 3. Cb. VIII, ii-ii), 142 (Katha VI, 6), 168 £ (MwuUkd), 182 fr.

(SveUhatara), 1958. (GW), 12 1 3.
(Meitrey*}*), 235!. 241 (NrfimHo’.U-itapmfi.

etc., v. Index ». vr Lace trcnscmd-nte and Iempo. Sx further Nima-ripa end

Db/rma-rUpa.

so Set Mito, Sod. s. w. brJyaAUa. coiori. iHjfOaa, Vac.
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lion can be inverted and thus transformed into the opposite

function, as in our ease has been instanced by the descriptions of the

mystic union. The ptajnitman, die individualizing punciplc of sclf-

consciousncss, becomes the universalizing principle by virtue of

which "the outward is not distinguished from die inward" (Brb. IV.

3» 2
1
). for time is nothing "other" with regard to the pcrccivcr

(3, 31, Ait.-Up. Ill, 13), "the All has become himself" (Brb. IV<

5, 15. II. 4, 14). The “subject" of the karmic process is nor the

Atman, his function is even that of the anri-atman, but it can be

inverted, "turned upwards’ to Atman-rcalization. He is therefore

potentially atman ("Indeed that Greae Unborn Atman is latent in

that among the functions which is of consciousness-essence, in diac

which is the akisa within the heart". IV, 4. 22). and actually such,

when kama-karman, his contingent nature, is no more- This is

the initial position of the fully developed Upanishadic immanentism;

a synthetic position, resulting from a conciliation based on data

derived from the analysis of yogic experience of the two axiomatic

certitudes: (1) the Atman is the All, the most real, most intense of

realities; (2} the essence cc life is desire and suffering experienced in,

and as, individual consciousness, extraneous and contrary to the all-

conscious extasy of atman. In one phrase: the first doctrinal conci-

liation of the antinomy atma n«—»k a r m a n.

But the position does not remain the same throughout the

whole history of Upanishadic thought.
31 As the attempts at

demorutialing theoretically the psychic and cosmic immanence of

atman, and hence the implicit atman-nacure of psyche and cosmos

multiply, speculation eventually coming in contrast with the data

derived from the analysis of contingent experience, the gulf between

the two axioms widens, for the theoretical standpoint cannot admit

the experimental truth of the dynamic genesis of the static

ax Analysis and history of (he successive posideew in their genetic devclopeticnt
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reality of the Onc-and-AII. Hence die evolutional doctiincs re-

presented by the Tsittmya-Uf. and Aitarcya-Ar. II, 3, 2-3 give way

to the acosmiitic position of the absolute identity represented by

Katha-Vp-, I&-Up. and die later portion of Brb. IV. 4. 10-20, and

the doctrine of oror is more nominally than effectively superposed

on the doctrine of karmanj successively, divine soter.c intervention

is postulated and accounted for by the introduction of a new

hypostasis of the Atman as primeval 2nd perennial "intimate

Teacher" and Saviour, the atma-subjccc of samsara being conceived

as different from or coincident with Him according to the direction

of its own essential functionality.
33 Thus the position of Upanisha-

dic immanentism, epitomized by the doctrine of absolucc identity in

the formula asli (Kilha VI, 12-13), is progressively attenuated to the

formula asli ca rtasti ca (.Moksadharma 2iy« also na nasli 203-),

until the most extreme advocates of a psychocusmic thcoty based on

the immediate data of lifc-cxpcriencc arrive at the conclusion imply-

ing nasti, a nairattnya dcctrine represented by Maitn HI” and

31 The Samlchynn or pre-Senkhyin wb-tonet of a "dijlinfoon" ibeoiy is

sorcric mcrhtd arc echoes of the Kiriiakt-doctrine ct primeval “moc*‘ (as is

evident even from the circumstances of the appontion of this dcctnne in the Kttha);

only on the Epic stage do they develop into a dualism of principles no more exclu-

sive, but simultaneous. But in their pordoai relative to the way of deliverance

even these texts fully evidence the prniscence of the elder standpeant: thesr pnxess

of moks* a not a mere “xpin tion”, tut an essential transfigurarion of the whole

being into its opposite by a progressive remanabon or nivrtti of existence into the

Puruw.

The incidental assertion cc the vijninamaya punm’s aumgaUM 3 rb. IV, 3, 26

(ind in the chvious interpolation *5) merely implies that he is not followed

{itTdnvigat^s) by his dream objects (ace by those of Uis waking experience), and is

to be connected with the further assertions isxijn&ruin evinvsvafoinuti cam, v\dyl-

lusrnuni umaniMrdhhtle p&nafrrdjni c* 4, 2 and the statement chat, on the

contrary, in the ecstatic condition of dramless sleep tnsnuigaxm panyenifutn-

vig*Um ptyes*. similarly as 4, 22 the Grcic Atman is r.a lidbnni karnvni bh*ybt

no evtsadbuni JuniyJn A term tom from its context is verily too slender 2 foot-

hold ftx painting out i theory not formulated until centuries later.

2j See my recomposition of the original structure of the chapters disjoined in

the extant xcdaction. U Mito Psicologicv, pp. axiff.
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Moksadbarma 218-219 doctrine of Paiicasikha), a position still

quite authentically Upanishadic—so much so that even centuries later

Kumarila could affirm that die Buddhists had appropriated the nair-

atmya-dcctrinc from the Upanishads. Does it imply a denial of the

Atman? Nor in the least: it simply and very explicitly asserts the

non-immanence of the Acman in che contingency of psyche and

cosmos, and postulates che necessity of the extinction of the function

productive of this contingency, che false atman and real anatman,

as die indispensable condition for the realization of the transcendent

Atman; and advocates as means for this purpose the very same form

of yoga which had been advocated by the older Upanishads as means

of realization of the Atman’s all-immanence. The dangerous error

ohstmeting the way of mulcti,—according to Pancasikha, the most

''Buddhistic" amongst the Upanishadic teachers, although only

accentuating and paraphrasing the teaching of Ya|navalkya,“

—is the assumption of an acmic entity immanent in life

:

die entity mistaken for such, die bbit3tmart= }fidnitman, is

only the buddhi, truly anatman, to be utterly suppressed.

This '‘cessation", this nirodba of the "guna" vijnanitman,

preached by che author of the MStrlyana as well as by the Epic

teachers of nairatmva and pointed out as the penultimate stage of

the dhyanic progression of yoga—described with a terminology

entirely consonant and partly even coincident with that of Buddhist

dhyana—:s the faithful counterpart of die vinnanassa nirodha des-

cribed by the oldest Suttas as the ultimate condition of attainment

of the NibSana described in die same passage as vinninam anidas-

:anam anantam sabbato pabhdm. i.c. as the very enricy for which

the old Upanishads had chosen die icrm atman to intimate its

mystic immanence.

Similarly as the Matriyana takes up again rhe phriseology c( ih< Ch.-Up.

pp. 318, 333, 375),
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Buddhistic nairatmya is no more i denial of the reality of Atman

than llpanishadic nairatmya : it is a denial of the immanence of

atman in contingent existence .

u

35 Tlx coinpanlively law Iciui witmy* dcnoccs however aho anodiar,

quicc distinct tenet of Buddlust doemre : the denial of dus reality of the indivi-

dual unit as such. As cap be Ken even in a cunccy glance at the relative uxn, the

terra itm* or was very largely used, in the older period—before

the fcst attempts at a sinulcanosac dualism (see above foornoc aa)

introduced the abstiact uuxn uttva. end finally substantulisne speculation introduced

the abstract tain Jraiy*— to dosign “principlca", principle* being at that time nothing

ehc but hypeatraes, Lc., pcnwwfkarioui, «s for the genuinely psychabgicol view of

reality any principle is “personal**. Practically every cosmic or micrecosmic pheno-

menon is considered as the rmniicsucior. of such a "principle” 01 p»nua. As his

been observed fcng ;go, ancient Irdiau speculation count
1 the “whole" in addition to

ks pat u. And die comefexive urst is again, quite consequentially, and characteristic-

ally, conceived as "principle" or p*r«sa (aJrmAJ :
in specie, it is die unit of the bpmfln

individual encompassing all the particular principles (function* and their manifesu-

lion*). of which K U composed. It is not identical with the Uriritm*, which is die

completive unit of the sensed* ruanifcsuiiom only (lee abac any possibility of the

hirer's idcntifxation wirh the Atman, which ts exjxessiy pointed out as the amrfaan*-

C/v.-Up. VIII, 5
,
5). Its true citsrvctcf can be gathered from the passages in

which it is co-ordinated with its cosmic counterpart, ikafn [Brb. Ill, a» 13, Ch 111
,

14, a. etc): as flkisa encompasses all the phenomena of the cosmos,

so docs this principle encompass all die phenomena of die micixcosmos, roan: at the

cissoluban of the mxrocaamc unit, it deads, this “man” unit returns inio its

cosmic coirucrparc, alcana, as all its constituent principles return to the correspond-

ing cosmic phenomena (Drb. Ill, a, 13); this "ego” is no more immortal that iis

onsrituenr parrs. Bur already oc this dme rhere are doctrines which— in the interest

cf the pursuit of Armin which requires the abandonment of the ego-concet, « in

Anton there is "no distinction of inward and outward (of subject and object).

He being die Tcralicy as sheer consciousness” [Brb. IV, 5, 13}—deny the existence

of such a scpiratc “individual** unit: “the skin is the unit of all touch, the nose

U all flavours die tongue of all tastes, the eye of all forms...as one lias arisen from

die elements, thus cne recedes unto them on dying: there is no coKnotsUon (self-

conscious perception or awareness) after dentil, so, indeed, I my" (5. 11-13)*

Buddhistic teaching of pudgllxnairltmyd, die Piuka-polemics igaaisr the noticci of

laAAaya. have exactly the same purport: a unit "individual" docs doc exist, it i*

only the complex of impermanent kliandlus. The scholastics internet this dyna-

mic "impermanence" from the extremist pant of view c£ the kunikaivd uul

translate die skMndkavbd* into a dh*m*wide, until finally substantialist notions

conceive the dbtrmts is drmtydj. The confusion of nairatxnya (ancient smnyati-
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As the Upanishadic Acnian was never in any way implicated

in the mechanism of karman and in the process of samsara. the eli-

mination of its hypostasis, actual or potential, from the vision ot

contingent reality, could by no means conflict with the continued

assertion of that mechanism and process. The reality of karman and

samsara is anatmic in the doctrinal position of Buddhism as it was ever

since the oldest doctrinal position of the Upanishads. The difference

could at best coasist in the premise that it does not contain even a

potential faculty of realizing the essence of Atman or Nirvana. In

fact, such a posicion (epitomized in the formula suhno loko attend

vii atUniyena vi—Sam. Nik. IV. p. 54). even assuming that it was

consequentially maintained throughout the purely theoretical por-

tions of the Sutras, is distinctly attenuated or even implicitly

abandoned in the portions relative to the theory and technology of

deliverance. Who in fact is the agent of nivrtti in this complex of

skandhas “devoid of Atman or anything atmic,” so utterly devoid

of any element of Nirvana that no reference whatever can be derived

from it to adumbrate the condition of the Tathagaca?“ The evi-

dence of cite texts is very explicit: this agent is the Ciita or vinnana

itself, which in the process of dhyanic supcrlation soars above con-

tingent existence up to that highest state of upekhbasatiparisuddbi

\<ida) and (his pudgalanairatmya (iktnAkaviddj U re'atiscly law. it presupposes a

stage of mere formal memotrang of inherited dextrine*, oblivious of the

two distinct theoretical positions against which they are directed—one against die

atta-vildi cr Upanishadic imnunentiwn (largely refuted as well in Upanishadic texts

contemporaneous with undent Buddhism), the other against the sakkayavada. The

conception of pudgaLmairatmya interpreting the Hired podgala as a compound of

teal dhirmas is impugned by die Mahayanie Jhamsnairitmyd or assertion of the

"nctKntity" of the dhatmis. being the complementary aspect of the assertion of

the exclusive all-trality of the one Dhaarma oc Tathata.

26 In my genetic reconstruction and survey of the development of the skindha-

theory (in: Niw-ript tvd Dhama-rifu; chapter read at the Xth All-India

Oriental Conference) I have shown that in its original position and purport it is

rot a skandhamittavida.

33
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chac represents Nirvana-in-life; which in die satipatthanas detaches

itself from itself so far as to analyse every motion of the cica; which

grasps the Holy Truths and realizes the mechanism of inversion or

progressive suppression of the praticyasamutpada. It thus appears

that die vinnina of karmic essence, vehicle of the continuity of

samsara, possesses the faculty of producing its opposite, of inverting

its beginningless functionality of pravrlti and actualizing the ascen-

sional process of nivrtti, the final stage of which is viniunaut ntrodbe,

a limit beyond which the ndiant vinnana-N'ibbana takes place:

through the mere cessation of the yet contingent vifinana or through

its final transfiguration? The dominating theory rather points to the

former solurion, but texts arc not too rare whose implication is rather

diac in die act of “conversion" out of the samsaracitta the bodhtcitta

is revealed, the agent which will finally "realize’ (Mcbikanssait) the

Nibbana. The samma panihita citta is the same that formerly was the

miccbi panibita dlta, and yet its opposite, as its functionality has

assumed die contrary direction and development." It was not a con-

cern about logic thic produced this half-immanentistic position (how

in fact could the invasion take place, if no potentiality of it was in-

herent in samsaric existence?), but a registration of data found in

experience. The latter position is in fact predominant in texts directly

or indirectly relative to the dhyanic path, and in the premises of the

doctrine of the marga and the pbalas, my, even most concretely re-

miniscent of oldest Upanishadic position in that remnant of die oldest

27 This growing bodbidtw. thii pledge ol the future miration of Nirvana-

Atman, it the “subject" of the jctavani-parsble
:

it it not concerned with the

nqisahe naluic of the skandhas nor ii it their inunanent-aelf-niiture, ai they nr

not congenital to him, who is the progressive actaaliration of "he function opposite

to ilieii*. Fee similar reasons he is do: comparable with the Sirokhyin pnruro

the individual, tsansccndene Struoic entity connected ah engine with tbe anitmSie

complex of the Praktti The [ctavana I was nae there while the sltindaa plane

was the only plane of being: it appears while this plane is being transcended,

through its being transcended-
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Buddhistic literature figuring the event of bodbi by die simile of the

nuptial union
(
DN II, p. 267).'“ The conclusion is ac hand char

the radiant vinnana-Nibbiina is potentially latent within the con-

tingent samsaric vinhana. And, in fact, it has been drawn.

Pabhaisaram ularn bhtkkhavc dttam aganlukeht ttpahkilesehi up*-

kiltttbam, runs die teaching of AN I, v, 9-10, vi, 1-2, p. 10. From

the striedy orthodox doctrinal point of view doubtlessly a semi-

heretic statement, but intimately consonant with the ideology evi-

denced in all the remnants of the oldest strata of Buddhistic doctrine

incorporated in the Nikayas and for which Nibbana was a concrete

experience, practxally coincident widi Bodhi (the latter, even under

die designations sambodhi and sammasambodbi, being attributed to

all disciples reaching arhatship) and realizrd in life through a definite

cessation of contingent cxisceiKe. The problcmology being cndtcly

psychological, the notion of a conflict between the full realization c£

Nibbana and the continuation of biologic existence did not arise at

all at this scage and not until the introduction of physico-cosmolo-

gical and biological viewpoints, when die distinction of sopadhisesa

and nirupadbisesa was denved to cope with die newly arisen difficulty.

Only the next step, due to the consideration that, as the Un-

created can by no means become, its transcendent reality mast be

immanent ab initio or rather sine initio, renders this position

decidedly heretical. •The Mahasamghika modification of the old

canonic doccnne, stating that the ptabhasvara citta, conditionally

offuscated, is iduuddba, marks the transition to the full immanent-

Lsm of Mahayana, whose earlier stages from the Prajnaparamitas

to the Madhyamaka arc a new recurrence of the acosmistic position

of absolute identity represented by the Kalb*, the doctrine of

dharmanairatraya (= "sunyata) or absolute unreality of any parti-

cular existence enforcing the view of the absolute immanence of

38 11 Miio Psiceiegico, pp. 140 f., Lr Safeni ti FOUea*.
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Nirvana, the one Dharma, the Tathata reproducing the atman of

the Upanishads” along with the complementary theoretical tenet

of unreality of karman and samsara, primeval "error” tiking the place

of primeval desire. Thus it is not the denial of the immanence of

Atman dia: brought about as ultimate consequence the negation of

karman. blit on the contrary the reassertion of the Arman’s absolute

immanence directly resulted in the negation of its opposite.

Fat from being the necessary condition of the validity of the

karman-conception as an interpretation of existence, the Atman-

concepcion has been in conflict with the latter ever since the begin-

ning of Upanishadic thought, and the successive attempts at a solu-

tion of this conflict of the two fundamental data of Upanishadic

analysis of experience as existence, in the successive synthetic or cx-

dusiviscic theories of reality, mark the successive stages of Upa-

nishadic as well as Buddhistic speculation, tire latter starting at the

terminal point of the former and covering its stages in a regressive

direction. This fertile contrast is not that of conflicting theories or

dogmas, producing logical antinomies and prompting theoretical

devices to enforce untenable issues, but the contrast of two forms of

experience, equally true on different planes of psychic life; and the

successive ontological solutions building up die history of Upant-

shadic and Buddhistic choughc are but die different theoretical

readings of the same compicx of experience. The practical, techno-

logical solution of the sotcriological problem as adopted by di is

unbroken current of religious ideologies is but die technics of

systematic realization and reproduction of one of these two planes,

that of universal self-consciousness, and remains effectively unchanged

throughout the whole development: it is yoga.

Mapyla Falk

*9 Quite <o«iw|iicmi»lly, the teun atnuui tuppeatt in the Prajiiapiiamiiit

p. 18, etc.).

'ted and published by Mr. J. G Sirkhel, at the Calcutta Orieowl

Press Ltd., g, PanAxun Ghost lane. Calcutta.
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Interpretation of the Indus Seals

la the Belgian periodical' Lc Flambeau of January 1940 there

appeared an article in French with the surprising announcement,

A miracle of Czech science : the mystery of Proto-Indian civiliza-

tion unveiled. The article is the translation of a lecture given in

the Czech language hy Prof. B. Hrozny, the eminent scholar who

is well known as the decipherer of the Hittite cuneiform tablets of

Boghazkcui. These tablets, some ten thousand in number, come

from die ancicnc capital of the Hittitcs in Asia Minor, and the

results of the decipherment were published in 1917* They were

proved hy Prof. Hrozny to be mainly in an unknown form of an

Indo-Euiopran type of language, and it was looked upon as the

Hittite language or, following the actual name of the people,

Khattish.

But among the tablets were found some in a non-Indo-

European language, which in the documents themselves is called

khatti-li. This is die same ward that we translate as Hittite or

Khattish, and it was evidently applied by the Hittites themselves

to this earlier language. Hence it became necessary to distinguish

the two languages. The name Hittite is retained for the Indo-

European form, and the earlier language is usually termed Proto-

Hiccitc, although Hrozny prefers to call it Khattish.
1

l Set his very instinctive article HltUut in the Encyclopedia Bntannic*.
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Still other languages have been discovered among die tablets.

One of them was already known from a tablet among those foilml

in Egypt at Tell-cl-Amarna, and was named Alitanni. Since then

among the Hittitc archives have been discovered millets in an

almost identical language (the differences may be only graphic)

and there die language is called hburli-li. Hence Htoziiy calls it

Khunish. The people seem to have been settled in north nnd north-

west Mesopotamia. As yet little is known about it. as it appeals

to be unrelated either to Indo-European or to Proto-Hitritc. It

may be noted in passing that it was in a Kluurish or Mitanni tablet

that the names resembling the Indian names Varuna, India and

others have been found.

These arc not all the known languages among the Boghazkcui

tablets, buc the above will give a notion of die complications of the

linguistic problems before us. It is necessary to mention them here,

because they arc links in a chain of discoveries diat have led to

Hrozny's decipherment, as he claims, of the seals of Mohenjo-daro

and Harappa.

But there is still another link to be considered. It was before

the discovery of die cuneiform Hittitc chat another kind of Hittitc

inscriptions was already known. Tnese exist as hieroglyphics found

on seals and carved stone monuments. During the 19th century

various attempts to solve them were made, but Prof. Hrozny as late

as 1929 admicted that success had not been attained. It was o£

course not certain that they were Hitcitc. Since then he has devoted

himself to studying them, and claims with the help of the great

mass of cuneiform tablets to have deciphered them. His words

are: "This hieroglyphic, Hirtke, we have succeeded in decipher-

ing in diese last years, and in establishing that with these hierogly-

phics another Hittitc language was written, different from the cunei-

form Hittitc deciphered by us during the first World war. These

two Hittitc languages are both of Indo-European origin, blit different
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from one another.” Unhappy similar circumstances arc now hinder-

ing a full explanation of this second discovery, but we can hardly

doubt that lie has good grounds for this confident claim. It is the

interpretation of the Hittite hieroglyphic signs that has given the

hey to his last and most striking discovery, the interpretation of the

Indus Seals. Some of die Hictite signs do in fact correspond wich

those of die Indus Seals, but each system appeals to have continued

to develop independently afeer the separation of the peoples. As

he himself expresses it: "On the whole it may be said that the

Proto-Hindu writing is in part derived from die hieroglyphic Hittite

writing; but on the way die hieroglyphic Hittite signs have been

modified, and diat notably. A great number of hieroglyphic

Hittite signs arc lacking in die Proto-Hindu writings, c.g. the

sign for mu, the sign for pa, different signs representing hands, etc.

liqualiy Licking is the ideogram known for the word God. Simi-

larly the determinatives which in hieroglyphic Hittite arc used to

indicate the names of countries and towns appear to be used only

sporadically.”

Ic may be asked, what we should expect the signs of the seals,

consisting mainly of one word, to represent. The most obvious

answers arc, (1) the name of die owner of the seal, or possibly (2) a

mantra or some word of magical import. That they may have a

mantric character 15 shown by the cult objects engraved thereon.

The first alternative is what Prof. Hrozny finds, and in fact, the seals

vie. the "seal of so-and-so." This is all the world over. 1c is

impossible to do more here chan indicate the course of Prof. Hrozny's

decipherment. The following examples arc taken from the lecture

above mentioned.

uwir®
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In (i), the first sign (reading from right to left) is taken to be an

ideogram meaning ‘house’ and the two following signs arc ns-ss,

expressing the same meaning in syllables. The root of this ward,

says Prof. Hrozny, is nes. 'to dwell' found in the Greek word ruos,

'temple.’ It is not among die Sanskrit roots, but that is not surpris-

ing, for Hittite belongs to the centum group of In(k>Europcnn, and

according to Hrozny the Proto-Indian does so also, so that no dose

connection with the vocabulary of die Vedic Indians, who were of

the sjtem group, need be expected. In (2), the first sign, which

appears frequently, sometimes in lozenge form, is taken to be an

ideogram for 'seal,' and is read SI. Then follows a sign of two short

marks, originally an ideogram and then used ro indicate the root of

a word, and die rest of the word raids a k-ka-ta{})-e. The last sign

corresponds to the same sign in Hiccite, except chat it is provided

with horizontal lines at each side. It is taken to be an 'emphatic'

final syllabic, and is read e. The meaning of die whole is uncertain,

but Hrozny would like to connect it with Akkad in Babylonia, and

read it : "Seal of (the city of) Akkad." No. 3 also begins widi the

ideogram for seal,’ followed by ft, which is a duplication or another

representation of the same word. Then follows sa-n-U-ya-e. "Seal

of (die temple of) Santas." Santas is known as a ged in Asa Minor,

and was kown to the Greeks as Sondes and Sandon. They identi-

fied him with their own Hercules. Ptolemy also records a city

Saniouta in Armenia.

No. 4 is of special interest as it appears to contain an important

geographical cr ethnic name. Prof. Hrozny draws attention to a

widely spread name, Kash or Kush . It is found ui die name of the

Kossaioi or Cusu (Cassites), the people of the Zagros mountains

cast of Mesopotamia, who about 1700 B.C. founded a dynasty in

Babylonia. It is also found in Kaspioi, a people of Media, who gave

their name to die Caspian sea. The Kaukasos is ‘the mountain of

Kas,‘ and the Indian Kaukasos is the Hindu Kush, Kaspeiria, if not
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actually Kashmir, and was certainly on the borders of India. From

these and other instances Hrozny holds that he has proved that ''the

legions of the Caucasus and the shores of the Caspian Sea were very

anciently the poinc of departure of a whole series of nations appa-

rendy of diverse origin, chiefly nomadic peoples, who had the name

Kash, Kush, cr other like names. The proximity of die Caucasus,

rich in metals, explains how these nations were distinguished by

their knowledge of metals and metal-work.'

’

Starting from these data Hrozny takes a Hindu seal found at

LIr in Babylonia. It has a cuneiform inscription of three signs

engraved on an ox. This is read SAG ktrsbi, i.c. “prince of (the

country of Kusht.)' Widi this he compares the seal no. 4 above.

The first sign is evidently the ideogram for 'seal.' The second he

may read kt* and the third si or shi. The fouidi sign of pyramidic

shape appears in die hieroglyphic Hittite as a determinative., here

probably indicating that the previous word is the name of a cty,

and the final sign is eke emphatic e, "seal of (the city of) Kush.”

These arc only a few of the insenptions described by Prof.

Hrozny. He has drawn up a list of the principal signs with their

values, which is to be published in the Czech oriental publication

Arebiv OrientHni. In chc mcancime be has given his views on the

historical and ethnical relations of this people, whom he calls Hindu

cr Indian Kushites. "These inscriptions show that die Proto-Hindu

population of the Indus basin was very muted, and diat it included

the following elements; first the hieroglyphic Hiccites, next a ron-

IndoEutopcan element, Subaracan or Khurrish, and finally perhaps

also Cassites or Elamites The dominant stratum of this mixed

population was composed—as our inscriptions show—of the Indo-

European conquerors, the hieroglyphic Hittites, who at the begin-

ning of the third millennium B.C. penetrated into north-west India.

......These are therefore in virtue of our discovery die most ancient

Hittite people due has existed. These Proto-Indian Kushites arc
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visibly distinct from the hieroglyphic Hittites, whose oldest habitat,

we muse suppose, was somewhere in Transcaucasia, northern Syria,

and eastern Asia Minor, from the time when the hieroglyphic

Hittite writing was not yet completely developed. Only thus is die

independent development of this writing in India explicable, and we

can explain the tact that on the one hand this Proto-Hindu writing

presents new signs foreign to the mother-writing and on the other

hand many signs of ehc primitive writing are lacking in India. We
must, it seems, at present date the origin of the hieroglyphic Hittite

writing from die beginning of die third millennium B.C."

It may be asked where the Vedic Indians stand in diis scheme

of pie-historic events. All that is said here is mentioned when re-

ferring to die fall of the Hittite empire in 717 B.C. “In India die

Proto-Hindu Kushiccs had been since the first half of the second

millennium B.C. eliminated by the Hindu people who spoke Sans-

krit, and who had penetrated into Indio equally by starting from the

Caspian Sea."

It may however be said that it is doubtful if we can yet speak

decisively of die cause or causes of die extinction of die Indus civi-

lization. A great commercial civilization like chat may disappear

through the drying up of the sources of trade, or die stopping of the

channels of intercourse. Whether it was 'eliminated' by direct des-

truction through the Vedic Indians is another possibility, but the

actual historical cause is rather a matter for further archeological

research.

E. J. Thomas
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Modem expounders of Hindu Sartos in Bengal when referring

to varnas and castes and their rights and duties often cite a text to

the effect that according to Yama there are in this Kali age only

two varnas Brahmana and Sudra.' Tile Vaidya author Bharata-

mallika writing in the latter half of the seventeenth century quotes

dits dictum in his C/tndraprabba co indicate die Svidra stacus of his

own aste. and a similar dictum is referred to by die contemporary

writer. Kamalakarahhacca, who was a Deccan Brahmana setded at

Benares.
5 The latcer, however, observes char chc Ksatriyas and

Vaisyas have not been extirpated, but that they remain unnociccd be-

cause of their r.of»-observance of sacred rites. I have not been able

to trace either of these two texes in any of the current Dharnn-

sascras and Putinas. In fact, the law-book of Yam.i, to whom rhe

first saying is ascribed, begins with a reference to the duties of four,

and not two, varnas, and prescribes different penances for four var-

nas (vide verses 8 and 56-60}. Gagabhacta, the distinguished

nephew of Kamalakara, did net believe in die text quoted by his

uncle, and declared Sivaji to be a Ksatriya and the Prabhu-Kavasthas

to be cwicc-born. Such a eext occurring either in a Dharmasasrra or

a Purana was certainly not known to chc great legislator of Bengal,

Raghunandana, in the sixteenth century', as otherwise he would not

have been put to the trouble of tracing the extinction of the Ksatriya

vdrna from the action of king Mahapadma Nanda, and of both chc

Ksatriyas and Vaisyas from a wrongly interpreted verse (X. 43) in

1 ^TT J srrtft tfTOTJ: I

a svw.trfcfo—mw- fjan:

»

gft jpt fprai; a* 'raHitpagt: frifa; 11—wwwi

'
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Manasambita.* Manu evidently referred by imah not to all Ksatii-

yas but to the Paundrnkas, Audras, Diavidas, Kanibojas, Yavanas,

Sakas, Pandas, Pahlavas, Cinas, Kiratas, Daradas and Khasas,

who had lost their Ksatriyaliood by non-observance of obligatory

tites and by not seeing Brahmanas (X. 44). The Mahabbaraia

(Anusasar.a, ch. 35) also states that the Mckalas, Dravidas, Laras.

Paunciras, Kanvasivas, Saundikas, Daradas. Darvas, Cauras, $ava-

ras, Barbaras, Kiratas and Yavanas were degraded from ihcir Ksatriya

rank by the wrath of Brahmanas. It was no doubt a clumsy effort

on the patt of Raghunandnna to prove the disappearance of the

Ksatriya varna in his time. With regard to the Vaisyas, however,

he could not gee hold of even a far-fetched authority.* The con-

venient dictum for die Kali age liad evidently not atisen in his tune.

3 SfcTFRTS iig:—*T*T$kg f-Pirat’TTftm:

amn: 1 ww? *131 1 1
'*»*'**

irsiTOt ^ 'irgrR Fnfjjra^«!Pns?ni£ irfei 1 a*

s^tr «cr 1 ^faa ®nfi3. 1
feflr-

mfetfwisjiH 1—

1

4J
Raghunar.d«uu was not done in tracing the extincricsi of Ksitriyas atxl

Vaifyas frera the prophecies in the Putina* regarding the Kali age. Klgelabhatu

in his Vritysi& pray&UiltA-mrtuiy* written in the eighteenth cauury collected a

mass of Paorinic texts to prove the noa-existcnce of die nwdbyAS. ic., the middle

vninas, in the present age. Thai be queces the V'unw, Mttsya, and BbAgi^aic

l
1nrin as as saying chat the lunar, soar and Yidava families of Ksamyas will come

to an end with kings Ksemaka, 5umitrn ami SotRseiw respectively. Then he brings

in the story o£ Mahapidma Naada as putting an end not only to the Si£un3ga

dynasty of Mugidha but to nil Kfitnyas he could lay his hands on. He find*,

however, a stumbling block m a vase in the Htriv&nSa {Dbai/isya. I. 18) whidi

deduct that die knur line of Pum will never be extinct 3

\ and also in the menden of Kfitriyas existing in die rime of king

Puranjaya long after Mahapodau Naodm
(

TOTTOt $ jft.

Bbagavata. XU. i 35), which he tiics to explain away by specious arguments.

The citation of PaarTnic tears, however, is not always safe fee those who seek

to establish with didr help a c»o-fold varna system, consisting of Brahmanas and

S&ikas only, in modem times. It is dificult to igoxc those passages whidi indi-

cate the degradation of the Brahmanas as well as the Ksitriyas and Voifyas to the
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The great legal commentator Vijnancsvata, author of the

Milalfdri, had no doubts about the existence of Ksatriyas and

Vaifyas in the twelfth ccntuiy when he suggested how pravaras

were to be recited by diem. So also Hcinadn after him recognised

all the four varnss in the Deccan as well as in the Aryavarta, and

prescribed dilfctent penances and different rites for them in his

Caturvargacintarnani. Even in Eastern India die distinguished

Smrti writers like Bhavadevabhatca. Halayudha, Candcfvnta Thak-

kura, Sulapini and Vacaspacimisra fiorn die eleventh to die

fifteenth century did not speak about che disappearance of the two

intermediate varnas. On the contrary, dicy prescribed different

penances and periods of impurity on bereavement and child-birth for

nnlc of $nilr.< in ibf Kili age. JHlCTm qfit'tr $TOT: 'WT"! I RE?"

gwt HfqviPtr I W»OTt *T°tI *t>atraT^t *

I) WTSRTt: TOffT 3 I

«Pr*fe gj^tt II
(MaMIOnu. v.na, ijo. 17-41). ?% {BbigavaU.

XII. 2. 14). tmol dn.'ietnt:! ran, jrtt TOWitro:. sswWttci:

(Hh>t xn. 3 . >t-i5).?yanr«Ni tot Hftpqffa gh 1 O'w- p Vl ' S')-

Nagckbliatu wa* au\irc uf dvc uuplicacor.* of tl>:sc pusage*. and tried to console

him»df wuK die ai^umnu lint the K^iirivas and Vaifyas (?) lwd disappeared by

exteeminatien and due the Brahmaniu lud become £udn Like by the won-obscyvancc

<i rheir rite*, "gngq <S?tP3IT: 51?! 3*IT kti: ?EJI«(flCTtT*-

bSit tjj?r fag*#®* 1 gf*TOTOtmr i

arcrja'jitj abn*; 1 Kr-i:«iwfir Srg** 1

B5jgn tmi 1”

If we ire to belike with Ragltuiundano and other- in th« itoey of MahSpvlrr.i

Naod* externjniling the whole KfUnya nice, how can wo then reject the icory

of Putwijaya «e»iuig in the mme wer.on of ionic of the Purinn, which itcicrihr-

the making of «!1 ihe varna-, including the BrUimoni. Mlccchia, nnd »lu> that

of the wlic4c.uk ilcgiuditioo of ike Brnhnwnni of Central ind WcM«m India with

the lou of woed thread? rj q gi*«: 5PT ^
TOk HIWliT

fcm rar 5fTO3ffg(Tl tl”—Srldhar.sv*ml» commentary

on flUjMii. XII. i. 35.3ft

IK.Q., DECEMBER 1940
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the four varnas. Vacaspadmisra, for instance, would not have taken

pains to find a solution in his Suddb'icmtimani between the appa-

rently conflicting views of Manu, Parasaia, Dcvala and Paithinasi

regarding the period of mourning of the Ksatriyas and Vaisyas, if

he knew that those two varnas did not exist in his time. Moreover,

he drew a distinction between those Ksaenyas and Vaisyas who

observed the Vedic rites and those who did not, and also referred

to Ksatnyas of low origin .

8 Even Raghunandana could not ignore

the existence of Ksacriyas and Vaisyas altogether. He had to inter-

pret the law in cases of the killing of a cow owned by a Ksatriya or

a Vajsya, of the touching of a Btahmana woman in the period of

menstruation by a Ksatriya or a Vatfya woman in the same condi-

tion, and of the cacing of filch by a Ksatriya or a Vaisya, for which

the penance is respectively a quarter and a half less than that of a

Brahmana .

1

Yet we should noc dismiss the texts quoted by Bharacamallika

and Kamalakarabhatta as meaningless statements, at least so far

as Bengal is concerned. They may be of rccenc and humble origin,

but they accually represent the current views of the custodians of

the sacred law with regard to the point in question. Raghunandana

was faced with the difficulty of expounding the laws based on the

four-fold vama order to a society in which the Ksatriyns and Vaisyas

had practically become nonexistent. Hence his laboured attempt to

justify a two-fold instead of the four-foid order of chc authoritative

law-books. While the Pala, Varma and Sena kings of old pr.ded

themselves on their Ksatriya dcscenc,' and were acknowledged as

5 “TOC?:— s* 1

1

STWi/t *J*'

i Jim i qTfp-R'Wa

€f i

7 The KanftoB pant Yaidyadsva speak* of the Pala* as belonging to the
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such by contemporary Brihmana writers and receivers of gifts, die

Hindu feudatories of Bengal in the sixteenth century called them-

selves Kayasthas and not Ksatriyas. And such had been the loss

of Ksatriya tradition by that time that the audior of Ain-i-Akban

was informed that Bengal had been under Kayastha rule for long

cencurics, and that even the Palas and Senas were Kayasdias.

Buddhtmanta Khan of Navadvip, Kedara Raya of Vikramptir,

Prarapadityi of Jessore, .Ranracandra of Qiandradvip. Laksmana-

manikya of Bhulua were all Kayasthas in die sixteenth century and

had ceased to be regarded as twice-born. From die Caitanyacariti.

mrta we know diat the Kayasthas and Vaidyas of die time did not

object to being called Sudras. Candrasekhara, a favourite disciple of

Caitanya. was a Vaidya by caste (Adilili. eh. XI), but a Sudra by

varna (eh. VII). Tlic Kiyaatha Ramadasa Visvasa, a liigh officer of

the state and a learned scholar versed in all Sastras, speaks of himself

as a 5udra whose duty was to serve Brahmanas (Anryalila. cH. XIII).

As has been stated previously, Bharatamailika in die seventeenth

century was a Vaidya by caste but observed the rites and duties of

the Sudra varna. Raghunandana states (vide footnote 3)
that like

the Vaisyas the Ambasthas and others have been degraded to the

tank of Sudras on account of cKcir non-observance of sacred rites

(SuddhiUtivd), and chat die Sudras should assume the surnames of

Vasu, Ghosa, etc. (UdvabtUMv*. Kuladhatmanusmrtih), wliich arc

known to he the surnames of high-class Kayasthas, thus definitely

laying down diac the Vaidyas and Kayasthas of Bengal arc Siidras in

rank." Yet for this state of things Raghunandana himself is not

much responsible. The causes of the degradation of the Ksatriya

and Vaisya varnas had tlieir roots deep in the past.

solar family, vans? mibirAjyA The Vann at and the Sains in their inscriptions

claimed descent from tlx: YSdava family atxi die lunar race respectively

7* Cf. Rthtddhamu PurSaa. Uttara, eh. XIV,
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As in medieval Europe so in indent India there had been

jealousy between the spiritual and temporal lords, and the Brahmanas

had been seeking to widen the gulf between the two orders and tu

prove die inferiority of the Ksatriyas.

The rise of Buddhism no doubt represented a religious move-

ment against the growing Brahmanical claims, and for a time held

Brahmanism at bay. But the popular character of die movement

was lost when it gradually developed into a separate creed,

engendering a spirit of combative counter-reformation among

the supporters of the old order. While the Brahmanas later

on with a surprising spirit of adaptability and accommodation adopt-

ed good many points from Buddhism in matters of theology and

philosophy and thereby cut the ground from under the feet cf their

opponents, diey not only yielded but rather strengthened

their position in the matter of caste rules, with the result that wirii

the decline of Buddhism the pretensions and prerogatives of die

priestly caste became more strongly established than before. Yet

so long as the Ksatriyas possessed temporal powers, the Brahmanas

could not suppress diem appreciably by means of their writings. It

was not till after the Muslim conquest of the country when die

function of ruling had passed away from the hands cf Hindu royal

families that any question cduld arise about the extinction of the

Ksatriya race.

The ease of the Vaiiyas was much worse. Even in die RgvctU

the Vaisyas. unlike the Brahmanas and Ksatriyas. were not a homo-

geneous unit. They comprised the whole body of common people,

vis, and were divided into divers: classes with diverse functions and

with diverse rules and regulations guiding them in their respective

guilds and corporations. The artisan classes, such as Radiakara

(chariot-maker), Taksan (carpenter), Kulala (potter), Karmara (black-

smith), SurSvat (vintner), Carmimna (leather-dresser), were respect-

able citizens of the state, and evidendy belonged to the community
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cE vis. Some of the descendants of the great sage Bhrgu were ex-

pert chariot-makers (X. 39. 14). The Siidrat were either the enemies

c£ the Aryan folk, the resisting natives of the soil, or the slaves

captured from them in war. In any ease they were not admitted

into the rites and ceremonies of the Aryan community.

During the later Vedic period when the Bribnunas and

Upanisads were composed we find thac a considerable change had

taken place with regard to the status of die Vaisyas. As the ruling

dass became more numerous and, therefore, more self-constituted,

and as with the rapid expansion of Aryan domain in chc Gangctic

plains the Vedic society advanced more from tribalism towards feuda-

lism, the difference between the Ksatriyas and the Vaisyas became

much wider. Again, with the mere abundant supply of Sudra

slaves who were cinpkjycd in all toilsome work, in ploughing, in

pasturing and in industrial arcs, the Aryan masters came to have a

growing contempt for manual labour, and those Aryans who worked

as labourers went down in the estunation of the higher classes. The

first notice of such a marked degradation is found in the Satapatbi

t

Brabmana
(
1 . I. 3. 12) where a carpenter's touch is said to impart

ceremonial impurity. Tnc TaitUrtya Biabmana (I. I. 4. 8) men-

tions the Rathakaras as a special cascc separate from the Vaisyas in

general. Thus a division arose between those Vaisyas whose pro-

fessions were regarded as honouiablc and those whose occupations

were locked down as being fit for Sudta slaves. To make

matters worse, at a time when die problem of black peril and

ihc question of purity of Aryan bbod arose, and a policy of racial

segregation followed, the Vaisyas, owing tc their large number and

diversity, to dicir lack of proper understanding, and, above all, to their

dose association with the Sudras in various fields of work, could not

but receive a large admixture of non-Atyan bicod. The proud higher

classes, Brahmana and Ksacriva, therefore, began co adopt a more

exclusive policy towards che proletarians of the community.
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In the Dliarmasasttas we find the difference between the Vais-

yas and the Sudras getting narrower day by day. Gautama (V

.

41-42) prescribe* the same form of greeting, viz-, aiogya, oe good

health, for the Vaisyas and Sudras. The same ki*id of treatment

was shown to a Vaisya and a Sudra guest by a Brahmans, viz.,

"chey should be fed with his servants for mercy's sake” (Gaut- V. 45;

Manu, III. 1 1 2). Yajnavalkya prescribes the same period of im-

purity on bereavement, viz., fifteen days, for a Vaisya and a good

Sudra (III. 22). The occupations of the two varnas were practically

interchangeable. The general rule was that "in times of distress

each varna may follow the occupations of that next below it in

rank" (Visnu, 11 . 15). So the Vaisyas, who were rigidly shut out

from the occuptions of die higher varnas, freely took to those

of die Madras, while the latter in distress were permitted to follow

the piofessions of the Vaisya vatna (Yajnavalkya, 1 . 120). Later on

Sudras could be found in the professions of cattle-breeding and agri-

culture not only in exceptional circumstances but at ill times (Kau-

tilya. I. 3). Handicrafts passed entirely into die hands of the Sudra

vacua (Gauc. X; Visnu, II)-

Thus in Medieval. India the artisan classes, such as carpenters,

weavers, potters, smiths, etc., who had in the Rgvcdic society

belonged to the Vaisya varna were ranked as Sudias. The

recognised professions of a Vaisya were four in number, viz., agri-

culture, trade, cattle-rearing and money-lending.' Of these, too,

agriculture and catde-rearing were regarded as not quite honourable,

and eventually, like industrial arcs, fell to die share of the iudra>.

The principal reason is not only because of the manual labour in-

volved in diem, but also because it was rat found possible to dis-

lodge entirely die non-Aryan natives from those professions in

countries where the Aryan penetration was mote or les? superficial.

S
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Manu noticed this state of things and justified the aversion of the

higher dass Aryans towards agriculture by stating that it was not

a noble profession as it involved the killing of insects and worms in

the soil (X. 83-84).

After this, trade and money-lending remained the only honour-

able occupations for a Vaisya. But such was the contempt with

which even these were looked upon by the Brahmanas that some of

the law-givers would not allow a Brahmana to follow them even in

rimes of distress (Apastamba, I. 7. 20. 10; Baudhayana. I. 5. 10

24).
0

So it is not surprising to learn from Albcruni’s accounts

(Sachau, vol. I, p. 125) that in the dcvendi century in some parts

of India at least, the Vaisyas, like the Siidras, were forbidden to

read the Veda. There was only one step more, viz., the forbidding

cf die use of the sacred thread, and the Vaisyas would become one

with che Sfidras. This, however, did not happen in Northern and

Western India, where the Vaisya is still a ivija or cwicc-bcm. But

the process was completed in Bengal.

Bengal has 1 peculiar history of her own. Up to the time of

Gautama Buddha, Bengal had not come into die BrahmanCal order

of society. It was during the time of the Mauryas and later diat

Bengal became subject to Buddhist and Jaina influences, and the

culture of Aryavaru was first spread there by Buddhist and Jaina

missionaries. In course of time Brahmana priests followed in

the wake of Ksatriya adventurers and Vaisya traders, but on account

of the existence of strongly organised non-Aryan communities and

of the presence in full vigour of the two heretical faiths, die Brahma-

nical conquest of the country was rather superficial. During the

Gupta period the contact between Bengal and Mid-India steadily

1
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(Mann. XI. 70; Vi$nu. XL. i)
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increased, and there were signs of the former being made an integ-

ral pan of Aryavarta in culture and law. The Asura (Alpine Aryan)

culmrc of Bengal which had long resisted the Vcdic Aryans seemed

to be entirely dissolved, and the Asuras, the ancestors of the modern

round-headed higher castes in die land, had, it appears from the

inscriptions of the period, become full-fledged Brahmanas and

Ksarriyas of the Vcdic stamp.

Then followed the rule of the Palas, who, unlike the Guptas,

were natives of Bengal proper, and came at the head of a popular

movement. They ruled f<r four long centuries, during which diey

kept Buddhism in full vigour when it was dying out in the western

provinces. It was under their auspices that a synthesis was effected

between Mahayana Buddhism and the local Tantric cults resulting

in the growth of a peculiar religious system which distinguishes the

Bengali religion even today from that of Upper India. It was just

at this rime that important changes were taking place in Mid-India.

The Mimamsa teachings of KnmariU, aided by the philosophy of

Sarikaricarya, were sweeping 'away Buddhism and re-establishing

the vernasrama system on a firm basis. At the same time the

Kjarriya tradition, which had been very much weakened by the

Huiia and other barbarian invasions, was revived by chc rise of the

Rajputs, whether of indigenous or foreign origin. The neo-Hindu

movement received the greatest support from these Rajputs, not the

lease from the new converts. And chc Rajputs were found ruling all

over the country, except Eastern India. The strong arm of the Pala

kings kept oft chc Rajputs and their neo-Hinduism from Bengal

with the result that the vsmisrams system and tKe Ksatriya tradi-

tion. which had not taken deep root in the land, did not receive the

required stimulus for revival and growth. The Pala period, there-

fore, saw the parting of ways between Bengal and the rest of India.

With the fall of the Palas the door of Bengal was opened to

influences from outside. The Senas with their orthodox views came
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from die Deccan, and made the fine serious attempt to regulate die

loose social system of Bengal on the basis of a four-fold order.

Before they could do much in that direction they were conquered

by the Muslims. Buc the work was carried on and complcccd by

the large number of immigrant Btahmanas from the middle country'

(popularly known in Bengal as Kanyakubja) who had fled before the

oncoming Muslim invaders- It may be paradoxically said that

Bengal was fully Brahmanised only when the stronghold of

Brahmanism had been conquered by iconoclastic foreigners. The

result was that orthodoxy in social practices became stronger in Bengal

than in Upper India, and the Bengali language was made more

Sanskricic than any other dialect of India.

Unfortunately, the work of reform, which, if carried out by
kings, would have produced different results, received a twist from

Brahmana legislators who could not sympathise with the spirit of the

soil, and who could not shake ofi their caste prejudices. The fall of

the Sena kings and the absence of a strong Ksarriya tradition in Bengal

gave them die opportunity to remove one important leg of the four-

fold vanu order. Neither Parasurama nor Mahapadma Nanda could

extirpate the K$atriya varna. It Was reserved for the Muslim con-

querors to do dm work for die Bralimanas, who could now say com-

placently that there were no longer any Ksatriyas in the world.

The peculiar land system in Bengal which had favoured the growth

of a powerful Kayastha caste, as evidenced from the inscriptions of

die Gupca and Pala periods, helped in the silent abwrption of the

Ksatriyas into that landowning and ruling caste. Today the

number of Bengali Kayasdias, about 1,600,000, exceeds dial of the

whole of the rest of India.

When the Ksatriyas passed out of existence the Vaifyas, who

had already come very close to die Madras in social status, had no

chance of survival. In Bengal, especially, two facts told adversely

against them as com

t-H-a. DEcsMata. 1940 3
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most of than were heretics in faith, being Buddhist or Jaina, which

together with their connexions with the Pala rulers drew upon them

die displeasure of die Sena kings and their Brahmana supporters.

Secondly, sea-voyage was freely uidulged in by die traders of Bengal

even when it was definitely prohibited in the Sastras. Baudhayana

(I. I. 2) permitted it to all varnas in Aryavarta, though not in the

Deccan. Manu (III. 158) condemned it in the case of Brahmanas

only. But later on after the advent of the Muslims it became for-

bidden for all." Ibn Battuta (eh. IX) in 1342 found trading vessels

plying between the ports of Saptagrama and Suvarmgrama, and

Southern India and Java. From the Nagarakrtagama (83. 2) written

by Prapahea in Java in 1365 we learn that people came in large

numbers from Gauda as well as other countries in ships with mer-

chandise at chat time. Bengali writers of the 15th and 16th centu-

ries like Vijayagupta, Kavikankana Mukundarama and Ksemananda

did not regard as blameworthy the sea-voyages made by the

merchants Candradhara, Dhanapati, Sriraanca and others. It

required, therefore, little effort on the pate of the Brahmana legis-

lators to reduce the Bengali VaUyas to die status of Sudras.

Raghunandana, however powerful his pen and influence might

be, could not, and did not. aholuh the intermediate varnas. He

only put die coping stone to a structure which had its foundations

laid in the distanc past, which had been reared by circumstances in

the Pala and Sena periods, and which received completion from the

swords of Muslim conquerors. This is the genesis of the dictum,

so far as Bengal is concerned, that in the Kali age there are only

two varnas, Brahmana and Siidra. Attempts were made to enforce

this convenient dictum in die Deccan also. The revival of the

10 Vide MM. H. P. Sajoi'i Introduce to N. N. Vuu’f Buddhism end is,

Followers In Orissa.
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Maracha military power, however, in the seventeenth century

arrested die process of disappearance of the Ksatnya varna there, and

die stubborn rcsistcncc offered by the Prabhu-Kayasthas in the

eighteenth century foiled the Brahimnical efforts, though backed

up by the suppott of same of the Peshwas, to deprive them forcibly

of die use of the sacred thread and to reduce them to the status of

Sudras. These and other circumstances, including the intervention

of the Satikaracaryas of Sfngeri Math, saved the Deccan from

sharing die fate of Bengal.

Let us now see how the Vaisyas of Bengal fared under tile new

order of things. Raghunandana assigns to the Kiyasthas and

Ambasthas die scacus of good 5udras. but besides mentioning diat

die Vaisyas have ceased to exist, does not refer to any division among

their descendants, nor states whether all of them are good Sudras or

not. Even when he alludes to the merchants of his time, as in

the Vyavaharadarsana section of his VyavaharalaCt-ja,'
2
he is silent

about any classification among the mercantile people, from whom

members are to be selected for die king’s court of justice. Probably

in his opinion all the Traders in various commodities, who were called

Baniks, were degraded Vaisyas who had sunk to the status of good

Sudras. Now who were the Baniks?”

In modem times it is said on the authority of a comparatively

recent work, entitled Parisarapaddbati. dial there arc five classes of

Baniks, viz., dealers in scents, conch-shell ware, bell-metal ware,

jewelleries, and gold.” But in this list no distinction is made bet-

ween traders and artisans or manufacturers. A better description is

i* i

wfijpTfir: mx ’rf'T’T'b
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obtained from die two Putinas, BrabmsvtuvarCa and Brhaddharms,

which give a good picture of the social divisions in Bengal in about

die
1
5cli and i6di centimes. They mention only two classes of

Baniks, Gandhika and Suvarna (Brb. Uttara. XIII and XIV; Bt. v,

Brarur.akhanda, X), while odiers like Karniakara, Sankhakara,

Svarnakara, Kumbhakara arc artisans and not Baniks. Of these

Gandhika is ranked as a good £udra, and Suvarna as a degraded

person like washerman, oilman, fisherman, goldsmith, ccc.

What is dicn the cause of degradation of the Suvarna-banik to

a status wefse than that of ordinary Sudrasp The Brabmavaivarta

Putins atrnbuccs the degradation of the Suvama-banik to his asso-

ciation with goldsmith and his theft of gold. Indeed, the gold-

smiths from their profession were suspected of the offence of steal-

ing gold,'" which was regarded as one of die five major sins, and

were probably for that reason assigned a very low position in

society." Is the present inferior social position of die Suvarna-banik

due to' the same cause? It seems not. Because the suspected theft

of gold is inwived in the work of the goldsmith, and not of the

trader. Besides, gold was never a forbidden commodity to

a good Vaisya. In fact. Manu requires him to have a

thorough knowledge regarding gems, pearls, gold and other

metals (IX, 329). fcven a Brahmana ce a Ksatriya who had to follow

the occupation of a trader in times of distress could deal in gold, but

*5

ktrena.
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not in salt, sesamum, doth, tin, lead, condiments, perfumes, fruits,

medicinal herbs, etc. (Manu X. 85-89; Yaj. Ill 36-39; Apast. I.

7. 20; Vas. II). Though die lisc of forbidden commodities varies in

different books, gold is not mentioned in any of them, which nega-

tives die proposition that dealing in gold is the cause of degradation

of die Suvarnabanik. On the contrary, die dealer in perfumes and

herbs, i.c., die Gandlnka-bantk, if at all, may be degraded because

of his merchandise, and not the trader in gold.
1 ' But die reverse

has been the case in Bengal. So some other cause of degradation

muse be sought for.

It sometimes happens that a section of some depressed caste by

changing die caste profession and adopting one which is nobler in

the estimation of the Rrahmnna legislators gains a Higher status in

society. The ease of Sadgopas from Gopas and of Casadhobas from

Dhobas may be cited as examples. It might be supposed that

trade bring a nobler profession dian industrial art, some of

the Svarnakaras sought to rise to a higher position by giving up the

work of a goldsmidi and becoming traders in gold. A suggestion

like this is nude ill the Brbaddbanna Purina which derives

the Svarnakara and Svama-banik from the same origin, viz., from

a Vaisy2 mother by an Ambastha father.
18

But are there any

grounds for supporting such a theory?

First of all, there is no tradition among either the Suvarna-

barr.ks or chc Svarnakaras about a common origin of the two. In

fact, both die castes strongly disclaim any relationship with each

other. Secondly, chc Brahmanas of Bengal, instead of assigning a

higher social status to the Suvarna-baniks, regard diem as more

'7 fein< fWtflmt ^9 % I
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degraded than the Svarnakaras, a fact which is entirely antagonistic

to the theory of die former splitting up froni the goldsmith caste by

adopting a nobler profession. Thirdly, the Suvarna-banik is a pecu-

liar caste which is found only in Bengal, those of Bihar and Orissa

being evidently emigrants from Bengal. The peculiarity is due

while in other commodities, like iron, bell-metal, precious stones,

conch-shell, the worker is also the vendor, it is only in gold chat

we find chc uadci different from die worker. A similar functional

caste trading in gold, but not manufacturing gold articles, has not

originated anywhere oucsidc Bengal.

Fourthly, we know that the buying and selling of gold and

gold articles was not die monopoly of any particular caste in Medie-

val Bengal. Gold was one of die commodities included in the

merchandise of Srinianca, who is described as a Gandha-banik in

the Kavikahkana Candi and who does not lower himself in any

way by sudi a business .

10
Similarly, the merchant Candtadhaia,

who is served by good Bralimanas, is found trading in gold articles

and other commodities in Vijayagupta's MamtsamangM J " How can

we then believe that a particular class of merchants held a monopoly

of chc trade in gold? Dhanapaci, Srimanta. Cand, etc. of the

Candi, and Manasa scones were general exporters and importers

who did not make any distinction between this and that commodity.

They belonged to the order of Baniks :n Medieval Bengal. Simi-

larly, Uddharana Datta, a historical person of the sixteenth cen-

tury and a leading merchant of Saptagrama, is called simply a Banik,

but not a trader in gold, in the contemporary work of Vrndavana-

dasa, Caitanyabhagavaia (Antya, eh. V).

Fifthly, there is a tradition among the modern Suvama-baniks

chat their forefather KuSalacaudra Adhya had three sons, Sanaka,

•9 “rfiixni Wl MSI fits, smts to* CMT i" <*
3
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Sanatana and Sanatkumira, who became respectively the founders

of the castes of Suvarna-haiyk, Mani-banik and Gandha-banik.

Ever, if little value be attached to such tradition, the connexion bet-

ween the Suvarna-banik and the Gandha-banik appears to be much

closer from all points than between the former and the Svarnakara.

Both these Banik castes have got surnames like Datra, Dasa, Dc,

Dhara, Car.dra, Lilia, etc., and gotuu like Kasyapa, Bharadvaja,

Alamyana, Sivarna, Sandilya, etc. All these considerations suggest

that the word Suvarna in the name of the caste might not in the

origin have anything to do with gold.

A clue is found in Anandabhatta's Vallilacanta, composed in

the year 1510 A.D. Like die Brbaddharma and Brahtrutoaivarta

Putinas, the VaiaUacanus also mentions only two classes of mer-

chants of Vatsya otigin, Baniks or Nigamtu anc Gandhikas,
31

from

which it is inferred chat the first were merchants in general, and that

the second were a special section of them dealing in scented articles-

Nowhere in the book is there any mention of a class of merchants

dealing in gold only. The word Suvarna as denoting a

special section of merchants is used only in four passages

in cKc whole book. In chapter XVIII it is stated that

the Vatsyas have got che following subdivisions—Upakesa,

Pragvata, Rohita, Mahismatya, Vaisalya. Kausambya. Varana-

vata, Ayedhyika, Gurjara, Ujanika, Suvarna, Jejatutiya. As
all the other names arc territorial, it is very likely that Suvarna also

denotes territory here, and not any special trade. In other words,

Suvarna-banik means the trader of the land of Suvarna.

Now where is Suvarna? Probably, it is the old, famous port

of Suvarnagrama at the junction of the big rivers Brahmaputra and

Meghni, and not far from the site of Vikramapura, the capital of che

Sena kings. According to tradition current among the modern

>i MM. H. P. Satin* edition, page S7.
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Suvarnabaniks, their forefather Sanaka was settled at Suvarnagrama.

Sahkakota, the stronghold of the Banik community as mentioned in

the VtUUUcarita, was very likely situated in the district of Suvama-

grama.” A place of some importance at the cime was Ujani on the

river Ajaya in the modem district of Birhhum, whose merchants

were called Ujanikas. Partly on account of die tyranny of Valiala-

sena. partly because of the growing impottance of Saptagrama as a

place of rradc, but mainly on account of the sack of Suvarnagrama

first by the Muslim conquerors and then by the Magh pirates that

the majority of the merchants of the place scattered cowards the

west and southwest.

The three other passages where the name Suvarna occurs in the

Vailahcdriti are in chapter II where the Suvarnas are described as

being haughty on account of their wealth, in diaptcr XXIII where

they are said to be too proud of their social rank, and attached to the

cause of the Pala rulers, for which they were sought to be degraded to

the rank of Sudras by King Vallalascna, and in chapter XXVII where

their final degradation is said to follow die disuse of the sacred dircad.

In all these four passages Suvarna had nothing to do with gold, but

seemed to denote a territorial name.
1
* In later times when the

memory of their connexion with Suvarnagrama was lost, Suvarna

before the word Banik came to be associated with gold. Such was

die later-day mentality for connecting die Suvarna-baniks with gold

that the expression Kanakaksetrin, which was said to be a surname of

Sanaka, and which evidently denotes an inhabitant of Kanakaksetra,

was made to yield the meaning of dealer in gold.” Probably some

a» Tabaqtt-i-Niilti *u«i dial Lukhiaauin proceeded lowaidi Sankotm after

hi* flight fraa Nuriiul,

33 Surorn* is tac name of * subdmsion of Varendm Brilhmaiwi, and jIw o( a

of Mlhl*iy«-
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such fate befell the merchants of the still more anciertt Taniralipti

when the place-name was corrupted, and they gradually became

identified with Tamil or Tambuh, i.e. dealer in betel-leaf.

If then die Suvarnas had been Vaisya merchants in die time of

the Sena kings, whac has led to their degradation to a stacus below

that of the Gandhilcas and even die workmen and dealers in iron,

bell-metal and conch-shell wares, who are regarded as good SudrasP

The Vallilacarita attributes diis to two causes, which may or may
not be accepted, bur than which no better ones have yet been stated

or suggested by anybody. Dr. Wise’s theory, referred to by Risely in

his Tribes and Castes of Bengal, iliac the Suvacna-baniks arc Hindus-

tani Bamas wlio lost rank by icsidmg in Bengal, is a mere con-

jecture with no grounds foi support.

The first cause seem4 co be chat the Suvarnas being die proudest

of the mercantile community in Bengal offered greater resistance to

die Brahmanical acceir.pcs in the posc-Pala period to enforce die dic-

tum of two varnas in die Kali age with the result chat when the

Bralinunas had succeeded in their object die Suvarnas were punished

for their contumacy by degradation to a lower rank than ochcrs. But

even dicn dicy cn account of their previous position in society con-

tinued to secure the services of good Brahmanas from the Radha,

Varendra and Vaiaic communities, though their priests, too, were

punished with degradation for that.

The second and the mere important cause is Valiala's tyrannical

policy. So scrong is die tradition regarding it among the modem

Suvariia-banikj that it is difficult to dismiss it wholly as an invention

of later times. Moreover, dicrc is nothing unpiobablc in die story

of die Suvarnas' attachment co the old Pala rulers, of Valiala’s failure

in obtaining the required financial help from diem, of the combina-

tion, chough horn different motives, of the kingly and priestly

powers against the rich and proud Suvarnas, die leaders of the

Vaisya community of Bengal, and of the forcible deprivation of the

l,M*J., DbCtWBEK, 15140
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the sacred thread, the memory of which is still presaved by the use

of golden chain round die neck by many members of the commu-

nity. In point of wealth and influence the powerfully organised

Suvarnas in the twelfth century resembled to some extent die

Marwiri community of modern Bengal.

A parallel history ts furnished by the more recent happenings

in the Mahracta country with regard to die Prabhu-Kayasdias in

the time of Peshwa Narayan Rao. Brahmanaj were forbidden to

officiate as priests for them, and they were ordered not to perform the

rites of the twice-born. They were to call themselves Parbhui in-

stead of Prabhus, and to say Dandavat instead of Prar.ama as a

mark of degradation. Fortunately for the Prabhus, Narayana Rao

met with a premature end, which was followed by troublous times

when concessions had to be made to them. Besides, they were

too much established in power in the country to be easily overcome,

and they received in addition die valuable supporc of die Saiikara-

carya of Srrigeri Math. In die case of die Suvarnas, however, the

interdicting policy of die Sena kings was probably aided by the

Buddhist faith of the Baniks and dicir practice of sea-voyage at a

time when the caste rules were being made more rigid after the down-

fall of die Pala rulers. What was begun by die Senas was complet-

ed when die Brahmanas obtained chc sole custodianship of die Hindu

society in Bengal on the disappearance of the last Hindu king.

Matters were not improved by the wholesale conversion of the

Suvarna-banik casce into the unorthodox faith of Caicanya ui the

i6di century.

The mention of die V’aiialacarita as a source-book of informa-

tion concerning the social conditions in Medieval Bengal brings in

the question as to whether the book is a modern forgery. There is

ample evidence to prove diat che main part of the book is based on

contemporaty accounts. Fiisdy, the mode of prcsenlation in detached

forms and quotations from writers of die time like Bhatta Sinihagiri,
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Sarana Datca, Kalidasa Nandi, inscead o£ a systematic, running ac-

count by the composer Anandabhatta, speaks more for its relia-

bility chan otherwise. Tlic faithfulness of the quotations is vouched

for by the recording of even unpalatable statements not approved of

of by Anandabhatta. e.g

,

the story of the extirpation of the

Brahmana varna by Sublmum, 1
' which has no connexion with d>c

story of the degradation of the Baniks.

Secondly, in this book several facts are recorded which were

not known to the Kulaji writers of even four hundred years ago, but

which have been brought to light only recently by modem research-

es. The Sena kings arc described as Brahmaksatriyas and Karnata

Ksatriyas, descended from Virasena of the lunar race, exactly as in

the Deopara inscription cf Vijayasena which was discovered in 1865.

TKis genealogy, the connexion of Vallalascna with Bhatta Simhagiri,

the contemporaneousness of Vijayasena and Codagariga of Orissa, the

account of the Pradyumnesvara temple, etc., could hardly have been

known to a forger even in the middle of the 19th century, while a

manuscript of the book has been found to be authentically dated

over two hundred years ago.

Thirdly, the allusion in the above-mentioned inscription of

Vijayasena to “die son of Paraiara (Vyasa) as having caused to flow

the honey-stream of beautiful stanzas, in memory of the achieve-

ments of Virasena and other princes," must refer to che Vyasa

Putina incorporated in the Vallalacarita, as diat book made an

addition of the story of Virasena to the account reproduced almost

verbatim from die Harivamsa, chapter XXXI.

How the true history of Vallalasena beyond what is recorded by

contemporary writers was lost in oblivion even in the time of

55 "amrt 1 aranSf 11
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Anandabhatta (1510 A.D.) is shown by, hi* relation in the Khila

VailaUcaritx of the story of Vallala’s death after his victory in a

battle with the Muslim raider Bayaduniba. The story of Adisura

and die accounts of die present subdivisions of die Brahmanas and

Kayasihaj arc found not in the miin book but in the introductory

part, called Purvakhanda, written by Anandabhatta himself from

his personal knowledge and not from any old authority. In much

later times the celebrity of Anandabliatea's book attracted imitators

and forgers. Gopalabhatta’s VallaUcerita

,

for instance, was written

in the interests of the Yogi caste. Rut the ignorance of the

writer has led him to make such absurd statements that die spurious-

ness of the work Is betrayed at a glance.

N. K. Durr



The Early Career of Quli Qatb Shah of Golcouda

Quli Qutb, son of Amir Zada Awish Quli and grand-

son of Amir Zada Pir Quli Beg, was fourteenth in succession from

Qaia Khan, a descendant of Yalis or Japhet, son of Nuh.

Firishca states that the family of Quli Qutb was an off-shoot of

the Tnrkan Baharlu, a branch of the Mir All Shakkar tribe. Other

historians mention chat Quli Qutb had a direct descent from Mira

Jahan Shah Maqcul. the brother of Sikandar II. The chroniclers are

of opinion that he was born ac Sa'adabad, a village in Hamadan. His

great-grand-mother Khatun Khadija was the daughter of Prince

Yusuf, and his mother Mariyam Khatun. a Persian lady of rank, was

the daughter of Malik Saleh, a noble of Hamadan. Malik Saleh

gave his grandson the patronymic of Quli Qutb and brought him up.

Amir Hasan Beg. the ruler of Bakr and a Aq Nilo (the name

of a tribe) by descent, extended by means of conquest li is bold over

the Qara Qu Nilo (another section of die Turks) and at the re-

commendation of the noble* of Hamadan took info his favour Pir Quli

(the grand fadicrof Quli Qutb), who was dicn down on his luck. On
die demise of Amir Hasan, his son Khalil Sultan treated him well.

During the reign of Yakub, son of Khalil. Quli Qutb having

reached his majority aspired for power. The astrologers had

predicted a bright future for him. For all this, Yakub wanted

rn destroy him. Consequently, in order to save him from injury,

his father Awish Quli sent him out to India iit company of

his (Awish’s) brother. When setting out, the party cook with them

die choicest presents, such as horses which the Indian rulers liked

most. Reaching Yezd, the immigrants visited the noble saint Shall

Nuruddin Niimatullah II, who by reason of his marriage in rhe

family of Quli Qutub, was regarded as a person to be solicited for

blessings and material help. The saint welcomed the party, and
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then giving Quli Qucub his own blessings and the news of His future

greatness and sovereignty over Hindustan bade them farewell.

Then, Quli Qutb and his party spread sail and, in course of time,

readied Muhammadabad, Bidar.

The annalists are at least unanimous on the point that his

attainment of the high position and the acquisition of tlic title of

Qutb-ul-Mulk and die jag.r of Golconda and its sorroundings

happened during the sovereignty of Sultan Mahmud Bahmani.

Afterwards, he :os: to the position of Sipah Saiar 2nd was addressed

in the royal firmans as Shaheb-us-Saif-nl-Qalam or die master of the

sword and die pen. During the period of disorder and confusion

diat broke out in the empire Quli Qutb was made die Mutessaddi

or rhe imperial record keeper of Tilangatia when he was given the

appellation of Qutb Shah.

With the downfall of the Bahmani empire. Qutb-ul-Mulk

raised the insignia o: royalty and made Golconda his capital. Gol-

conda was at first known as Manqal. and its Raja was called Deo

Raya. The eastern portion of Golmnda which extended to die sea

was full of dense forests and prcapicous hills with forts at their

summit. All the rivers of Subah Deccan meet and enter the ocean

across Golconda. Thus, the Godivari and the other streams of

Balaghac meet together at Golconda and pass vta. Rajbandari to die

sea. Again, the Bhonra, the Krsna, and the Tungabhadra meander

through Bijapur, Masulipatam towards die sea.

Quli Qutb gained admittance into the group of Sultan's Turk:

slaves. Gradually, on account of his skill and experience in financial

matters, Qutb obtained the office of Masbrafi in the imperial harem,

and the ladies set their affections on him for his integrity and good

conduct. In those days the expenses of the royal zenana was met

out of tHe revenues from Tilahgana. It was a country which was full

of brigands and thieves, its people were supercilious and rebellious,

and reluctant in paying revenue. At last, Quli Qutb made a
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representation to the Bahmani ruler saying that he could, with-

out the assistance of any force, control the malefactors of Tilangina.

His representation was accepted and he was appointed for the purpose.

With some of his attendants, Quli Queb set out to Tilangana and by

means of dextericy and resourcefulness, he won over the magnates

of the locality and finally succeeded in quelling the disturbance and

thereby gaining a reputation for ability and talent.

It is related that, both Quli Queb and bis uncle presented Sultan

Muhammad with die royal presents that they had brought from Iran

and entered into the state service. The unde and the nephew were

appointed in positions of honour and trust, and both of them suc-

cessfully carried out their commissions. Some years later, the uncle

tceived, with great difficult)', the Bahamani Sultans’ permission for

returning to his native country but no such concession was given to

die nephew. His royal personality and his affinity to die ruling

house at Iran, in addition to rhe good services dut he had rendered

and d-.c sterling character diat he possessed, made him indispensable

tn die Bahmani court.

Sultan’s heart.

In other words, he was a man atcer the

Once, Sultan Muhammad Bahmani attended by his retinue

went on a hunting expedition. Queb’s experience and skilfulness in

chasing games attracted the attention of Sultan Muhammad, who
made him a present of 150 horses of Persian, Arab and Turki breed a!!

covered with gold saddles, and other valuable paraphcmalias, besides

precious robes of honour. Furdicr, die country' called Karnakal and

its vicinity was conferred upon him for meeting his pnvatc expenses.

On another occasion, Sultan Muhammad repaired to Ids pleasure

garden and engaged himself in enjoyment and pleasantry. The

evening had drawn near, and die Sultan’s cortege had nearly left

him. when a party of well-armed Abyssinian and Deccani Amirs

attacked the Sultan. With only five stout warriors Queb ran fortfae

Sultan's defence and destroyed the assailants. Firishca has related die
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incident in a different way and makes no mention of the part played

by Quli in defence of die Bahamani Sultan.

In 899 H. (1493-94 A.D.) Sultan Mahmud Gujarati lodged a

complaint to Sultan Mahmud Bahmani. against die high-handedness

of Bahadur Gilani, a certain noble of the Bahamani court. It was

alleged that, die said noble had not only conquered die coastal cities

and die ports but had also made off with some twenty-two Gujarati

ships laden with merchandise. Sultan Mahmud Bahmani ordered

Bahadur to restore the Gujarati vessels, but as the latter disobeyed him,

die Sultan personally set out against the refractory noble and ordered

Qutb-ul-Mulk Dcccani to march from Tllahgana against Bahadur.

In die action that followed, Qutb-ul-Mulk received a mortal wound

and on his death, Sultan Mahmud Bahmani conferred the title of

Qutb-ul-Mulk to Quli Queb and granted the two mourns Kotgir

and Durgi in jagir.

In 901 H. (1493-1496 A.D.) Qutb-ul-Mulk Quli Qutb was

appointed as die Tarafdar of Tilangana. The conquest of Mirth was

effected by Quli Qutb and dlls success brought him further progress

and prosperity. Puta Naik. die Hindu chid of Much, possessed oix-

lac and fifty diousand foot soldiers. When die Muslims laid siege

to Much daily skirmishes took place causing heavy casualty on both

sides. At last, Deo Naik, die brave son of Puta Naik, met Qutb-

ul-Mulk with a big force, but be was put to dcach by die Muslim

general. Subsequently, Puta Naik sought for peace. In return for

the victory diat he had effected, the Bahmani Sultan gave valuable

presents to Qutb-ul-Mulk and placed nil the conquered territories of

die non-Muslims under his care.

The hostility of the nobles created a disorder in the Bahmani

empire. ‘Adil Khan, the Mimladar of Raichur and Belgium,

wrote a note to the Bahmani ruler about the re\oli caused by

Malik Dinar Habshi in conjunction with Malik Khuskadam Turk

and Aziz-ul-Mulk. Upon this, the Sultan led ail army, die right
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wing of which was under che command cf 'Adi! Khan and Fakhr-ul-

Mulk, and its left wing under Barid-i-Mamalik Malik Qasim Turk,

Qadam Khan and Jahangir Khan, while che centre composed of

Turks, Khorasams, Afghans and Indians was commanded by the

Sultan himself. When the two forces met face to face, Fakhr-ul-

Mulk and Malik Band dispersed the opponents. At this stage, the

enemies made a vehement attack against the centre of die imperia-

lists, and thereby caused a stampede in die rank and file. In this

contingency, Qutb-ul-Mulk with his reserve force came to the help

cf che disjointed toyal army, drove back the assailants and imprisoned

Malik Dinar. Ac last, owing to the intercession of Majlis-i-Rafi

Adil Khan and ocher amirs, the Sultan lee bygones be bygones and

restored the booty to Malik Dinar.

After the battle Qutb was made the Amir-ul-Umara of Tilan-

gana and was given Kotgir and other places of Titahgana in jagir.

When Qutb-ul-Mulk and the other Amirs had left the court

and proceeded to their jagirs, Malik Qasim Band showed himself

in his true colours. Having co

the court, he secured the administration of the Bihmani capital and

made die Sultan his stipendiary. Those nobles who set their faces

against him, he wanted to make a clean sweep of. On receipt

of this information, Majlis-i-Rafi. 'Adil Khan, Dascur-ul-Mamalik

Malik Dinar, Malik Qutb-ul-Mulk and others united their efforts

and raised an army against Malik Barid. The confederates, next,

bend their steps towards the capital. Upon this, Bard reported to

the Sulcan about die hostile designs of the nobles against him and

sought his protection. Being thus duped, the poor Sultan sent a

number of Sayyids and Ulemas to Qutb-ul-Mulk, protested against

his inimical and disorderly conduct, and insisted on the immediate

demobilisation of the army. It was at length agreed upon that, the

Amirs would recall their armies if Barid would wash his hands of

the administration and proceed to his jagir at Ausa and Kandhar.

nspired with some of the nobles of

oiciMorK. 1940 5
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Thus, when the trouble was averted, the Bahmani Sultan presented

Qutb-ul-Mulk w:di 8.oco horse and rewarded the other nobles

widi similar presents.

in 908 H. (t502-i503 A.D.) the nobles of the Bahmani empire

encampod themselves at Irki against the non-muslinu of Vijaya-

nagara. Malik Qutb-ul-Mulk sent 3,000 horse, 10,000 foot and 30

elephants to the Sultan. The other Amirs, such as Majlis-i-Rafi 'Add

Khan, Fatchullah ‘Imad-ul-lah. Dastur-ul Maroalik, Malik Dinar,

Sultan Ahmad and Nizam-uI-Mulk Bahir sent their forces as well.

In consultation with Qutb-ul-Mulk, the Sultan sent out Ain-ul-

Mulk with a big force: the lacier marched via Gulbarga to Vijuya-

nagara. The Sultan personally set out with another army and laid

siege to Raichur. At last, the garrison jmde their submission and

offered a present of gold and jewelleries to the Sultan. When the

expedition terminated, the Sultan bestowed Raichur and Mudgal

and their vicinities upon Majiis-i-Rafi 'Adil Khan, and compensated

the other nobles of his court.

Meanwhile, Masnad-i-‘A!i Malik Qasim Band would not let

the grass grow under his feet. On the 9th Zilhijjah of 909 H.

(Friday, 24th May, 1504 A.D.) he secured the co-operation of the

other nobles of the court, and at the nick of time, besieged the royal

palace at Bidar. The garrison however, offered him a prolonged

resistance, whereupon, the evil-minded Band bought off the com-

mandant and thus gained an access into the citadel. Having made

away with KhSn-i-)aban, a well-wisher of the Sultan. he sei2ed the

reins of government and dispossessed die sovereign of all power.

On hearing this, Majlis-i-Rafi 'Adil Khan sent letters to the

important nobles inviting their assistance in the matter of liberating

the king from the dictatorial power of Barid. Tnus, letters and em-

bassies were despatched to Sulun Ahmad Baliri, Fatchullah ‘Imad-ul-

Mulk, Dastur-ul-Mamaiik. Malik Qutb-ul-Mulk, and a big force

was collected in no rime. When the allied army reached Bidar,
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Band cook the Sultan with him and offered resistance to the confede-

racy. In the battle that soon commenced. Band obtained initial

successes, but when Haidat Khan, his Sar-i naubal fell against the

onslaught of Malik Qutb-ul-Mulk, Baiid flew off to Ausa

and Kandhar. Then, the Amirs, who had formed a confederacy,

paid their respects to the Sultan and stated, as an explanation

of their hostile conduct that, it was simply to free the Sultan from

the tutelage of Band that they had taken up arms against him.

The Sultan ultimately gave remunerations to these Amirs.

In 91c H. (1504-1505 A-D.) Sultan Mahmud Bahmani took

exception to the conduct of ‘Adil Kh5n of Bijapur who adopted the

Shia faith. For the purpose of punishing Adil, the Sultan sought

military aid from Qutb-ul-Muilc and Malik Fatchullah Imad-ul-

Mulk. Imad-ul-Mulk, who had qualms for ‘Adil delayed sending

the required help, whereas, Qutb-ul-Mulk proceeded with his army

in Sultan’s help. The imperial force next marched against Bijapur.

Ultimately it so happened that, on account of the intervention made

by Qutb-ul-Mulk, the Sultan exonerated Adil Khan of his crime and

made him return to the capital. Muhammadabad, Bidar.

Regarding the incident about the punishment infiteted on Add

Khan by Sultan Mahmud, Finshta gives the following account. He
writes, that in 910 H. (1504-1505 A.D.) Amir Band, the son of

Qasim Barid stepped into the office once held by his deceased father.

Not unlike die father, the son deprived the Sultan of all executive

authority. Meanwhile, Majlis-i-'AIi 'Adil Khan introduced die

Shia doctrine in his court fer which the Deccanis, who were mostly

Sunnis, were up in arms against him. Sultan Mhhmud Bahmani

corresponded with Qutb-ul-Mulk Hamadam, Fatch-ullah ‘Imadul

Mulk and Khudawand Khan calling for their assistance against

‘Adil Khan who had turned a Shia. Consequently. Qutb-ul-Mulk.

with the Apiirs of Tilang in his train, made rapid strides towards

the Bahmani capital. But ‘Imad-ul-Mulk and Khudawand Khan,
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at first, macic excuses and delayed sending any help. Sultan

Mahmud and Amir Barid, next, sent a messenger to Malik Ahmad

Bahri asking him 10 do them a good turn. Thus, Malik Ahmad

and Khwaja Jehan Deccani pushed their way to Btdar for effecting a

cooperation with the Bahmani king. Thinking chat it would he

unwise on his part to engage into hosc:lir<s with the confederates.

'Adit Khan left Sagar and Hasambad in charge of Fakhr-uI-Mtilk

Turk, and having placed his infant son Isma’il under the protection

of Kamal Khan, the Sttr-i-naubai in die south and other Amirs and

committed to them the tatk of defending Bi|apur, he proceeded to

Berar. Sultan Mahmud, Amir Barid, and Qutb-ul-Mulk removed

the' Bijapur chief.

Under instiuction from ‘Imad-ul-Mulk, ‘Adil Khan moved on

to Burhanpur. Later, 'Imad-ul-Mulk sent an errand to Malik

Ahmad and Qutb-u!-Mulk representing that chc sharp witted

Amir Barid had set his heart upon winning over ‘Adil Khan and

laying waste to Bijapur and its surroundings, that, it would be a

serious catastrophe if Barid was allowed to have a hold upon die

Bahmani Sultan, and due, it would be proper if Malik Ahmad and

Qutb-ul-Mulk rook the helm 3t the Bahmani capital. Being thus

trumped up, Ahmad and Queb turned back to dieir posts without any

permit from the Bahmani Sultan. 'Imad-ul-Mulk, in the sequel,

wrote to the Sultan stating diat he should, without any tardiness,

pitch upon the capital and abantbn all pique with 'Adil Khan. But

the Sultan did not fall in with ‘Imad and sent out an army to

Bijapur for conquering Isma'il 'Adil Khan. When ‘Adil was in-

formed of the return of Malik Ahmed and Qutb-ui-Mulk to their

head-quarters, he left Burhanpur and with quick speed pushed on

to Berar. Next, the two collaborators, ‘Adil Khan and Imad-ul-

Mulk, attacked the Bahmani army, drove away Malik Barid towards

Berar, and hurried off with die Sulcan.

K. K. Basu



Hyder Ali’s Relations with the Marathas, 1769-70

In the proceedings of the Select Committee of the torh

March, 1771, we read
—“From the present conduct of the

Marathas boch in the north and in die south and from die genius,

spirit and ambition of Madhav Rao, we are inclined to suspect that

ihcir designs 2rc noc confined to the mere collection of chauth but

extend to die subjection of die whole Peninsula."' This state-

ment may have some truth.

Krishna Rao BallaL informed Nana Fandis that the 3rd cxptdition

of the Peshwa against Hyder was undertaken to humble Hyder com-

pletely with die assistance of some of the Pcltgars in the south, the

chief of Chitradurg and Murar Rao of Good.’ The Peshwa himself

wrote that he inrended to bring together all the Poligars including

the chiefs of Cuddapah and Kurnul, to defeat Hyder and to re-

conquer territory worth 2 to 3 crores of rupees, seized by Hyder by

force and cunning.
5

Hyder gave Madhav Rao grave olficncc. He attcmpicd to

stir up the Peshwa 's domestic enemies against him. He maintained

secret communications with Raghunatn Rao and even after Janoji's

complete reconciliation with the Peshwa in 1769, he tried to stir

him up against the Peshwa.
1

But these were small matters com-

pared with the systematic encroachment of Hyder on the Matatha

sphere of influence. Two years' tribute remained unpaid. Hyder

felt strengthened by the defensive alliance he had concluded with

the British. Mir Reza, his brother-in-law, had deserted to the

Marathas three years before. He now returned to his former allc-

x Select Committee Proceedings- -totli March, 1771.

2 l*c*tru,d Ddftxr, vol- 37, letter no. 15^.

3 llriA., vol. 37, letter no. 198.

*1 JW.* *oL 29, letter no. 236; vol 38, letter nos. 15c, 198.
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giancc. Mir and Hydcr together accackcd Mahimaji Sindhia, the

foujdar of Balapur, who had a garrison of about 850 men. The

strength of the Mysore army was about 10,000. Mahimaji retreated

first to Kurpa. thence to Gcoti but could not get help anywhere.

He returned to Anancapur. In the meantime Talpul held by

Rakhmaji Bhonsla was seized by Hydcr treacherously. He called

Rakhmaji for negotiations but seized him, beheading many of his

men. Hydcr next advanced to Anantapur. Mahimaji withdrew to

Hanhar. Gopal Rao Patwardhan protested against this aggression of

Hydcr and tried to dissuade him from doing mischief in the Taluk

of Balapur.
.
Hydcr replied: "It was agreed between 11s thac within

4 months Sera, Husece and Balapur Taluk will be rccurncd to me but

even after the lapse of two years with a man of your worth is the go-

between this has not been done. Please request the Peshwa to right

this wrong. The Killadar of Balapur Mahimaji Sindhia was taking

into his service sonic of our dissatisfied men and was fomenting

double in our own territory. Hence I drove him out."
:

Hydcr

went to the territory of Murar Rao of Good- Murar Rao thought

it proper under the circumstances to placate Hydcr by seeing him.

Hydcr gave him presents and induced him to make an agreement

promising to pay 50,000 rupees every year.* He cook tribute by

force from Ckicradurg, Harpanhalli and other places and proceeded

upto Harihar. Lalcshman Hari, the Maricha Mamlacdar of Hari-

har thought it prudent to see Hydcr and placate him. Hydcr then

advanced tc Savanur and the Marathas heard that the ruler of Sava-

nur paid 40,000 hens secretly to him and thus bought him off’

Madhav Rao proceeded systematically. There was nothing

insufficient or haphazard about his arrangements. With an army

numbering approximately 75.000 the Peshwa was in a position to

spare a considerable number of treeps to occupy the conquered tern-

5 Ptibwe Delia’, val 37, letter as. 171.

6 Aliblbesik itk'o Stmgrtbs, icurr r». 817. 7 Ibid., lcitm 833 & 834.
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cory. Of the conquered forrs those that were easily defensible were

garrisoned by the Marathas. Unimportant forts were systematically

dismantled so that Hyder might not seize and utilize them as

points of vantage. Pcixoco notes with some surprise that the Peshwa

did not pillage or damage. Therefore many forts surrendered

voluntarily.*

On the approach of the Peshwa. Hyder withdrew to Anawatty

and the forest of Udagani with his infantry and guns. He kept

about 25,000 treops with Mtr Keza, Tipu Sultan and Venkac Rao

Barqi and Mukhdum Ali. 20,000 were scattered in different forts

and .nearly 30/35,000 were always with him.' The Peshwa kept

a small force of about 10,000 to watch Hyder's movements. He
himself encamped 20 kos in advance of Hyder cowards Seringa-

patam. If Hyder came out of the forest, Gopal Rao from the side

of Savanur and the Peshwa from the other side would attack simul-

taneously. If he did not come exit the Peshwa intended to advance

towards Scringapatam and conquer ha forts on the way." Gopal

Rao encamped near Savanur and the Peshwa towards Senngaparam.

Hyder had become wiser after his two encounters with Madhaya

Rao. He did not intend to fight a pitched battle. He ccm*

missioned Tipu 10 collect all the straw and wood that he could, bum

all chat could not be removed, to fill up the wells and ponds and to

give notice to the people to retire from the villages into the larger

fortified places. Having exccuced as far as possible the orders of his

father, Tipu fell back to Scringapatam."

In January- 1770 the Peshwa captured Budhchal. Kandikire,

Chiknaikhalh. The Peshwa’s itinerary reports that by ihc 13th of

February he reached Nagmangal via Turbikire, ihe ruler of Chitra-

8 Peixoto VI, 45,

9 Arthihdjik Lekh Sarngrdhi
.
IV. intro,

ro Pfsbtod Daftjr, vol. 37, letter no. 184.

it Peixoto V, 163.
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durga and Murar Rao of Gcoti joining the Peshwa’s army. The

Peshwa pulled some forts ro die ground and garrisoned some.

Even then in some of the conquered forts he had to keep tlx: men of

Chitradurg ar.d in some the old guard of Hyder with a small num-

ber of Mancha treops. Nagmangal was razed to the ground but

Belur was garrisoned.'* Hyder had fortified Bangalore and Seringa-

patam where he hoped to be able to hold out for 4/6 months until

the advent of the rainy season. Withouc wasting his time in

besieging Bangalore and Seringapatam, the Peshwa marched towards

Chikbalapur and Kolar. After taking Deonhalli he demolished it

as also Magdi. Then he proceeded to Chikbalpur which

surrendered after four days' siege. Nandidurga had also to be

besieged and when its foujdar agreed to surrender die place, four

hundred Maratha troops were placed there. Kolar was taken and

razed to the ground. At Mulwigal 30/32 men who were taken

prisoner were killed because they had looted the mela of Venkac-

giri. About the 10th of April the Peshwa retraced his steps to

Devraidutg without attempting to capture Bangalore or Seringa-

patam. In course of his return journey he stormed the hillfort of

Nijgal, directing the actack himself. The fort held our for 8 days.

The Peshwa’s brother Narayan Rao received a bullet wound in the

wrist.” Peixoto who was in Hyder s camp, records "we had

frequent news of the Maratices and dictc were some days in which

they took 2/3 ferts which might have held out for some months.""

Hyder was in the eastern pare of his dominions at Udagani.

Thence he went to Tarikirc. Gopal Rao came from Savanur to

Harihar, 30 kos from Tankire. Hyder succeeded in sending de-

tachments that surprised the Maradia garrison at Chiknaikhalli.

There were 1 100 men of whom only 125/ 150 were Maratha troops.

Ia AUbibdsik Lekh Ssmgrabs, 973.

[3 Pe:bti* Dafar, voL 37, letter no. 2c6.

Klurc—Aithibmik Lekh Samgrabs, letter no. 930.
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400 belonging to the Poligar of Chitradurg and the rest were

Hyder's old ganisen. Hyder had no difficulty in smuggling 300

of. his own men- The Marathas were caught and their noses and

cars were cut off. The Maratha gatrison from Kandikirc and

neighbouring places took fnght and fled away. The Pesliwa on

hearing this sent 3000 cavalry with Narsingh Rao Dhaigude,

Shahji Bhonsle of Akalkote and Mahimaji Sindhia towards Chtk-

naikhalli and also sent an order to Gcpal Rao that from Hanhar he

should go to Matode so that men would not take fright and fly

away and he would also be in a position to watch Hyder. Mir Reza

had been commissioned by Hyder to make a diversion against the

Marathas and to prevent them getting their forage. He was a cons-

tant source of trouble to the Maratha garrisons and the Peshwa’s

attempt to catch him failed.’
8

Hyder had his difficulties. If he tried to recapture any place

he might be taken in between Gcpal Rao and the Pcshwa. who would

come by quick marches. If he sent small batches agaiiut Gopal

Rao, tire latter was in a position to overwhelm them. If he

attacked, Gopal Rao would run away and would at a favourable

opportunity attack him in turn.'* Hyder therefore decided to make

a night accack. But Gopal Rao was very' alert. He himself, Nil-

kantha Rao and Parashuram Bhow watched at night by turns. But

Hyder was also a man of many ways. His excellent news service

circulated the rumour that he would march towards Scringapatam

and some of his belongings were sent daiiy to that place.

One day leaving Tarbikirc lie fell back upon Sankarapactan and

Gopal Rao was assured by this news. His nightwatch became rather

slack. Hyder came to Kurnul with 1 a/ 13.000 gardis and 4000

cavalry and 25 guns. Pcixotc says that Hyder's ttoops numbered

15 Kharc, cf dr, IV, introduction.

:6 This Kccunc of the night atttek a bajed on Khaie, AHbibtak Ltkk
Simgraba. letter bo. 899.

I-HO. DGCBMUm, 19*0 6
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2000 horse and 6000 foot. By rapid marches he approached the

Maracha camp. An incident took place that was interesting. A
Muhammedan gaidi of Hyder came running to the Maradia camp

to inform them that Hyder was coming to make a night attack.

But the Maratha troopers would not bciieve him and they began

to cut jokes with him. They spent several hours discussing this

and at last somebody awakened Copal Rao and informed him.

Copal Rao found himself in a fix. If die news became falsified be

would become a laughing stock. But if he remained unprepared,

he would be overwhelmed The Moslem gardi assured Copal Raa

that he had been once in the service of Peshwa Balaji Baji Rao

and the happy memories of that service had impelled him to come

to give this information in all sincerity. He said "If this news

happens to be false kill me but be on your guard.” Before Gopal

Rao could be fully ready Hyder's guns bogan to boom and

bis rockets came in showers. Below we give Peixoto's description cf

the night attack
—

"With about 2000 horse, 600 foot, 8 field pieces,

700 rocket boys, with fiambaeus ready to be lighted, 16 pieces cf

hand-artillery, the attack was launched. As scon as those who were

to begin the attack were perceived by the enemy, they bcac to arms

buc did nothing but endeavour to retreat, leaving their camp and

tent and many of their worst horses behind them and waited for

daylight to see whether they could recover anything. When we had

gained the entrance to the camp chc 8 held pieces began to play as

fast as possible and the rocket boys to throw their rockets, but die

effect could not be seen for the great darkness and it was found that

we had fired into the camp only. The rwo advanced battalions

were in greac confusion and would if they had been opposed by any

enemy have been certainly surrounded and lose. Day came on and

showed us chc enemy’s horse within pistol shot of our advanced batta-

lions. Austin de Menezes made the enemy recreat. The Nawab

gave orders for the whole or die artillery to fire with a high’ elevation.
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The enemy then retired out of the reach of our shot but facing us.

The enemy’s camp was plundered. The Nabob finding that the

enemy was watching for an opportunity to avenge themselves if

any one should offer itself resolved to let his troops rest until 4 o’clock

in the afternoon, ordering the whole to form a circle in the midst

of which a small tent was pitched for himself and then wc ate what

we had without delay. The time came to retire. The Marathas

followed us all the way but made no impression upon us in the

several attacks which they made upon us. We took two colours

from the Marathas, also took some horses alive with many tents

and utensils. About 200 horses were killed, but few people. On

our side the loss was only three men.” The Maratha version of

their total loss was 55 horses and 25 men. The wounded on the

Maratha side did not number more than 150.'

'

The campaigning season was practically over. The Peshwa

now withdrew. But he left Trimbak Rao Pcchc in command of die

Carnatic force with Copal Rao Patwardhan and Murar Rao to help

him. Trimbak Rao was not an unworthy successor as later events

proved.

As we review the campaign of 1769-70 we find chat the plan

of Madhav Rao was to deceive Hyder by a show of raking forts but

at an appropriate moment to make a quick march and cnish him in

collaboration with Gopa! Rao. Hyder would in such a case have

been taker, tactfully in between chc two armies. He was cons-

cious of rhis. When the Peshwa fell back upon Nijgal and Devrai-

durg with Hyder stationed at Banawar, die Peshwa was in a posi-

tion to realise his plan Hyder perceiving this trend of the Pcshwa's

operations quietly retired to Scringapatam.

Though Madhava Rao failed to crush Hyder in an open fight,

he succeeded in occupying so many of the important forts of Hyder

17 Prixow V. 185-195.
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in the noithcm pair of lrn dominions that I rinibak Rao Peche who

was lefc by die Pesbwa in command during die rain was in a posi-

tion to commence his next campaign with greae advantage.

Throughout this campaign Hyder was on the defensive but he

hoped to terrorize the garrisons placed in the newly captured

Macatha forts by means of the swift operations of Mir Reza. He

expected to carry on operations on the intenor lines himself and

crush at least Copal Rao. He failed in his objective.

The campaigning season of 1770-71 opened definitely in favour

of the Marathas. Unfortunately for the Marathas the Peshwa could

not come on account of his ill health. He had begun his niaich

from Poona but suddenly became so ill thac lie had to cancel his

programme but sent 10,000 fouj and ten cannon under Krishna

Rao Bahvanc and Malliar Jogjivan to join Trimbak Rao."

Unfortunately for the Marathas Copal Rao Patwardhan also

died in the begining of 1771." He was the mainstay of Maradia

operations in the Carnatic for the space of a decade-

N. K. Sinha

:8 Pabxsi Dafur. voL 37. letter no 2*4. 19 Ibid., voL 37, letter no 213.



Was Akbar Literate ?

The current belief regarding the literacy of Akbar is chat he was

'utterly unlettered.’ Many writers of modern times have taken

Akbar as unlettered.
( ). Von Nocr in hU work Kaisar

Akbar' definitely states that Akbar was absolutely illiterate. V. A.

Smith has put down in his work Akbar the Great Mogul

that “Akbar resisted all attempts to give him book-learning

so successfully that to die end of his life he was unable

even to read or sign his own name.’'' Again he says, no

tutor could make him pay attention to books, even so far as

to learn the alphabet.’"’ The same view las been held by scholars

like Beveridge* and Muhammad Hosain Azad.
4

These scholars

tame to that fascinating conclusion possibly from die current view of

die texts of contemporary writers on Akbar. Mulla Abdul Qadir

Badauni has made some references to Akbar not being a learned

man.* Hu own official, Nizamuddin, in his Tabaaat-i-Akbari is

reticent on the point. Jahangir himself (in his autobiography) has

been taken to speak of the illiteracy of his father. He says.
" My

I KtOar Akbar, vd. II, pp. 56, 143.

1 Sntth, Akbar ike Great Mogul, p. at. 3 Ibid., p. 40.

4 Akbanama, vol. I, p. 518, note t. “It wmi probable too iliac Akbir never

knew how to read anti write-*’

5 DtTbar-i-Akbtri. pp. 1x3, 114. Tliis work has Ixcn takm by
rainy as a piece of history. But from die literary point of view it is essentially

» Urdu prose week. Though the subject-matter of the bo^k is historical,

it is not history in the true sense of the term; but it contains seme very interesting

facts which have been referred to in the week with it* usual risks.

Jit p* y J* J J><>
1* o,3Tjl asy J.\

- *y^ *yy ^
6 Badauni, Mnr.iakbabus Tawankh, vol. II, Bib. Indka.
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father always associated with the learned men of every creed and reli-

gion especially with the Pundits and the learned of India, and in his

conversation with than, no one knew hira to be ommi (illiterate), and

he was so acquainted with the niceties of verse and prose composition

that this deficiency was noc thought of- To add ro the testimony of

die Muhammadan historians, die Portuguese vcisions arc quite dear

on the point. Father Monserrat says, "He can neither read nor

write, but he is very curious ar.d lias always men of letters about

h’im." Father Xavier observes ' he can neither read nor write.'

THese testimonies seem to fit in with the life-story of the Emperor :
—

<

His early life from his very birdi in a desert when his father was

fleeing for life to his accession at an early age of about 14 is a

troublesome chapter of tribulations and vicissitudes leaving him

hardly any continuous length of tune to devote himself to his books

in the way of an ordinary student. Specimen of Akbar’s hand-

writing had not been found whereas almost all the Indian

Mughal princes and princesses leave to their credit a large number

of memoirs and autobxigtaphies. Even ;n his later life when Akbar

developed a passion for knowledge, books were read before him and

lie did noc read them himself. To the historians, therefore, the con-

clusion seemed irresistible that Akbar was an ’‘unlettered man," and

they went even so far as to say that the emperor had not lcarnc even

the alphabcc.

Dr. N. N. Law was the first to write against the myth of

Akbar’s illiteracy in his famous work Promotion of Learning in

India during the Muhammadan Ruled After him a few more

articles came to support the literacy of Akbar but generally sufficient

new materials were not put in support of chcir conclusions. So

far as we have made our study of die subject, we have a definite con-

7 Pp* ,39~ l43 and Addendum pp. 40701 a, where the list of Akbar* s tutors is

given and tlx: arguments in favour of tile literacy of the ehipctor have been ptit

very forcefully. For Beveridge's view, see ForcwonJ, pp. xzx-xxi
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elusion. Firstly, family traditions and environments are in our favour.

In the House of Timur, every member of the family was gifted with

cxtraoidinaiy literary ustc. Mulluzat-i-Timuti or Institutes of Timur

is a monumental work from the hands of the slayer of 60.00,000.

Omar Shaikh's literary caste is almost a proverb. Babawamt is a fine

specimen of literary nicety; Babar’s songs and compositions arc still

a joy to many. Babar could compose poems even on his wine cups

as sweet as die liquid potion of the cup itself. Humayunnama ts an

excellent biography from the hands of a princess of the family, and

there are few in the world like this piece of biography from the hands

of a lady. Humayun's death from a fall from the seeps of the

library is a tragic reminder of his love of books even in die evening

of his life. With such a cultural legacy and in the company of

Humayun and Gulbadan Begum, it muse have been a freak of nature

if Akbar were bom with a positive reluctance ro learn the alphabets as

V. A. Smith would have us believe.

Secondly, at the age of 4 years, 4 months and 4 days, he was

taken to school and placed in the charge of Mullazada Mulla Ihsa-

muddin Ibrahim “who was without equal in Arabic erudition.

On his dismissal, Maulana Bayazid was appointed. About him

Abul Fazl says,' “he performed his part well.’’ This performance of

his "part well" certainly means the performance of the part of a

teacher in which he was employed. But still die progress was not as

satisfactory as was expected and Abdul Qadir was appointed. Niza-

muddin tells us in Tabnqat-i-Akbari due Maulana Abdul Qadir after

continuing his task for some years retired to Mecca.* Those teachers

had certainly done their best, and positive statements are on record

that the latter two gentlemen had done their duties. May be, Akbar

was not a success from a school master's point of view; may be, he

7a Bidauni {Lowe), Of. tit., p. 190.

8 Akbarnama (Beveridge), vol. I, p. 316

9 Tabqsi (Nawal Kuhorc), p. 931.
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was more given lo games and exercises chan co books; but to think

that a man who "could remember everything in gross and details from

the age of one" would not be able to remember even die alphabets

seems to be a queer inconsistency. Lover of no restraint as he was, he

was more given to pigeon flying and athlccc exercises but that three

teachers for a period of eight years would not be able to make Akbar

learn even the alphabets is something which passes comprehension.

When actually on the throne of Delhi. Bairam his regent

selected Abdul Latif" to be his private tutor who, in the words of

Mulla Badauni, was the "paragon of greatness whose reputation had

spread even beyond the limits of hts own country." Badauni" has

definitely said, "with him (Abdul Latif) he began reading Diwan

of Mystic language" Even Abul Fazl tells us:—

^ J)) '="»U- »> ; crjV* ^ W-j1

• awl* ^ —J J 3

"Among books of the poetry he reads fluendy die Maulavi’s

Masnavi and Diwan of the mystic tongue and takes delight in dieir

beauties." This shows definitely that Abdul Latif liad done seme-

dung at lease cowards the education of his ward.

But how is it that Jahangir has styled Akbar as
( ^ >

)

"ommi"?
ls

The word signifies 'utterly illiterate' ; in this sense

it has been used while describing die Prophet. The Prophet had no

learning except what he had received from his modier. By the :6ch

century, the word had undetgone a change in meaning and was

to We find chat three more naniei vere connrctcd with Akbar’s early

rducaricn. (l) Pir Muhammad (Feriihtt, Htii. a/ the Rtie of ibr M»btnm*U*

t

Po-Mer, vol. II, p. 193J.

(2) Haji Muhammad Khan (Ma’rir-Ml-ansrt, !, pp. 548-51)

(3)
Maulana Alauddm—[Ttbqa-l-Akosn (Nawal Kuhore). I, p. 399].

11 Badauni, (Lowe) of. at., II. p. 24.

12 "Otiuni" may alic mean "ticitBrn". See N, Law, op. at., p. 211,
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used only in reference to a man who had no knowledge of Arabic.

In those days, anybody who had no knowledge of Arabic was looked

upon as ‘omjni.’ At that cime when Arabic was the common

language of learned men, Akbar would certainly appear very

'ordinary' in the presence of scholars like Shaikh Mubarak, Abul

Fad. Badauni, Faizi, Naqib Khan; it is only in this sense that wc

can accept the version of Jahangir's Waqiyet-i-Jabangm.
1 '

It is often argued that Abul Fazl who was all praise for his

Master should have given his high compliments to his Master's

learning if he were actually learned. Abul Fazl's silence, it is argued,

is very significant. But perhaps it is more logical ro think that

Abul Fazl who desired to put his master in che role of the

propounder of the Din-i-Ilahi in order to make him appear as

much near to the Prophet of Islam as possible did not

like to make a capital of his literacy. Abul Faz! hints at

some such thing in a round about way in connection with the early

education of his Master. "For him (Akbar) who is God's pupil, what

occasion is there for teaching by creatures, or application to lessons?

Accordingly Akbar s holy heart and his sacred soul never turned

towards external teaching.’’
1 * Exactly for the very same reason Abu)

Faz! studiously represented Akbar as endowed with no secular know-

ledge except what he was born with. The ordinances, coming as

they did from an unlettered Akbar, were expected to have as much

value and force, as those of the unlettered Prophet himself. But

inspitc of this studied representation of Akbar by Abul Fazl, his

writings unconsciously betray traces of Akbar’s literacy; compare for

example, in Ain., p.
103," "at whatever page the readers daily scop,

his majesty marks with his own pen a sign according to the number

of pages"

13 Price’t truulidaa of Wdqtytt. p. 44-45.

14 Akbt'tumt (Beveridge), vol. I, p. 589,

15 Blorhnunn. Ain-i-Akbsr>, p. 103 Ste N. Law, of. cil.. pp. 209. 210.

LH.Q.. DKEMBEH, 1940 7
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The text explicitly mentions that Akbar used to put the

’numerical figures."'
1

We have definite proof from Abul Fazl chat Akbar rook great

interest in calligraphy and in his court were the great

calligraphists like Abdulla, Abdul Hacj, Idris Hosain Munshi.

Then he says, "Akbar takes a greae interest in different systems of

writing." He paid much attention to die art of writing and is an

excellent judge of calligraphy and painting." He often gave prizes

according to die bciuty of writing. Muhammad Hosain was

given the title of Zarrin Qalam
1-

"golden pen.” How was it pos-

sible to take interest in different forms of writings unless he knew

how to write?. How could he judge handwritings in different

systems himself unless he knew how to write?

In Risala-i-Sbibli we have been told diat lie knew figures and

could check accounts."

In Am No. XI, Book II, it is expressly written that “ocher

Sanads are first signed and scaled by the ministers of State and arc

afterwards bid before His Majesty for signature."
30

Certainly the

signatures were of his own hand.

In the last paragraph of the same Ain, we read "Nor docs His

Majesty sign the Sarkhacs, Arznamchahs" { ^j-JetC. This

implies chat he signed documents ocher dun diese." It is

argued that if he knew how to read and write, why did

he employ readers fot himself 2nd why were there no documents

16 Btochmar.n has omitted :o truuintr ik* 'numerical figures'.

17 Ain+Akbs,f. Ain No. 3* ,8 f ^y} Col&n pen

•9 J**- ,_S-ijji Njiiuig-i-khajjl. 1919-30. v> Bfechnun, of. at. p. afio.

BJoebmann, AmA-Akberi, p. afo.
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in existence containing his signature. To have readers for them-

selves is not a new thing in the family of Timur. It was a fashion

with many to have books read out to them in those days. In

Persia, this custom was uniformly followed in the royal family.

The historian Arab Shah tells us that Timur appointed readers to read

books before him every evening; and we know definitely that

Timur was a learned man and some works were ascribed to him.

It is possible that Akbar' s handwriting was not good; in his early days

he had no time to continue calligraphy owing to other preoccupa-

tions. Even Abul Fazl would not write with his own hand. He

had his Munshi to write for him. A story is told in Dafur-t-A bul

Fat!” that Abul Fazl always wrote letters through his Munshi.

Actually however the autograph of Akbar has been found in an

extremely valuable manuscript of Zafarnitna of Sharfuddin Ali.

This copy contains on the fly-leaf die autographs of Akbar, Jahangir

and Shah Jahan. Jahangir's note on die above is interesting.

•• y? i

’

J-Gljl fj>yA J
jfi *•*> ^

Mi? J’f^ v 1^j}

*0* J* j*4 ) «— Jye fai *•* ojJ

It proves that die book was in die library of Akbar. Here is another

definite proof testifying to the fact diac Akbar could write words.

< J
'•

1

This line, as Jahangir tells us, is in die fly-leaf.
13

If these words were

22 A very difficult Pc,-sian book compiled by a *cn-in-Iaw of Abul Fazl It

contains many interesting detail*. The book lus not been translated as yet.

23 The fly-leaf k feund reproduced in Df. Il>n Hawn's Cent?*! Structure of the

Mughai Bmpi'e (1936), pi. facing p. $4. Dr. Hasm points out that “the wo:d

'Furvurtfin* as endorsed by Jahlr.gsr, was wrinen by Akbar himself/’
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in the handwriting of Akbar, ccttainly he contradicts himself by

calling his father ‘ommi’
;
the two statements can be reconciled only

when we take the word used by Jahangir in his Memoirs to imply

only a degree of learning.

There is yet another reference to the handwriting of

Akbar in MaasHr-i-RaMmi of Abul Baqi Nahawardi who com-

posed his work in 1 6:6 A.D. In that book a farman is reproduced

which was sent to che Khankhanan in 991 A.H. The farman reads

thus: "Copy of the farman which was sent to tire commander-in-

chief in 991 on the occasion of his appointment in Guzrac and in

which he (Akbar) had, with his own lurnd, exalted him with the

tide of a son.”

*±}\ f- u_ ^C? ;•>-,>

• .-iiLjXy. oijjiyM Ij ^Sjj> . ui» w,J

After the headline, the author gives die actual words used

by Akbar:
—

"Copy of the royal autograph which was translated

above Tughra in the actual handwriting of the vicegerent of God

(i.c. Akbar) in which he exalted him (Khankhanan) with die title

of a son ’.

—

b *) c/J «-»*j W cr
# jiku

f&J)
aic Mjji 4S-)1 oil fcSiilj/ tty* oil?

Here is a definite preof that Akbar was able to write words

and sentences with his own hand.”*

The above quotations have been given at full lengd-i only to

contradict the definite and sarcastic statements of Smith dial

13a This ms. in die Lidia Office has a sig&#a*c of Khankhanan. Amelia

allograph of Akbar can be found in a copy of die Q*r*n (fcpouicJ

in the India Office. In die descripekn of die ms. Dc. Ouo Ledi says that

ie conuins a "sed and signature cf Akbar md odici! on lb: last page-" Dr. Lodi

also remariu:- 'The list page bean riz seals with lignaiurcs: viz., of iwo Safawl

kingi named UmJil and AbbSs; of Akbar; of two servants of SlUjahaii " A
CttAogmt of ibe Arabic Mu. In 1be Ltbnry of iht IndU Office, p. i. Mi. M. Haq
has dim my aitennoei to diis ns.
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Akbai could not even sign his name till the end of his life. The

above would definitely prove that he could write not only his name

but also a few sentences.

Akbar not only knew Persian but could understand very

difficult composition in that language.

The conversation of Akbar with Badauni regarding die

translation of Rijatarahgint as given in p. 416 of Muniakhabu-U

Tawarikh shows his depth cf knowledge in Persian. Akbar rejected

a translation of the book on die ground that the Persian words used

were archaic and ordered Badauni to retranslate it.

From Masirul Omara, p. 2, we learn chat Akbar used to award

prizes to pccts Faizi, Nizam and others according co the intricacies

and delicacies of style. It may be possible to understand Persian

without reading, but to understand the intricacies of style of a poet

like Faizi would have been impossible without a commendable

knowledge of the literature in that language.

ji±-> J Jn* J*J ^
^ yS uj ^ »

jflj* ;

^ * j v*-- V- Jr** )
u > «* 14^
. ^ »W u*y Jt

Akbar noc only knew Persian but could also follow Arabic,

Sanskrit, and Hindi; if he were noc well versed in those languages,

he had at least a working knowledge of them.

In Masirul Omara, it is expressly stated that Akbar had begun

to read 'Mizan' Arabic grammar; this is also in RisaU-iSbibli.

His knowledge of Arabic is testified to by Badauni himself who

says chat even before the building of the Ibadat Khana he passed

much time in discussing ‘the word of God' i.e., Quran and Hadis.

It certainly would not have been possible for any one to discuss the

Quran and Hadis which were in Arabic unless he knew the language.

Badauni's commentary on Hadis regarding Jihad and archery was
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liked by him so much due he puc diem in his library. To

understand a commentary requires 1 good deal of knowledge cf

the original.

* oi *-
;!i J»K>

j *jjO^ ^1
f'j

•

• • • •

One of the problems that puzzled Akbar was the divergent

opinions regarding die Islamic marriage system. Akbar had held a

formal discussion on the subject of
'

‘Mtic’ah Marriage." He followed

the discussion very closely. Whenever there was an intricate point

Akbar referred to the original and commentary. Thus when the

commentary of Imam Malik was placed by Naqib Khan before

Akbar he was very much phased with it. This shows he could

folbw Arabic.

M )<* ** Jj*3 wlifcni45i !><-£*-
f
w
* 3s jti-1 1*$*

When the monogram of seal and coins had to be iccasc, an

interesting discussion took place with Haji Ibrahim. He ordered

that the seal be embossed in Arabic.

Let us quote a passage from Badauni relating to the transladon

of the Mahabbarata. "For two nights. His Majesty translated some

passages of the Mdhabbarata and told Naqib Khan to write down

the general meaning in Persian." Translation would have been

impossible if the empercc had no knowledge of Sanskrit. There is

no reason to disbelieve Badauni in dais simple matter (Badauni,

vol. II, p. 302).

"Adsh Kada-i-Azar" quotes a very nice couplet attributed to

Akbar.

)? cM J* Jf.

<•***>-»- j jj • (-!]/ s- M j

“Last night 1 reached the street of wiue sellers, l purchased
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wine for high price. I am suffering from headache (due to wine).

1 paid my money and purchased headache .

" ,t

Here is a composition of Akbar in Hindi:
— *'

snn 3H \ a-nn ft anra trcrfc Jrrf*
i

H'hvt i, shwt sif? ii

From the passages quoted above it becomes clear that Akbar

was a man who war not only well versed in Persian, rhe then court

language, but also could follow Arabic, Sanskrit and Hindi.

The story thac he was illiterate is very striking and all unsuspecting

readers swallow it as historical truth. The account of his early life

and the attempts of Hmuayun and his teachers for lus education, his

discussions in the Hall of Worship and his interest and actual parti-

cipation in the literary pursuits give the lio dirccc to the fiction of hi*

Makhanlal Rovchoudhury Shastri

34 For ocher poemt ol AUbir. in- va\. I, p. 9
35 Fee imy vrrtM of AkW, IU Hindi hr Iduitlmrn Kroi by CInnga PfititH

Ufa wra it, *nS wzt; wr i

sni jr ft % ofr 3T25; t3T 11

Hrfa na n-r a 5:115 1

at 5»m 3t» fra, jt iirvi 11



The Age and Historicity of the Prthviraja Ease

There was a time when the work, Prtbvrraja Raso, was regarded

as a genuine source o: Indian history. Everything written in rt was

regarded almost as gospel truth, and Rajputs spoke with pride of

their satnanU ancestors mentioned in the epic. But of late the

criticisms' by Dr. Biihler, Mm. Kaviraja Shyimaldiis, and

Dr. G. H. Ojha have so far discredited it that it is now generally

regarded as a forgery of the 17th century, having no claim whatso-

ever to be even thought of as a source-book of Rajput history.

There is. no doubt, a lot of truth in what these savants have said.

But my study of the various recensions 0! the Rato has convinced me

that their remarks apply only to its late recensions and have not

muds to do with the earlier rorcnsicns which have not hitherto been,

unfortunately, given the attention that they deserve. The follow-

ing historical mistakes and defects have been pointed out :—
x. It regards ebe Cauhans, Sdarikis. and PratihSras as

Agnikula Ksatriyas, while the old inscriptions of these tribes prove

that they were not so.

2. It makes Prthviraja the grandson of Anarigapala Tomara,

who is said to have retired ro Badarikasrama after making over the

rule of his kingdom to Prthviraja; while the faces ate chat neither

was Prthviraja the grandson of Anarigapala not could Delhi be made

ever ro him by the Tomara ruler, because it had been conquered as

early as V.E. 1220 by die Cauhan king Vigraharaja IV.

3. It says that Prtha. die sister of Prthviraja was married to

Samarasimha, the Rani of Mcwar who died fighting in the second

battle against Shihabuddtn Muhammad Ghori;' while the fact is

that Samarasimha, having flourished about a hundred years after

t Sec MSB., 1887, vrJ~ PP- 5-65: fBRAS.. 1917, pp. 103-11, and
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Prthviraja, could neither marry die Cauhan ruler’s sister, nor fight

for him against the invader.

4. According to the Raso, Prthviraja's father Somesvara was

killed by Bhima Cauiukya of Gujerat. who in his turn was killed by

Prthviraja after some time; while the facts arc that neither did

Bhima, who was a mere child in V.E. 1236 the date of Somesvara's

death, slay Somesvara in battle, nor was he himself slain in battle by

Prthviraja, because reliable historical evidence proves that be

continued living up to V.E. 1298.

5. The Raso mamc$ Prthviraja to:—

*

(a) die daughter of Nahar Rai, a Rajput hero known to have

flourished some centuries before Prthviraja,

(b) lechani, the daughter of one SalaUha Paramara, a name

unknown to us from Paramara inscriptions,

(c) the mother of one Rainsi, stated in the Raso to be the

heir-apparent and successor of Prthviraja, though in fact

the successor was Govinda, the founder of the

Ranthambhor line,

(d) the daughter of Rija Bhana of Deogiri and Bhina Raya

of Ranthambhor, though in fact no rulers bearing these

names were ruling there at the time.

6. Its genealogy and description of Prdiviraja’s family are

incorrect.

7. It gives the following wrong dates:—
(a) V.E. 821: Bisaladcva's accession,

(b) V.E. 1 1 15: Prthviraja'4 birth,

(c) V.E. 1136: ShiHibuddin's capture by Salakha Para-

mara of Abu.

(d) V.E. 1138: Prthviraja's coronation,

(c) V.E. 1139: Prthviraja's marriage to Padmavaci, the

ruler of Samudrasikhara.

DECEMBER, I 8
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We propose to deni with these alleged mistakes and delects from

the bottom of the list.

The above dates are no doubt to be found in the voluminous

edition of the Raso issued by the Nagari Pracarini Sabha, Benares.

But the earliest and shortest and the refore die most reliable edition of

this work of which, we have fortunately three copies in the Fort

Library, Bikaner* leaves out the story of Padmavan's marriage with

Prthviraja, and gives merely tire years noted down below:—
1. V.E. 1138: Prthviraja's accession.

2. V.E. 1148: Bhima Caulukya’s attack on Abu.

3. V.E- 1151: Prthvitija’s departure for Kanauj.

4. V.E. M52: Pundira's fight against Shihabuddin Ghori.

There is nothing out of the way about the sequence ol these

dates. We know for certain that Prthviraja fought against Bhima and

Shihabuddin Ghori, and the fight against Kanauj too is supported

by so much of tradition existing outside the Raso that it has every

reason to be regarded as a face. The Ain-i-Akbari mentions it in

detail, and the Surjana-carita, a work of the 16th century, devotes

one full chapter to it and the fight with Shihabuddin Ghori. As

the account given there is extremely interesting, and gives a very

good idea of the text of che Raso as it must have existed at that

time, we poposr to give below the synopsis of this very chapter.

Some of the facts given arc to be specially noticed, inas-

much as they have been either regarded as the work of interpolators

or arc so very similar to the account given in even ou: modern editions

of the Raso that one cannot help thinking that the two must have a

common source.

* The recension contains 19 chapters in all and is ibone 100,000 kttes! in

extent The Nignri Prararini edition being ico.coo 1lokti in extent ii j> times the

“*« ol the Bikaner recension, lor a fuller account ol which the readers ire referred

to my piper in the ProftfJing/ of the Hindi Sibtty* Sommdtaa, 1939
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I he story as given in the Surjana-carita runs is follows*
1

:
—

Once while Prthtirfija was walking about in hii pleasure-garden he was

approached by a maidservant from Kar.yokubja who after making .rim a lew

obeisance began her story in the following style. ‘The ruler of Kinyakubja lias.'*

sire said, “a daughter named Kintimati. Nothing could surpass her in beauty: she

had been verily owed out of ihc choicest materials by the Creator. Once, sitting

near her father, she heard your fame being sung by bards. Since that time she

has thought of none but ycunclf; her daily recreation* have ban given up and she

is getting leaner and leaner d»y by day. Finding that her fither wished to give

her ir. marriage to someone else, she at last disclosed her secret to a friend 0: hes,

who no: rarely consoled her but sent me here to put the whole nutter before you/’

Pphvlrijt beard the whole story with attention and then telling the maid-

servant that he had already heard of the great beauty and virtues of the Princess,

rent her back with the reply that he would very soon be reaching Kanyakubjo and

do oil that he could 10 requite her love. Then making ha bard the chief of his

retinue, PfdnirSja entered Kanyakubjo in disguise He acted as a subordinate

whenever he ven: to the court ci jaicandra. but m his own camp he behaved as a

ruler On a certain moanlit nighr Prthviraja went out alaic to the balks of the

Ganges and fading the fish coming up at his hone drank water, he began throwing

rbera jxarfs from his necklace Kintimati saw all this from her window and sus-

pecting that he might be PjthvWja sene ate of her imid-scrvnnr. to find out the

actus) facts. If lie were a ruler, he would, she thought, as a matter of habit,

*rcu:h back Ids hand to receive more pearls as his own got finished—thinking that

he was as usual iccemponxd by one of his servants. The plan succeeded uncom-

monly welt Ptthviraja did as was expected, threw all the loose pcntl s to die fish

without giving any thought to tb- matter, and turned back only when he found a

pcari-ncrklacc, ween by women coming to his hands Learning from her that she

was a maidservant of Kintimati. he promised to come back the next cay and

returned to his camp. Doing what he had promised, he entered her apartments

unnoticed by die doorkeepers, and spent a few hours wkh his beloved. He wished

thereafter to return to his camp and to come back again afrer sometime, but the

foriem looks of Kflorimatl *> moved him chat, coming out of the sparaneno, he

matched the best horse there from one of the watchmen and putting Kdnrimad

behind himself rushed out far his camp and readied there before die bewildered

guards could do anything His Samantas offered to protect his retreat ro Delhi,

and determined to regain their origiml form of Oinavas by dying for their master.

By dsc rime Prdivirifa reached his cipital most of these Sfcnantas had perished in

the fight, which they, though only t5o in number, had waged successfully agamic

the numerous army of [aicandra. At Delhi Prthviraja gave himself up to sensual

pleasures. Seven rimes he captured acid released Shilidbuddin Ghori, but the eighth

time Prtliviriji was captured and carried n> the conqueror’s counay where he was

blinded. Cand, the bard, who was grateful to him for many pair favours reached

3 Canto X.
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the place after some cime and indeed him to take icvaige, even though Prtbviraja

felt dia: lie had neither the resume sucngtii tiui the meant to do anything against

the Sultan. Guicl promised to fxiui out the crcans. Dy hi* various gifts he so won

over the Sultan rhat be agreed noc merely to ny the sk2l of die Cauhln 13 an

aidia but also to give order* for hi* shooting at die iron pans kept there as target*.

Following die direction of die SukSn's voice* Prthvlrija shot him dead through the

pzlare and so fructified the bold plan of Caud, who thereafter brought Prthvlrija

back to Delhi, where he ruled wdl and successfully Cor a long period.

We do not reproduce the story from the Am-i-Akbm which is

in the main the same as that of the Surjanacarila. It is thus dear

enough chat the tradicion coming down to us in die Riso is fairly

old, at lease much older than the 16th century when die Surjani-

canta and Ain-i-Akbari were composed. So the date of the earlier

recensions of the Raso, which deal in the main with these very two

episodes, muse be pushed at least to the beginning of eta tjth

century, for the story must have taken sometime to get so very

popular and standardised as to be reproduced in practically the same

form in the apabhramsa Rato of a bard, the Sanskrit epic SurjanA-

carita of a Bengali and the Persian classic Airt-hAkban composed by

perhaps the foremost Persian scholar of the age. But the date can

be pushed still further back as will be shown later.

As regards the genealogy of Prthviraja, die Bikaner shorter

recension contains not the long list incorporated in the Nagari

Pracarini edition but only the following few names :
—

Cahaminn Minikyarai

His various succcisor* of brillianc achievement*

Dhnrmftdhir*a

Visa!*, the debaudv-c

SSranga

AiulU

JajLln,!,.

Ananda

&
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The list is. no doubt, not cxhiusfcvc. so far as it goes, it can be so be

largely in agreement with die Cauhfln geologies generally admitted to be audioxi-

tari'c. The name* in the rnabikdvya ait, fee instance, as follows:—
CilumXna

I

Stxix of 1m meet****. 1

CSmuniUrija

DurUbharoja Viguhortja lit

Pithvlraja I

Ajavariu cr

Arnofaja

Salhana

T
[agaddeva Vigraborija IV (Nauw not given) Someivara

Pfdtvlraja II AmaragSageya Pxthviraja II!

Cahamana, thus stands at the head of both the lists. The Raso

gives him die name Manikyarai. An unpublished plate of the

Nadolc Caliamanas, of which I have a transcription from Dr. Ojhn,

gives this very name co the progenitor of die Cahamana line.

Dharmadhiraja, the first nilef named in the Raso after Manikya Rai,

seems to lx: identical with Camundaraja who probably bore this

second name too, because of being very pious. The Prthvtrajavijaya-

rr.akak*t,y* says that he built for Visnu a temple at Naraputa and for

himself an abode in heaven. Visala, the next ruler mentioned in the

Raso. is certainly identical with Vigraharaja III of the MahakZvya.

The Raso describes him as a great debauchee. A Cahamana genealogy

drawn up before 1285 A.D. corroborates this account by describing

him as a man given to carnal enjoyments.* Saranga, the next ruler

4 The names have been given in the MthaViufs. t however, leave tbrns out

because of their being of no me fee comparing this genealogy with thar of the FJso.

5 The genealogy is found at the end. oe' three manuscripts of the PrsbanJb*
Xost. collated by Munreiji Jinavi|jya. Of these two biing it only to the time of

laitra-Siqiha. The third adds the name of Hammira. showing cleirly thereby that

the crigind genealogy »ai drawn up before hi» time.
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in the Raso, lias to be identified with Pitlwiraja I. He might have

borne this name before succeeding to the throne. Analla looks like

a corruption of Alhanna, the name given to Ajayaraja in the

Hammtramahakavya and the Cahamana genealogy given at the end

of some manuscripts of the Pnbandba Kosa. Jayasimlia. though

mentioned as the successor of Analla, is in fact identical with him.

The redactor of the Bikaner recension has certainly committed a

mistake in applying the names Analla and Jayasiniha to two different

persons. Ananda of the Paso, being the father of Somesvara, must

be identified with Amoraja of the Mdbakivya, The next two names

in die genealogies arc undoubtedly identical. The Raso dees noc give

the names Durlabharaja. Jagaddeva, Vigraharaja IV. Amaragiihgeya,

and Prehviraja II. Buc the reason of th&r being left out is clear

enough. They were not in the direct line of succession from

Gimundarija Dharmadhiraja to Prehviraja Ilf, and therefore the

author of die Hindi epic did not diiuk it necessary to mention

them.

Now we cum to the question of die marriage of Prdiviraja.

The Bikaner recension docs not contain any reference to the

marriages with the daughter of Nnliar Rai. Raja Bhana of

Dcogiri and Bhana Ray of Rancliainbhorc. and with the lady

who is said to have become later on the mother of his heir-

apparent and successor Rainsi. So these might be dismissed as later

additions having no connection whatsoever with the age of the

authentic Raso. The marriage with Ichani. die daughter of

Salakha Paramarn of Mt. Abu is mentioned there. It might pos-

sibly be a late addition made to account for the war becwcen the

Caulukyas and the Cauhans, or it might be thac Salakha belonged

to the senior branch of die Abu Paramaras represented by Vikrama-

simha who had been deposed about V.S. 1202 by Kumirapala

Cauiukya of Gujrat. As his descendant, or most probably as his

sou, he might have regarded himself as the rightful owner cS
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10Me. Abu, and might have been so regarded by the party opposed

the Calukyas. That Prthviraja did attack the Abu Paramara

Dharavarsa is well known from the drama Pirtbavijaya of his brother

Prahladanadeva' It is only the reasons of the quarrel between die

two that arc obscure, and to these the Raso might perhaps furnish a

clue, a due however, about the truth of which we cannot be per-

fectly sure till better materials are available.

Tlic other facts regarded as unhistorical by the critics of the

Raso can similarly be shown to be either absent from the Bikaner

recension or to have some historical basis. The Bikaner recension

omits, for instance, die story of the marriage of Prtha, the sister of

Prthviraja, with Sainarasimha. the ruler of Mewar and of the dcadi

of the Rina in the last battle of Prthviraja against the invader Shihl-

buddin Ghori. It leaves out all mention of the death of Somesvara

at the hands of Bhima and of Bliima at those of Prthviraja. But it

does speak of the Qhamana Qulukya struggle, of the fight between

these two near Nigorc, and of the struggle near Me. Abu. The

fight near Mt. Abu has now to be admieed to be a fact, because of

the reference to it in the drama Paftbavijiyapraksrana. The inscrip-

tions at Charlu (Bikaner State) dated in V-S. 1241 speak of a battle

of Nagore in which were killed some Qhamanas of that locality.

The battle looks like the batde of Nagore mentioned in the Raso.

According to die Khardiaiagaccba Paiubali of Jinapila, an author

known to have written one of hts works as early as V.S. 1262, i.e.,

about 13 years after the death of Prthviraja. the war between the

Gulukyas and the Cahamanas ended befote V.S. 1244. So V.S.

1241 surely looks like a reasonable dace for the battle of Nagore,

waged between Kaimasa, the general of Prthviraja and Bhima

Gulukya, the ruler of Gujiat.

It seems, however, that in one case at least the Bikaner recension

too is wholly in the wrong. It too makes Prthviraja, die grandson

of Anarigapala Toman which, as pointed out by Dr. Ojha, is not a
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lact. But is it not possible that Delhi might have been actually

given in dowry by the last Tomara niler oc the place to Visaladeva,

the half-brother of Somesvara, from whom (Visaladeva) the stoiy

might have been transferred to Semesvara by some late redactor of

the RasoP Wc learn from the LaiiUuigraba'ajanauka that Visala-

deva IV had actually determined to march towards Indraprastha, the

mice of which had a daughter who had fallen in love with Visaladeva.

Unfortunately the drama, as wc have it now, is not complete. But

it would be quite in the fitness of things, if wc found the hero there-

in marching to the relief of Delhi against the Muslims, accomplishing

the task, and getting by way of return the hand of die princess with

Deihi as dowry. Such things are not unknown in Rajputana.

Cundo Radiorc, wc arc told, was given Mandorc in dowiy in similar

circumstances by the Inda branch of the Pratiharas.

The last alleged defect in the work is the story of the birth of the

four fireborr, septs from die firepic of Vafistha at Mt. Abu. Turning

to our recension wc find that all that it says about the story is

contained in the lines:-—

ran * ra 3PJ5? h* i »nfra ttt u

(Front rbc sacrifice of Brahma was born the first valiant Cauhan

Manik Rai), The account thus given is corroborated by odicr

Cauhan sources of history. According to the Surjanacaita it was

Brahman who while performing a sacrifice at Puskara, created the first

Canamana from the disc of the Sun (VII, 50. 8).
' The Hamniira-

mabakavya gives die same story,
1

ar.d the Prtbvirajavijay* .ascribes

the birth of Cahamana to the request by Brahman fer some one to

protect his ancient sacrificial pit at Puskar.’ So dicre is nothing in

the old Paso which goes against die accounts accepted as authoritative

by historians. The Agnikula myth as found in the later recensions

of the Paso is of course a late forgery, and as pointed cut by us in

6 Rito. Cento I, vene 15-16 7 1M, vast 40.
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the pages of die Rajasthani, an adaptation of some very old stories

found in the Ramayana and the Mahibhanla.'’

So on die ground of these alleged defects alone, we need nee

regard die Riso as a fabrication of bards. Many of its facts are His-

torical, and die older the recension, die less is the number of his-

torical mistakes in ir. The Am-i-Akbari and the Surjanacarita show

that it had most probably come into existence a good many years,

probably some centuries, before their composition, and this surmise

is fortunately verified by die recent publication of a collection of Jain

historical and semi-histoncal notices called the Purstana-Prabsndba-

Sarpgraha. In its manuscript P. copied out in V.S. 1528
(
c. 1471

A.D.) is found a historical essay, giving the following facts about

Prthviraja :
—

(1) Prthvirija *u the 'On of 6ome<vir» and Ind a brother aimed Y aiccftjj.

He (Priliviraja) ruled in Yoginipuis, 01 Delhi, end was an enemy of Jayicaedrt

(a) Prtbvirijn had two miniicen KnimJta of die Dahima tribe, end Pratapa-

limha iiimala

(3)
Pnhviraja defeated, captured, and icleised dir roJer of Ghazni 'even times.

(4) Inwigatcd by Pratapasimha, PrdivHjj lulled Kaimau and the cv:nc wai
iluij described die night after by Caada Baladdika.

W,^ iptg 31* K'mnr gwaf
at Waft vrrr ^*3 1

•tW <sfX dtt 1

^ g nfir Trfpra -kir 5?'*?fwg 1

55 eft? * «if ?5 to; <raw m *jHa

» 3THD3 ^ 9etR3 ft! a f% 515 55 qtaf t|

«nrg r 'rfs tiR*i-.T ftarraaijsur,

*3 ««ra» V.% *«? 1

smjr ffmro a? jnof
s*'*? iiwhi; *fri? 1

qj qjfqrn R?Rfr*# trauft <re>in «nrftfo

«5‘tht frwTtr fttrraftijj RftgsTmiRt aftfri 11

(5)
Prthiiraja pit Praupontnha’i ccuiin into pioon. This turned the Minister

against him.

8 Paso, 1939, pe. IL

1MO-, okxmmr. 1940 9
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(6) 1’fihvaaja‘s capture in tic last bitdc was due id reran* wggoiol by

Piauipasimha.

(7) Cand happened to be >hut up in a cave at the time.

(8) When Pfthviia^ go: ecapnireri. the Muusrrr appuacheel him raying, 'My

lord, what can be done? All thii has happened as the result of fate.' Tire King

raid ‘If you give me ruy bow and mows, 1 shall kill him.
-

Answering liim in the

aflimiatjve Pratipahtyiha approiched th: Sultan, and inloemed him of Prthvlrija's

mention The Sultan had an iron runic put on lii* usual seat. Prarapasinln gave

die bow to Prthvtraja. He shot an arrow and the eon sucac IcD divided into two

pieces. The King duew aiidc the bow raying. 'My work has Dee been xconv

piished Some one else bar been killed-' After that Prthviraja was Uuown into

a pit filled with stones, and thus killed.’’

This notice of Prchviraja is important in various ways. It subs-

tantiates in many respects die tradition continued in die Raso, inas-

much as it shows that even earlier than 1471 A.D. Shihabtiddin

Ghori was believed to have been captured and released seven times

by Prchviraja. The story of the Sultan being shoe at. was also ament

at the time and Cand was known to have been imprisoned within a

cave at the time of die battle. But far more important dian all these

are the quotations from the Prthviraje Raso. because chey prove con-

clusively that the original Raso did exist before 1471 A.D., the year

of die copying of the Patan manusenpt of the Puritans Prabandka

Samgrabs.

Buc how much older dun 1471 A.D. could the Raso be?

The nature of the language used in the quotations shows that :t is

fairly old. as old as the dme of Ptthviraja himself. Muniraja Jina-

vijaya assigns die Prtkvsraja prabsndba to V.S. 1290. " So the Esso,

from which it quotes, must be older still, i.e., it should he a work of

about the middle of the thirteenth century of the Viltrama era.

And. even if we be disposed to disagree with the Muniraja regarding

the date of the Prabandha, on account of its giving a wrong name to

Prthviraja’s brother and a slightly wrong date for Prtliviraja's deadi,

the internal evidence supplied by the nature of the language used in

9 Rjjo, pc. II, p. 86-7.
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the quotations remains, and prevents us from pushing the date of

the Raso to any century later titan the one to which we have assigned

it. It is surely centuries older than Rao Jetsiro Cbandi or any other

old Hindi composition of definite date that can till now be puc

before histocians and scudents of Hindi literature.

To conclude, Prth’jirijd Raso might in its original form be

regarded as a contemporary source of history for die reign of

Prthviraja III. So what is now sorely needed is painstaking search

on the part of scholars for a recension older than the one we have at

Bikaner, which though fairly old is no: free from interpolations, and

requires to be critically, edited and checked. The author of the

SurjanicariU knew Cand’s work, and most probably used for his

own book the recension of chc Raso cuttcnc at the time. So an older

recension of the Raso, if we be fortunate enough to unearth one,

will most probably be similar in its contents to die Sxrjarucanta

which might partly be regarded as a synopsis of the Raso in

Sanskrit.

Dasaratha Sarma

io Inrro. p. 3.



Sultanah Raziah
•

Islamic political theory, brief as it is, has no more explicit

pronouncement to make on the question of women’s eligibility for

die throne than to include ‘male sex’ among die qualifications essen-

tial for die candidate for the office of Imam . But this applies ro a

system which, it was thought, would have a more or less an elective

basis widi all temporal and spiritual leadership centred on die Imam

or the Caliph, and which, while it remained die ideal of the orthodox

jurists, Had to be continuously modified to suit the new state of affairs

when the Abbaside Caliphate was gradually superseded by indepen-

dent Sultanates.' A school of jurists then arose to elaborate a consti-

tutional theory which accepted the new monarchy (Sultanate) as an

unalterable reality and linked it up widi the Caliphial system .

2

accommodating m it as much as possible the dudes and privilege of

the Imam. As the latter office gradually sank to a mere symbolic

existence’ that of the Sultan assumed importance and attempts were

made to define his status and lay down rules in terms of die original

(Shan't) conception of the Imamac. In other words, die Sultan was

sought to be nude an exact temporal councetparc of the Imam.

But this, from its very nature, could not be wholly successful and

further modifications had to be made. Thus, items like free status,

physical integrity, and legal capacity (thereby barring minors),

which figured prominently in the earlier lists of the Imam's quali-

fications ,

4
could not be insisted upon in the ease of the Sultan.*

While emphasis was laid on such abstract qualifications as wisdom,

1 4l~Mbi*rdi. quoted by Arnold, Cdifbsu, p. 71.

2 Ibid., (eel Eager)*
p. 30-3:; Nizami 'Uriirf,—

C

bdbsr (cd. Browne),

p. to.

3 Ibn KhaldQn, Mttqsddtrui, p. 197.

4 For the £uD lisr see Legacy 0/ IsUm. p. 296.

5 Ibn Khaldun, op. cit p. 182.
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justice, knowledge and fear of God etc. both by Ibn d-Ttyaqa and

Nizam al-Mulk ,* physical qualifications were, perhaps inadvertently,

left out. Even these were found to be in conflict with reality, and

the 14th century theologian, lbn Jam'ah. frankly admitted that ic

was real power that confers legitimacy on the occupant of the throne,

and “it matters not if he is ignorant or Godless."' Thu was echoed

earlier by an Indian writer who enjoined implicit obedience to the

Sultan on pain of God’s displeasure, "even if he w3s a negro slave or

had physical defects.'”

The only other disability attaching to women and which could

he used in a purely theoretical sense against a female ruler, was her

inferior status as a legal witness and the statutory ban placed on her

leading die public prayers,—this last being one of the most original

duties of the Imam and so also of die Sultan. But this duty had.

through a long-standing practice, been delegated to die Khatib in

the chief cities and to die Sbeikb al-Islam in the Capital, and it was

only on rare ceremonial occasions when the Imam personally led the

prayers.’

From the roth century onwards, that is, from the beginning o:

Turkish ascendancy over the Islamic world, no accepted constitution-

al principle, much less any rigid rule, could, therefore, be cited

against the female sovereign. Constitutional theory was in a state

of continual flux, and the experiments in stacecraft diat the Turks

introduced, influenced in no small way the ultimate form ic assumed,

combining, as it did, the Persodslamic with the tribal conception o:

polity. Without pursuing the subject any further here, it will be

sufficient for our purpose co note that in the 13th and 14th cencuries

6 Kiub al-fMri (ed. Ahlwardt), pp. 1988; Siyiut Ninth (ed. KhilkLili).

PP- 5-8

7 Tahrir *!-abk*m fi tsJbh mrllat d-iitam, quoted by Baksh. Politics in

UUm
. p. 2fQ.

8 Faklire Mudif, Tarikb Fakkruddin Mubarak Sbab (d. Rcs>), pp. 12-3.

9 Ibn KhakiOn. of. cil.t p. 208.
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the idea of a woman ruler was no more repugnant to Islamic law

than, for example, were die numerous Turkish Sultans who included

among them, not only unmanumictcd slaves but also, like the Scljucj,

Qizil Arslan, persons with physical deformities as well.

Turkish racal eruditions also appear to hive had no aversion to

a female chieftain. In fact, bods before and after dieir conversion

to Islam, on a number of occasions women arc known to have ailed

over the principalities founded or acquired by them. The Khitai

Turks, for instance, from whom not a few of the early nobles of

Delhi were drawn, were, for several years in the 12th century, succes-

sively ruled in full sovereignty by the widow of die deceased Gur Khan

and his daughter Koyunk Khatun." According to Minhaj" one of

the feudatory rulers of Kbivbizr (Khiva) was succeeded early in die

same century by his only child, a daughter, who even after her

marriage tc the founder of die Khwarizmsbihi dynasty, retained her

sovereign power and title. Yet another instance is offered by

the principality of Halab in Northern Mesopotamia which was

niled in full sovereignty, till her death in 640/1242, by Safia Khatun,

widow of the Ayubidc prince, Malik al-Zahir son of Salahuddih.”

More well-known is the assumption of the crown of Egypt by die

beautiful slave-girl of the Mcmeluke Sultan Ayub, named Shajarac

aJ-Durr, who, on her master's death in 12*19, was unanimously ac-

cepted by the nobles as their full-fledged sDvereign. She called herself

Mulikai tt-Mnslimin, and issued coins and edicts and had die

Khutba read :n her name along widi d:at of the Abbaside Caliph,

al-Mo'tasini." If after three months she was, on the Caliph’s initi-

ative, compelled co transfer the crown to a male slave who eventually

married her, it was not due to any recognised legal difficulty bu: to

10 Tab. Nil., p. 318; Riverty. Trend. Tab. Nil., p. 927-8 see also |uwaini,

Tsnkb-l-IibMg KutU (cd. Qizwini^ II, p. M-9.

1 1 Tib. Nit., p. 234.

12 Abul Fola,—Tifikb 'Egyptin cd> III, p. 171. 13 Ibu!., p. 182.
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the hostility of the influential Syrian nobles with whom the Caliph

identified himself on political grounds.
14

Equally common was the Qucen-rcgenc, and on sevetal occa-

sions ‘Alauddin Muhammad of Kbwarizm (1200*1220) left his

modicr Turkan Khatun in charge of the Imperial administration

while he was away on military expeditions.
1

' Afeer the death of

Uktai. son of Changiz, the Mongol empire v/as ruled for four years

by his widow Turakiruh Khatun till the accession of KoyuU Khan.

Earlier still, in the 1 itii century, mention is nude of die regency

of the Buwiile prince, Majduddoulah's mother for several years

during the reign of MahmBd Gaznawi."

Steeped in Iranian culture as the immigrant Turks were, they

could find a stronger supporc to their racial practice in Persian his-

tory and legend in which a daughter succeeding her father was no

unusual occurrence. The legendary.- account of chc Median dynasty

can be cited for die example of Queen Humai or Khumai, daughter

oi Bahnun, (Artaxetexes Longimanus). who succeeded he: fadicr and

abdicated after a r<*ign of thirty years
1 ' Resting on firm historical

grounds however, arc die accounts of Puratidultht and Arjumand

Dukht, daughters cf Khusrau Perviz cf the Sassanian dynasty, who,

early in the 7th century, ascended the dironc one after another, and

ruled with success,—their reigns terminating only on their untimely

death.'*

It may be noted in passing that for die Persians, and therefore,

die Turks who were fast assimilating the Persian political traditions,

the acceptance of a female sovereign was rendered unavoidable by

dicir monarchical theory, accotding to which Divinity was believed

14 For details sue toe article in Ency. Islam.

15 Jiwnini, op. at., II, p. 50 16 Ibid., p. 401.

17 Diulaoluh. Tozklrtb. quoted by Browne, Uteiaiy Hi/tory of Per/ia, II,

P '59-

iS Tab Nii^ Rsverty’j Transl., p. 3. See also Browne, op. cit I, p. 117.

ig Malcolm, Hiuaty of Penso. I, p. 54; Browne, ip. cit., I, p. 183.
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to reside in the person of the king." Since none but persons of

royal blood had any r.ght ro assume royal titles, and since this

divinity could not be transferred except through direct descent, it is

not difficult to see d'.ac the possibility of a daughter succeeding her

father could not be excluded.

Besides, a most overriding consideration, which their racial his-

tory had taught the Turks to respect, was the greater ability and

fitness of die candidate to rule. Time and again in the past this

quality alone had led them to ignore all other claims whether based

on seniority,” descent,*
5
nomination or investiture of the Caliph."’

It was therefore no very great "innovation ’ or departure horn

cuttcnt political ideas
11
when Iltutmish, faced with the choice of a

successor on the untimely death of liis eldest son and heir-apparent

Nasiruddin Mahmud, in 629/1229, selccccd his daughter Raziah.

She was the eldest of his surviving children, and had already been

marked out for imcompion sagacity and political insight. To try

her still further he left her in charge of the administration during the

year he was engaged in operations against the Parihara ruler of

Gwalior." She must have discharged her duties singularly wclJ, for

immediately on his return he announced his choice and a proclamation

to that effect was ordered to be drafted.
54 A commemorative coin

was also struck in silver, possibly issued as a medallion, with the

name of the Crown princess inscribed along with chat of Iltutmish.
3 ’

30 Browne, op. tit., pp. 1218-31.

ix The leniency oc die Caliph’s rccogcitim by which he had originally chimed
hu totier'i drone did not prevent Masud Ghizn-vi from being dethroned and put

to death because of his proved unfitness to rule Tab Nil. p. 15.

22 c-g. tec S3Q of Alpegin was arc aside in favour of the abler Sabukugin,
Tab. Nat., p. 7.

23 The nctor.cus Sdjuqs, on being told that Masud vat not only nominated

by his father but was also invested by the Ciiph with authority, replied that they
reetgnited no other claim but cipidty to hold power and rule Baihaqi, p. 865.

14 a Tripathi, Some aspect, of Afxifo) aaministratieo. p. 28-9

25 Ferishta, Tarikb, 1
. p. 68. 26 Tab. No,., p. 185-6.

17 1ASB. 1896 p. 2!8. no. 30 See however, Wright, Cam of the Sultan of
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No constitutional objection to the proposal was evidently expected,

and, indeed, none was raised. The representation of the courtiers,

to reconsidec the decision, quoted by Minhaj,” was obviously made

on the political inadvisability o: superseding a grown up son, equally

eligible for the throne, and thus creating a possible cause of discord.

This apprehension was finally and completely removed by Iltutmish’s

assurance, strengthened by their own observation, that “after my
deadi no one will be found more worthy of heir-apparentship than

Her. ' That the jurists of Delhi did not view the prospect of a female

soverign with marked disfavour is evident from the language of

Minhaj, a reputed lawyer and Qizi, and soon to be the principal of

the Nasiri College in Delhi and chief Qazi of the empire. It is im-

portant to remember that he had no reason to show undue deference

Co Raziali as he had Co his own patrons, Balban and Mahmud, and,

writing more than 20 years after the event, he would have certainly

pointed out the illegally of the proceedings if he thought there was

any. It is true that he regrets the fact that she, with all her eminent

qualities fit for a sovereign, was not born as a man,” but this obviously

is not a legal opinion but an expression of the prevalent attitude of

the male sex to whom a woman was always Niqis ai-aql (of weak

intellect) and like children, utterly unreliable
30

These sentipicnts

are further elaborated by
'

Isimi who, unlike Minhaj, was no

lawyer and whose remarks cannot, checefore, be suspected of having

any legal implication. It is not without significance that no subse-

quent writer felt it necessary to examine the legal aspect of the event,

for constitutional law itself, as shown above, had long been an un-

DM. 16 1A, where this is asenbid to RSaoh and on the strength of 1 slmilir

but bener-pwenvd specimen is dated 635/1237. a year liter ilcuimish'j dtath.

38 Op. p. 185. 09 Ibid.

30 See Nizilm-al-Mullc. Siy2t4t Nimsb. p. 136, for derailed llhiffrariont of

this attitude which wit summed up in the expressive jwoverb, populidy nscnh«! to

the Prophet: Gwuh them (the women) and art contrary (to their advice),

31 FtttuhusuUtsn (ed. HusiinX p. r*9

10UHXJ-, DECEMBER, 1540
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certain guide. It was only the 17th century theologian, 'Abdul

Hacjtj Dahlavi, who, raking his stand on the orthodox bur long-

discarded theory of the early jurists,” expressed his astonishment at

the action of die contemporary lawyers of Debit in supporting a

female ruler which, he held, was opposed co the rules of the

Imamat."

There is also reason to believe that there was no hesitation on

die part of die Qazis and Khali 'os and other ecclesiastical dignitaries

of the capital in taking the oath of alleigiancc to the new Sultan or

incorporadng her name as die rightful ruler in the Khutba

This nominadon notwithstanding, ‘the people,' we arc told

had their eyes on Rukr.uddin Firoz', the eldest surviving son

of lltutmish and at chat time Muqti of Budaon and subicqucndy of

Lahore.
0 ’ Who this people were is not explained,

00
but it is not

unreajonable to suppose that the cowriers who succeeded in persuad-

ing Iltutfliish to reconsidci the decision were instigated by Firox's

partisans in die palace, headed by the ambitious Shah Turkan. It

was probably to test his abilities by associating hint in governmental

work ui die capital before the earlier nomination could be jusufiably

cancelled that lltutmish brought Firoz to Delhi in 633/1235 on his

ictutn from the frontier expedition, which had to be abandoned on

account of his sudden illness. To this penod should perhaps be as-

cribed die issue of a silver piece bearing the joint name of lltutmish

32 For 2 detailed ditas&cn ai rhe histccy of chi* theory see Arnold. Cahpbae.

33
Terikh-i-Htqqi, quoted by Tnpadu, op. tit., p. 29

y\ Fee the lawyers these war an effective men:* cf according cc withholding

legal raognitian and no accession was binding until it vas confirmed by these two

ceremonies. See Ibn BatGu, II. p. 25, for Dtutmish s concern over the jurors hrsjuv

uon to ukc the oath. For the importance attached to Kbntbi cicn as bte as die

time of Aunngzib see TmemkrB

t Trswb, I, p 355-6-

35 Tab. Xds., p. )8:-2.

36 The word used is jli (people), but in the accocnt of lltutmish's eldest son.

Mahmod, it was the ‘cnahks and grandee of th: kingdom* wl*> an: seal to have
entertained chat hope. /W., p* 181.
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and Firoz.‘
,r

Ic docs not however appear that the earlier proclama-

cioii was finally cancelled before his death which occurred soon after,

or that Firoz was formally nominated for die dironc.

Technically, therefore, the elevation of Firoz to the throne on

the morrow of Ilcucmish’s death was a clear breach of the arrange-

ment made in the proclamation. It was conducted by the provin-

cial governors and military' officers who had joined die lace king in

bis last expedition and were present at the capital at the time of his

death.
3
* There is no doubt diac the intrigues of Firoz’s mother,

Shah Turkan, must have strengthened the objection that was ori-

ginally voiced by the courtiers, including, as it appears from his

subsequent conduct, the wazir, Nizamul Mulk Junaidi, at die time

of Raziah’s nomination. In the ceremony cf taking the oath of alle-

giance to the new monarch chat followed, the citizens of the capital,

as distinct from the nobles, die ecclesiastics and the officers, do not

appear to have taken any part. This omission would no doubt

have been rectified by an abler ruler, but Firoz, after the provincial

governors liad left chc capital, lost no time in confirming by his actions

the misgivings of his father. He commenced 1 life cf unrelieved

sensuality while power passed to his mother, a most jealous woman

who relentlessly persecuted her former co-wives and their children.

The treasury was emptied to eater for the Sultan’s pleasures, and

"affairs of state fell into confusion." This vicious jxtcicoat rule soon

led the disillusioned governors, along with the wazir and other

37 Rodgers, JASD.. 1894, p. 66. no. 11. Nd»o Wrigfar, of. at., p. 381,

no. 153D, however aicnbc* the issoc to Fiioz himself vhicb, considering the fact that

joint names, without die uiud appellation showing one's aibeexlination or rclnricn

to die other « not found in coins c£ any oilier aultin except fcuiah. seem* hardly

justified.

38 Tab. jV*j., p. 18a; Haji Dubir, Arabic Hi*lory oj Cufrat (ccL Ro»), II,

p. jCo. There b iriMJD to believe dut it wa* coodixtcd jccrcdy and on the very

day of Htvunsh's death, ire Iflml. *>?. cit., p, 126. CL however Yahya Sathindi.

Ttnkb-i-Mubirdk'ibib't,
p. at wlio states that the accession cok place on die 3rd

day of Utuunhh's death.
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in

officers of die capital, marching against Delhi to undo, if possible

their own mistake. Firoz’s actempe at opposing them resulted

die dcscition of his own army officers a few miles from Delhi, and

he returned to find his mother a prisoner in her palace. His own

imprisonment and death at the hands or the army officers followed

soon after.
1 '

Raziah had utilised the general discontent against Firo? most

cleverly to her advantage. Clad in die red garment of an aggrieved

person she had appealed from her palace to the populace assembled

for the Friday prayers in the name of her facher to save her from the

persecutions of the Queen-mother.
40

In the enthusiasm and loyalty

to the memory of Iltutmish that she was thus able to rouse, it was

easy not only to have Sliah Turlcan and her son seized, but also to

have her own right to the throne, by virtue of her father's proclama-

tion, recognised and given immediate effect to. She could base her

claim also on the fact diac after Firoz’s dethronement and dcadi,

she happened to be the eldest of die surviving children of the late

monarch. Her universally recognised superior ability was anodier

imporanc asset and die citizens, led by the army officers," unani-

mously acclaimed her as “the rightful Sulcan and successor to the

throne of Iltutmish.”
4 *

Although she was immediately raised to die throne and an oath

of allegiance from the assembled people, composed presumably from

39 Ten. Nos., p. 181. ‘TsSmi, p. 126, g.vcs a different account according to

which firor wu imprisoned and sent oft to Hand.

Ibn Batuta,—Kiub J-RaUab (Cairo, el.), II. pp. *5-6.

41 The needs uted lirre are nod
l_/J

i Jgjjj
The fim

ebviousJy refers to the troops usually oitupying die enure piidea in the battlefield

ind in prmimene otcccdenec on the Sultin. the lait icfeiring to die Household

officer* and retinue.

4* . *V&., p. 184. Is Sin!, p. 1*7, gi'ei an interesting account of how Riziab

entered into an agreement with the people by which ihc wis » be retained 011 die

throne 'if ihe peeved herself better than roeu,* uid if not 'mj head is to be struck o(£

uid the crown be given tc whomsoever they thought fit*
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all classes cf die population, was taken, there was no time for the

elaborate ceremonials of a coronation." For the insurgent Maliks.**

unaware of this turn of events, were steadily approaching the city to

establish once again their exclusive right of appointing the ruler.

Apart from the confusion and oppression that a military occupation

by such a large body of ‘provincials’ would introduce into the city,

the citizens’ right in having a say in matters affecting the throne,

established ever since Iltutmish was invited from Budaon to assume

the crown, was thereby directly threatened. The defences of the

city were, therefore, hastily put in order and when die insurgents

arrived, the citizens, in co-opcratton widi the army officers, puc up a

stiff resistance. Information of Firoz's imprisonment and Raziali’s

accession did not abate their hostility for their contention now

appeared to be, not that Raziali had no right to rule, but that her

accession having taken place without their previous consent, was noc

binding on them. The waair, who was absent from the capital when

ibis coup occurred, also considered his own right to be consulted on

such an affair ignored, and so joined forces with the insurgents.

Hostilities continued in front of the city for a long time, during which

the Much of Awadh, who does not appear to have joined the oppo-

sition and so was summoned to Raziah’s aid, was seized by the in-

surgents and died in prison, Raziah now came out of the city and

tried to sow dissension among the enemy, adroitly manipulating their

mutual jealousies and secret ambitions. By persuading two of them

to join her camp on die assurance that die rest, including the wazir,

were to be closely imprisoned and then, allowing this news to spread

among the latter, she succeeded in breaking up die party. Junaidi

tied to die Sirmoor Hills while Maliks Jani and Kochi were seized

43 The commencement oi her reign u datnl i8ih Babi 1. 634/19* Nov. 1136.

but ‘Ifimi. p. i*8 curlouily enough, pU:cs her accession in 635/1137.

44 These were Maliks Sallri ol Budaan. Kabir KaHn of Mnltin. Kodii of

Hansi, and Jam of Lahore.

45 Tab. Nit. j\ 170.
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and slain." In so defeating them she prevented the growth of a

dangerous constitutional precedent.—that of allowing the provincial

officers a predominant voice in die ruler’s appointment.

Having thus vindicated her accession she set about reorganising

the state departments. Junaidi was replaced in the Wizarat by his

erstwhile Naib, Khwaja Muhazzabuddin, while the army command

was put under die Niib-i-Lashkar, a new office created by her, and

held by Saifuddin Aibak, and on his death soon afterwards, by

Malik Hasan Ghori.
1 ' A reshuffling of some of the important

governorships followed, and the Muqti of Lakhnawti, on the arrival

of his token of submission, was raised to die dignity of a viceroy."'

An important appointment made a little later was that of Malik

Ikhtiyaruddin Aitigin, the Amir-i-Hajib, who also held the Iqti' of

Budacn." It is not certain if die postponed coronation was held at

all, but 'Isami
16

gives us a partial description of her fust public court.

It is interesting to notice that the throne on which she was seated

"with die consent of die notables of Hind" was separated from die

courtiers and the general public by a screen,—rhe persons stationed

ucarcst to ii being, first, the female guards and relatives and then her

own blood-relations. In che ceremony of oath-taking that must

have preceded the holding of this court not only were the ecclesiastics

and the people represented,'
1

hut also "all die Maliks and

Amirs from Debal to Lakhnauti" tendered allegiance.” The name

which she officially assumed and in which she is generally referred

46 Tab. N£i., p. 186*7. Cf. Raverty** translation, p- 640 and hi* notes on this

passage whidi has been inconcccly rendered.

47 IbiJ., p. 187. This* indiienwlly, ij the only occasion in ebe 13th century

when 1 permanent commander is mentioned, possibly an exception made

account oi her sex

j8 Ibid., p. 143. 49 Ibid., p. 253. 50 Op rii, p,

51 Yahyj Saihindt. Tanhb4-Mnb3nksb2bi. p. jj, states that the Ulema
and religious dignitaries of Delhi pltyed an important pan in winning ora the in-

surgent Maliks to Ra?inh‘» side-

51 Teh. Nii.. p. 187.
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ro in the chronicles as well as in her coins, was Sultan Razust al-Dunya

wal-Din bint d-Sulten She however appears to have had

another title, Sultan lalalat al-Dunya wal-Din,
z '

and it is by civs

name chat she is known to non-Muslim accounts and inscriptions.”

Because she derived her title to the throne from Iltutmish who, in

Ins turn, based ic on die Caliph's investiture, she continued in her

coins and also in the Kbutba to me the name of the reigning

Caliph.*' although she does noc appear to have been specially invested

by die latter.

The chronicler states that “peace and tranqudity now prevailed

everywhere and the kingdom grew strong''. Details of her 3 years

rule are lacking and -no outstanding military or policical achievement

can be ciced to her credit. On the contrary there is evidence to show

diac, far from continuing her father's unfinished work of recovering

territories lost co the Hindus during chc years immediately following

Aibak’s death, her reign marked the beginning of a military set-back

to die Muslim state and consequent increase in Hindu aggression.

It was, for instance, a virtual surrender to the rising Cauhans cf

Ranthasnbhore when the fortress, unable to withstand their con-

tinuous assaults, was dismantled and its garrison evacuated by the

N&b-i-Lasbkar, Malik Hasan Ghori, who was specially sent for that

purpose immediately after her accession.*' The Cauhans, there-

after, not only swallowed up the whole of North-Eastern Rajputana,

S3 IfJmi, op. M, p. 11& 54 Ind. Mas Ctt. of Cohn, II, p. z6, no 93.

55 See Hammi'* Mabikiuya. and English mmnury published in lnd.

Antiquay. 1893, p. 63. Fee die use of the title in Skt. inscription*, see EP. Inda-

Modtmica, >913*4. p. 43. Cf. Kay. Dynuli; Hiuery of Naribtrn India, II, p. 1099

56 Wright, of. at, p. 40. ns. 161. For [Itutnuih’s investiture sec Tab. Ni>..

p. 174. and hi* coins tearing tlx Caliph's name, Wiight, p. 17. It is

interesting to ofc*cne that alinoit every one « tin* cady Sultans, referred in

hi* Stic*, coins and iiueriprico* ro hi* relation with the previous ruler, who by tlx

stability of his petition and achievement* had established, in the public eye, an in-

herent right to the throne, lienet the appellations al-Qutbi. si-Muirri, al-Shima.

Strltini, etc, discontinued only when he could invoke the greater name of the Caliph.

57 Tab. Nil., p. 167.
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buc also, in alliance with die predatory Mcwacis, commenced an

aggressive guerilla war which was carried, towards die end of

Mahmud’s reign, right into d»c Delhi territory itself. Similar was

the ease in Gwalior where an expeditionary iorce had to be sent about

the same time to stop the encroachments of the newly established

Jajapeila rider, Cahara Deva of Narwar,
4"

"die greatest of all die

Rais cf Hindustan, and commander of a great army."
4'- This ex-

pedition having failed to effect any improvement another army was

sent to reinforce the garrison and, if necessary, to evacuate it and

abandon the fortress.

Yet the few events that arc rccocdcd of her reign dearly show

the vigour of her rule and her uncompromising determination to

assert the royal authority. This is best seen in her relentless pursuit

of the rebel governor of Lahore, Malik Kabir Khan, who escaping

towards the frontier before the royal forces, led personally by the

cjuccn, was ac last confronted by the Mongols across the Cliinab and

was thus compelled to cum back and make his submission."' In a

casual reference to her diplomatic relations with Hasan Qarlugh, an

ex-Khwarizmi governor of Ghazni and now reduced to submission by

the Mongols, we can discern in her character an amount of foresight

and statesmanship rare in those days of reckless adventuring. It

appears that some sore of alliance existed between Iltutmish and

Qarlugh when the latter was still holding out against die Mongols

in Ghazni and their combined forces arc said to have driven out, in

627/1229, the Khwarizmi general, Uzbek Pai," who had been left

58 Fee hit «im fount in Gwalior, Jhaiui mil Muwac and dales thereof, we
Cuenieghun, Cehu of Mtduval India, p. 93.

39
T+- p-

60 tbUd.. p 18S and 135; it a dated bnii in 636/1138 and 637/1139.
6« nn.Ne.tawi, Si,.,-,UUlnJj,n cd. Scheffer, pp. ,9, and

21J . I,
a not mentioned by my other writer, but Dtutmish’. anxiety to free hi. recently con-
quered provinces of foreign odveoturen and Qailugh’j Jerirc to bring Deihi on to
his ride nuke such on alliu.ee nxcc thin peoUblt.
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by his fugicive master Sultan Jalaluddin Mangbarni, Co hold to-

gether the conquests he had made in the Punjab and Sindh during

his three years' sojourn. Inspire of his submission to che Mongols

in i23o
0:

Qarlugh was finally dispossessed of his territory in 636/

1338“ and was thus compelled to seek refuge in the western pro-

vinces of die Delhi kingdom. The political changes in Delhi during

die last few years gave him no hope, which he bad held since his

co-operation widi Ilmtmiih against Pai. of enlisting its active support

against the Mongols and thus being about that anti-Mongol front

for which die Khwarizmi rulers had vainly tried. The accession of

a talented and strong-willed ruler in die person of Raziah and his

own urgent need led him to renew his attempts at converting the

earlier fnendship into a full political and military alliance, and he

accordingly sent his son to persuade the Delhi government to agree

to his proposals.'* This Raziah, however, was not prepared to do.

With the fate of the Khwarizmi empire and numerous other smaller

states before her eyes, the growing power of the hostile Hindu princes

ui India and the precarious positron of the sovereign among her power-

ful and ambitious courtiers, she was no fool to court the enmity of

the invincible Mongols, much less hope to defeat them. With the

courtesy and tact of ha- fadicr she received the Qarlugh prince widi

honour and assigned the revenue of Baran for his expenses. Her

firm disinclination to entertain the proposal must have been made

plain to him for he left soon after widiouc any formality and re-

joined his father who, now left with no alternative, commenced

operations to carve out a principality foe himself in Sindh. This

determination on her pare to remain friendly with the Mongols
must have pleased diem, for her western frontier, now fixed along

the Chinab, was never molested during her reign, and this, inspire

of their having recently decided on a fresh reconquest of the outlying

fo Tab. m,, p 388 63 W., p.
39J . 64 Mem.

LH.Q., DKa&MR, 1940 / ,
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territories.** It was immediately after her deposition and Bahrain's

accession in 639/1241 that the Delhi kingdom was brought within

the scheme of Mongol military opciatiom and not only was die

frontier pushed back further eastwards but Lahore, as well as part of

of the Sindh province, were completely lost for several years. The

soundness of her policy' was realised by Balban, who took steps, to-

wards the end of Mahmud's reign, ‘to avoid strife on the frontier'.'*

while die Mongols, under Hulaku, on their part forbade their gene-

ral Sali Bahadur in 655/1257 to ‘allow a single horseman to cross into

Delhi territory’
.**

No other event of any political significance is recorded of her

reign except that she discarded female attire, and appeared in public

on elephant, and that this coincided with the favour that the Abys-

sinian master of horse acquired in attendance upon her," and which

was followed by Ikuniah’s rebellion and her own deposition and death.

But it is dear thac diese facts, in die casual way they arc related, do

not explain all or fill up the whole period, and thac important poli-

tical activities must have been going on, details of which the chro-

nicler was in too great a hurry to record. There arc indications to

show diat a movement was afoot among the Turkish Maliks to

counter thr queen's determination to break their political power cnee

for all and restore the exown to its rightful place in the state. The

exact composition and status of the “Fort)'” ( Jfoi?) is net

known, nor is it ever mentioned in die Jabaqat-i-Nisiri;** but that

the “Khans, Maliks and Amirs” by virtue of their rank held a pre-

eminent position in the state and formed a kind of close corporation is

beyond doubc. The "Muluk wa Umara," mentioned frequently along

65 Howw^h, Hinory of the MvngoU. I
r p. 126-7.

66 Tdb . Naj., p. 278. Became Sher Khan, governor of Bhaunda, was horde to

Kashlu Khan, a Moogel pcot6g£ 0i Sirulh, he was usmferroi to Gwalior.

67 Ibid., p. 32a. 68 IM„ p. 188.

69 It 13 mentioned foe the fine time by Baratii, p. t8
t
who

iiato, p. 65, that every one of these Shims! ihves attuned the rank of KbAn.
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with the, 'Ulema and Mashaikh," constituted the most important

element in the state and were recognised as such in the Turco-

Pcrsian constitutional tradition/
1 We do not know if elicit power

and privileges had originally been defined, but their pretension to be

king-makers was clearly demonstrated in the elevation of Firoz and

also in the formidable opposition that her own accession without their

consent had provoked. The jealousy with which they guarded their

privileges which included, among others, a monopoly of such house-

hold offices as the Amir-i-Hajib, V/akil-i-Da.' and Amtr-4-Akhir,

can be seen in the case of Rayhln. an untided Indian Muslim, whose

appointment as Mahmud's W*k&-i-Dsr in 651/1253, united all the

Turkish nobles against the crown and so had to be eventually

cancelled.
71

Iicutmish had been able to divert their energy by his

frequent military expeditions, but with his death the crown appeared

to be faced with total eclipse unless chey could be checked cc at least

kept busy with military activities.

This was no easy task. What with her youth and sex, the

intrigue of her brothers and the absence of any sense of loyalty in the

soldiers, success seemed well-nigh impossible. The only support upon

which she could reasonably count was that of the citizens of Delhi

and it was possibly to inspire them with 3 stronger sense of loyalty

and enhance her own popularity with all classes of people that in the

third year of her reign she regularly used to ride in public through

the cicy.'* To counteract die impression of effiminacy and weak-

ness that her sex was likely to create, she discarded female dress when

appearing in public and held a court every week in which the earlier

arrangement of female guards and the screen was done away with,

and transacted state business and dispensed justice "in the manner of

70 Sw Bind, if. cit, p 145. far 8ugr» Kh«n‘* tloborjncn of the varioot

dement*, forming the state, without which "a kingdom is only a Znm^n<Ut^.
,,

71 Tdb. Nlt.j p 319.

7a Ibid., p. tffl; ‘hams, cp. cit, p. 1*9 The Utter makes it dear that these

change* in her conduct occurred towards die end of her ragn.
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kings.'”' What practical steps she was able to take to curb the

nobles have noc been recorded for us, but it is not unreasonable to

suppose that die favour or “preference” shown to the Am'tr-t-

Akbur. Jamaluddin Yaqut, was part of her policy to break their

monopoly of ail state patronage. Scattered references in the

Tabaqat-i-Nasiri show that the post of Amtr-i-AkbUr used always

to be held by a Turkish Amir before his eventual promotion to the

rank of Malik,
71
and like the office of Amtr-i~Hafib the proximity to,

and consequent influence on, the Sultan which it carried, were con-

sidered part of the exclusive privilege die nobles enjoyed. Yaqut’s

appointment, however, was noc made by Raziah herself," for 'Isami

calls him the Amb-i-Akhur of the "Shah and Sbabzida," referring

obviously to Iltucmish and Firoz. If this is true lie muse have been

appointed immediately before the former’s death, and his retention

in the same cffice by Firoz must have contributed to the discontent

leading to his fall. The threat held out to their power became

apparent to the Turkish nobles when Raziah, on her accession."' net

only confirmed him but, because she could count on his faithful

support," also showed marks of preference, the exact nature of

which, unfortunately, has not been made clear," and so has given

rise to all kinds of unwarranted suppositions as we shall presendy

see.

It is no wonder, therefore, diac, as Minhaj states,’' a secret

compact existed among the Amirs and Maliks of die court and the

73 T*b. Nis., p. 1 88.

74 See, eg. the career of Malik* Tugan Khan and Tamar Khan.

75 Of. at.. p. 12$. Yohya SaihiiyJu of. d$u p. 26 says that he was appointed

by her. There is absolutely no wsrranr for FerahtA** statement 1
, p. 68, that he was

raised to the rank ce Amir al Umari.

•j6 Tib. Nls.. p. 187*8.

77 ‘Ijiml scares due he hid inched himself to JUziah's cause ever since Firoz's

accosicQ and was thus a faithful supporter of her policy: p. 129.

p8 The word used by almost all etrly historians is y&jji favour or preference.

79 T*b. p. 188.
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provinces near Delhi, at the head cf which stood the Amiri-Hijib.

Malik Aitigin. Whac the ultimate object cf this conspiracy was

it is not at all difficult to sec. As realised after her fall, it was

not only to depose her but to ensure, by rendering die sovereign

constitutionally impotent, chat no encroachment was again made on

their predominant position in the govetnmet. It speaks a great deal

of her popularity' in the city and also of the measures she must have

devised to prevent i secret resolution, that tlx conspirators did not

dare actempt to capture the palace or besiege the city as was done in

the case of Firoz, and subsequently, Bahram and Ma’sfid. That she

was able to rule, and not merely reign, for three years wichouc any

visible weakening of her hold over such outlying provinces as Bengal

or Uch, also shows the strength she was able to gather by her dip-

lomacy and efficient administration. Delhi dius being solidly be-

hind her, it was necessary for the conspirators co decoy her from die

city, and this could be easily done by raising a rebellion in a distant

province. It is more than probable diat Kabir Khan's rebellion,

occurring in 637/1239. alluded ro above, was in accordance with this

plan. Its failure to lead to die desired consummation must be as-

cribed to her own courage and loyalty of the soldiers and citizens of

the capital. A second attempt was, however, made soon after, in fact

only a fortnight later, thus allowing her no time to take further

steps to consolidate her position. Malik Ilcuniah die superinten-

dent of the Kbilissh of Bhaonda, with whom the Arnir-bHijib,

Malik Aitigin was specially connected
‘

'by a firm compact and bonds

of intimacy"*
1

and who used to receive secret informations from the

court, ‘‘openly revolted from royal authority.' Determined as she

was to crush this incipient conspiracy, she set out immediately with

all available forces, disregarding rhe hcac and inconvenience of the

So She returned from her pursuit of K*hsr Khan <k\ the 19th Sbabtn, and on the

9th of the following month act ouc ogainit Dcuniah. l!?id % p. i£8.

8« /W., P . »5«.
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month of Ramzan. This was precisely what die conspirators

desired, and on arriving at Bhatinda they first vented dicir wrath on

Yaqut** who was murdered, and char, by a process which has not

been detailed, captured the queen and placed her in charge of

Iltuni«h." Now that die Delhi citizens were without any military

force to support them in their espousal of the queen's cause, the

rebels found it easy to proceed with their plan of raising her younger

brother Bahrain to die throne. It required only an intimation from

die camp at Bhatinda'
4

that die queen was captured for the new

sovereign to be proclaimed in Delhi on the 27th of the same month.

Having thus secured dieir victory and made arrangements for

Raeiah's continued captivity, the Maliks leisurely returned to the

capital co participate in die coronation and enter ino the new posi-

tions vouchsafed for them by their agreement with Bahrain."'

Unimak, .it seems, had reason 10 expect a substantial reward

for his services to die Maliks in the shape of dikes diat were now

distributed, and so long as his friend, Aitigin, now che Naib-i-

Mamlikei, lived, he waited in the hope that as soon as the new

regime was firmly established he would get his due. But the latter’s

assassination three months later*
0
and the consequent, though tempo-

rary, set-back the nobles received, destroyed His prospects. Bahrain's

growing unpopularity on account of Aicigin’s murder gave him

reason to expect at least a partial support from his previous con-

8z It is likely, is Mir Kkwanrf, quoted by Ravetty, Trand. Tab. Nis., p. 645,

i>dcc 3—Stntes that the main body of her troops was commaided by Yiqut, (a posi-

tion which his recognised faithfulness would naturally lead him co occupy)

so that it was necessary to remove hire befcce RiriA could be captured. Minkaj

calls him Sbabead (manyr). implying thereby that be was unjustly killed.

S3 C£, ‘bdml p. 130. who states Aa: she was capturrd in Ac opai court at

Delhi from where after Yaqut’s murder, she vas sent to Bhatinda, which, he adds,

was captured a year and 1 half later, by Iltxmiah, a wandering Turkish chieftain,

who captured towns here and Acre, but never staying long anywhere !

84 Tab. Nii., p. 191.

85 For details of Ae smingaiicnts sec Tab. iVis., pp. 191-2, 253.

86 Ibid., p. 154.
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federates if, along with his captive, who was after all, far abler than

any of her brothers and in great favour with the people,*' he made a.

bid for the capicaL This was exactly what suited Riziah’s purpose,

and their eventual marraige not only cemented the alliance but gave

Iltuniah a quasi-lcgal right to the throne as well. Two of his former

associates, Malik Qaraqash and Malik Salan, having, probably for

similar reasons, joined them at Bhatinda, he collected a mercenary

force of Khohars, Jats and Rajputs”" and assuming royal insignia,
1”

marched with Raziah towards Delhi. Their troops were, however,

no match for the regular of Bahram and were easily routed in front

of the city.” On their retreat cowards Bhacinda the troops deserted

them and on die next day, the 25th Rabi 1, 638/ 13th October,

1240, they were both murdered by robbers while asleep under a tree

near Kaichal."

Thus died—a lonely refugee, unattended and far from human

habitation,—the only queen India had ever known,—a queen whose

heroic qualities, justice, sagacity, patronage of learning and concern

for the welfare of her subjects evoked warm tributes frofn ever)*

writer of history. And yer, strangely enough, her virtue has been

assailed, though with less unanimity, by a host of historians whose

capacity of enlarging upon a perfectly harmless phrase is most amaz-

ing. That most imaginative of medieval historians, Perishta, has the

S7 IsSmi, p. 133.

£8 Yahya Sarhindi dales die marriage in Safar, 638/Sepecmber, 1240, op. clt.

p. 19.

£9 Isami, p. !33. 93 Hajl Dabir. if. rt».. II, p. 704.

91 Tab. Nii., p. 190, 19c Cf. ‘Islnu, p. 134-36, where she is sax! to have

twice led her array sgainst Ddhi, and inis obricuily has been accepted by almost

all brer miters, eg. Tab. Ahb., 1, p. 33, Fenshta, 1, p. 68. KItnhij himself, how-

ever is not quite dear lee he gives a confused sequence of events and uses the

phrase "a second time" (p. 190) in connection with Iltuniah’ s intended march to

Delhi

ga Tab Nit. pp. 190 md 251; Haji Dabir, of. cii. II. p. 704; Yahya Sarhindi,

cf. at., p. 09; as well ai Tib. Abb. I,
p. 33, however, state tlut they were sent as

prisoners to Deflii and were executed under Bahrain's orders.
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following remark as a postscript to his account of Raziah’s reign:

"The wise and discerning persons know wherefrom rose this storm

of destruction and uprooted die tree of Raziah’s fortune; indeed,

what pretence has a Habshi slave to the Amirul Umarii-ship of Delhi,

and what can such depiavcd rascals have to do v/ich the leadership

(in the affairs of) such a queeni1"” A little earlier, while describing

Raziah’s favouring Yaqut and copying the Tabaqat-i-Akbari, he adds

that Yaqiit was promoted to the rank of Amirul Uniera. The latter

work from which both he and Budaoni” demonstrably drew, in des-

cribing his alleged familiarity with the queen as expressed in his

actions, states that "be put his hand under her arms and placed her

on the animal she rode."
M The publication of ‘Isami's work lias

made it possible to trace the origin of this particular description'*

which, along with her public appearance, was regarded as sufficient

proof for the conclusion suggested by Fcr.shta and picturesquely

summed up by Edward Thomas.*' That she was unchaste'
1

' or

guilty of intimacy with Yaque is, it is to be noted, never positively

asserted by any early writer, not even by that gossipy journalist, Ibn

Batiita, who merely records, what must have been told him, "that

she was imputed of having connection with one of her Abyssinian

slaves."” A closer examination of the relevant verses in ‘Isami would

also show that, far from making any such accusation or believing in

it he makes it quicc clear that this "preference" shown to Yaque had

nothing to do with the "public disapproval" which, in fact, preceded

it and became evident within six months of her committing the

"triple offence" of discarding the veil, holding public court and rid-

ing out in the city. It is after recording this fact that Yaqut is men-

93 Ttrtkb, L p 69. 94 Munuhhib d-Tumiht, I p. 84. 95 p. 3a.

96 Of. at., p. 129. 97 Cbromdei of tb, Psthtm kmgi of Ddtri, p. ,06

98 Cf. Rankings Traraluion of BuJaonfs work. p. no where the original won!

jS- meaning Jcdunon. hu been rendered ai duality

99 Kitab d-RjkUb, 11. p. aG.
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cioned, and if any reflection is found in the verses that follow, pur-

porting to be the deliberations of the
'

Arkan-i-Dauiat' . it hps no

reference to any individual, much less to the queen; what is ex-

pressed therein is really the opinion of the bachelor ‘Isaiui on the

unreliability of female character. Whether he had goal evidence for

his statement respecting Raziah's riding we do not know. but the

only contemporary account of the reign, namely the Tabaqit-i-

Nisir), lias the unambiguous sentence respecting Yaquc that "he

acquired favour in attendance upon the Sultan”' so that the Turk

Amirs and Maliks began to be envious thereat." Yahya Sarhindi,

while copying this exact phrase, elucidates it a little by adding that

she appointed him near her person,
1” while Haji Dabir, a very careful

and conscientious writer, elucidates it further by saying chat ‘‘Yaquc

continued getting promotions to the higher ranks until the Turkish

Maliks became envxjus of him*
11

and a feeling of shame seized them

(on account of his high position).”' It is thus perfectly dear that

Minhaj's phrase »EI refers to Raziah's increasing dependence

on him as a counterpoise to the dominance of the Turkish heirarchical

too The foUt/wuig couplcu, containing the only rcfcteikc to the possibility of

Y&qQc*s taking undue advantage of her, would dearly ihow tl»e their fear

woi. not that Ruiah would diign^c Kcnclf with him, but that he might, now dint

he Km advaiKcd to tar among all the servant* (of rtacc), lay his hand on the Seal

(of authority, that h, the awn) itself.

r>
L p ^ ^

r3li 4- * «:-/ *»& —>/ *<

ioi Of. p. 187®!: Rfltntv't tnniUtiou, p. 643. Tin mtuoa reads

J<W JU- Tlic tom ^

£

as Bivcny his shown, ii also used

ai desenbing Aibak'i relations with lus master; see p. 139.

ioz Of. ai., p. 16.

103 This fan of their resulting jealous)’ is repealed by miny writers, see e.g.

MttM-ltksn Ntma. Rritiih Museum Ms. Or. 1998. 1
. 53.

104 Of ai., n, p. 703.

<*** J *=5* '! w^' 1 |JX. VjalleJa-yi J*
Si* ioi"^ J

efXy V cjyjl

!>HQ., DECEASES, l^O
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nobility, which it was very easy, in che case of a young women like

her, for her opponents co construe into undue intimacy. ” In view

of this trust reposed in him it is but natural, i: we accept 'Isami's

account is true, that she would require not only his presence but also

assistance on the occasion of her riding, which in any case would be

part of the duties of the Amir-i-Akhur (Master of the Scabies). It is

unthinkable that Iltuniah, being a leading member of that group of

nobles which was supposed to have been so 'scandalized’ by Her

moral lapse, would have married her himself if he believed her co be

really guilty. Her greatest fault according to ‘Isami which the nobles

could find, and which they later pointed out as proof of her unfitness

and reason for consequent removal, was her disregard of all conven-

tions in throwing up the veil and thereby creating ‘public

suspicion.
”° a

A. B. M. Habibullah

105 A verse in tbc Tab. Nat., p. 353 may, however b: siezed upon as a eon-

elusive peoef c£ MinhijS belief in her gnflt. It is as follows:

j> *>*•> vW * • erHrt j —{r* J**

But the contort in whxh the lines occur would reveal that it could never have

been a part of the original tot anil is an obvious ’.nterpolitinn by * later smbe.

Poverty,—Transl of Tab. Nit., p. 750,—sates that this sentoKe it noc found in

eadlcr manuscripts. Tbe same vase is qucced by Yahya SathitvL. Op. dt„ p. 17,

as ha own composition, without any reference co its earliest origin.

ic6 'Isami, p. 13a.
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52)

Tbe Conquest of the Carnatic

The conquest of the Carnatic was a turning point in the

career of Mir Jumla and it profoundly influenced his relations with

the English. The Persian merchant-adventurer, till lately a noble

and minister in the court of an independent king, had himself

caned out an almost independent kingdom, at once rich and power-

ful.' The English found their erstwhile commercial rival and dan-

gerous friend installed in the position of almost their overlord. So

they looked upon the Nawab's conquest of the Carnatic wich mixed

feelings of apprehension and eagerness to secure his favour and

support. But Mir Jumla, far from manifesting any hostile designs

against the English at a critical stage in his career, showed a friendly

disposition to them and confirmed their existing Qeul and privileges

on behalf of the Golkonda sovereign (June 1647).*

Reasons of Nawab’s hostility to the Dutch

Besides the English, the Dutch were extremely anxious 'to

keep in the good graces of the all-powerful Nawab-‘ But it appears

from the report of Walter Littleton and Venkata Brahman
3
(January

17, 1651) that the Nawab, who was formerly well disposed towards

the Dutch, grew displeased with cliem for several reasons
: (1)

The

Nawab had "very well perceived abundance of pride and infidclitie

in the Dutch." who aimed at monopolising the whole trade of

India in chcir own hands, as the Danes were "quite blown up" and

• Based on English Factory Records.

t Vide the Report of Littleton & Venkata Brahmin, Jammy, 17, 1651.

2 My artiefe on ‘Eariy Relations of Mir Jumla with the English (upto 1650),

Proceedings of the 1 bird Sessicn of the Indian History Congress, December, 1939.

3 FEF.. 1651-54, p. 13.
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ihe Portuguese "in a very low condition.”' (ii) The Nawab had

written, at the solicitation of the Governor of Pulicat, a letter to the

Dutch Governor-General at Batavia.
1

For three yoars no notice was

taken of it. (iii) Again the Nawab was angry at die Dutch intcr-

ierence with l\is trade at Queda and Achin.* Formerly Mir Jumla

used to buy spices from the Dutch at his own prices and prevent

other merchants from coming to them. But the Dutch authorities

at Batavia had issued orders that die goods should be stored in dicii

godowns till die Nawab himself would, or allow others to, purchase

them at such high rates as prescribed by the Dutch.' This had

compelled the Nawab almost to give up a very profitable trade.*

(iv) The Nawab heard chat the Governor of Pulicat had insolently

boasted chat this country could easily be taken by the Dutch,

and so he was highly displeased with diem and had declared diat

they would not be allowed to trade within His jurisdiction.* (v)

The Dutch endeavoured "to quench this hcate" i.c. to placace the

Nawab and reopen the trade. In the autumn of 1650, the)1 sent to

die Nawab, dicn encamped at Gandikota,
10

an envoy with a large

present, but without any reply to his previous letter. This die

Nawab considered a great slight and so he ‘scornfully rejected’ the

present and die messenger returned disgracefully without any reply.

4 FEF., 1651-54. p. 13. 5
,hul- xxv - '3

6 ItiJ., XXV. Quoit mi a city, port, uid kingdom on the »«: tom ol il>c

AAly Peninsula. It has a long antiquity, being pcohaMy referred to by Ptolemy

id identical widt Kadih [Kedfcoro] of the Sailcndra empire, and die K*hh cf

early Arab voyagers- *

Its commercial importance ha# been attested to by different

prisons like Barbosa (1516). Barras (1553), Linseboten (1398). Bocatro (1614) and

Cape. SUcrard Osbeeno (1838]. In the 16th and 17th centuries it was specially

uncus for tLas pepper trade. See Hobson-Jebson SV„ Qnedda 567-8* Adiin was

stitc and town in the N.W. angle of Sumama. Dur-tg die xfch and tydi cen-

unct it was the greatest native power there, /fad., SV, Achcen, p. y
7 The factors obstrved : *the reason we could get none foe your account.'

8 Letter of Jam 18, 165c. FEF.
t 1651-4 **-*4. 9 /fad., 13-

10 In Cuddapa district. Ibid., a»n. It is 41 miles N.W. c£ Cuddcpi town.

darkor, Avrtngztb, toll. I & II. p 194 & n.
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Commercial plans of Mir lumla

Being angry with the Dutch, Nawab Mir Jumla wanted to

frustrate their commercial aims. In the first place he aimed at

becoming a monopolist himself, and thereby strengthening his terri-

torial and commercial position. Deprived of the profits of the spice

trade with cite Ducch, he established a monopoly of die trade in all

’brown’ or unbleached cloth in his "new conquests.” No piece of

cloth was co be sold by anybody except by his own 'ministers' i.c.

agents, who were 'to engross all from the weavers,’ and had order

to race them at 20 per cent proffitt to whomsoever will buy or keep

them in his warehouse, as the Ducch do their spices.' He was deter-

mined to persevere in his scheme of monopoly till lie could ‘bring a

monopoly upon all imported goods.’
11

In die second place, he endeavoured to enter into a commercial

agreement or contract with die English E.l.C. by which they would

get their supplies of piece-goods from his agents and "share with

him m the profits of voyages made co Persia and other parts.’"’

Attitude of the English

The English, on dieir parr, wanted to secure the co-operation

of the Nawab, by caking advantage of his displeasure with their

rivals, die Dutch.'
1

Moreover, the Agent and the factors at Fort

St. George feared diac the proposed monopoly of the Nawab would

affect the chances of die English trace as adversely as die Dutch,

though diey hoped diat die Nawab had then no eye on the English

trade as it was 'of small consequence’ as compared to the 'vast traffic’

of the Dutch. Thus they observed: "his policy now must poiz us

it FEF., 1651-54, XXV. 31-23. ,n Ma«b *654. Vrnkcu Blahman was ncnuci!

by Henry GreenJifll of 'subvening the Company'* free trade by inciting the Nabob

10 monopolize it.' Ibid.. 235. The monopoly over doth manufacture wai not very

uniuml. See Moreland, /thus, 10 Anrsitgieb. 147-149.

12 FEF.. 1651-54. XXV;
p >33, 133. Low, I, 100-101 13 ref, 1651-54.
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boch in one scale, though it secincs with different affections."" Fot

though the Nawab refused the Dutch mission in September, 1650.

he courteously received an English mission ‘about the same time and

for the same end.”*

English Mission (Sept. /650)

In the autumn of 1650 (Sept.) Agent Grccnhill (1648-52) and

his Council sent a broker. Venkata Brahman by name, to Nawab

Mir Jumla, then encamped at Gandikota, with a present consisting

of 'a horse, six yards of scarlet, 24 yards of gold and silver lace, with

son-.c other toys." The mission was courteously received by the

Nawab. In his lerter of reply, which was "full of fair promises and

shows of friendship" he invited the Company to a "nrerer corres-

pondence and amity’ ”* and promised to subscribe to the Company's

stock
1

’ and share in the profits,—die earnestly desired "to join in a

stock with the Honourable Company on such terms as are there

proposed, either for a gcncrall trade or having only reference to

voiages to and from this coast, as you shall approve off."

The Nawab represented to the English that by joining him

they would profit immensely, they might even ’enjoy the whole

trade.’ i.e. just as the Nawab would monopolise and control the

marketing organisation (i.e. production, sale, and price) and be the

sole stockist and agent, so the English would become the sole distn-

14 FEF., 1651-54, 21-23. *5 ,bui-

16 lout. Tbe Niaabs propositicni were rear throegh Venkata Brahman.

They were commumcattd by the Madras factors in that leuer to Bantam dated

10th January, 1651 and m dxir instract)om to Litdetco (who wis employed with

Venkata) of lath January, 1651. Sir William Foster writes; that neither of these

documents is extant Ibid., f.n.

17 Probably it is to Mir Jumia's plans that Bnree referred in hi* Anrult, L

454-55 : "The station of Madras having bom obtained from the King of Golconda

and the Engliih trade appearing to him to be of grew consequence, he made a

proposal. this scasca, to the Agent and Cteundl, of forming a Joint rock with the

Company on which a coasting trade might be catried on, between the potts of hii

dominions and those of the other Indian powers."
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butors both inland and abroad, of articles of trade available in the

coast. He also tri-d to excite the English against the Dutch by

explaining to them that the Dntcli wanted to exclude the English

Irom any share in the Coromandel trade. So far as the English

were concerned "they (the Dutch) could soon cause them (the

English) to desert the trade here by overbuying and underselling

them."" The Fort St. George factors in communicating the

Nawab’s propositions to the Company (January 18, 165 1),
translated

the substance of his letter, written in Persian, into English, lest no

interpreter might be readily available. They requested the Company

to send their answer in Persian as early as possible.’
11

The presents which the Nawab offered to the English included

"a box of bezar,** seald up with his scale, and a fardlc of fine cloth,

marked Nabob’s presents, together with the letter in a waxt bagg."

They were given to Captain Brookehaven.”

Mission of Ultleton and Venkata Brahman (Dec., >650)

In December, 1650, Grecnhill responded to the Nawab'a desire

for closer intercourse by sending the same broker Venkata Brahman

together with Walter Littlecon on a further mission to the Nawab.
15

The Fort St. Gcctgc Council explained that though Walter Littleton

did not belong to the Company’s service (but to die Courtccn’s

Association), they had selected him as ‘none of the Company’s

servants was so fie as he to continue the negotiations' by virtue of

‘his civil comportment, language and experience’.” He came back

18 FEF, 1651-54. p. 13. 19 Ibid., 23.

10 BeiAr oc Btiotr is a kind of stone, an animal ccocmioa. employed medi-

cinally. Tnere are virion bcaoen in use, nee. 10 the annul producing it e.g, gut,

raral, fish, monkey, sntke ere Ecymobgically, it is derived from Per*. Pizabr or

‘remedy of poison or ranto.' The term came to use from tbe Arab radical writers,

md this accounts lor b. as Arabic has no p. ind ante bixtbr. Love, II, 3240;

Hobsoo-Jobson, SK., Bttoet, 68-69.

ai Ibid.

13 FEF., of. at, 23, 44

22 Love, I, too-tor. FEF. 1651-54, XXV.
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much impressed with what he had seen and submitted a joint report

to tile Company (January 17. 1651).
:i We were courteously

received when we went to visit him, and cannot perceive otherwise

by all circumstances than that he bears a real affection to the

English. Therefore (lie) desires to be united with your honourable

society, not only for any short time, for he expressed himself *5 fully

nobly that this league of friendship should be continued by his

children after his decease; nor can we conceive or believe that he

has any reach or circumventing invention; but on die contrary to

make your business in rhis country a flourishing business, freely

preferring co assist you on any needful occasion with 50 or 6o,cxx)

pagodas without looking for any more dian love and amity

It is our opinion aj well-wishers to your affairs, which be

pleased favourably to accept of, that this business will redound much

profit to your Honourable fmployment. and prove a flourishing and

prosperous trade for die future
'** The agents dins

urged that an agreement with the Nawab would be very advanta-

geous to the Company’s trade.’ They further observed chat if the

Company agreed to the tetms of the Nawab lie would frustrate the

aims of the Dutch.*
4

It is apparent from the above that Walter L'.tdcton and

Venkata Brahman were so much swayed by the Nawab’s professions

of goodwill and cordiality' that diey, 011 cbeir own admission, failed

to perceive the real intentions of Mir Jumla, which were just to

keep the English over to his side during a very critical period in his

own career, ft was quite natural for Kim to offer generous loams to

the English, for he had acquired the immense Carnatic plunder,

which he tried to put to a profitable investment in diis manner. At

tlie same time he would appear as a real benefactor of die Company

24 fef.. of. at.. 13.

»5 Love. I. 99; 100-101. FEF. 1651-54, 12-15 Sriniviuachai, Hiitory of

Mtdrdi. 50. 26 FEF.. of. ctt.
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and thereby earn its gratitude and sense of obligation to be used in

emergency.

The Nawab showed his earnestness by sending, through

Littleton and Venkata, a letter to die Company, together with some

presents, consisting of "3000 pieces of long cloth and ‘Sallatti-

pootci,'
1

' of which as many as could he got ready in tijne have now

been sent home, specially marked. Though their prices were not

then known, they were "invoiced at the rates usually paid.’’” The

above presents were dispatched to England by the Lioness sailing in

january 1651.”

Objections to the Nawab’s offer

The ptoposal of the Nawab was examined by Gtcenhill, die

Agent at Fort St. George, and he pointed out its "conveniences ot

inconveniences" in his letter to the Company, dated January 18,

1651.'" Among the objections to die scheme GrccnHill mentioned

the following —

•

(i) The hostile attitude of the Dutch:. The Dutch

became already aware of the proposed agreement of die Nawab and

the English, which was necessarily ‘prejudicial' to their trade on die

East Coast, "on (one) of the best flowres (flowers) in their India

garden." So they endeavoured by all means in their power to

'dissuade' and threaten and offer ‘affronts’ to the English.

27 A vaiiciy of cotton goucU, inrjitiotud Aiwxig oclicr uticlo provided by Fo«t

Sc. Ccccgc, Jony. ia
f 17:4 (5) (Love, Il

f 134). axul by the newly founded village of

Qmfaifripect (March 1738) (/Si/ # 260); and among Qiddalocc goxl* (Fort Sl

George Crrmil rations* Jjny. 1, 1780) (Ibrf.. Ill, 146}. Accoukng to Hobson-Jobton

(pp. 593 * 9°5) it i* a kind of chintz. PaUmport was also 2 kind of chintz bed-cover

rwdc at Madras and Misulipitani and other phc« cl India for expire to Hurtfc.

A FEF., 1651-54. XXV, 22-24. 132. 133. Love, J. 100-101.

19 Ibid.. ft srrned at Fort St. George. August 22. 1650: and left for England

on
I
any. 18, 1651. {FEF.. op. at.. 13. 20' or Jjntury 19 (/W. 48}.

30 Ibid.. 22-24.

x3LHQ.» DECEMBER I94O
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So the Agent apprehended danger from tins hostile attitude

of the Dutch.

(ii) Possible effects on other Presidencies and factories: The

Agcnc feared that other princes might imitate the example of Mir

]
unila and set up similar but more harmful monopolies generally,

which would cause complete ruin o: trade- Then they would appro-

priate "to themselves a kind of power (as die intrcatics of great men

differ litdc from commands to dispose of your principall servants....
)’’

(iii) Moreover, the Company would be deprived of such

profits as might be expected froni goods imported by the Company

from Europe. But Mir Jumla would “reap in all other trades an

equal benefit with the Company.’’

its advantages

Offsetting these serious objections, there were certain advan-

tages which, as Grecnhill pointed out, would accrue from accepting

the agreement, either pardy or wholly, (a) It would go a long way

to solving the financial difficulties of the Company. They would

be sure to get the cotton manufactures of the locality of the required

size and goodness “at the cheapest rates," whether they had funds

or not. (b) Payment could be made only at the arrival of die

ships. No waiting would be necessary-; the goods to be exported

being ready beforehand the despatch of the ship would be timely,

(c) The Company would be free from bad debts, (d) I he

servants of the Company would be free from much troubles (i.c.

connected with advance of money, recovery of goods and debts etc.),

(c) No 'dead stock’ would remain ‘unemployed, (f) Privace

trade would be abolished, (g) The Company’s share in the freight

and profitable VDyagc* which the Nawab would make to Persia,

Mocha, Pegu and other places would not be small, so that the

Company could easily furnish him with pilots, gunners and carpen-

ters for better security of his ships.
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View of ibc Agent tnd Council

In His Icitcr co the Company the Agent wrote that he would

again communicate with the Company overland from Masulipatam,

after consulting the local factors."
1

The consultation was held at

Masulipatam on February i<j, 1651. Agent Grccnhill and his Coun-

cil considered the proposals for trade made by the Nawab, hut they

were sceptical of the wisdom of the agreement.
1" They held chat "it

would be safest co agree to the third article, by which die Nawab

consents to take ali their Europe goods and pay for them in cloth and

other commodities of this country at rates to be fixed later.” The

final decision was however deferred till die visic of President Baker'"

(then at Bantam). The Council Hoped that if die Company thought

it expedient to entertain die Nawab s olfer, they would empower the

President, Agent etc. "to treat and conclude with the Nawab.'’ To
the objection, raised by some, that the Dutch might “retaliate at

sea ", it was replied that die Nawab had already promised "to vindi-

cate hismelf” and the English "by land.” The Agent and die

Council resolved that as the Nawab had written in Persian and sene

a present, the Company should be advised to send their reply in Per-

sian and "to authonze die presentation to him of 15 yards of scarlet

cloth; 6 pirs of pistols; 10 gallons of the best spirits, and 15 of

strong waters (both in handsome eases); 12 yards of rich gold lace,

and 12 of gold and silver lace; 6 broad sword blades." The Council

deeded, in consideration of die invaluable services of Walter Little-

ton, to give him a salary of 12 rials of eight a month, till the Com-

pany’s final opinion was known i.e., he was to be employed on future

missions to the Nawab."

31 FEF., 1651-54, 12-24.
3
,a Ibid., 261. z6i 31b Sept 1, 1652.

31 Ibid. p. 44. The lire ci prnrnn throws some light on the Nawsb’s

dune ter,—hit weakness for pretents, oni<« and drinks The Spniiih rial of eight whs

the commcncit European coin tn die Eut then, being generally '.qmvrlrnt to about

iwo rupees. Varatiens in valee recurred where silver wni not mimed. Moreland,

Akber to Auranpeb. 330.
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t

Afccr having written to the Company by the Lioness, (Jany.

18, 1651) Agent Greenhill and tile Masulipatam factors sent their

broker (Venkata Brahman) once more to the Nawab at Gandikoia,

'to learn what goods might l>c expected towards the landing of die

next fleet and what price was to be fixed for those he had already

supplied/
3 '’ But no reply had been sene by die Nawab to the letter

carried up by tKe Brahman.
1 ‘

The Company's reply

The Company replied to die Nawab’s offer about a year later.

They avoided ‘any pledge to make all dicir purchases from die

Nawab’s agents.’ but agreed to give preference’ to them/

In the summer of 1652, Littleton and Venkata again went to

die Nawab, apparently Carrying the letter of the Company and the

accompanying present, which "met with a seemingly friendly recep-

tion" (Company’s letter to Fort St. George, Feb. 20, 1654.) The

Nawab seemed to have been well-satisfied, but die Company observed

that the promised preference "was not intended to cover any con-

cession in the rate cf freight." However die Company regarded die

Nawab’s ’request’ to be tantamount to ‘command’
. and explained

that
'
'as the factors had agreed to hu request (‘or rather his command )

nothing can now be done. Should, however, an opportunity occur

of making him pay die usual rate, they see no reason why this should

r.ot be attempted."
-"1

This would make it dear that the factors had

already agreed to the Nawab's demand of some concessions regarding

the rate of freight, the Company disapproved of it, but found the

position helpless, as his request was nothing buc a command- Conse-

quently die Company instructed the factors to rectify the mistake in

future and endeavour to secure the usual rate if an opportunity arose.

Jacadish Naravan Sarkar

33 HEP.. 48.

34 Letter oi Ajent Greenhill to the Cocnpiny (Febry. 28, 1651); PEP., 1651-54.

PP- 48-49
35 Ibid.. >32-33 36 OH.
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The clue CO the exact interpretation of the Rudra-myth lies in its

being a mixture of opposites. He is beneficent Siva (10, 92. 9). and

is supplicated lo avert the anger or die evil diat comes from the gods

(1, 144, 4; 2. 33, 7). to save beings from calamity (5, 51, 13), to bes-

tow blessings (1,114, '• a: 2
> 33- 6)- ailt* w*sl‘ "'^Ifarc for the man and

beast (1, 43, 7). His malevolence is frequently alluded to in IiV. (1,

1 14. 7, 8; 2. 33. 1 etc.) and he is implored to avert his great male-

volence and his bolt, when he is furious (2, 33, 11, 4; 6, 28. 7;

46, 2-4). He is also fierce (2, 33. 9-1
1)
and is even once called nian-

slaying (4, 36). His form is dazzling (1 . 1 14, 5) and lips beautiful (2,

33, 5)
and he wears a glorious multiform necklace

{
niska

, 2, 33, 10).

This mixture of good and evil, beauiy and terror reminds one of

the parallel character of the winter night of the Arctic region, which

Nansen describes dius:
1

But, O Arctic night, thou art like a wuman, a marvellously lovely -woman.

Thine arc the noble purr, outlines of antique beauty, with its uuiblc coldness. On
thy high smooth brow, dear with the ck?irn«s o( ether, is no trice u f compassion, on

the beautiful cheek no blush of feeling. Among :hj raven kxka, waving wit into

space, the heury (roa has sprinkled its glittering c^ystak Tli: pcccid line* of thy

thitat, thy curve* arc *> noble, but, oh! unbendingly coxl; :hy bo*om*s white chas-

tity is IceJinglcss is the siwwy ice. O! chaste, beautiful and proud, thou floatm

through ether over die frozen >e*. tiiy glittering garment, woven of Aurora beams

covering tlut vault of heaven... “Ob, l*>w oral l am of thy cold beauty I”

In fact, Rudra is die god oi the Arctic nocturnal sky of winter

combined with die phenomena of storms which arc most prominent

in the winter night and die middle part of the long Arctic day.

Thus he is not only the god of winter night but abo of the summer

day, for he is associated with the ix>isc of icc-brcakings and lightn-

• Reference* here, are frem Rgvcdr, unless niuitioiu.il othcrvbe
1 Farthest Aforth, p. 213.
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ing* and rainbows of Aurora borealis in die lurm of thunder, lightn-

ing and rainbow of die storm-cloud.

In his physical features, therefore, we find many trace* of

nocturnal sky. He is brown (a, 33, 5 f.), dazzling (1. 114,5).

brilliant like sun or gold (1, 43, 5)
and multiform (2, 33. 9). He is

self-glorious (i, 129, 3; 10, 92, 9)
as the winter sky with the changing

colours of Northern lights and is decorated with golden ornaments

(2, 33, 9). He wears a glorious multiform necklace (niska 2. 33. io),

evidently of die various hues of Aurora borealis, of which the

following account will clarify die idea:

•' die northern light* fUihuig in matchless power *xul bdocy ever the-

iky iu all the colour* of the rainbow. Seldom oi never hare I woft the colour* so

brtllianL The pccvifling coc it firtt yellow, hoc that gr*diuliy flickered over

km green, aul uicn a sparkling niby-red began to show at the bttttxn of :bc r*y*

ou [he under side of die arch, so>a spreading over die whole arch. And new from

die far-away on western liorizea flay serpent writhed IzscI up over the *ky, shin-

ing brighter and brighter is it came. It split up into three, *11 briliantly glittering.

The scrpaic to the soudi mmed almost mby-red with spot? of yellow, die one in

die middle, yellow
i
and one to dx: north, greenid white ...The serpents reached

and parsed die aenkh only a faintly glowing fiery serpent near die hoiizon

show! where ic had begun Later the nusscs of ligh: hod passed northwards

nod spiral thcmtclvcs in incomplete arches over the nordiem sky." (Ftrikut North,

PP- ,®7_, ®S).

Thus not only did we find the golden ornament or multiform

necklaces, but also the necklaces of serpents which die later mytho-

logy attributes to Siva or Rudta. One more illustraUoii will make

it more expressive

:

"The glowing fire-masses had divaied into glistening, ninny colom.il bands,

which were writhing and twining across the sky both in south and notth. The

rays sparkled with purest, most crystalline raaibow colours. chiefly violet, red W
rarmine and the dearest green. West frequently the rays of the arch were red at

the ends and changed high up into spaikling green, which quite it the top turned

darker, and went over into blue or violet, before disappearing in tb: blue of sky

...or Sometimes the sprerade reached sixh a dims* that one’s breath was

taken away; one fek that now something extraoniinary muse happen—at the very

lease sky nut fall,' (Ibid., pp. 591-1923

So there is terror in the beauty of the Arctic nocturnal sky, there

is joy and sorrow combined.
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Siva, the NiU-kantha

Now wc can better appreciate the petsooa! appearance of the

god. He has thousand eyes
(
AV tl, 2, 2, 7; VS. 16, 7)

which are

stars of heaven. His blue nccl< (V.?.; 16, 7)
or blue tuft (AV., 2,

27, 6) is the blue Zenith of die sky, where Auroras arc ratcly present,

and which Nansen describes as follows

:

‘THc *ky is like an enormmi* cupola, blue, at tHo Zeaith, tkzding (Wn into

green, uul then into lilac and vickc at the edges up in the blue of the cupola

•hine the stars, speaking peace Presently the Aurora borealis shikes over cb*

F*u!t « heaven its veil oi gitcenng ulwr~c4ung;ng now to yellow now to green,

not to red Presently it shimmers in tongues of flame over the very zenith;

and then again it shcocs a bright riy nghc up from the horizon, until the whole melts

away in the moonlight......Herr and there are left a few waving streamers of light

But now it is growing again; new lightnings sbeot up; tod coflcts game begins

•fresh." (Ibid., p. 153).

His weapons mentioned variously arc also the arches, shafts

semicircles or other forms of light made by Aurora borealis or ltghtiv

ings. and meteors. Thus he is said to be armed with a bow and

arrows (a. 33. 10, n; 5, 42, 11; 10, 125, 6) which arc strong and

swift (7, 46, 1). He is an archer (6, 20, 9; 2, 33, n; AV., 1, 28, x;

6, 93, r; 15, 5-7) and is invoked to come with archers (to, 6, 8).

He is once said to hold the bolt in his arm (2, 33, 3)
and his brilliant

shaft discharged from die sky traverses die earth (7, 46. 3). In die

later Vedic texts we find the frequent mention of his arrows, weapons,

bolts and club (AV., 1, 28, 5 etc., SB. 9, 1, 16).

These lightnings and gorgeous shafts of lights were always fear-

exdting and constantly discharged against the darkness of the winter

night. Therefore he was called unsurpassed in strength (2, 33, io),

unassailable (7, 46, 1) strongest of the strong (2, 33, 3), and strong

(1, 431, 114, 1). He was formidable and terrible (2, 33, 9, 11; ro,

126, 5; 2, 33, 1). Sometimes lightnings fell, or meteors really proved

to be deadly- So all these shafts of light were dreaded and even die

gods were afraid of die bow and numerous arrows of Rudra, lest he

should destroy diem (£5., 9, 1, i, 1 €).
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The epithet jslija or jafosd bbesaja (i, 43, 4; AV., 2, 27, 6)

applied to. Rudra have baffled the scholars a great deal. Islasa may

be referred to two Sanskrit roots which Panini mentions. The one is

ytla ‘to destroy, to avert.'

3

and the other as to shine, to take. " lhus

Idlaia would mean destmetive or averting and moving or during in

one. Therefore his title Uid>a Bbesfy meaning ‘possessing destruc-

tive or averting and shining' remedies refers to the Rudra s luminous

weapons of lightnings and electric discharges of Aurora borealis

which arc die effective remedies of cold and darkness, as Agni is .said

to be the medicine of cold (Agnir bimaiya bbeiajam). The idea of

light-rays as remedies was most common in Norse, Iranian and

Rgvedic mythology. We come across frequent references to the

medicinal qualities of else rays of the sun and moon.

That diesc remedies tefer to die electric discharges of Aurora

borealis is corroborated by Rgi/eda itself. Thus by die help of rhese

beneficial remedies (iatamebbib bbcsajebbib) his worshipper hopes 10

live a hundred days of winter (2, 33, 2) (
bimih), when there will be no

sun at all. In his hand are rhe resplendent
(
bibbret

)
remedies, preven-

tive' (ydryani) and, protective (1, 114, 5). He is lalasa bbesaja and

alternatively shining like brilliant sun of gold, (1, 43, 3, 4). The

remedies (bbesaja) moving in heaven now in the group of two
(
dvike

)

now in the group of three (trike) (10, 59, 9)
also seem to refer to the

changing flashes of Aurora borealis.

His abode seems to be the winter night of that Arctic region,

where it lasts for hundred ordinaiy days. One can pass Utarn himah

wich die help of these remedies (2. 33, 2). These winter-nights of

100 days may be concluded by the existence of 30 days dav/n in RV„
pointed out by Tilak and six months sleep of Rbhus who are the

3 wa d - Apte 1

* Practut! Stmint Enghsb Dictionary, p. 1 80.

4 /alira iuelf non both ia oat
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rays of Aurora borealis, twilights, and rising and setting sun that sleep

during long Arctic day. Thus, 100 days of winter night + 60 days

of two twilights + 180 days (typified in 12 fortnights—Ahah; see

A.H.V.) of Rbhus' sleep' = 340. The remaining 20 days may be

allowed for the mild rays of sun making die ordinary days of 24

hours, widi night lie by Aurora borealis when Rbhus (die rays of

rising and setting sun and of Aurora borealis) are awake and not sleep-

ing (not transformed inro the milky sun-shine of Arctic region).

Rudrn lives dicrcforc in the winter night of 100 days, and that is why
he remains behind, when gods attain heaven (SB., 1, 7, 3, i), that

is, die luminaries of sunshine, dawn etc. enter the scene. The same

night seems to be as a basis, when Siva, in the later literature, is said

to abide in the North, in a dreary place, roaming in die company of

multiform bbiilas and prelas (probably the flashes of auroras) and his

wife (possibly night) who was now formidable, now beautiful like the

winter-night itself.

Though his abode was in their winter night, lie was die uni-

versal god, the lord of this world (RV., 2,33,9) and his presence was

felt even in die period of sunshine. For now and then there were as

tn winter night, clouds, thunders and lightning and fierce wind.

All this happened moidy in the advanced period of sunshine,

when the sun was Ixit in the northern hemisphere and attracted

die vaporous winds from die south. It is whv we find

Rudra as 011c of the chief deities of die mid-day libation.* All the

chief characteristics of the winter, namely darkness, wind, noise were

present in die stormy weather of Arctic day, only the light-

ning was -single, while in aurora borealis dicy were many lightnings.

Tryambaka, an usual epithet of Siva in later literature is already

applied to Rudra in the Vcdic texrs {VS., 3. 58; SB., a, 6
, 2,

9)
and

5 Cf. RV., 4.514 and Vtdic Index under Rbhu (Rnbhu -deities of dawn).

*> *3RT 3?P0t »R 1 fomr fwqsff qtmn U»i=wo twilight

fi AV„ 3, 33. etc.

MIX)., DECEMBER, 19^0 M
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is once mentioned even in Rgveda (7, 59. 12). The word is obviously

connected with dmbikZ, which is a post-vedic name of Siva's wife,

and which occuts for the first time in VS., 3. 3
as the name of his

sister. Ambilta is most probably derived from ambi ‘to sound' (ambi

iabile). The winter night of Arctic region is greatly famous for the

turbulent atmosphere and the noise produced by the breakings and

pressings of the ice-layers.*'

Therefore we would naturally expect four Ambika (noise

making periods). We have seen that the noise produced by ice pres-

sures. caused by tidal waves is mostly, at the riine of our spring and

autumn which correspond respectively to the Polar twilights along

with sunrise and sunset. The other two noise periods arc the

winter-night and summer day when the southerly and the northerly

winds respectively howl with the velocity of 13 to 42 ft., causing a

great pressure on the ice of the sea. Of these four periods, the con-

ception of Rudra included all as he was die universal god, the ford of

6a Fridtsop Nanien drscnbei them with fear: "A« I wu tilting drawing in

die jfuriioua I was startled by a sudden report of crash. It seemed to bo Knight

overhead, M if great mosses of ice hed Wien from die rigging on to die deck above

my cabin." (Ibid., p. 190). “The theory of ice pxe«un» being caused to a cofl-

sidctabfc extent by the tidal wave has been advarxed repcattxly by Aictic

explorers .—And inir experience sccnu to leave no doubt that over a wide region

die tide produce movement and proaura of die ice. It occurs especially at the

time of tlx spring tides, ixul more at new tutor, thin at full moon. During the

intervening period* there was, a* a rule, litdc or no csocc of pressure. But there

rida! pressures did not occur during tlx wiioc time of our drifting. We noticed

them especially die fine autumn . . . Pressure occur* here (Polar region), occurs

irregularly arid is mainly caused by the wind driving the sea. (Ibid.. pp. 163-166^

“Such an ice conflict a underiably a stupctulcAis spectacle. One feels one's

self to be in die preserve of Titanic forces, and ic is easy to understand how tinriJ

stxds may be Dver-aved and feel as if notiling could stand before it. Fee when die

packing begins tn earnest, ic seems as thcxxgh cherc couH be no spac on the csrths

surfice left unshaken. First you Iw a sound like thundering rumbl: of an

earthquake far my on the great ur.set; then yc*i hear ic in several places, always

coming nearer and nearer. The silcac keyword rc-echccs with thunder*
. . . There

arc bowling :sxl thundetings round you . . .
[Ibid., pp. 166-167)^
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1I1L' vast world (2. 33. 9). Bui die three periods that could be con-

ceived ns having feminine beauty and also a sort of sister-hood were

the periods of two twilights with sun-rise and sun-set respectively

jnd the winter night, all dressed in beautiful colours of varied

nature. I11 fact the dawn is often said to be die sister of night,

(1 . 1 13, 2, 3; 10, 127, 3)
and when Usas is said to be die elder sister

of night (i, 124, 8). probably its identity with the evening twilight

is present in the poet’s mind for die two twilights being similar

should be called by the same name, Usas. That both the twilights

wctc known by that name is clear from die fact diac night and

Usas are said to follow cadi other.' When night is said to drive

away Usas, it cannot but be the evening twilight (RV-. X, 127, 3).

It is. however, evident diat Rudra was called Tryambaka

because of die three Ambikas, the noise periods, conceived as females

and they were die two twilights along with sunset and sunrise res-

pectively and the winter night. These Ambikas, being closely asso-

ciated with, and even partaking the noisy and beautiful nature of,

Rudra. were thought to be related widi that great god primarily as

sisters, ns in TS. and T.B. When Rudra was conceived as the lord

(Ifana) (12, 33, 9)
or die father of this whole world (6, 49, 10),

because of his rule and universal dominion (cf. 7. 46. 2), the three

ladies (Ambikas) were thought to be die mothers of the whole world

or his queens. Of these the Ambika par excellence was the winter-

night. the true associate of Rudra. Therefore she is probably the

basis cf the Uma of later literature.

The myth of Salt

The later myth of Sari is also based upon the Polar phenomenon.

The destruction of Sari in die sacrifice is identical with the disap-

pearance of Aurora borealis in the growing fire of dawn, and her

7 Rv.. x. s 13, 2; SV 2, nett cf. Lakimon 5arup» Nb Tr.t p. 32.
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rebirth and remarriage with Siva means die reappearance of the

Aurora borealis after the period of sun-shine and her consequent en-

tering into die nocturnal land of winter night— the abode of Siva.

The myth of Sahara

The myth of Sagara also must have been handed down, at least in

substance, 'from generation to generation, from the Arctic-lifc. We
have seen chat die period o£ sun-$hine with which the Rgvcdic Indians

were well acquainted was probably the 180 days bright sun-shine

and die 20 days of red-white sun-shine." Of this period of sun-shine,

the first half belonged to die ascending sun, the triumphant India,

full of energy and vitality, while die second half (hundred days)

belonged to die descending or declining sun. Thus by hundred

circles (krlus) of die sun-horse, India, the ascending day. became -the

lord of heaven, seated at the exalted position. While the sun of the

next half was die horse of latter half-day, Sagan (lx>in with gara—

the swallower of poison i.c. declining) who could complete only nine-

ty-nine circles (krlus), the sun (the horse) being stolen duruig the

100th circle to the ncthtr region. Then go to the nether world the

60,000 sons of Sagara (the setting rays of daylight), and arc seen

destroyed in the huge conflagration (twilight fire") flaming up to

rays ’Lc. moon

moon gods) practise penances for Jong ages (for whole of winter

night) and at length Bhagiratlin (lit. the chariot possessing Bhaga.

(the sun god) succeeds in bringing down die Ganges (the sun-shine)

from heaven and purify and pacify die souls of the 60,000 brothers

in the form of flashes
1

' (of Aurora borealis) who were playing fierce

gambols everywhere.

heaven. Then Amsuman (having

8 See above, p. 787—loo days of winter-night, 60 days of two wilights,

days, and 20 day* of suuaiicc—3S0 days.

9 See Nansen, Farthest Norib, Arctic twilight, docribcd as “the glowing fire*

fit at the uttcnrflMt edge of the ice.” p. 2^4.

Seal o£ the dead mi regartioi xj luminous cf. RV.
t 15.

to
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Maruti

Maruts arc generally held to he the storm-gods, and 'their

brilliance is said to be due co the lightning. But 50 much luminosity

and lustre as we find in Maruts cannot have been based upon the

phenomenon of lightning with which the phenomenon of dark

clouds would have been more important.

In fact, Mamrs their patronymic name Rttdriya suggests,

belonged to the domain of Rudra and were the gods of the Rashes

of Aurora borealis of winter-night and die storms of wind occurring

at the time of day or night. In the Arctic region, the Auroras,

being an important phenomenon, the brilliance formed a main pact

of their nature, but in course of movement towards die southern

countries, the phenomenon of lustre being completely absent, the

stormy character of die god was only retained. This is the reason

why we find that Matut is only a name of wind in dassical literature.

Thus their brilliance lescmblcs Aurora borealis. They arc

fires (3, 26
, 4) or hkc fires (2, 34, 1; 6, 66, 2) or golden, of sun-

Iikc brilliance like blazing fires, of ruddy aspect (6, 66, 2: 7, 59,

ii. 8, 7, 7). They shine like tongues of fire (10, 78, 3) and have

die foim and resplendence of Agni (to. 84, 1; 3, 26, 5). Their

tide Ahibbaruvab (1, 172, 1) reminds us of die serpentine flash of

Aurora borealis seen often in Arctic region.

“He (Aurora bcrcalis) would, itself a fiery scrpcoc in a double coal, cross the

fky. The ail was about to* above the liotuoc in dir noctk Thcacc it tunic! off

with niiny winding* in an easterly direction, then round again, and westwards in

die form of an rrch from 30* to ^o
c

rbovc horizon, from which seven! branches

tprcid out over the sky. The arches vert in active motion, while pencils of s treamer*

«hot out swifty from the west toward the cast, and the whole sapenc kept inccmndy
cndalatmg into fresh curve.” 1

1

They arc said to shine in the mountains (8. 7. 1)

which ire deeds widi lightnings or Aurora borealis lor “the dirk low clouds on o

bacigirund if dim red seem like distant ranges of hills.*'
13

They are essentially self-luminous (1
,
37, 2; 1, 165, 12 etc.).

ii Fridtzcp Nansen. Ftrlhcsl North

.

p. 33a fa Ibid
,

p. 165.
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Their parentage and birth also show their association with

Aurora borealis. Thus they arc bom from the laughter of lightnings

(j, 23, 12; 38, 8) and they go with the Haming cows (2. 34, 5).

Rudra is their fatlier (1, s 14, 6, 9; 2, 23. 1) who produced him from

the shining udder of Prsni (2, 34, 2) and dicy arc often called

Rudras or Rudriyas (1, 39, 4. 7; 38, 7; 234, 10 etc.) and Prsniraaca-

rah (1. 23. 10 etc.; AV.. 5, 21. 11; cf. 5. 52. 16, 8, 83, 1). The

Prsni is identified with storm-cloud but more naturally it

seems to refer to sky spotted with stars, and die word is really used

once in the sense of speckled (cf. 7, 103, 6, 10).'
1 That die Prsni,

dieir mother, is the sky producing Aurora borealis is supported by the

fact that they arc also said to be the sons of sky (10, 77, 2), hoots

[virtu) of sky (1, 64, 4; 122, 1; 5, 54, io), and die mortals'

{maryah} of heaven (3, 54, 13; 5, 59, 6). Moreover when they are

bom from Prsni; they arc like fires (plural 6, 66, 1-3). obviously

Aurora borealis dashes.

Their personal appearance and radiance and splendour as des-

cribed could not have been possible by mere association of transitory

streak of lightning. The gana or Sardhas or cheir number dirice

sixty (8, 83, 8) or thrice seven (1, 133, 6, AV., 13. 113) all equal

in age (1, 165, 1; 5, 59, 6; 60, 5), growing together (5, 36, 5;

7, 58, 1) have often been referred to, and the)' arc said to have golden

ornaments on their breasts, fiery lightnings in their hands, golden

helmets up on dieir heads (5. 54, 11). They are armed with bows

and arrows, garlands and golden ornaments (5, 53, 4; 57, a; 8. 204,

12) which cannot hue be, and in ease of Rudra, die arches and shafts

of Aurora borealis. They having armlets or anklets (the arches of

light) golden mantles shine widi stars like heaven cc like die shining

showers (of light).'* They wear golden mantles (5, 55, 6), when

13 Roth, Nrr. io, 39. p. 145 14 Madonefl, Vtdic Mythology, p. 125.

15 They ire mortals. foe Aurora lights appear aud disappar one after nnothcr.

There is birth aod death both t6 x 34, 2.
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the lightnings in plural or the laughter of lightnings is mentioned.

It certainly refers to the lightnings of Aurora borealis that appear

simultaneously and illumine the whole sky. They arc been from the

laughter ot lightnings (i, 23. 12; 38, 8) and the lightnings smile

down on earth when else Maruts shed their ghrta (r, 168, 8; cf.

5, 52. 6) which may be light.

Nonetheless, their connection with ordinary lightning is undis-

puted, and as said before, they ate die gods of storm and winds also.

They are often called rstividyut (1, 168, 5; 5, 52, 13) and they arc

often associated with lightning (5, 54. 2; 3, it). As the ged of

winds they arc generated by Vayu (1 , 134, 4), they come with winds

that quake die mountains (8, 7, 4). The noise of winds (7 ,
56, 3)

and of thunder is also associated with them (1. 23. 11).

The shedding of rain is chiefly attributed to them. They

obscure chcir bniliancc with die rain (5, 59, 1) for where there is

cloud, Aurora borealis is not seen. They rush on with thunder, desir

ing to give water, whirling hail (5, 54, 3)
and cover the eye of die

sun (5, 39, 5). The spring which they milk makes diundenng noise

(1, 64, 6). In this way we Have various allusion to this trait of theirs.

But dieii rain is not always die rain of waters, and there are

many traits of Maruts which cannot be explained by their being

merely the gods of wind, storm and rain. Thus they assume golden

colours when diey make water widi die horse (2, 34, 13), a face refer-

ring probably to the transformation of Aurora borealis into the golden

light when the sun (horse) conics and makes water by melting ice.

They also dispel darkness (7, 36, 20), produce lighc (1, 86, 10),

make the path for the sun (8, 7, 8) and they create Indra-might

(1, 83, 2). They like Dasagvavis were fuse to perform sacrifice

(2, 36, 2) which is attributed to all twilight or fire gods," and which

is the Arcric dawn-light, described by Nansen as 'glowing lire lit

on the uttermost edge of ice' {Farthest North, p. 244)

17 See 'Agni ami Soma'. Peon# Ortenialtit. On., 1936.
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APPENDIX

Himib itrul Sdm7ib

The words Himah and Samih ait often taken t«» signify the war,

but it can hardly be borne by the tacts.

The word Himah, occurring always in the expression of Satam

himah’ seems to mean the ioo days of Arctic wintry night which,

as we have stated, was probably known to the ancestors of flu ligvedic

people. Our reasons arc as follows :
—

(1) The word occurs five times and always in the expression

Satam himah’ which seems tt> be dreaded by the people, as they

invoke deities to protect them.

(2) Ac three places Manns (t. 64. 14; 5. 54. 15). once Rudra

(2, 33, 2) (both associated with Aurora borealis), and once

Agni (the cure to cold) are invoked to let diem cross or pass (ttwfrw).

to protect ifdbi) them for tliac period.

(3)
Manits arc prayed to put

(
'dbaltan

)
on die most shining

prowess [dyumantam susman) with which to protect them (people

for satam himib (x. 64. 14). The dyumantam susman must refer

to Aurora borealis (see Marucs above).

(4)
The remedies given by Rudra an enable them to cross

these satam himah arc also the flashes of Aurora borealis as stated

Ixrfore. (See Rudra above).

(5)
Tie himah destroying die leaves of die plants (X. 68. 10)

suggest that rhe climate refers to a colder climate than chat of

the Punjab where there is no such snow Call.

(6) The winter night of 100 days is met with so often in l(V.,

(see Sec. VI, para, 11).

The word samah which occurs twice in RV„ (X. 124. 4; V. 83.

7) stems to signify die days of summer. In one verse rhe word occurs

in die sense of similar. In one verse, of which Agni is the Rsi, Agni

is sard to have made many samah, choosing Indra. When Indra
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<omes to die kingdom (ristram), Agni, Soma, Vanina, all fall

(cyavanti), and the Asuras become devoid of their may* (nirmaya)
Tills making of iamah most probably refers to the beginning of the

Arctic summer day. when all the demons (of darkness or frost) loose

ihar power. Of the gods who fall at the advene of Indra,' arc the

Agni (dawn-fire).® Sonia (probably as moon) and Vanina (with whom
sometimes night is associated). Therefore jamah refers to the dap

of tlie summer of Arctic region.

The reason why the summer days were so called may be diat

all wetc sinulat («m<r) in being lighted up by white sun-shine opposed

to himah (the days of winter) vanegated with Aurora borealis, and

moon, hence different.

Tint in later literature, the word sarah. and himah is the name

of year is also natural. Though the Salem bimah constituted origi-

nally the wintry night, cold period was noc only chat much. The

periods of twilights (30 + 30) and 20 days of glow and mild sun-

shine (10+ 10) were also cold. Therefore the year could be divided

into two parts, samah and bimah, comprising summer and wineex

respectively. The same tradition may be found preserved in AV.,

8. 9. 17, where six cold and six warm months are mentioned, as

Rlu. Such kind of division was no more correct in India, where all

the days are almost similar. Therefore the word samah and himah

began to be used for the whole year of twelve months.

Fatah Singh

1 Cl. TS.. 4-1 1, India Iwm after dawn.

* Sec 'Agni and Soma', Poor* O'lenMUil, On 1938.

IHQ., DKEU6E*. 1940



The Talpurs of Sind

(An outline of their diplomatic and political vicissitudes)

AJD. 1783-1843

I. Introduction

The family of Talpurs first emerge into prominence during die

rule of Mian Din Mohammad Kalhora about the end of the 17th

century when Mir Shahdad Khan Talpur rendered distinguished

military service co Prince Moiz-ud-Din, Governor of Multan (after-

wards, emperor Jahandar Shah) in putting down the turbulent

Kalhora ruler. Mir Shahdad was granted a jagir by die Pnnee as a

reward for his timely services- Mian Din Mohammad was taken a

prisoner by the Prince and was never returned. His brother Yar

Mohammad Khan Kalhora was later (in 1701) installed as a Governor

of Siwi (Sibi, which then included Shikarpur) with the title of

Khuda Yat Khan. Mir Shahdad attached himself to Khuda Yar as

his spiritual guide and military chief.
1

The earlier history of the Talpurs is not much known. They

arc said to have had very humble beginnings and to have been simple

shepherds before they were first known to history. They appear co

have at one time migrated from their native mountains to the left

bank of the Indus where they settled down early in the 17th century

at a discancc of about 12 miles from the ancient ruins of Brahma-

nabad where, after Shahdad came into prominence, they founded

a town which sell bears his name, viz.. Shahdadpur.

The origin of the Talpur family is traceable from a Persian work

called Fatebnama written by one Azim in the resign of Mir Fateh Ali

Khan Talpur (1783-1802 A-D.), the first de-facto ruler of Sind in

his line. According to it the dynastic name ’“Talpur" originated

1 Gazetteer of Slid. p. 113.
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from one Talo Khan who was the unde and probably also the adop-

tive father of one Shahu Khan who was the father of one Kako Khan

(aim Sulaiman Khan) who in his turn was the father of one Hotak

Khan from whom sprang Mir Shahdad Khan, the first Talpur

chief that is known with any bearing on the history of that dynasty.’

The racial origin of the Talpurs is a matter of controversy. They

themselves claim to be cf Arab descent and disdain to be identified

with the Bcloeh clan. In his accounts Burton' too often refers to them

as a family of Bdochs. He has nowhere traced the genealogy of

their descent but appears to have drawn the conclusion as to their

being Belochs by the similarity of their habits and predispositions

with the national traits of the Bcloch clan. Bclochis themselves,

however, claim descent from the Arabs and believe their original home

to be ‘Haleb' (Allcpo). They arc said to be divided into two distinct

families namely (i) the aborigines of Mekranad and (2) these Arabs

who emigrated from Arabia with Hajjaj son of Yusuf and settled in

the conquered provinces of Mckran and Baluchistan while the rest of

the invading army marched into Sind.
4

Whatever, therefore, may be

the nomenclature of their clan, viz., die Bcluch or the Arab, their

claim to Arab descent docs not seem to be entirely without founda-

tion, for even if they were not the progenies of an Arab dan different

from the Beluchis, they belonged 10 the Bcluch dan whose claim to

Arabian origin is not disputed.

Conflict u/itb Ktdborai and the emergence of the Taipurs

Now to turn to Mir Shahdad. After his death, his son Mir

Bchram became the chief minister of Nur Mohd. Kalhoca and held

2 The genealogical tree the Tulpur* it also given on page 303 of Fredunbce’s

History oj SinJ. 11.

3 Note* submitted by Burton ro Govt, ilauxl 31. 12. 1847, {Bombay Govt.

Records).

4 Button, 137.
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the same office under Ghulani Sluh. On a mere suspicion but in

fact from an impulse of jealousy die latter dismissed Mir Bahrain.

Sarfraz Khan, who succeeded his father Ghulani Shah in 1771, went

further and had Bahrain and his son Sobdar treacherously murdered.

Sarfraz was later deposed by Ins chiefs as he was an incompetent oiler.

His tyranny over die Talpurs who had by now come 10 occupy a

position of influence in the public also did much ro precipitate the

issue. The same fate befell Sarfataz’s successors until Ghulani Nabi,

a brother of Ghulam Shah, was elected to succeed to die throne.

Mir Bijar Talpur another son of Bahrain who had since long been

away on pilgrimage to die holy places, returned at this stage to Sind,

organized a successful rebellion of Beluch tribes to avenge the

assassination of his relatives and defeated and killed Ghulani Nabi.

A compromise was, at this stage, effected between Mir Bijar and

Abdul Nabi. brother of Glmlam Nabi, whereby the latter was ack-

nowledged the lawful ruler and die former appointed as his chief

minister. Abdul Nabi proved no less treacherous chan Sarfraz and

had Bijar treacherously assassinated one day. This and subsequent

events of similar nature gave rise to serious misunderstandings bet-

ween the rulers and the ruled, culminating in a more decisive rebellion

in A.D. 1783. Fateh Ah Khan, grandson of Bahrain, placing himself

at die head of die Beluchis whom he had excited to die highest pitch

against the rulers, launched a powerful rebellion and completely

defeated the Kalhora armies in the batdc-field of Halani in the Kan-

diaro Taluk of Hyderabad district. Abdul Nabi the discomfited

ruler vainly appealed to the Afghan king Tairnur Shah for help,'

but the latter instead conferred the robe of honour upon Fateh Ali

Khar. Talpur diereby recognising him as she lawful ruler of Sind

5 Tiimor Shah, however, granted him th: Govt, of Loa but he (Abdul Nabi)
rebrllcd in hu new kingdom acd wat defeated by royal troop. He spent hii

remaining day» in wile and poverty in Den Haji Khan in Upper Sind.

(Elphinstose's C<bul}.
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under the suzerainty of Afghanistan. He thus became the first

mler of die house of Talpurs.

The Kallioias had at the time of chcir overthrow ruled for over

So years, and as their tombs and oilier architectural remains indicate,

had reached a high stage of civilization and caste which is nowhere

to be found in the dwellings of their successors.

Divisions of Sind

From the very start of the rule of the Talpurs, Sind was matted

by division among different chiefs, for in the tumult and confusion

which in chose times was inevitable when a dynasty was yet hardly

established, every chieftain tried to have audiorily and power. Mir

Sohrah, nephew of Mir Fateh Ali Khan, was the first to assume

independence. He left Hyderabad and formed his own kingdom in

Khairpur and laid the foundation of his own branch of die Talpurs

called "Sohrabani" line. Another chieftain named Thaira occupied

Shehbunder in lower Sind and formed an independent province of

his own called Mirput. These divisions were probably not the

outcome of political nipturc but were the result of mutual family

arrangement such as Sohrab himself had later made for his own sons

in Khairpur and Fateh Ali for his brothers in Hyderabad. Thus Mir

Fateh Ali Khan, taking his three brothers Ghulam Ali, Karani Ali

and Murad Ali into partnership ruled at Hyderabad; Mir Sohrab

Khan ruled at Khairpur with his three sons ruling over territories

appordoned amongst them, while Mir Tharah Khan ruled at

Mtrpur. The Gove, of Sind thus became a confederacy of chiefs

each ruling over his own share independendy. Later, on the

death of Mir Murad Ali and Fateh Aji, their sons took chcir places

and similar changes continued in the triumvirate as time went on.

Similar successions took place at Khairpur and Mupur. This

arrangement, peculiar in those times to Sind alone, was inherently

defective, for diey squabbled over the division of the country' and
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were never able co come to any terms.
1
' Their rule was rims neces-

sarily short-lived and precarious. This indeed was the main chub of

the eventual disintegration and die extinction of their rule; for, as we

will see later, it was the disputes about the division of territories bet-

ween Mir Rustam Ali and his younger Mother Ali Murad of Khnir-

pur that accelerated the fateful battle of Miani culminating in the

extinction of their rule.

II. Relations with the Afghans

Sind, situated as it is on die borders of Afghanistan, could

not remain independent and be allowed to work out its own destinies,

the more so as in the establishment of die rule of the Talpurs the

Afghan king had played die role of a suzerain. The Amirs were

frequently pestered with demands of tribute which they failed

to pay to Afghanistan ill their attempts to secure independence.

Whenever there was a respite to die king of Afghanistan from his

own domestic troubles lie turned ro impose his demands on the

Amirs. Between 1783 and 1792 che Afghan king sent several ex-

peditions against Sind to demand arrears or the tribute. Finally in

1792 a treaty was signed at Shikarpur, whereby Mir Fatdi Ali Khan

paid 24 lakhs of rupees on account of arrears of tribute and engaged

to pay somewhat enhanced tribute in future. About this time lie

moved his headquarters from Khudabad (near Hala) co Hyderabad

which thenceforth became the capita! of die Talpurs-

Annexations

The Amirs had no ambition of foreign conquest but they were

anxious to wrest back those towns of Sind which were under the

sway of the Afghans. From 1795 onwards the Amirs annexed some

6 Entire to Col: Pot-ingcr'a letter to Cap: Wade dated 18. c. i8aa.

(P&njdb Govs. Records).
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of these important towns and areas to the kingdom of Hyderabad,

especially those chat had great commercial importance. Karachi was

die first to be so annexed.

Karachi

It had been ceded to the Khan of Kalat by Kalhoras as compen-

sation for die life of the former's brother who had been killed by

them in a battle. By this time it had grown to be a great sea port

second in importance only to Bombay. It was fortified and garrisoned

by die Hindu merchants to whom it owed its rise; but diey were

compelled to surrender ic to die Amirs because the Khan of Kalat to

whom ic owed nominal suzerainty was at diat tipie too engrossed in

his own troubles elsewhere to be able to protect diem. The Amirs

wcic anxious for its jiosscjjioii as ic was one of the few towns capable

of yielding large revenue to the State owing to die flourishing trade it

possessed. Before its annexation the merchants used co import goods

by die port of Sonmiani, where ducics were more moderate and,

through agents residing there, sent them from that place to Kalat

and eventually co Kaudhar by che Beyla route. On becoming its

masters die Amirs strictly forbade this arrangement and compelled

the merchants to import everything into Karachi. The trade and

revenue accruing from it accordingly increased to a considerable ex-

tent. That the acquisition of this town proved to be a ‘gold mine'

to the Am its is evident from die fact that while before die annexation

the revenue derived from die customs was Rs. 9,000j- per annum it

increased to an average of Rs. 1,50,000/- annually soon after the

town passed into die hands of che Aniits. By 1837 it went up to

abouc Rs. 1,74.000j- per annum.'

In 1813 die Amirs captured another town named Umarkoc

which was till dicn under (he nominal possession of Jodhpur. The

7 Memoir by Coirminder T. G. Carles*, stitamiul co Government in August

1838 (Bombay Gftot. Htco/tit relating to Sind).
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forts of Islamkot and Fatehgarh which had been built to protect the

town also came into the possession of the Amirs.

Shikarpur

In 1824 they cleverly secured the possession of Shikarpur.' by

far the most important of all che acquisitions of the Annrs. It is

situated 24 miles to the north-west of the Indus and 40 miles from

Larkana. It was founded by Daudputras'’ in 1617 to serve as their

shikarpah. In about 1748 the Daudputras were expelled from it and

the town was annexed to Kandhar. The Afgmn king, Taimur Shah,

encouraged the Btrtias to settle in Shikarpur, which thus became a

centre of trade and commerce because c£ their inherent ability and

intelligence in business. This town was favoured by nature to grow

commercially into prominence owing to geographical advantages it

possessed, being situate on the trade route from Sind through Bolan

Pass to Kalat and Afghanistan and abo to the rich valleys of Khora-

san, Turkestan and Central Asia. These natural advantages ins-

pired the merchants of Shikarpur with greater commercial enterprise

and initiative than was the ease anywhere else in the cast in those

rimes. Trade thus increased by leaps and bounds to an extent that

these merchants employed agents in all parts of Afghanistan,

Persia, Arabia, Central Asia and even in Russia.”

Tlic distnets of Boordeka Ropah and Chak Ma/archa, the town

of Sukkur and the states of Mohammadabagh, Soreja, Kulwari and

8 A rumeir cf a contemplated attack on Slilktrpur by the Sikhs spread

through the country at a time when the Governor of Shikarpur had been sumnwtod

to Kandhar, and the Annrs finding die occasun propitious gathered an army under

live walls cf the town and persuaded the wcik locum tenent into leaving the define:

of the town to diem. Having thus raketi possession of the town they never gaTc it

back. [fStattuir of Sind, 119J

9 Sons ot Daud Khan, a tribe of weavers and warriors The Diudputras were

expelled foe their c«itinual rmfenlcr.ee and rebellion about A-D. 1748 »rvl formed

afterwards the Bahawalpcre State. (Ibid. 54)
10 Reas, The Lend of Ihe Five Riven end Sind, p. 54.
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Sukhajce had, at various periods between 1809 and 1824, been taken

possession o£ by trick or treaty, by force ot purchase, from Afghans

and annexed by the Khairpur Mirs."

The revenues of Shikarpur were shared by the Mirs of Hydera-

bad and Khairpur and for the collection thereof separate Governors

were installed by the respective chiefs. According to Lt. Poscam'

estimate the revenue derived from the trade of Shikarpur amounted

to about Rs. 55,000 per annum.

Apart ftom its commercial importance, Shikarpur, by reason of

its situation, was of a high strategical importance, being connected,

as already stated, by a direct route to Afghanistan through Bolan

Pass. Tli is dual importance of Shikarpur bad been the main cause

of die successive misfortunes of Sind—die frequent visitations c£

Shah Shuja and Ranjit Singh's hostilities towards the Amirs because

of their ambition to take possession of Shikarpur.

Tubule payable lo Afghani

Ever since the loss of Shikarpur and odicr towns by die Afghans

dicy had ceased to exercise any authority over Sind. When, how-

ever, Shah Shuja-ul-Mulk, prior to Mr. Elphinstone's mission, finally

settled himself at Kandhar. the Amirs presented him one year with a

sum of Rs. 27 lakhs as tribute." Taking advantage of the king's

difficulties which rendered him less formidable, the Amirs reduced

this sum to Rs. 7 lakhs. Shah Shuja was driven out of Afghanistan

in February 1810 as a result of die family feuds for supremacy and

had to take shelter at Ludhiana under the protection of the British

Government.

11 Memoir on Shikarpur by Cap. Goldimitli. submitted tn Govt m Now 1854

(Bomb*) Coul Recordt)

ia Memoir by Captains PlTttly aid Rithbome. submittal to Govt in December.

1847 (Bombay Get. RttortUy

.H.Q., DlCEMBtB. 1940 16



In February 1833 Shall Shuja sec out from Ludhiana (or a cam-

paign in Afghanistan and on his way received presents from tlic

rulers of Malerkotla. Kapurthala and Bahawaipur by way of material

support in his bid to regain his lose throne. Maharaja Ranjit Singh

also sent him a large sum of money. Shah Shuja compelled the

Amirs to contribute to this fund a 'present' of Rs. 50,000/-."

Another account says chat Mir Mutad Ali of Hyderabad himself

invited him to Shikarpur premising him to restore some of the dis-

tricts captured from Afghans and also to give him financial aid.

This was evidently done because of the growing power of Khorasan

and the menacing attitude of Ranjit Singh. But, by the rime die

Shah, availing himself ol the offer, reached there, Mir Murad Ali had

died, and Mirs Rustum and Mubarak requested the Shall to go back,

failing which they hinted recourse to arms." He, however, paid no

heed and remained at Shikarpur for a long time under the plea of

making preparations for an expedition to Kandhar. The Amirs were

incapable of turning him out, bur were on the other hand compelled

to help him with considerable amount of money foe the purchase of

equipment for the contemplated expedition. But lie evidently wanted

to establish himself at Shikarpur, for he began to run almost a parallel

government dierc. Those who favoured the Shall (mostly inhabit-

ing the areas on the west bank) were taken under his direct protec-

tion. He appointed hrs own officials, commenced legislating for his

Sindhi proteges and assumed the powers of a ruler.

Shuja-ul-Mulk‘s adventures

As die patience of the Sindhis had thus been exhausted they

matdied under die conunand of Mir Mubarak and attacked die

Shah at Sukkut but were signally defeated by the cx-kmg's forces

13 Cap. Wade to Govt, dated 30. 1. 1834.

14 Memoir by Captains Preedy and Rathbomc (Drer. 1847).
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under the command of his able general Samundai Khan. They were

compelled to pay
5

lakhs of rupees in cash and 500 camels and to

give a promise of future submission." Ic was however later agreed

between the Shah and the Amirs that the former should proceed

towards Kandhar, and that if he succeeded in regaining his lost domi-

nions they would restore to him all his former possessions in Sind.

Flic ex-king led his expedition in July 1832 but suffered a disastrous

dcfcac at die bands of Dost Mohammad Khan; Samundar Khan

in whom many of his future hopes had centred was killed in rhe

l>atclc and rhe unhappy ex-king returned to Rojhan discomfittcd and

disappointed. The question either of die cession of the territory

conditionally promised by the Amirs or 01 the payment of the tribute

thus never arose, but die Amirs were gracious enough to give him

some 1110110)' to eiable him to return to Ludhiana.

From Col. Poctinger's report
'*

tt appears that in 1833 Shah

Shuja had solemnly renounced in favour of Mir Murad Ali dirough

releases written on copies of the Holy Quran all further claims 011

Shikarpur ui return for die financial aid die Amirs had given him

when lie was preparing to lead his ill-faced expedition to Afghanistan.

Later in 1833" when die Annrs were required to assist the passage of

die British army through Sind to Afghanistan regardless of the treat)1

of 1832 another heavy amount was wrung out of diese luckless rulers

for Shah Shuja in return for their emancipation liom die Afghan

suzerainty over Sind, in spite of die releases written on the Holy

Quran.

15 Op. Wide 10 Govt duo! 31L 1. 1834. In Gold»:\i«Is Memoir (Now. 1854!

rhe arraaunt paid is stared to be 4 lakhs of rupee*.

16 Lettrr No. 19 dated 25. 2. 1835 fioai Col. Peenrger to Cap. Wade.

17 There it a little confusion in data, for if tl* rcka<c Wt* written in 1833 as

Col Poemger says, as also corroborated by Bomusy Gcal. Records, the date of the

ictual launching of die expedition cannot be [uly 1832 as recorded in Goldsmid's

Memoir (Novr. 1854).
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III. Relations with the Sikhs

The beginning of the 19th century was a momentous period

in che history of Northern India when all the conflicting forces

on die scene of Indian politics were striving for supremacy. Con-

flicts of different powers had reached a climax and it was evident

chat a decisive battle was only a question of time. Unfortunately for

me Amirs, they were at that time the centre of attention of all those

who were struggling foe the ultimate sovereignty of North-West

India—the Afghans, rhe Sikhs and the English—because Sind was

then a 'mine of gold' on which all eyes woe covetously fixed. The

Amirs were believed to be possessed of large sums of money and

considerable revenue.
11

Ranjit Singh believed char Sind yielded an

annual revenue of two ciores
1
* of rupees, although the money actually

found forthcoming on the British occupation ‘‘disappointed all

expectations. For an ambitious man like Ranjit Singh it was no

wonder that he should be exploring all possible avenues for the grati-

fication of his passion for wealth. Moreover Shikarptir offered to its

conqucrcrs the prospects of a flourishing maritime trade and it is

highly probable that Ronjrt Singh had been meditating upon the

conquest of Shikarpur with that end in view.*-

18 Govt, of India in the course of their observations regarding die Amirs oral

their resources nude in a letter dated 16. 7. 1838 to the Roidait in Sind rcmukc.1

that “the Amirs may fairly be m pyor-.il » be wealthy in consequence of hug suspen-

sion of the tribute whsch was formerly pud to Kabol and with reference to the known

fact thac during this interval they have not been engaged in my extensive operations."

19 Resident, Delhi to Govt, dated 15. 7. 1809.

so It is sated in the Gazetteer of Sind, p 137 dtat the annual revenue of the

Amirs <tr estimated to be at leasr about 50 lakhs and due just before the British

conquest it wss computed cot to exceed 35 lakhs; whereas the Resident, Delhi, com-

puted k to be s crates (ride footnote t9 above). The different versioas are thu*

greatly divergent, and it appears that the extent of their prosperity must accordingly

remain undetermined.

ai Op. Wade in his letter dated xr. 9. *3 to rhe Agcnc to G. G. Delhi states,

inter Mta "There is no doubt that the invaska of the district of Shikarpur is the

chief object cf the expedition and that it is the Raja's design to extend his power
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Rinjit Singh' i designs

Ranjit Singh had a vase scheme of conquests, and the occupa-

tion of Sind was, for above-mentioned reasons, an important pare of

it. At the beginning of his rule he had been much occupied in

consolidating his power in the Punjab and in reducing that of his

neighbouring chiefs so as to remove from the field all competitors

for the sovereignty of die Punjab. He had at the same amc a

definite design on Sind as early as 1809 as is evident from

his correspondence" with Mohd. Amir Khan (who was a chief of

Kabul and had taken shelter in Jodhpur).

The Annrs were, on the other hand, anxious for a defensive

alliance with Ranjit Singh against any possible foreign aggression,

whereby each State was to assist the otlier with troops in the event

of its being attacked by an enemy. They sent messengers to the

Maharaja with this object on die 29th September 1809.” but Ranjit

Singh thought it fit to reject these overtures thereby paving

die way for the ultimate collapse of Sind as well as of his own

kingdom. Both the States, vie. Sind and the Punjab seemed,

however, to have remained outwardly on a footing of friendliness

(till 1823) and a regular friendly intercourse existed between the

Maharaja and the Amirs through the medium of their Vakils'*

although he had all along been covetous for the possession of Sind

and had been making occasional demands on the Amirs for tribute

or “presents" on one pretext or another.

Apart from economic considerations, Maharaja Ranjit Singh

was anxious to wage war against the Amirs for political reasons, viz.

for the capture of Shikarpur; for besides being a commercial centre

of firsc rate importance this was a place of great strategical value

10 Ant part nf India with a view (perhaps it is hardly chimerical to suppose) »
attempting to secure u maritime intercourse m that direction."

22 Residt. Delhi to Govt, dated 15. 7. 1809. 33 Ibid., dated :6. 10. 1809.

34 Cap. Wade u AG. G Delhi, dated ;a. 8. 1S13.
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commanding d* gates of Afghanistan and the commies beyond

through the Bolan Pass. As a military base, therefore, its im-

portance as a key-position could not be over-estimated. By its

possession he sought to become a stronger conipctrtor of the Afghans

for die sovereignty of the North-West, die more so because of the

continued dread of invasions from them.

It was a known probability diat the Amirs, surrounded as they

were on all sides by powers having conflicting ideals and ambitions,

would succumb to die overiordship of one or the other foreign

powers, viz., Afghanistan, Persia, Russia, England, etc. As

Afghanistan was, during that period, involved in her own domestic

troubles, Sind was virtually enjoying independence, but ic was evi-

dent rliat the Afghans would re-claim die allegiance of rhe Amirs

as scon as circumstances favoured them. Similarly die odicr powers

were trying to gee possession of Sind more particularly owing to its

strategical position and the question muse have presented itsclt to

the Maharaja as to how far such contingencies affected die safety and

tranquility of his own kingdom. This consideration seems also to

have inspired him with a desire to conquer Sind.

In ease lie failed to conquer the country, his alternate aim

seems to have been to compel die Amirs to pay him tribute, by

recognising him as dicir overlord and dnis to prevent any foreign

influence in the courts of Sind, odicr chan his own.

Rtnjit Singh's limitless ambition

There is yet another factor which might in all probability have

inspired his contemplated design on Shikarpur; ic was his desire for

the ultimate conquest of Ghazni—a rather coo pretentious ambition

!

Gum Nanak Had prophesied tliat the k balsa army would conquer

Ghazni and recover the sandal pcetals which Sultan Mahmud of

Ghazni had despoiled from tile temple of Somnath. Maharaja

Ranjit Singh was a great military adventurer and was naturally rest-
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less for adding new laurels to his fame. The fall of Ghazni, if it

could lie achieved, would have been an achievement far more daring

than any he had hitherto accomplished and, as he believed, would

have immensely raised him in the estimation of the Hindus. Whether

Ranjit Singh really thought of undertaking such a hazardous venture,

and if so, whether he believed his khalsas to be equal to die enter-

prise is a difficult matter for speculation, but Captain Wade in the

course of his report to his Government about the occupation of

Dera-Ismail-Khan by the Sikh forces under Prince Nau Nihal

Singh, observes that "should nothing untoward occur, and the

Maharaja's life be spared for anodicr year, I will not be surprised to

find the Sikhs at Ghazni fulfilling die prophecy of their law-giver

by recovering the sandal-portals of Somnath That being the

ease there was no other route to Ghazni except through Bolan Pass,

which, as already stated, was commanded by Shikarpur. There was

a route through Peshwar too, but passage through die Khaibar Pass

was fraught with insurmountable difficulties and perils, and an

attempt of that kind was apparently believed to be neither wise nor

feasible. The fact dial there was no direct route from D. I. Khan

to Ghazni at the time, is borne out by Cap. Wades reports to Govt.
1"

It may therefore fairly be assumed diat Shikarpur was die meant to

die end which Ranjit Singh bad in view, and diat may be one of

die important reasons why that prohibited land of promise’ was an

object of such a recurring ambirion, never destined to materialise."

Frustration of the Maharaja’s hopes

When the Governor-General (f-otd William BentineJe) met

Ranjit Singh at Ropar on 26. 10. 1831 the latter proposed joint action

25 Cap. Wade ro Govt. 13. 7. 1836. (Tut view was, hovever, uiduly

optimistic ter, tt% the foter everts prowl. c.£ their aimilrnnccnii atr acfc on Kabul ui

1 sequence of die Tripartite treaty, rise 'khd&K kopefetdy proved incapable of die

tigaus o£ attack on Afghantitan)

26 Cop. W*Je to Govr. dated ^ 12. 1838.

27 Govt, to Lr. Cnl. IWinger, feculent in Kutch. dated 22. 10. 1831.
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against Sind. The Governor-General had, however, already deputed

Col. Pottinger a little earlier on a

Sind to open negotiations with die Amirs for the opening of die

Indus to commerce between upper Hindustan and Central Asia on

one side and the Deccan and die countries beyond the sea on the

other.
3
* It was not thought proper to apprise the Maharaja of this

mission lest he should endeavour through secret means to counteract

the scheme of the British Government, because such a move on dieir

part would have been regarded as one calculated to compromise his

own intentions with rcganl to Sind." The British representatives

at Ropai thcicfote evaded diis issue at die meeting.

Near die close of the year 1831 Ranjit Singh seems to have

given up, at any rate for the time being, the idea o£ invading Sind,

presumably because Ik must have by that time learnt of the British

mission to Sind and would dins have realized diat because of the

British interests in Sind, he could not alter into open hostilities

against uiac country without provoking the displeasure of the British

Government. He had, however, tried by other peaceful and diplo-

matic means to wring money from die Amirs, but they proved' n»

clever for him. For instance, he offered to bestow Dcra-Ghazi-Khan

on Mir Murad Ah of Miipur if die lacta would pay a nazranu of

five lakhs of rupees,'* but the Mir did noc agree to the bargain.

This offer, in the opinion of Cap. Wade was made “either with the

view of coiisUanung die Nawab of Baliawalpur to accede to the pay*

mcnc of ten lakhs of rupees demanded from him for the recovery of

that place radier than to sec it in the possession of a rival, or of

exciting die fears and the jealousy of the other two Amirs of Sind

as the best means of converting them to His Highness's interests.”
31

38 Govt. to lx Col Potiir.grr. Resident 10 Kuteli, dated 22. to. 1831.

39 Hhtory of lot P* r>pb
.
II (1846) p. 11

JO Cap. Wade to Govt date! a>. J2. 1831.

31 Idem. (That (linnet was thereafter leaded for Ri 2,25.000 /- p.a. to the

political mission to the courts of
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Another attempt for obtaining money from die Amirs was

made in 1834. by which time die Maharaja had definitely realized"

chat it was already toy late for him to entertain any active designs

against Sind. On another occasion he expressed his displeasure to

the Sind Vakil at his court for the assistance"
1

rendered by the Amirs

of Hyderabad to Shah Shuja and "insinuated that if lie sent an army

to punish them, he would not be satisfied with less than twice die

sum they had paid to the king."'" The Amirs did not. however,

pay any heed to this dircat and refused to recognise die Maharaja

as dieir director in foreign relations.

In 1834 when Ranjit Singh captured Peshawar from the Afghans,

Mit Nur Mohammad Khan salt him a congratulatory letter which

was couched in a friendly cone.-' The likelihood of Ranjit Singh’s

coming to blows with Dost Mohd. Khan in consequence of the

capture of Peshawar by the fomicr gave die Amirs delight, inasmuch

as it would, they believed, keep at lease two of his enemies engaged

tor some time." As the Amirs were, however, only reluctant

partners in the British scheme of navigation, it was thought probable

that they would go even to the extent of offenng Ranjit Singh "the

Nawb oi Bohawalporc, bui j» he Inla withheld the payment for two yean hij pro-

perty to the atiicunt of lix lakhs wju onlwauJ by die Mihuiuja. (Uitif. 455).

31 Iu Dacmbe: 1834 Ranjit Singh w» officially intimated of Col. Pottingel’s

minion ui Sind a\ connection with the cutmocrcsi] vchonc of die Bn toll Govern-

ment uul yvn i<qu£i(cd to open Sadcj foe £roc navtgodofi 23 a sequence of the

mjsc ptojccc. He iduaandy gave assent to the proposal because he had realised

that the commercial scheme of the Bntiih had definitely cccufconnsed hij own

Jesgns on Sind, and that xt was impossible to defy their wish.

33 Shah Shuja set out from Ludhiana m 1833 w mover his lost kingdom and

halted at Shikarpur enxoute to Afghani tan. (Wade to Govt, dated 6. >833).

He was paid Rs. 5 lakhs in cish by the Siivdhis after their defeat in an endeavour

to expel him from Shikarpur. From this time the district remained in die

of the Shah dl it was given bode by him to the Amirt by way of free gift.

34 ParingtT to Gore No. 397 data! 1. 11. 34

35 Cap. Wade to Gove liatfd ai. 9. 1834.

LH.Q.. DtCEMBfcK, 1940

36 Ibid. 1. 11.1834.

*7
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gratification of his !ong-chcrishcd desire for the occupation of Shikar-

pur in order to gain his support for counteracting the scheme of

navigation.
3

' Cap. Wade believed -that d>c congratulatory letter

referred to was a gesture in that direction. From a subsequent des-

patch of Cap. Wade to his Govt.
14

it appears that the Amits actually

offered to surrender Shikarpur to Ranjic Singh on condition of a

guarantee being given them against the designs of the ex-king Shuja.

but Ranjic Singh aid not fall in with the proposal. On the other

hand, taking advantage of the immense difficulties in which the

Amirs were involved the Maharaja presented a demand for a tribute

of 12 lakhs of rupees under the name of ziafat which be demanded

to be paid when he proceeded to Multan." This demand was

not complied with and the Amirs’ agents at the court of Ranjit

Singh ‘met it by saying that the intercourse between the two

States had hitherto been confined to exchange of presents and

thac there should be no question of tribute/" The Maharaja

thereupon wrote to the Amirs (in about June 1836) to send

a fully accredited representative to Multan on 19th October, 1836

when the Maharaja proposed to be there, in order chat the question

might be fully discussed. Tire Arr.irs thereupon felt very much per-

plexed, for they were being simultaneously pressed for pecuniary aid

from Dost Mohd. Khan, the Amir of Kabul. The proposed con-

ference did not, however, take place as actual hostilities had started

earlier, of .which we will make mention presently.

From a further report of Cap. Wade to his Govt, ir appears that

the Maharaja’s desire for the conquest of Shikarpur had been revived

since the defeat of Shah Shuja. but it was noc believed to be likely

that he would engage in so distant and important an enterprise until he

was relieved of all anxiety as to the state of his affairs near Peshwar."

37 Cap. Wade to Govt, dated 21. 9. 1834. 38 Ibid., date! 6. 2. 1835.

39 Ibid., dated 19 8. 1836 & 29. 8. 1836.

40 Ibid. 41 Ibid., dated 23. ia 1834.
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The Mazaris

Now we come lo a series of most important events which owed

their origin to what may be termed as the “Mazan trouble," of

which a brief resume may be given.

The Mazaris were one of the 79 principal Beloch clans settled in

the plains of Sind, who had taken to robbery and lawlessness. They

were nominally subject to chc Amirs of Sind but were too unruly to

be amenable to control and discipline. They numbered about 4,000

fighting men and their stronghold was Rojhan which v/as also the

residence ol their chief, Bahiam Khan. They used to carry their

depredations alike into Sind, Lahore and Bahawalpore territories.

These raids contributed largely towards bringing die Amirs and the

Maharaja into conflict. The Maharaja alleged that the raids o: chc

Mazaris were incited by die Sind Govt, and excused himself for his

contemplated invasion of Sind on grounds of self-defence. Whether

the Mazaii trouble was actually inspired by the Sind Govt, there is

no evidence to prove, but the British Agent believed that it was only

a "convenient plea" on the part of flic Maharaja for an invasion of

Sind,
4*

Ran-it Singh's invasion of Sind

Be that as it may, war was declared by the Sikhs in August

1836 against Sind on chc plea of the Mazari problem.

'

»3

42 Cop. Wide ro Govt, cited 5. to. 1836.

43 Raajit Singh sene an order to Konwar Klunik Singh tint having established

himself in a seeurc position at Mkhankot he slxxdd despatch his cflxcrs in advance

to Slaikarpur so that die ’honour of ccnqucting Shikarpui might fall to his lot'

(Wade to Gnt 19. 8. 2836!!. Cap. Wade in the course of his report to Govt, dated

19. 8. 2836 account? for the nnxxty shown by the Maharaja to move his troops ts

that inclement weather cowards the frontier of Siiul, and even before the ptoposed

conference on i<y io 36, by supposing that he wu afraid ti being thwarted in his

project by the invitation which the Amirs had lardy sene ro Shah Shuja who had

proposed to move cowards Sind in the beginning of chc cold weather of that year.

It is possible that hiving failed to persuade Rinjit Singh tc an alliance with them
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Hostilities were thus opened on the Sind frontier with Dewan

Sawan Mai’s attack on Rnjhan in August 1836. Two months later

another action was fought between die Mazaris and die Sikhs, in

which the former were rcplused with heavy loss. Prince Kharak

Singh and his son Nau Nihal Singh having completed the conquest

of Dcra Ismail Khan woe, about diis time on the bank of die Indus

with large armies, ready to engage with die Sindhis. The Amirs

had also collected armies at Shikarpur from all quarters and had

gathered a force of ten thousand horse and foot, and also fifty pieces

of artillery under the command of Mir Nasir Kfian. Mir Mehrab

Khan Birohi, the chief of Kalat and other Beloch tribes of the hills

Had also placed their resources at the disposal of die Amirs who were

consequently optimistic of their success. Before, however, they were

actually drawn to an engagement, the Amirs made another effort to

arrive at au honourable compromise with the Sikhs. They sent

dieir envoys to Dewan Sawan Mai and Prince Kharak Singh with a

proposal for the establishment of a boundary between the territories

of Sind and the Punjab Govts. They proposed chat the Sikhs

should confine diemselvcs to Rojhan which was formerly held by

Behram Khan Mazari, who had fled to die hills, and that Ken which

was about 13 miles from Rojhan, and Shah Wali, should be restored

to die Amirs. The Dewan declined the proposal on the ground diat

these places formed part of die Mazari territory which die Sikh Govt,

had decided to occupy. The usual demand for a nazrand" was

again put forward as die price of die withdrawal of the Sikh forces.

The Dewan's proposals were confirmed by Pnnee Kharak Singh

iglilUt Slitli Siiuji, the Amirs bid turned to the cx*king foe a similar defensive

alliance against the Sikh ounce.

44 In the HUtory 0/ tbe Punjab. 11 (London 1846), pp. 134 the tribute de-

manded is stored to be ten lakhs ot tupces, but tins is eridcnily incoaect. The
British agent On the other hand, in his letter to Cap. Wide died *3. si. 1836, men-

tions that tuuraiu of two lakhs *M demanded. The Utter figure seems more

luthcnticated.
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when t!ic envoys later waited on him.'* The Amirs expressed their

inability to tender die nazrana and the two powers were thus on die

birnk of war, when there came the inevitable intervention anticipated

alike by die Maharaja and the Amirs-, for the British came forward

at this juncture and prevented the dash on die ground that the com-

mercial arrangements arrived at in connection with their scheme of

navigation on the Indus required continuance of tranquility whicli

these hostilities threatened seriously to upset.

(To be continued)

Mohammad Yasin

45 Briiiih Agent, Camp Sutlej to Cap. Wide dated *3. tr. 1836 (Pnijib Govt.

Records).



MISCELLANY

A new Vihara at VaJabhi

It is now well Unown that Valabhi was a great centre of

Buddhism during the reign of die Maitraka rulers of Saurastra and

a far famed centre of learning as stated by the Chinese traveller

I'tsmg. Among the vihntas sicuaccd in the Svatala of Valabhi the

following have been already known from die copper plate grants of

the various Maitraka kings:

(t) Dudda Vihara,' named after Dudda, Dharasena I s

wife's sister. It was a very important Vihara at

Valabhi and received many grants from the Maitraka

rulers ac least for 140 years (216—356 G.E.). It became

the licad of a very big Vihara-Mandala which included

many others built by various devotees.

(2) Buddhadasa Vihara* named after a monk Buddhadasa

and included in the Dudda Vihara Mandala.

(3)
Bhattarka Vihara,’ probably named after Scnapati

Bhatrarka the founder of die Maitraka dynasty.

(4)
Abluyantarika Vihara,' built by the Nun Minima,

and included in die Dudda Vihara.

(5)
Gohaka Vihara* constructed by Gohaka and forming a

part of the Dudda Vihara Mandala.

(6) Sthiramati Vihara,* built by Acarya Bhtksu Sthira-

1 Dr. Bhandarkar'i Lit of Nonlietr. Indian fnKiipnom, Appendix, Ej.ig’tpbu

Indie*. X1X-XX1II. No». 1304, 1305, 1311. 131*. 1313. 1317, 1595. 1331. «34**

159S, 1354. 1360 and :60a

2 Dhruvasens l‘s grant of *17 G.E. IRAS., 1895. 379'

3 Gnhnjena I's grant of a G.E. Indian Antiquary. V. p. 106.

5 Dhtuvasena Il's grant of 310 G.E. Indian Antiquary, VI, 15.

4 Ibid.

6 Siliditya UTl two grants a£ 343 and 356 GJ. IBBRAS., (N-S.), I, 39, 63.
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mati, who was different from the Sthiramati, mentioned

below.

(7)
Vinialagupta Vihara' named after Acarya Bhiksu

Vimalagupta, and included in the Schiramaci Vihara.

(8) Yaksa Sura Vihara' named after Yaksa Sura and formed

another Vihara Mandala like the one by Dudda.

(9) Puma Bhacta Vihara’ named after Piimabhatta and

included in the Yaksa Sura Vihara Mandala.

(10)

Vanijakajit Vihara” constructed by Ajita, the trader,

(n) Sri Bappapadiya Vihara

11

named after Bappapada, some

ancestor of die Maitrakas, at whose feet the members

of the family made their obeisance. This Vihara was

built by the Acarya Bhadanta Sthiramati.

(12) Variisakata Vihara
15

built by king Siladitya 1 and known

from two grants made by him.

(13) Slcandabhata Vihara
15 named after Skandabhata who

figures as the Divira-paci in many Maitraka grants.

Of these the Variisakata and the Skandabhata Viharas were

situated in the village; Variisakata and Yodhavaka respectively.

Tile existence of a new Vihara has been brought to lighc from

the unread" portion of a copper plate grant of Dharasena II, found

7 IBBRAS.. (NS.). 1. 39. 63..

8 S:lulitya I’j tw genu of 287 G.E. and ago G.E. /oimi/ of 1be Vnivtrtily

of Bombay, III, pp. 82, 84, nbo Dhruvasena U's grant of 319 G.E., ibid., p. 90.

9 Dhnrvasena IT* grant of 319 CE fammal of the University of Bombay.

HI, p. 90.

jo GJoilaka Viriliatlisa's gnint of 193 G.E loar/ul of the University of

Bombay, III, 79.

it Dhnrwcnfl H's grant 0? 269 G.E. Indian Antiquary, VJ, p. ra.

:a Silidicya Vs two grants of 286 G.E IBBRAS., (N.S) I, 27, 33.

13 Dharuenfl rV*s grant of 326 G.E Ind. Ant., I, 45.

24 The plates were covered with thidc verdigri* when Mr. G. V. Acliarya

published his norts on this pbcc in the IBBRAS., New Senes, vol. I, and therefore

some part of it was omitted from the text. On subsequent doming the new name

came to be revealed. I am indebted to Mr. R. G. Gyani, M.A.. Curator of rhe
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at Vala and now preserved in the Prince of Wales Museum of

Western India, Rombay.

This portion mentions the Vihara as constructed by VSmja

Kakka near the Dudda Vihara to which some village was granted

by Dharasena II in the year 270 G.E.
,a

It reads:

[Constructed by the Trader Kakka (of the) Mankil" (gotra).]

The Vihara dius formed a part of the famous Dudda Vihara and

was quite adjacent to it.

Ic will be seen from this that besides enjoying the royal patron-

age and help from the feudatories, officers of the state, nuns,

bhiksus and monks, the viharas at Valabhi also had dteir contribu-

tions from persons belonging to the trading class which did much to

furdier the cause of Buddhism, as is evident from their frequent

donations to the various Buddhist Caves in Western India.

Moreshwar G. Dikshit

Prince of Wiles Museum and the Trustee for kindly allowing me to read the

pfala from the original and to publish the unread portion here with facsimile.

15 The pUttS »te No. 1317 « Dr. Bhindirkar’s Lilt of Northern Indian

Inscriptions.

16
ijfrt *wfft i 1

Got'*-Fm*r*-

NiUmiba-Kdasmbi. (GO.l, Series Mysore. Bibtiodxa Sanskrits. No. 15), p. tab.
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Materials for the Interpretation of the term 'Gommata’

Signification of die term Gommata, which occurs in the

popular name Gommatdvara given Co the colossal images at

Sravana Belgola. Karkal and Venura and in the title of the Prakric

text Gommatassra, has been subjected to a good deal of discussion

.

1

The issue, I believe, can be deaded by a dear and correct under-

standing of a few garhas of Gommautsara containing a few words

which have been often misunderstood. I propose to give here their

translations with a few critical and historical notes.’

Jivakanda, GacKa No. 733 :

*

sen 'jf tit «flmat aaa 11

"Victccy to Gommau Raya whose teacher is the preceptor

Ajitasena, the tutor of the world, that upholds the range of virtues

and the religious order of the respectable preceptor Aryasena.’’

Notes: Repetition of both gtna and sen itba tempts me to

follow SC which sees a reference there to the Gana, the ascetic order

r India* Historical Quarterly. IV, pp. *70 #.

a Tbc following editions and translations are utiliitd in rhii paper:

(i) GotnmttAMifM, Jivaicinda, with the Hindi translation of Khuhichanda.

Riyarlumdn Jaina Sa«run 5 li (RJS). Bombay 1916;

(ii) Gomm*i***r*t KirimkSnd*, with die HinA tmnsbitian of Mtnohardab.

RJS. Bombay 1926;

(iii) Gonmstasira, with two Sanskrit ccmtncmarifS. IttaiAtivaproifpiba (JP)

and MonJaprabodbika. and a Hindi commentary Samyaifiitu/anJrika

(SC) of Todaramalln, GindhT.Hanhhii.DeTaktrana*)iina-Granthajaall.

No. 4. Calcutta;

(iv) GemmAi*sir*. Jbaking with the English tnuubrioo of J. L Jaini*

Sacred Books of die Jainas (SBJ). vcL V, Lucknow 1927;

(v) Gommatasba. Kirmakanda, Patn I-II. with die English translation of

J.L Jmni and Sin! Prasadaji, SBJ. vols. VI & X. Li>cUnflw 19*7 and

IP3?

3 Same of these edi. differ in the numbering cf the Gitluj.

DECEMBER 1940
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of Jaina monks. Possibly the author implies that Ajitascna not

only possessed the virtues of Arvasenn but was also a support of the

Scna-gana. Camunda Raya is often mentioned simply as Raya (Skt.

Rajan) which was a tide bestowed on him by Rajamnlla in recognition

of his munificence. * Gommata is a personal name and Raya, a

tide, of Camunda Raya. We get. the following facts here:

Aryasena was a meritorious teacher of old, possibly of the Scna-gana;

Ajitascna pssessed virtues like Him and was a support of die Scna-

gana; Ajitasena was held in great respect, as he is ailed bbuvara-

guruh; and Gommata Raya alias Camunda Raya was a sisya of

Ajitascna.

Karmakanda, Gatha No. 965 : .

wtrci ’t ti

"This text (= sutra) Gotnmata-samgraha by name is composed

in an attractive manner
(
— gommatam) by Vardhamana Mahavira

{=Gommata-devena) for die shedding of the Karmas and for die

ascertainment of the significance of reality or principles."

Notes: The word siitra implies the sanctity and authority

of the work. Gommsta-samgraha is the name of chc text; and it is

popularly called Com matastira, sara and samgraha being synonyms.

JP gives die name of the work as Gommata-sara-iamgraba-silram.

It is the belief of all Jaina authors that the concents of the scriptures,

so far as the present ones arc concerned, belong to Vardhamana

or Mahavira, the 24th TirtHahkara of the Jainas. So IP translates:

'

Gommata-devena Sri Vardbamana-dejena.' Gommata is the name

of Camunda Raya who is a pious devotee of Tirtiiahkaras in general

and Mahavira in particular. So Mahavira (or any other Tirthankara,

see No. 968 below) could be called 'Gommatasya devah Further

die author is expressing his modesty by attributing the work to

Tuthahkaras. Gonmatam may be taken as an adjective of -sutUm,

4 Efigrtfkie Ctrnatix. II, Intro, pp. 14-15.
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or understood adverbially following JP which says, 'gommatam =
naya-framana-visayam,' 'conforming to Nayas and Pramanas,' or

tn ocher weeds "in an authoritative and attractive manner." Takiug

it as an adjective, it means 'chis attractive scripture Gommata-sam-

graha.' In Marathi the word Commute means 'fair,' 'charming.'

'attractive' etc. The repetition of the word Gommata with varying

shades of meaning appears to me only a way of glorifying Gommata

alias Carnunda Riya. Jinascna also has done like this with respect to

Virascna which name also is given to Mahivira4 The verse runs thus

:

ign. rfrdtew strew* 1

and its dear intcipretation is still a desideratum.

Karmakanda, Gadia No. 966

:

at gfoKmnd tot 3* wn3 tft tmt 11

"Victory to that Raya (t.e. Carnunda Raya) whose preceptor is

Ajirasenanatha chat possesses (literally, in whom arc resting) the

virtues of GanadKaradcvas and others endowed with supernormal

powers.”

Notes: Ajitasena is ranked with Ganadharas, the direct

disciples of a Tinhahkara. rddhi refers to some miraculous or super-

natural powers acquired by die practice of penances, wiiich arc of

eight kinds: Buddhi, Kriya, Vikriya, Tapas, Bala, Ausadhi, Rasa

and Ksetra. In short it means that die saint Ajitasena possessed

great merits through penances.

Karmakanda, Gatha No. 967

:

"May the tide in die form of wisdom of the ocean in the

form of Gunatatnabhiisana (alias Carnunda Raya, also the ocean

5 Satiba-idigana. vcl 1 , edited by Prof Hirolxl, Amraoti 1939 lutro. p. 37,

vcrjc N). 17 quoccd from ]ayjdba\nil*.
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containing meritorious gems) urged on by the rays of brilliant and

full (— vara

)

moon in die form of Ncnv.candra rising on the eastern

mountain in the form of Siddhanta (i.c. the Jaina scripture), flood the

surface of the card'.."

Notes: Just as tile tide of die ocean, which possesses many

jewels, incited by die full moon rising on the easccrn mount, floods

the earth, so also the author wishes that the wisdom of Camunda

Raya, who lias got the title guna-ratna-bbZiana/ might spread or be

well-known all over the cardi being nourished by Ncmicandra

possessed of the scriptural knowledge. The verse is full of slcsa and

hence somewhat difficult: hue die meaning is quite clear. Ncmi-

candra according ro the Hindi Translation, might refer to die image

of Ncminatha erected by Camunda Raya (see No. 968 below). I

think, it stands for die audior himself who extracted Gommatasara

from the Siddhinta, namely. Dbavala etc. Gunatatna-bhusana is a

title of Camunda Raya and it is mentioned elsewhere too.

Karmakanda, Gatha No. 968:

"Victory to the scripture Gommata-saxiigralia (i.c. Gommatd-

sira), to the Gommara-Jina (i.e. the image of Jaina Tirthahkara

Ncminatha in the temple built by Camunda Raya) on die beautiful

mountain and ro the image of Ktikkata-Jina' of the South installed

by Gommata Raya (i.c. Gimunda Raya).

Notes: This is an important verse and deserves a cautious in-

terpretation. First, the author wishes victory to this text Gommata-

sera. Secondly, he glorifies Gommaca-jina on the Gommata mount.

Earlier scholars* Have understood that this refers to the image of

6 See die concluding versa of Cimuiidariyapmina (a!. Bangalcrc 19*8, p. iii

et the Intro); Karniuls Kaetartu, vet. I, p. 46 of the reviled ed. Bangalore 1914.

7 Kukkuta is die usual form met with clsevherc.

8 M. Govind Pal: IHQ., rul IV, p. 28; also A. Shantiiay Shutri in his

Kannada Sri Gomrr^seUwe Ctrilt. Mysore, 1940, p. 22.
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Gommatrsvara on the Vuidhyagin at Sravana Bclgoja. but their in-

terpretation is wrong for the following reasons: According CO the

Skt. Commentary }P., Goinroata-jina stands for die image of the

Tirthankara Ncminatha, one cubit at height and made of lndra-nila

stone, erected in the temple built by Camunda Raya; and moreover

the stacue of Baliubali is being separately mentioned in the second

line. Wc have seen above how our author uses Gommara-dcva, or

Jina in the sense of Tirthankara. There is absolutely no improbabi-

lity in the interpretation given by /?. So Gommap-Jina means the

Jina (-image) of Gommata, that is. installed by Gommata Camunda-

raya in the temple built by Kim. This temple is to be identified with

die famous Camundaraya Basti (sec Gacha 970 below) 011 die

Candragin at Sravana Bclgoja.' There appears to be some founda-

tion of facts for die interpretation of JP. that it was the image of

Ncminatha made of lndra-nila precious stone and one cubit in height.

Originally Camundaraya Basti contained the image of Neminadu is

clear from the figures of Yaksa and Yaksi of Neminadu at the sides

of the Garbhagrlia doorway in die Sukhamsi. To-day the temple

contains chc image of Ncminatha, about five feet high; this is not

to be identified with the image installed there originally by
Camunda Raya, but it appears chat this image was got prepared by

Ecana, for a temple built by him some time before A.D. 1138.

Tile fact that it is the image of NemmacHa tempts me to surmise

dial the original image of lndra-nila stone not being there, some

body has put this image there from another temple founded by

Ecana.
1 " What happened to the original image wc cannot say in

die absence of any evidence. In die light of the interpretation of

Gommata Jina, Gommare-sikhara literally means ‘an attractive

mountain’ ; and this meaning is not inconsistent with that of Candra-

giri. That mount being smaller of the two could be called ‘lovely.

9 EC., II, Inuo. p. 6.

10 See R. Nanuimhadiarya's remarks si EC., II, Intro p. 6
.
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attractive'. "Unis the second item glorified is the image of Ncmi-

natha installed by Caimmda Raya in his temple on Candra-giri.

Thirdly the author wishes victory to Kukkata Jina of the South, i.c.,

die colossal statue or Bahubali ac Sravana Bdgola installed by

Camunda Raya on the mountain Vindhyagiri. The word 'South'

distinguishes die image at Bclgola from chc mydiologic.il image of

Bahubali, 525 bow-lengths in height, erected by Bharata at

Paudanapura.”

Karmakanda, Gatha No. 969

:

f^<rc cr »rnT3l jhtj 11

"Victory to Goniniata (i.c. Gniundi Raya) who lias installed the

statue, the face of which’ is seen [with reverence) by the gods of

Sarvktha-siddhi (i.e. the highese heaven) and by the saints that arc

endowed with full and clairvoyant knowledge.

Notes; This gachl only continues the reference to the image

of Bahubali made in the second line of the above verse. The author

particularly refers to the face of the colossal image of Bahubali; and

dune who have personally seen die image will appreciate it. The

serene face of Bahubali’s statue is so charming and impressive diat

even great gods and gifted saints came to see it.

Karmakanda, Garha No. 970:

brawn: praiwi' g 1

1
Hi** 3i(T W 333 3* TTWf II

"Victory to that (Camunda) Raya who constmcrcd a Jaina

temple, Tsatprigbhara by name, whose foundation is of adamantine,

which has a golden dome and which is a unique standard beyond

comparison in all the three worlds.

Notes: Isat-praghhira is the name of the domain of libera-

tion,” the abode of liberated souls at the top of die Universe accord-

11 EC., II, Intro, pp. ti-15.

ia Trilokasira (Bombay 1928J p. 131, verse No. 556
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ing to Jainism. It is really a happy name that can be given by a

pious devotee to a temple. I am inclined to believe that our author

is referring to the Camundaraya Basti on the Candragiri
13

especially

because it has a conspicuous and prominent dome or Kalasa. Wc
cannot expect the golden dome to be there to this day, but the dome

on which gold-plating might have been put still characterises che

Camundaraya Basti. The base of the temple is quite massive, and it

stands there at least for the last one thousand years. So our author's

reference to its adamantine base is more than justified. Perhaps we

are to read vajjay&Iam. Its real name Tsat-praghhara appears to have

been superseded by the popular name Camundaraya Basti.

Karmakanda, Gathi No. 971

:

fiwtr gS'n'tT at tret tras 11

"Victory to that Gcmmata Raya (i.c. Camunda Raya) who has

washed the holy (literally, pure) feet of Siddhas (i.e. the liberated

souls) by the water in the form of the fresh rays of the crown of the

image of Yaksa on the pillar erected by him.”

Notts: This verse states thac Camunda Raya had erected a

pillar dedicated to a Yaksa whose crown was studded wich jewels.

1 would suggest that this verse probably refers to Tyagada Brahma-

deva Pillar
1 * at Sravana Belgoia which, according to tradition, was

erected by Camunda Raya; and this traditibn is confirmed by an

important inscription thereon partly effaced now. Some commen-

tators have implied that the verse refets to a very tall pillar, but the

Tyagada Brahmadcva Pillar is not so all.

Karmakanda. Gatha No. 972

:

Viri-aT^hn wr icti 1

dt «U*KM *1 'fk'l'iel II

‘‘Eternal [victory] to due (Camunda) Raya by whom (viz.

Gommapraya) was composed a Dcsi (i.c. a Kannada Vrtti or com-

13 EC., II, Intro. p. 6. 14 EC., II, Intro, p. 24
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mencary) Vira-martandi by name, while the Gcmmaa-sutra (i.c.

((jomntatAsZr* )
was being written.

Notes: THe syntax of this garni is not quite satisfactory. fP

perhaps reads V'tra-malltmdo. as it takes chat phrase as ait adjective

of rao. JP tenders ji ksya desi by yi desi IrbSsi krta; and Pt.

Tcdaramalla and others take this as a reference to Camunda Rap’s

Kannada commentary on GommtUsint. R. Nnrasimhacharya has

no: attributed any such woik to Camunda Raya : it only means that

no Ms. of this work has come to light as yet. The opening verse of

of IP plainly says chat ic is based on a Karnsta-vrtti. We have no

evidence to say that this is a reference to Camunda Raya s work. In

Kannada we know a commentary on Gommatosara, Jivatattva-

pradipiki by name,
1

* composed by Keiavavarn? who finished it

in A.D. 1359- He was a pupil of Ablayasuri-siddhanca-Cakarvaru

and wrote the commenraiy in obedience to the instruction of Dhar-

mabhusana. The reading Vuamartandi, as it stands, would qualify

Desi; and it would be die name of that Vrtti. Camunda Raya had a

title Vira-martanda, which he got by displaying his valour on die

battle-field of Gonur in the Nolamba war; and it is not unlikely that

he called his commentary after one of His tides. If our interpretation

of the word Dcsi is correct, it means chat Kannada, a Dravidian

language, is being called DeSi by an author writing in Prakrit.
1 ’

A. N. Upadhye

15 Kamiiakd FCMcarita, rol. I, pp. 46-50.

16 The Sanskrit commentary, /Hjd-utiiva-fradipika, on Gommduufrd is attri-

buted by many schoars to Kefavavarai, but for this there is no evidence u dl. My
undeisundig of the available facts leads me to the conclusion chat the authcc of

the Skt- JtodUttQM^udkpikM Li one NcmicrndrSckya. hb commentary is based on

Keiava-Varrii's Kinnada conuicncan* of the some name; and this Ncnricandras

commentary is perhaps bar than Mdndaprabodhik*. 1 have just stated my con-

clusion here, and the topic may be taken up later for an exhaustive study.

17 Tbia paper is written during my tenure of the 5pringcr Research Scholarship,

University of Bcenbiy.



Schorer’s Account of the Coromandel Coast

(
7rami, by Prof. Brij N/train)

(The following account of the Coiwnandd CofUt wu arisen by Anr. Scliora

in 1616 in hs rctimnmi in HolantL Ic is preserved in the Dutch Archives at

Hague. Profeae* Bnj Martin uandned the account into English when he visited

Holland several yean ago. Hie present writer has only indicated within bracket

marks die idtnafiomon of places, (xrstns, ccmmodiccs and institutions. Where

die seme is not quite clear in die Dutch tot. a few words h«vc been put in within

box brackets].

A short account of the coast of Coromandel, and the trade carried

on there, chiefly at the Noble Company's factory at

Masulipatnsm, where / resided for seven years.

The coast of Coromandel extends from Menar

Mauaab) co the south of Narsapcc, where the coast of Orissa begins.

The Noble Company has 4 factories on the said coast namely, the

first, on tlae way back from Ceylon, [at the place] called Tcgnani-

patnam or Ticriepopeiier (Tirupapuliyer), which is under the nilc

of the great Aya (Rai of Jinji), and is situated about 12 miles to die

north of Ncgapainam, which belongs to the Portuguese. There are

about 5 persons in this factory. The trade chat is carried on there

consists in all kinds of cotton, cloths, printed as well as woven.

Saltpetre is also found there. Indigo is also grown there, but it is of

very bad quality, and therefore it is litdc exported to ocher places.

The commodities which are imported there arc: pepper, nutmeg,

doves, sandalwood, agler.hout
,

lead, speauier, sulphur, alum, raw-

silk from Aitchyn (Achin in Sumatra) and from China, also silk

manufactures, but little in demand, musk, vcrmillion, quicksilver,

and camphor of China as well as Borneo, but thac of Borneo is most

in demand. Trade is done by means of Pardamvs; 10 fanams are

equal to 1 Pardauw, which is equal to about z Dutch gulden. A
fannam is equal to 20 to 22 casscn, which is the smallest money.

The weights used are bluer, man and bissen. 1 bhaer is equal to 460

i.h.q.. DEcrxBta. 1940 19
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Dutch lbs.; 1 man or colam is equal to 23 lbs.; 1 biss is equal to

2/ lbs. The merchants wishing to sell their goods must be guided

by the course of the market, or the prices current, in Ncgapainam.

The duties levied there ate 4% namely 2% on goods imported

and 2% on goods exported, but it should be noted that die duties

on exports must be paid in money; those on imports may be paid

in the same goods that are imparted. Th'c inhabitants arc for the

most part of black or yellowish complexion, and arc Hindus.

The second factory on die coast is at Paleaicatta (Pulicat), which

belongs to one of the wives of Icing of Velour (Vellore). It lies 7

miles to the nordi of St.Thome, or Mflliaporc, which belongs to die

Portuguese. In the said Palcaicacta, die Noble Company possesses

a fort named Gcldria, in which there is a house called Both. There

arc in this fort 72 men, merchants as well as soldiers, with 14 to 16

black people who have deserted from the odier (Portuguese) side.

There arc also 18 guns, of copper as well as iron, 4 falaons, or bassen

with 4 stecnscuckcn. There arc made all kinds of cotton cloths,

woven as well as printed and they arc much better (in quality) dian

in any odier places on the whole coast particularly the printed (cloths),

as die Portuguese have been there for a long time. I hr best Saye is

available near about this place, used for dyeing red; there arc also

leaves of certain trees which are used for dyeing green. The goods

mentioned on die preceding page are also imported there. The bhaer

rliere is 480 lbs. and the man 24 lbs. or raetcl. Trade is there carried

on by means of pagodas, fanams and casscn. A pagoda is 15 fanam,

and a fanam is 20 to 24 casscn. Every year .tome ships come there

in February or March from the coast of Gangely (Ganges) or Orissa,

laden with rice, butter and gengely seed and return in April or May,

laden with salt and some spices. The dunes levied there on goods

exported and imported are 2 per cent. In addition to this each ship

must pay 15 pagodas for permission to lie at anchor. The inhabi-

tants are of black complexion and belong to the Hindu religion.
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There is also a river there where die Portuguese who live in St.

Thome used to harbour such of their ships as were nor very large.

Pecapoly (Nirampatam), where [we have] the third factory, is

48 miles to the north of Palcacatta. It is under the jurisdiction of

the King of Golcanda, but is ruled by a Hindu governor. The King

farms to him die government of diis place for a certain sum of money.

There are 4 men in this factor)'. Very few ships, excepting those of

die Dutch and the English come there. There arc made all

kinds of cloths, printed as well as woven. The red dye which is made

dicre is very good. There is a small island in the middle of the river

where ehe best Saye of the whole coast of Ccromandel is found. The

commodities imported there are the same as in die places mentioned

before, excepting porcelain for which there is a larger demand there

than in the other two places, the reason being due some Persian mer-

chants live there who eat from porcelain-ware, but not the Hindus.

The inhabitants are die same as in other places, and mosdy belong to

the Hindu religion. There arc also Btamcnes (Brahmans) there who

may not eat anything that has life. They ate very clever in making

calculations, and [in dealing in] all kinds of commodities. There

arc [some] among them who understand astronomy very well. The

bhaer there is equal to 500 lbs., the man 25 lbs., and the biss

y/l lbs., the pagoda is equal to 16 fanam; r fanam is equal to 8

to 9 nevcls; .1 ncvcl is equal to q to 5 cacr casscn. The duty levied

on imports is 3 / per cent, which must be paid in the same goods

that arc imported; and 3 / per cent on exports, which must be paid

in money or in commodities on which the Governors are able to make

the greatese profit. The English also have a factory there.

Masulipatnam, called by some Bander, which means a town,

lies to die north in i6)A degrees. It is without doubt die most

famous commercial town on die coast. It has been stared before chit

the Noble Company has a factory there. The Company has a hired

lodge there in which 8 or 9 persons live. [Masulipatnam] has a
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river, bur ships and yachts cannot conveniently conic up the river as

it has very little water and is very narrow. The ships which conic

there, namely our ships and those of the English, must anchor at

abouc a mile from the land because [the water] is very shallow and the

ground is very soft. The ships lie at anchor in 3 or 4 fathoms. The

town is situated half a mile up the river. It is ruled by a Governor

to whom land is farmed by the King of Golcanda. In addition [to

the Governor] there is a Sabandar (Havaldar?), and a judge whom

they call Chasi (Qazi), before whom all disputes arc settled. The

King of Golcanda maintains great state. When he conics, he is

followed by a large crowd of people, some riding on horses, others

being carried in Pallcnguyns. He has a great number of camels

and elephants. He himself sits on an elephant when he goes out.

He is no warrior but he carries on great warfare widi Mclcik Amber

(Malik Ambar), Lieutenant General of the Greae Mogol, or Achn

Baer (Akbar), in which' he (the King of Golcanda) is assisted by two

ether kings, the one called Nisacm Schac (Nizam Shall) and the

other Adulschae (Adal Shah). The forts which are on the land

side arc very strong, and we!! furnished with soldiers, victuals and

all kinds of ammunition—particularly those situated on die

enemy’s frontier. It is said that the King’s annual revenue exceeds

all nis expenditure by 19 tons of treasure, each ton being equal to

one hundred thousand Pagodas. He gives much charity, particularly

to Persians of high family but of small means; many of them come

from Persia. So far as 1 know, lie isi as well as, if pot better than,

inclined towards us as towards die Portuguese, and that is also true

of his subjects. But the worst (thing) that I know is that those

who give the most presents arc most respected, although for some

time we were much in favour cn account of the victories chat we

several time won over the Portuguese in different places.

Justice for the most part is administered by the Governor. The

offence which is most often punished there is theft. Besides, the
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Governors much molest ihcir subjects in order to extract money from

them by (air or foul means : they must pay the King their annual

rent; if they fail to do so, they are summoned before the King, who

has them thrown before the elephants, unless they pay the sum they

promised within such time as may be fixed. For d-,is reason most of

the Governors are Bramenes, or Hindus, and no Persians, because

die King may not judge (i.e. punish) Persians, particularly those who

arc Sayed (Sayyid) or Mir (Pir) of origtu, or in other words, descended

from Muhammad, which is the religion of the King and most of his

subjects. He has also many priests called Kahtiff, (Muftis?), living

in his country and under his jurisdiction. THey receive annually a

certain amount of money for their maintenance, there are many of

their churches in the town called Muschitt (Masjid), also in the

villages both for travellers and inhabitants, because Muhammadans

live throughout the whole country. The Hindus have also here and

there some temples in the country', called pagodas, but because the

land is mostly under the Muhammadans, many of their temples

have decayed. Their priests or teachers are called Barmens who,

as has been stated before, ate very clever in all tilings. I have

not seen the ceremonies observed in dieir temples. The ceremonies

of the Moors arc the same as those of the Turks, although there

are some differences. There is a great difference between die re-

ligion of the Turks and of the Persians, although both follow the

religion of Muhammed. The Muhammadans observe no special

ceremonies in burydng their dead. When a Hindu dies, die corpse

is not buried, but thrown into the fire and burnt. Then dieir women

come and spring into the fire with a cheerful countenance [and

are burnt] widi their dead husband. Fncnds throw wood and oil

into the fire to free themselves from die pain as soon as possible.

Women who do not do it arc regarded as dishonourable, but all

women do not have to do it as some (men) arc buried. They marry

very young. If the husband happens to die before reaching die age
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of manhood, the widow must not marry again throughout lier life.

Her hair is shaved from her head, all her ornaments arc taken oif

from her body, and she must not wear fine dresses any more.

When Muhammadans die, their widows, if they desire, may

marry again. The Muhammadans have four lawful wives, and in

addition as many female slaves as they can buy, with whom, when

they so desire, they also sleep and have children who are regarded as

true born as the others. A Hindu marries only one woman, but

when he has no children by her, with her consent, he may marry

again in order to have an heir. The children of the Muhammadans,

when they arc old enough, learn to read and write. The children of

some of the Hindus also learn to read and write. When they arc old

enough to enter a profession, it muse be the same as that of their

father or caste. In house-keeping they are very extravagant, parti-

cularly the Muhammadans, who arc allowed to cat almosc every

thing excepc pork. They some times hold great feasts but

may not drink wine, although there arc many Hindus who may not

cat anything that has life, chicffy the Bramcncs and the Banjacnc9,

(Banyas = Jains) who follow die law of Pitagoras. The others eat

almost everything, excepting beef. They drink nothing Ixtt water;

some of their women, however, being ill or in child bed, may drink

wine. The inhabitants there are mosdy black, and some yellowish;

but others, for example, Persians, Arabians, Turks and Peguers,

of which 4 nations living dierc, are white, but not of the same

colour, as people of this country (Holland). The marriage state

among them is well kept, but better among the Hindus who may

have only two wives, and the Muhammadans have four, and in

addition may have as many female slaves as they can buy. Notwith-

standing this, they go to public women, of which there is a large

number diere. Muhammadans, when their children reach the age

of manhood, before they are married, buy a female slave for them,

so that they may not go to public women. The children tom of
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these female slaves are regarded as true-born children. The trade

and traffic earned on there is great on land as well as water; the

Muhammadans and Banjaenen carry on trade in various places on

land as well as water, but the Hindus do not much go to tile sea.

Every year the ships go to the coast of Bengal, Arracan, Pegu, and

Tennasscry (Tennasscrim), taking with them all kinds of

cotton-cloths, glass, iron, cotcon-yarn, white as well as red,

tobacco and certain shells which are used as money in Bengal

and Arracan. They also take with them some spices and sandal-

wood. and bring in return rice, butter, oil, gingely seed, sugar, all

kinds of woven cloths, some pretty knitted bed-covers (quilcs),

mbics, sapphires, giunlac, black oakum, bmjeuyn, raid* [rori from

China), gold, tin, aglenbout, piusapon, with which they dye red

large potj which drey call martavan, and a certain drink called nypa.

These commodities arc carried all over die coast, as far as Cochin.

Further, their ships also go to Atechyn, Priamam, (Priaman in

Sumatra), Qiicda (Kedah in Malay States) and Pctac (Perak in

Malay) taking with them all kinds of printed cloths and rice, bnng-

ing in return sulphur, camphor, silk, tin and some Guzerat cloths;

also pepper from Priamam and some porcelain which diey buy dicic

from the Chinese. These commodities are again sold on the coast.

Some ships also go to Ceylon and the Maldives, taking with them

coarse cotton cloths and bringing from there coir, from which Indians

and the Portuguese make ropes, and cocoa-nuts. Cocoa-huts ate

found in certain places in the Maldives which ate very good against

poison. In my own time I have seen one sold tor 200 larryns. each

larryn being equal to about 9 stuyers. They bring from Ceylon

cinnamon, finely woven mats, cocoa-nuts and some (precious) stones,

which commodities are again sold on the coasc, chiefly in Masuli-

patnam. Here trade is earned on by means of pagedns, each pagoda

being equal to 15 fanam; 1 tanam Icing equal to 8 to 9 novels. The

smallest money used in the market is cassen, 70 to 80 being equal to 1
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tanam (and) Her, each tacr being equal to 4 small cassen. The goods

produced or manufactured there are all kinds or cotton cloths, printed

as well as woven, cotton yarn, cotton, iron, steel, and indigo. The

best (indigo) is made in a place further inland called Negelwacnsa

and is sold by the lictcl, each litcel being equal to 12 man of Masuli-

patnam, each man being equal to 24 Dutch lbs. The price of

indigo is 28 to 39 pagodas per lictcl. The bhacr in Masulipatnam

is 480 lbs., the man 24 lbs; the biss or 3 seers equal to 3 lbs. The

Muhammadan ships which go from Masulipatnam to Bengal,

Arracan, Pegu, Tcnnasscry, Atrhyn. Priamam, Queda and Pcrac,

generally sail in die month of September, for if dicy wait longer,

they run the risk of not being able to finish their voyage. The

ship for Mecca generally leaves in January or ac the end of Decem-

ber. Ordinarily our ships sail ftom the coast to Atchyn and further

to Bantam in May, or in die beginning of June, because then the

winds ate blov/ing from die west. The ships from Masulipatnam

go to Arnmogam, (Armagon) Palcacatta, St. Thome, Iegena-

patnam, Porto Novo, Negapatnam and so on to Ceylon, and dien as

far as Cochyn. The)’ start in the mouth of January. The com-

modities imported into Masulipatnam and the prices at which they

were sold in my time are the following so fir as I remember, for my

books and papers are all at Masulipatnam : —Pepper, 25 pagoda per

bluer; Mace, 8 to 12 pagoda per man; Nutmeg. 33 to 60 pagoda

per bhacr; Cloves, $
1/ to 12 pagoda per man; Sandalwood, too to

120 pagoda per bhacr; Atfenbout, 7 to 9 pagoda per man; Lead,

17 to 20 pagoda per bhacr: Spesutcr or tintenago, 25 to 60 and 70

pagoda, pet bhacr; Tin, 73 to So pageda per bhacr; Sulphur. 20

pagoda per bhacr; Alum, 12 pagoda pet bhacr; Haw Chinese silk.

40 to 45 pagoda per man; Twined silk from China, 1 pagoda per

sea; Untwisted silk (not so much imported as cwisted) 1 pagoda per

seer; Musk, to to 12 pagoda per seer; Vermillion, much in demand,

but not imported in my time; Quicksilver, 20 to 25 pagodas per
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man; Camphor of Borneo, according co size and whiteness, 5 to 20

pagodas per seer; Chinese camphor. 4 pagodas per man.

All kinds of porcclam-ware arc also imported, chiefly little

things, and arc sold at great profit, each according to its quality;

and for this reason 1 am nor. quoting their prices.

Red crimson doth, 6 pagoda per gass, gas3 being equal to 1 %
Dutch dl. Red Carmosynen Kerdeys, 2 to 2^ pagodas per gass.

Other colours of cloth as also of Kardeys are not much in demand,

particularly black. Chinese velvet, 1 to 1 '/+ pagedas per gass;

Chinese rolled damask. 5 to 6 pagedas per piece; Chinese plaited

damask, aj4 to aj/a pagodas per piece; Chinese gold-wire. 1

pagoda each paper; Chinese arinosynen,
1 ^4 w 2 pagodas per piece,

Chinese lacquer work is not much in demand. Some round closed

boxes have been sold for ^4 to 1 pagoda per piece, bur not many.

Tortoise shell, 70 to 80 pagodas per- bluer, Tinsel was sold in my
time at from

3
to 4 pagoda per man, but it was very much soiled.

There is also a demand for pretty beer glasses made of crystal, a or

3
of which are sold for 1 pagoda. Pretty minors could also be sold,

but it is to be noted that the glass should be pretty, if it is not so,

they want another to be put into the frame. Benjeuryn, 6 to 8

pagoda per man; Wax, 2 co 2% pagoda per man; Sugar, 5 to 6

pageda per bale, each bale weighing about 6 man.

The rubies brought there are sold according to their size,

quality and weight; gold also; (in the same manner). Great num-

ber of rubies arc carried from Masulipatnam far into the interior,

even to Persia, where they arc sold. For the most part

gold is consumed in or round Masulipatnam. About 10 to

12 miles to the south of Masulipatnam there is a river there

where die Muhammadans, Portuguese and also the Hindus build

their ships, as wood, iron and ether materials arc available

chore in sufficient quantities, and wages arc low. Shortly before

I left Masulipatnam, an English ship, named the Globe, about 170

l-HQ, DBCSXIIEB, 1940 *>
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last, was coveted there with an additional layer of planking. There

are made there some coarse woven cloths of cotton, also printed

[cloths], because many weavers live there and thereabouts; there

are also many weavers or. whole coast, also primers. There arc some

ether craftsmen, as smiths, carpenters, goldsmiths, tailors, and a

few other different crafts, but not so many as of those. The land

roundabout Narsapor Petta, as also about Masulipatnam, yields

much rice and various kinds of fruits, and there is an abundance of

all kinds of animals. Butter and cheese are also made there. Good

wheat is grown further inland from Masulipatnam. It is sold

in Masulipatnam at 3 or 4 pagoda per bluer; rice is sold at 1 to i /
pagoda per bhacr; butter 7 to 10 fanam per man; an ox, 1 to 2

pagodas; a goac, 1 to 2 fanam; 60 to 70, sometimes 80 fowl for 1

pagoda; a pig 4 to 5 fanam; 80 eggs for 1 fanam, and other things

correspondingly, because there is an abundance of all things ak>

oranges and apples, lemons and all kinds of other fruits and fish.

There is a little island in the river of Petapoly, where many spotted

dear arc caught, and arc sold sometimes for 2 to 3
fanams, sometimes

also for '/* pagoda. Roundabout Narsaper Petta, as also in other

places inland, there are many deer, but net spotted, as in the river

of Petapoly. There are also large numbers of elephants. There

arc many crocodiles in die rivers, which sometimes do much damage

to cattle when they are going along [the banks] of die rivers. Good

maccrial is available in Masulipatnam for making gun-powder; also

ropes which arc made from coir, of which some are sene every year

to Bantam for ships which go to the Moluccas. Sail-cloth is also

made there, but it is not so good as here (in Holland), but one may

get along with it there and the Portuguese, the Muhammadans as

also the Hindus, when they go from one place to another with their

ships and commodities, use no other ropes and sail-cloth except those

made there. In order to inflict losses on the Portuguese, in my

judgment [subject to correction]
,

it will be necessary to have some
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fast-sa:Iing yachts well provided with guns and soldiers, as the

Portuguese (ships) arc now better equipped than before. They ordi-

narily sail from Cochyn (Cochin), Ncgapatnara and Sc. Thome in

die months of August and September, to Bengal, Anacan, Pegu

and Tennassery (Tenasserim), going along the coast, and return in

March c* April. So they must pass our ships, which arc about

this time under Ceylon where the Dutch ships ordinarily touch on

the return journey. Some times the Portuguese come with their

ships to Masulipatnam. The ducics iliac they must pay diere arc

4 per cent on imports and 4 per cent on exports; so also the English.

In addition, the Governor wants them to pay tschapadallaly. (broker-

age), which amounts to it per cent, unless by means of presents they

arc able to get this duty 'remitted?]. The inhabitants of the place,

die Muhammadans and the Hindus, do not pay it, for, a few years

ago, the King remitted the duty, but, inspire of diis, diey must give

presents to the Governor in order ro get their goods earlier out of

die Customs house. The Noble Company pays no duties thete

because Wcmjncr van Bcrchcm has made a contract with the King

of Golcanda to pay 3000 pagodas annually for goods imported as

well as exported. Still, when our ships arrive, one must give

presents to the Governor, Sabandacr and other great lords in order

to secure their friendship. It is odierwise difficult to trade there,

parttcUrly if one has not secured the friendship of the Governor.

This, my Noble Masters, is what is known to me about the

coast, of Coromandel, to the best of my recollection.

Sri Ram Sharma
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The temple o£ Shola-pua-ma stands near the bank of the

Taldandi canal at the distance of a stone’s throw from die West

Hostel of the Ravcnshaw College, Cuttack. Formerly it was situated

just inside whac is now the compound of die Station Master's

bungalow B.N.Ry.; but when quarters were built there for the

Station Master the dilapidated temple was removed to the bank

of the canal and the Railway Company paid to die Sebayet (priest)

a compensation of Rs. too/* towards die cose of constructing a shed of

bricks and mortar for housing the deicics. About ten years ago a

beautifully sculptured door frame brought here by John Beams from

Udaigiri (in Cuttack district) was removed to the Patna Museum.

In the temple are to be found a male figure of Padmapani and

a female figure with broken limbs, two horrid-looking bearded

figures widi sunken eyes and a few blocks of stones so liberally

smeared with Vermillion diac it is impossible to identify them.

In fronc of the temple, subject to all the vagaries of weather, stand

two colossal statues of Bodhisateva Avalokitcsvara.

The figure on the tight hand side of the temple is a four-armed

Avalokitesvara seated cross-legged in Padm&san* on a full-blown

lotus. It has matted hair, an indistinct figure of (Amitabha) above

die centre of die forehead, a sacred thread round die body, a rosary in

the upper right hand, a kaUsa in the upper left hand and a lotus stalk

and a trident near the upper left hand. The right and left lower hands

are crossed with die palms one above die other in Dbyina Mudri.

Four . devotees are found sitting below the lotus seat and two

Gandharvas carrying garlands on the top. No such god is described

in Dr. Bhattacharyya's Buddhist Iconography. It has two inscriptions

in Kutila character on the top and bade, the top one giving the Bud-

dhist formula ye dbarm2 etc., while the back one consisting of two

or three lines is obliterated. The size of the image is

z' io" x i' 9" X 1' o".
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The figure on the left is a standing four-armed Avalokitesvara

with matted hair and a crown with an indistinct figure (of Amicabha)

on it. It has a sacred chicad. The lower right hand is stretched out

(in Vtrait Mudra), the upper right hand carries a rosary, the lefe

lower and upper hands carry a keldsa and a lotus stalk respectively.

On both sides at the top of the statue two Buddhas arc sitting in

Shirr,isparsa Mudra and two Gandharvas (winged nymphs) are

carrying a crown in the centre. The statue has long ear rings,

necklace, armlets, bangles and nupura on the legs. The symbols

tally to a great extent with those of Jatamukuta Lokesvara.'

A standing four-handed male (Sucimukha) is looking up at

the bottom left and a two-handed female is sitting on the bottom

tight below the main image. There is also a kneeling devotee be-

low the pedestal. His image has also two inscriptions in Kunla

character on the halo round the head and at the back. The former

repeats the Buddhist formula, while the latter quotes some dharani.

The size of the image is 4' 7" 0' 8".

I have taken estampages of all the inscriptions on die images

and sent them to the Government of Incia Epigraphist fot deci-

phering. The presence of an image of Padmapani inside the temple

leads me to surmise that the temple was originally a Buddhist one

and the chief image in it was of a Buddhist deity. If die mantras

specially used in connection with the worship of the goddess Shola-

pua-ma were known, it would be possible to identify her but the

illiterate middle-aged barber sebtyet does not recice any mantras while

performing the Puja, The temple has no endowment now, and so

the deity lives on the uncertain chanty of Her devotees.

Shola-pua-ma is worshipped by all die Hindus. The South

Indian residents of Cuttack hold her in particular esteem and they

visit die temple more than a dozen times annually in batches of

x Bhxtxacharyyi* 3midbut Iconogrjpby, p. 178, pi XLV, no. ia, p. x&.
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hundreds. On festive occasions they sacrifice thousands of cocks

and hens and occasionally goats to propitiate die deity.

It is interesting to speculate why die Shola-pua-ma is so much

respected by the South Indian population of Cuttack. We know

that during 1750 to 1803 the Marathas were in occupation of

Cuttack- The Maratha barracks which are to be seen to this day

owe their origin to this occupation. It may be that die goddess was

brought to Cuttack by the Marathas and a temple built here in

her honour. Or. the Marathas might Have had an idol of their

goddess made at Cuttack, and consecrated her for worship by all.

The connection between Shola-pua-ma and Sholapur Amina or ma

(mother) of Sholapur, the Maratha city, seems to be not insignificant

to be left out of account.

There is an inscription' on -black chlorite {muguni stone) in

three languages, Persian, Tamil and Oriya, to the effect that on

Friday, the 16th July, 1841, one Meghraj, Subedar of die 6tK

Regiment of the 5th Company (Ease India Company?) made some

kind of endowment to the Shola-pua-ma at Chauliaganj near

Cuttack. This stone is now in the possession of the Sebayet. whose

father tcok it away from the original temple of the Sholi-pua-ma

when it was demolished to provide quarters for the B.N. Ry. Station

Master. Meghraj is, I am told, a Maratha name, and the devo-

tion of this Subedar to the Shola-pua-ma lends some support to my

tentative hypothesis that the deicy is probably a Maradia deity.

Had one of the three inscriptions been in Maradii instead

of Tamil, we should have no hesitation at all in concluding Megh-

raj to be a Maratha. But the fact that it is in Tamil need not.

necessarily go againsc our hypothesis, since the Tamil influence in

Soudi India at this time was quite considerable, and Tamil has

special significance as being the most important Dravidian language.

a This Inscription has been published in die lennut! of 'he Oriue Aadmy,
*t>L III. no. 1.
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Mcghraj of course might have come from Tanjore where the ruler

was a Maratha, bur most of the people were Tamils.

h is of course not unlikely dial Shola-pua-ma has some kind of

connection with Padmapini placed inside her temple. In this case

she must be a Buddhist goddess, and is perhaps a variation of the

Buddhist Hand, mother of five hundred sons and chc deity specially

worshipped by barren women.* But though the Sho!a-pua-ma is

also worshipped by barren women and the name means literally

(mother of sixteen sons), die facts diat (i) she is worshipped with bird

and animal sacrifice, and (ii) she is specially worshipped by the South

Indians, have to be satisfactorily explained.

Now die presence of the two Avalokitcsvaras in front of

the temple is co be explained, Rai Bahadur Ramaprasad Chanda

was told at Udayagiti that Mr. John Beams had removed co

Cuttack not only the door-frame (of Udayagiri) but a few sculptures

too. One of these was a four-aimed standing Avalckitesvara

W 7
"
X *' O in almost perfect state of preservation bearing an

inscription or. the back in characters of the 8th century A.D.

which seemed to Mr. Chanda to embody an extract from a Buddhist

text. There were also a seated Avalokitcsvara (2' 8" x 1' 9"), a

twelve-armed seated Pra|iiaparamica and an image of Gariga. The

last two images have either been stolen by some art collccror or

taken refuge in the Patna Museum and the first two are lying in

front of the temple of Shola-pua-ma suffering from the inclemencies

of weather
4

G. S. Das

3 Vide Walter’s Yuan Chwang. vol I, p. a16.

4 Memotrs of the A'ckaoiogtctl Survey of India, no. 44 by R«i 3ahadur

R P. Chirulj.



Rupa-a dramatic spectacle

In my took

1

The Types of Sanskrit Drama I have suggested

that, in its cvoluCon, drama has combined into it three distinct arts

called Sfl, and Ft. 7ft, 1 said, is dance, aisi acting and FT

taking the form or role of another.

1 now find that a kind of spectacle (possibly ailed FT
)

per-

formed before an audience on some kind of stage and having actors

taking various forms or roles seems to have been known in the

later* Rgvedic days. Rv., I, 1 15, 5 is this

:

I I I 1

*n*s 11

Sayana's commentary on diis vase is:

WRnftg^rerp* frraFt tRrjwTi>rwfgfreJi ora a*rai

'trhrg^t dfcbrc? 37wrJ jt<^ tr$: tttot a TrftoT ft nlw f-rvi^

JTVTVrt I V l T^TOT 5W WCWWl TOW
sftpat mi vr •n^TRdi-TT.r^ prtpi tot*

ti^h 1
sg-flraiT?: i 1 awit ttttt h.

*^rcwr?t n'uvfFt sff-t swfanmuta Gmwtai tci *ari

5nHW,Ti5TT*T- TK 1£l*iW*;*$H TTTTt TOTTb’lV F^rO I

But apart from Sayana’s help, we can translate the verse as

follows

:

'On the surface of the sky
( )

die Suiya takes form

(
rf ),

so as to be seen by fro and tot. (Surya cakes two

forms
3

out of which) one is lustrous
(
qpt:

)
and extremely shinning

(
sto?t ) and die ocha dark: horses effect (these forms).

1 Tb* Types cf Sanskrit Drama, published by Urmi Prnkaihan Manctir,

Gujarfttnagar, Karachi; p. 33-y\.

2 Bcciuic die rcfcrtncc is found m the first

3 Sur)Vs one form is day and another nijhc. Thus fipr and may

here refer to day and night—cr lustre md darkness.



Rift—a dramatic Spectacle

The hymn describes how day and night recur, and in this verse

the poet's imagery seems to he something like this : 1 lie Sun is

like ail actor who takes different forms. *11 is die stage (
3T?V ) on

which he shows his forms, firs and TW are his audience (

shows this). Thus like a sut (an actor) who cakes different forms

before an audience on a stage, the Sun comes on the stage in the

form of rhe sky and shows his different forms before his audience

which is here formed of ftra and 5«*7.

So far we knew that only W (dance) was known in Rgvedic

days. This verse proves char even PT was known then.

D. R. Mankad

I.H.Q.. DECEMBER, r^n 2
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VEREI-ST’S RULE IN INDIA by Dr. Nandolal Chattcrjee.

M.A., ph.d., d.lit. Lucknow University, Indian Publishing House

Ltd. Allahabad.

The period from 1767 to 1772 in Bengal is generally ignored by

historians, who generally pass from Clive to Warren Hastings,

taking practically no notice of Vcrclsc and Cartier who were Gover-

nors during these five years. But die period is nor without import-

ance and. Dr. Chatterjee has done well in drawing actcncon to it.

The author’s treatment of tire subject is fairly exhaustive. Verdst.

however, was a second-rate administrator and could not rise above

die traditions of a civil servant. Such a man is not a very inspiring

subject to write about. The author has to a certain extent exaggerated

the Abdali menace to Bengal but was the menace a reality?

The tide of the book is not very appropriate, for Verelst’s rule,

if that expression is to be used, never extended beyond the Subah

of Bengal. Theoretically he was not even the ruler of Bengal. The

Nawab, though a phantom, was still die Governor of the Subah,

while the East India Company were die Dewan.

Tlie book lacks an introductory chapter, and therefore die back-

ground against which the events arc portrayed is missed and the

chapters of die book appear disconnected. A few words on Vcrclsc’s

career upto 1767 and on die political and economic situation ill

Bengal on die eve of his assumption of (governorship would have been

very welcome.

The bock on the whole is a useful contribution to the history

of Bengal and will thus be welcome to all scliolars.

S. K. Durr
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CITRACAMPO by Banesvara Vidyalankara, with a foreword

by Mm. Gopinatha Kaviraja. m.a. Edited with Introduction by

Rnnichatm Chakravarti, Headmaster, Jaynarayau’s High School,

Benares. 1940. pp. 40 + 4 + 90.

Wc welcome this important addition to the Camfit literature

in Sanskrit from the pen of one of the greatest poets of Bengal.

Banesvara's stray verses are familiar to the Sanskrit students of

Bengal. It was, However, the learned editor of the book under

review, who rescued from oblivion a large number of complete works

by rhe poet and published for the first time a devotional lyric of his,

named Tariitotiam (vv. 42). Thank* to his extraordinary devotion

and zeal, he has succeeded, in spite of the heavy duties of a Head-

master, to give us one of the major works of the poet. The Citra-

camfit was finished in Oct., 1744 A.D. and its publication was

eagerly awaited, as it was known to contain a valuable reference to

rhe ‘Bargi’ raids in Bengal. We have no hesitation in commending

tills valuable work to die reading public, whose generous reception

will, wc doubt not. enable the editor to publish die remaining works

of the poet, including a seven Acc drama and a Makakavya. The

classical diction and high poetic imagery combined with die semi-

historical character and the spiritual background, so ably explained in

the Foreword, make the CitracampH a unique production, which, we

venture to suggest, should find place in the Sanskrit curriculum of our

Universities, specially in die poet’s own province.

The learned editor has collected all available information about

the poet in the Introduction. The approximate birth-date (1665

A.D.) of Banesvara fixed by him from a local anecdote is, however,

untenable. As stated by Halhcd (A Code of Gentoo Laws, London

1776: Preface, p. lxviii), among die eleven scholars who compiled

(he code only one was aged above 80 and there are reasons to believe

that the list, headed by Ramagopala Nyayaiankara (of Navadvipa),

was arranged according to seniority of age. Banesvara. who was 4th
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in the lisc, was certainly below So in May. 1773 when the compilation

was begun and was bocn probably in the first decade of the i8tb

cent. Banesvara seems to have been a prominent figure during this

period, as we find him answering questions from tlx: Supreme Gnnt

already in April, 1773 before he was called upon to compile the code

and in May, 1775 when the compilation was finished. (Selections

from Slate Papers, vol. 11
.
p. 376). In 1788 the question of the suc-

cession to die Nadia Raj was referred among others to Banesvara s

son Harinaniyana Sarvabhauma, showing diat Banesvara was then

probably dead. The genealogy punted by die editor also requires

to be revised and corrected in some places. We give a more reliable

tabic from a Ms. in our possession, starting from Halayudha who

was a foremost Kulina of the times of Laksmanasena (Dhruvananda’s

Mehawmsa, p. 2).

—

Halayudha, Priyaiikara. Sobhakara, Vadali, Setlio (Siddhes-

vara?), Madhava, Srikaia, Vaiistha, Srikaiicha, Rama Bliattacaryya,

Raghavendra, Visnu Siddhinta, Raniadeva Tarkaviigisa. Banesvara.

Halayudha’s descent from Daksa has not yet been authentically

fixed.

D. C. Bhaijachakyya

THE BHRAMARA-DOTA-KAVYA of Rudra NyayapaikS-

nana; edited for the first tine with English Introduction and

Appendices by Prof. J. B. Chaudliuri, ph.d. (Samskrea-Duta-kavya-

samgraha, work No. 1). Published by the author from 3, Federation

Streec, Calcutta, 1940.

The author intends to edit critically a series of the Diita-kavyas,

of which this forms the first. No consistent attempt has been made

as yet to trace the history of the development of the kavyas.

Considering the large number of the Duta-kavyas that are known

to exist to-day, very few really have been as yet published; of those
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published, few are critically edited. Prof. Chaudhiui is to be con-

gratulated on his happy choice of undertaking to edit some important

Duta-kavyas in this Series, particularly, for the first volume. The

Bbranara-Jutd, was composed by Rudra Nyayapancanana of Nava-

dvipa. Bengal in die iydi century A.D. The work, as the editor

remarks, serves as a good specimen of die contribution of Bengal co

Sanskrit poetry in the 17th century A.D. The editor also righdy

emphasises that Rudra Nyayapancanana, a logician of high ordet,

combined in himself die rare gift of a poet as well.

The critical apparatus of die edition is complete. The present

edition is prepared from a single manuscript belonging to the Royal

Asiatic Society of Bengal. The large number of emendations of die

editor shown in a tabular form in Appendix B at once shows the

difficulties he had to face and the conscxmtious and learned way in

which he has discharged his duties in reconstructing an important

text. In his learned introduction he has given a biographical

sketch' of the poet, his family, the subject-matter of the work, its

geography, etc. The data collected in this connection arc interesting

and new and die arrangement too is happy. The editing work has

indeed been done in a scholarly manner. The Appendices, parti-

cularly, Appendix C on geographical notes, arc useful.

The printing and get-up of die book arc attractive. This excellent

edition of the Bbramar/t-duu is sure to commend itself to all the lovers

of Sanskrit poetry and particularly, to those who art interested in the

contribution of medieval Bengal to Sanskric literature. We eagerly

look forward to the forthcoming volumes of the Series.

KoKILfcSWAR SaSIRI

BANA’S KADAMBARI, door A. A. M. Sharp.:-, Leuven

:

N. V. De Vlaamschc Drukkerij, 1937. Pp. i-xvi. 302.

This elaborate work of five hundred pages, submitted as

dissertation for the doctorate degree of die University of Utrecht,
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modestly claims to be an introduction to die study of Banabhatta s

well known work, but ts in reality a fairly full and up-to-date survey

of the entire literature connected with Banabiiatta and lus works.

The fact of its being written in Flemish will, however, make it

unfotnuiatcly inaccessible to a large number o: readers in India.

The introduction fully summarises (pp. 1-127) all that is known

of Bana and of his works, both genuine and ascribed (including the

Parvatipirir.aya'), and gives a list of verses passing ciurcnt under bis

name, as well as references to him and his works in later literacurc.

There is an analysis of chc contents of the Kedambari. and a discus-

sion of ics literary sources with a list of additional passages. Bana s

romance is then subjecced to a detailed examination in regard to its

interest and importance from the historical, literary and cultural

points of view. The bibliography which follows contains a careful

and exhaustive list of editions, studies and translations of the work.

The bulk of the treatise is then devoted to a translation of die

Uttara-bhiga (pp. 129-281) and those parts of the Purva-bhaga

(pp. 283-364) which arc yet untranslated, widi notes and observa-

tions justifying the translation. An important part of chc essay is

die lexicographical Appendix containing a list of words not found

in the St. Petersburg Dictionary and its supplements. The author

remarks, not without justification, diat no attempt Has yet been made

to produce a really critical edition of the Kidemben on the basis of

the large number of manuscripts available. In view of this remark,

the addition of a concordance of the editions of the Kadambari will

be found interesting and useful. Let us hope that diis painstaking

and valuable study, which brings together an abundance of material,

will lead to further investigations, and ultimately give us the much

needed critical edition of a work, which is not only Bana's master-

piece but also a highly important Sanskrit text.

S. K. De
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VARANGACAR 1TA edited for the first time from two palm-

leaf Ms*, wich various readings, a critical introduction, notes, etc.

by Prof. A. N. Upadhyc M.A., Rajaram College, Kolhapur. Pub-

lished by the Secretary, Manikacandra D. Jaina Granthamala,

Hirabag, Bombay 4.

KAMSAVAHO. Text and diaya crirically edited for the first

time with various readings, introduction, translation, notes etc. by

Dr. A. N. Upadhyc M.A., D.Lrrr.. Professoc of Ardhamagadhi,

Rajaram College, Kolhapur. Published by Hindi Grantha Ratnakara

Karyalaya, Hirabag, Bombay 4.

The above two volumes contain critical editions of two little

known poems dealing with more or less popular mythological themes.

The first one in Sanskrit is supposed to be 'one of the earliest Jain

poems in Sanskrit written in a semi-epic and semi-kavya style' (Intro-

duction, p. 41), while the second one in Prakrit ‘belongs to the

closing period of Prakrit literature’ (Preface, p. v). The Vsranga-

carita desenbes in 31 cantos the life-story of the prince Varariga-

a contemporary of Neminarha, the twenty-second Tirtharikara of the

Jains. Incidentally it refers to various doctrines of Jain philosophy,

which arc sought to be justified while an attempt is made to criticise

and refute the views of other schools. As a matter of fact, the work,

like the Buddhatarila of Ajvaghosa, is a religious poem. It aims at

elucidating the Jain view of life. No name of author is available in

chc Mss. utilised for die edition. But die learned editor condudcs,

on die basis of references in other works to a work of the same name

by one Jatila as also to a verse attributed to one Jafar.andyacarya

occuring in the present work, that it was composed 'by Simhanandi,

alias-Jatasimhanandi, who was popularly known as Jatila or Jatacarya*

(Introduction, p. 12). Similarly it is surmised that the poet ‘flour-

ished at the dose of the 7th century A.D.’ (Introduction, p. 22).

Tile poet, whatever might he his name and date, writes in an

elegant epic style with occasional traces of poetical flashes.
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The Kawsavabo is a small work in four cantos, composed by

Rama Panivada who flourished in the beginning of the 18th century

and was die author of a large number of works in Sanskrit, Malaya-

lam and Prakrit. The present wotk. as the tide indicates, narrates

die story of the slaying of Kaiiisa by Krsna.

Both the works arc critically edited, each on die basis of two

manuscripts. The text as preserved in the Mss. being far from satis-

factory the learned editor had to work hard for reconstructing a

satisfactory and readable text. And, it seems, he lias been success-

ful in carrying out his task. The plans followed in the preparation

of both die edirions arc generally of the same nature. Both die

volumes contain exhaustive introductions, scholarly notes, cxcgcncal

and textual, as well as indexes of verses and proper names. The

Ktimsavebo lias, besides dicse, an index of important words and a

complete English translation of the whole poem. The introductions

begin with descriptor of the critical apparatus on which die editions

are based and then proceed to bring togedier all available informa-

tion about the lives and works of the authors, give summaries of the

poems and discuss their characteristic features, including die linguis-

tic peculiarities possessed by them. On die whole, these beautiful

editions bear eloquent testimony to chc scholarship and patient labour

of the learned editor, who has earned the gratitude of die world of

scholars by bringing to light and editing these as well as a number

of other Jain works in Prakrit.

Chintaharan Chakravarti
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THE TANTRARAJATANTRA with die Commentary

Sudarsani of Pranamanjari, critically edited for the first time with

introduction, appendices etc. by futindrabima] Chaudhun, ph.d.

(The Ccncribudon of Women to Sansknt Literature, Vol. V.)

Calcutta 1940.

The first tluptcr of the Tantraraja with the commentary called

Sudarsaiu by tile woman Tantrika Pranamanjari of the early

eighteenth century, who had her schooling from her erudite husband

Premanidhi, an inliabitant of Kumaun and a prolific writer, is for

the Hue time presented to Sanskrit scholars in a critical edition. We
have every reason to believe that the work will he welcomed with

delight on account of its intrinsic merits and the scientific editing.

Dr. Chaudhuri's rcpucaciou as an author and editor is now

well-established, and die high standard achieved in the present

woik has amply confirmed his credentials. 1 have read die

bode with care literally from cover to cover and I confess that but

for his learned introduction and illuminating notes the work bristling

with technicalities could not be easily understood by me in its proper

perspective and detail. As regards the literary graces and scholarly

traits of the original commentary die editor has stated evety-

thing in detail. The commentary, however, opened a new

vista before my eyes. 1 did not expect such finished scholar-

ship, such facile command over the Sanskrit idiom and such

easy mastccy of the logical technique and terminology that

have been put in vogue by the nco-logicians of Bengal

and have since become the current idiom of scholarly com-

positions, from a woman-scholar. The topics discussed in the

commentary reveal not only her original outlook and independent

approach and die critical, intimate and wide knowledge of the

Tontra liccracurc togedicr with its technique and philosophy, but

what is moic and causes an agreeable surprise is die evidence of her

dose acquaintance with the Dbarme-sisttas, the Upaniseds,

LH4, DfcCfcMBfcJC,
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the Gila and even the latest conclusions thrashed out by the Neo-

Vedantisrs of Sankara’s school. She had two predecessors, Nidhikira

and SubKaganandanitha, cwo erudite ccovr.icntators on the Tantra-

raja. She frequently quotes them and exposes the unsoundness and

amenability of dicir interpretation, proving thereby that her under-

taking was noc superfluous or uncalled for. A critical student

will see tliat the arguments of our auchor ate irrefutable. The

matter has been thoroughly discussed by the learned editor in lus

introduction. The editor gives a masterly survey of the

subject matter, which demonstrates his intimate and at the

same time extensive knowledge of the niceties of Tantra

literature. The analysis of contents is of great help to the

understanding of the text and his notes in tnglish and his profuse

Quotations from other Taneras arc really illuminating. The critical

apparatus given is complete and leaves nothing to be added. Jn a

word, we have got a scholarly and scientific edifion. 1 cannot help

stressing a particular poinc which has greatly impressed me. The

editor had access only to a single manuscript and that again not free

from imperfections. The readings I found to be embarassing

have noc escaped the editor's vigilant eye and the emendations

he lias suggested in the appendix are singularly happy

and apt. 1 congratulate Dr. Chaudhuri on his success and die sound

and extensive scholarship he has brought to bear on his task. I

wish tliat after he has completed his series o: Women’s Contribution,

he would bring out similar editions of the works of Premanidhi, die

husband of our author, whose scholarship and help have been so

handsomely acknowledged by our present author.

Satkaju Mookerjep.
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THE SUCCESSORS OF THE SATAVAHANAS IN THE
LOWER DECCAN by Di. D. C. Sircar, M.A., ph.d.. Lecturer in

the Department of Ancient Indian History and Culture, Calcutta

University; published by the University of Calcutta.

In spite of the work done during the last century, there are still

some dark periods in die realm of ancient Indian history. One such

period is the history of the Deccan after tHe downfall of the Andliras

and before die rise of the Caltikyas. It is therefore but in the fitness

of diings that Dr. Sircar should have essayed the task of reconstruct-

ing the history of the period in the above work. The present volume

deals with the history of die Lower Deccan; die author promises us

a second volume also where die history of the Upper Deccan of this

period will be dealc with.

Sources for die history of the period are mainly inscriptions

belonging to die various dynasties that were ruling at die time.

These inscriptions were of course already before scholars, but they

were published in different journals and at wide intervals of time and

the historic data supplied by them remained to be considered as a

whole with a view to find out wliat light they threw upon die history

of the period. Many of the records were not dated and the thorny

problem of deternmiing the relative chronology of the kings mention-

ed in them remained to be tackled. Ic is gratifying to note that all

such problems relating to diis period should have been properly

attempted by the author. He is quite fair to his predecessors when

lie states their views even for the purpose of refudng them. Con-

flicting data of the records are ably and critically shifted widi a view

to get a consistent picture if possible. In describing die history of

the Iksvakus, in discussing the genealogy of die SalariUayanas and

die Visnukundins, and in reconstructing die history of Kind

before its Pallava occupation, the authoc throws considerable new

light upon the subject. He is at particular pains to discuss the rela-

tions of these rulers with their contcmporancs with a view to being
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out fully the history of the period. The explanations suggested of

the expressions Hiranyd-oarbbt-prdsaw. uLwrj . etc. and the learned

appendices on chc Divyas and the Kavya scy’c in inscriptions show

the author’s mastery over Sanskrit literature and throw welcome light

on subjects, which were hut imperfectly or incorrectly understood.

Some kind of definite older is introduced in die history of the early

Deccan by the author's effort to establish an approximate contem-

poraneity among the Salankayan.-i Drvavamun of the Ellore grant,

Kadamba Mayuraiarman of tlic Chandravalli inscription. Vinhu-

kada Satakarni of the Malavalli record and Brihatplialayana Jaya-

varman cf die Kondamudi grant. These have been placed in the first

half of die 4th century A.D. (p. 168).

Ancient Indian history is a growing subject and it is but

natural that die conclusions we arrive at should sometimes be dis-

placed by later discoveries. This observation holds good abour die

author’s statement at p. 87 that South India was more cndiusiasttc

about the Vedic sacrifices dian North India and that Samudra-

gupta derived his inspiration to perform the Asvamedha sacrifice

from his connection with the south. The evidence of a number of

new inscriptions along with the data of some old ones now makes

it dear that North India was as enthusiastic about Vedic sacrifices as

South India during the 3rd ccntuty A.D. The Yiipa inscriptions

from Isapur, Badva, Bamaia. Nandsa and Kosambi make it quite

dear that Vedic sacrifices like the Dvadasa-ratra, Triratra, Aptorynma,

Sapta-Soma-samsdia, Garga-Triratra, Ekasasti-ratra, etc. were being

performed in U.P. and Rajputana not only by kings and gcnct.ils

but also by commoners during the 2nd and 3rd centuries A.D. If

the Vedic sacrifices were so common in northern India and at Kosambi

and Mathura during die 3rd century A.D.. Samudragupta need not

be supposed to have derived his inspiration only from the south.

In a number of recent monographs written about chc history of

several dynasties, the method is followed of giving a summary c£
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the inscriptions of a king after his history is discussed. Dr. Sircar

follows this method in the present work. This method is in a way

convenient; ic sometimes obviates the necessity of referring to anginal

journals, which in many places may not be even available. Ic must

be however admitted chat this method breaks the flow of the narra-

tive and the reader sometimes cannot avoid die impression that un-

necessary matter is being incorporated to take more of his time.

When, for instance, the names of donees are also given along with

the abstracts of inscriptions (as at pp. 43, 62, 291) or when the exhor-

tation to the inhabitants not c» disturb the donee is also summarised

(as at p. 192), or when even imprecatory passages threatening die

the obstructor with che sin of die Pdncd-mdbS-fitaktu arc translated

(as at p. 292), such impression cannoc be altogether blamed. This

mcdiod of writing monographs is no dcubc followed by more than

half a dozen scholars in recent yars, but that does noc mean that it

is flawless from die point of methodology. In the opinion of die

present reviewer the flow of die historical narrative should never b:

allowed to be broken by the sudden emergence of inscription^ sum-

maries; diese should be given at die end in appendices to the book.

Dr. Sircar has to some extent followed this method; for his appen-

dices II to V give some of the important inscriptions of the period.

This method should be followed throughout in oeder to make the

account more readable.

Dr. Sircar has promised a second volume dealing with die suc-

cessors of the Satavahanas in die northern Deccan. We hope chat

it will deal with che cultural history of die period also and give us a

picture of die social, religious, educational and economic condition

of the age. In die meanwhile, we would congratulate him for the

present volume, which considerably advances our knowledge of the

history of die Lower Dcccan.

A, S. Altekar
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THE SANTAL INSURRECTION OF 1855-57, b>' Dr - Kali

Kinkar Datta. M.A., Ph.D.
(
Assistant Professor of History. Patna

College; published by die University of Calcutta, 1940, pages 103.

The monograph under review gives an elaborate account of the

Santa! insurrection chat forms an important episode in die annals of

Bengal and Bihar during the middle of the nineteenth century. It

is divided into four chapters. Chs. I and II deal with the causes and

the outbreak and progress o: the insurrection, while chs. II! and

IV describe how it was suppressed aid what effects it produced. The

monograph has a map, an index, and several interesting appendices

two or which give copies of original documents in Bengali. Appendix

C which is the copy of a proclamation in Bengali, dated the 17th

August, 1855, is not only important as a specimen of our language

prevalent in the Santal Parganas during the mid-nineteenth century,

but is an additional proof that pares of that district together with

the adjoining portions of Bihar and Onssa really belong to Bengal

both culturally and linguistically.

The Santal insurrection is well-known to students of Indian

history from such popular works as Hunter’s Annals oj Rural Bengal,

pp. 23055. Dr. Dacta however has given a fuller account after

studying all available records published and unpublished. Proofs of

hard labour and patient research, characteristic of die author, arc

noticeable on almost every page of the monograph.

In connection wick the unpublished records utilised by the

author, reference has been made to a Bengali ballad by Ray Krsnadas

(p. x) Phis ballad was however published many years ago by the

late Dr. D. C. Sen in the Ftirvi-vanga-ginki, vol. II, part II (Calcutta

University, 1926), pp. 313-19. Some of the persons and incidents

referred to in rhr ballad cannot be maced in Dr. Datta’s narrative.

This monograph is interesting and valuable for all students of

Indian history.

Dines Chandra Sircar
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A HISTORY OF TIRUPATI or a History of die Holy Shrine

of Sri-Veiikatesa in Tirupari. vol. I. by Rijasevasakta Dewan Bahadur

Dr. S. Knslinaswami Aiyyangar; published by rhe Commissioner,

Tirumalai-Tinrpati Devasdunam, Madras, 19-10; pages 467 + 23.

The temple of Lord Vehltatesa on the Tirupari hills belonging

to die range ailed die Vehkatacalam is an old and famous shrine of

Souch India. The temple has a vciy large property and income and

is one of the most sacred spots in che Deccan. Tlx Dcva-

sthanam Committee may therefore be congntulatcd on their attempt

in getting a written history of rhe holy shrine as well as of the

locality in which it stands. Ic is again in die fitness of things that

the services of Dr. S. Krishnaswanu Aiyyangar, die down amongst
th*c historians of the Madras Presidency, have been requisitioned fer

the purpose.

The book wider review is divided into seventeen chapters.

The earlier sections deal chiefly with reference* to the Tirupari loca-

lity, its shrine and its deity, in early Tamil works, while subsequent

chapters delineate the history of that region under different dynasties,

such as die Pallavas, Colas, Yadavarlyas and die rulers of Vijaya-

nagara. The book contains as many as seventeen interesting illus-

rraaons and an index; but a map of rhe district is wanting.

The book is a storehouse of iiupcrcant materials, containing

many interesting details. It may not however be possible to agree

with the learned audior on some important points, especially in die

earlier half of die work. Nobody can deny that the Tirupiti shrine

is very old; but die audior’s attempt to place its foundation between

57 B.C. and 78 A.D. is not convincing (pp. 44-45), as it is based on

a late cradicon (referring to the Saka and Vikrama eras) of no value.

Throughout the work, Dr. Aiyyangar has tried to prove that the

dciiy in che Tirupari temple i> recognised, from die earliest times, as

Vismi and not as Siva. It however seems to us chat the deity is

neither Vismi nor Siva. Like Minaksi of Madura, jagannatha of
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Puri and many ocher denies in different parts of India, Lord

Venkates’a of Tirupati is very probably die deity of a primitive people

of die Soudi, subsequently identified with one or other of the well

known divinities of die Bralunanic pantheon.

In die historical sections of the book, especially in chapter IX

which deals with the early history of Tondaniandalani, there are

some statements which we find it difficult to accept. 1 he audior

thus speaks of die British Museum grant of Carudevi, "I his is a

Prakrit charter issued by the queen-regent in the name of her

minor son Vijayabuddhavarman. sometimes read as Buddhyankura.

son of Maharaja Vijayaskandavarnun'' (p. 1 18). The record lww-

cver reads: f5? 1
WTfiflCT

Sal etc.

(Ep. Ind., VIII, p. 143). The informations derived from the

British Museum gram arc therefore
: (1) Carudevi was the wife of tile

crown prince and not a queen regent; (a) Buddhavatman was not the

minor son aut die husband of Carudevi;
(3)

Buddhyankura was the

son cf Carudevi and was different (tom His mother's husband

Buddhavarman;
(q)

neither Buddhavarman nor Buddhyankura is

called die son of Skandavarpun; (5) there is no mention of a minor

son.

Inspite of a few drawbacks Iiere and there the hook is well worth

perusal by students interested in die history and culture of South

India.

Dines Chandra Sircar

A CRITICAL INTRODUCTION TO THE PANHAVA-
GARANAIM the 1 each Aiiga of the Jama Canon by Amulya

Chandra Sen, m.a., b.l., d.phil. (Hamburg), Wurzburg. 1936,

royal octavo, pp. 67.

Though earlier in origin dian Buddhism, Jainism did not receive

from scholars the scrupulous attention it deserves. The comparative
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negligence in which Jain studies have still been allowed to remain

is nowhere so evident as in a lack of critical edition of the complete

set of Angas, Upahgas and Chcdasuiras etc. Individual canonical

works like the Acaraiiga, Upasakadasa, and Uttaradhyayana have

indeed been critically edited but in the absence of properly constitute

cd texts of the remaining works scholars arc much handicapped in

using a vast measure of linguistic and historical material which Jaina

works surely contain.

Hence it is a matter of genuine pleasure to see Dr. Sen’s critical

introduction to the tench Ahga, which will surely facilitate die proper

reconstruction and study of the Psnbavagtrandim This work

prepared under the supervision of ProC. W. Schubung the greatest

living audiority on Jainism is die very model of what this kind of

work should be. An examination of the contents of the Panbiva.

was mack by Weber (Indiscbe Studien, XVI. pp. 326-335). Since

that rime this text received but scanty attention. Schubring made

some references to it in his introduction to 'Worte Mafiaviras. In

Wintcrnitz's History of Indian Literature Vol. II. (pp. 452) as well

as Schilling's Die Lebre der fain/ts (p. 66) earlier views on the text

have been revised. Besides these, the text has been casually men-

tioned by scholais who had occasion to give some general account

of Jain canonical works. In spite of all this there is still need for a

fresh critical study on the text and such has beer, offered by Dr. Sen.

This work is divided into three sections each of which is full of

much useful material. The most interesting past of the section I

(General Remarks) is die discussion of the prose written in Vedba

mccrc and the determination of a comparatively late date for die

present text on the study of its metrical contents. Discussion on its

borrowings from other texts is also equally interesting and valuable.

Section II (Special Investigations) of the work begins with a

short description of the last five chapters of the Panbava, together

with an enumeration of some matters of secular importance in them.

IH.Q., DKEMBE*. 194O a3
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Then follows the first five chapters of die original work in an

abridged form. Along with this abridgement author's thoughts

have been indicated and difficult and rare works as well as matters

of secular interest have been quoted and discussed.

Section III contains extracts from the commentary together with

valuable critical notes.

We congratulate the author on the production of this important

work and may hope that he will continue work in diis line and will

further the cause of Jain scudics which is in need of attention from

Indian scholars.

DOHAKOSA (Apabhtainia Texes of the Sahajayana School)

Part I (Text and Commentaries) edited by Prabodh Chandra Bagclii,

M.A., D.L1TT. (Paris), Calcutta, 1938, super royal octavo, pp. ii 4- (>*

The present volume included in the Calcutta Sanskrit Scries (no.

25 c) contains sayings (dobas) of Tillo, Saraha, Kanha and other

mystic teachers of Sahajayana School together with commentaries

on some of them. Written most probably sometime at die close of

the first millennium A.C. these sayings have not reached us un-

harmed. Readings of some of them arc in an exceedingly corrupt

state. But fortunately for us thex number is not great. Neatly

one hundred and forty of them (Sarahj's no and Kanha’s 32) have

been already edited by Dr. Sahidullah (Les Chants Mystiques de

Kanha et de Saraha) and he has made an improvement on them.

Buc due to want of sufficient materials some difficulties inevitably

remained. Then fortunately :or Dr. Bagclii he came in possession of

matcnals which enabled him to make further improvement on d»s

same text, and his matcnals included also some 66 new sayings

(Saraha's 32 and TilJo’s 34} by Sahayiyana mystics. Among these

appears a master named Tillo who was very imperfectly known up

dll now. From the Ms., however imperfect, of these sayings

Dr. Bagclii has given us a tenadve edition of the text which con-

tains some of the most valuable utterances of the Sahajayana
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mystics. Besides these Dr. Bagchi has included in his work nearly

25 sayings from other sources. All these make his work a

pretty comprehensive collection of doctrines followed by mystics who

flourished in Bengal about 1000 A.C. Commentaries available to

dobis of Tillo and Saraha have also been edited in the present work

and will greatly facilitate the understanding of the texts.

Though his materials were not in an ideal state Dr. Bagchi

seems to have done (us work with the best possible care. Mis restora-

tion of texts from the Commentary arc mostly very satisfactory . It

is only in a few places that one will have reasons to differ from him.

We arc giving below some instances where it is possible to suggest

alternate readings:

In Tillopada’s doba 3 pasta might have been mania to rhyme

with hania, without the loss of meaning.

In doha
5
india might have been ir.dt- (cf. doba :) which reads

metrically as did?,-.

In doba 10 bhahga might have been manga
(
= magga<Z n\arga)

.

This would make this doba very easily intelligible.

In dob? 11 rabia may be read as rabitta for the sound its is

quite pcmmsiblc in Apa. for ta. This change will save the rhyme.

In doba 15 ki bujjhai should be read as kabi pdvai to rhyme it

with futribbavdi. This will fit in with die sense given in the

commentary.

In doba 23 ]ahi should be changed for vd (see the commentary).

In doba 14 paintm might be changed for na lutti (= na luota)

rendering rhe sense clearer.

In doba 25 the second half may be read as kimme parama

Snanda hoi without any loss of meaning.

In doba 26 wfiri may be changed for vtabi
(
= vyadbi).

In doba 27 bufjbsi may be changed for mdr.ai
(
= manyate).

In doba 28 bbanijjai may be changed for bbaiui {bbannai<.

bbanyate).
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In doba 31 nit should be read as nii
(
jnayate

)
restoring the

rhyme at well as sense.

In doka 32 hoi may be inserted after so.

In doba 33 mm mala may be read as nimmula (jurmulya =
priceless).

Apart fropt these few instances Dr. Bagehi’s reconstruction of

the texts leaves little room for improvement. For this very valuable

work in die studies of Indian mysticism Dr. Bagebi has earned thanks

of his fellow scholars in the field.

Manomohan Ghosh

SAIVA SIDDHANTA IN THE MEYKANDA SASTRA

by Violet Paranjoti, ma, l.t., ph.d., Isabella Thoburn College,

Lucknow. Luzac & Co., Looden.

The book under review embodies the thesis submitted by chc

audior for chc PH.D. degree of the Madras University. The subject-

matter is the Saiva school of religion and philosophy as embodied in

Tamil and in subsidiary Sanskrit literature—a subject which is for

the first time presented in English in a systematic manner. As the

tide of die book indicates it docs not concern itself with die Kash-

mirian Saiva schools ex even with the philosophy of Ankara and

Appayadiksita. In die last chapter there is a comparative account

of other schools of Saiva doctrine, but it is coo meagre and sketchy.

However one cannot expect in a single book an exhaustive treatment

of all the ramifications of Saiva philosophy; and the concentration on

one school in particular, which is net widely known owing to its

being written in a language to which few people can have access,

has made it possible for the author to be fairly exhaustive and critical

in treatment. The interest of the book .s mainly philosophical, diough

the first chapter supplies chc historical background in the shape of

a survey of the literature and contributions of the exponents of the

school. The author is guided throughout by a critical spirit and has
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not taken die role of a pare advocate. The criticism offered by the

author appears to be fair though destructive. The philosophy of

Saiva Siddhanta is frankly and unreservedly a pluralistic realism of

the Sankhya pattern and the author Has not hesitated to take full

advantage of the loopholes and angularities to which a pluralistic

system is inevitably exposed. It must be acknowledged chat how-

ever unpalarabic the criticism may savour to an orthodox adherent

of die school, die cogency of the arguments employed by the author

is indubitable. But we are afraid that wc have more of hostile criti-

cism than sympathetic evaluation. Even pluralistic philosophy has

its points of strength and pluralism has been vindicated both in India

and Europe. The author however appears to be much dominated by

Bradley and this accounts for the constructive solution offered in

more chan one place which obviously savours of Bradlcyan influence.

Thus in one place the author observes in criticism of the unmitigated

pluralism of Saiva Siddhanta which holds Gcd and the world and the

individual souls distinct and different, "unless they' become parts of

a whole in which they are somehow transmitted, they will continue

to remain isolated elements which no sakti an bting together”

(p. 242). The author here reproduces rather uncritically the solution

of Bradley without passing to consider how the relation of part and

whole can steer dear of the opposition she complains of, if part and

whole insist cn maintaining chcir distinctive individualities. The

theory of transmutation seems to be an argument of mysticism,

which is tantamount to negation of reason. To be fair to the author

one must admic that the pluralistic conception of reality is open to

all the criticism that can be and has been advanced by a momst.

Though personally mv philosophical convictions arc that of an un-

compromising monist of Sankara's type and so on that score I cannot

but have fundamental agreement with the author’s critiasm, die

point on which I would like to lay stress is chat wc should lay aside

our convictions for the time we approach a philosophical system whidi
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proposes to establish a body of principles entirely different from what

enlists our personal sympathy. The author asserts in the preface

that she has kept her Qiriscian convictions m the background in the

interests of an objective presentation and we have nothing but appre-

ciation for this studied detachment. In order not to be misunder-

stood we must declare our feelings that chc author has been more

critical than appreciative and her presentation of a noble school of

thought in spite of its undeniable merits as an ethical and religious

discipline is calculated to leave an impression of its inadequacy as a

philosophical system.

The leal philosophy of the school comes to be discussed from

chapter TI. It « obvious even to a plain understanding that the phi-

losophy of the school is much indebted to Saiikhya not only in its

cosmogonical and cosmological speculations but also in its epistemo-

logy. The author deserves our thanks for drawing attention to this

aspect and also to its departure from chat ancient school. The

author's evaluation of Sabdapramdna

,

wherein she shows that the

recognition of this source of knowledge docs not degenerate to dog-

matism, is proof of her insight and correct vision. Her discussion

of ocher praminas shows critical understanding, though it is felt chat

her criticism of die Nyaya view of negation both as an organ and as

resultant judgment dees not go deep enough. I he same remark

holds of her treatment of Vfamana and Artkapalti and paiticularly the

treatment of die latter carries the impression of haste. The discourse

on inference and verbal judgment shows ability and understanding

diougn an advanced student of Indian epistemology would expect a

deeper treatment in view of the advance of philosophical studies in

recent times. Chapter HI deals with the conception of God. The

chapter is ably written, diough che criticism of Personal God scans

to be radier conventional. We agree with the author that no argu-

ment can demonstrate the existence of Ged as has been shown by

Kant. But though a positive proof may fail to reach chc level of
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demonstraton die necessity of God is capable of being proved by a

•reductio ad abiurdum. The dogmatic assertion of Siva’s supremacy

over Visuu and Brahma has not been substantiated on philosophical

grounds and it would have been gratifying liad die author indicated

that names are but labels and their value is only derivative and vica-

rious in so far as dicy represent chc Real Essence, which is bound to

be nameless. Again, the fact that Siva like the Naiyayika's God is

an organizer and

individual souls and the primal world-stuff need not detract from,

far less be a limitation to the infinitude of God, unless the concep-

only engineer and has no agency with regard to

tion of infinity is moulded on die analogy of space. The relation of

Siva to His Sakt: need not cause a difficulty eidicr. T hese arc ulti-

mate concepts, which are necessitated by a reductio ad absurd*m
and we wish diat the author had addressed herself to discover their

underlying philosophical necessity and not been content with a rather

facile criticism. Maya and its evoluccs’ is the subject of chapter IV.

It is an exhaustive account. But here also we arc painfully conscious

of the want of a philosophical defence of the different stages of evo-

lution and in its place we are given in abundance adverse criticism.

Cncicism is the life and soul at a philosophical work, but sometimes

it is apt to develop die weakness of the opposite position and to leave

its strong side inadequately represented. From the author’s treat-

ment one derives die impression diat die Saiva system is based on a

weak metaphysical foundation and it is more of religion than phi-

losophy. The author has succeeded in creating a situation which

wifi be a cause of fclicication if it provokes a follower of the school to

meet her criticism and present the Saiva Siddhanta widi an adequate

philosophical vindication. A sentimental refutation will fail to shake

the audior’s position, which is much too critical and philosophical

for that. The remaining chapters arc replete with new information

and data. The chapter on Release gives a detailed exposition of che

Siddhandn’s standpoint. The last chapter deals with the alien
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schools and due to die immense range of subjects dealt with, die

treatment has turned out to he scrappy and fragmentary.

The book oil die whole is a solid contribution to Indian philo-

sophy, and though we could not refrain from calling attention to

what appeared to be the limitations of an otherwise worthy publica-

tion, we must admit that the merits of the work far outweigh its

defects. Ic is a thoughtful work and gives proofs of sturdy originality

and independent approach. We commend die book to all lovers of

Indian culture.

Satkari Mookrrifi;
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Aola OrltnUlla. vol. XVIII. pars U

H. Goetz .—Late Indian Architecture. The writer attempts to show

that Indian architecture did not lose its vigour even in the period

following die building of the Tajmahal, but changed only m
direction.

P. H. L. EGCFRMONT.—The Date of Asoka's Rock Edict X!U. The

Rock Edict XIII was published before or in 255 B.C. in which

year the death of Alexander took place.

Adyar Library Bulletin, vol. IV', pt.3

C. Kunhan Raja.—A Samknl Letter of Mohamad Dora Shukoh.

A letter written in Sanskrit to Gosvimin Nrsimha Sarasvati by

Dam Shukoh, son of the Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan, is pub-

lished from a manuscript deposited in the Adyar Library. I he

letter reads like an address composed in an extremely ornamental

language.

The following serial publications continue in this issue:

livanandanam of Anandaraya Makliin.

Samavcda Samhita with commentaries of Madhava and Bharata-

svamin.

Saiigitaratnakara with commentaries of Catura Kallinadia and

Sinihabhfipala.

Asvalayanagrbyajitra with Devasvami-bhasya

.

T. R. Srinivasa Ayyancar and S. Subkahmanya Sastri.

—

The
Siminya Vedanta Upanistds. In th:s instalment of the English

translations of the smaller Upanisads, the last portion of the

Atmabodbopanisad, the whole of die Ekaksaropar.isad and a

pirt of die KaHiiiaki-Brabmanopaniutd have been published.

!.h.q.
( oectMaty, 1940 *A
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K. Madhava Krishna Sakma.—The Rdjtmrganka of Bboja. The

Rajamrganka is a Karana work containing astronomical calcula-

tions attributed lo Bhoja. The work has been published on the

basis of a unique Ms. deposited in die Adyar Library'.

H. G. Narahapi.—The Saddarsanasamuccay* of Hanbhadra with a

Commentary of bts Pupil. A fragment of a new commentary,

believed to be die earliest one, on Hanbhadra's Saddarsana-

umuccaya, has been published from a rare Ms. containing only

die Buddhisc section of the compendious work on different

systems of Indian philosophy.

Annals ol th» Bhandarltar Oriental Risearoh inatliuU, vol. XX, pU. 11I-IV

Irawait Karve.—The Kinship Usages and the Family Organisa-

tion in Rgveda and Atbarvaveda. The terms used in die

Rgveda and chc Atbarvaveda for kins and relations have been

discussed in detail. This kinship terminology reflects, as argued

in the paper, a stage of society when there was little restriction

as to sex-relations between the members of the family, which

was governed by one man, and in which women were polyan-

dtous, ihc Atbarvaveda shows a wider range of this termi-

nology and a more ethical turn towards sex-relations, showing

chat the family organisation was undergoing a new orientation.

P. K. GoDE.—tSorcttf Verses about the Kayastba Parabhus composed

by Kcsava Pandita by the order of king Sambhaji ton of Sbivaji

—c. A.D. 1675. I he autlicc records and discusses here some

verses from the Parabb u-snkarana. probably composed at die

time of the Maradia king Sainbhaji. He has tried to prove by

advancing some contemporary evidence that Kcsava Pandita,

who composed the verses is identical with Kcsava Pandita, die

author of Rdjardmacar.ut.

V. M. Apte.—(The Asvalayanamantrasarnbita . Two manuscripts

of a mantra compilation called Aivalayanamanlrasambita tie-
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posited in the India Office Library have been described. This is

the only work of its kind, which gives all die Rgvcda mantras

cited by their praeikas in the Grbya and Smuts surras ct

Asvalayana.

N. M. BlLLlMORIA.

—

Tbe Scnpt of Adobenjodara and Easter Island.

In Rupa Nui, belonging to die Chilean territory, called Easter

Island, some architectural remains have been found. They con-

tain a few tablets bearing scripts resembling those of Mahenjo-

daro and arc similar in many respects to the seals d scovercd in

the various parts of ancient Sumer, Susa, and die borderland of

the Tigris.

Katre.

—

New Lines of Investigation in Indian Linguistics.

Dandekar.—JNew Light on the Vedic God—Sevitr. The
writer tries to prove chat Savitr is not a creation of the Vedic

poets, and can be traced back to prc-Vedic Indo-Germanic

mythology. The God is also found represented pictorially in the

Nordic rock-paintings of tKc ancient bronze age. In the opi-

nion of the writer, Savitr cannot be identified widi Surya. He
is an aspect of Varuna.

P. C. DrVANjl.

—

Jjonkavatam Sutra on non-Vtgeiarian diet. In

answer to a question put by Havana, Buddha is said, in the

Lahkavatsra Sutra, to have enumerated the demerits of die non-

vegetarian diet, details of which ha\e been given in the paper.

Annals of Orlmral Research of the university el Madras,

rol.lTtl989.tPaO), pt. t

T. R. ChinTAMANI.—^i4Kfrid«Rr-. Ill: Vyavabdrasiromani edited

here for the first time deals with the rules of legal prccedure and

is a work by Naiayana, a pupil of the famous Vijnanesvara Yari.

V. Raghavan.—Women Characters in Kalidasa's Dramas.

R. P. Sethu Piixai.—Place-name suffixes in Tamil. (In Tamil).

K. Ramakrishnaiya.—Andbrabhasabhyudayayamu {The develop-

ment of the Tclugu Language), In Tclugu,
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S. Muhammad Husayn Naixaf.

—

Hindi, High Hindi, Urdu.

Dakbni, Hindustani. The paper gives n brief sccounc of the

salient features in the development of Hindi and Urdu through

different scages.

Annals cf the Sri Venkatesvara Oriental Imtltute, Tlrupatl,

vol. I, pt. 3 (September, 1040).

P. K. Code .—Use of Canges Water by Muslim Rulers from A.D.

7300 to 1800. It has been shown from the evidence of Ibn

Batura, Ain-i-Albari. Bernier and Edward Moor, that the Mus-

lim ixilcrs—Muhammad Tughlaa, Akbar. Aurar.gzcb, and tlic

Na'i-ab of Savanur used to drink' Ganges water.

K. C. Vapadachari.—Sri Vedanta Desika on the Buddhistic Schools

of Thought, Vedanta Ddika, the great exponent of Rama-

nuja’s Visistadvaita School of Vedanta in the early 14th century,

displays in his Parentatabhahga written in a mixture of Sanskrit

and Tamil, great dialectical ability by pointing out absence of

self-consistency in every system of thought except his own.

The present paper contains an English translation of a section of

the Paramatabbahga refuting the Buddhistic doctnncs of the

Madhyamika, Yogaeara, Sautrantika and the Vaibhasika

systems.

P. S. Naidu.—The Expression of the Emotions^As analysed by

Bharata in die Natya&stra. and as portrayed in the Chidam-

baram Temple sculptures.

K. MaDHava Krishna Sarma.

—

Sabdadhatusamiksa- A lost work

of Bbartrbari. While criticising the Sphotavada as expounded

by Bharerhari, die SivadrsU of Somanandanatha mentions a work

called Samihsa which is fully named as Sabdadhatusamihsa of

Bhartrhan. Evidently this work of Bhartrhari is lost.

N. AlYASWAMI Sastri.

—

Sahkeracarya on the Buddhist Idealism.

References to the tenets of the Idealistic school of Buddhism

found in Sankara’s BhSsva on Brabmasutras II, 2, 28-32 have
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been examined in the paper to determine bow far they are accu-

rate representations of the ideas of the system.

M. Ramakrishna Kavi.

—

-Works on Anhasastra in T.eJugu. Several

Telugu treatises on Niti or polity have been briefly noticed here.

Some of them deal wirh topics that fairly represent

the contents of the Kautibya, except in the fact that they leave

out matters contained in the chapters dealing with the adminis-

tration of justice
(
{dharmastbiyam ). The Telugu works also

omit discussions c( unfair means for putting down an enemy as

detailed in die Ksutitiya.

re-

Bharanya Vl«»i, rol. V, pt. II, Ml?, 1M0,

DhaRMAVANDA KOSAMBI —On the Life of Buddbaghosa. In

futacion of die belief diat Buddhaghoja was a native of Bodh

Gap, and the author of Attbasalint and came of a Brahmin

family, the writer says that he belonged to die farmer class and

was a native of a village called Morandakheaka in Southern

India from where he v/ent to Ceylon in the reign of Mahanama,

wrote Vtsuddhimagga and translated from Sinhalese, the

authoritative and orthodox commentaries into Magadhi.

K. M. MuKSHl.—-From Rama Jamedagnya to Janamejaya Pdriksita.

The main historical evenrs from Rama Jamadagnyn to Janamejaya

Pariksica have been discussed here. They have led the writer

to die following conclusions:—A great war between the Aryan

tribe, lasting for generations tcok place and in one of its Later

campaigns the Virahavya king Arjuna was killed by Rama

Jamcdagnya, a definite break occuircd in the genealogies and the

literary and religious traditions of die Rgvedic Aryans, and thus

the mantra period came to an end. The war was continued

thereafter with die effect that the Inner band Aryans spread

upto Narmada; when this war was concluded Janamejaya

Pariksita was die king of Kuru Pancala ruling at Asandivanc.
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G. S. SARDfcMl —Career of Ranjit Sing and its Effect on Indian

Politics. In this paper, the writer has discussed and

explained the salient features of Ranjit Singh's inspiring career,

his services to India and his far sightedness in che domain of

politics. Ranjit Singh watched the careers of Napoleon, Tipu

Sultan and Rammolun Ray, and understood well how to

maintain friendly relations with the English instead of under-

taking the hazardous task of resisting die all-sweeping British

supremacy.

BoolCHand.—(The Platonic Concept of Justice compared usith the

Hindu Concept of Dharma. By comparing die Platonic justice

with the Hindu Dhanna, it is found that the Platonic concept

of justice is essentially idealistic, while the Hindu concept of

Dharma is a practical one. The Platonic concept is conceived

primarily in relation to die purpose of man in society, but the

Hindu view is that the existing social order is in itself die mani-

festation of the Dharma.

A. S. Gopani .—Characteristics of finism—Some important and

striking features of Jinism have been dealt with, namely Syad-

vada, Nayavada etc

A. D. PtiSALKAR .—Historical Data in Bhasa It is found that Bhasa

supplies us with historical data of the Buddhist period, most of

which arc corroborated by other independent sources.

Mani Lal Patel.—The Ninth MandaU of the Rgveda This con-

tinued article describes in detail the virtues and efficacy of soma

juice dealt with in the Rgveda particularly in the nintH mandala.

He says that in the lata- rituals, the sacramental soma prepara-

tion and offering became a mechanical formality, but at die rim:

of the Rgveda. the preparation of Soma was looked upon as a

special au.

Pinldha-prabhB. rol. S, no. 2. April, 1940

R. G. Gyani .—The Buddhist Stupa at Sand.
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K. A. Padhye.—Emperor Asoka end Buddhism.

Shu Yogindraji.—Outlines of Buddhist Yoga. Origin of Bud-

dhist Yoga, its metaphysical basis, process of inducing medi-

ation, acquisition of supernatural powers and forces and mean-

ing of prayer and its place in Buddhism are discussed here.

Bulletin ol PBonctic Studios, uo. 1 (October, 1940}

N. Sivarama Sastry.—The Vedic Circumflex. The nature of the

Vcdic accent of svarita as found in die accounts of Pinini and

the Pritisakbyas, and as revealed from its enunciation in the

present day Vcdic recitations in Southern India, has been

discussed.

Calcutta Roylew, vol. 70, no. 1. July 1940

Kalidas Nag.—Art end Arcbaology oj Indo-China. The succes-

sive stages of chc cultures of Indo-China arc given here. From

the inscrip tional and icoiiograplv.c evidence it is shown that

the Indian cultures e.g.—Bralxmamc, Saivite, Vaisuavitc,

Buddhist etc. have influcuced die Ait and Archzology of

Indo-China.

Ashirbaoi Lai. Srivastava.— Was the A bdah Invasion of 1766-67

—a retd menace to Bengal? The dieory that the Abdal: inva-

sion of 1766-67 constituted a menace to the safety of Bengal and

was imdcrtakcn at die instigation of Mir Qasim is said to be

devoid of foundation. The English preparation made by

Vcrclst, the then Governor of Bengal was mere precautionary

measure and there was, in fact, no real danger to Bengal.

Jyotipmayee Dehi.—The Proio-iyfe of She in the Prt-hislorie Age.

The dieory of Sir John Marshall that the figure of a deity

seated in a Yogic attitude with an animal by his side at

Mohcnjodaro is the proto-type of Siva is considered here as

difficult to accept in its entirety unless more definite evidence be
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forthcoming. The Mohenjodaro deity lacks many characteris-

tics of the post-Vedic Siva.

SuDHAKAR CHArrERJEE.—A note on the Geographical Concepts of

the Ancient Indians. The nomenclature and concepts of the

ancient Indian cosmography as found in epigraphic records arc

given in chis shore note.

Half-yurly Jcurnal ol IM M»*or* university, vol. I, no. 1 (September. JB<U)

M. H. Krishna.—-Tic Brahmagiri Site. The archeological impor-

tance of the Brahmagiri hill, the find-spot of Asoka’s minor

rock edict no. 1 in die Mysore State, has been pointed out m
the paper, and the ‘Isila’ of the Mauryas in this region has been

particularly described. A surface study of Isila suggescs the

existence of five stratified layers in the site that bears marks of

(i) the Cal ukya-Hoysala activities, (a) a Mauryan town,
(3)

a

pre-Mauryan town, (4) a neolithic setdement, and
(5)

a pigmy

flint culture of the pre-historic period.

Indian Art and Letters, vol. XIV, no. 1 (1N0)

P. R. T. Wright.

—

Graco-Buddhist An m the Swat Valley. The

Swat Valley ait helps to have a dearer Gandharan chronology

and shows its contact with die Mediterranean traditions.

Mrs. Rhys Davids.—Asoka. Heir of the Way. The edicts of

-Asoka show that he was a true heir of Gotaina's ‘Way of die

Word.’

Indian Culture, vol. VII. uo. 1 (July, 1Q4U>

H. C. Raychudhuri.—The Chain of Justice. For affording free

access to a complainant, Jahangir caused a large bell to be hung

up with a long tope chat could be pulled by anybody for attract-

ing the attention of the Emperor. A similar expedient had been

adopted earlier by Ilcurmish and later by Muhammad Shah.

But the institution of the 'Chain of Justice' can be traced further

back in Indian history. An analogous device was introduced in
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Ceylon in the 2nd century B.C. by a Tamil chief named Elara

hailing from the Coja country of Southern India.

A. Ghosh.—Toe Age of KaUcuri Imperialism—Gahgeya and

Karna. The paper forms an estimate of the two powerful Kaja-

curi kings of Cedi, Gaiigcyadcva and his son Karnadcva, who

in the 1 ich century extended their sway over territories of im-

perial dimensions. The information has been gathered from

inscriptions of different rulers belonging to che dynasty as also

from many literary and cpigraphic records.

A. N. UpADHYE^—Jivaiattvafradipika on Gomtr.atasira: Its

Author and Date. Evidence lias been adduced in the paper to

show that che Jioatattvapradipika. a Sanskrit commentary on che

well-known Jain work Gommatasira of Ncmicandra Siddhanca-

cakravarcin was written in the beginning of the 16th century by

another Ncmicandra. Kesavavami had written in 1359 A.C. a

Kannada commentary on the Gommatasara. It was called

J'rjatattvapradip/ka on which Ncmicandra based his Sanskrit

version.

S. K. SaraSWATI—The Dale of the Pabarpur Temple. It is con-

jectured that the main fabric of the temple standing in the

centre of the monastic quadrangle at Paharpur had been origi-

nally constructed by Dharmapala, the second Pala king of Bengal

in the 8th century A.C.. but many of the niches and che sculp-

tures of Brahmanical deities were added later on in successive

periods when repairs and renovations were made.

V. R. Ramachandka Dikshitar.—Some Jain Teachers in Srdvana

Belgola. The available data regarding che dates and activities

of the Jain teachers Kundakunda. Uraasvati, Balakapthcha,

Samantabhadra, Sivakod, Pujyapada and Akalanka have been

discussed.

J.
C. DE.—-Snaps Surat Expedition of 1664: Some of its historical

Aspects.

DECtMA&X, 1^0 a5
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Batakkishna Ghosh.—Birth of the Cods. The writer is opposed

co die acceptance of a purely phenomenological interpretation

of the Vedic deities. The natural phenomena alone cannot

account for the constitution of the Vedic panchcon. A variety

of conceptions originating within or coming from outside must

have therefore combined to act upon the minds of die Vedic

Rsis in the formation of their idea of a god. The word Asura

and the names or die Vedic gods Varuna, Mitra and Indra,

have been analysed in this religio-philological study to show

that die ideas associated with these names as found in die Veda

came to be conceived from impressions sometimes received

from outside.

E. V. Vira Raghavacharya.—•South Indian Authorship of some

Verses attributed to Rtgbundiba Siromani and Others.

K. R. Pisharoti—Negara, Drdvida and Vesara. Details about the

three main styles of Hindu Temple architecture—Nagara,

Dravida and Vesara arc found collected in diis continued paper

from the texts on the subject.

Batakrishva Ghosh.—Greek and Sanskrit.

K. Madhava Krishna Sarma.—'Pacati Bhavati' and 'Bbated api

Bhavei in the Atahabbdsja. Two new types of sentences not

known before developed in the time of Patarijali, die author of

the Mahdbhasya
, thus proving that Sanskrit still continued to

be a spoken language. The nature of a sentence as discussed in

different texts nas incidentally been examined in die paper.

Journal of tho Annaimlol Unlvcosl'.y, tot. X. do. 2 <Doooinbor, IS40)

N. V. Mallayya.—Studies in Sanskrit Texts on Temple Archi-

tecture with Special Reference to the Tantrassmuccaya.

V. VridhaGIRISAN.—‘The Nayaks of Tanjore.

Journal of tho Berarsi Hindu llnlvoralty, vol. V, no. 1

Raj Bau Pandfy—The Educational Samskaras of the Hindus.

Many of the samskaras originated in die sutra period but the
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vidyarsmbha did not come incc existence till late. Sanskrit

was then a spoken language and the upanayana marked the

beginning of the primary education. In course of time when

Sanskrit became die licerary language, and the literature of the

Hindus became complicated
,
upanayana could nor mark the

beginning of die primary education. It was done at the com-

mencement of the secondary education; so a new samskara was

needed to solemnize the start of the primary education. Thus

the vidyarambba samskara came into existence.

Fatah Singh.—The Interpretation of Indra Myth. The birth of

Indra through d-.c side of his mother in an oblique way as

referred to in the Rgveda is explained here by saying that Indra

is regarded as the first light of dawn which is visible in a circular

way.

B. C. Buatt.achai.ya.

—

Lumbini
, the Bnlb-place of Buddha.

Journal ol the Bihar art Orisia Boeosroh Society.

vol.XXVI.pt. II (June, 1900)

A. Banerji-Sastri.—Mauryan Sculptures from Lohimpur Patna.

Two pieces of sculptures, one a head, the other a fragment of

an arm or a leg in greyish buff sandstone—botin in a mutilated

condition and believed to be of the Maurya period have been

discovered at Lohanipur near Patna.

Rasjit Sing Satyasrayi.—Ahgins. This is an account of the

ancient sage Angiras and his family as mentioned in the Vedas

and Purdnas as also the part played by them in the propagation

of die Vedic culture.

A. Banerji-Sastri.

—

A Stone Inscription from Maksudpur. A11

inscribed stone discovered in a jungle near Raiauh in die

Maksudpur estate of the district of Gaya contains an unknown

script thac bears some resemblance to die signs of the Indus

script.
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Aokis Banerji.—Two Hero-stones of Bankura. Two stone slabs

found at Chhatna in the district of Bankura, containing human

figures curved on than, are considered to be memorials of sonic

distinguished persons.

idio., to!. XXVI, pt. Ill (September, 1940)

A. BaneRJI-Sastri.—Ninety-three Inscriptions on the Kurkihar

Bronzes. Among the images of gods and goddesses of norchem

Buddhism obtained from Kurkihar, ninety-three images contain

inscriptions in characters belonging to the pened from the gth

u» the nth century A.C. The inscriptions record the gift of

images from various donors.

Journal of the Bombay Branch ol the Royal Asiatic 8oolety. sol. 10 (MO)

H. D. Velankah.—Rgvedic Similes : Similes of the Atris. To

arrive at the true meanings of the Rgvedic stanzas chrough an

analysis of their rhetorical aspects, the wntcr has been discussing

them for seme time. Here he has translated into English and

annotated the similes of the Aui hymns contained in 5th

Mandala of the Rgveda.

Journal ot tha Bombay Historical Sccloty, vol. V, no. 3

S. K. Govindasami.—The Army of the Later Colds= (poo- 1 200).

The size, and the main components of the army, the provincial

army, the militia, feudal troops, rrctuitmenc, division of the

army, military ranks, cantonments and parts, actual campaigns,

morality of war, rewards and honours for military service, and

the peace time work of army under the Cola rulers of South

India have been discussed,

P. P. SubrahmanYa Sastri.—Tanjore Manuscripts and their Value

for Marathi History in the South. The paper gives names

and summaries of several manuscripts that may be helpful in

the reconstruction of the history of the Maratha rulers of

Tanjore.
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J. Castets .—How Negapatam in 1641 became the first Portuguese

Possession on the Coromandel Coast.

Lakshminarayana Habichandan Jagadeb.—Genealogy of the

Gahga Dynasty of Kalthga.

Journal of fho Greater India Society, col. VII. no. 2 (July, 194C)

J.
Hackin'.—The Buddhist Monastery of Fondukistan [Translated

into English by U. N. Ghoshal|. In tilts instalment of die

paper, two niches of the sanctuary with their outer decorations,

ornamental arcades, walls, corridors and statues have been

described.

Batakrishna Ghosh.

—

Hittite People and Language.

U. N Ghqshal—A Pare Indian T.emple-lype in Cambodia. The

writer of the paper deals briefly wid) types of temples and

buildings in general as classified in the different Sanskrit treatis-

es, and points out that the Nandika type of temple mentioned

in the Puranas. though without any concrete evidence of its

existence in Indian literature, his been referred to in an inscribed

foundation stele of a temple in Cambodia as having been cons-

tructed there by a king. The temple belongs to the reign of

Indravarman I (877-889 A.C.).

Journal of Indian History, rol. XIX, p». 3(Augut4. 1M0)

Atindra Naih Bosfc .—Origin of Slavery in Indo-Aryan Economy.

The paper deals with slavery in ancienc India, which first origi-

nated from the early customs relating to war. The relation of

the slaves tc their masters, dicir legal position, social status etc.

are discussed on the basis of evident culled mainly from

Sanskrit and Pali documents.

Jagannath .—Some Observations of the Character and Achieve-

ments of Candragupta II Vikramiditya. The contention of the

writer is that Candragupta II had to show his superior ability at

every stage of his career. He could not ascend the throne un-
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opposed, ncr was he able to retain the sovereign position without

hard fight.

Ganda Singh.—Nanai Panthisor the Sikh and Sikhism of the ijth

Century. (Translated from Muhsin Fani's DabisUn-i-Mazabib

with Notes).

H. Goetz.—The Fall of Vijayanagsr and Nationalization of

Muslim Art in the Dakhan.

Journal d Orfental Restart*, vol. XIV, pt. I

K. Goda Varma.—Vajralepa and Wood-preservation. References

to Vajralepa in Sanskrit works and the occurrence of the word

and its metamorphosed forms in the different languages of

India show chat the lepa had nothing to do with wrod-preserva-

rion, but was used as cement or plaster in the construction of

houses, scone images, etc.

V. Raghavan.—The Virupiksavasantotsava Campu of Ahobala.

The work lias been described, and die persons and articles

referred to in it enumerated. It is of some importance to

students of die history of Vijayanagara.

M. R. Rajagopala Iyengar.—Phonetic Changes in Tamil Words

borrowed from Classical Sanskrit.

Journal of the Unllid Provinces HUtorMal Society,

vol. XIII, pt. I (July, 19*0)

I. HaCKIN.—A New Campaign of Excavation at Regram

(Afghanistan) 1939. The paper gives details of some of the

discoveries made recently as a result of excavations conducted

in Afghanistan. The objcccs described arc mostly in close

relation with the art of Mathura.

VASUDEVA S. AcrawaLA.—Place-names in the Inscriptions of

Darius.

S. K. Banehji.—'The Capture of Qancahar by Humayun, September

3 - ‘545

K. Madhava Krishna Sarma.—The Text of the Astadhyayi.
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The conclusions reached by the writer are that the texc of the

Astidbyayi has been preserved free from much corruption, and

the changes that have crept in arc only few in number.

VaSUDEVa S. Acrawala.—Agriculture as known to Pdnini.

Muslim University Journal, October, 1JM0

Syed Mahmud.

—

Hindus under Muslim Rule. The purpose of th_s

‘historical survey' is to show that the condition of the Hindus

during die Muslim sovereignty of India was not unsatisfactory.

The Muslims in general were not slow to recognize merits in

the Hindus, nor were the Muslim rulers in any way less forward

in practising toleration in religious matters, and the Mughal

Government in fact proved a nationalising force in India, offering

equal treatment to all.

N«w Indian Antiquary, vol. II, no. 13

B. N. Krishnamurti Sarma.—Sri Paghavendra Svimin. The

paper gives an account of the life and work of Raghavendra

Tirtha, the famous exponent of the Madhva school of Vedanta

flourishing in 1623-71 A.C.

Swrri Kumar Chatthpji.—Two Sanshrit-Chinese Lexicons of the

ytb-8ib Centuries, and some Aspects of Indo-Arysn Linguistics .

Siddheswar Varma.—Criteria of Prepositions used Adnominally

in the Language of the Brahmanxi. There is a variety of prepo-

sitions diac arc used as prefixes before verbs, but can also govern

nominal cases. The writer of the paper examines the uses of

those prepositions in the Brihmana literature, and discusses

how they can be distinguished from other varieties of their class.

Pooiu Orlontrtat, vol. V, o<o. S * 3 (July & October, 1B<0)

H. G. Narahari.—Rumania's Contribution to Philosophy and

Mythology. The scientific acumen of Bhatia Kumarila is

proved from the fact that in the 7th century' he was aware that

there are words in Sanskrit which had been borrowed from other
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languages, and that every language is not derived (tom Sanskrit.

He also knew that many of the mythological scones had origin-

nated from the anthropomorphic descriptions of the natural

phenomena. His explanation of the myths chat ascribe im-

morality co gods and saints is noteworthy inasmuch as he reads

them nothing but die behaviour of die solar andtn storm

phenomena.

Dasaratha Sakma.

—

T.be Ancestry end Caste of Candragupta

Maurya According to the Mudrdraksasa. In opposition to die

view that Candragupta Maurya was not related to Nanda and

that 'Vrsala' used as his appellation stands for a royal tide and

not for a Sudra, the wntet of this article asserts disc in the

drama Mudraraksasa, Candragupta is depicted as Nanda'* son

by a Sudra woman, and the cerm 'Vrsala' connotes a man of

low birth.

Kumar Pal.

—

Psycho-analytic Approach to Indian Yoga.

V. N. Gokhale.—Studies in Pinirti
,
Pari ll . In this part of die

paper, the author discusses the progress of Aryanisation, and

the condition of die Sanskrit language at the time of Pinini

as revealed from the names and words occurring in the

Astidhyayi He llso dilates on the inherent power of a word and

explains die process by which it produces an idea in our mind.

Bhogilal J. SaNDESara.—An Unpublished Inscription of King

Kumarapaia of Gujarat from Junagadh Museum. This

Sanskrit inscription of the early 13th century contains the infor-

mation that Kumarapila of Anahilwad erected a temple of the

Sun-deicy Dham*,ad;tya and quelled a rebellion of the Abhiras.

K. Madhava Krishna Sakma,—Katyayana. This is an attempt

to show chat Katyayana's object in writing the Varrikas was

noc to find fault with die rules of Pariini. He was actuated by

a sincere motive of clearing ambiguities in, and making addi-

tions to. the Astidhyayi.
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